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variant
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IPTHET Ipswich Thetford-type ware
KING Kingston-type ware (Pearce and Vince 1988,

173)
LANG Langerwehe stoneware
LLYST Late Lyveden–Stanion
LMCU Late Medieval Calcareous Unknown ware
LMEL Late Medieval Ely ware
LMELTR Late Medieval/Post-medieval Transitional Ely

ware (see BELGRIT)
LMR Late Medieval Reduced ware
LMT Late Medieval and Transitional ware
LMU Norwich-type Local Medieval Unglazed
LOND London-type ware
LSW Lincoln Medium Sandy ware (Young et al.

2005)
LSHW Lincoln Shelly ware (Young et al. 2005)
LYST Lyveden/Stanion glazed ware (Lyveden B

ware)
LYVA Lyveden A type ware (previously included in

SHW)
MAX Maxey-type ware (northern type)
MEL Medieval Ely ware
MEMS Medieval Essex-type micaceous grey sandy

wares (Essex Fabric 20)
MELT Medieval Ely ware variant
MGCOAR Mill Green Coarseware
MGF Mill Green Fineware
MICFSW+G see SCAGS
MICSW Micaceous Sandy ware
MSGW Medieval Sandy Greyware
MSW Medieval Sandy Coarsewares
MSX Middle Saxon Hand-made wares
MSX (IM) Middle Saxon Hand-made wares (igneous and

micaceous)
MSX (I) Middle Saxon Hand-made wares (igneous)
MSX (Q) Middle Saxon Hand-made wares (quartz)
MSX (Qt) Middle Saxon Hand-made wares (quartizite)
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MSX (V) Middle Saxon Hand-made wares (vegetable
matter)

NEOT St Neots-type ware
NFBW North French Blackware
NFRW North French Redware
OLIVE Spanish olive jar
OLSW Oolitic Sandy ware
OOL Oolitic wares
OSHW Oolitic Shelly ware
OSW Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy wares
OXAM Brill/Boarstall-type ware (Mellor 1994a,

117–40)
OXAP Brill/Boarstall-type ware (Mellor 1994a,

117–40)
OXBX Brill/Boarstall-type ware (Mellor 1994a,

117–40)
PAEMSF Peterborough Area Early Medieval Shell- and

Ironstone-tempered ware
PASL Peterborough Area Shell and Limestone-

tempered ware
PMR Post-Medieval Redwares
POTT Potterspury ware
PSHW Peterborough Shelly ware
RAER Raeren stoneware
RMAX Maxey ware (southern type)
SANDFE Sandy ware with iron ore (Ràtkai 2011a, 150)
SCAGS South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy

ware (formerly MICFSW + G)
SCAMSW South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
SCAR Scarborough-type ware
SCASS (South Cambridgeshire) Smooth Sandy ware

(formerly MICFSW)
SEFEN South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff

ware
SHC Northamptonshire Peterborough Shelly ware

(Blinkhorn 2010a, 271–6)
SHW Shelly wares (the term SHW2 is now defunct)
SLBTOL Baston-type Oolitic ware
SLBTOX Baston-type Oxidised ware
SSHW Sandy Shelly ware
STAM Stamford ware
SURR Surrey Whitewares (includes CBW, CHEA,

KING, TUDG)

THET Thetford-type wares
THET (Q) Thetford-type wares (quartz tempered)
THET (LQ) Thetford-type wares (quartz tempered with

lime-rich clay matrix)
THET (LQR)Thetford-type wares (quartz tempered with

lime-rich clay matrix with red inclusions)
TOYN Toynton ware
TUDG ‘Tudor Green’ ware (Pearce and Vince 1988,

173)
UGBB Unglazed Reduced Sandy wares (of

Blackborough End type)
UPG Unprovenanced glazed wares
WCAMSW West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
WMMSS Wheel-made Middle Saxon Sandy ware
YORKSW Yorkshire (white) wares

Excavation site codes
See Appendix 1

Abbreviations in Tables
BS Body sherd
RS Rim sherd
Wt Weight
a abundant
m moderate
n negligible
p present
r rare
s sparse

General
APS Archaeological Project Services
BUFAU Birmingham University Field Archaeology

Unit (latterly Birmingham Archaeology)
CAU Cambridge Archaeological Unit
CCC AFU Cambridgeshire County Council’s Archaeo-

logical Field Unit, CAM ARC (now OA East)
CUMAA Cambridge University Museum of

Archaeology and Anthropology
ICPS Inductively Coupled Mass Spectrometry

(includes ICP-MS and ICP-EAS under this
generic term)

OA East Oxford Archaeology East

Summary

This synthetic and analytical study of medieval pottery
focuses on the post-1974 County of Cambridgeshire,
including the historic counties of Cambridgeshire and the
Isle of Ely, Huntingdonshire and the Soke of
Peterborough. The period under study is generally the
Middle Saxon to the end of the medieval period (c. AD
650 to AD 1500). The project examines evidence for
pottery manufacture and its distribution and use, through
the study of documents, publications, excavated
assemblages and museum collections.

The main findings of the project are summarised here,
for ease of reference. The Middle Saxon pottery of this
region can be divided into four groups; hand-made
domestic wares, Maxey-type wares, Ipswich wares and
European imports. The study has not altered this

interpretation, but it has become clear that hand-made
pottery utilising glacial clays persisted longer in the west of
the region, in an area of Mercian hegemony, compared to
the situation in those areas associated with East Anglia to
the east where quartz-tempered pottery became more
dominant. This contrast is also seen to a degree in the
relative distributions of Maxey-type wares and Ipswich
wares. Late Saxon pottery supply was found to be
principally that of the East of England ‘triumvirate’of Late
Saxon wares (St Neots-type, Thetford-type, and Stamford
ware), with evidence that Thetford-type ware appeared first
in the county, perhaps as early as AD 840 at Cambridge.
Thetford-type wares were principally from the production
source at Thetford, whilst St Neots-type wares were hard to
divide into petrological sub-groups, but there were some
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indications of different northern and southern fabrics,
whilst a fabric with an added sand temper was present
alongside new vessel forms as a ‘Developed St Neots-type
ware’ from perhaps the later 11th century. At Huntingdon,
evidence has been identified for production of a further
Thetford-type ware, probably in the 11th century. St
Neots-type wares appear to have been moved easily into the
upland part of the county and they were also distributed
across most of the fenland via the rivers systems that had
their outfall at Wisbech at that time, but they rarely reached
upland Norfolk. Thetford wares were moved into the
fenland along the Little Ouse that was also part of the main
system of fenland waterways. Stamford wares were not
supplied in bulk to the region as whole, but were dominant
as both finewares and in the utilitarian assemblage within
the Soke of Peterborough.

Several early medieval pottery types have been newly
identified in south Cambridgeshire (South Cambridge-
shire Grog-tempered Sandy ware, South Cambridgeshire
Smooth Sandy ware and South-west Cambridgeshire
Sandy ware) and these were differentiated from a large
volume of early medieval wares from Essex that were also
present in the later 11th and 12th centuries. An early
medieval ware was also manufactured at Huntingdon
(Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware) for which a
corpus of types is presented. This was also present at
Ramsey but did not have a distribution extending across
the whole fenland. Fabrics indigenous to that county were
present on the Norfolk fen edge, whilst there is as yet no
evidence for pottery manufacture at Ely before the 12th
century, but some early medieval forms are present in Ely
fabrics. In the west of the study area St Neots-type wares
were still common, but in developed forms, whilst by the
later 12th century on the fen edge, Ramsey was receiving
significant volumes of pottery from Ely, suggesting that
new waterways linking the Ouse–Cam with the Nene
system were by now in existence. At Peterborough,
Stamford ware continued to be common in both town and
country, although from sometime in the 12th century a
shelly ware started to be made locally (Peterborough
Shell-tempered ware).

In the 13th to mid-14th centuries a greater array of
pottery types from around Eastern England and from
further afield was present in all parts of the study area, but
particularly perhaps in the south Cambridgeshire upland
and the town of Cambridge. Cambridge’s assemblage
includes a large volume of sandy coarsewares, some of
which, particularly the micaceous fabrics, were made in
Essex, whilst others were either manufactured in the town
or in fact derive from pottery kilns located on the
Bedfordshire–Cambridgeshire border (Early Everton-
type ware). New wares in central Cambridgeshire include
an oxidised sandy ware (West Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware), that has been recognised in Cambridge but was
made close to Bourn where it was very abundant, and a
fabric very like that of the kilns at Colne (Colne-type ware
from Caxton and Bourn). A new medieval fabric from the
latter centre was identified (Colne Medieval ware), and
previously published fabrics were re-classified and given
revised dates (Late Medieval Colne ware). At
Huntingdon, pottery production evolved into a major new

ware type (Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware), previously
classified as an Ely-type ware. A corpus has been
established for this new type and, as far as possible, its
distribution has been traced. Ely ware production
flourished and its products were initially supplied to Lynn,
but after the growth of industries local to north-west
Norfolk, Ely pottery was increasingly moved to
Cambridge and the fen edge. Near Ely a further local ware
was manufactured (South-east Fenland Medieval
Calcareous Buff ware) that had a narrow distribution in
Cambridgeshire but appeared to be distributed to the
Suffolk fen edge and was common at Bury St Edmunds,
upstream on the River Lark. At Peterborough locally-
made shelly pottery was more common than previously,
but the kilns at Baston and Bourne in south Lincolnshire,
producing both shelly and oolitic coarsewares, and sandy
glazed wares, became very dominant. Pottery supply to
the upland and fen edge included a significant component
from kilns in the Rockingham Forest of Northampton-
shire, principally Lyveden A ware and Lyveden–Stanion
glazed vessels. Glazed finewares were imported from
many locations in England, but the most commonly found
types tend to be from both north Essex (Sible Hedingham
glazed ware) and the central (Colchester) and southern
(Harlow and Mill Green) parts of the same county. Some
of these products are grouped with pottery from Suffolk
into the ‘East Anglian Redwares’ category. The pottery
from northerly parts of Essex appears to have been moved
overland to Cambridgeshire. In contrast, those wares
made much further away and/or commonly found in
London were probably distributed by water via the coast,
King’s Lynn and the fenland rivers.

The late medieval period saw a reduction in the
number of producers supplying the study region. Much
pottery in the Late Medieval Reduced ware tradition was
imported from counties to the west and in addition late
medieval pottery was made at Ely (Late Medieval Ely
ware), while a 14th- to early 15th-century fabric was made
in Huntingdon (Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous
ware) that shows stylistic development from the previous
products from the town. Pottery was made at Colne, both
in a late medieval reduced-type fabric (Late Medieval
Colne ware) and in Colne C ware that is visually almost
identical to pottery from Bourne in Lincolnshire in both
fabric and forms; a link between potters at the two
production centres has been postulated. In both this and
the preceding period it seems probable that pottery supply
across the fenland from Lincolnshire was distributed
through the Nene system, both towards the fen edge and
seawards, the latter including March on the way towards
Lynn. This network appears to have been quite separate to
that of the Ouse–Cam system through which the Ely
products were distributed. Pottery from Northampton-
shire reached the fen edge and northern fenland via the
River Nene to Peterborough and overland to Yaxley.
Peterborough’s assemblage was heavily dominated by
pottery made at Bourne and Baston in the high medieval
and late medieval periods. Redware production started in
Ely in perhaps the later 15th century, and subsequently
evolved into a larger industry.
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Résumé

Cette étude à la fois synthétique et analytique porte sur la
poterie médiévale du comté de Cambridgeshire résultant de
la réforme administrative de 1974, le nouveau comté
comprenant les comtés historiques du Cambridgeshire, de
l’Isle of Ely, du Huntingdonshire et du Soke of
Peterborough. Dans l’ensemble, cette étude s’étend de la
période saxonne moyenne jusqu’à la fin de l’époque
médiévale (depuis environ l’année 650 de notre ère
jusqu’à 1500). Le projet porte sur l’examen des traces de la
fabrication de poteries ainsi que sur leur diffusion et leur
utilisation, au travers de l’étude de documents, de
publications, de collections muséales et d’ensembles de
pièces résultant de fouilles.

Pour plus de facilité, les principales découvertes sont
résumées ci-dessous. Il est possible de distinguer les quatre
groupes suivants dans la poterie de la région datant de la
période saxonne moyenne : les poteries domestiques faites
à la main, les poteries de type Maxey, les poteries de type
Ipswich et les importations européennes. L’étude n’a pas
modifié cette interprétation, mais il est devenu clair que la
poterie faite à la main et utilisant des argiles glaciaires a
persisté plus longtemps à l’ouest de la région, dans une zone
d’hégémonie de Mercia, quand on la compare aux zones
proches de l’East Anglia à l’est, où la poterie au quartz
trempé a pris une place prédominante. Ce contraste est
également visible jusqu’à un certain point dans la diffusion
relative des poteries de type Maxey et de type Ipswich. On a
découvert que les poteries de la période saxonne tardive
provenaient principalement de l’East of England et plus
précisément du « triumvirat » formé par les poteries de la
période saxonne tardive dénommées St Neots, Thetford et
Stamford. En outre, on a la preuve que les poteries Thetford
sont apparues d’abord dans le comté à Cambridge,
peut-être dès l’année 840 de notre ère. Les poteries de type
Thetford étaient surtout fabriquées à Thetford, tandis qu’il
est difficile de distinguer différents sous-groupes
pétrologiques dans le cas des poteries de type St Neots.
Toutefois, certains indices montrent qu’il existait des
poteries de compositions différentes au nord et au sud. On
trouve également des pièces avec un trempage
supplémentaire au sable ainsi que de nouvelles formes de
récipients qui portent le nom de « poterie développée de
St Neots » depuis peut-être la fin du 11ème siècle. À
Huntingdon, on a découvert des traces de fabrication
d’autres poteries Thetford, qui remontent probablement au
11ème siècle. Les poteries St Neots ont apparemment été
facilement transportées vers les hautes terres du comté et
elles ont également été acheminées dans la plus grande
partie du Fenland via les systèmes fluviaux qui; à cette
époque, aboutissaient à Wisbech. Cependant, ces poteries
ont rarement atteint les hautes terres du Norfolk. Les
poteries Thetford ont été transportées dans le Fenland sur la
rivière Little Ouse qui faisait également partie du principal
système fluvial de cette région. Les poteries Stamford ne se
trouvaient généralement pas en grande quantité dans la
région, à l’exception du Soke of Peterborough où elles
étaient dominantes. Il s’agissait alors de terres cuites fines
qui formaient des ensembles fonctionnels.

Plusieurs types de poteries du début du Moyen Âge ont
été nouvellement identifiés dans le sud du Cambridgeshire
(poteries de types South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered

Sandy, South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy et South-
west Cambridgeshire Sandy) et l’on a pu les différencier
d’un grand nombre de poteries du début du Moyen Âge
provenant de l’Essex qui étaient également présentes à la
fin du 11ème et au 12ème siècles. Des poteries ont
également été fabriquées au début du Moyen Âge à
Huntingdon (poterie de type Huntingdonshire Early
Medieval) pour lesquelles il a été établi un corpus de types.
Ce type de poterie était également présent à Ramsey mais
sa diffusion ne s’est pas étendue à l’ensemble du Fenland.
La région du Fen Edge dans le Norfolk recèle des
compositions de poteries qui sont propres au comté alors
qu’il n’existe pas de trace de fabrique de poteries à Ely
avant le 12ème siècle, même si certaines poteries d’Ely
présentent des formes que l’on trouve au début du Moyen
Âge. À l’ouest de la zone d’étude, les poteries St Neots se
trouvaient encore fréquemment mais sous des formes
développées, tandis qu’à la fin du 12ème siècle, dans la
région du Fen Edge, Ramsey recevait d’importantes
quantités de poteries d’Ely, ce qui laisse à penser qu’il
existait à cette époque de nouvelles voies fluviales reliant
les rivières Ouse et Cam avec le système fluvial du Nene.
À Peterborough, les poteries Stamford continuaient d’être
répandues à la fois dans la ville et à la campagne.
Toutefois, au cours du 12ème siècle, on a commencé à
fabriquer localement des poteries avec un trempage de
coquilles (poterie de type Peterborough Shell-tempered).

Du 13ème siècle jusqu’au milieu du 14ème siècle, un
ensemble plus large de types de poteries provenant de la
région de l’Eastern England et des alentours se trouvait
partout dans la zone d’étude, mais plus particulièrement
dans les hautes terres du sud du Cambridgeshire et dans la
ville de Cambridge. L’ensemble de Cambridge comprend
un grand nombre de poteries sableuses en terre grossière,
dont certaines (en particulier celles contenant du mica)
étaient fabriquées dans l’Essex, tandis que d’autres étaient
fabriquées dans la ville ou bien provenaient en réalité de
fours à céramiques situés à la frontière du Bedfordshire et
du Cambridgeshire (poterie de type Early Everton). Parmi
les poteries du Cambridgeshire central, on a découvert un
type de poterie sableuse oxydée (dénommé West
Cambridgeshire Sandy). Ces poteries ont été identifiées à
Cambridge mais elles étaient fabriquées près de Bourn où
elles étaient très répandues. Par leur composition, elles
ressemblaient beaucoup aux poteries provenant des fours
de Colne (poteries de type Colne provenant de Caxton et de
Bourn). Une nouvelle composition de poterie, dénommée
Colne Medieval, a été identifiée dans le centre de
fabrication de Colne. Cela a entraîné une modification de la
classification des compositions qui avaient déjà fait l’objet
d’une publication ; de même, les dates qui leur avaient été
attribuées ont été révisées (poteries de type Late Medieval
Colne). À Huntingdon, la production de poteries a évolué
vers un nouveau type de poterie d’une grande importance
appelée Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy, celle-ci étant jusqu’à
présent classée comme poterie de type Ely. Un corpus a été
établi pour ce nouveau type de poteries et, autant que
possible, on a retrouvé la trace de sa diffusion. Les poteries
de type Ely ont été fabriquées en grand nombre et elles
furent initialement envoyées à Lynn, mais après le
développement des industries locales au nord-ouest du
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Norfolk, la poterie d’Ely fut de plus en plus transportée à
Cambridge et dans le Fen Edge. Un autre type de poterie
locale, dénommé South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous
Buff, a été fabriqué près d’Ely. Plutôt limitée dans le
Cambridgeshire, cette poterie s’est apparemment répandue
dans le Fen Edge du Suffolk et elle était largement présente
à Bury St Edmunds, en amont de la River Lark. À
Peterborough, les poteries à coquilles fabriquées
localement étaient plus fréquentes qu’auparavant.
Toutefois, on a constaté une prédominance très marquée
des fours à Baston et à Bourne au sud du Lincolnshire.
Ceux-ci produisaient des poteries sableuses qui étaient
glaçurées et des poteries en terre grossière contenant des
coquilles et des oolithes. Les poteries fournies aux hautes
terres et au Fen Edge comprenaient des pièces importantes
fabriquées dans les fours de la Rockingham Forest du
Northamptonshire. Il s’agissait principalement de poteries
Lyveden A et de récipients glaçurés de type Lyveden–
Stanion. De fines terres cuites glaçurées étaient importées
de nombreux endroits de l’Angleterre, mais les poteries les
plus communes provenaient plutôt du nord de l’Essex
(pièces glaçurées de Sible Hedingham) ainsi que de la
partie centrale (Colchester) et de la partie sud du même
comté (Harlow et Mill Green). Certaines de ces pièces sont
regroupées avec la poterie du Suffolk dans la catégorie des
« East Anglian Redwares ». Les poteries provenant du nord
de l’Essex semblent avoir été transportées par voie terrestre
jusqu’au Cambridgeshire. Au contraire, les poteries
fabriquées bien plus loin et/ou que l’on trouvait habituelle-
ment à Londres étaient probablement transportées par voie
maritime depuis King’s Lynn et par les rivières du Fenland.

À la fin de la période médiévale, il s’est produit une
réduction du nombre des potiers actifs dans la région de
l’étude. Une grande partie des poteries issues de la tradition
Late Medieval Reduced était importée de comtés situés à

l’ouest. Les poteries de la fin du Moyen Âge étaient
fabriquées à Ely et elles portaient le nom de Late Medieval
Ely. En outre, pendant le 14ème siècle et jusqu’au début du
15ème siècle, il existait à Huntingdon un type de poterie
dénommé Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous. Ces
poteries présentaient une certaine évolution stylistique par
rapport aux pièces fabriquées auparavant dans la ville.
Deux types de poteries étaient fabriquées à Colne; la
première, appelée Late Medieval Colne, était d’une taille
réduite propre à la fin du Moyen Âge, et la seconde,
dénommée Colne C, était visuellement pratiquement
identique à la poterie de Bourne dans le Lincolnshire, tant
sur le plan de sa composition que de sa forme. C’est
pourquoi on a postulé l’existence d’un lien entre les potiers
de ces deux centres de fabrication. Pendant cette période et
la précédente, il semble probable qu’on a utilisé le système
fluvial de la rivière Nene pour transporter les poteries en
traversant le Fenland à partir du Lincolnshire puis en
direction du Fen Edge et de la mer. Dans ce dernier cas, cela
signifiait que l’on passait par March pour atteindre King’s
Lynn. Apparemment, ce réseau se distinguait nettement du
système fluvial de l’Ouse et de la Cam, qui était utilisé pour
transporter les poteries d’Ely. Les poteries du Northamp-
tonshire parvenaient au Fen Edge et au nord du Fenland.
Pour cela, elles étaient transportées jusqu’à Peterborough
en empruntant la rivière Nene et elles atteignaient Yaxley
par voie terrestre. Les ensembles trouvés à Peterborough
étaient principalement constitués de poteries fabriquées à
Bourne et à Baston pendant les périodes médiévales
classique et tardive. La production de Redware a peut-être
commencé à Ely à la fin du 15ème siècle et par la suite, elle
s’est développée pour atteindre la taille d’une plus grande
industrie.

(Traduction: Didier Don)

Zusammenfassung

Diese analytische Übersichtsstudie zur mittelalterlichen
Keramik ist auf die Grafschaft Cambridgeshire in den
Grenzen nach 1974 konzentriert, zu der die historischen
Verwaltungsbezirke Cambridgeshire und die Isle of Ely,
Huntingdonshire sowie der Soke of Peterborough gehören.
Der Untersuchungszeitraum reicht von der mittelangel-
sächsischen Zeit bis zum Ende des Mittelalters (etwa 650
bis 1500 n. Chr.). Anhand von Dokumenten, Publikationen,
Ausgrabungsfunden und Museumssammlungen wurden
die Nachweise für die Herstellung von Tonwaren sowie
deren Verteilung und Verwendung untersucht.

Die Projektergebnisse sind der besseren Übersicht
halber hier zusammengefasst. Die mittelangelsächsische
Keramik der Region lässt sich in vier Gruppen unterteilen:
handgefertigte Gebrauchskeramik, Keramik vom Maxey-
Typ, Ipswich-Ware sowie Einfuhren aus anderen
europäischen Ländern. Diese Interpretation wurde durch
die Studie nicht verändert, allerdings wurde deutlich, dass
handgefertigte Keramik aus Beckenton im Westen der
Region, einem vom Königreich Mercia dominierten
Gebiet, länger Bestand hatte als in den East Anglia
zugerechneten Gegenden im Osten, in denen quarzge-
magerte Keramik eine zunehmende Dominanz aufwies.
Derselbe Kontrast zeigt sich zu einem gewissen Grad auch

in der jeweiligen Verbreitung von Keramik vom Maxey-
Typ und Ipswich-Ware. Die spätangelsächsische Keramik
bestand in erster Linie aus dem ostenglischen Dreigespann
„St Neots-type ware“, „Thetford-type ware“ und
„Stamford ware“, wobei die Keramik vom Thetford-Typ
allem Anschein nach als Erstes im Untersuchungsgebiet
auftauchte, womöglich schon 840 n. Chr. in Cambridge.
Keramik vom Thetford-Typ stammte vornehmlich aus der
Produktionsstätte in Thetford. Obwohl sich das
Tongeschirr vom St-Neots-Typ nur schwer in petrologische
Untergruppen einteilen ließ, gab es offenbar nördliche und
südliche Warengruppen. Daneben existierte eine
Warengruppe mit zusätzlicher Sandmagerung, die
zusammen mit neuen Gefäßformen ab etwa dem späten
11. Jahrhundert eine Weiterentwicklung der Keramik vom
St-Neots-Typ darstellte. In Huntingdon fanden sich
Hinweise auf die Herstellung einer weiteren Keramikart
vom Thetford-Typ, die wahrscheinlich im 11. Jahrhundert
gefertigt wurde. Keramik vom St-Neots-Typ wurde
offenbar auf einfache Weise ins Oberland des Verwaltungs-
bezirks transportiert und gelangte über die Flussnetze, die
damals in Wisbech ausliefen, auch in den größten Teil des
Fenns. Allerdings erreichten sie nur selten das Oberland
von Norfolk. Thetford-Ware wurde über die Little Ouse,
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die ebenfalls zum Hauptsystem der Wasserwege im Fenn
gehörte, in dieses Gebiet gebracht. Stamford-Ware war
nicht in größeren Mengen über die Region verteilt,
allerdings dominierte sie sowohl das Tafelgeschirr als auch
die Gebrauchskeramik im Soke of Peterborough.

Im Süden von Cambridgeshire wurden mehrere früh-
mittelalterliche Keramiktypen („South Cambridgeshire
Grog-tempered Sandy ware“, „South Cambridgeshire
Smooth Sandy ware“ und „South-west Cambridgeshire
Sandy ware“) erstmalig identifiziert und von der großen
Menge an frühmittelalterlichem Tongeschirr aus Essex
unterschieden, das ebenfalls im späten 11. und im
12. Jahrhundert präsent war. Auch in Huntingdon wurde
frühmittelalterliche Keramik hergestellt („Huntingdon-
shire Early Medieval ware“), die in einer Typensammlung
dargestellt wird. Obwohl sich diese Ware auch in Ramsey
fand, war sie nicht im gesamten Fenn verbreitet. In Norfolk
wurden am Rand des Fenns lokale Warengruppen
nachgewiesen, obwohl bislang keine Belege für eine
Keramikherstellung in Ely vor dem 12. Jahrhundert
vorhanden sind; unter den Warengruppen aus Ely finden
sich jedoch eindeutig auch frühmittelalterliche Formen. Im
Westen des Untersuchungsgebiets war weiterhin Keramik
vom St-Neots-Typ – in einer weiterentwickelten Form –
verbreitet, während gegen Ende des 12. Jahrhunderts große
Mengen an Keramik aus Ely an den Rand des Fenns nach
Ramsey gelangten, was darauf hindeutet, dass neue
Wasserwege entstanden waren, die die Flüsse Ouse und Cam
mit dem Nene-Flusssystem verbanden. In Peterborough war
in der Stadt sowie auf dem Land weiterhin Stamford-Ware
gebräuchlich, obwohl irgendwann im 12. Jahrhundert die
lokale Herstellung von Muschelgrusware aufgenommen
wurde („Peterborough Shell-tempered ware“).

In allen Teilen des Untersuchungsgebiets, besonders
jedoch im Süden des Oberlands von Cambridgeshire und in
Cambridge selbst, fand sich vom 13. bis zur Mitte des
14. Jahrhunderts ein breiteres Spektrum an Keramiktypen
aus Ostengland und der weiteren Umgebung. Der
Fundbestand von Cambridge enthält große Mengen an
sandgemagerter Grobkeramik, die zum Teil in Essex
hergestellt wurde (vor allem die glimmerhaltigen
Warengruppen), während andere Stücke entweder in der
Stadt gefertigt wurden oder aus Öfen an der Grenze von
Bedfordshire zu Cambridgeshire stammten („Early
Everton-type ware“). Zum neuen Tongeschirr im Zentrum
von Cambridgeshire gehören eine oxidierend gebrannte
sandgemagerte Keramik („West Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware“), die in Cambridge gesichtet, jedoch unweit von
Bourn hergestellt wurde, wo sie sehr häufig auftritt, sowie
eine Warengruppe, die stark an Tonware aus den Öfen von
Colne („Colne-type ware“ aus Caxton und Bourn) erinnert.
Es wurde eine neue mittelalterliche Warengruppe aus
Bourn entdeckt („Colne Medieval ware“), zudem wurden
in früheren Veröffentlichungen beschriebene Waren-
gruppen neu klassifiziert und umdatiert („Late Medieval
Colne ware“). In Huntingdon wurde eine wichtige neue
Warengruppe gefertigt („Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware“), die zuvor der Keramik vom Ely-Typ zugeordnet
worden war. Es wurde ein Korpus zu diesem neuen Typ
erstellt und seine Verbreitung so weit wie möglich
zurückverfolgt. Die Herstellung von Ely-Ware florierte. Sie
wurde zunächst in Lynn abgesetzt, bevor sie aufgrund des
Wachstums von im Nordwesten von Norfolk angesiedelten
Betrieben zunehmend stärker in Cambridge und am Rand
des Fenns Verbreitung fand. Unweit von Ely wurde eine

weitere lokale Ware hergestellt („South-east Fenland
Medieval Calcareous Buff ware“), die in Cambridgeshire
nur begrenzt verbreitet war, jedoch offenbar am Rand des
Fenns in Suffolk sowie in Bury St Edmunds am Oberlauf
des Flusses Lark vorkam. In Peterborough fand sich mehr
lokal hergestellte Muschelgrusware als zuvor, allerdings
gewannen die Brennöfen in Baston und Bourne im Süden
von Lincolnshire, die beide Muschelgrus- und oolithische
Grobkeramik sowie sandgemagerte glasierte Keramik
produzierten, zunehmend an Bedeutung. Das Tongeschirr
im Oberland und in den Gebieten am Rand des Fenns
bestand zu einem nicht unwesentlichen Teil aus Keramik,
die in den Öfen im Rockingham Forest in Northamp-
tonshire gebrannt wurde, vor allem Lyveden-A-Ware und
glasierte Gefäße vom Typ „Lyveden-Stanion“. Glasierte
Feinkeramik wurde aus zahlreichen Orten in England
importiert, am häufigsten fand sich jedoch Ware aus
Nord-Essex („Sible Hedingham glazed ware“) sowie aus
dem Zentrum (Colchester) und dem Süden (Harlow und
Mill Green) dieser Grafschaft. Einige dieser Produkte
wurden zusammen mit Keramikerzeugnissen aus Suffolk
in die Kategorie der „East Anglian Redwares“ eingruppiert.
Die Tonware aus dem Norden von Essex wurde offenbar
über Land nach Cambridgeshire gebracht. Dagegen
wurden in weiterer Entfernung hergestellte sowie
gewöhnlich eher in London anzutreffende Keramik-
produkte wahrscheinlich auf dem Wasserweg entlang der
Küste sowie über King’s Lynn und die das Fenn
durchziehenden Flüsse transportiert.

Im Spätmittelalter verringerte sich die Zahl der
Hersteller, die die untersuchte Region versorgten. Ein
Großteil der in der Tradition der „Late Medieval Reduced
ware“ hergestellten Keramik wurde aus Bezirken im
Westen importiert. Außerdem wurde in Ely spätmittel-
alterliche Keramik gefertigt („Late Medieval Ely ware“),
während in Huntingdon vom 14. bis zum frühen
15. Jahrhundert eine Warengruppe hergestellt wurde
(„Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware“), die eine
stilistische Weiterentwicklung der früheren Erzeugnisse
der Stadt darstellt. Auch in Colne wurde Keramik
produziert, und zwar sowohl eine spätmittelalterliche
reduziert gebrannte Warengruppe („Late Medieval Colne
ware“) als auch Keramik vom Colne-C-Typ, die optisch in
ihrer Anmutung und Form nahezu mit Tonwaren aus
Bourne in Lincolnshire identisch ist, weshalb eine
Verbindung zwischen den Töpfern dieser beiden Produk-
tionsstätten angenommen wurde. Wahrscheinlich wurde
die Keramik aus Lincolnshire in dieser sowie in der
vorhergehenden Periode über das Nene-Flusssystem ins
gesamte Fenngebiet geliefert, und zwar zum Rand des
Fenns wie auch in Richtung Meer, wobei letztere Route auf
dem Weg nach King’s Lynn auch nach March führte.
Dieses Flusssystem war offenbar vom Ouse-Cam-System
getrennt, das für die Verbreitung von Ely-Ware genutzt
wurde. Keramik aus Northamptonshire gelangte über den
Fluss Nene nach Peterborough und über Land nach Yaxley
bis zum Rand des Fenngebiets sowie in dessen Norden. Der
Fundkomplex von Peterborough war von Tongeschirr
dominiert, das im Hoch- und Spätmittelalter in Bourne und
Baston hergestellt wurde. Die Produktion von „Rotware“
begann womöglich im ausgehenden 15. Jahrhundert in Ely
und entwickelte sich in der Folgezeit zu einem größeren
Wirtschaftszweig.

(Übersetzung: Gerlinde Krug)
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Figure 1.1  The study area, showing the main sites mentioned in the text (all periods). Scale 1:450,000



Chapter 1. Introduction and Background

I. Introduction
(Fig. 1.1)

General background
This volume is the result of a research programme
generously funded by English Heritage. The subject
matter is pottery manufactured and used in the period c.
AD 650 to AD 1550 in the ‘modern’ County of
Cambridgeshire (and thus, the historic territories of
Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely, Huntingdonshire and
the Soke of Peterborough), corresponding to the region
shown on Figure 1.1. The original idea was first mooted
by the author in discussions with Dr Chris Scull, then of
English Heritage Commissions, as far back as 1998. It was
clear even at that point that the post-PPG16 world of
archaeological contracting was generating large volumes
of new data and, in a county as economically buoyant as
Cambridgeshire, the effect was particularly acute. In part,
the absence of published site data and synthesis of
medieval ceramics resulted from the absence of a
locally-based field unit in Cambridgeshire until the late
1980s. By the late 1990s, with an increasing number of
contractors and, at that time, a shortage of structures or
research frameworks to guide exactly what was
investigated and recorded, let alone summarised and
synthesised, there seemed to be further problems ahead in
terms of managing the now abundant new data and in
gaining any real understanding from it. The fundamental
concern was that pottery data in Cambridgeshire was not
being defined, described, recorded or interpreted in line
with any wider county-wide format, but at the same time
the great expansion of new data offered considerable
potential to increase understanding if only it could be
better managed. It was another six years, however, before
the project design for this work was submitted. Before that
occurred, the author first executed an initial piece of
research to study Ely wares, a newly-identified local
product of the 12th to 15th centuries. This was viewed by
all parties as something of a trial run, with a successful
outcome likely to enable the county-wide study to be
further developed. Ely Wares was published some years
later (Spoerry 2008). Additionally, as a further precursor
to completing the project design for this programme, a
seminar on the potential to study the medieval pottery of
the County of Cambridgeshire was conducted by the
author in 2001, feedback from which contributed to the
project design that was finally submitted and agreed in
2005.

Context
In 1994 a report was published by English Heritage in
conjunction with the Medieval Pottery Research Group
(MPRG) that assessed the state of medieval ceramic
studies in England, based on data collected in 1991
(Mellor 1994b). This highlighted some geographic areas
for which knowledge of medieval ceramic traditions was
almost entirely absent, stating that: ‘the area north of
Peterborough to King’s Lynn, east to Cambridge, and west

to Oundle in Northamptonshire is a ceramic void’ (Mellor
1994b, 71). Reconstruction of these descriptions onto a
map quickly confirms that almost the whole of 1974-
Cambridgeshire, as well as large areas around it, are
included. The summary of potential regional research
topics listed the following:

‘Some production centres are known, but a regional
perspective might highlight others, such as sandy wares of
the 14th century. (This should include material in Wisbech
Museum.)’ (Mellor 1994b, 71);

‘The full publication…of the material, available but
not yet published (Fitzwilliam Museum collection): create
a database and subsequent ready access to the type series...
[with] a comparison of all medieval pottery from
Peterborough to establish a type series’ (Mellor 1994b,
72).

As noted above, the lack of a locally-based field unit in
Cambridgeshire until the late 1980s was a key issue. Since
the introduction of PPG16 in 1990 (now PPS5), however,
the presence of two or more local Field Units
(Cambridgeshire County Council’s Archaeological Field
Unit, CAM ARC, now Oxford Archaeology East (OA
East); and Cambridge Archaeological Unit, CAU) and an
active development control process for archaeology,
coupled with the extremely powerful economy of the
Cambridge sub-region, radically altered the state of the
sub-discipline. Thus in the last 20 years there have been a
great many excavations in all parts of the county, and in
particular in the historic small towns, meaning that much
data on medieval ceramics has been generated. These data
are of particular importance as ceramic vessels constitute
the largest artefactual component available to field
archaeologists that can deliver dating for medieval
contexts. Unfortunately as long as researchers have no
generally recognised list of fabric names or ware types, or
any over-arching type series and corpus for the county’s
pottery, they will continue to fail to recognise, date,
publish and interpret this material to the accepted standard
that is easily achievable and which ought to be expected.
As stated above, the situation in medieval pottery studies
in Cambridgeshire by 2005 was one of inadequate
synthesis, limited major field programmes pre-1990 and
massive development and large scale excavation
programmes since then. In the case of the latter, the
situation has continued, even in the face of economic
downturn. Mellor’s 1994 survey recognised major
problems with the lack of study of medieval ceramics in
Cambridgeshire, and the situation has become more acute.
Happily, development-funded programmes have allowed
a few key assemblages to be published, providing a basis
from which a major synthetic study can develop. There is
no doubt, however, that the furtherance of medieval
archaeology in Cambridgeshire is hampered by an
inadequate understanding of the ceramic assemblage and
its dynamics. This was in the past partly a function of a
lack of data: now it is more a result of a lack of synthesis,
with a great deal of data now available, much of it quite
newly acquired.
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There is an ongoing need to support and sustain the
achievements of the research programme contained in this
volume through the provision of an easily accessed type
series for the county. It is therefore intended that a physical
type series will be curated by Oxford Archaeology. In
addition, the type series and corpus will be supplemented
by copied and supporting information, including the
project research archive, made freely available on the
internet through Oxford Archaeology library
(https://library.thehumanjourney.net/).

II. Medieval Ceramic Studies in and around
Cambridgeshire

Summary of published excavations and surveys to 2005
The medieval pottery of the Cambridgeshire region was
well served with publication and synthesis in the very first
phase of work in the sub-discipline, through John Hurst’s
important early work on the Saxo-Norman pottery
industries of East Anglia (Hurst 1956, 1957 and 1958).
Unfortunately, in the following 30 years the opportunities
offered by this early advance were not taken. A number of
publications did indeed list and illustrate groups of
medieval pottery, but little in the way of synthesis or
consideration of assemblages, statistics or discussion of
the regional picture was attempted. The two most
significant contributions, in terms of volume and analysis,
were a moated site at Wintringham in Huntingdonshire
(Beresford 1977) and Denny Abbey (Coppack 1980).

Other papers that considered wider issues of
provenance and occurrence were Addyman’s sequence on
sites in the St Neots area (Addyman 1965, 1969 and 1973),
together with Moorhouse’s work on pottery from the
moated site at Ellington (Tebbutt et al. 1971) and in the
recognition of Oxidised Sandy ware and Late Medieval
Reduced ware (Moorhouse 1974). In addition, a seminal
paper by Addyman and Biddle (1965) included a
moderately large selection of pottery drawings and
descriptions from the town of Cambridge. Subsequent
publications appeared as a result of post-PPG16
excavations and included both illustration and a little
discussion, including a group of small sites from the
centre of Cambridge (Edwards and Hall 1998), a site from
central Ely (Rátkai 1994) and one from Huntingdon
(Spoerry 1997).

Further major contributions during the 1990s to the
study of medieval pottery in the Cambridgeshire region
that utilised description, discussion and synthesis
included Hall’s study of Middle to Late Saxon groups
from a rural settlement site at Cottenham (Hall 2000) and
the author’s analysis of pottery from The Still,
Peterborough (Spoerry 1998a). The work on the
assemblage from The Still included an appraisal of
unpublished work on the Bridge Street assemblage, and
represented a major part of the groundwork for creation of
the Peterborough area type series, as suggested by Mellor
(1994b, 72), for the post-Conquest medieval period.
Further publications of note from this period were Hall’s
summary of medieval pottery from recent excavations in
Ely, including much illustration and discussion of Ely
wares (Hall 2001a), and a summary of later medieval
pottery from Cambridge (Edwards and Hall 1998).

With regard to production sites, a waster group of
comprising 13th- and 15th-century material has been
published from Colne (Healey et al. 1998).

The most significant regional survey is perhaps work
by Williams and Vince (1997) on East Midlands igneous-
tempered pottery, upon which much later analytical work
has been based. The author has been developing an
understanding of the Cambridgeshire medieval ceramic
sequence since the early 1990s, somewhat in parallel with
ongoing assessment by David Hall, whose involvement in
the region has been much longer term.

Developments since 2005
Work on assemblages excavated through developer-
funded contracts continued apace after the 1990s,
culminating in the publication of major programmes of
analysis on pottery from Ely (Hall 2005a; Cessford et al.
2006), the latter including recording of 16th-century
pottery production. Study of another waster group, this
time of 13th- to 14th- and 15th-century date from Ely, was
disseminated more recently (Spoerry 2008). Additionally,
major campaigns of excavation in Cambridge resulted in
‘grey literature’ reports for, in particular, The Hostel Yard,
Corpus Christi College (Cessford with Hall 2005),
Bradwell’s Court (Cessford and Hall 2007a) and the
Grand Arcade (Cessford with Hall 2007b). Additionally,
an important Middle to Late Saxon assemblage and
sequence from excavations at Chesterton Lane was
published with a re-appraisal of Late Saxon pottery in
Cambridge (Cessford et al. 2007).

The author and colleagues have assessed and analysed
many excavated collections from around the county, but
particularly from Huntingdonshire. A major assemblage
spanning the Late Saxon to high medieval period was
recorded from Ramsey Abbey (Fletcher with Spoerry
2008), and several large sites are being brought to
publication from the town of Huntingdon (Fletcher
forthcoming a). Similarly, the important Saxon to early
medieval assemblage from Hinxton Hall is awaiting
publication (Spoerry forthcoming), whilst publication of
an assemblage from excavations spanning the Middle
Saxon to late medieval periods from Botolph Bridge,
historically in Huntingdonshire but now within urban
Peterborough, has recently been published (Spoerry
2015).

Middle Saxon pottery studies in the eastern region
have been advanced greatly through Paul Blinkhorn’s
research project into Ipswich wares (Blinkhorn 2012),
whilst the work of Alan Vince and David Williams on the
petrology and provenance of hand-made pottery
(Williams and Vince 1997) initiated a programme that was
subsequently added to by Alan Vince in a whole host of
research reports (available online in the Alan Vince
Archive via the Archaeology Data Service), and through
work presented here in Chapters 10 and 11.

Regionally, ceramic studies have been well served by
the publication in recent years of a number of synthetic
works and major groups. John Cotter’s masterly
assessment of post-Roman ceramics excavated in
Colchester demands recognition (Cotter 2000). Although
based on work largely conducted during the 1980s, this
work serves as a regional model of how to marry synthesis
effectively with detailed representation. This is a vital
statement of reference for study of ceramics in the
southern part of Cambridgeshire where many south Essex
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wares are found in abundance. In more recent years the
picture for Essex material has been clarified still further
for the northern part of that county through a range of
contributions from Helen Walker, most pertinently in
relation to early medieval fabrics (e.g. Stansted Airport;
Walker 2004). Latterly her contributions in relation to
Hedingham wares (Walker 2012) are of major
significance and, although principally in relation to post-
medieval wares, her joint volume with Wally Davey on the
Harlow producers also deserves a mention (Davey and
Walker 2009). From Norfolk and Suffolk, a whole host of
contributions from Sue Anderson have proved invaluable
to the researcher in updating our understanding of local
sequences, on widening awareness of Late Medieval and
Transitional ware production (e.g. Anderson et al. 1996),
and in revising current understanding of Thetford wares
(Anderson 2004). The Norwich sequence has also been
updated and in particular in relation to Norfolk’s early
medieval wares, through the publication of the Norwich
Castle volumes (Lentowicz 2009). Anna Slowikowski’s
study of late medieval reduced and oxidised wares from
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire is
also a significant recent addition to the canon of regional
studies (Slowikowski 2011). From Northamptonshire
Paul Blinkhorn’s many publications deserve recognition,
and in particular his clarification of the definition and
derivation of various shelly wares in reports on the Raunds
Area (2009) and West Cotton (2010a): these are in
addition to his county type series (available online or
through Northamptonshire Count Council’s HER), and all
are vital to the furtherance of study in the region. Finally,
Alan Vince and Jane Young’s type series of pottery from
Lincoln (Young et al. 2005) sets the standard for work in
the Peterborough area, and offers in part a template for the
presentation of Chapter 9 in this volume. A significant
number of the types described therein can be found in
assemblages in the Soke of Peterborough and this volume
utilises, where possible, ceramic ware codes as previously
defined by Young and Vince.

III. General Concepts of the Research
Programme

Defining the research foci
Following an initial draft of the project design, a Seminar
was held in October 2001 to discuss and define the
research foci of the programme. It was recognised that
investigation at two levels was necessary: extensive and
intensive study.

Extensive study
It was envisaged that extensive recording of the amount of
defined pottery types in many assemblages of various
periods in various locations, would provide dense
coverage and statistically valid quantities of data for
modelling the regional assemblage in both time and space.
This was defined within the revised project design
(Spoerry 2005a) and is reiterated here. Sections IV and V
below provide a broad spatial and chronological
framework for the extensive study, with the methodology
outlined in Section VI.

The project design also noted that ‘the simple notion of
quantifying numerous assemblages to see what is there
does not, however, stand up to scrutiny as the sole means
of investigation’ (ibid., 20). As a result, efforts were also

targeted towards the acquisition of data that would answer
specific questions, whilst recognising that a good
geographical and temporal coverage of excavated
collections was still necessary to provide a balanced,
quantitative, view of ceramic usage. The basic data
categories that would enable the construction of a
template for the county-wide medieval ceramic
assemblage over time were identified as fabric/source,
vessel type, archaeological context (including dating
where possible) and amount (ideally quantified by weight
alongside count).

Intensive Study
In many instances there are specific problems in the
recognition, separation and sourcing of ceramic types,
which require mini research programmes tailored to
particular questions and with specific desired outcomes:
intensive studies. The key research questions outlined for
these are detailed and their context explained in Chapter 2
and Appendix 2, where the key parameters in the proposed
intensive studies are also explained.

Research objectives
Six overarching objectives for the research were
identified:
1. to identify all major and most minor wares present

in the county medieval ceramic assemblage and
through macroscopic means identify those thought
to be of local origin;

2. to describe and define all potentially or certainly
local products, at ware and fabric level,
microscopically and, where necessary, chemically;

3. to provide evidence of spatial and temporal limits
and trends in the county-wide distribution
assemblage, for wares, fabrics if possible, and
basic vessel types;

4. to produce a dated type series for all wares
indigenous to Cambridgeshire that is easily
accessible to a variety of researchers;

5. to interpret medieval ceramic production and
distribution in Cambridgeshire in context with
other regions and in terms of local geography and
geology and political, cultural and economic links
and factors;

6. to resolve key research questions (as outlined in
Appendix 2).

IV. Ceramic Regions
(Fig. 1.2)

To enable the research design to be appropriately targeted,
the wider study region – being principally the post-1974
County of Cambridgeshire (now Cambridgeshire and the
post-1998 unitary authority of Peterborough) and the
fringes of adjoining areas as appropriate – was broken
down into sub-regions representing identifiable landscape
and organisational zones. These sub-regions are shown on
Fig. 1.2 and were originally devised during the analysis of
the distribution of Ely ware (Spoerry 2008). On
consideration of the wider pottery assemblage for
medieval Cambridgeshire, it was suggested that these sub-
regional zones should form the basis for data analysis and
model testing. They represent recognisable units in terms
of topography and settlement, and have some relevance to
administrative and tenurial relationships. For instance, the
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Figure 1.2  Cambridgeshire and the Soke of Peterborough. Ceramic sub-regions. Scale 1:500,000



holdings of Ramsey Abbey are a fairly contiguous area
encompassing much of the Huntingdonshire Fen edge,
which can be matched against the holdings of Ely Abbey
that form a similar block of land in the Cambridgeshire
Fenland. To these wider geographic regions must be
added the assemblages of the major medieval towns of the
study area, as identified on this map. Each of these would
ideally be studied in isolation as well as alongside its
region and/or hinterland.

The problem with this single map is that is has no
temporal dimension. It can, however, be argued that this is
not really an issue for much of the timespan under scrutiny
except for the Middle Saxon period, at the very start of our
study. At this time the evolution of control of the fenland
basin and adjoining ‘upland’ by both East Anglia and,
more successfully and later, Mercia, in an area of formerly
comparatively unconsolidated tribal lands, is the
geopolitical backdrop to pottery manufacture, distribution
and use. It is perhaps competing influences from these two
‘outside’ powers that at that time provided a more
appropriate division into sub-regions based on political,
cultural and economic allegiance. Following this,
however, it is the more recognisable ‘administrative
shires’ that provide a starting point for assessment and
definition of sub-regions. This is equally the case
regardless of which of the views of administrative county
creation in Eastern England is adhered to (e.g. Hart 1992),
since the date for their emergence is, in ceramic terms,
broadly-defined as around the start of the Late Saxon
period. Following that, the formation of the major
ecclesiastical holdings and urban centres was a feature of
the 10th to 11th centuries, and there was much association
between these estates and the administrative counties that
had recently emerged. We should certainly feel confident
of the significance of the ‘regions’ as defined on Fig 1.2,
from at least this point onwards, as reflecting recognisable
units that continued to have relevance. The subsequent
periods saw major changes in the waterways of the
fenland and, whilst very significant for other reasons,
these alterations do not change the picture of landholdings
and sub-regional definition or integrity. Even the
re-routing of the outfall of the Ouse-Nene systems from
Wisbech to Lynn (Hall and Coles 1994), although very
important for some aspects of ceramic distribution (see
Spoerry 2005a and 2008), does not militate against the
usage of the scheme presented here.

V. Definition of Periods

Introduction
The periods used for this study were first defined in the
Project Design (Spoerry 2005a), along with a statement
that presented ‘current understanding’ of the key ceramic
types present in the assemblages from the region in each
period. For the most part these period names and their date
ranges are very much representative of the orthodoxy in
medieval archaeology, although some clarification is
perhaps warranted.

Middle Saxon (AD 650–850/875)
Definition of this period is well understood and is based on
both material culture and documentary evidence. In
ceramic terms its start is not, however, recognisable, the
majority of hand-made vessels of the later 7th century
being indistinguishable from those of earlier decades.

Although Maxey-type wares are often given a mid
7th-century start, this may in part be derived from a
cyclical argument – that these typically Middle Saxon
fabrics should have a Middle Saxon date range. It is really
only with the arrival of Ipswich wares in the first quarter of
the 8th century that a truly Middle Saxon assemblage is
recognisable across most of our region. The end of this
period can also be hard to pin down as, although Ipswich
ware production was probably replaced by Ipswich
Thetford ware production as early as AD 840 or 850, other
typically Late Saxon pottery types tend not to appear in the
study area until later in the 9th century, a point at which the
political changes associated with the establishment of
Danish control in the east would perhaps more normally
signify to us the arrival of ‘Late’ Saxon times.

Late Saxon (AD 850/875–1050)
As indicated above, it is difficult to assign a hard and fast
date to a specific starting point, but the assemblage, being
almost entirely composed of Thetford-type and St
Neots-type wares, with Stamford wares arriving a little
later, is clearly recognisable as distinctive from that which
occurred previously. The end of this period is signified
very much in ceramic terms, rather than on the basis of an
understanding of the more general historical or
archaeological framework.

Early medieval or Saxo-Norman (AD 1050–1200)
The term ‘Early Medieval ware’ has been used for several
decades in this region and across many parts of Southern
England (e.g. Dunning et al. 1959; Vince and Jenner 1991)
to describe the almost ubiquitous hand-made,
turntable-finished vessels that were manufactured at this
time and which replaced the often very different, mostly
wheel-made forms of the preceding Late Saxon period.
This represents a different period-naming convention to
that adopted in many other parts of the discipline, where
‘early medieval’would tend to be associated with the time
after the demise of ‘Classical’culture, thus the 5th century
onwards in England. Nonetheless there is no alternative
term that associates effectively with the corpus of
published pottery of the period in question and it is thus
useful to adopt it here for the assemblage as a whole.
Although it does seem that early medieval wares are best
summarised as appearing around AD 1050, the end date of
1200 is rather more arbitrary. A typifying characteristic –
the appearance and growth of glazed wares – is a
phenomenon that, although clearly a feature of the 13th
century, occurred in differing industries at various dates
from the mid 12th century onwards for perhaps the next
75–100 years.

High medieval (AD 1200–1350)
As already indicated it is difficult to provide a precise date
for the start-point for this period and its assemblage, as
change was occurring in the ceramic assemblage over
some decades, whilst in society as a whole the typifying
features were bound up with processes such as population
growth, rather than with any specific event: new and more
producers, new and more vessels types, intensification of
decoration and design, more pottery manufactured for
more people. This is how the period appears in ceramic
terms. The term ‘high medieval’ is often also applied in
Europe to the previous two centuries, but a choice has been
made here to provide a simple, tripartite, division of the
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‘medieval’ centuries after the similarly divided ‘Saxon’
period, but with avoidance of the confusion and tautology
that adoption of ‘middle medieval’ would engender. The
mid 14th century offers a useful end-point associated with
the succession of failed harvests and pestilence that
themselves precipitated social upheaval and change.

Late medieval (AD 1350–1550)
The late medieval ceramic assemblage is clearly different
from that which preceded it, although the start date
utilised here is again more of a mid-point in some decades
of disaster that provided a basis by which change would
occur. An initial shortage of people to provide pottery for,
and an increase in personal income that allowed many
people to afford and utilise metal vessels in preference to
their ceramic alternatives were doubtless key, albeit
simplified, factors in a shift in manufacture to different
products, often made at new production sites, that is
evident from the later 14th century onwards. Although
technological changes can be detected as the period
progressed, with more mass-production of simplified and
less decorated shapes, of the increased use of internal and
thus practical (more than decorative) glazes, and with the
arrival of early stonewares in the later 15th century, the
end date for this period has been placed well into the 16th
century as, in social terms, it was really the breaking up of
the monastic estates at dissolution that heralded the
greatest revision of lives, systems and economic linkages;
something that was perhaps also manifested in the
disappearance by 1550 of many of the local pottery
producers.

VI. Recording Methodology

As outlined in the project design (Spoerry 2005a), the
methodology for investigation and recovery of data to
form the basis of the extensive study was as follows:

1. Collections were chosen where possible to represent
the local type series in each ‘topographic sub-region’.
Criteria for selection of collections for study were
based on:

i. Accessibility: Agreed access to study, sample and
publish (contributing sites and collections are listed in
Appendix 1).

ii. Size of assemblage: The relevant period assemblage(s)
had to be sufficiently large to be valid, but not so large
as to prohibit re-analysis where necessary. Period
groups of less than 200 sherds were not used for
calculation of statistics.

iii. Date: All five periods (identified in Section V)
required representation in each sub-region.

iv. Location: All six ‘sub-regions’ (Fig. 1.2) required
representation.

v. Previously published data for the collection: Bias was
given to recently analysed assemblages where the
statistics could be generated with little further direct
study of the assemblage.

vi. Stratigraphic integrity (quality of record and when
excavated): Collections were chosen as far as possible
from excavations where the validity of assignation to
the level of ‘period’ was beyond reasonable doubt.
Older excavations where stratigraphic information is
not available or is of dubious quality, were only used
where no alternative exists.

vii.Status/nature: Site type is of significance in the sense
that where relative status and/or the activities
represented are particularly atypical, collections were
only used if no alternative existed, and then the type of
expected bias was documented.

2. Collections so selected were subject to a second
selection process to establish the groups most suited to
analysis. Where documentation exists it was used as
far as possible to aid selection: otherwise and/or in
addition, physical study of a selection of the groups of
pottery ensued. In this way those parts of the collection
best suited to providing statistics for each period
represented were identified. This often excluded
significant parts of any assemblage. The rest of the
assemblage was usually at least scanned, to reveal the
best examples of pottery types for representation in the
corpus (see Section III above).

3. The pottery so chosen for that site and period was
quantified in accordance with the following scheme,
data being recorded using a bespoke Microsoft Access
database. Each group was identified by its site name
(see listing in Appendix 1), topographic sub-region
and period, with the site contextual data also recorded.
The recording scheme was as follows:

i. Ware (common name) if applicable from a short list.
ii. Fabric code (in addition to ware if applicable, or

instead of ware if it was not a previously named type).
The fabric codes used are alphabetical, based to a large
extent on those used for two decades by MOLAS, as
modified at CCC AFU (now OA East) since 1992. In
many instances the choice of these codes is one that
simply results in a recognisable and distinct ‘name’,
and where possible this was only based on a place
name if the fabric is known to have been manufactured
there. In other circumstances place name derived
fabric codes were adopted cautiously. Where new
codes were generated on the basis of fabric and
inclusions (as, in particular, for hand-made wares) the
following general rules apply:
First two letters general period descriptor:

MS Middle Saxon
LS Late Saxon
EM early medieval
MD medieval
LM late medieval
TR transitional

Second two letters primary identifying inclusion:
SH shell
QS quartz sand
FL flint
OL ooliths
CH chalk
LI limestone
IG igneous rock

Others as required
Third two letters for secondary inclusion (if required)
or occasionally other abbreviation.

Samples were chosen for fabric analysis in the case
of new fabrics or new variants.

iii. Broad vessel functional category (eight categories) –
where possible (MPRG 1998).

iv. Specific form traits, rims, handles etc. were assigned to
a list of broad types (MPRG 1998, section 11).
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v. Specific technological traits, where key statements
drawn from a short list could be made (hand-made,
wheel-made, turntable finished).

vi. Particular decorational type, where this was deemed
to be a particular relevance (e.g. ‘Rouen- type jug’or
‘slip-painted’). Selected as far a possible from
MPRG (1998, section 12).

vii. Use traits: sooting and position were most relevant
to this study, but limescale and other residues were
also recorded.

In each case pottery so defined was quantified by two
means:
viii. Number of sherds
ix. Weight of sherds
At the same time, pottery deemed to be useful for
representation in the corpus of types was fully described,
and flagged for illustration or photography. Such items
were selected from the entire assemblage, rather than
simply from those elements used for quantification.

4. Corpus of new pottery types
As described in relevant literature (e.g. Orton et al.
1993) corpus entries were created for typifying
vessels for some previously known types as well as
for new vessel/fabric combinations. Corpus entries
were input into a Microsoft Access database entry
form and are linked to relevant illustrations.
Corpus entries were given an identifier in the
following manner:

i. Broad vessel functional category from MPRG
scheme.

ii. Corpus number: individual numeric identifier.
iii. Fabric code.
iv. Common name identifier for vessel where

appropriate.
v. More detailed descriptive codes for form and

decorational traits from the MPRG scheme.
vi. Further free text description.
vii. Context/site(s) where typifying examples found.
viii. Dating.
ix. References.
x. Sketch or full illustration and/or photograph(s) and

their references as appropriate.
These entries were then adapted to form the published
catalogue entries which are presented in Chapter 9.

VII. Project Outcomes

Publication
This volume represents the primary outcome of the
research programme funded by English Heritage. It forms
a synthetic and analytical study focused on the post-1974
County of Cambridgeshire, including the historic

Counties of Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely,
Huntingdonshire, and the Soke of Peterborough. The
period under study is the Middle Saxon to the end of the
medieval, or approximately AD 650 to AD 1550. The
project considers evidence for pottery manufacture, and
for distribution and use, through study of publications,
excavated assemblages and vessels in museum
collections. The report is presented in two parts. Part 1
details the background to and results of the research
programme (Chapters 1 and 2), and moves on to a
consideration of period assemblages by ceramic
sub-region with a synthesis of the results which examines
in detail aspects such as pottery production and supply
(Chapters 3–7). Areas for further research are identified in
Chapter 8. Part 2 provides the illustrated type series
(Chapter 9) and scientific analysis through the use of thin
sections and ICPS investigation (Chapters 10–12 and see
below).

Ware codes (as defined in the Abbreviations) are
deliberately not used in the text in Part I, in order to make
this synthetic text more reader friendly.

Scientific analysis
The thin section and ICPS analysis contained in the
second part of this volume was conducted in three stages,
targeted towards the project’s stated research objectives.
Initial scientific analysis of 164 pottery samples for both
thin section and ICPS analysis was conducted by Alan
Vince in 2006–07 (Stage 1) and included the substantial
characterisation studies which form the basis of Chapter
11. Following Alan Vince’s untimely death, Alice Lyons
completed the analysis of a further 84 thin sections in 2010
(Stage 2, Chapter 12), to enable outstanding research
questions to be tackled. Samples examined by Alan Vince
are identified with a V prefix (e.g. V1234), while those by
Lyons have an L prefix (e.g. L364). Further ICPS analysis
was also conducted on these 84 samples through a process
involving sampling conducted by Carole Fletcher,
analysis by Dr Nathalie Grassineau of Royal Holloway (as
previously) and statistical analysis of the data by the
author. In the third stage of work, all of the ICPS samples
were investigated using the statistical package PAST. The
results of this programme of work are presented in
Chapter 10.

Digital dissemination
It is intended that the monograph publication will be
supplemented by a digital aspect, providing a web-based
resource of the entire project archive, which will be hosted
by Oxford Archaeology. It is planned that all thin sections
and thin section records, alongside project photographs,
particularly those of vessels held in museum collections
and within recently excavated assemblages, will form part
of this archive.
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Chapter 2. Results of Intensive Research
Programmes

I. Introduction

This chapter summarises the results of the intensive
studies as outlined in the Project Design documentation
(see Chapter 1.III and Appendix 2). Although the detail of
many aspects of these studies is included in sections
devoted to individual pottery types in Chapters 3–7 and in
Part 2 of this volume, there is also a need to summarise and
assess these results independently, in order that linkages
between different yet similar or related pottery types can
be explored.

II. Hand-made Middle Saxon Wares

Research objectives
Research Question 1a: What is the geographic extent of
dominance of grano-dioritic pottery in Middle Saxon
assemblages and can this pottery type (and/or its major
tempering agent) be confirmed as an import from the
Mountsorrel outcrop in Leicestershire?
Research Question 1b: How does this type and its
distribution relate to pottery with other igneous inclusions
that may be of local origin?
Research Question 1c: Can the presence and distribution
of grano-dioritic pottery be related to aspects of
contemporary context such as the extent of controlling
political or cultural units (kingdoms and satellite
polities)?

Thin section and ICPS analysis
Research Questions 1a–1c: see Chapter 11.I.

Results
The provenance of ‘granitic-tempered’ pottery from the
East Midlands and other areas, principally of the Early
Saxon period, was discussed by Williams and Vince
(1997). At that time, they suggested that much of this
might have been manufactured at a single source close to
the Mountsorrel Dolerite of the Charnwood Forest in
Leicestershire. In subsequent years, however, an
ever-increasing number of pottery sherds of the Early and
Middle Saxon periods from across the eastern region have
been identified as possessing these granitic inclusions.
Vince identified pottery with such attributes at a range of
sites in the eastern region including Botolph Bridge,
Peterborough and Carlton Colville, Suffolk (the latter
being Early Saxon). In addition, many examples have
been shown in thin section also to contain other
glacially-derived material, and often the rock fragments
are of a similar size and/or show a similar degree of
abrasion to quartz sand grains and the other inclusion
types present. This research project attempted to elucidate
the matter of provenance still further, with analysis of
Early to Middle Saxon pottery from Hinxton Hall,

Willingham High Street, Peakirk Church and Hillside
Meadow, Fordham (Vince 2007a; Chapter 11.I this
volume).

Although Vince’s opportunity to develop and explain
his analysis was cut short by his untimely death, the clear
indication from this work is that the presence of pottery
containing biotite granite (as it is now referred to) is an
aspect of a tradition of the utilisation of glacial deposits
within which, very commonly in the East of England,
erratics deriving from the Charnwood Forest igneous
geology can be found. It is no surprise, however, that other
glacially-derived erratics also occur in this pottery, and in
fact if pottery of this type from eastern East Anglia is
thin-sectioned, as was the case for Carlton Colville (Vince
2003a), then a much greater range of erratics is found,
including material transported from the North of England
and Scandinavia, as well as Cretaceous material from
much more local solid geology. Pottery from Hinxton,
studied by Vince, contained glacially-derived inclusions
from Jurassic limestones (from perhaps Northampton-
shire) and from lower carboniferous sandstone (perhaps
Lincolnshire). Pottery from Fordham, Peakirk and
Willingham contained biotite granite (Leicestershire)
whilst other vessels from Willingham contained
calcareous, Cretaceous sandstone (perhaps Lincolnshire)
and other Cretaceous deposits (flint and chalk) from
boulder clay derived from the chalk (the closest likely
sources being in Cambridgeshire and Norfolk). Thus the
apparent phenomenon of hand-made pottery made in
Leicestershire being distributed across much of the
eastern region can be discounted. The related and
alternative suggestion, that there was a tradition across
this region of the selection of specific sparkling, attractive
granite boulders from within the glacial tills, which were
crushed and used as temper, can also be discounted. A
significant proportion of the ‘crushed rock’ is no more
angular than other inclusions in the same pottery fabric,
and is as similarly sized, and sometimes abraded, as quartz
grains.

In contrast an alternative model and tradition can be
suggested on the basis of all evidence to date. This is of a
tradition of the preferential utilisation of boulder clays for
the manufacture of hand-made pottery in the Early Saxon
period. This tradition is evident across the East Midlands
and large parts of East Anglia. An interesting further
aspect of the data is that this tradition persists in the former
area into the Middle Saxon period, before being in part
superseded by the manufacture of Maxey-type wares
utilising shelly, usually Jurassic limestone, clays only. In
contrast in Essex a tradition of quartz sand-tempered and/
or vegetable-tempered pottery becomes stronger, whilst
across East Anglia again quartz sand-tempered pottery
was manufactured in the Middle Saxon period, initially
hand-made wares, but this was also extended through the
production and distribution of Ipswich ware. The deposits
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of clay and temper chosen for these vessels were different
to those utilised previously in the tradition based on
glacially-derived raw materials.

In our study region there is a clear, if rather general,
division in the ceramic assemblage between those areas
that came under Mercian dominance in the mid to late 7th
century, as against those maintained under East Anglian
control. In the former area the glacial clay tradition lasted
longer, and Maxey-type ware became common. In
Cambridgeshire the latter was not manufactured, but
brought in mostly from the region to the west. The raw
materials for Southern Maxey ware were probably
exposed in the Nene and upper Great Ouse valley systems.
A little Northern Maxey ware has, however, been found in
Cambridge and Ely; this cannot be simply explained but it
probably has the status of an occasional ‘import’. The very
eastern part of upland Cambridgeshire was in East
Anglian control, but no pottery assemblages are yet
known there. In contrast the Cambridgeshire fens, East
Anglian by virtue of the acquisition of the territory of the
South Gyrwe in the later 7th century, clearly possess a very
different ‘East Anglian’ Middle Saxon pottery
assemblage, with much more Ipswich ware and more
imported pottery.

III. New Late Saxon Wares

Research objectives
Research Question 2a: Can we characterise any minor
(local) wares and provide a suggestion of provenance?

Thin section and ICPS analysis
Research Question 2a: see Chapters 10.V, 11.II, and 12.I.

Results
The Late Saxon pottery of Cambridgeshire, like that
across much of the East of England, is almost entirely
dominated by the triumvirate of St Neots-type wares,
Thetford-type wares and Stamford ware. The studies
carried out as part of this programme of research have not
changed that view. Petrological and chemical analysis of
St Neots-type wares has not identified any petrological or
chemically-recognisable sub-types that can be associated
with one sub-region, or a possible individual source,
although fabric sub-types in Developed St Neots-type
ware have been recognised.

Thetford-type wares found in Huntingdon appear to be
present in a distinctive and local fabric type. This fabric is
not dissimilar to some sherds of Huntingdon Early
Medieval ware, and additionally the vessels of these two
types share some stylistic traits (e.g. distinctive detailing
below handle-attachments). Excavations in 2007 at
Lawrence Court on the Town Centre site, and 2008 at
Hampden House, also recovered vessels that appeared to
be Thetford-type ware wasters in this fabric, providing the
first tantalising evidence for its manufacture in the town.
Thin sections of the wasters matched other sherds from
the town (and, frustratingly, one sherd of Thetford-type
ware from Thetford). Chemical analysis placed each of
the two Huntingdon Thetford-type ware in different
groups, and was unable to distinguish them from other
products.

Standard Thetford-type wares from Cambridgeshire
sites have not been analysed except for samples from
Huntingdon, some of which were found to be petrolog-

ically similar to examples from Thetford itself, whereas
others were not and in fact matched Thetford-type ware
pottery from Huntingdon. All these samples were
chemically dissimilar to samples from the Langhale
Thetford-type ware kiln located in south-east Norfolk.

A number of samples of Grimston Thetford-type ware
have been analysed from sites in Huntingdon and from
Wereham on the Norfolk fen edge; the latter being
assumed to be derived from the nearby Thetford-type ware
kilns at Grimston on the basis of geographical proximity.
Although the Grimston Thetford-type ware from
Wereham had one fabric type only, this was similar to
sherds of both Grimston Thetford-type ware and
Huntingdon Thetford-type ware from Huntingdon. It
seems highly unlikely that the pottery found in Wereham
was in fact made in Huntingdon, leaving only the
alternative interpretation, that the two types are just not
petrologically distinct from each other. Chemical analysis
introduced some samples of Thetford-type ware wasters
from Grimston and these appeared to match one sample of
Huntingdon Thetford-type ware, but were very different
from most other samples except for Grimston Thetford-
type ware, also from Huntingdon. These results remain
inconclusive; the best possible interpretation being that
Grimston Thetford-type ware found in Huntingdon (and
in Wereham) may be correctly provenanced to Grimston,
but even though Huntingdon Thetford-type ware is not
very distinct petrologically or chemically from other
Thetford-type products, its presence cannot be ignored
and there was clearly Thetford-type ware production in
the town.

IV. Early Medieval Sandy Wares from North
Essex and Cambridgeshire

Research objectives
Research Question 3a: What is the relationship between
Early Medieval ware and early Ely ware production and
can an Ely Early Medieval ware sub-type be identified?
Research Question 3d: Can South Cambridgeshire sandy
wares be better defined and be ascribed an origin?
Research Question 4a: How do South Cambridgeshire
sandy wares relate to coarse micaceous pottery, believed
to be from Essex? Are the Essex micaceous wares all
correctly ascribed, and can the actual sources in Essex be
better identified?

Thin section and ICPS analysis
Research Question 3a: results were included within the
publication of the Ely wares volume although not
discussed in detail therein (Spoerry 2008; samples V0056,
V0058 and V0061 from Forehill, Ely).
Research Question 3b: see Chapter 11.II, where SSHW is
more properly recognised as a Developed St Neots-type
ware variant (DNEOT Q).
Research Question 4a: see Chapters 10.I, 11.VI and
12.III.

Results
Early Medieval ware is a general ware category used for
pottery of the later 11th and 12th centuries found in the
East of England, that represents a sub-division of a
tradition of this date that is known across South-East
England, confusingly best described as of Early Medieval
wares. The pottery tends to be sand tempered, although
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fabrics from Essex (Cotter 2000) and, particularly, from
London (Vince and Jenner 1991) with shell temper are
known, and it conforms to a comparatively small range of
forms – mainly jars and bowls and sometimes spouted
pitchers. The vessels are invariably hand-made, but
usually with wheel finishing, or the addition of
wheel-made rims. Jar rims develop from simple, everted,
to more complex forms, and finger-impressions both
externally (pie-crust effects) and internally, are common.
Bowl forms tend to be simple, rounded or straight-sided,
with some carinated forms later. Simple upright, or
sometimes inturned, rims occur early on, with everted and
flanged rims appearing later. Firing conditions tend not to
have been well-managed suggesting that simple clamp
kilns or even bonfires were utilised. Although vessels are
mostly oxidised, colouration typically varies widely
across the surface. There is no evidence for glazing,
decoration being usually confined to finger-impressed
rims, applied strips and wavy line decoration.

Early Medieval wares have in the past been
characterised in Essex and Norfolk, and are seen generally
as an East Anglian pottery tradition, but none had been
defined in Cambridgeshire prior to this study. The
research that supports this volume has resulted in several
new Early Medieval wares being defined which are found
principally in south Cambridgeshire and are made in that
sub-region or in northern Essex (Table 2.1). Analysis was
based mainly on the study of sherds from Hinxton Hall,
but in addition pottery from sites in Burwell and Caxton
was compared, alongside wasters from Great Easton,
Hedingham and Harlow in Essex. The new wares
identified by this means are also clearly recognisable by
eye, even though the technology and typological traits
were in many cases very similar. They are: South
Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered sandy ware (SCAGS),
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (SCAMSW),
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware (SCASS) and
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares
(EMEMS), this latter clearly a wider category including
the products of more than one source from north Essex.

V. Micaceous Sandy Wares, Sandy Greywares
and Other Medieval Coarsewares in
Cambridgeshire

Research objectives
Research Question 3d: Can South Cambridgeshire sandy
wares be better defined and be ascribed an origin?

Research Question 4a: How do South Cambridgeshire
sandy wares relate to coarse micaceous pottery, believed
to be from Essex? Are the Essex micaceous wares all
correctly ascribed, and can the actual sources in Essex be
better identified?
Research Question 5a: Can Orange/Oxidised Sandy ware
be more precisely defined and ascribed a source(s)?

Thin section and ICPS analysis
Research Question 3d: see Chapters 10.I and 11.VI.
Research Question 4a: see Chapters 10.I, 11.VI and
12.III.
Research Question 5a: see Chapters 10.VI, 12.III and
12.VI.

Results
A significant proportion of the early medieval pottery
discussed in the previous section is micaceous; principally
of the categories Early Medieval Micaceous Sandy ware
(EMEMS) and South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy
ware (SCASS). The former is a catch-all for a variety of
Essex-derived fabrics and, as has already been described,
producers in north Essex were probably those that
supplied most of this to places in Cambridgeshire. By the
start of the 13th century the Essex coarsewares had
evolved into a new range of reduced ware fabrics, known
generically as Sandy Greywares in Essex (Cunningham
1985) but, as described by Cotter (2000, 91), this label
fails to include the fact that the matrix ‘contains much fine
mica’. In Cambridgeshire during the high medieval
period, the range of pottery types includes much pottery
constituting sandy greywares that is not micaceous. A
great deal of this material does not originate in Essex, but
is either more locally produced, including some that
derives from kilns at Everton on the Bedfordshire–
Cambridgeshire border, or derives from unknown sources
elsewhere. The pottery made at Everton (Slowikowski
2011) can also appear as an oxidised brown fabric, very
similar to that of South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
(SCAMSW).

In Cambridgeshire the decision was taken not to use
the simple term sandy greywares, in the same way as it is
used in Essex, as there is clearly a variety of local and other
fabric types without mica that better conform to this
simple label. This is in addition to many examples of
vessels from Essex that are usually recognisable through
the mica component in their clay matrix. The latter are
best labelled in a manner whereby this aspect of the
pottery is identified; hence the generic term Medieval
Essex Micaceous Sandy wares (MEMS) has been adopted
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South Cambridgeshire and Essex Early
Medieval Wares: new ware categories

Previous fabric identifiers used by CAM
ARC/OA East

Other names elsewhere

South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered sandy
ware (SCAGS)

Grog SW None known

South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
(SCAMSW)

MSWT Forerunner to 'local sandy wares' at
Wintringham (Beresford 1977)

South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware
(SCASS)

MICFSW Essex Fabric 13i; Early medieval ware
inclusion free at Stansted

Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
wares (EMEMS)

MICSW, MICSW-coarse, MICSW-fine,
MICSW-low Fe, MICSWT, MSW,
MSW-overfired, MSWT-silty, MICFSW+G

Early medieval wares from Stansted, the
Hedingham area kilns, and possibly Takeley;
generally Fabric 13 in Essex

Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
wares; Low Iron variant (EMEMS LI)

MSW-low Fe As above

Table 2.1  Early medieval wares from north Essex and Cambridgeshire



for pottery of this generic type where it appears in vessel
forms also known from Essex. There is still the capacity to
label coarseware pottery from specific Essex producers
with more precise labels, and Hedingham Coarseware and
Mill Green Coarseware are two such identifiers where
information from the production sites and elsewhere often
enables their recognition amongst the mass of other,
similar vessels and fabrics.

Scientific analysis of micaceous sandy ware sherds
from Bourn and Caxton has indicated that sherds from
Caxton probably derive from north Essex (being like
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares (EMEMS)
from Hinxton and Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
wares from Great Easton in Essex), whereas some similar
pottery from Bourn may have another source entirely, and
is chemically similar to West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
(WCAMSW; Chapter 10.VI). This raises the possibility
that micaceous pottery was also manufactured in
Cambridgeshire, and in order to account for this
possibility the additional broader label of Micaceous
Sandy ware (MICSW) is still available where analysis or
pottery typology calls into question an Essex origin for
such fabrics.

West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware is an oxidised sandy
pottery type found at Bourn in great abundance, but only
found in moderate quantities elsewhere. It is possible that
more significant quantities are present in the Cambridge
urban assemblage, where oxidised wares of indeterminate
origin have formed an important component in groups
studied previously. It has been recognised in forms dating
to the 14th century. Samples of West Cambridgeshire
Sandy ware have been thin-sectioned and the fabric is
unlike other Cambridgeshire products. Samples analysed
through ICPS have proven not to be like other
Cambridgeshire and Essex products, with only a few
micaceous sandy ware sherds also from Bourn being
similar. West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware is in no way
similar to South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
(SCAMSW), that occurs in the early medieval period and
appears to be the forerunner of Early Everton-type sandy
ware; it is also defined by Beresford (1977) as local sandy
wares (reduced and oxidised) at Wintringham.

VI. Major Shel ly Coarsewares in
Cambridgeshire

Research objectives
Research Question 3b: Can Sandy Shelly ware, a minor
ware found in the north of the county, be better described
and provenanced?
Research Question 3c: What is the character of the
Peterborough area assemblage at this date?
Research Question 4d: Can the date range for incomers
like Northamptonshire Shelly ware be better defined?
Research Question 4e: Can Oolitic Sandy ware be better
defined?

Thin section and ICPS analysis
Research Question 3b: see Chapter 10.I, where Sandy
Shelly ware (SSHW) is more properly recognised as a
Developed St Neots-type ware variant (DNEOT Q).
Research Question 3c: the results of scientific analysis
(thin section and ICPS), in relation to this question were in
part resolved during the lifetime of this research project by

analysis of pottery from Botolph Bridge, Peterborough
(Vince and Spoerry 2015).
Research Question 4d: this did not require specific
scientific analysis, although work on shelly pottery from
Peterborough (Vince and Spoerry 2015) and study of
Developed St Neots-type ware (Chapter 10.I), contributed
to a growing understanding of shelly pottery types found
in the county.
Research Question 4e: in the event, it was concluded that
the elucidation of Research Question 4e did not require
specific scientific analysis as the term Oolitic Sandy ware
was identified as being both a catch-all for differing types
as well as representing recognisable pottery from Bourne
and Baston in Lincolnshire. The latter were defined and
described better through traditional means as a result,
leaving no specific group of ‘OLSW’ to be targeted for
further investigation.

Results

Maxey-type wares (MAX, RMAX)
Shell-tempered pottery of Middle Saxon date conforming
to a number of vessel forms, some quite specific, and
containing a narrow suite of inclusion types is known as
Maxey ware (Hurst 1976). This wider definition has been
separated into two types on petrological grounds; a
northern (MAX) and a southern (RMAX) Maxey-type
ware (Williams and Vince 1997). Both have been
identified in Cambridgeshire, the former rather
surprisingly at Ely and the latter at sites in both the
Peterborough area and across southern Cambridgeshire as
far east as the fen edge.

St Neots-type wares (NEOT)
St Neots-type wares, which have a clear developmental
association with Maxey ware, are very common in
assemblages in Cambridgeshire, probably from the start
of the industry in the later 9th century, and thence
throughout the next three centuries or more. It was deemed
important to attempt to provenance, or at least describe,
define and group, pottery of this type as part of the
county-wide research project. With such a well-known
and widely published type, however, it was clearly not
realistic to revise and generate a new Cambridgeshire-
based type series, and the work of earlier specialists (Hurst
1956; Addyman 1969), including publication of shelly
wares from Bedford (Baker and Hassall 1979), already
offers a very satisfactory definition of forms. It has only
been necessary here, therefore, to build on, rather than
replace, published typologies. Thus, the range of forms
and fabrics seen in the earlier period (the ware type for
which the code NEOT is utilised) are well-known and are
not re-iterated here.

Recently published excavations from Northampton-
shire, where at least some St Neots-type ware was
manufactured, have substantially increased the database
of forms and types of shelly pottery of the Late Saxon to
early medieval period for the region (e.g. Blinkhorn 2009
and 2010a). Unfortunately, a combination of difficulties in
recognising the products of individual manufactories, and
variability in how these products are named makes it
difficult to achieve simple cross-comparisons between
publications and locales.

Examples of St Neots-type ware and Developed St
Neots-type ware vessels from several sites widely
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dispersed across Cambridgeshire were subjected to
thin-sectioning and chemical analysis using ICPS. The
results of these studies were first presented by Vince
(2006a), and subsequently expanded (Chapter 10.I). No
change to the previously understood definition and
process of recognition of St Neots-type ware (here NEOT)
as first presented by Hunter (1979) was identified,
although the identifying suite of fossil shell is now better
defined. Examples of both this ware and its developed
form are shown to share petrology, and thereby raw
materials, as do vessels that are stylistically recognisable
as the ‘A ware’ product of the Lyveden kiln from
Northamptonshire (Webster 1975), identified here by the
code LYVA.

Developed St Neots type ware (DNEOT) and Shelly
Coarseware
The introduction of Developed St Neots-type ware
(DNEOT) before AD 1100, besides a range of new forms
and vessel types, saw changes to the fabric whereby the
shelly inclusions were less well-sorted and present in
larger fragments, with the surfaces of the vessel not
smoothed as they were previously, but left rough to the
touch. As well as a generally more variable fabric, in
assemblages from south Cambridgeshire there is also at
this time the appearance of a clear fabric variant in the
form of a version including large quantities of fine quartz
sand, which is otherwise entirely within the Developed St
Neots-type ware tradition. This has been defined
petrologically and a few forms are published here. Full
presentation of vessels specific to this sub-type is not
currently possible, and in fact evidence to date suggests
that it does not appear in many or any entirely unique
forms.

Some fabrics identified as ‘Developed St Neots-type’
by Vince in the appendices of this volume on the basis of
their petrology are visually identical to vessels called
Lyveden A ware and Shelly Coarseware in the recent
reports from Northamptonshire (Blinkhorn 2009 and
2010a). These two latter types are ‘extremely difficult to
differentiate between... by fabric analysis’ (Blinkhorn
2010a, 271) but they occur in different vessel types and
show separate stylistic and technological traits. It is clear,
however, that they are both in part the inheritors of the St
Neots-type ware tradition in Northamptonshire, with
Lyveden A ware having a later date of introduction but
with both wares existing concurrently during the 13th
century.

In Cambridgeshire the term ‘Developed St Neots-type
ware’ is quite widely applied in terms of date, being
utilised for styles of vessel from the later 11th through to
the 13th century. It is recommended, however, that it only
be used where there is good evidence that the petrology of
the vessels matches that of St Neots-type wares.

Blinkhorn (2010a) identifies how by AD 1100 in
Northamptonshire there were changes to shelly limestone
and oolitic limestone tempered wares representing a range
of new forms, decoration and manufacturing technology,
demonstrating the arrival of new potting techniques in the
region as well as the adoption / introduction of a new
tradition. With the possible exception of the cylindrical
decorated jar form, which may represent the continuation
of the Late Saxon St Neots-type cylindrical jars, the new
types represent forms which are all hand-made and
finished on a turntable. They are defined as Shelly

Coarsewares (SHC) which can be shown to be in part
antecedent to the hand-made medieval Lyveden wares, but
there is a great temporal overlap at, for instance, West
Cotton in the occurrence of both types (ibid.), which are
for the most part only separable through vessel form and
technology. Blinkhorn does not utilise the term
‘Developed St Neots-type ware’ for 12th-century forms,
which is the name that might otherwise be used for much
of his Shelly Coarseware in Cambridgeshire.

Shelly Coarseware is identifiable as a pottery type
known to have been produced in Olney Hyde, Bucks
(Mynard 1984), Yardley Hastings, Northants (Brown
1994) and Harrold, Beds (Hall 1972), but no data are
available regarding the petrology of these kiln products. It
is therefore not clear whether any, or all, of these fabrics
are in fact characterised by the fossil shell familiar from St
Neots-type wares.

The range of forms described by Blinkhorn echoes
those published in a number of shelly fabrics from
Bedford (Baker and Hassall 1979) and this perhaps
supports the idea of a more southerly origin for this type
when compared with, for instance, the slightly later
Lyveden A ware which is known to have been made in the
Rockingham Forest. A distinctive vessel type, the ‘top hat
pot’, is found in Cambridge in some numbers and a few
examples have been recorded at Huntingdon and
Swavesey. Blinkhorn has defined this form in both St
Neots-type ware and Shelly Coarseware in Northampton-
shire, but in Cambridgeshire it has been classified only as
Developed St Neots-type ware. It is proposed to maintain
the latter nomenclature for all pottery in this general fabric
type in Cambridgeshire, where petrology can be shown to
match the St Neots-type template and not to use the term
‘Shelly Coarseware’, but to maintain instead generic
descriptors for other unsourced types.

The scheme of naming these wares adopted here is
based on a new petrological study and the chemical
analysis of the ceramic fabric of examples of St Neots-
type ware and Developed St Neots-type ware vessels from
several sites widely dispersed across Cambridgeshire, as
noted above (St Neots-type ware).

Lyveden A ware (LYVA)
In the first scientific investigations of St Neots-type ware
pottery fabrics (Hunter 1979), two jar sherds from
Lyveden were studied, one in a shelly Lyveden A fabric
and one in an oolitic Lyveden B type fabric. The two were
clearly petrologically different, and the former was found
to have the same suite of shelly fossil inclusions as St
Neots-type wares from Bedford, Northampton and St
Neots.

This is a shelly limestone tempered coarseware known
from production sites at Lyveden (Webster 1975) and with
forms further defined by Blinkhorn (2010a). The vessels
are coil-built and finished on a turntable, usually with a
distinctive rim form. Vessels are mostly jars and bowls,
often with thumb-impressed rims. The fabric was
probably manufactured from the early 13th century and
production may have ceased by the late 14th century.
Vince (Chapter 10.I, this volume) has confirmed that it is
not distinguishable through its petrology from Developed
St Neots-type wares, within which petrological fabric
grouping it therefore sits. Nonetheless, visually this fabric
represents only part of the variation seen in Developed St
Neots-type ware fabrics and tends to have lighter hues in
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orange, pink, light brown or buff, or light grey where
reduced. Additionally, its shell content lies at the coarse
and less frequent end of the spectrum. As a result of its
larger and infrequent shell content, some specimens are
difficult to separate by eye from Peterborough Shelly
ware, which is nonetheless distinguishable under low
power magnification through having only bivalve shell
fragments, mostly oyster, rather than the range of fossil
shell that typifies the St Neots-type fabrics.

Prior to this petrological identification, previous
pottery reports by this author (e.g. Spoerry 1998a) have
tended to group together Lyveden A ware and
Peterborough Shelly ware (PSHW) as fabric type Shelly
ware (SHW) and it is now recommended that this
approach be avoided. Publication of a type series in this
volume for Peterborough Shelly ware will assist, as will
reference to established typologies of Lyveden A products
(e.g. Webster 1975; Blinkhorn 2010a). Where shelly
pottery is found in Cambridgeshire that conforms to the
general Lyveden A template, it has tended to be recorded
as either Developed St Neots-type wares or using a
generic label of Shelly ware, both of which labels can
include other rather similar types. In line with
terminology adopted in reports from Northamptonshire
(e.g. Blinkhorn 2009; 2010a), it is recommended that
where the fabric can be verified by microscopy as
containing indicator fossil species, and the vessel and
decorational style matches those later types seen at the
production site, the term Lyveden A type ware be utilised.
The term Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT) is
retained for classification of earlier vessel types with
similar petrology (of the late 11th to 13th centuries).

Shelly ware (SHW), Shelly ware 2 (SHW2)
These terms were formerly used for Shelly pottery with
coarse inclusions of later or different style than Developed
St Neots-type ware, wherever found in Cambridgeshire.
The terms were also used in Peterborough where they
unfortunately included both Lyveden A type ware and
Peterborough Shelly ware vessels at, for example, The
Still, Peterborough (Spoerry 1998a). The term Shelly
ware (SHW) is now reserved for coarse pottery of the later
12th to 15th centuries which cannot be effectively
assigned to one of the above types and/or when the
researcher is unable to study the shell type with
magnification to aid in definition. The term Shelly ware 2
(SHW2) is defunct.

Early Medieval Shelly ware (EMSHW)
It is recommended that later 11th- to 13th-century pottery
that cannot be assigned to a St Neots-type fabric on the
basis of its petrology, but which matches the range of
vessels otherwise recorded as Developed St Neots-type
ware, and also those vessel types utilised in ‘Shelly
Coarseware’ production (Blinkhorn 2010a), be defined as
Early Medieval Shelly ware (EMSHW) until better
recognition of the petrology of kiln groups is achieved.

Peterborough Shelly ware (PSHW)
This type has recently been defined through thin section
petrology (Vince 2006a), and a preliminary type series is
now published in this volume. No kiln sites are known but
its distinctive very coarse bivalve (oyster) shell inclusions
and several of its forms, are easily recognised. Vince’s
petrological study suggests a source that might derive

from Blisworth limestone and/or a shelly facies of
Blisworth clay, which both outcrop along the Nene Valley
immediately upstream of Peterborough, where
occurrence of the type is concentrated, but which are also
present along the sides of the Nene Valley for the next
40km as i t winds south-westwards through
Northamptonshire. Its presence in large volume in the
Soke and town of Peterborough, but apparent absence
only a few kilometres to the south in Huntingdonshire and
east Northamptonshire, probably implies that its source
was close to Peterborough.

VII. Fenland Sandy Wares

Research objectives
Research Question 3a: What is the relationship between
Early Medieval ware and early Ely ware production and
can an Ely Early Medieval ware sub-type be identified?
Research Question 4b: Can Colne and Bourne products be
better defined and their distribution be recognised?
Research Question 4c: Can Ely-type ware be defined,
described and located?

Thin section and ICPS analysis
Research Question 3a: results were included within the
publication of the Ely wares volume, although not
discussed in detail therein (Spoerry 2008; samples V0056,
V0058 and V0061 from Forehill, Ely).
Research Question 4b: see Chapters 10.IV and 11.V.
Research Question 4c: see Chapters 10.II, 10.III, 10.VII,
11.III, 12.IV and 12.V.

Results

Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware (HUNEMW)
An Early Medieval ware type particular to Huntingdon-
shire has recently been recognised to add to the range of
known types. This has been called Huntingdonshire Early
Medieval ware. It shows both fabric-derived and stylistic
similarities with Huntingdonshire Thetford-type ware
(HTHET), which it may have evolved from, and it
ultimately developed into Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware (HUNFSW), wasters of which have been identified
in Huntingdon. Sub-fabrics have been identified in
thin-section study, but these do not appear to be
place-specific; however, observation of the material
across assemblages from Huntingdon and Ramsey does
suggest that a variant is found at the latter site with a
coarser quartz sand temper.

During this research it was noted that some early
medieval wares from south Cambridgeshire, west Norfolk
and Huntingdonshire all share visual characteristics of
both fabric and vessel type that sometimes make
fragments hard to differentiate. This problem was most
noticeable in separating smoother sherds of Huntingdon-
shire Early Medieval ware, of Early Medieval ware from
Norfolk, and samples of South Cambridgeshire Smooth
Sandy ware (SCASS). Examples were tested to determine
whether this visual similarity was also expressed in
petrological and chemical make-up, thereby suggesting
that some fabrics from different locations might in fact be
the same type. These studies confirmed that the Early
Medieval wares present in these sub-regions are clearly
different products petrologically and through their
chemical signatures. They also identified that small
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amounts of Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware are
found on the fenland fringe of South Cambridgeshire.

Samples of sherds of Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware, Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and late medieval
wasters from Colne were analysed and the Colne material
was shown to be clearly different from the rest.
Additionally, the Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware, despite deriving
from both Huntingdon and Ramsey, was found to cluster
together sufficiently not only for the two wares to be
deemed internally coherent, but also for both to have the
same range of variation.

Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (HUNFSW)
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware is a primarily sand-
tempered ware (with distinctive but less abundant
calcareous inclusions) found principally in Huntingdon,
Ramsey, St Ives and the villages of central and eastern
Huntingdonshire. It was not recognised until relatively
recently and in fact was first defined petrologically and
chemically as an Ely-type ware during the Ely wares
research project (Spoerry 2008). Prior to that it had also
been called a Colne-type ware. Both of these associations
have some validity; Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware is
indeed quite like a more finely-textured Ely ware and the
late medieval Colne fabric can be very similar, although
the medieval Colne fabric tends to be smoother. Chemical
analysis has separated samples of Huntingdonshire Fen
Sandy ware from Ely and Colne products and has also,
alongside thin-section study, confirmed that the majority
of samples of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware from
Huntingdon and Ramsey are similar and represent a major
version of the fabric. A sub-fabric only identified in
Huntingdon has also been defined. Wasters from
Huntingdon Town Centre (HUNTCR07) match the main
fabric.

Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware is found in
12th-century contexts, vessels at this time being often
hand-made and wheel-finished. These earlier vessels are
usually oxidised in shades of orange-brown and brown,
sometimes reduced and/or burnt to dark grey or black.
During the 13th century many more vessels appear to have
been wholly wheel-made. Later vessels can also be lighter
in colour, both oxidised buff-brown and reduced mid-grey
examples being known, these lighter hues perhaps
indicating a shift to the use of a more lime-rich clay.

Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware (HUNCAL)
A further ware local to Huntingdon has now been
recognised, called Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous
ware (HUNCAL) and dating to the 14th century. No
wasters for this are known, yet its similarity with the fabric
of some later examples of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware, coupled with its clear concentration in the town,
tend to suggest it was made there. Its fabric contains very
coarse limestone fragments and it can often appear quite
light-coloured owing to a lime-rich matrix, although
orange examples are known. It often has buff surfaces with
an oxidised fabric within. It is petrologically and
chemically distinct from the other Huntingdon wares. It
appears in vessel forms that include stylistic traits present
in Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, but there are also jars
similar to examples from the Lyveden–Stanion industry.
As the fabric is also rather like later examples of
Lyveden–Stanion B ware but without the oolitic

component, a chemical comparison was made of samples
of the latter from the kiln site, alongside samples of
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware and possible
Late Lyveden / Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous
ware sherds also from Huntingdon. This showed that
neither fabric from Huntingdon (HUNCAL and
LLYST-type) was chemically similar to Lyveden B ware
and helped confirm the distinctiveness of Huntingdon
Late Medieval Calcareous ware.

Colne wares and Colne-type wares (CONM, CONLM)
The waste material from the kiln site at Colne, as
published by Healey et al. (1998), was subjected to
thin-sectioning. All three wares there defined were
studied and were found to be identical, but with each
containing quite a large amount of variation in the quantity
and size of distinctive quartz, sandstone and fossiliferous
limestone inclusions. Re-assessment of the forms present
also concluded that the oxidised A and reduced B wares
were both in fact late medieval (the A ware having been
previously identified as earlier), with the C ware being late
medieval–transitional in date and appearing visually
similar to Bourne D ware from Lincolnshire in fabric,
form and technological traits.

Colne A and B wares are now re-classified as Late
Medieval Colne ware (CONLM), whilst Colne C ware
remains defined as such until it can be further investigated.
An analysis programme conducted by Alan Vince on
samples of Bourne D ware, or Colne C ware, from
Whittlesey in Cambridgeshire, was able to separate the
two groups from the production sites, and also confirmed
the Whittlesey consumer site material as deriving in fact
from Bourne (Vince 2007b). This study was important
because the Colne C ware from the kiln site was so similar
to Bourne D vessels that there had previously been debate
as to whether this pottery was in fact a group of Bourne
products that had been mis-identified. Subsequent to the
Colne A and B ware analysis programme an earlier fabric
has now been found at excavations in the village (Gane
with Clarke forthcoming), that is clearly allied to the
previously identified types, but contains less and finer
temper/inclusions, and appears in hand-made, low-fired,
principally oxidised, vessels. This new, earlier, fabric is
termed Colne Medieval ware (CONM) and represents
probably later 12th- to 13th-century pottery production in
the parish.

The Late Medieval Colne ware waste material as
studied by Healey et al. (1998) was also subjected to
chemical analysis for the first time, and compared with all
other local products. Firstly, it was compared with
Colne-type sherds from Huntingdon and Caxton, and the
Colne kiln material was found to be chemically distinct
from the other sherds. The pottery from Caxton is now
recognised as a type in its own right (Colne-type ware
from Caxton and Bourn; CONCAX). Next it was
compared with the Huntingdon products, Huntingdon-
shire Early Medieval ware and Huntingdonshire Fen
Sandy ware, and was found to be entirely different from
both. The implication that virtually no Colne-type ware
made at Colne is actually present in the Huntingdon
assemblage, only 15km distant, is surprising.
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South-east Fenland Buff Sandy ware (SEFEN) and Ely
type wares
As indicated above, much of the ‘Ely-type ware’
previously identified (Spoerry 2008) has been
re-classified as Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. A
further, clearly related, fabric has been recognised,
however, centred on Soham and found in the parishes of
the south-eastern fen edge of Cambridgeshire and Suffolk,
with examples also present in Ely. It is significant that this
ware is common in Bury St Edmunds, and it is found in
small quantities in Cambridge, Huntingdon and Wisbech.
Samples of South-east Fenland Buff Sandy ware
(SEFEN) were thin-sectioned and the ware has now been
petrologically defined. Its light-coloured clay matrix
differentiates it from much Ely ware, and it tends to have
inclusions derived from Triassic sandstones and from
Jurassic fossiliferous limestone, alongside rarer quartz
and flint of Lower Cretaceous age. This is again different
from Ely wares, which are dominated by the Cretaceous
inclusions, although also containing material of Jurassic
age. The production site for South-east Fenland Buff
Sandy ware is not known but it was probably close to
Soham, and it may have utilised the Gault Clay that
outcrops there. Other Ely-type wares from Huntingdon
and Bury near Ramsey were eventually re-classified as
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, fol lowing
thin-sectioning and chemical analysis.

VIII. Late Medieval Wares

Research objectives
Research Question 4b: Can Colne and Bourne products be
better defined and their distribution be recognised?
Research Question 5a: Can Orange/Oxidised Sandy ware
be more precisely defined and ascribed a source(s)?
Research Question 5b: Where was Cambridge Sgraffito
ware made?
Research Question 5c: When does Ely ware production
change from the medieval forms and fabrics to
post-medieval red, black and white wares?

Thin section and ICPS analysis
Research Question 4b: see Chapters 10.IV and 11.V.
Research Question 5a: see Chapter 10.VI.
Research Question 5b: see Chapter 12.IX.
Research Question 5c: this issue did not require specific
scientific analysis and in fact publication of the
excavations of kiln waste from Ely dating to the 16th–17th
centuries has resolved this question in the meantime
(Cessford et al. 2006).

Results

Oxidised Sandy wares (OSW) and West Cambridgeshire
Sandy ware (WCAMSW)
West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (WCAMSW) is a
14th-century product that may well have been
manufactured near Bourn. Additionally, it is known that in
Bourn parish there was pottery production in the 15th
century, associated with a track known as ‘Potters Way’ in
the south of the parish close to Kingston, and with clay pits
close by (Baxter 2008 and pers. comm.). Although it
cannot be assumed that West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
does indeed derive from this location, an association
seems probable. There is thus far no clear group of 15th-

century material in fabrics akin to West Cambridgeshire
Sandy ware from sites in the Bourn area. Pottery of this
fabric, and specifically in the range of forms seen at
Bourn, should be classified as such, but other similar types
will remain collected under the term Oxidised Sandy
wares (OSW). Samples of West Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware have been thin-sectioned and the fabric is unlike
other Cambridgeshire products. Samples analysed
through ICPS have proven to be unlike other
Cambridgeshire and Essex products, with only a few
micaceous sandy ware sherds, also from Bourn, being
similar. The suggestion that micaceous pottery might have
been manufactured in this central Cambridgeshire parish
needs further exploration.

Oxidised (or ‘Orange’) Sandy ware (OSW) represents
a generic term for pottery manufactured at many locations.
This includes the late medieval and transitional kilns in the
pottery tradition first identified by Moorhouse (1974), the
most recently documented being at Glapthorn in the
Rockingham Forest of Northamptonshire (Johnston et al.
1997). In Cambridgeshire, however, late medieval and
transitional oxidised wares were also manufactured at
Colne, and OSW-type vessels from producers in other
parts of East Anglia can also be found. Some of these can
otherwise be classified in the East Anglian Redware
(EAR) or Late Medieval and Transitional (LMT)
catch-alls. In addition, the earliest redware product from
Ely (Broad Street, Ely Gritty Red Earthenware;
BELGRIT), perhaps of late 15th-century date, might also
be categorised as an Oxidised Sandy ware type. This
confusing situation, where a number of products from
differing locations might be assigned to one or more
overlapping broad descriptors, has so far proved hard to
resolve. It is therefore recommended that researchers be
more precise regarding fabric description and that more
effort be placed on the application of such names based on
clear similarity of vessel types to those known from
production sites.

Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn (CONCAX)
Late medieval wasters from Colne, now defined as Late
Medieval Colne ware (CONLM), were analysed
chemically and compared with Colne-type sherds from
Huntingdon and Caxton. None of the pottery in the latter
groups was found to match the kiln site material,
suggesting that the Colne-type pottery found elsewhere
was not from Colne. A visual re-assessment of all of the
Colne-type pottery from Caxton was conducted and it
became clear that its inclusion types, although matching
part of the variation seen in sherds from Colne, actually
represented either a distinctive sub-type, or the output of
another producer entirely. In addition, a distinctive group
of stylistic traits was present in the vessels from Caxton
that, although clearly sharing a generic style with Colne,
were defined on this basis as constituting a different
product. The name ‘Colne-type ware from Caxton and
Bourn’ (CONCAX) allows for a degree of uncertainty in
the provenance of this newly-defined type, that
nevertheless shared aspects of a tradition of manufacture
with Colne.

Cambridgeshire Sgraffito (CASG), Colchester-type wares
(COLS, COLS (L)) and East Anglian Redwares (EAR)
Although ‘Cambridgeshire Sgraffito’ has been known by
that name for a long time (Dunning 1950; Bushnell and
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Hurst 1953), in more recent years this association of
provenance has been called into question by researchers
who, on recording sgraffito sherds, find it increasingly
difficult to associate it with any known or suspected
Cambridgeshire industry producing similar fabrics. In
contrast the evidence for a tradition of sgraffito decoration
alongside Colchester ware is incontrovertible (Cotter
2000, 166–70). There is clearly a possibility that
Cambridgeshire Sgraffito was in fact made in Essex, or in
another East Anglian Redware production site, or even at
Colchester, although Cotter thought that the Colchester
examples were in a fabric similar to the slightly sandy
Colchester slipped products of the late 14th to 15th
centuries, and not in the smoother, finer fabric of
Cambridgeshire Sgraffito. A perhaps more likely
association is, however, with the Hedingham area
industries and in particular a kiln at Blackmore End that is
known to have produced ‘a fairly micaceous slip-painted
redware’ (ibid., 109).

A small provenance study was initiated to attempt to
tackle these unresolved issues. A group of East Anglian
Redware sherds excavated at Soham in Cambridgeshire,
including three examples with sgraffito decoration of a
style identical to that of Cambridgeshire Sgraffito, were
analysed alongside three sherds from the Colchester-type
ware kilns at Great Horkesley and one sample of sgraffito
pottery from Rivenhall Church in Essex. These were
thin-sectioned and all of the sherds were found to have
generally similar naturally occurring inclusions, and to be
tempered with small to medium angular quartz. Two of the
three sgraffito sherds from Soham in Cambridgeshire had
naturally occurring sparse limestone pieces and two of the
Colchester-type ware sherds from the same site had a
lime-rich clay matrix. None of the sherds from Essex were
lime-rich or contained limestone. Thus a modest
difference between some sherds from Cambridgeshire
and some sherds from Essex was identified, but this did
not apply to all examples from either county.

Samples from all of these sherds were subjected to
chemical analysis using ICPS and the new measurements
were compared with pre-existing data from Colne C
wasters and from medieval/transitional redwares from
Harlow and Mill Green and with Hedingham coarseware
sherds (the only examples for which data were available).
The Colne C ware wasters were found to be chemically

very different to all other sherds analysed and were then
excluded from further investigations. Further study of the
statistics found that most of the wasters from Essex sites
remained as overlapping site-based homogeneous groups.
The sherds from Soham – both sgraffito-decorated and not
– could eventually be separated from almost all other
pottery studied, except perhaps the single sherd of
sgraffito from Rivenhall Church in Essex. The differences
between these samples were not, however, great as
separation was only achieved using minor principal
components representing a small degree of total variance.

The study has advanced understanding a little. The
samples of Cambridgeshire Sgraffito are not at all like
Colne C ware, for example, but they are petrologically and
chemically similar to examples of Colchester-type ware
also found in Cambridgeshire. They are also chemically
quite similar to Colchester ware (Great Horkesley)
wasters, and to wasters from Harlow, Hedingham and Mill
Green. Perhaps most tellingly they are much more like a
sherd of sgraffito ware from Rivenhall. The evidence is
not conclusive but it points to an origin in Essex rather than
Cambridgeshire for the samples of Cambridgeshire
Sgraffito. Bearing in mind the known sgraffito
manufacture as part of the Colchester ware industry, this is
not surprising.

Cambridgeshire Sgraffito is therefore almost certainly
erroneously named. Although such labels tend to be hard
to remove once applied, and currently all specialists in the
field recognise what is meant by Cambridgeshire
Sgraffito, arguably it should be re-named. The term
Colchester-type sgraffito might be appropriate where, as
at Soham, it is applied to a slightly coarse redware fabric,
although other examples from sites in Cambridgeshire
have been observed with finer fabrics not unlike medieval
Mill Green or Hedingham pottery or later Harlow wares.
With these differences in mind it is perhaps safest to define
the fabric better where examples are found and to provide
a naming convention that allows for these different
fabrics. As the pottery all sits within the East Anglian
Redware tradition the terms East Anglian Redware
sgraffito, coarse or fine, are recommended (EARSG C and
EARSG F). This should not be seen as an alternative to
subjecting new groups of such material to programmes of
thin section and ICPS analysis to resolve the provenance
issue more fully.
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Chapter 3. The Middle Saxon Assemblage
(AD 650–850/875)

I. Evidence
(Fig. 3.1)

Introduction
Type series: Chapter 9.II
In all periods covered by this volume the pottery
assemblages are presented by the sub-regions defined on
Fig. 1.2. For the Middle Saxon period, however, the small
number of ceramic assemblages available means that
there is a shortage of numerical data, and in some cases
presence and absence data, for some of these zones.
Additionally, unlike in later centuries, during the Middle
Saxon period the socio-political landscape was perhaps as
significant as the natural landscape in influencing pottery
manufacture, supply and thereby usage. In the 7th century
Cambridgeshire was a borderland, an area of
comparatively small population groups that had only
coalesced slowly, sitting between the competing
influences of the growing East Anglian and Mercian
Kingdoms (Courtney 1981). From the AD 650s onwards,
Mercian expansionism took most of our region into
indirect, and later more direct, control. Around this same
time East Anglia annexed the South Gyrwe acquiring
lands on the south-eastern fen edge, perhaps all lying east
of the Devil’s Dyke or the Fleam Dyke, and across most of
the Cambridgeshire fenland. Although East Anglia itself
was often subject to Mercian overlordship from the late
7th century onwards, it retained its own Royal line for
almost two further centuries (until Edmund was slain by
the Viking host in AD 869; Swanton 2000) and doubtless
retained significant aspects of its separate identity.
Analysis of the documentary history indicates that discord
between East Anglia and Mercia rumbled on during this
time and it is important to view any data regarding pottery
traditions and pottery supply with this geopolitical and
social framework in mind.

Attempts to generate quantification data for sites from
this period have proved difficult. As well as a comparative
lack of excavated collections, most of the assemblages are
quite small. Additionally, the nature of the hand-made
pottery that characterises at least the earlier part of the
Middle Saxon period is very variable, as are different
pottery specialists’ approaches to classifying and
describing it. Thus, attempts to define hand-made ware
types and then to quantify their occurrence have not been
entirely successful. Table 3.1 summarises the data as
adequately as possible. This table includes all
assemblages of more than modest size for which useful
data could be generated. A note of caution must, however,
be sounded since this table can only serve as a guide, the
quality of the numeric and classificatory data being so
variable.

Middle Saxon wares
This volume was conceived with the intention of avoiding
the subject of Early Saxon pottery production and
distribution since this area of study has sufficient extra
dimensions, when compared with the situation later on, to
make it worthy of a separate research programme in its
own right. By concentrating on the situation from the
Middle Saxon period onwards, the issues of Romano-
British and/or Germanic origins, sub-Roman survivals,
funerary pottery, paganism as an influencing factor, the
role of tribalism, ethnicity and so on can all, for the most
part, be set-aside. The situation with regard to the
manufacture, distribution and use of pottery vessels in
Cambridgeshire from the mid 7th century onwards is thus
the subject matter of this analysis, but the previous period
cannot be entirely ignored as the hand-made utilitarian
domestic pottery that makes up the vast majority of the
assemblage by this time is little changed from the previous
century.

The Middle Saxon pottery of this region can be divided
into four groups; hand-made domestic wares, Maxey-type
wares, Ipswich wares and European imports. New
examples of vessels of each of these types are included in
Part 2 of this volume. As these are, however, only modest
additions to the corpus of known types a decision has been
taken to republish most of the previously recorded vessels
in these fabrics from sites in Cambridgeshire. Some of the
publications from which these derive are not easily
available and it is hoped that, by bringing all of these
illustrations together, research and recognition will be
better served in the future.

Hand-made domestic wares
These fabrics are in essence the final phase of the tradition
of hand-made utilitarian pottery seen from the later 5th
century onwards. At many sites it is often very hard to
determine exactly which sherds of these fabrics are truly
Middle Saxon in date, and which are residual pottery from
the previous period. The results of new research into this
group of fabrics are given below.

Maxey-type wares
First defined and discussed by Addyman (1964) and Hurst
(1976), these fabrics have been further refined in more
recent years (e.g. Blinkhorn 2005a; Young et al. 2005) and
although further subdivisions have been defined, Northern
Maxey-type (MAX) and Southern Maxey-type (RMAX)
wares are now a recognised level of identification. In
Cambridgeshire, only Southern Maxey-type ware is
common, although the northern type does appear to have
been present in Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a) and at Cambridge,
where at least one rim-mounted lug vessel is published
(Hall 2005b). Southern Maxey-type ware has been
recognised at many sites. A sherd from Willingham was
thin-sectioned and a sample subjected to ICPS (Chapter
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Figure 3.1  Middle Saxon landscape (c. AD 650–850/875), showing major centres, routes and waterways.
Scale 1: 450,000
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11.I; Vince 2007a), which not only confirmed it as being
Southern Maxey-type ware, but suggested its chemical
signature, and thereby its production source, closely
matched that of vessels from Gosberton in Lincolnshire.
Southern Maxey-type ware sherds, containing punctate
brachiopod fossils characteristic of Jurassic deposits
known from Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire, have
been identified at sites in the west of the county and as far
south as Hinxton Hall.

Ipswich wares
The definitive work on Ipswich ware (Blinkhorn 2012)
details sub-fabrics, principally smooth and gritty fabrics,
both of which are known in Cambridgeshire. For the
purposes of this study all Ipswich ware is for the most part
classified together, this being principally because of the
variable nature of the data available from existing
publications and archives. Ipswich ware has been found in
a variety of vessel types in Cambridgeshire, mostly
matching those known from its source area in Suffolk.
Exceptions to this include a shouldered jar from
Chesterton Lane (Hall 2005b, fig.6, no.4; this volume
MS41) and a bowl from Castle Hill in Cambridge (Hall
2005b, fig.6, 8; this volume MS44). A near-complete
pitcher from Hinxton Hall represents a baggy variant of
known type (this volume MS45).

European imports
North French Blackwares have been recognised for some
decades as the most common group of Middle to Late
Saxon imported pottery on wic sites in southern England
(e.g. Hodges 1980 for Hamwic; Blackmore 1988 for
Lundenwic). Examples are known from a growing
number of locations around Cambridgeshire, principally
in the southern part to date. Nowhere are sherd numbers
high, but a consistent pattern is emerging whereby this
material is present alongside hand-made domestic pottery
and small quantities of Ipswich wares. At Ely, where
hand-made wares have so far proven almost absent in
Middle Saxon assemblages, the imports are present with
Ipswich ware and small quantities of Northern
Maxey-type ware. In some cases, these assemblages show
continuation into the Late Saxon period with North
French Blackware sherds then found in association with
St Neots and Thetford-type wares of early type.
Recognised dating for these imports would place them
earlier, in the Middle Saxon period, and their presence
alongside Late Saxon pottery would then be assumed to
imply residuality. The alternative, that such vessels had
longer currency in Cambridgeshire and that vessels were
perhaps curated should not, however, be ignored and
opportunities to investigate this phenomenon more fully
should be taken when available. The fact that the two
sherds of North French Blackware from Hinxton Hall that
are illustrated here both derive from a context containing
mostly Late Saxon pottery serves to reinforce this view. A
strap handle from a jug or pitcher in a burnished redware
fabric is present in a Middle Saxon assemblage from
Willingham High Street (WILHS96), where it was found
in association with mostly hand-made wares. This may be
an import of Hamwic category 21 (Hodges 1981, 30).

Assemblages containing North French wares include
those at Chatteris High Street and New Road, Ely
Cathedral Lady Chapel, Fordham Hillside Meadows
(possibly), Hinxton Hall and Willingham High Street

(excavations in 1996 and 2007). A further group of sherds
has recently been recovered from trenching at Anstey
Hall, Trumpington (Spoerry 2013).

The regional context
Table 3.1 lays out the Cambridgeshire Middle Saxon
ceramic data used for this analysis, while Table 3.2
summarises the pottery present at various sites in the
surrounding counties. Both tables attempt to contextualise
the data and trends presented and discussed. The data from
Northampton shows quartz sand-tempered pottery
dominating, but in fact some of this also included
sandstones, suggesting pottery made from glacial clays or
tempered with crushed rock. This fits with evidence for
Early to Middle Saxon pottery found elsewhere in
Northamptonshire at Raunds (Pearson 2009) where, in a
very large assemblage of 4399 analysed sherds, around
86% contained sandstones and/or quartz fragments
derived from a range of recognisable local and regional
geologies (ibid., 152). A minority of pottery was tempered
with Jurassic shelly limestone and this appears to be a
precursor of the Maxey-type wares that are common in the
Middle Saxon assemblage proper in the area. Pottery from
further work at Raunds included a modest Middle Saxon
assemblage, primarily composed of Maxey-type and
Ipswich wares along with granitic pottery and other ‘local’
fabrics made from glacial clays (Blinkhorn 2009). Further
west the Buckinghamshire assemblages appear rather
similar, albeit without Maxey-type wares.

In contrast, the data from Essex (Stansted being used
as an example here) shows a Middle Saxon assemblage
where the hand-made pottery is principally vegetable- or
sand-tempered, with the later addition of Ipswich ware.
The Norfolk assemblages appear generally similar, being
dominated by sandy and vegetable-tempered pottery
alongside Ipswich wares, although the Fenland Survey
sites (Blinkhorn 2005b), which are unlikely to include any
pre-8th-century material owing to the nature of settlement
and landscape evolution in that area, are almost entirely
composed of Ipswich ware. In the Lincolnshire fenland
the situation is radically different, where Maxey-type
ware, probably of both northern and southern types, is in
the very dominant position occupied by Ipswich ware on
the north-eastern side of the fenland basin.

Pottery supply in south Cambridgeshire was akin to
that seen in adjacent areas of Essex and East Anglia, being
dominated by sand-tempered wares, but with Ipswich
ware an increasing component as the period progressed.
Vegetable-tempered wares may have become less
important in Cambridgeshire during the Middle Saxon
period, perhaps unlike areas further to the south and east.
Hand-made pottery using glacial clays, as exemplified by
granitic fabrics, was a tradition that was present in South
Cambridgeshire in the previous period and did continue
into the Middle Saxon period but such types were far less
common than seen in some other sub-regions. Southern
Maxey-type ware became the most common fabric in the
west of the sub-region. In the adjacent sub-region of the
Cambridgeshire fen edge, the picture is somewhat
different, with granitic and other glacial clay derived
pottery more common at the start of the Middle Saxon
period and these wares then persisted longer. At
Willingham such pottery might have still been used as the
first Late Saxon wares arrived in the early to mid 9th
century, with moderate amounts of Ipswich ware, and
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rather less Maxey-type wares present. Evidence from
Cambridge, and nearby Cherry Hinton is difficult to
interpret and the data from Table 3.1 may be misleading as
most of the pottery was found in association with
apparently ‘earlier’ and ‘later’ types – nonetheless is does
imply that Ipswich ware was more common in the town
and at a settlement on the fen edge very close by, than it
was in other settlements further afield. The picture in the
fenland itself is different again, with Ipswich ware totally
dominant in Ely and less common at Chatteris. As
imported North French Blackware has been found in both
locations it may not be a case of associating the high
incidence of Ipswich ware at Ely with a perceived ‘high
status’. The fact that the fenland had good waterborne
communications, and that it was part of East Anglia, may
be a better explanation for the large amounts of Ipswich
ware here. Additionally, as most of the fen edge was
perhaps under Mercian control, it is tempting to link the
different assemblage seen in most places there, containing
much more granitic / glacial clay-derived pottery, and later
more Maxey-type ware, with traditions of pottery use and
manufacture that persisted longer and/or subsequently
developed in that polity. If that were the case, then the
assemblages of Huntingdonshire and Peterborough ought
therefore also to show similarities. This does appear to be
the case, with glacial clay tempered pottery giving way to
Maxey-type wares at a range of sites across all of these
sub-regions, but with more limited importation of Ipswich
ware everywhere.

II. Interpretation
(Fig. 3.2)

The geographical and political context
The emergence of kingdoms and their consolidation into
larger units during the Middle Saxon period is the political
backdrop in which societal phenomena such as production
and distribution of pottery vessels must at some point be
viewed. This subject will not be reiterated in detail here,
nor can the lively debates regarding boundaries and
spheres of influence be tackled. It should suffice to note
that Cambridgeshire was a borderland in the earlier
period, with the Cambridgeshire dykes maintaining some
of their functionality into perhaps the 7th century (Malim
et al. 1997), but by this point in time the boundary that they
represented and/or controlled was one between competing
spheres of influence of East Anglia and Mercia rather than
between areas of Anglo-Saxon and sub-Roman control.
Hines details how the Cambridgeshire dykes and the
borderland which they represent ‘could practically be
regarded as the boundary between the
Cambridgeshire/south-central Midlands and east
Anglian/northerly Midlands zones’ of radically different
5th- to 7th-century artefact distributions (Hines 1999,
141) . Hines cont inues to explain how this
Cambridgeshire–Midlands region was supplied by a
particular ‘source’ for metalwork production, which he
points out means a particular ‘school – perhaps even
family’ of probably peripatetic craftsmen (ibid., 143).
This phenomenon is cautiously linked with the need to
indicate ethno-cul tural al legiance during the
establishment of the Middle Anglian Kingdom by Mercia
in the second half of the 7th century.

Thus the region around most of Cambridgeshire had
become part of the Kingdom of the Middle Angles by the
8th century, which was really a political creation of Mercia
that provided it with a buffer zone. East of this was East
Anglian territory and it is clear from the origins and
associations of Ely Abbey with the Anglian royal line that
most of the fenland was principally eastward-looking,
along with those areas of south Cambridgeshire beyond
the Devil’s Dyke. The situation at Peterborough and its
abbey provides a counterpoint towards the western fen
edge, showing strong Mercian associations. Somewhere
between the two allegiances changed, the fenland being
less than firm ground in both an actual and political sense
and the origin of the place-name ‘March’ (meaning a
border or edge location) being clearly redolent of this. The
‘upland’ of Huntingdonshire and Cambridgeshire
represents formerly disputed land, with Mercian
hegemony finally established after the AD 650s.

Cambridgeshire has no recognised Middle Saxon
emporia or towns, the neighbouring kingdoms of Lindsey,
East Anglia and Essex having their main emerging centres
of this type at Lincoln, Ipswich and Ludenwic,
respectively. In trying to determine which places were
important, however, it can be noted that Hines points out
that Cambridge was identified as a deserted Roman town
in AD 690 when Saxburgh visited from Ely to remove
carved stones, yet by the AD 870s it was ‘a location of
sufficient prominence to attract the Danish here (great
host or army) which overwintered there’, with the bridge
being reconstructed then or soon afterwards (Hines 1999,
135). Huntingdon may have been a place of lesser
importance in the Middle Saxon period because, even
though it was also a base for a Danish warband in the AD
870s, the choice to defend a position on the northern
bridgehead of the crossing of Ermine Street over the Great
Ouse, rather than continue in the southern position where
lay the former Roman town of Godmanchester, might
have been a Danish strategic decision, with the latter
centre being possibly that of most importance in the
preceding Middle Saxon period. Peterborough and Ely are
the sites of royally-endowed monasteries of Mercian and
East Anglian association respectively, and the former was
in fact the first and wealthiest Mercian house, positioned
within Middle Anglia probably because Paeda was ruler
there before he took control of Mercia. Peterborough, then
called Medehamstede, was strategically positioned where
the River Nene, and the route to East Anglia, met the
fenland. Ely was less significantly placed, being rather the
central place in the heartland of the tribe of the South
Gywre, whose royal line was absorbed into that of East
Anglia through the marriage of Aethylthryth (Etheldreda)
to Tondberht. Other places that might have been
significant centres of population, identity and/or exchange
might include those centred around other monasteries
(e.g. Soham, Castor, perhaps Peakirk) and places that have
become identified as ‘productive sites’ (Ulmschneider
2000) that include sites on Ermine Street near Royston and
Barnack and others near St Neots (Palmer 2003) and
probably near Barrington. The pottery made and/or used
in this area in the Middle Saxon period clearly echoes this
geopolitical and cultural context, with an ‘East Anglian’
fenland where glacial hand-made wares gave way to an
assemblage dominated by vegetable-tempered wares and
sandy pottery, eventually including Ipswich wares and
with perhaps more long-distance linkages (imported
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Figure 3.2  Pottery supply and major centres in the Middle Saxon period (c. AD 650–850/875), showing monasteries.
Scale 1:450,000



pottery) juxtaposed against Mercian controlled land
where hand-made glacial clay pottery was used for much
longer, and Maxey-type wares became the dominant
regional import during the 8th century.

South Cambridgeshire
This area may have possessed aspects of a frontier zone. It
bordered the kingdom of Essex to the south, and included
the Cambridgeshire Dykes zone in its eastern part, that
was defined by a group of monuments that still probably
represented some form of barrier and/or boundary in the
control of East Anglia (Malim et al. 1997). West of these,
although how far west is not clear, was from the AD 650s
the Kingdom of Middle Anglia, a Mercian satellite state.
Essex was also subject to Mercian overlordship from
around AD 700 (Courtney 1981).

Two assemblages from Hinxton and two from a site at
Gamlingay are presented on Table 3.1. Although both
come from one sub-region, they are in reality quite
different locations. Nonetheless both clearly show
Southern Maxey-type ware as an important component;
the fact that it is absent from the earlier group from
Gamlingay is probably because this group predates its
manufacture. Ipswich ware is a modest component and
granitic hand-made pottery is conspicuously absent. As
noted by Cunningham (1982, 360) sand-tempered pottery
dominates in Early Saxon Essex. More recent work in both
South Essex and London, as summarised by Rippon
(1996, 117), suggests that vegetable-tempered wares were
more common during the subsequent period. The
evidence from South Cambridgeshire may not contradict
this, with sand and vegetable tempering both present, but
this point must be approached with caution as recent
detailed study of the Hinxton Hall assemblage appears to
indicate an absence of vegetable-tempered wares in truly
Middle Saxon contexts, suggesting that this type may have
been absent by the 8th century. The increased significance
of Maxey type wares as evident at Hinxton is not seen
further south (e.g. at Stansted, Tyler 2004).

Cambridge
In this period settlement in Cambridge appears to have
been centred on Castle Hill, perhaps including an open
marketplace outside the northern edge of the former Late
Roman defences. The settlement was almost certainly in
Mercian territory as Offa founded a minster at Cambridge
in the 8th century.

Although the amount of Middle Saxon pottery
represented by the corpus entries in Chapter 9 is very
small, it would seem that both Ipswich ware and Maxey-
type ware are present in quantities, although at least part of
the latter is believed to be a contribution from Northern
Maxey-type ware, on the basis of the presence of a rim-
mounted lugged vessel.

Cambridgeshire fen edge
Comments above relating to South Cambridgeshire and
the dykes zone apply equally to the fen edge. Exning was
an important East Anglian Royal centre. The East Anglian
Princesses Etheldreda (Ely’s foundress) and Wendreda
were supposedly born at Exning and it was possibly from
this royal estate that many of the lands of Ely Abbey were
taken. The territory of the South Gyrwe, centred on Ely,
was acquired for East Anglia through Etheldreda’s first
marriage to Tondberht.

At Hillside Meadows, Fordham, excavations revealed
an Early to Late Saxon settlement site, but the pottery
assemblage of the Middle Saxon period proved hard to
separate out (Rátkai 2011b). An attempt to do this is
presented on Table 3.1, showing clear evidence for
significant quantities of granitic-tempered pottery in the
earlier phases, with more sand tempering and significant
quantities of Ipswich ware later on. A highly decorated
(stamped and incised) Blackware vessel found in an
earlier context (ibid., fig. 3.10, 6) may be a North French
Blackware import.

Further west at Cottenham and Willingham similar
assemblages are recorded, but with granitic pottery
persisting later, alongside Ipswich wares and some
Southern Maxey-type ware. The assemblage at
Willingham is particularly interesting for both the range
and quality of hand-made Middle Saxon vessels recorded,
and the presence of Middle to Late Saxon transitional
material. Examples of both are presented in the corpus that
forms Part 2 of this volume. The latter type appears to be in
the form of thin-walled wheel-made, quartz sand- and
shell-tempered jars and bowls, in lighter firing clays
without the glacial erratics (granites etc.) and high organic
component present in the hand-made wares. The source of
this pottery is not known; it may well represent an early
Thetford product but the leached shell component tends to
suggest a source in Jurassic clays in Cambridgeshire.
North French Blackware and possibly burnished redware
imports were also recorded at Willingham.

The Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including
Ely and Wisbech)
The southern fenland appears to represent the territory of
the South Gyrwe, as listed in the Tribal Hidage and which
came to the East Anglian royal house through Etheldreda
in the later 7th century. As well as Ely Abbey, there was an
earlier monastery at Soham, founded by St Felix in AD
631, and there were probably other early cells at March,
and possibly Chatteris (Oosthuizen 2000).

It is at Ely that the largest Middle Saxon assemblages
in the county have been recovered (Blinkhorn 2005a and
2011a). These groups are dominated by Ipswich ware and,
due to the fact that most of the settlement was established
anew during the Middle Saxon period, there is no
confusion with hand-made pottery from earlier groups,
these types representing less than 5% of the material
recovered. Maxey-type ware, apparently of Northern
Maxey type and thus made in Lincolnshire, is another
minor component and at the Cathedral Lady Chapel,
North French Blackware imported sherds were also
present.

Huntingdonshire fen edge
This area was perhaps the territory of the Hurstinga and
Sweorda as listed in the Tribal Hidage, prior to the creation
of Middle Anglia by Mercia around AD 650. Very little
hand-made Saxon pottery is known from this area. A
small group from Woodhurst contains hand-made pottery
with granitic, sandstone and quartz sand inclusions along
with some Ipswich ware (Rátkai 2011c), although these
may conflate material of different dates. As a
counterpoint, at Alwalton on the south bank of the River
Nene a more tightly-dated Middle Saxon assemblage was
made up almost entirely of Southern Maxey-type ware
(Spoerry 1998). A short distance downstream at Botolph
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Bridge, now within urban Peterborough, despite extensive
study an assemblage of mixed Early and Middle Saxon
pottery could not be divided (Spoerry 2015). No Ipswich
ware was present, and only modest amounts of Maxey-
type ware were recognised, both perhaps suggesting that
more of the material was early in date. The hand-made
pottery included quartz sand- and vegetable-tempered
vessels alongside large quantities of pottery containing
mineral inclusions, including a modest quantity that was
visually recognisable as containing granite. Thin-section
analysis, however, identified that much of this material
contained granitic inclusions of Charnwood Forest type,
but usually alongside other rock types from elsewhere
(Vince and Spoerry 2015). Interpretation of these results is
that all of this pottery was manufactured using
glacially-derived clays, some of which contained
Charnwood Forest-derived material.

Huntingdon
To date, evidence for a Middle Saxon centre at
Huntingdon is very thin and it is possible that during this
period the main centre of population and power was in fact
Godmanchester, where scattered evidence for Early
Saxon occupation at least, has been identified. At the
Cardinal Distribution Park to the south of the former
Roman town a large assemblage of Early Saxon date that
continued into the Middle Saxon period has been
investigated (Anderson 2000). Sand tempered hand-made
wares dominate and, although granitic pottery is present,
the wares with mineral inclusions mostly contain oolitic
limestone suggesting an origin in the Nene valley to the
west, or upper Great Ouse to the south-west. From
Huntingdon itself, however, there are some sherds of
Ipswich ware associated with the re-engineering of
Roman boundaries coincident with the probable Late
Saxon burgh defences on their eastern side.

West Huntingdonshire
This area was perhaps also the territory of the Hurstinga
and Sweorda as listed in the Tribal Hidage, prior to the
creation of Middle Anglia by Mercia around AD 650.
Excavation of part of a Middle Saxon settlement near
Stow Longa produced an assemblage principally
composed of Maxey, Ipswich and vegetable-tempered
hand-made wares, but with granitic pot also present.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
Peterborough Abbey, founded in the later 7th century, was
the most important monastic institution created by the
Mercian royal household, and the allegiances of the
settlement and its territory (the Soke) are thus clear. It is
possible that there were Middle Saxon defences enclosing
the abbey site, representing a Mercian burgh .
Peterborough was identified by Bede as being formerly in
the territory of the Gyrwe, probably the North Gyrwe (Ely
was a central place of the South Gyrwe) and the land
immediately to the north probably included the territories
of the Billingas and the Spalda. These groups were
probably all absorbed by Mercia around AD 650, to form
part of the newly created kingdom of the Middle Angles, a
Mercian satellite.

No groups of Middle Saxon pottery are known from
the town. Excavations on the site of the 7th-century
monastery at Castor produced sherds of both Maxey-type
ware, and Ipswich ware (Green et al. 1987). Recognition
of a characteristic hand-made shell-tempered Middle
Saxon pottery type in excavations at Maxey by Addyman
resulted in the definition and naming of Maxey-type ware,
even though there is no evidence of its manufacture there
(Addyman 1964). This appeared alongside hand-made
pottery, but quickly replaced almost all of the latter during
the Middle Saxon period. No Ipswich ware was found at
the site.
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Figure 4.1  Late Saxon landscape (c. AD 850/875–1050), showing major centres, routes and waterways.
Scale 1: 450,000



Chapter 4. The Late Saxon Assemblage
(AD 850/875–1050)

I. Evidence
(Fig 4.1)

Introduction
Type series: Chapter 9.III
The assemblage of this period is typified by the
triumvirate of East Anglian Late Saxon pottery types:
Stamford ware, St Neots-type wares and Thetford-type
wares (as discussed in Hurst 1976). St Neots-type wares
occur alongside Middle Saxon pottery in some locations,
and might thus be assumed to be the earliest occurring of
these three in the Cambridgeshire region if it were not for
evidence from Cambridge that places Thetford-type
wares earliest at c. AD 840 onwards (see below). It may be
that pottery supply to Late Saxon Cambridge was indeed
different to that seen in rural locations.

Although no statistical data has been generated to
support the assertion, the author has noted that St Neots-
type ware from the southern part of the county tends
towards darker colouration and is more often found to
contain a greater abundance of punctate brachiopod shell
inclusions than is the case further north. This may imply a
difference in provenance for St Neots-type ware from the
two zones. Before the end of the 11th century a coarse,
sandy St Neots-type fabric (DNEOT Q) is found as a
minor ware in many assemblages, particularly those in the
south of the county, although this change here pertains to
the subsequent period (Chapter 5). Thetford-type wares
derive from many production sources, with scientific
analysis confirming an origin in both Thetford itself and,
for some pottery, Ipswich. Ipswich Thetford-type ware
was possibly the earliest sub-type to be produced, as it
evolved out of Ipswich ware production, although
whether the early Thetford-type ware seen in mid 9th-
century contexts in Cambridge is from Ipswich or
Thetford is not yet clear. Ipswich Thetford-type ware
products have so far only been recognised in south
Cambridgeshire.

South Cambridgeshire
Across south Cambridgeshire away from the fen edge
there has been rather a dearth of large Late Saxon
assemblages. Hinxton Hall represents the most substantial

group and the Late Saxon pottery found there is
summarised in Table 4.1 alongside data for some smaller
sites. At Hinxton, in addition to the usual regional pottery
types there were a few Torksey ware sherds from
Lincolnshire and, in contexts perhaps transitional from the
Middle to Late Saxon periods, a similar amount of North
French Blackwares. These simple statistics may show a
simple geographical gradient, with more Thetford-type
ware found to the south and east, and more St Neots-type
ware to the north and west, in each case closer to the
production sources. Whether overland or waterborne
routes were more significant in each case is not clear. The
Hinxton data can also be broken down into phases, but the
general outcome remains the same with St Neots-type
ware almost twice as common as Thetford- type ware in
both the 10th and 11th centuries.

Cambridge
A keyhole excavation at Chesterton Lane Corner,
Cambridge produced a small but significant insight into
the transition from Middle to Late Saxon pottery in
Cambridge (pottery analysis by David Hall, as detailed in
Regan and Mortimer 2001, and Cessford and Dickens
2005b). Alongside a small quantity of Ipswich and
Maxey-type wares was probable Ipswich Thetford-type
ware, a rilled Thetford-type ware jug, and many
Thetford-type ware jug handles, rouletted sherds and
sherds with applied strips. Although sherd numbers were
small, the implications are that Thetford-type ware was
available in the middle part of the 9th century, and was
present earlier than St Neots-type ware. Small St
Neots-type ware jars and hammerhead bowl rims were
present in the next part of the sequence, as were fragments
of glazed Stamford ware vessels. Study of this assemblage
and associated radiocarbon determinations suggest that
the first use of Thetford-type ware, and the overlap of this
with the final occurrence of both Southern Maxey-type
ware and Ipswich ware, lies in the region of c. AD
840–875, by which time Middle Saxon hand-made wares
were not in use. This also pre-dates the appearance of St
Neots-type wares. The first dated occurrence of St
Neots-type wares in Cambridge was in a pit at Ridgeons
Gardens (Alexander et al. 1994) where it was found in
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Pottery type Boxworth, High St

(Connor 2004)

Caxton, Gransden Rd

(Connor n.d.)

Haslingfield

(Fletcher 2011a)

Hinxton Hall

(Clarke forthcoming)

Sawston Hall
(Mortimer 2008)

(N=2.333kg) (N=2.072kg) (N=0.906kg) (N=7.494kg) (N=0.620kg)

Other wheel-made LS 0 0 0 0.6 0

NEOT types 81 62 53 58.5 32

STAM 7 4 0 0.7 0

THET types 12 34 47 39.8 68

Torksey ware 0 0 0 0.4 0

Table 4.1  Late Saxon assemblages from south Cambridgeshire as a percentage of the assemblage by weight



association with two silver St Edmund (AD 895–918)
memorial issue coins minted in the Eastern Danelaw c.
AD 905–915. It is likely, however, that this pottery type
was used from perhaps AD 875 onwards, as suggested by
the excavators through analysis of the Chesterton Lane
assemblage (Cessford and Dickens 2005b, 84).

Excavations by CAU have generated several larger
assemblages of this date from the urban core of the Late
Saxon settlement, alongside the major groups from
rural-type settlement at Cherry Hinton and Chesterton
discussed below (‘Cambridgeshire Fen Edge’). Table 4.2
shows a breakdown by weight of Late Saxon pottery types
from three of the largest urban sites. Even accepting that
the larger size of some Thetford-type ware vessels will
bias these statistics in favour of that product, it is still clear
that Thetford-type ware is the most heavily represented of
the three types. Whether this is because these statistics
also include later Thetford-type ware type fabrics of the
11th to 12th centuries is, however, uncertain but that may
in fact be a bias when making comparisons with data from
rural sites excavated by other archaeological contractors.
Alternatively, as with Chesterton Lane Corner, it may be
that in urban Cambridge Thetford-type ware was indeed
the most common ware at this time. Stamford ware is not
well represented and, despite the possibly greater access
to distribution networks that Cambridge may have had
over rural places, there is no evidence of this affording
greater access to this supposedly more ‘desirable’product.

Cambridgeshire fen edge
There are excavated groups dating to both the early and
later parts of the Late Saxon period that show some
development from the Middle Saxon assemblage and
evolution into that of the early medieval period. One group
from Willingham High Street appears to represent the
transition from a Middle Saxon assemblage in the mid 9th
century. Here, a small amount of wheel-made pottery in
sandy fabrics rather like those of both Ipswich ware and
Thetford-type ware was recovered in otherwise Middle
Saxon contexts (Hall forthcoming). The subsequent
contexts appear to be Late Saxon, containing an early St
Neots-type ware jar and fragments of a Thetford-type
ware handled pitcher and storage vessel. Both of these are
in a very dark grey, very fine and micaceous fabric that is
like examples of Thetford-type ware from both Ipswich
and Thetford itself. Whatever its actual source, this
particular fabric may be useful in defining the earliest
occurrence of the ware in Cambridgeshire.

At Hillside Meadow, Fordham, following on from a
major Middle Saxon occupation phase, most of the first
Late Saxon pottery was Thetford-type ware in small jar

forms (Rátkai 2011b), with only around 20% being St
Neots-type wares.

A group of pottery from Church End, Cherry Hinton
appears to show a difference in the earlier and later Late
Saxon assemblage, with more Thetford-type ware earlier,
and more St Neots-type ware later (Cessford and Dickens
2005a, table 3, 63). The assemblage from Lordship Lane,
Cottenham was distinct from that of the preceding Middle
Saxon period as each related to a different alignment of
enclosures excavated at the site (Mortimer 2000).
Nonetheless it was still clearly quite early in date,
although perhaps of the 10th to early 11th, rather than the
later 9th century. A further village reorganisation also
provided the Late Saxon assemblage with an end cut-off
date, before all but a handful of post-AD 1050 early
medieval vessels appeared. Additionally, there appeared
to be a division from one area of slightly earlier Late
Saxon occupation to another. All of these factors meant
that the pottery study provided valuable data (Hall 2000)
suggesting again that Thetford-type ware was more
common earlier on, with St Neots-type ware becoming
more dominant later, coinciding with the appearance of
Stamford ware. The published pottery from this site
represents a valuable indicator of a standard domestic
assemblage of 10th- to 11th-century St Neots-type ware
vessels.

A small assemblage of pottery from Clay Street in
Soham was dated to the Late Saxon period, with two
sub-phases offering information regarding ceramic
supply (Rátkai 2011d, 134). Phase 1a appeared to start
early in the period, presumably in the 9th century, and this
was entirely composed of Thetford-type ware in small jar
forms (some with roller stamping and extensive evidence
for use as cooking pots) and large storage vessels.
Subsequently in Phase 1b, St Neots-type ware appeared
alongside Thetford-type ware, the former constituting
52.8% of the phase by weight and being almost entirely
small jar (cooking vessel) forms. These results confirm
observations from elsewhere that in Cambridgeshire,
Thetford-type wares appeared before St Neots-type
wares.

Four larger excavations have produced assemblages
that developed into the subsequent early medieval period.
If the various sub-categories of each type are grouped
together, and those fabric variants most probably dating
from the mid 11th century onwards are omitted from the
statistics, comparison between these sites and with other
Late Saxon groups is possible (Table 4.3). Arguably, this
shows that St Neots-type ware and Thetford-type ware
were equally important contributors to the local
assemblage, however, the Thetford-type ware sherds are
in fact often much heavier, due to many deriving from
large storage jars, and this means that the number of
Thetford-type ware vessels is over-represented in
comparison with St Neots-type ware. Geographical
proximity might explain the larger amount of Thetford-
type ware at Burwell, the only one of these sites to lie
south and east of Cambridge, but this cannot be used to
explain almost as much Thetford-type ware being present
at Willingham. The statistics from this latter site are,
however, less plausible being based on a much smaller
assemblage than elsewhere. It is perhaps more appropriate
to base interpretation on figures derived from the large
assemblages at Longstanton and Swavesey, but with the
former being dominated by St Neots-type ware and the
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Pottery type Grand Arcade Bradwell’s Court Hostel Yard

(N=62.273kg) (N=6.281kg) (N=6.413kg)

NEOT types 46.3 43.4 28.9

STAM 1.2 2.4 1.0

THET types 52.5 54.2 70.1

Table 4.2 Late Saxon pottery from Cambridge urban
sites, as a percentage of the assemblage by weight (after
Cessford and Hall 2007b, 299)



latter by Thetford-type ware, a single explanation is not
possible. These sites both lie on the fen edge north of
Cambridge, but in the case of Swavesey it possessed a
direct link to the Ouse–Cam in the medieval period, which
may be one explanation as to why more Thetford-type
ware pottery reached it in comparison to Longstanton, the
mechanism being via the fenland rivers. Conversely,
Longstanton is the better placed of the two to receive
pottery overland from the west. Such suggestions are
made here only to open a debate; the difference between
the two sites might equally be based on other factors such
as a difference in timespan represented, but as all four sites
also include early medieval phases, temporal factors are
perhaps unlikely to be the cause of any differences.

Excavations by CAU within modern Cambridge but in
historic village locations have generated statistics for the
use of Late Saxon pottery although the data are only
quantified by sherd count. Data from these sites is shown
alongside data from excavations at Cottenham from the
1990s in Table 4.4. This table purely quantifies the three
well-known wares across the assemblage as a whole,
except for the second column which quantifies Phase 3 at
Cherry Hinton, minus other pottery types which were
either residual or intrusive or, in the case of twelve early
medieval sherds, perhaps indicative of changes in the
assemblage by c. AD 1050. This column shows Thetford-
type wares as rather less common when compared with
the more general data in the other columns that pertain to
each assemblage as a whole, and therefore will also
include examples of these fabrics from previous and
following phases. It can be concluded that Phase 3 at
Cherry Hinton, which probably dates to the later part of
the period, is a truer reflection of the local assemblage at
that time. It can perhaps also be concluded that the other
columns in the table probably over-state the occurrence of
Thetford-type wares in the period AD 950–1050 owing to
both late and early examples of these long-running fabrics
being included.

Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including Ely
and Wisbech)
Sites in Ely have produced Thetford-type ware alongside
Middle Saxon pottery which may still have been in usage,
corresponding to observations made in Cambridge that
Thetford-type ware was used earlier than St Neots-type
ware. Transitional contexts at West Fen Road and Chief
Street in the ‘upper town’ both contained much more
Thetford-type ware than St Neots-type ware (Spoerry
2000; Hall 2005a), and at Jewson’s Yard on the waterfront
(Cessford et al. 2006, 6) Thetford-type ware was present
before St Neots-type ware. Table 4.5 summarises statistics
from various sites in Ely and the similarity of each total,
despite the variable nature of the excavations and their
differing sizes, is consistent enough to warrant acceptance
as a good indication of the local Late Saxon assemblage in
its totality.

The earliest stratified medieval pottery groups
recovered from Wisbech to date are from Waterlees Road
and are Late Saxon, containing Stamford ware and likely
to be late 10th-century in date at the earliest. A site at
Finkle Lane in Whittlesey at the north-western extremity
of the Cambridgeshire fenland that for the most part
generated pottery of much later date, did produce a small
Late Saxon assemblage composed entirely of Stamford
ware (Boyle 2008a).

The best evidence for the presence of Late Saxon
pottery types in the northern part of the southern fenland
basin was generated by the Fenland Project, with the most
comprehensive data being in fact from fieldwalking in the
Norfolk Marshland; owing to this area’s unique status as
newly settled land from the Middle Saxon period onwards
(Silvester 1988). Here, the relative proportions identified
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Pottery types Burwell, Reach Road

(Connor in prep.)

Longstanton

(Anderson 2015)

Swavesey, Blackhorse Lane

(Connor in prep.)

Willingham High Street

(Blinkhorn 2008a)

(N=6.750kg) (N=19.667kg) (N=24.198kg) (N=1.211kg)

NEOT types 37.4 77.5 50.9 45.7

STAM 6.0 3.0 2.3 1.4

THET types 56.6 19.5 46.8 52.9

Table 4.3  Late Saxon assemblages of the Cambridgeshire fen edge as a percentage of the assemblage by weight

Pottery types Church End, Cherry
Hinton; all LS pottery

Church End, Cherry
Hinton; Phase 3 only

Chesterton sites, total Cottenham, Lordship Lane

(N=3237) (N=1257) (N=971) (N=563)

NEOT types 51.1 62.3 46.1 56.3

STAM 2.3 2.2 1.6 2.3

THET types 46.6 35.5 52.3 41.4

Table 4.4 Late Saxon pottery from within modern Cambridge, but in historic village locations, as a percentage of the
assemblage by sherd count (after Hall 2000, 2004 and 2005b, 30)

Pottery type CAU Ely sites, total OA East Lower town sites

(N=7434) (N=200)

NEOT types 34.1 40

STAM 2.6 3

THET types 63.3 57

Table 4.5 Late Saxon pottery from Ely as a percentage of
the assemblage by sherd count (after Hall 2005a)



for St Neots-type ware, Thetford-type ware and Stamford
ware are roughly 5:3:2 (for 1495 sherds), although the
latter is perhaps slightly inflated owing to the inclusion of
late Developed Stamford ware in the total (ibid., 174–5).
Rogerson (1988, 174) also pointed out that the total for St
Neots-type ware may well include shelly pottery from
Peterborough and south Lincolnshire and that on the
adjacent west Norfolk upland St Neots-type ware was
much less common, generally being less than 10% of Late
Saxon assemblages. He also noted that the Thetford-type
ware from Marshland included a hard-fired darkish grey,
fine fabric not known from Thetford and the Norfolk
upland. The latter is either the same as the fine dark grey,
early Thetford-type ware fabric seen at sites on the
Cambridgeshire fen edge, or more probably it may instead
be Lincoln Late Saxon Sandy ware (Young et al. 2005,
43). Clearly, Norfolk Marshland had pottery supply
different to the upland county, and this was no doubt more
in keeping with the situation in the Cambridgeshire
fenland and perhaps the Soke of Peterborough, with
cross-fenland water-borne routes being significant.

Huntingdonshire fen edge
Data from excavations is in short supply for this period in
this part of the study area. The presence of St Neots-type
ware and Thetford-type ware is attested in small
assemblages from the town of Ramsey; however the
excavations at the abbey did not provide data regarding
pottery supply until perhaps the 11th century, when
Stamford ware was also present alongside these other
types. The presence of Early Medieval Shelly ware,
perhaps the Northamptonshire ‘SHC’ fabric (e.g.
Blinkhorn 2010a), in this slightly later phase suggests that
the fabric of shelly pottery needs to be carefully studied to
ensure correct identification of both this and later St
Neots-type wares.

Huntingdon
In 1997 this author published the first quantification of
any medieval pottery from Huntingdon in a report on
excavations at Orchard Lane, but owing to issues of
residuality, only data from a small Late Saxon assemblage
(the earliest phase of activity on the site) was deemed
secure (Spoerry 1997, 138). Since then many more
assemblages from locations around the town have been
excavated, but none of these provide good Late Saxon data
of the late 9th to early 11th centuries that can be easily
separated from that of the later 11th to 12th centuries. This
has significant implications for study of the development
of the town as a whole, as to date little direct evidence for
domest ic occupat ion contemporary with the
documentarily attested Danish and Edwardian burghs of
the later 9th to 10th centuries has been found.

Summary statistics are presented here in Table 4.6 for
the Late Saxon phase at Orchard Lane, and for other sites
the total weight of the three Late Saxon ware types is given
for all vessels that appear to pre-date c. AD 1050. This
generalisation is not entirely satisfactory, but the statistics
are internally consistent and the general trends can be
compared with those of the other sub-regions. The fact
that the quantity of St Neots-type ware is always largest is
significant and, with this ware being manufactured in the
upper part of the Great Ouse Valley and in areas of
Northamptonshire immediately to the west of
Huntingdonshire, its dominance in comparison to
Thetford-type ware is perhaps unsurprising here. The fact
that Stamford ware is more common than in many rural
assemblages probably implies preferential movement to
and/or use of this product in the urban environment. None
of these assemblages with the possible exception of that
from Orchard Lane (and perhaps the Model Laundry site),
is likely to be particularly early. The latter includes a
sample of the town defences that might represent
reworking of possibly Roman and probably Danish works
and this topographic position, along with the relative
paucity of Stamford ware, both perhaps suggest it is
earlier than the other sites shown.

West Huntingdonshire
With St Neots being located in the south-western part of
this sub-region, there is a long history of publication of St
Neots-type wares here from Hurst (1956) and Addyman
(1969) onwards, and for geographical reasons alone it is
found to be dominant in the Late Saxon assemblage.

A recent report on excavations at St Neots provided
statistics presented in Table 4.7. These derive from a range
of pottery, much of which is residual in later phases.
Nonetheless, some vessels appear to be of early type. The
author notes that the ratio of identifiable St Neots jar rims
to bowl rims is 23:15 and no jug rims, spouts or handles
were apparent (Thompson 2009, 71). He also recognised
that the bowl rims were all of early type with inturned
flanges, matching those seen in Hurst’s original early St
Neots-type ware group, also from the town (Hurst 1956,
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Pottery type Orchard Lane
(HUNOL94)

Town Centre
(HUNTCR07)

Hampden
House
(HUNHAH08)

Model Laundry
(HUNMOL05)

Walden House
(HUNWHS05)

Hartford Road
(HUNHAR05)

Stukeley Road
(HUNSTU96,
HUNSR99)

(N=0.819kg) (N=2.585kg) (N=1.604) (N=1.355kg) (N=1.649kg) (N=1.980kg) (N=4.057kg)

NEOT types 72 70 68 61 60 56 53

STAM 1 11 11 4 7 13 16

THET types 27 19 21 35 33 31 31

Table 4.6  Late Saxon assemblages from Huntingdon as a percentage of the assemblage by weight

Pottery type Church Street, St Neots
(Thompson 2009)

Thrapston Road,
Spaldwick (SPATR96)

(N=2.892kg) (N=1.004g)

NEOT types 83 100

STAM 2 1

THET types 15 0

Table 4.7 Late Saxon assemblages from west
Huntingdonshire as a percentage of the assemblage by
weight



53). Elsewhere in St Neots, excavations have revealed
occasional sherds of Thetford-type wares, invariably from
spouted and/or handled pitchers or from large storage
vessels, rather than from small cooking vessels (jars) that
do not seem to have been routinely transported into this
sub-region.

An assemblage dating to perhaps the 10th to 11th
century from a rural settlement at Thrapston Road,
Spaldwick included St Neots-type wares, although again
many sherds were found to be residual and occurred
alongside much later Developed St Neots-type ware and
Lyveden A ware. This assemblage included no Thetford-
type wares whatsoever, not even amongst the later
12th-century fabrics.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
The only statistics for pottery supply currently available
for urban Peterborough are from excavations at The Still
(Spoerry 1998a). Here, Phase 1 equates to the Late Saxon
and part of the early medieval periods and this assemblage
is dominated by Stamford ware products (Table 4.8) at
63%, the majority of these sherds deriving from utilitarian
cooking vessels. The presence of early medieval pottery
types obscures the statistics; Peterborough Shelly ware
(PSHW) is probably all later, however, some of the ‘Sandy
wares’ may in fact be Lincolnshire Late Saxon types (e.g.
Lincoln Saxo-Norman sandy ware and Torksey ware).

Excavations at Botolph Bridge, on the south bank of
the River Nene and rural in origin but now within the
modern city, generated a large assemblage from both the
Middle Saxon and later periods. The Late Saxon
assemblage was for the most part datable to the 11th
century, with an hiatus in activity for a century or more
beforehand (Spoerry 2015). Both St Neots-type ware and
Stamford ware appear to have been equally common, with
the latter again forming both the fineware and utilitarian
assemblage. Small amounts of Thetford-type wares were
also present.

A site at Oxney Grange, in medieval times a property
of Peterborough Abbey on a small island in the fenland
east of the town, produced a little Stamford ware and large
parts of two Thetford-type ware vessels, but no St
Neots-type ware. Although possibly later 11th to early
12th century in date, this small group is worth noting as it
helps to signify the dearth of St Neots-type ware at smaller
sites in the northern fenland.

The western part of the Soke of Peterborough, lying
adjacent to and south of Stamford itself, is perhaps not
surprisingly an area where there is much more Stamford
ware than is seen further south. A number of sites illustrate
this fact, with Willow Brook Farm, Maxey being
particularly useful (Blinkhorn 2006b). The assemblage
dating to the period AD 900–1100 is typical, consisting
almost entirely of Stamford ware (95% by weight), along
with very small quantities of St Neots and Thetford-type
wares. The Stamford ware assemblage suggests that it is
likely that there was activity at the site from the 10th
century until the Norman Conquest, as a range of jar rims
are present, from the simple, small lid-seated vessels with
rouletted decoration, typical of the early part of the period
through to the more complex forms of the 11th century.

Excavations at Millstone Lane, Barnack produced a
small quantity of Late Saxon pottery, more than two thirds
being Stamford ware and most vessels in the phase
appearing to have been used for cooking, rather than

foodstuff storage. Most of the remainder of these sherds
were recorded as St Neots-type ware, but there was also a
south Lincolnshire variant of the same type (Young 2008),
alongside single sherds of Thetford-type ware and one of
Torksey ware, perhaps the earliest vessel from the site. A
further assemblage of the mid 9th to mid 11th century
from Limes Farm at Barnack is composed solely of
Stamford ware in early forms and is entirely domestic. The
Stamford potters provided for almost all the needs of this
Late Saxon or early post-Conquest household for storage,
cooking and serving vessels (principally small jars and
bowls). Elsewhere coarsewares would almost certainly be
used as cooking vessels with the fine Stamford wares
providing pitchers and other table or serving vessels.
However, the close proximity of Barnack to Stamford,
lying as it does just 5.5km to the north-west of the site,
allowed its occupants access to the complete range of
Stamford ware vessels that were used in preference to the
local coarsewares.

It seems clear that the Soke of Peterborough had a very
different ceramic assemblage from Cambridgeshire in this
period, with Stamford ware dominating and more usually
being utilised as a utilitarian ware, rather than as the
glazed fineware. Lincolnshire Late Saxon fabrics were
also present, with Thetford-type ware only an occasional
‘import’.

II. Interpretation
(Fig. 4.2)

South Cambridgeshire and the city of Cambridge
Upland south Cambridgeshire (i.e. away from the fenland)
and the Cambridgeshire fen edge represent the majority of
the territory of Cambridge (Fig. 4.1). The land stretches
from a boulder clay plateau in the west, across exposed
chalkland, including the Gog Magog hills and the valleys
of both branches of the River Cam, before a further
boulder clay capped upland is reached in the east. North of
the city the edge of the fenland is encountered with a mix
of Jurassic and Gault clay exposures giving way to recent
deposits, either side of the wide junction of the Cam
system and the fenland.

The County of Cambridge, without the Isle of Ely, may
owe its origins as an administrative unit to the land
controlled by the Danish warband that set up their
headquarters there in the AD 870s. Even though the
Eastern Danelaw was returned to Saxon control less than
50 years later, it is a reasonable hypothesis to test whether
Late Saxon ceramic associations owe anything to this
political history. Unfortunately, as the regional picture is
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Pottery type The Still, Peterborough, Phase 1

(Spoerry 1998a)

(N=0.813kg)

NEOT types 3

STAM 63

THET types 0

PSHW 21

Sandy wares 13

Table 4.8 The Late Saxon assemblage from The Still,
Peterborough as a percentage of the assemblage by weight
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Figure 4.2  Major centres in the Late Saxon period (c. AD 850/875–1050), showing key features such as monasteries
and markets. Scale 1:450,000



very much one of domination by the well-known trio of
regional pottery types, all of which have an origin in the
Danelaw counties, such efforts have as yet borne little
fruit. Nonetheless the fact that Late Saxon assemblages in
the upland parts of the region are more heavily dominated
by St Neots-type wares, than by Thetford-type wares, in
contrast to the situation in the town of Cambridge, perhaps
implies that pottery supply to these rural sites operated
through different means when compared with the burgh
and emerging town (see Fig. 4.1 for a map of the places
mentioned and the regions under discussion). This
difference is particularly marked between the town and
more southerly and westerly sites. Given that St
Neots-type wares were made in the Great Ouse Valley
only a short distance westwards and that this pottery was
clearly produced in a number of rural places and/or on a
smaller scale than was the case for Thetford-type wares
(which were made, at least in the west of the eastern
region, in emerging towns only), it may well be that
marketing of the two wares was also differently delivered.
St Neots-type wares were perhaps distributed through
south and west Cambridgeshire via itinerant hawkers,
either the potters themselves or middlemen, with a fall-off
of occurrence observable in the site assemblages based on
travel time/distance from the sources. There were no
navigable waterways to transport this pottery directly
eastwards, but the Icknield Way tracks and former Roman
roads offered direct avenues from which most settlement
could be easily reached (Fig. 4.2).

The larger quantities of Thetford-type ware recorded
in assemblages from Cambridge and Ely might, however,
imply a different means of distribution for this type and a
logical way for this to be achieved was through
waterborne transportation down the Little Ouse from
Thetford, where the latter was in fact the production
source. Arguably this pottery may have been transported
into Cambridge first, where the higher occurrence totals
are known, with secondary distribution by track, or
possibly by water, to fen edge settlements. Not all fen edge
settlements are, however, dominated by Thetford-type
wares, and those to the north-west of Cambridge (e.g.
Longstanton, Swavesey and Willingham) record higher
totals for St Neots-type wares. This can be explained
through the east-to-west aligned routeways but more
particularly through the presence of the Great Ouse,
which offered a direct access north-westwards from the
closest areas of St Neots-type ware production in the
Bedfordshire stretch of the Ouse Valley, directly into the
northern part of the Cambridgeshire fen edge. Study of
assemblages from the city of Cambridge has identified
that the first use of Thetford-type wares, and the overlap of
this with the final occurrence of both Southern Maxey-
type ware and Ipswich ware, lies in the region of c. AD
840–875, by which time Middle Saxon hand-made wares
were not in use. This also pre-dates the appearance of St
Neots-type wares which appear to be no earlier than c. AD
875 (Cessford and Dickens 2005b, 84).

The Cambridgeshire and Norfolk Fenland (including
Ely and Wisbech)
The southern fenland Middle to Late Saxon assemblages
have not been well defined, but recent work suggests they
are not dissimilar to those from the ‘upland’ (based on
evidence from recent sites in Ely). Late Saxon pottery in
Ely is entirely composed of the triumvirate of East

Anglian Late Saxon pottery types: Stamford ware, St
Neots-type wares and Thetford-type wares. As indicated
in Chapter 3, Thetford-type ware appeared earlier than the
other types at Ely and became the most abundant and this
was perhaps a mid 9th-century change, that might pre-date
the arrival of Danish ‘armies’ in the AD 870s as
controlling authorities in Thetford, Cambridge and
Huntingdon. As noted above, Danish control lasted less
than 50 years and yet all of the eastern and East Midlands
counties retained some aspect of their Scandinavian
identity after reconquest by Mercia and Wessex in the 10th
century, albeit that they were also quite quickly absorbed
back into Saxon England.

Although it may have first appeared two or three
decades earlier, the main growth of Thetford-type ware
production in Thetford itself was delivered under Danish
rule (Thetford being the principal Danish burgh in East
Anglia) or in subsequent decades when the incorporation
of Eastern England into the Anglo-Scandinavian world
appeared to act as an impetus to trade, industry and
urbanisation. Its distribution has to be considered in that
context. It is not, however, easy to associate its presence as
the most abundant ware in Ely, for example, with this
political situation as there is little to compare the data
with; after all, Cambridge was subject to the same societal
changes, and in both cases the easy access from the Little
Ouse to the Cam–Ouse could explain how Thetford
products could be easily transported there, offering a more
prosaic and geographically-derived explanation as
opposed to one based on geopolitics and cultural identity.
The late 10th-century refounding of Ely Abbey would also
have acted as an impetus to development in the town and in
fact there is evidence to suggest that some of the changes
made to the routes of the fenland rivers around Ely were
Late Saxon initiatives of the abbey authorities (Hall and
Coles 1994). The shortening of the route of the Little Ouse
to the Ouse–Cam was amongst the earliest of these
changes (Silvester 1991, 93). Thus both politics and
geography increasingly favoured the movement of
Thetford-type ware into the fenland and further north and
west. This can be compared with the potential for
movement of St Neots-type wares at this same time.
Although no kiln sites are known it is believed that in their
eastern range these were produced in many locations in
the middle sections of the Ouse and Nene valleys in the
counties of Bedford and Northampton, a further two of the
mid-Anglian Danish territories of the late 9th and early
10th century. Thus, if Danish control were the key
influence on where Cambridgeshire’s ceramics were
sourced, then both of these wares (and in fact Stamford
ware also) lay within the same sphere of influence. Data
provided here suggests that St Neots-type ware was
present at Ely as up to 40% of the Late Saxon assemblage,
which is less than in Huntingdonshire, south
Cambridgeshire and the fen edge, but similar to that in
Cambridge. Whether these numbers have real meaning in
attempts to identify factors influencing commodity
distribution is unclear. Those areas close to the St Neots
type ware kiln sites ought to have received more of its
products if all other factors were even, and a simple
fall-off of this type can in part be discerned. The fen edge
does have more of this material, however, and here it may
have been the presence of the Great Ouse, providing water
transport directly from where St Neots-type ware was
made, into settlements adjacent to the river as it fed the
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fenland waterways, that was the key factor. It is not clear
when the Ouse waters started running east of the Isle of
Ely along the Old West River, as well as feeding in with the
Nene on the western side, but it was certainly before St
Neots-type ware was regularly taken to Ely. Further north
into the fenland at Wisbech the small assemblages known
from this date show an even split between St Neots-type
and Thetford-type wares, whilst in the Norfolk fenland
Thetford-type ware was more dominant, but St Neots-type
ware represented more than 30% of the period
assemblage. It was much less common on the upland of
Norfolk to the west (Rogerson 1988, 174). Evidently St
Neots-type ware was moved easily through the fenland by
waterways down to the coastal siltland, as there was
almost as much there as there was at Ely, yet it was not so
simple to take it to settlements on the dry lands of Norfolk
further east. Clearly the extra journey that this entailed,
beyond the main river outfalls, was prohibitive of major
distribution of heavy and fragile pottery vessels.

Huntingdonshire
Although individual waster vessels have been identified at
two different locations in the town, characterisation of the
manufacture of Huntingdon Thetford-type ware is still in
its infancy. It is no great surprise that a Thetford-type
product was made in this Danish and Late Saxon burgh;
Thetford-type wares clearly started out in these proto-
urban or urban centres across East Anglia (in Ipswich and
Thetford) and production also occurred later in Norwich
(Atkin et al. 1983), which is perhaps most comparable
with that seen in Huntingdon. Sue Anderson (pers.
comm.) has previously noted that some Thetford-type
fabrics in Bury St Edmunds and potential wasters in
Sudbury may imply production there and it might also
reasonably be expected in Cambridge as this is the only
remaining burgh in East Anglia yet to be considered.

At Huntingdon, Huntingdonshire Thetford-type ware
appears to have been an 11th-century product, the first
locally for which we have evidence, and it was used for a
modest range of vessels. Chief amongst these are handled
and sometimes spouted, pitchers. The characteristic
finger-impressions at the lower end of the handle
attachment are a trait that distinguishes these vessels and
this is repeated in vessels of later fabrics from the town,
specifically in Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware and
even in Huntingdonshire Late Medieval Calcareous ware
jugs of the 14th century. This treatment is not seen in
production sites elsewhere and has not been published
before. Decoration clearly included some vessels with
incised wavy lines and others with simple stabbing or
roller stamping. The only other vessel type for which clear
information is available takes the form of large storage jars
with externally applied thumbed strips as strengthening.
Production of this ware may have been relatively
short-lived and small scale. It has not been recognised
outside Huntingdon so far, but in future scrutiny of
Thetford-type wares in assemblages from towns and
villages locally should illuminate its area of distribution, if
it was distributed out of the town to any major degree.

The Late Saxon assemblage at Huntingdon is
dominated by St Neots-type ware and, bearing in mind the
proximity of its area of manufacture – to the west in
Northamptonshire and upstream in the Great Ouse Valley

in Bedfordshire – this is no surprise. Thetford-type wares
are also common in Huntingdon. These are mostly in
fabrics and forms known from Thetford and it seems that
Huntingdon’s own Thetford-type ware industry
(Huntingdonshire Thetford-type ware) may not have
started until the 11th century. It is perhaps no surprise that
the west Huntingdonshire assemblage is dominated even
further by St Neots-type wares, to the detriment of
Thetford types, a situation that changed little in the early
medieval period when developed forms of the same
industry continued to dominate. More intriguing is the fact
that at Ellington, St Neots-type wares dominate almost to
the exclusion of Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware,
which only forms 9% of the assemblage despite being
only 8km west of the kiln sites in the town.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
The Soke of Peterborough represents an area that had the
abbey and town as its central place, but yet was also
influenced by the presence of Stamford, immediately to
the north, which was one of the ‘five boroughs’ which
were a Danish ‘confederacy’ in the late 9th and early- to
mid-10th century, and an area of strong Scandinavian
influence thenceforward. There was thus a tension
between the competing economic forces of these two
centres.

What occurred in the local ceramic assemblage before
Stamford ware was produced is unclear. Its origins are
thought to have been around the start of the 10th century.
Later 9th-century assemblages would therefore be
composed of St Neots-type wares, which would have
replaced, or evolved from, Maxey-type wares. From
around AD 900 the proximity of Stamford meant that
Stamford ware was rather more common here than
elsewhere, increasing greatly in the villages close to
Stamford where this ‘fineware’ was used for the majority
of cooking vessels. A similar situation seems to have
existed at Peterborough, and although St Neots-type
wares were also a component in the assemblages there,
they were very much less common. Although the
distribution of Stamford ware into the villages by itinerant
hawkers may well have taken place, the draw of a market
in a Danish, later Saxon, burgh where the finest pottery in
England was made, was probably the key aspect to pottery
supply. Arguably the Stamford ware potters were in such
an advantageous position that they did not have to try very
hard to sell their desirable wares. What occurred to result
in Stamford ware dominating Peterborough’s pottery
assemblage is less clear. Initially it has to be assumed that
cartloads of vessels were moved overland from Stamford
to sell in Peterborough. It may only have been an abbey
and an attendant vill at this stage, but it was one of the most
powerful landowners of all after the 10th-century
refoundation and its wealth and the number of individuals
needed to sustain the abbey must surely have drawn goods
for sale to its own early market place on Boongate. It is
likely that the waterway linking the Welland with the Nene
system was dug by the 11th century, and possibly much
earlier (Chisholm 2010), meaning that there was an
alternative route for the supply of Stamford ware to
Peterborough whereby boats could have ferried the
pottery in bulk down to Crowland and back up the Nene to
the emerging town.
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Chapter 5. The Early Medieval Assemblage
(AD 1050–1200)

I. Evidence
(Fig. 5.1)

Introduction
Type series: Chapter 9.IV
The assemblage in this period is marked by the
appearance of a variety of new fabric types, usually of
limited occurrence compared with the regional traditions
of the previous period. The generally quartz sand-
tempered fabrics all, however, sit within the Early
Medieval ware tradition of usually hand-made and wheel/
turntable-finished vessels, mostly in jar forms, fired in
comparatively uncontrolled kiln/clamp environments.
Shelly pottery echoes some of these traits, but in the case
of Developed St Neots-type wares and some associated
fabrics made to the west of the county, there is obvious
development from the similarly named ware of the
previous period.

Although this period has been given an end date of AD
1200, many of the pottery types, particularly glazed
wares, that characterise the following period were actually
manufactured from some time in the later 12th century
onwards. While such products did not always
immediately figure in the Cambridgeshire assemblage,
there is an unavoidable blurring in the recognition of later
12th- and earlier 13th-century assemblages and in fact
some of the former may often become grouped into the
following period.

Owing to the fact that identification and definition of
most of the new wares in this period has only been
achieved during the lifespan of this research programme,
the majority of existing excavation reports do not use
many of these categories. Many reports in fact tend to
group all of the St Neots-type, Thetford-type and
Stamford ware into the preceding, Late Saxon, period and,
in those parts of the region where the former of these two
were most dominant, the less common but nonetheless
important early medieval wares that do start to replace
them in the later 11th, and particularly the 12th, centuries
have tended to be ‘lumped’ into the high medieval
assemblage of the 13th century onwards. This problem is
particularly acute in Cambridge and parts of the southern
Cambridgeshire fenland, and especially in Ely where the
early medieval fabrics appear to be mostly early Ely
wares, and are very hard to separate from slightly later
examples of the same type in often quite mixed
assemblages. As a result the statistics and definitions for
this phase are particularly variable, have proven hard to
generate, and are not as easy to follow as would be wished.

South Cambridgeshire
Supply of pottery to south Cambridgeshire was heavily
influenced in this period by production in Essex, with a
variety of kiln sites in the latter county known to
contribute fabrics that are collected together under the

ware name Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware
(EMEMS; Fabric 13 in the Essex type series; Cunningham
1985), stylistically a version of the regional grouping
known as Early Medieval wares (EMW) (Jennings 1981;
Milligan 1982). These include some products of kilns in
the Colchester area, including those at Middleborough
(Cotter 2000, 57), but where found in Cambridgeshire
most of this material is likely to have originated at kiln
sites in the north of Essex, in the Sible Hedingham area
(Walker 2012), and at Takeley (Walker 2006) and
elsewhere around Stansted (Mepham 2008; Walker 2004).
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware represents
these fabrics and others, and at Hinxton it became
dominant from Period 5.2 onwards (after AD 1050),
replacing St Neots-type ware and some Thetford-type
ware.

The excavations during the 1990s at Hinxton Hall
(Spoerry and Leith 1996) and more recently at the
Genome Campus extension immediately to the south
(Kenney 2007) offer the best phased breakdown of pottery
supply for any south Cambridgeshire site in this period
and are soon to be published (Clarke forthcoming). Table
5.1 provides an indication of the quantities of major wares
during four phases spanning the early medieval period.
The early medieval sequence at Hinxton benefits from a
great quantity of intercutting features representing several
phases of buildings and associated activity within a time
period of less than 200 years. Thus, there is some fine
detail available regarding the pottery sequence, with Table
5.1 showing how further early medieval wares appeared
alongside Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware.
Of these new types, one – South Cambridgeshire Smooth
Sandy ware (SCASS) – with smoothed surfaces and
commonly used for bowls as well as for jars, was possibly
manufactured in north Essex, although it is perhaps more
likely that it is indigenous to Cambridgeshire and it has
been found in quantity further north in sites of the fen
edge. Alongside its arrival in the early 12th century,
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (SCAMSW) also
made an appearance and this fabric has iron-stained quartz
characteristic of deposits present in south-west
Cambridgeshire and eastern Bedfordshire; it is quite
possibly the earliest product of the industry around
Everton and Potton, later to evolve into a manufacturer of
Late Medieval Reduced ware (Slowikowski 2011).

Some decades later a further Early Medieval ware-
type fabric, South Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy
ware (SCAGS), appeared in the Hinxton assemblage. This
pottery type has no known production source but its
presence appears to be confined to a relatively small
geographic area and it might therefore be expected to be a
product of one of the parishes close to Hinxton on the
south Cambridgeshire/Essex border. Some shelly fabrics
known from Essex are also present. As is the case with
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware kiln sites
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Figure 5.1  Early medieval landscape (c. AD 1050–1200), showing major centres, routes and waterways.
Scale 1: 450,000



across Essex, both South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy
ware and South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy
ware are sometimes found with a region of external
shell-dusting on the shoulder and rim of the vessel, and in
general terms their fabrics and vessel forms are very much
in this same Essex-centred tradition. Both (Developed) St
Neots-type and Thetford-type wares continued to be a
component in the Hinxton assemblage, albeit in reduced
numbers when compared with the Late Saxon period.

As it has only been during the last few years that
several of the early medieval pottery types described here
have been defined, and this information has not been
previously published, existing reports and archives for the
most part do not provide unequivocal data that can enable
the presence of South Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered
Sandy ware, South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware,
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware and others to be
identified and/or quantified. A few existing assemblages
and reports have, however, been re-assessed and summary
data for this is presented as Table 5.2. It must be noted that

the definitions and statistics for Fulbourn are based on
reassessment of written descriptions only. A further site
from Sawston (Spicers Warehouse) included a small early
medieval assemblage of 0.43kg dominated by pottery that
is clearly within both the Early Medieval Essex Micaceous
Sandy ware and South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy
ware definitions, alongside a little St Neots-type ware and
other shelly fabrics that probably include Essex Early
Medieval Shelly ware (ESEMSH), making up almost 20%
of the assemblage (Anderson 2016). Although these
figures are not very satisfactory or wide-ranging they tend
to confirm that South Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered
Sandy ware had a narrow distribution, whilst South
Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware was present across
the sub-region with an easterly bias and South-west
Cambridgeshire Sandy ware was more common further
west; each trend tending to support assertions regarding
each ware’s location of manufacture.
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Pottery type Barrington, Challis Green
(Bush 2011)

Foxton, Mortimers Lane
(Rees 2007)

Fulbourn, Hall Farm;
Period 3c onwards

(Boyle 2008b)

Milton, Ely Road
(Rees 2008)

(N=3.86kg) (N=3.515kg) (N=3.359kg) (N= 0.8kg)

DNEOT 14.3 51 32.0 0

DNEOT (Q) 0 2 - 17

EMEMS 66.7 42.1 37.8 72

Takeley-type EMEMS 0 0 6.4 0

EMSHW 0.3 0 0.1 0

EMSW 0 1 - -

EMW (undiff.) 0.4 0.4 - 0

HUNEMW 0.5 0 0 0

SCAGS 3.2 - 0 -

SCAMSW 8.9 2.6 4.9 6

SCASS 4.7 - 14.3 -

STAM 0 0 0.7 0

THET 0 0 2.2 5

OTHER 1.0 0.9 1.6 0

Table 5.2 Early medieval pottery from south Cambridgeshire as a percentage of the period assemblage by weight.
Where the notation is a dash, the ware was not actively sought during analysis

Pottery type Phase 5.2
(c. AD 1050–1100)

Phase 6.1
(c. AD 1100–1150)

Phase 6.2
(c. AD 1150–1175)

Phase 7
(c. AD 1175–1200)

(N=3.784kg) (N=7.922kg) (N= 7.096kg) (N=8.073kg)

DNEOT 1.2 1 0 10.3

DNEOT (Q) 0 1.4 0.2 0

EMEMS 75.5 47.6 54.1 27.2

EMSHW 0.2 1.1 4.4 0

SCAGS 0 2.1 10.1 35.1

SCAMSW 4.3 4 8.9 10.1

SCASS 8 34.1 12.8 9.5

THET 10.8 5.1 5.8 7.6

STAM 0 0.2 0.6 0.2

OTHER 0 3.4 2.7 0

Table 5.1 Pottery in early medieval phases from Hinxton Hall (HINHH93) as a percentage of the assemblage by weight
(after removal of residual and intrusive pottery)



Cambridge
Unfortunately, although a large quantity of pottery of the
early medieval period has been excavated in recent years
in the urban core of historic Cambridge (e.g. the Grand
Arcade, Cessford with Hall 2007b), it has not been
possible within the confines of this study to re-assess fully
the wares present following the recent definition of several
new types, let alone quantify their contributions to the
assemblage. Statistics for the quantity of pottery in early
medieval fabrics have not been calculated separately from
those for high medieval fabrics in recent site reports.
Moreover, although the main Late Saxon wares are
quantified individually in these reports, there is no
phase-derived data available to determine how common
Developed St Neots-type wares and late Thetford-type
fabrics might have been where found in association with
early medieval pottery, nor how the suite of early medieval
fabrics evolved into high medieval wares within the
town’s assemblage. The sheer volume of pottery
excavated in Cambridge, and the fact that its recovery is
recent and postdates much of the research for this volume,
has precluded proper consideration of these points.

The author has been able assess the reported results of
excavations by the CAU at the Divinity School site, St
John’s College, having previously discussed pottery
recovered there with David Hall. These excavations
(Cessford 2012) included a short sequence of occupation
preceding the foundation of a cemetery here in the early
13th century, the deposits apparently representing perhaps
200 years of activity spanning the Late Saxon to early
medieval periods. The pottery is thus a mix of two or three
period assemblages that cannot be wholly separated,
especially as the Late Saxon wares remained current as the
later fabrics arrived on the scene. Nonetheless, if the latter
types are quantified separately it is clear that both late
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware, like that
recovered from a kiln site at Takeley (Walker 2006), and
sandier pottery possibly equivalent to both South-west
Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (SCAMSW) and coarser
versions of Essex Early Medieval Micaceous Sandy ware
(EMEMS) are present, alongside early Ely fabrics and
shelly pottery. Some of the latter is recognisably like
Lyveden A ware, whilst another ‘pink shelly’ fabric is
generically like Early Medieval Shelly ware (EMSHW;
Hall and Cessford 2012, 15–19).

Recent work at several sites in Barnwell, now within
urban Cambridge but formerly a ‘vill’ associated with
Barnwell Priory, offers a further glimpse into the early
medieval ceramic assemblage of the town. Data are
currently available for three sites, although none of these
assemblages are very large (Table 5.3). It is clear from
these figures that the dominant new type is in fact the
rather generic catch-all Early Medieval Essex Micaceous
Sandy ware, defined here as EMEMS, with the more local
Cambridgeshire early medieval wares being much less
common. Here, these are represented by South
Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy ware (SCAGS),
from the Cam Valley near the Essex border, and South
Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware (SCASS), probably
from south-east Cambridgeshire. The early medieval
fabrics exist alongside Developed St Neots-type ware and,
in the case of Harvest Way, some Huntingdonshire Early
Medieval ware (HUNEMW). The fact that the Coldhams
Lane assemblage includes Developed St Neots-type ware
but little Thetford-type ware tends to increase the
likelihood that the former is not residual Late Saxon
material as, if it were, then the latter should normally be
present in an appropriate concentration. The recent
publication on the Hedingham ware industry (Walker
2012) provides evidence that some Essex Early Medieval
Micaceous Sandy ware found in Cambridge clearly came
from this industry, but the volume of early vessels from the
many known Hedingham ware kiln sites is not great. It is
probable that the most productive early kilns of this
industry have yet to be found, and Essex Early Medieval
Micaceous Sandy ware vessels found in Cambridgeshire
in fact derive also from other production sites elsewhere in
Essex.

Cambridgeshire fen edge
Two larger sites excavated by CCC AFU (now OA East) at
Swavesey and Burwell (Connor in prep.) provide
assemblages covering this period, however, in the case of
Swavesey the site phasing proved so hard to break down,
owing to high residuality and a lack of stratigraphic
development, that the statistics unavoidably cover pottery
from both the early and later parts of this period. This
means that the totals for Stamford ware and Thetford-type
ware are higher than they should be, whereas that for St
Neots-type products is probably more correct as only the
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Pottery type Harvest Way

(Fletcher 2015a)

132–136 Newmarket Road

(Fletcher 2016)

Intercell House, Coldhams Lane

(Fletcher 2012)

(N=1.36kg) (N=1.13kg) (N=2.912kg)

NEOT/DNEOT 0.7 13.1 29.2

EMEMS 70.8 46.9 64.6

EMW (undiff) 2.8 0 1

HUNEMW 20.7 0 0

HUNTHET 0 31.5 0

SCAGS 3.1 4.6 0

SCAMSW 0 0 0

SCASS 2.0 0 2.7

STAM 0 0 0

THET 0 3.8 2.5

Table 5.3  Early medieval pottery from the Barnwell area of Cambridge as a percentage of the assemblage by weight



developed examples have been included. Swavesey
clearly maintained supply from the key Late Saxon
pottery producers as their products evolved, but the
Thetford-type wares include examples from either
Huntingdon or Grimston in Norfolk. The former source is
most likely bearing in mind its proximity and
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware (HUNEMW),
quite possibly made by the same producers, represents
further evolution in product and supply from this source;
transported down the Great Ouse. Other Early Medieval
ware-type products include a modest amount from Essex
and some South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware. Shelly
pottery constitutes Developed St Neots-type wares only,
but these were a major component in the assemblage.

At Burwell, which probably for the most part
represents a 12th-century assemblage, it is clear that the
Essex kilns were a more important source of supply, and
the presence of some reduced, late Early Medieval Essex
Micaceous Sandy ware, like that recovered from a kiln site
at Takeley (Walker 2006), indicates that this continued
through the period AD 1175–1225. Minor shell-tempered
wares also appear similar to examples from Essex, but
Developed St Neots-type ware was just as important as at
Swavesey, despite a longer transportation route from its
source to the west. The Grimston or Huntingdon
Thetford-type ware cannot easily be assigned to one or the
other source without further detailed study as the products
are very similar (see Lyons, Chapter 12.VIII). An absence
of other products from either location does not provide
supporting data, although in the subsequent phase
Huntingdon products were present, whilst those from
Norfolk were not.

An assemblage from Isleham (Thompson 2006a) that
might unfortunately include pottery from the end of the
previous period, was nonetheless dominated by Thetford-
type ware and sandy Early Medieval ware pottery that the
author associated with late Thetford products (Table 5.4).
A further small assemblage from Brown's Yard at Burwell
may well represent occupation that was initiated after St

Neots-type and Thetford type wares ceased to be
distributed (Blinkhorn 2006c), but as early Ely wares
became available. Unfortunately, the early medieval
fabrics are not associated with defined wares, although the
most common fabric that contains black ironstone may be
an early Ely variant, as this is a common inclusion in the
coarser fabrics there (Spoerry 2008, 11).

A long-running series of excavations by Birmingham
University Field Archaeological Unit (BUFAU) in
Longstanton produced a pottery assemblage studied in
recent years by both Anderson (2010a–b, 2011, 2015) and
Fletcher (2008a). Four different parts of this assemblage
are shown on Table 5.5 in approximate date order
spanning the early medieval period and this temporal
progression mitigates the kind of problems that the
broadly phased Swavesey assemblage provides. Although
fabric notation differs between authors and has also been
altered through the research outlined in this volume, these
differences have been accounted for as far as possible. The
earlier phases in the previous (end of) Late Saxon period
for the assemblages studied by Anderson contained a
significant component of Thetford-type wares, including
Huntingdon Thetford-type ware, which was clearly still in
use in the assemblages studied by Fletcher, but which
ceased to be found thereafter. This type was almost
certainly superseded by Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware which developed into an important part of the
assemblage here. It has not been possible to separate
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware from the wide
range of fabrics constituting Early Medieval Essex
Micaceous Sandy ware – nonetheless the importance of
producers across south Cambridgeshire and into north
Essex is clearly shown. The absence of records for South
Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy ware may in fact
be a correct representation, and the small quantity of
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware seems consistent
with expectations from other sites. An Early Medieval
ware fabric with chalk inclusions is either an early Ely
product or possibly derives from south-west
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Pottery type Isleham, Fordham Road
(Thompson 2006)

Burwell, Reach Road, Period 4
(Connor in prep.)

Swavesey, Blackhorse Lane (EM
fabrics from Phase 3)

(Connor in prep.)

(N=1.357kg) (N=8.749kg) (N=10.266kg)

NEOT/DNEOT 22.3 24.4 23.9

DNEOT (Q) - 0.2 0.2

EMEMS - 10.4 4.3

Late EMEMS - 2.8 0

EMW (undiff) 23.9 0 0

HUNEMW - 0 6.2

ESEMSH - 0.2 0

ESEMSSH - 0.8 0

SCAMSW - - 2.2

SCASS - 1 -

STAM 5.1 3.4 5.2

THET 46.1 39.6 48.2

G/HTHET - 16.5 9.2

OTHER 2.6 0.7 0.8

Table 5.4  Early medieval pottery of the Cambridgeshire fen edge as a percentage of the assemblage by weight



Cambridgeshire or close by in Hertfordshire. Anderson
also identified a small quantity of Yarmouth-type ware,
which has a distribution along the eastern seaboard of
England, and was no doubt transported up-river through
the fens to Longstanton. The general picture of pottery
supply in this period at Longstanton is one of many small
to medium suppliers being represented, but with a gradual
replacement of the large Late Saxon industries by
production at Huntingdon, which was comparatively
local, and by Early Medieval Essex Micaceous ware and
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware producers,
most of which were quite distant. This unremarkable
parish is very close to the fen edge and the Great Ouse
system and was thus perhaps able to participate in
waterborne transportation and trade networks, which
would explain the presence of large quantities of pottery
from Huntingdon, but which could only have been the
conduit for Early Medieval Essex Micaceous ware from
Hedingham and Halstead in Essex if it had been placed on
barges and sent on a 350km journey via the Essex rivers
and then around the north sea coast into the fenland basin.
The alternative overland journey involved 50km

transportation to Cambridge and a further 10km to
Longstanton. Neither sounds particularly convenient, but
one means or another must have been utilised.

Excavations by CAU within modern Cambridge, but
in the historic village of Cherry Hinton, have generated a
little data relating to early medieval pottery, although
quantified only by sherd count. This is shown in Table 5.6.
The Cherry Hinton data may include some residual Late
Saxon pottery, and this phase also clearly spans the end of
the early medieval period as almost 40% of the pottery is
of fabric types normally expected to appear in the later
12th or 13th century. In that sense this is perhaps a
transitional group. Nevertheless, it is perhaps significant
in reminding the researcher that all of the Late Saxon
fabrics had significant longevity into the subsequent
period, and that period divisions can sometimes cut across
phases of activity on a site, resulting in transitional
assemblages that do not lend themselves easily to off-site
comparison.

At Lordship Lane, Cottenham the end of a Middle to
Late Saxon excavated sequence saw the appearance of
hard, fine sandy early medieval ware fabrics, including
examples with incised wavy lines and characteristic
cross-hatching or basket-work, similar to examples seen
more recently at Longstanton (Hall 2000, 23; Anderson
2015).

Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including Ely
and Wisbech)
Excavations by CAU at Ely have generated a large volume
of pottery but little is in fabrics specific to the later 11th to
12th centuries. As published for the West Fen Road sites
(and reproduced here in Table 5.7) the Late Saxon pottery
types (principally Thetford-type and St Neots-type wares)
give way to Ely wares during the 12th century. Although
recognition is hampered by a lack of discrete 12th-century
groups, early Ely wares are hand-made and appear to be in
simple, smaller, often thin-walled jar forms (Jar A and B),
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Pottery type Church End, Cherry Hinton

(N=709)

NEOT types 32.5

DNEOT 2.2

Ely wares 7.1

EM sandy wares 4.2

STAM 2.3

THET types 20.0

Other medieval 38.8

Table 5.6 Early medieval pottery from Cherry Hinton as a
percentage of the assemblage by sherd count (after Hall
2005c, 30)

Pottery type Longstanton Field
7, Phase 4

(Fletcher 2008a)

Longstanton Field
7, Phase 4/5

(Fletcher 2008a)

Longstanton Field 7,
Phase 4 (BA2146)

(Anderson 2011)

Longstanton Sites BA
1138, 1242, 1738, 1987

(Anderson 2010a)

Longstanton Field 11,
Phase 3 (BA2069)

(Anderson 2010b)

(N=0.518kg) (N=0.653kg) (N=3.139kg) (N=13.648kg) (N=0.213kg)

NEOT 46.2 0.6 0 0 0

DNEOT 0 9.5 16.0 26.4 36.2

DNEOT (Q) 18.0 2.1 - - -

EMEMS/SCASS
(various EMW)

1.2 19.0 41.9 26.0 44.6

EMSHW 0 0 1.3 4.5 0

ESEMSH 0 0.9 2.6 2.8 0.9

HUNEMW 7.0 17.2 26.7 34.0 9.4

EMW chalk 0 0.8 0.4 3.6 7.0

SCAMSW 3.3 3.2 7.6 2.1 1.9

STAM 8.9 2.1 2.6 0.2 0

THET 9.1 0 0 0 0

GTHET / HTHET 5.2 44.3 0 0 0

Yarmouth type - - 0.9 0.4 0

Other 1.1 0.3

Table 5.5 Early medieval pottery from sites in Longstanton as a percentage of the assemblage by sherd weight, showing
areas in approximate date order



slightly rounded or flared bowls with simple rims (Bowl A
and B) and irregular, squat, rounded jugs with sagging
bases (Jug A; all Spoerry 2008). At West Fen Road the
12th-century assemblage was as shown on Table 5.7, and,
although no doubt a composite of pottery from across the
whole century, this does indicate a real lack of
representation of any other ‘early medieval ware’
producers. Assemblages from the lower town at Ely – e.g.
Forehill (Cessford et al. 2006), Jubilee Terrace and Lisle
Lane (Spoerry 1995; 1999a) – tend to generate
12th-century phases near the start of the sequence, but
again separation of this early material is hampered by high
levels of re-working. Nonetheless it is clear from these
assemblages that, other than some possibly Early
Medieval ware of Norfolk origin and a little Early
Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware, the products are
mostly as at West Fen Road. At Jubilee Terrace the early
phases contain larger amounts of the Ely fabric variant
CHEL (chalk inclusions), and also some slightly shelly
Ely ware, indicating greater fabric variability in the early
phases of the industry.

A small assemblage of pottery from 31 High Street,
Sutton on the Isle of Ely, contained both 12th-century and
13th- to 14th-century phases, the former being composed
of Developed St Neots-type and Thetford type ware
alongside a small amount of Early Medieval ware
(Fletcher 2006a).

At Wisbech a few small assemblages dating to the 12th
century have been excavated. At Wisbech Castle (T.
Fletcher 2009), this period was dominated by pottery in a
Norfolk Early Medieval ware fabric, manufactured at one
of a number of known sites including some in the area
around Lynn (e.g. Blackborough End and Grimston;
Rogerson and Ashley 1985; Leah 1994). A few sherds of
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware and Early
Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware were also present.
At the Wisbech Library site (Phillips 2008), also within
the castle, the earliest (post-Conquest, Norman) layers
contained St Neots-type ware and Norfolk-type Early
Medieval ware.

There are no significant excavated rural assemblages
of this date from the northern Cambridgeshire fenland. A
small assemblage exists from a site at Wereham (Leith and
Oakey 1997), just to the north-east of the county boundary
on the Norfolk fen edge. Here, two phases of occupation

were each followed by the deposition of a cultivation soil.
The assemblage across all parts was similar, being
dominated by Grimston Thetford-type ware and an Early
Medieval ware fabric that is likely to have been produced
at a Norfolk site such as Grimston or Blackborough End,
with only the first half of the sequence containing any St
Neots-type ware and Thetford-type ware. There is clear
dominance by local Norfolk producers in the 12th century,
and the assemblage appears rather different to those only a
few miles to the west and south in the Cambridgeshire
fenland.

Huntingdonshire fen edge
As with the previous phase there is a dearth of excavated
groups of a significant size from this sub-region during the
early medieval period. An exception is provided by
Ramsey Abbey, where Phase 2 probably represents a later
12th-century assemblage (Spoerry et al. 2008). As shown
in Table 5.8 Cambridgeshire products dominate, with
Huntingdon fabrics most common and Ely ware also
present.

Huntingdon
A number of sites with early medieval phases have been
excavated in Huntingdon. Table 5.9 shows statistics from
the Old Music and Drama Centre, on the northern edge of
the town, and from three town centre sites (Spoerry 2009;
Clarke and Connor forthcoming). The largest assemblage
derives from Hartford Road, and this is probably of mid
and late 12th-century date. It includes some types that
continued from the previous period, but it also includes the
largest contribution seen for pottery probably
manufactured in the town itself (Huntingdon Thetford-
type ware and Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware).
The preponderance of St Neots-type wares is clear across
all sites, and some of these figures show no decline from
those of the Late Saxon period. These higher totals for all
St Neots products are unlikely to be erroneously
influenced by the mixing in of pottery from the previous
period as Old Music and Drama Centre, for example, is an
assemblage from occupation that mostly starts in the 12th
century. The local Huntingdon Thetford-type ware varies
in quantity across these sites. It is possible that the smaller
amount found at the Old Music and Drama Centre site is
due to the fabric not being properly recognised, but it is
perhaps more likely that this group dates to a time after it
was in use, and should thus be seen as lying at the end of
the early medieval period. As Huntingdon Thetford-type
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Pottery type Ramsey Abbey (RASAB98–02);
Phase 2

(N=1.679kg)

STAM 4.5

THET/HTHET 6.0

HUNEMW 36.9

NEOT/EMSHW 30.6

Early HUNFSW and MEL 20.8

OTHER 1.2

Table 5.8. Pottery types in the early medieval assemblage
phase at Ramsey Abbey as a percentage of the assemblage
by weight

Pottery type Ely West Fen Road

(N=3919)

Residual IPSW 0.8

NEOT types 33.9

STAM types 16.5

THET types 1.2

Early MEL 42.5

LYST 1.8

12-13th cent. Sandy 2.2

UGBB 0.7

Other 0.4

Table 5.7 Early medieval pottery from Ely West Fen
Road as a percentage of the assemblage by sherd count
(statistics after Hall 2005a, 66)



ware wasters were recovered in another excavation less
than 100m distant (at Hampden House), its edge of town
position cannot be a factor. Production of Huntingdon
Thetford-type ware was evidently followed and/or was
replaced by that of Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware,
and often vessels are difficult to assign to one or the other
type as there is such an overlap in form, fabric and
technology. The manufacture of Huntingdonshire Early
Medieval ware does not seem to have started particularly
early in this period, and it is suggested that for dating
purposes it is given an initial date of AD 1100, until better
data allows this to be revised further. All efforts to
recognise any further temporal trends in these
assemblages have proven fruitless and for the time being
further clarity in the evolution of the early medieval
assemblage in the town is not possible.

West Huntingdonshire
Large rural assemblages are not available to inspect for
most periods from Huntingdonshire, however, the
literature provides sufficient examples, including reports
from St Neots, to enable the period assemblage to be
reconstructed. Moorhouse’s report on pottery from

Ellington is still a valuable tool for work in this area
(Tebbutt et al. 1971). Study of the site archive and
artefacts at Cambridge University Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology (CUMAA) enabled
identification of fabrics types, with the ‘Early medieval
sandy wares’ being in fact Huntingdonshire Early
Medieval ware (ibid., 58). Table 5.10 provides data from
quantification by Carole Fletcher of sherds in the
Ellington archive held in the CUMAA store. This suggests
an assemblage dominated by Developed St Neots-type
ware, which can be contrasted with data from Scott’s
Close, Hilton, also attributable to this period, which is
again dominated by St Neots-type ware, but here not
described as the ‘developed’ variant (Thompson 2006b).
Although this may suggest a slight temporal difference, it
is more likely that the author of the Hilton report was not
assigning sherds to the correct sub-type.

An assemblage from Spaldwick (Spoerry 1996),
although not large at 352 sherds for all medieval phases,
was composed for the most part of a succession of three
well-known shelly wares; St Neots-type ware, Developed
St Neots-type ware and Lyveden A type ware, spanning
the 11th to 15th centuries, with no other early medieval
fabrics present and only Lyveden–Stanion glazed ware
appearing as an addition in the following high medieval
period. Despite its small size, this group serves to illustrate
the great importance, and geographical closeness to
Huntingdonshire, of the shelly pottery producers of
Northamptonshire and, to a lesser extent, northern
Bedfordshire. This state of affairs is mirrored in
Beresford’s (1977) important excavation report from
Wintringham, close to St Neots. Even though no pottery
quantification statistics were provided, the illustrations
and text identify Developed St Neots-type ware
(Beresford’s Group A) as the sole component in the 12th-
to early 13th-century assemblage at the moated manor site
(ibid., 247–55).

At Church Street, St Neots a modest-sized assemblage
nonetheless included both Late Saxon and high medieval
fabrics alongside early medieval pottery, but it was
difficult to separate out individual fabrics into periods as
each appeared to span at least two divisions (Thompson
2009). Although statistics to compare with other sites are
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Pottery type Ellington

(Tebbutt et al. 1971)

Hilton Scott’s Close

(Thompson 2006b)

(N=3.294kg) (N=3.667kg)

NEOT 0 58.4

DNEOT 88.8 10.1

STAM/DEST 0 10.9

THET 0 3.7

HUNEMW 9.3 -

SCAMSW 1.9 -

Other sandy - 9.4

Shelly med - 2.7

Post-AD1150 named
types

- 5.0

Table 5.10 Early medieval pottery from sites in west
Huntingdonshire as a percentage of the assemblage by
weight

Pottery type Old Music and Drama
Centre (HUNOMD07)

Hartford Road
(HUNHAR05)

Town Centre
(HUNTCR07)

Walden House
(HUNWHS05)

(N=2.697kg) (N=22.670kg) (N=4.669kg) (N=3.367kg)

NEOT 20.7 26.2 51.1 Incl below

DNEOT 47.7 8.4 12.3 67.9

DNEOT (Q) 6.8 - 0.6

EMEMS/SCASS (various
EMW)

0.9 0 0 7.9

HUNEMW 5.4 19.0 7.8 3.4

Other EMW 0.3 0.4 0 0

SCAMSW 0 0.2 0 0

STAM fabrics 1.7 8.6 10.4 10.4

HTHET 0.6 11.2 17.8 10.4

THET 15.9 22.7 Incl above Incl above

Other 3.3

Table 5.9  Early medieval pottery from Huntingdon as a percentage of the assemblage by weight



not easily derived, it is clear that the early medieval
assemblage here included both St Neots and Developed St
Neots types alongside brown sandy early medieval pottery
that is in fact likely to be South-west Cambridgeshire
Sandy ware. Other shelly pottery, including quartz- and
limestone-tempered sherds, was arriving in the
assemblage in the town from producers in Bedfordshire
and Northamptonshire.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
The only statistics for pottery supply currently available
for urban Peterborough are from excavations at The Still
(Spoerry 1998a). As discussed in Chapter 4, Phase 1
equates to the Late Saxon, and part of the early medieval,
periods and this assemblage is dominated by Stamford
ware products (Table 4.8) at 63% and the majority of these
sherds derive from utilitarian cooking vessels. A minority
of this assemblage is composed of more than one ‘sandy
ware’. The most common of these is now recognisable as
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, with some vessels
possibly in Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware. Early
Bourne or Baston products can also be recognised in this
group.

An excavation at Woodston, a rural manor on the south
side of the River Nene and now absorbed into urban
Peterborough, produced a small assemblage from features
dated to the period AD 1050–1250 (Sawday 2008).
Although 13th-century products from the Bourne industry
were included in this group, it is useful to note that
alongside the Stamford and St Neots-type wares other
fabrics included Peterborough Shelly ware (PSHW), an
Oolitic shelly (OSHW) ware that may in fact derive from
Baston (perhaps a precursor to Baston-type Oolitic ware
(SLBTOL)), and a sandy shelly ware probably of similar
origin in the Bourne–Baston industry.

Excavations at Botolph Bridge, also on the south bank
of the River Nene and rural in origin but now within the
modern city, generated a large assemblage (Spoerry
2015). The early medieval pottery was for the most part
mixed with that from the end of the previous period, the
assemblage being best dated to the period AD 1100–1150.
Table 5.11 provides a breakdown of this material and it is
clearly dominated by the comparatively local Stamford
ware, here put to a wide variety of uses. The presence of a
small quantity of Essex fabrics is noteworthy, as is the fact
that most of the early medieval ware appeared very similar
to a slightly sandy version of Huntingdonshire Early
Medieval ware most commonly found at Ramsey.

As with the previous period the western part of the
Soke of Peterborough, lying adjacent to and south of
Stamford itself, is perhaps not surprisingly an area where
there is much more Stamford ware than is seen further
south. At Willow Brook Farm, Maxey (Blinkhorn 2006b,
revised by the author) two ceramic phases were identified
during the early medieval period. Although small, these
groups derive from secure contexts and are sufficiently
distinct from earlier and later assemblages to be worth
consideration. The first, Ceramic Period 3, dated to the
period AD 1100–1150 and was entirely composed of a
small amount of Stamford ware and a much larger
component of ‘SHC Shelly Coarseware’. This
Northamptonshire fabric (e.g. in Blinkhorn 2010a) is
unusual in the Peterborough area and as this group is
small, this could be an erratic occurrence rather than being
indicative of regular supply in volume to Maxey.

Following this in Ceramic Period 4 (AD 1150–1200),
defined by the appearance of Developed Stamford ware
alongside large quantities of the earlier glazed fabrics,
SHC was now almost absent and a mix of both
Peterborough Shelly ware and Lyveden A type ware was
present (the former being newly recognised once the
assemblage was revisited). These fabrics are sufficiently
similar for their separation often to require use of a
binocular microscope to study their shell inclusions;
although both industries have their own suite of forms and
decorational traits, some are also shared.

The occurrence of Peterborough Shelly ware at
Willow Brook Farm is clearly not unexpected and another
assemblage from West End Road in Maxey also includes
significant quantities in its early medieval and medieval
phases (Blinkhorn 2006d, revised by the author). At the
end of the period it was again present alongside Developed
Stamford ware and Lyveden A ware. Some sandy pottery,
representing early Bourne or Baston products, was also
present.

Excavations at Millstone Lane, Barnack also produced
early medieval Bourne types, defined as Early Medieval
Hand-made ware (EMHM). Most of these vessels were
recognised as hemispherical jars in Bourne Fabric E by the
author. The type occurs from the second half of the 12th
century and may have remained in use into the third
quarter of the 13th century (Young 2008). These were
probably accompanied in the 12th century by developed
St Neots-type wares, including a specific south
Lincolnshire variant (ibid.), alongside developed
Stamford ware and a fabric now defined as Peterborough
Area Early Medieval Shell and Iron-tempered (PAEMSF).
This has now also been found in two assemblages from
Barnack, to add to its recognition elsewhere near
Peterborough, in Stamford and in Rutland (ibid.).

Again, the assemblage from the Soke of Peterborough
was different to that of Cambridgeshire in this period,
although there appears to be something of a division
between the west and north of the Soke, compared with the
south and east, particularly the fenland portion. The latter
has much affinity with Huntingdonshire, which received
pottery from Northamptonshire as well as through the
fenland, whereas the former appears to have been supplied
more with pottery from Peterborough itself and south
Lincolnshire, rather than being dominated by fenland and
Northamptonshire products.
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Pottery type Botolph Bridge, Peterborough

(N=23.486kg)

HUNEMW etc. 4.0

EMEMS 0.7

G/HTHET 0.7

NEOT / DNEOT 36.2

STAM 44.1

THET 14.2

Table 5.11 Early medieval pottery in the whole
assemblage from Botolph Bridge (Spoerry 2015)
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Figure 5.2  Pottery supply and major centres in the early medieval period (c. AD 1050–1200), showing key features
such as monasteries, markets and fairs. Scale 1: 450,000



II. Interpretation
(Fig. 5.2)

South Cambridgeshire and the city of Cambridge
Early medieval pottery supply in south Cambridgeshire
appears to have been more complicated than in the
preceding period. The Hinxton Hall assemblage seems to
be a good representative of this, with a combination of
wares from north Essex (perhaps most of the Early
Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware), and others from
more local sources. These are principally South
Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy ware, South-west
Cambridgeshire Sandy ware and South Cambridgeshire
Smooth Sandy ware. The source of the first of these is not
known, but it must be close to Hinxton as the fabric is
barely known from other assemblages in Cambridgeshire.
The second, South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware, was
probably made near Potton, on the Cambridgeshire–
Bedfordshire border; there is a clear association with both
iron-stained quartz sand from the Woburn Sands and with
Jurassic Clays, in addition to a link with later sand-
tempered pottery excavated at Wintringham (Beresford
1977) and with early examples of Everton Late Medieval
Reduced ware (Slowikowski 2011) (herewith, ELEVER).
The last of these, South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy
ware, is found in north Essex (e.g. at Stansted; Walker
2004) and elsewhere in south Cambridgeshire (e.g.
Burwell). Its production site has not been located but
could be in the Stort and Colne valleys alongside
production of Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
ware, or alternatively micaceous glacially-derived clays
are known in lower Cretaceous strata and from glacial
deposits in north Suffolk, as well as in parts of south
Cambridgeshire (A. Vince, pers. comm.).

Temporally, the Hinxton data suggests that Essex early
medieval wares were the first to be present, with the more
local fabrics arriving later, and with perhaps South
Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy ware and South-
west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware being most common in
the later 12th century. As there is a clear association
between South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware and
oxidised and reduced sandy wares of the 13th century, that
eventually evolved into the first phase of the Late
Medieval Reduced ware industry a century later, it is
perhaps to South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
assemblages that attention ought to be turned to observe
the key evolution from early medieval to high medieval
styles. Shelly pottery, principally Developed St
Neots-type ware, is much less common at Hinxton Hall
than it is on other sites in the sub-region and as the
sequence at this site spans the whole early medieval period
this is likely to be a real statistic rather than being as a
result of temporal differences. It must be assumed that the
availability of so many alternatives, including South
Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy ware (that might
have been manufactured almost on-site), mitigated
against Developed St Neots-type ware being brought in
for utilitarian vessels here. Developed St Neots-type
wares, including a small component of the quartz
sand-tempered variant Developed St Neots-type ware
(DNEOT Q), remain a consistent presence in other
assemblages across southern Cambridgeshire, albeit of
less significance than in the preceding period. Shelly
pottery from Essex, in the form of Essex Early Medieval
Shelly ware and Essex Early Medieval Sandy Shelly ware,

is known from both Hinxton Hall and from Longstanton,
and a few sherds of shelly Yarmouth-type ware were also
recorded at the latter site. Yarmouth-type ware has wide
currency along the eastern seaboard (Vince 2007c) and its
presence in a village close to the fen edge is presumably a
reminder of the significance of waterborne trading in such
otherwise inland places. Thetford-type ware is present in
significant quantities at these rural locations close to the
fenland: at Burwell, Isleham and Swavesey, for example,
and at Longstanton it has variable occurrence across
several sites. The latter cannot easily be explained but the
factors relating to the movement of Thetford-type wares
outlined in the previous section probably still apply.

An additional consideration in this period is the
presence of further Thetford-type ware variants Grimston
Thetford-type ware (GTHET) and Huntingdon Thetford-
type ware (HTHET). The terminology used for the former
in publications from Norfolk tends to give way to
Unglazed Grimston ware during the 12th century,
although the division is not entirely clear, with some forms
being common to both types. To avoid confusion the term
Unglazed Grimston ware will not be utilised here, with
Grimston Thetford-type ware being adopted for all such
vessels recorded in Cambridgeshire. Production of neither
Grimston Thetford-type ware nor Huntingdon Thetford-
type ware is precisely dated, but in both cases the evidence
from consumer sites and of vessel form, indicates they are
most correctly associated with the 11th to 12th centuries,
rather than the earlier part of the general timeframe for
Thetford-type ware production. For Huntingdon
Thetford-type ware the evidence for production and
dating is slight and yet to be published outside of this
volume. For Grimston Thetford-type ware a range of
forms has been known since publication of the excavation
by Clarke (1970) and of vessels from King’s Lynn (Clarke
and Carter 1977). More recent data is collated in one
volume (Leah 1994). Huntingdon Thetford and Grimston
Thetford fabrics are not easily separated and numerous
sherds that might be classified as either were present at
Longstanton, but little could be precisely labelled as either
one or the other. The definition of Huntingdon Thetford-
type ware that is included in this volume ought to enable it
to be better recognised in the future. Sites in the upland
parts of south Cambridgeshire appear to be almost devoid
of Thetford-type wares at this time, with the more local
fabrics loosely defined as ‘early medieval wares’ being
much more common. This is so clearly defined by several
assemblages in both parts of the region that a temporal
cause for the difference can be ruled out. Assemblages
from the city of Cambridge have not, however, been
investigated in such detail that individual elements within
the wider spectrum of Thetford-type wares can be
identified separately. Those examples published
previously from the city (Hurst 1957; Addyman and
Biddle 1965) included vessel types familiar from
Thetford, but as these publications only show fourteen
Thetford-type ware vessels from Cambridge, and none
have been published since, this is not a significant record
of the material present in the town and arguably, either
more needs to be illustrated or more needs to be published
with forms noted in respect of the type series produced by
Dallas (1984), as modified by Anderson (2004). It seems
possible that Grimston Thetford-type ware and highly
likely that Huntingdon Thetford-type ware will be present
in Cambridge’s early medieval assemblage, but as yet this
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cannot be confirmed. The former ware would, however,
not have been easily distributed from north-west Norfolk
at the start of this period when there was no direct
waterway from there to Cambridgeshire, the changes in
fenland rivers, both naturally-derived and man-made,
being primarily initiated during these centuries (Hall and
Coles 1994).

The early medieval period saw the first significant
expansion of markets beyond the burghs, but nowhere
within southern Cambridgeshire acquired a market
charter during this time. The grant of a charter to Royston,
just beyond the south-western county boundary and on the
main road north, does represent a centre that would have
played a role in supply to Cambridgeshire’s population,
and new charters at St Neots and St Ives might have also
meant that these centres participated. The Roman road
system has been omitted from the regional maps from this
point in time onwards because it was the development of
the new landscape of central places, and the network of
tracks and waterways linking them, that facilitated and
dictated the movement of many goods. It is, however, a
moot point as to whether such sale at market was in fact an
important means of distribution for the small, rural
industries producing simple, often hand-made, vessels in
a limited range of forms, that typify this period in the south
of the county. The current absence of any evidence of a
pottery industry in Cambridge during the 11th and 12th
centuries may be incorrect, but it is an appropriate reading
of the current state of knowledge. In the absence of this it
must be assumed that Cambridge’s ceramic needs were
met by producers at some distance from the town. Besides
the continuing supply of St Neots-type wares and
Thetford-type wares, chief amongst these were perhaps
the manufacturers of Early Medieval Essex Micaceous
Sandy ware in Essex. The closest groups of early medieval
pottery producers in Essex were in the Hedingham–
Halstead area where the northernmost extremities of
London clay deposits were exposed in the steep sides of
the Colne Valley (Walker 2012), and similar raw materials
and a similar position can perhaps be defined for the
Takeley kiln and also Stansted ware, with regard to the
Stort river valley slightly further west. The Roman road
that formerly ran from the Colne Valley to Worsted Lodge
and the Icknield Way in Cambridgeshire provided a route
over the top of the boulder clay capped chalk upland from
these valley sites straight into the open heartland of south
Cambridgeshire and on to Cambridge itself. It might be
hard to imagine scores of heavy, fragile pottery vessels
being transported via that route on carts and pack animals,
but it was doubtless used in this way as the waterborne
alternative was more than 350km long, as opposed to
perhaps 30km overland. Direct supply to settlements in
Cambridgeshire and also supply to the market at the
county town are both methods of distribution that should
be accounted for.

Of products indigenous to the county, although the
production site is not known, South Cambridgeshire
Grog-Tempered Sandy ware has only a narrow
distribution beyond Hinxton with a small amount known
from Barrington and Cambridge, and it perhaps can be
seen as being manufactured for local needs only.
Nonetheless the style of vessels matches the template
otherwise seen in Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
ware and South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware,
amongst others in the early medieval ware tradition, and

so it may well be that the potter that manufactured this
type was itinerant and had experience in these other
producers. The source of South Cambridgeshire Smooth
Sandy ware is not known, although the general
Cambridgeshire–Essex borderland seems likely, and it
was distributed to Cambridge as well as the rural
settlements. South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware is
believed to originate near Everton on the border with
Bedfordshire and it has a wide distribution at a low level,
with pieces being found as far away as Huntingdon and in
villages on the Cambridgeshire fen edge. It seems likely
that some of the medieval sandy pottery found in
Cambridge is in fact South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware, as many examples are not micaceous and are thus
unlike most Essex products.

The Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including
Ely and Wisbech)
Assemblages from the early medieval fenland large
enough to generate useful statistics have been hard to
identify. At West Fen Road in Ely it is interesting to note
that in the 12th-century groups the supply of
Thetford-type wares had ceased, whilst St Neots-type
wares, increasingly in developed forms, were as abundant
as previously. The largest component in the assemblage
was, however, Ely ware in early, mostly hand-made,
fabrics and forms. The contrast with groups from
Wisbech, however, could not be more stark – there, Early
Medieval wares of Norfolk type are the most common.
This surely heralds the start of later fenland-wide
distribution by industries in the vicinity of King’s Lynn
and suggests that there was ease of transportation across or
around the seaward siltland at this time, but this would
have to have been by water as the production sites were
beyond the now combined estuary of the Great Ouse and
the Norfolk rivers, meaning that loading onto boats was a
prerequisite for Norfolk pots to reach the Cambridgeshire
parishes.

From sometime in the later 12th century Ely ware
(formerly described as ‘Grimston software’ in Lynn) took
a pre-eminent position in the assemblage at the growing
town of Bishop’s, later King’s, Lynn (Clarke and Carter
1977). This situation persisted for up to a century; after
about AD 1250 the rise of the local glazed ware industry at
Grimston heralded a change for the Ely ware potters, who
found an alternative market upstream, rather than
downstream, on the Ouse–Cam in the now growing town
of Cambridge. The opportunity to supply King’s Lynn in
quantity had only come about through a combination of
serendipity and the seizing of opportunity. Perhaps during
the 12th, and certainly during the 13th, centuries the
position of Wisbech as the pre-eminent port of the fenland,
due to its place on the outfall of almost all of the rivers,
slowly changed as the combined natural forces of silt
deposition, inclement weather and storm surges caused
the outfall to cease and the waters to move ‘the wrong way’
upstream along the Well Creek beyond which they joined
with the Norfolk rivers and made entry to the sea at Lynn.
This process acted in combination with the actions of
fenland landowners – chief amongst them Ely Abbey, who
by the 12th century had diverted the rivers Great Ouse,
Little Ouse and Wissey from the original winding
channels to Wisbech, into short and relatively straight cuts
into the Nar estuary south of Lynn (Fowler 1933; Darby
1983). This provided new opportunities for the Ely potters
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working adjacent to the new cut of the Great Ouse in the
lower town, who were able to deliver their vessels to this
growing international port town with barely 100m of
overland travel. In addition, they found themselves
adjacent to one of the most important trade conduits of
Central England, and with a score or more new cuts and
canals being made across the fenland basin, in theory they
had waterborne access to almost every settlement in this
low-lying region. It is thus perhaps a surprise that Ely
pottery was not more widely traded than it was. It is
perhaps a combination of the comparatively coarse fabric,
the competing controls on the system of waterways by
other interested parties (particularly the other great
fenland abbeys) and a possible ‘laziness’ propagated by
the existing easy access to supply Ely, Lynn and, later,
Cambridge, that undermined Ely ware as the dominant
product in the regional assemblage.

Grimston Thetford-type ware was produced in the
later 11th and 12th centuries on the ‘upland’ near King’s
Lynn and it occurs in small quantities in most parts of
southern and eastern Cambridgeshire, although nowhere
is it even moderately common. Its distribution through the
fenland probably post-dates the cutting of the new
channels for the Great Ouse and Little Ouse that provided
direct waterways between the production area and the
main part of the southern fenland.

A late example of Norfolk Early Medieval ware was
manufactured at Blackborough End, Middleton, during
the later 12th to 13th centuries (Rogerson and Ashley
1985). This appears to represent the first period of
production of an unglazed ware identified elsewhere in
this volume (UGBB) that we can surmise continued to be
made on further kiln sites elsewhere in the district, and
was distributed to sites in the Cambridgeshire fenland.

Huntingdonshire
During the later 11th century a new local fabric appeared –
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware (HUNEMW).
There is no evidence for manufacture in Huntingdon, but
this seems very likely as the fabric is akin to that of the
smoother examples of Huntingdon Thetford-type ware,
and it is clearly the main early medieval fabric locally,
being used principally for cooking vessels (small jars) and
shallow bowls, alongside handled pitchers very like those
previously found in Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. This
local type is found in quantity at Ramsey as well as
Huntingdon, and in villages of the Huntingdonshire fen
edge, but it is surprisingly much less common west of the
town in upland areas. Although not defined separately by
thin-sectioning, smoother and coarse (quartz sand-
tempered) variants can be recognised by eye. These have
been found in 12th-century contexts alongside Lyveden
glazed ware, but are not present with other glazed pottery,

suggesting that it ceased to be made sometime soon after
the mid 12th century. As with early medieval wares in
Cambridgeshire, Essex and Norfolk, these vessels are
regularly hand-made with rims and other details finished
on a turntable or wheel. The ware’s zone of distribution is
only moderately large, and this is in keeping with the
smaller scale of Early Medieval ware-type production
elsewhere; it falls squarely into that tradition.

At Ramsey Abbey a new shelly pottery fabric was
present in the 11th to 12th century which may derive either
from the Peterborough area (although it is not
Peterborough Shelly ware), or it may represent a ware
made in Northamptonshire (there called SHC; e.g.
Blinkhorn 2010a), at Olney Hyde and other locations.
Ramsey was probably representative of the
Huntingdonshire fen edge generally at that time and its
assemblage also includes early products from Ely,
indicating the first evidence for the movement of Ely
pottery upstream of the confluence of the Ouse and Nene
at Benwick. This might signify that the route downstream
on the Ouse–Cam to the sea and the evolving town of
King’s Lynn had been opened up, but that the
naturally-derived changes that moved the Nene waters to
Lynn via the Well Creek had not occurred at that date. It is
difficult to imagine that up to a fifth of pottery vessels at
Ramsey Abbey would have been moved there from Ely
without a direct route by water, and established trade
movement along it, being available.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
The early medieval assemblage in the town of
Peterborough continued to be dominated by Stamford
ware, but there were also the additional components of
Developed St Neots-type wares and, in the 12th century,
the emergence of the local shelly fabric Peterborough
Shelly ware. Oolitic and sandy wares, probably from the
Bourne–Baston area were also present. South of the Nene
at Botolph Bridge there was also Thetford-type ware,
seemingly from Thetford itself rather than from
Huntingdon, but Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware
was also present in small quantities. These pottery types
both indicate that Peterborough was participating in
cross-fenland movements of pottery from perhaps the
later 11th century onwards. Unlike Huntingdon to the
south, however, there is no evidence for the manufacture
of either a local Thetford-type ware, or for the extension
this far north of the Early Medieval ware tradition. Instead,
shelly pottery began to be manufactured in or near the
town (Peterborough Shelly ware), continuing the local
pot tery tradi t ions of south Lincolnshire and
Northamptonshire, rather than those of Huntingdonshire
and Cambridgeshire.
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Figure 6.1  High medieval landscape (c. AD 1200–1350), showing major centres, routes and waterways.
Scale 1:450,000



Chapter 6. The High Medieval Assemblage
(AD 1200–1350)

I. Evidence
(Fig. 6.1)

Introduction
Type series: Chapter 9.V
Although not entirely satisfactory, the term ‘high
medieval’ has been adopted for this period so as to
differentiate it from the preceding and following phases.
As was outlined in the introduction to the preceding
chapter, many of the high medieval glazed pottery types
have their origins in the later 12th century, although
production was more often at a smaller scale and
distribution more localised, than it was in the 13th and
early 14th centuries. Thus, in Cambridgeshire glazed Ely
ware production doubtless started before AD 1200
(Spoerry 2008, 66), and yet all pottery recognisable as Ely
ware that is not of a clear ‘early medieval’form, tends to be
placed in this period assemblage. Additionally,
Hedingham glazed wares are known to have been
manufactured from before c. AD 1140 (Cotter 2000, 84)
and doubtless some vessels were transported into
Cambridgeshire in these early decades of manufacture
(e.g. to Denny Abbey by AD 1159–1170; Coppack 1980,
10–11). Even so, the early types of jug are not commonly
found and more often than not fragments found on sites in
Cambridgeshire are from vessel types dating to the 13th
century.

South Cambridgeshire
The assemblage in south Cambridgeshire is for the most
part dominated in this period by vessels from producers
located in Essex. These are represented in both the
coarsewares (Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey
Sandy wares (MEMS), Mill Green Coarseware
(MGCOAR), Hedingham Coarseware (HEDIC), some
generic Medieval Sandy Coarsewares (MSW and
MSGW)) and finewares (East Anglian Redwares (EAR),
Hedingham Fineware (HEDI), Mill Green Fineware
(MGF)). Some of these categories encompass a number of
fabrics. For instance, Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
ware is almost synonymous with Fabric 20 in the Essex
type series (Cunningham 1985; Cotter 2000, 91–107),
although pottery found not to be micaceous and with
much quartz sand is now classified as MSW instead (see
below). This decision was made in order to ensure that
some statistics regarding fabrics that might ultimately
prove to derive from producers other than those known
from Essex (which have much characteristically
micaceous pottery) would be recoverable in the future
from existing reports and archives. In Cambridgeshire,
many of the Medieval Essex-type Micaceous (Grey)
Sandy wares may derive from kilns in the Halstead–
Hedingham industry of the Colne Valley and thus ought to
be defined as Hedingham Coarseware (HEDIC), but a lack
of published information regarding the fabrics and forms

present in this industry meant this was not possible until
very recently (Walker 2012). Now that vessels and fabric
descriptions are available for some of the kiln sites, more
material should now be properly assigned with this origin.
Besides these north Essex types, some reduced wares from
around Colchester and Harlow doubtless also occur here
and it is likely that there were also kilns in Suffolk
producing similar wares, although the silty, micaceous
fabric of these wares is a feature of London Clay and
associated deposits, which are not found in exposure
much north of Sudbury. Medieval Sandy Greyware has
also been used as something of a catch-all for sandy
reduced wares that are not micaceous and it is applied to
pottery that was almost certainly made in Essex, as well as
fabrics with other origins. Key amongst the latter are
probably Hertfordshire greywares and early reduced
pottery from the kilns around Everton on the
Bedfordshire–Cambridgeshire border that later developed
into a production centre for Late Medieval Reduced ware
types. In both cases where these other origins can
reasonably be suggested, that is a preferable category, and
in fact the presence of other inclusion types in the fabric,
or particular stylistic features, can often enable
recognition as either of these types. For many
non-featured, reduced sherds with fairly undistinguished
fabrics, however, the catch-all category Medieval Sandy
Greyware has been understandably used by researchers in
recent years but the emphasis on the reduced grey colour
of such unassigned material is perhaps misleading, as
sherds of similar origin but of different colouration
(usually more oxidised) are then categorised as something
else. It is recommended here that the wider generic term
Medieval Sandy Coarseware (MSW) is used instead. As
noted by Cotter (2000, 92) in south Essex coarsewares
were also not so consistently reduced in this period and the
brown, sandy (pimply) Mill Green coarseware fabric is an
example of this phenomenon that is recognisable in
assemblages in Cambridgeshire, whilst Hedingham
coarsewares from north Essex were also commonly
oxidised (Walker 2012, 33–37). Essex glazed finewares
constitute Hedingham and Mill Green vessels alongside
East Anglian Redwares, some of which are recognisable
as Colchester products – others are not and may derive
from different producers, perhaps as yet unknown, located
in Essex and Suffolk.

Pottery from Essex constitutes as much as 70–80% of
the assemblages shown in Table 6.1, with those sites
located furthest south tending to be those where it was
most common. The lower total for Spicers Warehouse at
Sawston is probably an under estimate as a significant
proportion of the Medieval Sandy Greyware in that
assemblage is no doubt from Essex producers (although
Hedingham coarsewares were separated from the rest).
Haslingfield likewise probably includes Essex pottery in
its Medieval Sandy Greyware total, but at least part of this
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material is certainly Early Everton type ware (ELEVER)
from Everton. Those sites furthest north, at Bourn and
Caxton, witness a great drop-off in the amount of coarse
pottery from Essex, although the finewares arguably
remain intact as a component. The coarsewares at these
sites appear to be very local products; Colne-type ware
from Caxton and Bourn (CONCAX) and West
Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (WCAMSW), neither of
which has thus far been found in any quantities anywhere
but these two parishes. It is perhaps important to note here
that this area, although within the District of South
Cambridgeshire, is very much in the centre-west of the
county, which explains why one of the distinctive local
types has been described as a west Cambridgeshire fabric,
thereby distinguishing it from pottery produced further to
the south and south-west.

There is no simple correlation between closeness to
Ely or Huntingdon and the amount of Ely ware or
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware present in these
assemblages and in fact those sites closest to Huntingdon
(Bourn and Caxton) yield relatively low quantities of this
pottery type, presumably owing to competition from their
very local alternatives.

Consideration needs to be given to whether temporal
factors are at work in the differences seen in these
statistics. It is possible that CONCAX is a slightly later
type than some of the others here, its vessels appearing
more 14th century than 13th century in style, and it might
therefore be surmised that a 13th-century assemblage
there might yield more Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware,
for instance, but this cannot yet be tested. There is no
evidence to support the suggestion that those sites that
have high totals for East Anglian Redwares (Colchester
glazed ware etc.), are later than the others featured here.
Although this is a pottery type that had a production floruit

at Colchester from the 14th century onwards, other
producers were more active at different times and the
assemblages where East Anglian Redwares are most
common are not particularly late in this period.

Glazed finewares constitute 35–43% by weight of the
pottery from Barrington and Foxton. Even allowing for
the presence of a few large fragments of vessels in these
relatively small assemblages, these are high totals indeed.
All three sites have some form of association with a
manorial property, making it possible that these are
‘higher status’ assemblages.

Cambridge
Excavations at the Grand Arcade in Cambridge generated
the largest post-Roman pottery assemblage yet recovered
in the county. With such a great volume of pottery
(178.4kg for the medieval periods alone) recording was
necessarily efficient, with coarsewares being categorised
on the basis of basic fabric colouration where not
recognisable as Ely products. Unfortunately, as
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware had not been separately
identified when this work took place, this important
regional type was not recorded in the assemblage, with
coarsewares being subdivided into reduced grey (the most
common; MSGW in Table 6.2) and red, brown, buff, pink
and ‘other’ (Cessford and Hall 2007b, 302). Essex
greywares (Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy
wares) were recognised part-way through the recording
process and although some appear in the statistics, this
was identified by the authors as an underestimate, with
their revised estimate being that the true total was perhaps
five times as many (ibid., 307). The glazed wares from
Essex were all grouped together under the identifier
‘Essex redware’, (here East Anglian Redwares, EAR),
and including both Hedingham and Mill Green finewares
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Pottery type Barrington,
Challis Green

(Bush 2011)

Bourn Densett
(Spoerry 2004

and n.d. a)

Caxton, Gransden
Road (Connor,

n.d.)

Foxton,
Mortimers Lane

(Rees 2007)

Fulbourn,
Hall Orchard

(Connor 2006)

Haslingfield
(Fletcher

2011a)

Sawston,  Spicer’s
Warehouse

(Anderson 2016)

(N=4.800kg) (N=2.987kg) (N=8.826kg) (N=2.071kg) (N=4.686kg) (N=0.864kg) (N=2.888kg)

BRIL 0 0 4.2 0 1.2 0 0

BOUA/B 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0

CONCAX 0 6.2 36.0 0 0 0 0

CONM 0 0 0 0 0 12.2 0

EAR 6.3 0.1 0 33.3 12.3 17.8 0

GRIM 0.5 0 0.3 0 0 0 0

HEDI 34.4 0.4 0 9.9 21.8 1.3 10.4

HUNFSW 0.2 0 0.5 4.3 17.1 8.1 0

LYVA 1.2 1.3 43.9 1.6 0.1 2.8 0.1

MEL 12.4 3.4 0.5 3.3 1.3 0 0

MEMS 35.9 6.4 7.4 41.5 45.4 0 21.8

MGCOAR 1.3 0 5.4 3.2 0.2 19.3 0

MGF 1.3 1.0 1.7 0 0.6 0 0

MSGW 6.4 0 0 0 0 38.5 67.6

SCAMSW 0 0.1 0 2.2 0 0 0

WCAMSW 0 81.1 0 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1

Table 6.1 Pottery in high medieval assemblages from south Cambridgeshire as a percentage of the assemblage by
weight



as well as those from Colchester; and probably Harlow
and elsewhere. Excavations conducted by CAU nearby at
Bradwell’s Court at around the same time were recorded
in exactly the same manner (Cessford and Hall 2007a) and
the two sites provide a significant sample of the medieval
town and its material culture. The data available are not,
however, divided by phase or period beyond separation of
Saxo-Norman pottery (principally the three Late Saxon
wares grouped together with the developed versions of
these fabrics) and pottery of medieval type (all other
fabrics from the 12th to 15th centuries). This shortcoming
means that comparison of statistics with others in this
volume is not ‘like for like’, yet these significant groups
still offer important insights.

Excavations in 2010 by OA East at the Brunswick site,
primarily relating to collective midden material deposited
on the eastern edge of the historic town to the west of
Barnwell Priory, provided a useful comparison with the
data from previous excavations in the historic town
proper, but with more coarsewares ascribed to actual
source. To this data can now be added additional
quantification of pottery from other sites in Barnwell at
Coldhams Lane, Harvest Way and Newmarket Road, all
excavated by Oxford Archaeology in recent years.
Together with the Brunswick site these excavations are
usefully grouped here as the Barnwell sites. These data are

presented in Table 6.2 and have been redefined to be as
comparable as possible with the other sites shown. It is
reassuring that many of the statistics for the occurrence of
named wares are consistent across these excavations,
suggesting that there is commonality of representation of
the general medieval assemblage from the town as a
whole. The virtual absence of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware at the Barnwell sites may thus be an accurate
representation for the ware’s importance, or lack of, in
Cambridge as a whole. Additionally, with a few notable
exceptions, the consistency of occurrence of glazed
finewares from Essex (East Anglian Redwares at Grand
Arcade and Bradwell’s Court; East Anglian Redwares,
Hedingham Fineware and Mill Green Fineware at the
Barnwell sites), of Ely wares (Medieval Ely ware (MEL)
and Late Medieval Ely ware (LMEL)) and, perhaps
surprisingly, of the statistics for micaceous coarsewares
from Essex (Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy
wares) are all a reassuring indication that these data can be
taken seriously and do indeed provide a true reflection of
ceramic supply in Cambridge, averaged out across the
medieval centuries. Also, where the occurrence of these
glazed types differs widely within individual excavation
assemblages, there appears to be some explanation. At
Harvest Way, Ely ware is very dominant, but in fact the
data used here derive almost entirely from a number of
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Barnwell Sites Cambridge Sites

Pottery type Brunswick site
(after Fletcher

2011b, with
revisions)

Coldhams Lane
(Fletcher 2012;

2015b)

Harvest Way:
initial assessment
(Fletcher 2015a)

132–136
Newmarket Road

(Fletcher 2016)

Grand Arcade
(Cessford and
Hall 2007b)

Bradwell’s Court
(Cessford and
Hall 2007a)

(N=9.528kg) (N=11.436kg) (N=36.79kg) (N=9.13kg) (N=178.411kg) (N=17.601kg)

BRIL 1.2 0.8 0 1 0.3 0.1

CONCAX 0 0.6 0 0 - -

CONM/CONLM 0.2 0 0 0 0 0

DEST 0.3 0 0 0 0.3 0

EAR 18 13.7 8.5 58.3 20.4 23.2

ELEVER - 0.3 0 0 - -

GRIM 3.2 2 0 0.6 3.5 0.9

HEDI 5.7 6 9.2 2.6 with EAR with EAR

HERTG 0.5 0 0 0 0.4 0.3

HUNFSW <0.1 2.4 0.6 0.4 - -

LYST 0.4 0.2 12.5 0 1.7 2.9

LYVA 1.8 2.2 1.5 0.4 0.2 0.1

MEL/LMEL 20.5 13 56.1 1.9 20.2 22.0

MEMS 29.3 26.5 0.4 2.7 2.4 (estimate) 1.9

MGCOAR 0.3 0.1 0 0.2 - -

MGF 0.5 12.2 2.6 0.2 with EAR with EAR

MSGW - - - - 33.7 29.2

MSW 15.5 9.1 1.1 30.5 14.5 18.6

SEFEN 0.1 9.6 7.4 0.2 - -

SURR 0.1 0 0 0 0.8 0.2

UGBB 0 0.8 0 0 0 0

YORKSW 0 0 0 0 0.6 0

Other 2.4 1.1 0.1 1 1.0 0.6

Table 6.2  High medieval pottery from sites in Cambridge as a percentage of the period assemblage by weight



large well groups. The complete and semi-complete
water-carrying vessels that were regularly lost in these
wells, presumably when water was being taken without
use of a wooden pail, are massively biased towards the
most commonly available cheaply-made glazed jug of the
period, which in Cambridge is Ely ware. Thus Ely wares
are massively over-represented in the Harvest Way
assemblage. The reason why East Anglian Redware
(EAR) is so common in the Newmarket Road assemblage
is less clear as this pottery derives from a range of features
and not just wells.

A substantial unresolved issue remains the provenance
of many of the coarsewares (Medieval Sandy Greyware
(MSGW) and Medieval Sandy Coarseware (MSW), and
even ‘unsourced coarsewares’). For the Brunswick site,
where details of vessel forms were recognisable, their
general style was more often than not in keeping with
those of the Essex coarseware producers as published by
Cotter (2000, 91–107) and more recently by Walker
(2012), and this also appears to be true for those more
complete vessels recorded at the Grand Arcade and
Bradwell’s Court. With so much glazed pottery also being
supplied to Cambridge from both south and north Essex, it
would be surprising if a significant proportion of these
coarsewares were not similarly derived. This does not rule
out the likelihood that coarse pottery made in Cambridge
and its surroundings were also represented. The
place-name Potteres Rowe (AD 1249) or Pottereslane
(AD 1341) was located on the north side of Cambridge
Market Place (Bryan and Wise 2002, 84; Reaney 1943,
50). There are also documentary references to an Elias
Potter c. AD 1208–13 and c. AD 1260–1272, Richard le
Potter c. AD 1210–1240 and Michael Potter AD 1392: the
13th-century examples of the Potter surname in particular
are likely to have a direct link to pottery production
(Cessford 2007, 302). Nonetheless there is currently no
clearly recognisable and/or even moderately common
fabric found in the town for which such an origin could be
postulated, although it seems most likely that some of the
sandy pottery without mica might prove to be local. Some
sherds with occasional chalk and/or flint inclusions may
be Early Everton type ware (ELEVER), but, interestingly
Davey and Walker note that such inclusions could also be
found in oxidised medieval fabrics from Harlow in Essex
(Davey and Walker 2009, 12).

Although the data for Harvest Way are preliminary,
further consideration of the Barnwell sites as shown on
Table 6.2 confirms some statements already made
regarding the Brunswick site and those from central
Cambridge, but there is a clear difference in the failure to
classify any pottery as Medieval Sandy Greyware here. At
Coldhams Lane almost all the reduced coarsewares were
found to be micaceous and sufficiently similar to those
known from Essex, for this material to be classified
instead as Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Sandy wares.
Conversely, at Newmarket Road a mix of unglazed sandy
wares of varying colours were present, very little of which
was clearly micaceous and which has therefore been
cautiously defined as Medieval Sandy Coarseware
(MSW). Other differences exhibited by these assemblages
are the presence of significant quantities of South-east
Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware (SEFEN), and at
Coldhams Lane more modest amounts of Colne-type ware
(CONCAX) and Blackborough End-type ware (UGBB),

all of which were absent at the Brunswick site and were
not looked for at the sites in central Cambridge.

The complete vessels recovered from Cambridge and
accessioned by the Cambridge University Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology (CUMAA) include
several that are recognisable as being manufactured in
Essex. These include a transitional early medieval to
medieval jar in a sandy micaceous fabric (Early Medieval
Essex Micaceous Sandy ware (EMEMS)) from Bene’t
Street (CUMAA Z26878) with incised horizontal grooves
similar to those seen on another jar from Cambridge
published by Addyman and Biddle (1965, 109, fig. 15,
P19/4) and both are almost identical to examples known in
Hertfordshire greywares (Havercroft et al. 1985, 40). Two
jars in coarse brown sandy fabrics from the same site
(CUMAA Z30848) and from Mill Lane (CUMAA
Z30844) are probably South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware (SCAMSW), albeit perhaps in 13th-century forms
with upright necks and rims. One jug from Mill Lane
(CUMAA Z26892) is in a medium coarse sandy fabric
identified as South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware, but
smoother. It has a characteristically stabbed and indented
strap handle and unusual fragments of roller-stamping
below the rim and where the handle joins the body. The
handle is not unlike Hertfordshire greywares examples
(ibid., 35–6) but the simple flaring neck is known in both
the Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware industry and in
Stansted ware from Essex (Walker 2004, nos 21 and 101).

A rounded and rilled Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware
jar with flat-topped upright rim, and reminiscent of
examples seen at Ramsey, was recovered from the King’s
Ditch (CUMAA Z30200). A Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware jug with unusual twisted rod handle and a
recognisable flaring neck also derives from Cambridge
(CUMAA Z31587).

Several Hedingham ware glazed jugs are also present,
along with examples from Mill Green, in the CUMAA
accessions. One micaceous greyware jug with a
characteristically nail-impressed decorated strap handle
found at Market Hill (CUMAA 1902/273/E) parallels an
example from the Mile End kilns in south Essex (Drury
and Petchey 1975, 39, fig. 4), and two finger-impressed
examples from Hobson Street are – on the basis of their
fabric – almost certainly north Essex products from the
Hedingham–Halstead area (CUMAA Z26842A & B).

As well as many Ely ware vessels, principally jugs, as
detailed in the published volume (Spoerry 2008), other
Ely ware forms present as vessels in the CUMAA
accessions from Cambridge include a lamp (CUMAA
Z11637b) and a beak-spouted jug, seemingly in imitation
of Central French Saintonge ware vessels (CUMAA
Z31006).

In conclusion, it would seem that coarseware pottery
from Cambridge, where not easily associated with known
types such as Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and Ely
wares, is generally most like examples from kiln sites in
Essex, located in both the north and the south of that
county, but there are also clear similarities with
Hertfordshire greywares and with brown and grey sandy
pottery from the Bedfordshire–Cambridgeshire border
(South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware and perhaps
developments into Early Everton-type ware). Since
glazed pottery was also supplied from most of these
locations, the suggestion that coarsewares were also being
transported is entirely reasonable, although exactly how
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much of the assemblage was sourced from which of these
producers is not yet clear.

Occurrence data for two earlier excavations by CAU in
Cambridge is shown in Table 6.3, although this is only
calculated using sherd number rather than weight. Corpus
Christi lies in the core of that part of the medieval town
which has Late Saxon origins and which was densely
utilised throughout the medieval period. Castle Hill, being
the centre of the ‘upper’ town’ is an even earlier centre of
occupation which likewise continued. These data tend to
support that already provided, although again the large
volume of unsourced coarsewares hampers interpretation.
Alongside the other sites from the town already discussed
these assemblages provide an indication of the wide range
of fineware producers that are represented by small
numbers of vessels in the town. With pottery from other
regions, such as that from Yorkshire, Surrey and some
Lincolnshire producers, this perhaps occurred more often
than not indirectly, through movement of people and
supply of other goods rather than through any campaign of
direct or secondary marketing. Those glazed wares that
were manufactured in bulk in neighbouring or
closely-located, counties, such as Buckinghamshire,
Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Northamptonshire, were,
however, probably deliberately supplied to Cambridge;
the volumes present tend to suggest this, as does their
presence, albeit minor, in most rural assemblages nearby.
The latter two counties from this list also supplied
coarsewares. Northamptonshire’s shelly pottery was a
feature locally from the Late Saxon period onwards with
St Neots-type wares, and later developed forms including
Lyveden A wares. Later the Lyveden–Stanion glazed
oolitic wares were a consistent yet minor component in
the town’s assemblage and, like the earlier types from
Northamptonshire, distribution to Cambridge probably
included overland journeys by cart and packhorse, as well
as long detours through rivers and fenland waterways.
Norfolk’s contribution to the local assemblage following
earlier Thetford-type wares was primarily unglazed
pottery from production sites such as Blackborough End
(UGBB) and Grimston and the very recognisable glazed
Grimston wares, none of which was very common but all
consistently supplied via the fenland from perhaps the mid
13th century onwards.

Cambridgeshire fen edge
Two tables of occurrence statistics for high medieval
assemblages from the Cambridgeshire fen edge are
provided, including sites excavated and reported on by
both OA East and other contractors. Before considering
wares represented there (Tables 6.4 and 6.5) it is useful to
note those pottery types that appear to be absent. No
Hertfordshire greywares or glazed wares appear in these
statistics, although the latter type is more common in the
subsequent period. Similarly dated Potterspury wares
from Northamptonshire are not shown here, although a
few sherds were in fact recovered at Longstanton and
Swavesey. The early 14th-century, and possibly earlier,
origins of the Late Medieval Reduced ware kilns as
identified Everton on the Bedfordshire–Cambridgeshire
border (Slowikowski 2011) are not represented although
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware, principally early
medieval in date but continuing into the 13th century, was
recognised at Swavesey and this is believed to derive from

the same area. The Colne-type ware from Caxton
(CONCAX) is also absent.

Local coarsewares are dominated by Ely wares and
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. In some cases, the latter
tends to be more common closer to its source, thus towards
the north and west; however, the statistics from Burwell do
not conform to this trend. That this is observed at two
different sites suggests this may be a real anomaly rather
than a result of a skewed assemblage. Burwell’s status as a
lode-side fenland port and the presence of a major holding
of Ramsey Abbey in the settlement perhaps goes some
way to explaining how and why it was supplied with larger
amounts of pottery from Huntingdonshire. Huntingdon’s
slightly later medieval product, Huntingdon Late
Medieval Calcareous ware (HUNCAL), has been
recognised in both closer settlement and also as far away at
Soham and again the direct link through waterways of the
Ouse–Cam system makes this perhaps unsurprising. Ely
wares dominate many assemblages, particularly those to
the south and east, but the site totals are quite variable
within individual settlements. There is no evidence to
suggest a temporal factor in this, but in some cases
assemblages were originally analysed prior to the
identification of both Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware
and South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware,
with some of this pottery previously being grouped as
‘Ely-type’wares. Despite attempts to revise data based on
re-assessment of both documents and pottery, this has
been only partially achieved. Therefore, some of these
totals may in fact be erroneous in their lack of discretion
between these fabrics.

Pottery manufactured at Colne has not been
recognised in many sites, and where found is only a tiny
proportion of the high medieval assemblage except in
Colne itself. The recent definition of the fabric Colne
Medieval ware and re-dating in this volume of the material
from the kiln site (Healey et al. 1998) are perhaps a partial
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Pottery type Corpus Christi,
Hostel Yard

Castle Hill

(N=2389) (N=722)

MEL 13.1 22.7

MEL-GRIM 0.3 0

GRIM 0.8 2.6

Essex red and grey 13.1 31.3

MSGW/MCW?? 66.3 34.3

UGBB 1.4 0

Developed Saxo-Norman 1.4 0.3

SCAR <0.1 <0.1

BOUA/B <0.1 1.1

LYST 1.2 1.2

Unsourced green glazed 0.1 0

SURR 0.5 0

HERTSG 1.4 0.4

Southern Whiteware 0.3 0

Table 6.3 High medieval pottery and ware descriptions
from two sites excavated by CAU in Cambridge, as a
percentage of the assemblage by sherd count (after Hall
2005b, 29–38)
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Pottery type Burwell,
Kingfisher Drive

(Cooper 2008)

Burwell, Reach
Road (Connor in

prep.)

Colne, Manor Farm
(Gane with Clarke,

forthcoming)

Milton, Ely Road
(Rees 2008)

Soham,
Cloverfield Drive

(Hatton and
Macaulay 1999)

Swavesey,
Blackhorse Lane

(Connor in prep.)

(N=1.272kg) (N=4.848kg) (N=10.008kg) (N=1.189kg) (N=31.676kg) (N=27.742kg)

BRIL 4.5 0 0 0 0 0.5

BOUA/B 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.8

CONM 0 0 16.7 0 0.1 1.2

EAR 10.3 0 0 0 0 0

GRIM 0 0 2.0 0 8.3 4.6

HEDI 7.8 2.0 0.1 1.0 0.4 0.5

HUNCAL 0 0 0 0 0 1.4

HUNFSW 46.9 28.4 50.1 7.9 0.1 18.5

LYST 0 0 0.3 0 0 3.2

LYVA 0 2.8 14.5 2.9 0 20.3

MEL 8.3 65.6 9.1 49.1 28.0 33.2

MEMS 18.1 0.4 0 27.0 0.7 1.6

MGCOAR 0.9 0 0 12.0 0 2.1

MGF 0 0 0 0 0 0.5

SEFEN - - 0.3 0 60.9 0

SCAMSW 1.0 0 0 0 0 -

UGBB 0 0 5.2 0 0.3 5.6

WCAMSW 0 0 0 0 0 0.4

Other sandy ware 1.7 0 0.8 0 0.8 1.6

Other 0 1.0 0.5 0 0.1 4.1

Table 6.4 High medieval pottery from CAM ARC / OA East sites on the Cambridgeshire fen edge as a percentage of the
assemblage by weight

Pottery type Burwell, Brown’s
Yard (Blinkhorn

2006c)

Isleham Fordham
Road (Thompson

2006a)

Longstanton
BA1138 etc.

(Anderson 2010a)

Longstanton
BA2146

(Anderson 2011)

Longstanton
PN1738 (Fletcher

2008a)

Soham, Clay
Street (Rátkai

2011d)

(N=6.512kg) (N=22.486kg) (N=22.230kg) (N=6.151kg) (N=9.839kg) (N=1.338kg)

BRIL 0 0 0.3 2.0 0.5 0

BOUA/B 0 0 2.1 7.0 0 0

DEST 0 0.8 0.3 0 0 0

EAR 0 1.2 0 0 0.5 0

GRIM 2.4 0.2 2.1 12.6 2.7 0

HEDI 2.4 With EAR 1.4 0.9 1.1 2.7

HUNCAL - - - - 2.9 2.9

HUNFSW - - 6.7 11.0 7.7 1.6

LYST 0 0 0.3 1.2 0.8 0

LYVA 0 0.3 1.5 0.1 11.8 0

MEL 78.6 90.9 35.3 19.6 43.2 77.4

MEMS - - 12.7 7.7 0 0.1

MGCOAR 0 - 0.3 0 0.2 -

MGF 0 With EAR 0.2 1.1 0.3 0

SEFEN - - 4.5 11.3 1.6 13.7

MSGW 0 2.8 28.0 22.7 17.2 0

UGBB 0 0.3 0.3 0 0 0

Other SW 16.6 3.5 1.5 1.7 5.2 0

Other 0 0.1 2.5 1.1 4.3 1.5

Table 6.5 High medieval pottery from sites excavated by other contractors on the Cambridgeshire fen edge as a
percentage of the assemblage by weight



explanation, coupled with its visual similarity with
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (the two are clearly part
of the same tradition of manufacture). Nonetheless, it is
probably the case that Colne pottery did not travel far from
its source and it is not represented in most of the
assemblages here.

The light-firing Ely-type ware, South-east Fenland
Medieval Calcareous Buff ware (SEFEN), is known from
a relatively small area centred on Soham, and it is at
Soham that it is clearly most common, accounting for over
60% of the high medieval assemblage at Cloverfield
Drive. This fabric occurs in both 13th-century type jars
with upright rims and in other forms that might be up to a
century later. It has been recorded from excavations in
Soham, Ely, Longstanton and Wicken in some volume,
and sherds have been identified in Cambridge, Wisbech
and elsewhere. The area of the south-eastern
Cambridgeshire fen edge sees a sharply indented margin
between former medieval wetland and the ‘highland’
ridges on which lie the villages of Fordham, Isleham,
Soham and Wicken. Broader expanses of fen around the
River Lark and the Wissey embayment are to the east
within the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. This corner of
the fenland appears to have been the principal area within
which South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff
ware was distributed and in fact, as well as its presence
locally at Ely and in the villages of the fen edge, all easily
accessed via the fenland waterways, the River Lark
appears to have had a significant role in enabling this
pottery to be taken upstream to Bury St Edmunds where it
represents the third most common coarseware fabric in the
town during the medieval period (S. Anderson, pers.
comm.).

Coarseware pottery was supplied in small amounts
from further afield. The only shelly pottery in this period
is Lyveden A ware from Northamptonshire. This includes
some examples with quartz sand temper alongside the
shell content. Sandy wares include a small amount of
unglazed pottery from the Grimston kilns in north-west
Norfolk, alongside varying quantities of sandy greywares
(both micaceous and non-micaceous), like those seen in
Cambridge. The micaceous pottery is usually grouped
under the identifier Medieval Essex Micaceous ware
(MEMS), synonymous with Fabric 20 in Essex
(Cunningham 1985) and doubtless predominantly of
Essex origin, although there were possibly also kilns
manufacturing similar pottery in Suffolk. The non-
micaceous fabrics doubtless also include other Essex

coarsewares, but a possible source in Cambridge must also
be accounted for.

Glazed pottery includes a significant Ely ware
component; there is almost no evidence for glazing on
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, none for Colne
Medieval ware and only a little more evidence for glazing
on South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware,
thus Ely was almost alone in manufacturing glazed pottery
in Cambridgeshire at this time. The Essex industries were
consistent if not abundant suppliers of finewares to this
sub-region, with Hedingham wares arriving first, followed
by both Mill Green fineware and East Anglian Redwares.
In this period the latter are not common but vessels of
probable Colchester origin have been recorded at Burwell
and Longstanton. Other glazed pottery present includes
modest quantities of Lyveden–Stanion wares and rather
more pottery from Grimston in Norfolk. This type was
probably not distributed in great quantities until the
second half of the 13th century, and it clearly found its way
to most settlements of the Cambridgeshire fen edge from
then onwards, although in the Cambridgeshire fenland its
distribution is westerly rather than easterly and may
therefore equally relate to the utilisation of the River Ouse
and Cam to bring its products to markets. In the
south-eastern fen edge the competition from both Ely
wares and South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff
ware may have reduced its penetration of the marketplace.
Glazed pottery from the Brill–Boarstal industry in
Buckinghamshire also appears as a minor component in
many assemblages.

Prior to the commercially-driven excavations of the
modern era, one of the most significant published
assemblages of medieval pottery from the region was that
from Denny Abbey, on the fen edge north of Waterbeach
(Coppack 1980, 223–74). This report provides a large
corpus of pottery illustrations, with well-observed fabric
descriptions, but in the style of its time it has no
quantification of these types. Despite this, the information
warrants re-assessment. Table 6.6 provides a concordance
of major fabric names for Coppack’s work with their
modern equivalents, compiled following re-assessment of
the report and its illustrations alongside more recent data.

The published pottery was divided into a number of
stratified groups that the excavators associated with
documented campaigns of construction during the
lifetime of the monastic house. The first of these were
dated to the period AD 1159–1170 and the published
vessels consist of Ely ware, Hedingham ware, Developed
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Coppack’s (1980) fabric names Modern equivalent name and Cambridgeshire ware code

Shell-tempered ware Some Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT), but most (hand-made / wheel-finished) is Lyveden A ware
(LYVA)

Brown Gritty ware Ely ware (Spoerry 2008)

Light Grey Sandy ware Most are like Essex Medieval Sandy greyware / Fabric 20 (Cunningham 1985; Cotter 2000, 91–102). In
Cambridgeshire the terms medieval sandy greyware (MSGW) and Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares
(MEMS), also called Hedingham Coarseware (HEDIC), are used

Smooth Red ware Hedingham glazed ware (HEDI)

Grey Sandy ware This is in the Late Medieval Reduced ware (LMR) tradition, although geographical proximity and the close
similarity of forms suggests that the actual source is probably Colne, where a fabric fitting this description
was manufactured (CONLM).

Orange Sandy ware East Anglian Redwares (EAR) and possibly early Ely redwares

Table 6.6  Re-assessment of certain fabrics at Denny Abbey



St Neots-type ware and grey sandy coarsewares, at least
some of which were micaceous, and conform with early to
high medieval (e.g. Walker 2004) and high medieval
forms (e.g. Cotter 2000) seen in fabrics from both Essex
and, perhaps surprisingly, from Everton (Slowikowski
2011). The published dates thus appear too early for some
of the vessels shown, although not necessarily for others.
It is probably safest to suggest that the supposed AD
1159–1170 groups may not have been as secure as the
excavators thought and in fact those vessels may well be a
mix of later 12th- and 13th-century material relating to the
subsequent period of use, rather than all relating to initial
periods of construction. Subsequent groups were also
dated through association with documented construction
campaigns, this time to the period AD 1324–1342
(Coppack 1980, 228–30) and these comprise more
reduced sandy wares, Ely wares, including a glazed
handle with incised wavy line, of a form and glaze type
defined as Late Medieval Ely ware at Potters Lane
(Spoerry 2008); Hedingham and Brill glazed wares and
East Anglian Redwares, possibly Colchester types. These
vessels there seem correctly dated in the mid 14th century.

The Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including
Ely and Wisbech)
Pottery supply to the southern Cambridgeshire fenland
was dominated in this period by Ely wares, manufactured
at Potters Lane between the 13th and 15th centuries
(Spoerry 2008), however, there are significant variations
in the assemblage across the sub-region as a whole, with
influences from and contacts with supply and suppliers
from Huntingdonshire, Lincolnshire and Norfolk all
affecting the data.

Much pottery from Ely has been excavated and
reported on in recent years. In particular, excavations by
CAU, with pottery principally studied by David Hall, have
been published on work in both the upper town (West Fen
Road; Mortimer et al. 2005) and the riverside (Broad
Street; Cessford et al. 2006). In the case of the former
volume a long-running sequence from Middle Saxon
occupation onwards was investigated, with apparent
continuity through several centuries. This volume
tabulated statistics by sherd count and presented summary
information by phase (Hall 2005a, table 4.5, 66). For the
high medieval period this data is particularly useful as it
provides figures for both the 13th century and 14th
century separately, summarised here in Table 6.7. This
assemblage, developing as it does from several centuries

of earlier occupation, is presumably one that evolves from
the previous period and might therefore be seen as ‘early’
for the high medieval period. Besides the obvious
dominance of Ely wares, this data does perhaps indicate
how some sandy wares (perhaps including
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and Medieval Sandy
Greyware) declined in importance as time progressed
whilst glazed pottery from both Grimston and Essex
increased in market share. The later medieval floruit of
both glazed Grimston pottery and of the Colchester and
Mill Green wares from Essex was clearly being
represented here, and a slight increase in the amount of
unglazed pottery from Grimston and its surroundings
(Blackborough End-type ware) is part of the same change
in emphasis of supply to Ely, at the expense of more local
sandy pottery and perhaps also of Lyveden–Stanion
glazed wares. Another small site in this area of Ely at West
End (Spoerry 1999b and 2003), included a secure
13th-century assemblage that appeared to match that seen
at West Fen Road with Lyveden–Stanion glazed wares and
sandy pottery deriving from early medieval types
alongside unglazed Blackborough End vessels, besides
the 90% of the group that was made up of Ely wares, with
Grimston sherds in a subsequent phase.

In the lower town there are few opportunities to
observe earlier phases of the ceramic assemblage, as much
of the activity here post-dates the deliberate re-cutting of
the river channel to bring it closer to the town and the
Abbey, which had occurred by the 12th century (Hall and
Coles 1994, 136). Assemblages from sites at Lisle Lane
(Spoerry 1999a) and Jubilee Terrace (Spoerry 1995) both
provide indications that support the trends seen at West
Fen Road, although in both cases there is a total absence of
Lyveden–Stanion pottery (Table 6.8). At only 7kg these
assemblages are too small to be clearly representative,
although the amount of this pottery type was also lower at
Jewson’s Yard and Forehill suggesting that this difference
between the upper and lower town does appear to be real.

Quantification of pottery by sherd count was provided
in the Broad Street volume for CAU’s excavations in the
lower town (Cessford et al. 2006, table 2, 12). The data for
Forehill and Jewson’s Yard, alongside a summary for West
Fen Road, are reproduced here as Table 6.9. The former
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Pottery type 13th-century phase 14th-century phase

(N=4402 sherds) (N=2317 sherds)

EAR (incl all Essex
glazed)

0.4 1.8

GRIM 0.6 4.5

LYST 2.2 0.8

MEL 90.0 87.0

Sandy wares 3.9 2.5

UGBB 2.5 3.3

Other 0.5 0.1

Table 6.7 Two high medieval phases at West Fen Road,
Ely by sherd count (after Hall 2005a, table 4.5, 66)

Pottery type Lisle Lane; Periods 1
and 2 (ELYLL95)

Jubilee Terrace
Period 1 (ELYJT95)

(N=1.332kg) (N=5.453kg)

BRIL 0.5 0.2

DEST 5.9 0.2

GRIM 1.8 0.5

HEDI 0.1 2.4

LYVA 0.5 0.7

MEL 78.5 91.6

MEMS 4.0 0.1

MGF P 0.1

MSGW P 0.2

SCAR P 0.1

UGBB 7.4 3.2

Other sandy wares 1.3 0.7

Table 6.8 Earlier high medieval phases at two sites in the
lower town at Ely (Spoerry 1999b and 1995)



two sites both contained more pottery from other sources
than is seen at West Fen Road, with Grimston and Essex
glazed pottery making up a large part of the difference.
Other types present in substantial volume included both
sandy and/or micaceous greywares from Essex and
perhaps Cambridge, alongside ‘dark sandy’ pottery that
are probably unglazed Blackborough End / Grimston
products. Additionally, a wider range of regional imports
is present including pottery from Surrey/London and

Yorkshire, alongside tiny amounts of continental imports.
The lower town assemblage is more characteristic of the
waterfront of a medieval town, compared with that of West
Fen Road which is more parochial.

At Wisbech a few smaller assemblages have been
investigated in recent years, but no major excavations have
taken place. At Market Mews an important site was
excavated through thirteen horizons of occupation
interspersed with flood deposits (Hinman and Popescu
2012). Only the very lowest part of this sequence (which
was not bottomed) relates to the high medieval period and,
although the assemblage is small, it proved quite valuable
in confirming not only some of the key wares to be present,
but also in offering a small insight into the 13th- to
14th-century evolution of types (Table 6.10). Not
surprisingly Wisbech’s high medieval assemblage
contains a mix of pottery from both Cambridgeshire and
the area of west Norfolk adjacent to King’s Lynn, with the
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Pottery type Jewson’s Yard West Fen Road Forehill

(N=6703) (N=9238) (N=6233)

MEL 71.7 90.5 72.7

MEL-GRIM 1.3 0 0.8

GRIM 10.2 1.9 9.6

EAR 5.3 0.9 8.0

MSGW 4.8 0 0

UGBB 4.0 3.9 7.0

TOYN 1.4 0.1 0.2

YORKSW 0.5 0 0.2

BOUA/B 0.4 0.5 0.6

LYST 0.1 2.0 0.6

SURR P P 0

HERTG P 0 0

Imports P P 0.1

DEST or York P 0 0

Green glazed
reduced

P 0 0

BRIL 0 P 0

MGF 0 0 P

Table 6.9 Quantification from three site excavated by
CAU in Ely, by sherd count (after Cessford et al. 2006,
table 2, 12)

Pottery type Phase 2 (AD 1250–1350) Phase 3 (AD 1250–1350)

(N=0.175kg) (N=0.230kg)

EMW
(Norfolk)

14.3 0

GRIM 37.1 47

LMT
(Intrusive)

0 4.3

UGBB 34.9 21.7

MEL 13.7 24.3

SCAR 0 2.6

Typifiers UGBB cooking pots.
Highly decorated
Grimston glazed ware
jugs. Some calcareous
Ely ware

As Phase 2 but with both
decorated and
undecorated Grimston
jug sherds

Table 6.10 Quantification of pottery in high medieval
phases at Wisbech Market Mews (Spoerry 2012a)

Pottery type Wisbech Castle 2009

(WISCAS09)

Wisbech, Waterlees Road

(WISWAR10)

March, West End Road

(Spoerry and Fletcher n.d.)

(N=5.191kg) (N=1.994kg) (N=16.178kg)

BOUA/B 0.6 4.9 15.9

BRIL 2.3 0 0

DEST 2.9 1.6 0

GRIM 9.0 29.1 26.4

HUNFSW 3.2 0.8 0

LYST 0 1.5 6.1

LYVA 5.3 7.4 0.1

MEL 49.6 29.1 8.1

MGC 0 0 0.4

MSGW 0.3 0 0.3

SEFEN 0 4.3 0

UGBB 18.5 20.2 15.3

TOYN 8.2 0 2.0

Other sandy wares 0 1.3 11.0

Other finewares 0.2 0 0

UPG (unprov. Lincs glazed) 0 0 14.4

Table 6.11  Quantification of pottery in high medieval phases for other sites at Wisbech and March



earliest fabric being an early medieval ware of Norfolk
origin (like those at Castle Acre; Milligan 1982) and with
unglazed Blackborough End-type and highly decorated
Grimston glazed ware giving way to plainer Grimston
pottery later on. The Cambridgeshire component is
principally Ely ware. Other excavated assemblages from
Wisbech Castle and Waterlees Road confirm and develop
this picture (Table 6.11) showing that both
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and South-east Fenland
Medieval Calcareous Buff ware were used in the town,
alongside pottery from Northamptonshire and
Lincolnshire, but perhaps not including significant
quantities of pottery from Essex at this stage. Lincolnshire
products include Developed Stamford ware, Bourne
products and glazed vessels from Toynton All Saints.
Northamptonshire pottery is represented by small
amounts of Lyveden A and B wares (LYVA and LYST).

No excavated medieval assemblages from March
island consisting of anything more than a few sherds have
so far been recorded. With this in mind the author and his
colleague Carole Fletcher (CF) saw the opportunity to
assess a large group of pottery recovered from the site of
former medieval occupation at West End Road and now
held by March Museum, as very significant. Although not
recovered through controlled excavation, this large group
(16.178kg), containing many large fragments, offers
insights that are otherwise unavailable. A rapid
quantification and identification programme by CF
produced the data provided in Table 6.11. This
assemblage is much more like those found in Wisbech
than any found to the south in the remainder of the
Cambridgeshire fenland and, even then, it also has its own
unique aspects. Key amongst the latter is the very
significant quantity of fabrics from Lincolnshire; not only
from Bourne, but also from Toynton and in other as yet
unsourced glazed wares. Additionally, the range of sandy
wares, although containing sherds of probable
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, also included fabrics
similar to those seen in south Lincolnshire, including
possible Baston and Bourne A variants. Although not
listed on the table, there were also sherds of East Anglian
Redwares and shelly pottery probably from south
Lincolnshire. This site lies at the back of medieval
properties and close to the artificial cut of the River Nene
through March island. It is therefore at a pivotal position in
the system of fenland waterways where the Lincolnshire
fenland and the Nene system link in with the Ouse–Cam
system. It is perhaps not surprising that here there was a
great variety of pottery from different locations across the
region. Arguably the eventual sizeable medieval
excavation assemblage from March offers much to the
subject of pottery study in the region.

Assemblages from small rural places are in short
supply in the fenland. Dating evidence is, however,
available from a saltern site at Parson Drove that was
investigated as part of the Fenland Management project
(Hall 2001b, 439–45). Of the 1183 sherds recovered, 36%
were Ely wares, 29% were Blackborough End-type wares,
whilst 19% were from glazed Grimston vessels. These
totals are perhaps unsurprising; however, of the remaining
16% of sherds, fragments of glazed jugs from Bourne,
Brill, Hedingham, Stamford and Toynton, alongside
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware were all recovered. Any
assumption that such rural sites might not yield regional
imports is halted by this evidence. Instead, the inhabitants

and/or saltern workers were perfectly able to secure
vessels from a wide variety of locations, presumably
because there was ready access to these in the larger
settlements on the islands and siltland. This is perhaps an
indication that the waterways of the fenland made this a
more well-connected region than almost any other.

Huntingdonshire fen edge
Two small sites excavated in Ramsey High Street by CAM
ARC (now OA East; Fletcher 2004a and b) generated a
similar range of pottery types to those seen at Ramsey
Abbey (Table 6.12; Fletcher with Spoerry 2008; Spoerry
et al. 2008), with Ely wares most common this period and
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, Lyveden A and B
wares, Grimston glazed wares and Blackborough End
type ware (UGBB) present in lesser quantities.

A site at Harradine’s Farm, Woodhurst excavated by
BUFAU, generated another small assemblage but,
although this is dominated by Ely-type ware, it is not clear
how much of this is in fact Ely ware and how much is
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, which was previously
given this same identifier. Lyveden A wares were also
common and some probable West Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware (WCAMSW) was also recorded (Rátkai 2011c).

At the Permanex site in St Ives, 55% of the medieval
sherds were described as Ely-type ware (Thompson
2005), although subsequent recognition of Hunting-
donshire Fen Sandy ware as a separate product means that
this is probably a composite total of the two. Nonetheless
at Houghton, only a few kilometres downstream from
Huntingdon, a small assemblage of high medieval date,
but containing Potterspury wares and so most probably of
14th-, rather than 13th-century date, was found to be
dominated by Ely wares and Lyveden A ware, with
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware much less common
(Fletcher forthcoming b). In addition, there was a sizeable
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Pottery type Ramsey Abbey 1998–2002

(N=17.933kg)

BRIL P

DEST 0.5

GRIM 2.4

HUNCAL 12.8

HUNFSW 26.5

Lincoln SW 0.8

LYST 1.3

LYVA 20.6

MEL 28.3

MEMS 0.4

MGF 1.7

SEFEN 0.6

SCAMSW 0.7

UGBB 3.0

WCAMSW 0.1

Other SW 0.1

OTHER 0.2

Table 6.12 Quantification of pottery in high medieval
phases at Ramsey Abbey (Fletcher with Spoerry 2008)



component of Blackborough End-type ware. It is possible
that these assemblages represent a point in time after
which Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware had ceased to be
produced, or at least after which it was produced in bulk
and widely distributed. Huntingdon’s economic and
political decline from the later 13th century onwards is
well-attested from historic documents (Page et al. 1932),
and as obstructions in the River Ouse at Houghton,
together with other manors of Ramsey Abbey, were cited
as one of the causes, it is interesting to note that by the 14th
century there seems to have been less Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware travelling downstream of this point, and
more products from Ely and Norfolk present in
assemblages beyond these obstructions and within the
‘orbit’of Ramsey Abbey, which was the ultimate owner of
the newly successful town of St Ives.

A 1998 publication details the investigation of a
medieval fishing platform on the former site of Whittlesea
Mere in Holme parish (Lucas 1998). Study of the pottery
by David Hall identified it as spanning the 13th to 17th
centuries, but with the medieval assemblage being mostly
of 13th- to 14th-century date (Hall 1998). Although Ely,
Blackborough End-type ware, Grimston wares and
pottery identified as from Colne (much of which may well
have been Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware) were
common, the component comprising glazed Lyveden–
Stanion wares and shelly Lyveden A wares was largest.
Hall suggests that this indicates strong trade links between
the Rockingham Forest and Holme areas; and certainly

there is good documentary evidence for Yaxley, the larger
fenland port on Whittlesea Mere, having a specific role in
the trans-shipment of goods moved overland from and to
Northamptonshire and the fenland waterways. Coal still
reached central Northamptonshire by this route in 1628
(Hall and Harding 1985, 133).

Huntingdon
The three largest high medieval assemblages currently
available from the town of Huntingdon are shown in Table
6.13. The data include all pottery of ware types in use in
this period regardless of its actual stratigraphic phase,
however, in the case of wares that straddle adjacent
periods vessels have, where possible, been omitted when
they are clearly of earlier or later date. The data is thus as
robust as possible. Coarsewares are predominantly
represented by Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and the
relative lack of Ely-type wares is surprising. The variation
between the amount of Colne medieval ware between the
sites may in part be a failure to recognise this fabric at the
Town Centre and Walden House sites as it can be very
similar to some Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, but the
fact that it was still occasionally identified in those
collections provides a counter-assertion. The slightly
later, fine and sometimes glazed Huntingdon fabric
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware is also quite
common. Lyveden A ware is the second most common
coarseware, and these totals include small amounts of a
number of related shelly, sometimes oolitic, fabrics that
are also Northamptonshire–Buckinghamshire products,
some of which might originate at Olney Hyde and
elsewhere. Potterspury ware, current from the 14th
century onwards, is a regular component of the
assemblage later on in the period. Micaceous coarsewares
from Essex are rare, and other sandy greywares, some of
which might be Early Everton-type ware and some
probably of Essex origin, are slightly more common. The
Norfolk coarseware product Blackborough End-type ware
appears variable in its occurrence but is generally only a
minor element in the assemblage, as are other
Cambridgeshire sandy fabrics. The commonest glazed
pottery is Lyveden–Stanion B ware, although it is also
represented by some Ely wares and Huntingdon Late
Medieval Calcareous ware. Glazed finewares appear to be
primarily derived from the Brill–Boarstall industry and a
variety of Lincolnshire producers (Stamford, Toynton,
Bourne and Lincoln) alongside small quantities of
Grimston ware. Glazed pottery from Essex is surprisingly
rare in comparison with both rural and urban sites further
south in Cambridgeshire. Although the figures for
Cambridge in, for example, Table 6.2 are not a direct
comparison as they are a composite including some late
medieval data, the very high totals for Essex glazed wares
(East Anglian Redware) compared with those for
Huntingdon represent a very significant difference
between two towns barely 20km apart.

West Huntingdonshire
A few smaller assemblages have been included in
excavation reports, comprising both ‘grey literature’ and
publications. At Thrapston Road, Spaldwick an
assemblage of 352 sherds in total included a significant
high medieval component composed almost entirely of
shelly Lyveden A ware and Lyveden–Stanion glazed
wares (Spoerry 1996). The former was present in a
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Pottery type Hartford Road
(HUNHAR05)

Town Centre
(HUNTCR07)

Walden House
(HUNWHS05)

(N=36.629kg) (N=47.817kg) (N=26.534kg)

BOUA/B P 0.2 P

BRIL 3.5 4.0 1.8

CONM 12.2 0.9 P

DEST 0.7 0.3 0.9

EAR 0.1 0.2 0.1

GRIM 0.7 1.6 1.2

HERTS 0.8 0.1 0.1

HUNCAL 16.5 9.8 12.3

HUNFSW 13.9 41.4 39.9

Imports 0.3 0 0.1

Lincs glazed 0.6 0.1 2.1

LYST 8.9 8.6 25.9

LYVA 25.0 24.1 11.8

MEL 2.9 0.3 0.8

MEMS 0.2 0 0.7

MSGW 0 1.3 0.1

POTT 3.5 0.8 0.9

SEFEN - 1.5 0

SCAMSW - 0 0.1

UGBB 5.1 0.5 P

Other SW 4.2 0.8 0.6

Other/unknown 3.6 0.5

Table 6.13 High medieval pottery from Huntingdon as a
percentage of the assemblage by weight



number of characteristic forms including narrow-
mouthed shouldered jars with bevelled upright rims and
rounded and flared bowls with thumbed cordons below
the rim; both forms known from Northamptonshire and
the production sites.

As with the previous phase, re-assessment of pottery
published in Moorhouse’s report on pottery from Ellington
proved fruitful (Tebbutt et al. 1971). Other than around
20% being made up of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware
(Table 6.14), this assemblage was almost entirely
composed of fabrics from the Rockingham Forest
industries of Northamptonshire that lie due west of
Huntingdonshire, mostly shelly Lyveden A ware vessels
but also glazed jugs (LYST). To help current and future
researchers use Moorhouse’s report and his series of
illustrations alongside this corpus, Table 6.15 provides a
concordance of major fabric names for Moorhouse’s work
with their modern equivalents, compiled following assess-
ment of this pottery which is archived with CUMAA.

Additionally, a small assemblage from Buckden has
recently been published (Rátkai 2011a) and data from this
report have also been reviewed and presented in Table
6.14. As with Ellington, the Rockingham Forest products

feature highly (Lyveden–Stanion Glazed ware, Lyveden
A type ware and probably Oolitic Shelly ware). Major
medieval east-to-west aligned roads from the towns of that
region (Higham, Raunds, Thrapston), leading to
Huntingdon, the Great North road and the fenland ports,
passed close to Buckden and this conduit doubtless
encouraged the distribution of pottery here. This
assemblage also contains a minor ware with iron ore
inclusions (SANDFE) not so far seen elsewhere in
Huntingdonshire that, on geological grounds, is probably
also a Rockingham Forest product.

A further small assemblage from Church Street in St
Neots is also shown in Table 6.14. The sites shown on this
table all use slightly different terminology for sandy wares
but, even if that were not the case, they would illustrate
significant differences in such material across the upland
part of Huntingdonshire. The Ellington assemblage has
been re-assessed and fabric identifiers are now consistent
with those used elsewhere in this volume, with
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware being the main local
product (Table 6.15). The Buckden assemblage, despite
being from a site only 6km south of Ellington and being
remarkably similar in the volume of material there that
derives from the Lyveden–Stanion kilns, is marked by
other Northamptonshire coarsewares in the form of
Potterspury ware and an ironstone-tempered ware.
Church Street is characterised, however, by sandy wares
from the Everton kiln which are again present alongside
Lyveden products.

Prior to the commercially-driven excavations of the
modern era one of the most significant published
assemblages of high medieval pottery from the region was
that from the moated site at Wintringham (Beresford
1977), near St Neots in south-west Huntingdonshire. The
report provides a large corpus of pottery illustrations, with
well-observed fabric descriptions, but in the style of its
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Pottery type Ellington

Moated Site

(Tebbutt et al.

1971)

Buckden, High

Street/Silver

Street (Rátkai

2011a)

St Neots,

Church Street

(Thompson

2009)

(N=8.331kg) (N=1.558kg) (N=4.089kg)

BOUB 0 5.9 0

BRIL 0.2 0.1 5.8

ELEVER 0 0 21.7

GRIM 0.3 0 0.2

HUNFSW 19.3 0 0

LYST 15.0 12.2 0

LYVA 62.0 62.8 51

MEL 0 1.9 0

OSHW 0 2.5 0

POTT 0.5 5.7 1.6

SANDFE 0 6.4 0

SHW 0 0 10.2

SSHW 0 0 8.1

WCAMSW 1.9 0 0

Other 0.8 2.4 1.2

Table 6.14 Quantification of pottery in high medieval
phases for Ellington (material held in CUMAA) and
Buckden

Moorhouse’s fabric names Modern equivalent name and

Cambridgeshire ware code

Later St Neots types Developed St Neots-type ware
(DNEOT)

Harsher limestone gritted wares Lyveden A ware (LYVA)

Early medieval sandy wares Huntingdonshire early medieval
ware (HUNEMW)

Harsh sandy wares Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware (HUNFSW)

Lyveden-type jugs Lyveden-Stanion glazed (or B)
ware (LYST)

Table 6.15 Re-assessment of fabrics at Ellington moated
site (Tebbutt et al. 1971)

Beresford’s fabric names Modern equivalent name and Cambridgeshire ware code

St Neots shell-gritted (12th to late 13th century) Group A: Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT)

Group B: Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT) and Lyveden A ware (LYVA)

Group C: Lyveden A ware (LYVA)

Local sandy wares; reduced fabrics (13th to 14th century) Early Everton-type ware (ELEVER); reduced sherds. For fabric description and
forms see Slowikowski (2011)

Local sandy wares; oxidised fabrics (13th to 14th century) As above; oxidised sherds

Lyveden wares (early 13th to early 14th century) Lyveden-Stanion glazed (or B) ware (LYST)

Oxford ware (late 13th to mid-14th century) Brill/Boarstall type ware (BRIL; also OXAW OXAM; Mellor 1994a)

Table 6.16  Re-assessment of fabrics at Wintringham moated site (Beresford 1977)



time it has no quantification of these types. Despite this,
the information there warrants re-assessment. Table 6.16
provides a concordance of major fabric names for
Beresford’s work with their modern equivalents,
compiled following re-assessment of the report and its
illustrations alongside more recent data, particularly Anna
Slowikowski’s (2011) volume on Late Medieval reduced
wares. This volume publishes a series of fabric
descriptions and illustrations for several kiln sites for this
later ware, but this includes a significant component from
Everton, near Potton in Bedfordshire and adjacent to the
Cambridgeshire border. This early product dates to the
14th century and is thus not ‘late medieval and some of it is
in fact not a ‘reduced ware’, 12% of sherds being red or
brown and oxidised’ (ibid, 55). The series of forms, and
the fabric descriptions of the early Everton kiln products
and Beresford’s ‘local sandy wares’ are entirely matched.
With Wintringham being only 9km north of Everton, it is
no surprise that this later 13th- to 14th-century moated site
acquired a large proportion of its coarsewares from
producers located there.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
Data from The Still in Peterborough (Spoerry 1998a) is
presented in Table 6.17. Since this assemblage was
studied, knowledge of some of the types named at that
point has advanced. The Bourne-type pottery that was
included in the Bourne A and B ware totals in the statistics
is for the most part from Baston. Some of the Hard Sandy
ware (HSW) is Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and a
large component of the Sandy ware (SW) is either
Baston-type Oxidised ware (SLBTOX), where glazed, or
other early Baston or Bourne unglazed fabrics, as was
suggested in the original report text. A major change has
occurred with the Shelly pottery as the majority of Shelly
ware (SHW) and all of Shelly ware 2 (SHW2) is in fact
Peterborough Shelly ware. The remainder is Lyvden A
ware, while the Sandy Shelly ware should perhaps now be
termed Developed St Neots-type ware with quartz sand
inclusions (DNEOT (Q)). Of the oolitic fabrics, a south

Lincolnshire origin seems even more likely and some, if
not all, of Oolitic Sandy ware is clearly the Baston-type
product Baston-type Oolitic ware (SLBTOL). Overall the
assemblage from The Still has a lot in common with those
from Huntingdon (Table 6.13), although the key
difference is that the shelly coarsewares mostly derive
from different locations. Otherwise the dominance of
glazed pottery from Bourne and Lyveden–Stanion in
Peterborough echoes, albeit on a more substantial scale,
glazed wares from Brill, Lyveden–Stanion and
Huntingdon.

A variety of data of variable quality is available for
sites elsewhere in the rural parts of the Soke, although the
assemblage from Botolph Bridge offers a key rural
comparison to The Still, being only a short distance
downstream of the city centre on the south bank of the
River Nene (Spoerry 2015). At Botolph Bridge the key
type of pottery in this period is a group of variable Shelly
ware fabrics, including some Lyveden A ware, but thin
section and Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectoscopy
(ICPS) analyses now support the suggestion that the
majority of these types are pottery made locally in the
Soke of Peterborough and south Lincolnshire (Vince and
Spoerry 2015), these being classified as Peterborough
Shelly ware (PSHW). The fact that the third most
abundant type in Table 6.17 is glazed pottery from the
Lyveden–Stanion industry does, however, imply that
Shelly wares from these same kilns must still constitute a
reasonable part of those found at this site.

Bourne A and B type wares are the second most
abundant type in this period. It is likely that, as well as the
settlement of Bourne itself, other places nearby possessed
kilns making similar pottery; although the one place
nearby from which there are actual wasters – Baston – has
a recognisably different fabric. The Bourne industry has
been known for some decades (e.g. Healey 1969), but no
definitive and up-to-date publication exists, although a
re-appraisal of the fabric divisions is now available in
unpublished literature (Boyle and Young 2006). Earlier
assertions that Bourne A ware is a 13th-century type, with
Bourne B ware starting in the 14th century, are an
over-simplification and in any case the two wares are often
hard to distinguish. These two fabrics, along with
Healey’s Fabric C, are now all more correctly classed as a
single medieval ware. It is important to note here,
however, that the earlier dominance of Stamford products
had entirely ceased, but that the Lincolnshire component
in the Botolph Bridge glazed ware assemblage was
maintained through Bourne products. In addition, the
presence of Lincoln fabrics and material from Toynton
shows a wider contribution from the county. Cambridge-
shire’s contribution to the medieval assemblage is rather
insignificant in comparison, being composed of 1.56%
Ely ware and another c.3% from Sandy wares of mixed
origin.

Other fabrics, mostly small quantities of glazed
pottery, derive from the counties of Buckinghamshire,
Essex and Norfolk and they perhaps indicate there was
more regular transfer of goods with the counties to the
south and east, than with those to the north and west. It is
also possible that the presence of the south Lincolnshire
and north Northamptonshire pottery industries offered a
barrier to occasional supply of vessels to Botolph Bridge
from the industries of the rest of the East Midlands.
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Pottery type Phase 3 (AD 1250–1350)

(N=12.755kg)

BOUA/B & Baston glazed 29.2

BRIL 2.7

DEST 2.7

GRIM 0.4

Hard Sandy wares, incl HUNFSW 0.9

Kingston ware (KING) 1.1

LYST 19.2

MEL 0.7

Oolitic Shelly and Sandy wares
(OSHW / OLSW – SLBTOL)

0.7

SHW (mostly PSHW, some LYVA) 33.3

SHW2 now PSHW 1.4

SSHW incl DNEOT (Q) 1.5

Unknown and Other 1.7

Table 6.17 Quantification of pottery in high medieval
Phase 3 at The Still Peterborough (Spoerry 1998a, table 5,
62 – with amendments)



An assemblage of around 3kg of high medieval pottery
was recovered during excavations at Finkle Lane,
Whittlesey conducted by Archaeological Project Services
(APS) and this is the only useful group available from the
eastern fenland part of the Soke. Study of the pottery
(Boyle 2008a) concentrated on the more important late
medieval assemblage, although the high medieval pottery
also is particularly intriguing. As a group of only around
100 sherds this may be unrepresentative of the local
assemblage as a whole, however its composition is
striking insofar as 52% by weight is made up of glazed
pottery from Bourne and Toynton in south Lincolnshire
with most of the rest being glazed Grimston and
Lyveden–Stanion sherds. The lack of coarsewares is
notable and it must be that this group is specific, rather
than generally representative, but nonetheless the
concentration of pottery moved across the fenland from
nearby in Lincolnshire and further away in Norfolk,
alongside vessels from rural Northamptonshire, at the
expense of other more local types from Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough itself is of particular interest.

Three excavated high medieval groups from Maxey
have been studied. At Willow Brook Farm (Blinkhorn
2006b) the ceramic high medieval phase constituted
around 15kg of pottery. The assemblage contains some
Developed Stamford ware, but the phase is dominated by
Bourne and Baston wares at 70% by weight and these
include both glazed pottery, and unglazed jars in the fabric
Baston-type Oolitic ware (SLBTOL). The glazed pottery
is mostly classifiable as Bourne B ware by fabric, but
many of the forms look earlier than its supposed
14th-century start date. Sherds of Baston-type Oxidised
ware (SLBTOX) are present. Developed Stamford wares

make up less than 10% of the pottery from this phase,
which is still a notable amount considering that the
industry was in sharp decline in the first half of the 13th
century. Lyveden–Stanion wares only comprise a small
part of the assemblage at this time, despite being a
reasonably local source, and Peterborough Shelly ware
(PSHW) is similarly represented at around 7% by weight.

At West End Road (Blinkhorn 2006d) the high
medieval assemblage was around 9kg and the majority
(75%) of this was Bourne sandy wares, mostly glazed
vessels, with the rest being composed of Peterborough
Shelly ware, Lyveden A ware and glazed pottery from
Brill and Grimston. The dominance of Bourne-derived
vessels was at odds with the 12th-century assemblage
which was primarily composed of shelly vessels from
Peterborough and Northamptonshire.

A similar situation was recorded at Mill Road, Maxey
(Fletcher n.d) where the 12th- to 13th-century phase was
dominated by Peterborough shelly ware and some
Lyveden A ware and/or developed St Neots type ware,
constituting 43% by weight, alongside 28% Stamford
wares, whilst the subsequent 13th- to 14th-century phase
comprised at least 66% Bourne fabrics.

Excavations at Millstone Lane, Barnack produced a
sizeable assemblage of pottery in high to late medieval
types of 459 vessels (Young 2008), the most common
wares being Lyveden A and B wares (LYVA and LYST
respectively), Oolitic and sandy pottery from Baston
(SLBTOL and SLBTOX respectively) and Bourne
Fabrics A, B and C (BOUA and BOUB are the only two
codes used to date in Cambridgeshire). Thus, all three
centres supplied both coarse and fine fabrics, and all
produced some glazed vessels, principally jugs but also
internally glazed bowls at Bourne. Other vessel types
included bowls, a pipkin and curfews from Baston and
Lyveden. A number of further minor wheelthrown glazed
wares were identified by Young, but have not yet been
included in the Cambridgeshire corpus: Stamford Area
Light Firing ware with ironstone inclusions (SAMLFFE),
Stamford Area Light Firing ware with rounded quartz
(SAMLFRQ) and South Lincolnshire Light Firing Oolitic
with quartz (SLLFO) (ibid.). The first two appeared in
green, copper-rich glaze and the latter in a yellow (clear)
glaze with copper speckles. The names were assigned
owing to the general area where the author had also
observed them on other sites, but as yet no direct evidence
for manufacture is known. Glazed pottery from Brill,
Grimston, Lincoln, Nottingham and Toynton was also
found. Other coarsewares present included Peterborough
Shelly ware (PSHW) and Peterborough Area shell- and
Limestone-tempered ware (PASL). The overall
impression is of pottery supply from a large number of
local and regional producers, more so than other large
villages elsewhere, and perhaps because of Barnack’s
importance in the quarrying of building stone. This
observation is perhaps also partially applicable to
Peterborough and the western part of the Soke as a whole.
This area benefited from a geographical position where
major roads and waterways intersected – in this sense it
was very well-connected.
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Pottery type Botolph Bridge

(N=40.675kg)

SLBTOX 0.2

BOUA/B 13.3

BRIL 0.2

DEST 0.6

DNEOT 1.7

MEMS 0.08

GRIM 1.3

HEDI 0.02

LSW 1.5

LSHW 0.03

LYST 11.9

MEL 1.5

MSW 0.02

UGBB 0.02

SLBTOL 0.02

OSHW; possibly Baston 1.2

mainly PSHW 62.8

DNEOT (Q) 0.4

Sandy ware (incl SLBTOX and early Bourne) 2.9

TOYN 0.2

Table 6.18 Quantification of high medieval pottery at
Botolph Bridge (Spoerry 2015)



II. Interpretation
(Fig. 6.2)

South Cambridgeshire and the city of Cambridge
In the high medieval period the number of rural markets
expanded greatly, with new charters being granted in
Burwell, Caxton, Swavesey, Linton and Newmarket
(Suffolk), alongside a plethora of awards to places of
lesser status such as Balsham and Cottenham (Ridout
2000, 44). This network of market towns and market
villages would clearly have affected the means of
commodity distribution, with pottery being perhaps
increasingly sold there rather than distributed directly.
The open, principally arable and relatively flat landscape
of this part of Eastern England would offer few of the
barriers to movement afforded in hillier areas with
dispersed settlements. Pottery manufacture also started to
change with the emphasis being on bigger groupings of
potters in increasingly specialised communities,
supplying wider areas.

The assemblage in rural south Cambridgeshire in this
period appears to have been subject to a clear division with
the southern area being dominated by the products of
Essex coarseware kilns, whilst in the northern parts a
variety of more local producers were important, and these
components varied from place to place.

The Essex coarseware products were mainly intended
as greywares, although some vessels were in fact oxidised,
the generic type being known in Essex as Fabric 20
‘medieval sandy greywares’ (Cunningham 1985).
Published groups include material from Colchester
(Cotter 2000) and the Hedingham ware industry (Walker
2012). More often than not these Essex-derived fabrics are
also micaceous and this often allows for their recognition,
although the proportion of mica in these vessel fabrics
varies hugely. The data from sites in southern
Cambridgeshire does not always allow for the division to
be made between micaceous and non-micaceous fabrics
and thus in some assemblages there is a blurring between
Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares and Medieval
Sandy Greywares, or Medieval Sandy Coarsewares
(MSW) as the preferred terminology. Thus, the statistics
provided for these fabrics here should be used only with
some caution. The source of unglazed pottery from Essex
includes the Hedingham area kilns, alongside a brown
micaceous coarseware recognised as deriving from the
Mill Green industry. Reduced Colchester-type wares are
also known although they tend to be a little later.

In Cambridgeshire other greyware producers might
have been present; a large component of the coarseware
pottery from Cambridge being reduced, but where not
micaceous and not echoing published vessels from Essex,
this remains unsourced. It seems likely that some of the
coarsewares that are present in the town in this period were
made there, as there is documentary evidence for
manufacture off Market Hill, even if physical evidence has
not been found and the products have not been identified.
Another likely source of coarseware pottery is the area
around Everton in south-west Cambridgeshire, previously
the likely source of South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware. By perhaps the later 13th century a range of reduced
and oxidised sandy wares were present in sites in this part
of the county and similar fabrics and forms are indeed
known from vessels found in Cambridge. These groups of
reduced pottery at Cambridge may also include

Hertfordshire greywares amongst their numbers.
Examples of these vessels have been recognised from sites
in Cambridge, but other sites close to Hertfordshire have
not produced much evidence that these fabrics were
moved north-eastwards into Cambridgeshire’s rural
communities. It may be that sites in the right area have not
been investigated, although the presence of such pottery in
Cambridge alone could imply specialist supply overland
to the main regional market, without similar direct
distribution along the way.

Further north and west a number of local producers
interrupt the dominance of Essex greywares in the rural
sector. In the area around Bourn and Caxton two local
fabrics are known; West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
(WCAMSW) occurs in forms of 13th-century date and
later, whilst Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn
(CONCAX) is of the 14th century only. It is possible that
each of these producers supplied some pottery to
Cambridge, where orange and brown sandy wares are
known, but this is not confirmed. Along the fen edge the
Colne kilns were actively producing a soft, oxidised ware
in the 13th century, but this is only so far known as a minor
component of the Colne village assemblage itself, with a
larger component here being made up of Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware. This latter is also common at locations
such as Swavesey and, perhaps surprisingly, as far south as
Burwell. Along the fen edge the majority of the
coarseware assemblage is divided between this type and
Ely ware. This situation changes again in the very south-
eastern part of the fen edge where South-east Fenland
Medieval Calcareous Buff ware is common and
competing with Ely ware. In Cambridge, Ely ware makes
up one fifth of the high medieval assemblage but
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware has not so far been
recognised in volume there although it, and all other
Cambridgeshire-derived wares except for Colne-type
ware from Caxton and Bourn, have been recognised in the
town. Coarsewares from further afield include Lyveden A
ware, Hertfordshire greywares and unglazed reduced
wares from north-west Norfolk (Blackborough End-type
ware).

It is clear that the producers of Ely wares were
successful in delivering their product upstream to
Cambridge and in fact subsequent to the growth of the
Blackborough End-type and Grimston-type ware
producers in Norfolk, which replaced Ely’s earlier role in
supplying the growing markets of King’s Lynn, the Ely
potters probably looked to Cambridge as their primary
external consumers. The opening up of new river links
between the Ouse–Cam and Little Ouse systems, and the
creation of a common outfall into the sea at King’s Lynn,
also enabled the growing pottery production in north-west
Norfolk to develop markets in the Cambridgeshire fenland
and in the town of Cambridge. This was the basis by which
both Blackborough End-type ware and Grimston ware
pottery was able to penetrate into Cambridgeshire.

The relative lack of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware
in Cambridge may suggest that either the presence of local
wares of similar quality (which is guessed at but not
confirmed) or the dominance of supply from Ely, kept the
Huntingdon potters out of this market. Other factors that
might have prevented Huntingdon wares appearing in
Cambridge include the effect of the growing market town
of St Ives from the later 12th century onwards (owned by
Ramsey Abbey) and documentarily-attested complaints
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Figure 6.2  Pottery supply and major centres in the high medieval period (c. AD 1200–1350), showing key features
such as monasteries, markets and fairs. Scale 1:450,000



throughout the later 13th century that the borough
authorities in Huntingdon made regarding interruption of
access downstream, mostly through weirs placed in the
river by communities under the control of Ramsey Abbey
(Page et al. 1932, 123). Such factors may also have
prevented pottery from Bedfordshire and Northampton-
shire getting into Cambridgeshire via the waterways, but
in both cases there were also overland alternatives.

The glazed ware component in south Cambridgeshire
includes glazed intermediate fabrics such as Ely wares
and Grimston wares as well as true finewares. Both of the
former are more common in areas adjacent to the fenland
and in fact Lyveden–Stanion glazed ware also occurs in
this category, but it is only a minor presence and almost
absent in sites furthest south.

Grimston glazed pottery is more common in
Cambridge than in the rural sites away from the fenland,
but at places like Burwell, Longstanton and Swavesey it is
often more common than in the urban assemblage. This
must indicate that sale at market or through itinerant
middlemen following delivery off boats at Cambridge
may have been the means by which these pottery vessels
reached ‘inland’ south Cambridgeshire, but in contrast
they were delivered directly by boat to hithes in fen-edge
villages.

Essex glazed ware products that are present include
Hedingham and Mill Green finewares. The former ware
was already being manufactured at the start of the 13th
century and it is invariably present in these high medieval
assemblages. Sometimes it makes up a major component
of the pottery of this date, as is the case with sites at
Fulbourn Hall Orchard and Barrington Challis Green,
although in both of these cases the associations with
manorial properties may mean that there is a prestige
factor coming into play. Nonetheless there is also a
geographical factor to consider as it seems clear that
Hedingham finewares are relatively common in
assemblages from southerly parishes, but absent or only a
minimal component north of Cambridge. This trend
would tend to preclude water transportation as an
explanation for the presence of Hedingham products in
Cambridgeshire. Although circuitous, there is still a
theoretical route for this material from the Colne Valley
downstream to Colchester and around the East Anglian
coast into the fenland at King’s Lynn, thence upstream to
Cambridgeshire’s fenland ports. Such a journey is more
than 350km by boat and although lengthy, it is not great by
international standards. A relative lack of Hedingham
fineware in assemblages from King’s Lynn would,
however, tend to suggest that the seaborne route was not
greatly utilised. This suggestion has been confirmed from
recent work on assemblages from the town (S. Anderson,
pers. comm.). Data from the King’s Lynn Newland site
(Blinkhorn 2011a) and from Austin Street (Hall n.d.)
suggest that Essex glazed pottery, including Hedingham
wares, constitutes less than 2% of the entire medieval
assemblage there. On the face of it these data clearly
indicate that the coastal route was perhaps not adopted for
Essex redwares arriving in Cambridgeshire, although
without separation of northern and southern Essex types
this is not actually certain. Hedingham wares must
therefore have been mainly transported overland using the
line of a former Roman road that joins the Colne Valley
with Cambridgeshire at Worsted Lodge.

Mill Green ware does not appear until the later 13th
century and is not present in any rural sites in great
quantities, although there seems to be a difference
between the fen edge and some other parishes, with it
being virtually absent in the former area and sometimes
present in small quantities in other areas, but there is no
clear evidence for a trend from north to south. Mill Green
ware is also present in Cambridge, but in no greater
quantities than elsewhere. Mill Green ware was produced
much further south in Essex than Hedingham ware and
presumably had a different means of distribution on the
basis of the data from Cambridgeshire sites, that might
have involved secondary distribution from London.

East Anglian Redwares, including Colchester-type
ware, are very variable in their presence in the
assemblages and in part this may be temporally-derived,
with these types absent from primarily 13th-century
assemblages, and being a significant component of
14th-century assemblages from the southernmost part of
the county. The actual source of those East Anglian
Redwares found in Cambridgeshire is not clear, although
Colchester and Harlow products have been recognised. It
is likely that known producers from Hollesley and Ipswich
in Suffolk are represented, but this has not been properly
tested. Other as yet unknown kiln sites doubtless also
contributed. All of the known producers are, however,
positioned with access to navigable rivers and/or the
coastline in the southern part of the region and it would
seem logical to expect their distribution to south
Cambridgeshire to have been waterborne as the overland
journey was in all cases more than 70km. If this were the
case then there ought, perhaps, to be evidence for this in
the assemblages at the ports along this journey, principally
King’s Lynn and Ely. At Ely ‘Essex redwares’ represent
between 5% and 8% of the whole medieval assemblage
(Cessford et al. 2006, 12) which is lower than at
Cambridge where typically 20% of the medieval
assemblage constitutes East Anglian redwares (including
north and south Essex types).

Pottery from the Brill–Boarstall industry of
Buckinghamshire is an occasional minor component in
south Cambridgeshire’s high medieval assemblages.
There is more of it in more westerly locations and much
less on the fen edge, but its presence is very variable and it
perhaps represents the most common ‘import’ from other
regions that did not arrive by any direct supply route.
These decorated glazed vessels would perhaps have been
brought overland in small numbers, or by individuals on a
casual basis.

Imports from other parts of England and from the
continent are not common on any rural sites and tend to be
occasional. Like Brill–Boarstall pottery, they perhaps
reached most places as single items. Scarborough ware
and other, similar light-firing wares from Yorkshire may,
however, have been more consistently supplied,
presumably as a minor component in, or by-product of,
coastal trade in other goods. This may also be the case with
Surrey whitewares. Imported pottery includes occasional
sherds of North French whitewares, perhaps early
examples of Saintonge wares, and early Rhenish
stonewares such as those from Siegburg. Single examples
of each of these have been found on rural sites in all parts
of the county, but more examples are found in Cambridge
than elsewhere. There is no evidence for fen-edge villages
generating greater volumes of imports, despite some of
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them receiving sea-going boats and being ports in their
own right during this period.

The vastly expanded network of markets and fairs that
evolved during the period would no doubt have facilitated
sale and distribution of pottery vessels but the data is
perhaps not sufficiently detailed to show how specific
producers or industries were affected by, or took
advantage of, this state of affairs.

The Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including
Ely and Wisbech)
By the 13th century, Ely ware started to receive
competition from unglazed (and later glazed) pottery
producers in King’s Lynn’s hinterland. This regional
industry grew from a tradition that started in the previous
period when clamp kilns, producing Early Medieval ware
in the Norfolk tradition, were active at Blackborough End
but their products barely penetrated Cambridgeshire south
of Wisbech. From about AD 1200–1300, unglazed sandy
pottery, usually reduced, was being manufactured there
and at nearby Grimston, where this developed into the
well-known glazed ware industry by the middle of that
century, but also at other locations yet to be identified. No
definitively unglazed Grimston pottery is known from
Cambridgeshire, but examples of other fabrics within this
grouping do occur in the county. These unglazed vessels
(Blackborough End-type ware) appear to be an evolution
of the Norfolk Early Medieval ware-type and these
characteristically thin-walled dark sandy cooking pots,
with short wheel-made rims with an unsmoothed body
attachment, are found as a minor component in
assemblages across the Cambridgeshire fenland to
Huntingdonshire, with bowl forms also being distributed a
little later. Other than in the Wisbech area, however, the
unglazed wares do not appear to have been a significant
component in pottery use in Cambridgeshire and it is
likely that the movement of these vessels was a by-product
of other trade and transportation upriver from King’s
Lynn. Glazed Grimston wares are known across an even
wider region, with examples also occurring in almost all
high medieval assemblages of the upland areas. The
highly decorated high medieval jugs, particularly the face
jugs, were clearly individually desirable items and a
specialist product that had wide currency.

As has already been indicated, Essex glazed pottery
was less common at King’s Lynn than at Ely, implying that
it was most often moved northwards through the fenland,
rather than being brought in on coastal shipping. These
broad statistics may, however, hide differences in how
pottery from Hedingham, Colchester, Mill Green
(Ingatestone) and Harlow were distributed and it is
perhaps necessary to seek more data before this matter is
resolved. Excavated groups from King’s Lynn and
Wisbech from the high and late medieval periods suggest
that continental imports were relatively common at the
former (Clarke and Carter 1977; Blinkhorn 2011b), and
only occasional at the latter (e.g. Spoerry 2012a). Earlier
data from Wisbech is in short supply, whereas King’s
Lynn’s assemblage clearly included Rhenish, Flemish and
French pottery from early on in the sequence (the town’s
archaeology tends to start in the 12th century).

Pottery from Lincolnshire is a feature of the northern
fenland assemblages from the high medieval period
onwards, with vessels from Bourne, Lincoln and Toynton
being represented at March, and from Bourne, Toynton

and Stamford having been discovered at Wisbech. The
particularly large Lincolnshire component at West End
Road in March is discussed above, and this can be clearly
associated with March’s central position on the revised
and quickest outfall route of the Nene system after the late
13th century at the latest, which certainly had water links
with the Welland, and from which it is likely the River
Glen could have been reached. The Nene channel through
March island is artificial, and probably of early medieval
date, and this position would have been central to all traffic
plying the Nene system from King’s Lynn once the Well
Creek became the main link to the new outfall. As March
was well away from the most direct part of the Ouse–Cam
system, linking Cambridge and Ely to King’s Lynn, its
geographical closeness to Ely belied participation in an
entirely different transportation route. The lack of pottery
from Cambridgeshire and Huntingdonshire at March is a
product of these different trade links. The fact that the data
from excavations suggests that Wisbech did appear to
receive more Cambridgeshire-made pottery, particularly
from Ely, despite being further to the north, could also be
explained by movement downstream from Ely on the
Ouse–Cam, and then diversion up the Well Creek to
Wisbech, thereby avoiding March and the remainder of
the Nene system and its distribution networks. The data
from March does, however, derive from properties very
close to the quayside and may thus be an extreme example
of bias towards pots transported along this linking
waterway. In the rural northern fenland, the means by
which pottery was acquired and ended up being deposited
on settlement sites was perhaps different, as the Parson
Drove saltern illustrates – its ceramic assemblage was
dominated by coarsewares from Norfolk and Ely, but with
an enhanced level of glazed vessels, mostly from
Lincolnshire, compared with upland sites of perhaps
similar status.

Huntingdonshire
In the second half of the 12th century Huntingdonshire
Early Medieval ware (HUNEMW) evolved into
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (HUNFSW) for which
wasters have been recovered from excavations in the town
centre. This ware was also hand-made for the most part in
the early decades of the industry, and was at this time also
quite soft (low-fired) and possibly made in simple kilns
like its predecessor. Later vessels, both jars and jugs, are
clearly wheel-made and much harder fired. It has a fabric
akin to that of Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware, with
the added component of a medium quartz sand with a
slightly larger, rounded calcareous component giving a
fine white speckle to most examples . Early
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware jugs in particular
are characterised by bands of horizontal rouletting or
incised lines. Late jugs have handles with much stabbing
and/or thumbing, not unlike that of Ely ware with which
they have some similarity. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware is the dominant ware in Huntingdon and the
Huntingdonshire fenland from the later 12th century until
the end of the 13th century, or possibly later.

By the high medieval period, production of St
Neots-type wares had given way, at least in the
Northamptonshire/northern part of the industry, to a
further shelly ware variant (Lyveden A ware) and this
constitutes the largest component in rural assemblages
across the upland and the second largest component after
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Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware in Huntingdon at this
time. The glazed ware product of this same industry,
Lyveden–Stanion glazed ware (LYST), was also common
in all locations, being the most abundant glazed pottery in
both Huntingdon and the west of the county. In the St
Neots area the growth of the early Everton industry (Early
Everton type ware; ELEVER) a few kilometres to the
south shifted the assemblage away from domination by
Lyveden A ware by the late 13th or early 14th century.
Further unglazed pottery types are represented by small
quantities of Potterspury ware, made in Northampton-
shire from the 14th century onwards and found in
Huntingdon and western parts of the county, and
occasional micaceous sandy wares from Essex present in
all locations.

Good data from St Ives has not been identified,
although it is clear from small assemblages that both
Huntingdon and Ely wares were common, as were
Northamptonshire types. The picture here is probably
similar to that at Ramsey, but St Ives was very much more
well-connected and thus, where data is eventually
generated from large scale excavations, a greater volume
of English and foreign imports should perhaps be
expected.

Glazed wares in Huntingdon besides those from the
Lyveden–Stanion industry include pottery from Brill,
Grimston, Stamford, Toynton/Lincoln, Essex (all
producers) and Bourne, in order of magnitude. Ramsey
Abbey is similar, but with more from Essex and less from
Brill. Since Ramsey Abbey, through the cipher of St Ives
and its fair, provided the greatest (and successful)
challenge to Huntingdon’s dominance of local trade and
income generation in the 13th century, it is perhaps
intriguing to consider what the evidence from pottery
types might indicate in relation to this issue. The Ramsey
Abbey assemblage has a greater contribution from
products that would have been moved through the fenland,
and as it had some sort of stranglehold on river traffic
downstream of Huntingdon at various times, the two
might be related. The apparent lack of Brill pottery at
Ramsey, when compared with Huntingdon may, however,
be simply a result of geography. The presence of Brill
vessels in most assemblages in the west and south of the
study region does tend to suggest that these were brought
into most places as individual items rather than through
any mass movement of goods. Additionally, the presence
at Ramsey of much pottery actually made in Huntingdon
(Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and Huntingdon Late
Medieval Calcareous ware), tends to dismiss the idea that
there was some form of trade embargo or blocking taking
place. Without good data from Ramsey town, and
particularly from St Ives, this issue cannot be further
clarified but it remains a research avenue that requires
opportunistic and/or structured investigation as
assemblages become available.

The distribution of Early Everton-type ware from its
production sites around Everton might sensibly have
involved movement to the market at St Neots; the presence
of significant quantities of the ware in the town would
support this idea. As this fabric is also believed to have
been quite common in Cambridge, it may be, however,
that the movement of more vessels was by cart eastwards
along the Greensand ridge route directly to Cambridge
and its market. This raises the question as to how much the
network of market towns and rural markets was in fact

utilised by medieval potters to distribute their wares. As
Fig. 6.2 shows, by the high medieval period
Cambridgeshire as a whole was covered by a significant
number of places were markets took place. It is perhaps
fairly simple to see how pottery made at Everton might be
taken for sale at St Neots or Gamlingay. What of the
pottery made in the Rockingham Forest of Northampton-
shire (Lyveden–Stanion glazed ware and Lyveden A
ware), that appears to have been the utilitarian ware of
choice in upland Huntingdonshire, as at Ellington 8km
west of Huntingdon, for example? Would the potters, or
middlemen have taken these vessels to their local, easterly
market in Thrapston, or would the potters themselves or
hawkers have carted them eastwards, stopping at villages
on the way. Either suggestion is possible. The old
routeways of western Huntingdonshire lie like the rungs
of a ladder, all aligned north-west to south-east and
leading from the afforested west, along the natural ridges
into the open lands to the east and joining with the main
road south to London. Supply of ceramic vessels here
could have been one of the potters or ‘tinkers’ stopping in
the villages, or it could have been through these same
individuals visiting a range of market villages on different
days of the week to meet their customers. Did the owners
of the moated site at Ellington acquire them that way,
attending markets adjacent to the Old North Road at
Alconbury, or at Kimbolton to the south-west, or were
cartloads of pots taken past the villages, all the way to
Huntingdon, with individual pots bought there to be
transported back some kilometres? The latter alternative
seems least likely, but the answer is clearly one that can be
debated, but not proven.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
In the high medieval period the manufacture of
Peterborough Shelly ware continued and developed;
although there were also the final Developed St
Neots-type wares, which evolved into Lyveden A type
ware, as a further shelly pottery component. Peterborough
Shelly ware supplied most of the cooking vessels and
bowls that were used in the town as, by this stage, the
manufacture of Stamford ware in its wide range of forms
had ceased, leaving just glazed developed Stamford ware
jugs. From across the fenland, Grimston pottery reached
both the town and rural settlement, but it was very much a
minor presence in both. The most common glazed pottery
became the glazed products of the Bourne and Baston
industries (BOUA/B and Baston-type Oxidised ware), but
there were also many Lyveden–Stanion B ware glazed
vessels. Small quantities of glazed pottery from Lincoln
and Brill, and smaller quantities from Essex, London and,
probably, Yorkshire were also present but many of these
perhaps reflected other trade and personal contacts, with
vessels arriving individually, or as secondary cargoes,
rather than through primary distribution. Only the Bourne,
Baston and Lyveden–Stanion vessels perhaps reflected a
more deliberate form of marketing and distribution. The
Lyveden potters would have had to move their pots less
than 4km by track before loading them on to boats on the
Nene at Wadenhoe. From Stanion it was more than twice
this distance, and hithes on the Nene at Thrapston were a
more probable place for them to have been loaded. From
either point, the journey to hithes on spur lodes either side
of Bridge Street at Peterborough was doubtless extremely
easy. Similarly, the Bourne and Baston potters would have
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had direct access to small waterways such as the Bourne
Eau, leading to the River Glen. Although the exact route
from there into the Welland system is not certain, it being
in part determined by whether the Car Dyke was an
operating waterway at this time, this was no doubt
achieved, perhaps at Market Deeping, and then the Bourne
pottery could be moved on to Peterborough, probably via
Crowland, passing under the famous triangular bridge on
the way. The route to Peterborough from Bourne or
Baston sounds complex but in the fenland this was
probably an everyday exercise for many, rather than being
in any way out of the ordinary. The northern and western

parts of the Soke were even more heavily dominated by a
variety of fabrics, both coarseware and glazed, from
Bourne and Baston. Additionally, however, there were
also vessels from other south Lincolnshire producers of
shelly wares, of light-firing fabrics that were probably
from the Stamford area, and ironstone- and/or
limestone-tempered coarseware fabrics from north
Northamptonshire. The Cambridgeshire fabrics were not
represented in this complicated mix of pottery from other
producers in adjacent territories.
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Chapter 7. The Late Medieval Assemblage
(AD 1350–1500)

I. Evidence
(Fig. 7.1)

Introduction
The late medieval assemblage starts with changes to
existing fabrics and wares and ends with the first examples
of types that herald the transition to post-medieval
ceramics. In the west of the county the work of Moorhouse
(1974) defined Late Medieval Reduced ware (LMR) and
Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware (OSW) and more
recently Slowikowski (2011) developed understanding of
the individual producers of these wares and the range of
fabric and vessel types. At Huntingdon there is evidence
that Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware
(HUNCAL) continued well into the later 14th century,
whilst Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (HUNFSW) did
not. At Colne, the late medieval pottery was made in both
reduced and oxidised versions (formerly classed as
Fabrics A and B; Healey et al. 1998), conforming to the
Late Medieval Reduced ware and Late Medieval Oxidised
Sandy ware templates but in a recognisable fabric (Late
Medieval Colne ware; CONLM). Both are seen at the kiln
site but as yet only modest amounts of either have been
recognised elsewhere. Colne C ware, appearing by
perhaps the later 15th century, has again been hard to
recognise away from the kiln site. It is almost identical in
fabric, form, technology and decoration to Bourne D ware
and it has been suggested that it may in fact have been
worked on by a least one potter transplanted from Bourne
(J. Young, pers. comm.). Thin section and chemical
analyses enable these Bourne and Colne products to be
distinguished from each other (Boyle 2008a; Vince
2007d). At Ely late medieval pottery production
continued apace with revised vessel types, glazing and
decoration for Late Medieval Ely ware (LMEL; Spoerry
2008) and by the 16th century the first of the transitional
and post-medieval fabrics manufactured in the town were
appearing (Cessford et al. 2006, 46–75). The buff
Ely-type ware (SEFEN) made in the vicinity of Soham
probably continued to be manufactured into the later 14th
or early 15th century, although only in a finer variant, as
probably did the fabrics local to Bourn (West
Cambridgeshire Sandy ware; WCAMSW) and Caxton
(Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn; CONCAX),
neither of which is yet sufficiently well-known for a clear
sequence of development to be provided.

South Cambridgeshire
The volume of quantified data for late medieval pottery is
in surprisingly short supply in south Cambridgeshire,
indicating a focus area for future research.

An assemblage from the very start of this period was
recovered from excavations at Gransden Road in Caxton
(Connor n.d.). Activity spanned the 14th century and it is
impossible to separate fully the earlier and later parts of

the assemblage. Nonetheless Table 7.1 does probably
represent the situation after AD 1350 fairly accurately and
the over-riding impression is of the continuation of
dominance by the very local Colne-type fabric
(CONCAX), being characteristically produced as
undecorated jugs, alongside Shelly coarseware pottery
from the Rockingham Forest (Lyveden A ware). Both of
these types are found with examples of late medieval
reduced and oxidised fabrics, from Bedfordshire or
Northamptonshire producers, and not with the more local
Colne late medieval fabrics that echoed these traditions.

Also to the north of Cambridge at Boxworth High
Street (Fletcher 2008b) sherds of Late Medieval Colne
wares (CONLM) were identified alongside medieval to
post-medieval transitional Colne C type ware and East
Anglian Redwares, probably in a Colchester-type fabric.
At nearby Bourn (Spoerry 2004) late examples of the local
West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware were present alongside
Late Medieval Reduced ware.

The picture to the south of the district is rather
different. Three quarters of an assemblage of 15th- to
16th-century date from Hall Farm, Fulbourn was made up
of East Anglian Redwares, including examples likely to
derive from both Colchester and Harlow (Boyle 2008b).
Smaller groups from Challis Green in Barrington and
Mortimers Lane in Foxton (Bush 2011; Rees 2007) were
similar, with only occasional sherds not of Essex origin
(either Late Medieval Reduced wares or Oxidised Sandy
wares). At the Spicer’s Warehouse site in Sawston late
medieval pottery was also confined to just a few sherds
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Pottery type Caxton, Gransden Road
(AD 1350–1400)

(Connor n.d.)

Fulbourn Hall Orchard
(AD 1470–1550)

(Connor 2006)

(N=9.558kg) (N=2.842kg)

BRIL 3.9 0

EAR 5.0 (MGF) 78.3

CSTN 0 5.6

CONCAX 33.3 0

GRIM 0.3 0

HUNFSW 0.1 0

LYVA 40.5 0

LMEL 0.5 0.6

LMR 4.9 0

OSW 0.5 0

Sandy wares
(incl Essex)

7.3 0

Imports P 15.5

Other 2.2 0

Table 7.1  Late medieval pottery from two south
Cambridgeshire sites as a percentage of the assemblage
by weight
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Figure 7.1  Late medieval landscape (c. AD 1350–1500), showing major centres, routes and waterways.
Scale 1:450,000



(Anderson 2016), mostly Essex (possibly Hedingham)
type East Anglian Redwares.

A little Late Medieval Ely ware was recorded in the
later features at New Road, Haslingfield, however, again
the majority of late medieval pottery here was from Essex;
earlier on these are coarsewares from Mill Green, with
transitional redwares (perhaps from Harlow) arriving later
(Fletcher 2011a).

In conclusion, although there are clearly temporal
differences, with some medieval fabrics still dominating
in the later 14th century (both local and imported from
Essex) and moderate amounts of late medieval sandy
pottery from further west being recognised later on (Late
Medieval Reduced ware and some Late Medieval
Oxidised Sandy ware), it is perhaps the differences north
and south of Cambridge that are most striking. To the
south there is a real dominance by East Anglian
Redwares; perhaps from the Hedingham–Halstead area,
but more clearly from around Colchester and Harlow,
whereas further north these types are important but not
dominant, with more local pottery being present alongside
Late Medieval Reduced wares.

Cambridge
Although many kilogrammes of late medieval pottery
have been recovered from excavations in Cambridge, the
site reports in most cases do not separate this material
from pottery from the 13th to early 14th centuries. This
means that no statistics to support observations on
ceramic supply in this period are available from sites such
at Bradwell’s Court, the Grand Arcade or Hostel Yard at
Corpus Christi College. Data from elsewhere can be used
to provide a picture for the town, but none of it is entirely
satisfactory. An assemblage from the Brunswick site
beyond the edge of the medieval town provides some
figures (Table 7.2) but these include an uncertain amount
of earlier, residual material, from similar fabrics to those
current after AD 1350. Nonetheless, this data does

indicate that sandy coarseware producers were still a
significant component in the late medieval ceramic
assemblage, and the pottery in this assemblage appears to
include early Everton-type fabrics and others in the same
Late Medieval Reduced ware tradition, amongst others.
That aside, East Anglian Redwares are very prevalent and
these, where identifiable, tend to derive from Essex
producers, particularly Colchester and, to a lesser extent,
Harlow. Late Medieval Ely wares are the only other type
present in significant volume.

A recently excavated assemblage from Coldhams
Lane in Barnwell (Fletcher 2012) is, at less than 2.6kg, not
sufficiently large to provide useful statistics but
nonetheless it is worth noting that this group is dominated
by Late Medieval Ely ware (LMEL) and Late Medieval
Reduced ware. The Brunswick site includes both earlier
and later material and may not therefore be a useful
comparator, although it is worth noting that it does contain
a little early Everton-type sandy pottery (a Late Medieval
Reduced ware precursor) amongst its earlier types. Two
other assemblages from sites excavated close by are
different again. At Newmarket Road the assemblage is
rather like that from Coldhams Lane, being dominated by
Late Medieval Reduced ware, but is perhaps a little later as
it includes Transitional redwares and Raeren imports. At
Harvest Way there is very little Late Medieval Reduced
ware, but much Bourne D and Late Medieval Ely wares.
The variation in the late medieval pottery types at these
sites cannot easily be attributed to dating only and it seems
plausible that although Coldhams Lane is the earliest
assemblage, the pottery present at Harvest Way might
differ from this on the basis of other factors, perhaps
related to function, rather than solely on date.

The data covering the ‘whole medieval period’ in the
reports from Bradwell’s Court and the Grand Arcade do
include information regarding wares which clearly date to
the later centuries, as they do not occur much before AD
1350. These types, in approximate order of significance
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Pottery type Brunswick Site

(Fletcher 2011b)

Intercell House, Coldhams Lane

(Fletcher 2012)

Harvest Way

(Fletcher 2015a)

132–136 Newmarket Road

(Fletcher 2016)

(N=1.995kg) (N=2.511kg) (N=7.479kg) (N=5.873kg)

BOND 0 8 38.7 0.8

EARSG 0.3 0 0.5 0

CONLM 1 0 0 0

CSTN 0 0.4 4.9 4.1

DUTR 1.3 1 0.2 0

EAR 18 10 12.7 8.5

HERTG 0 5 0.2 0.2

HUNCAL 0 0 0.2 0

LMEL 5.8 27.9 31.7 0.8

LMR 5.8 47.6 2.8 57

LMT 0 0 0 0.3

OSW 0.8 0 0 0.9

RAER 12.4 0 6.3 9.5

TUDG 24.9 0.1 0.1 0.2

Transitional redwares 29.7 0 1.6 17.7

Table 7.2  Late medieval pottery from sites in Barnwell, Cambridge as a percentage of the period assemblage by
weight



by volume in the assemblages, include Surrey ‘Border
wares’, Sgraffito ware, Hertfordshire glazed ware,
Siegburg stonewares, Bourne D ware and Potterspury
ware. Added to these are pottery types that continue on in
the assemblage from the preceding period including
glazed vessels from Grimston, Lyveden–Stanion,
Yorkshire, Brill and Toynton (Cessford with Hall 2007b,
tables 19 and 20, 307–8).

Tables from excavations in Cambridge by the CAU do,
where possible, also quantify the early post-medieval
period pottery. This includes various fabrics manufactured
at Ely in the 16th to early 17th centuries alongside
coarsewares that are for the most part from the latter stages
of the Late Medieval Reduced ware industries of
Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire (e.g. The Grand
Arcade and Bradwell’s Court; Cessford and Hall 2007a,
table 12, 77; Cessford and Hall 2007b, table 20, 307–8).
The Ely redwares can sometimes be hard to separate from
some similar fabrics made at, for example, Harlow,
meaning that some data is doubtless mixed, but
nonetheless the data is significant and it tells of Ely’s
dominance in the Cambridge ceramic market after AD
1500, but not surprisingly this was alongside an uncertain
number of other redware vessels from Essex. This
recognition of Ely’s post-medieval redwares, following
investigation of waste material at the production site
(Cessford et al. 2006), is one significant change to the
view of the town’s assemblage presented in the last
published summary on the subject (Edwards and Hall
1998). The latter paper sensibly avoided giving a single
view on the source of the large volume of early post-
medieval redwares published there and most would now
be recognised as deriving from Ely.

The paper by Edwards and Hall also reported on late
medieval pottery, providing examples of reduced wares,
Ely and Colne pottery, Sgraffito ware and Colchester-type
vessels (ibid., 157–62). The first of these was not
provenanced, although similarities with Norfolk (Barton
Bendish) and Northamptonshire (Higham Ferrers)
reduced ware products were acknowledged. Under-
standing of the subject has advanced since then (e.g.
Slowikowski 2011) and it would seem likely that the Late
Medieval Reduced ware producers to the west were the
more likely source (these include Higham Ferrers). As
detailed elsewhere in this volume, the (Cambridgeshire)
sgraffito vessels appear to derive from Essex, probably
Colchester, whilst late medieval Ely products and Colne
wares are now better understood (Hall 2001a; Spoerry
2008 and this volume). Edwards and Hall were not able to
recognise Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, however, as
it has only been recently defined, although a distinctive
dog-tooth decorated sherd of a vessel in this ‘hard sandy
fabric with white grits’ (Edwards and Hall 1998, 158) was
in fact published.

Complete vessels recovered from Cambridge, dating
to this period and held by CUMAA, tend to be made in the
Ely, Essex and Late Medieval Reduced ware industries, in
that order of occurrence.

Cambridgeshire fen edge
Excepting the assemblage from Cloverfield Drive in
Soham (Table 7.3), most groups of this period available
for study are quite small even where, as at Swavesey, they
follow substantial occupation that has yielded much larger
groups for earlier centuries.

At Manor Farm, Colne, occupation appeared to extend
from the high medieval into the late medieval period
(Gane with Clarke, forthcoming). A modest assemblage
of pottery was associated with the latter (0.964kg), of
which almost 90% by weight was in late medieval Colne
fabrics and the remainder was Late Medieval Ely ware
along with a small fragment of a Surrey White ware. This
group is probably late 14th century in date but shows real
change from the preceding phase when Huntingdon and
Lyveden–Stanion products were most common.

At Blackhorse Lane in Swavesey (Fletcher and
Spoerry forthcoming) the principal late medieval fabrics
recorded at the end of a long excavated sequence were
Late Medieval Ely ware and Late Medieval Colne ware
(CONLM). Essex-type redwares dominated the late
medieval contexts at Brown’s Yard, Burwell (Blinkhorn
2006c) with other late medieval oxidised wares likely to
be coarser material from Colchester as they were too early
to represent gritty pottery of Ely origin. Excavations by
BUFAU at Longstanton produced almost 60kg of
medieval pottery, however, less than 1.5kg was late
medieval (Anderson 2015; Fletcher 2008a), echoing the
situation at Swavesey. This assemblage was skewed by the
presence of a complete Late Grimston glazed jug, but if
this is removed from the data it is dominated instead by
what Anderson terms Late Medieval and Transitional-
type (LMT). This definition was originally applied to
vessels from Norwich (Jennings 1981) and in this
instance, as Anderson rightly points out, the actual
provenance of the pottery in question is likely in this case
to be different, identifying part of the group as ‘LMTE’,
probably from Hedingham in Essex. These are therefore a
fine, micaceous variant of East Anglian Redware. The
remainder of the LMT may well be other Essex fabrics,
but some could be early redwares from Ely. The only other
fabric dated to this period at Longstanton is Bourne D
ware.

Most of these assemblages included a very small
number of sgraffito redware sherds amongst their
Essex-type fabrics, which are also usually present in
groups further south in the county. As indicated elsewhere
in this volume, ‘Cambridgeshire’ Sgraffito ware has now
been petrologically and chemically associated with Essex
redware products and thus it should be renamed. This
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Pottery type Soham, Cloverfield Drive

(N=31.676kg)

Bourne 2.9

EAR 56.1

CONLM 0.8

GRIM 9.4

LMEL 14.7

LMR 0.8

SEFEN 13.3

Sandy wares 0.6

Imports 0.4

Other 1.1

Table 7.3 Late medieval pottery from Soham, on the
Cambridgeshire fen edge as a percentage of the
assemblage by weight (after Hatton and Macaulay 1999;
Mortimer 2005a)



result was perhaps already expected by researchers in the
field (e.g. Hall 2001a, 6). It is invariably found in
association with large quantities of other pottery from
Colchester and other Essex producers, has a visibly
similar fabric and the technique is known in redwares
from Colchester (Cotter 2000, 166).

At Willingham High Street (Blinkhorn 2008a) the late
medieval phase was represented by Oxidised Sandy wares
that might in fact have been gritty redwares made in Ely
(BELGRIT) rather than pottery from counties to the west,
alongside Late Medieval Reduced wares and Bourne D or
Colne C type ware. This group appears to be late in the
period. Likewise, at Kingfisher Drive, Burwell (Cooper
2008) there was a hiatus between the high medieval
assemblage and late medieval to transitional activity,
which involved the deposition of East Anglian Redwares,
Bourne D or Colne C type ware and Ely redwares
alongside Ely ‘Babylon’ Cistercian-type ware.

At Cloverfield Drive in Soham (Table 7.3; Fletcher
2006b and 2007), with the decline/end in manufacture of
the local type South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous
Buff ware (SEFEN), the assemblage is dominated by East
Anglian Redwares, most probably from south Essex
producers. Other late medieval Cambridgeshire products
are indeed present (Late Medieval Ely ware), as is
Grimston glazed ware from Norfolk, but it is surprising
how dominant the Essex material is in this assemblage.

As outlined in the section on the previous period, one
of the most important publications prior to the 1990s was
of pottery from Denny Abbey, on the fen edge north of
Waterbeach (Coppack 1980). This report provides a large
corpus of pottery illustrations, with well-observed fabric
descriptions, as re-defined in Table 6.6 but, in the style of
its time, it has no quantification of these types. As has
already been outlined, the groups published as securely
dated to AD 1159–70 may in fact be a mix of later 12th-
and 13th-century pottery. Subsequent groups were also
dated through association with documented construction
campaigns, this time to the period AD 1327–42 (ibid.,
228–30) and the vessels there seem correctly dated. A
further group of vessels was dated to the first quarter of the
16th century on account of the presence of Beauvais
slipware, early Raeren stoneware and Cistercian wares.
The group otherwise consists almost entirely of a Late
Medieval Reduced ware fabric, alongside oxidised orange
vessels that certainly include much East Anglian
Redware, but might also contain examples of early Ely
redwares. It is possible that both the reduced and oxidised
pottery also includes examples of Colne products.

Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including Ely
and Wisbech)
(Fig. 7.2)
At Ely the problems in separating the high medieval
assemblage from the late medieval assemblage, as
outlined for Cambridge in earlier text, are present but less
acute. As noted in the publication of excavations close to
the river ‘in the 14th and 15th centuries the pottery used
continued to broadly follow the pattern of the 12th to 13th
centuries... Ely ware dominates... with a few imports,
principally Grimston ware’ (Cessford et al. 2006, 30).

Useful quantification data based on sherd count is
available for the 15th century at West Fen Road in the
upper town (Hall 2005a, table 4.5, 66). If the clearly
residual fabrics are removed from the calculations, it is no

surprise that Ely wares (medieval and late medieval
fabrics) make up 85% of the assemblage (Table 7.4).
Grimston is the most common other type at 4.7% and this
is followed by East Anglian Redwares at 3.3% and Bourne
D ware at 2.5%. No other pottery type was present at much
more than 1% of the total. The dominance of the town’s
own producers is no surprise, although the apparent
absence of other producers from locations to the west
(Colne, Huntingdon also in the fenland, and the Late
Medieval Reduced ware and Late Medieval Oxidised
Sandy ware industries further away) is perhaps surprising.

As outlined for the previous period, a large group of
pottery recovered from the site of former medieval
occupation at West End Road and now held by March
Museum, although not recovered through controlled
excavation, offers insights otherwise unavailable for the
assemblage in that town. As no stratigraphic information
was forthcoming the assemblage can only be broken down
by ceramic period, meaning that wares whose occurrence
spans periods are either over-represented or not present
unless an arbitrary apportionment is made. Data are
therefore provided in Table 7.4, but it is clear that at March
glazed pottery from Grimston and possibly from
Lyveden–Stanion, is under-represented, and in addition
some glazed pottery from Toynton might be expected. The
figures given do clearly identify Bourne as the primary
supplier of pottery to this site on the bank of the River
Nene at March, with pottery from further west in
Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire (Late Medieval
Reduced ware, Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware,
Potterspury ware and probably Late Lyvedon–Stanion
Glazed ware) also being important. North
Northamptonshire and south Lincolnshire supplied
almost this entire late medieval assemblage. Vessels from
the former area may have been brought nearly the
complete distance down the Nene, or they may have been
moved overland to the fen edge port at Yaxley, whereas the
Bourne and Toynton vessels would have been moved the
whole distance via the fenland waterways linking the
rivers Glen, Welland and Nene.
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Pottery type March, West End Road
(Spoerry and Fletcher n.d.)

Ely, West Fen Road
(Hall 2005a)

(N=9.814kg) (N= 621 sherds)

BOND 71.2 2.5

BRIL 0 0.2

EAR 1.0 3.3

GRIM 0.8+ 4.7

LLYST P 0.5

LMEL 2.4 86.7

LMR 20.1 0

OSW 4.2 0

POTT 0.2 0

SCAR 0 1.3

TOYN P 0.3

Other 0.1 0.5

Table 7.4  Late medieval pottery from West End Road
in March as a percentage of the assemblage by weight,
and from West Fen Road in Ely, as a percentage of the
assemblage by count



Excavations at sites in the centre of Wisbech usually
encounter an exceptional sequence of occupation
episodes interleaved with flood silts, in places known to be
more than 2.5m deep. As indicated in the section for the
previous period, a site at Market Mews produced pottery
that had been sealed within this sequence (Spoerry
2012a). A similar sequence was recorded at a site at New
Inn Yard (Fletcher 2008c) and Fig. 7.2 shows how the
dating of these two assemblages inter-relates.

At Market Mews the stratigraphic sequence enabled
some key observations regarding ‘ceramic periods’for the
site, and with implications for the town as a whole, to be
suggested. These are outlined in Table 7.5. The
occurrence statistics for these phases are given in Table

7.6, but in this instance the residual and intrusive wares
have been included in the figures. In comparison with
West End Road, March, for example, there is much more
pottery from Cambridgeshire (Ely wares), with
Lincolnshire types, except for some Lincoln and Toynton
glazed pottery in Phase 4, being represented by only
Bourne D ware after c. AD 1470. This assemblage
includes modest quantities of pottery from elsewhere in
England (Scarborough ware and Tudor Green from
Surrey), and the fact that Wisbech was a port town is
represented by foreign imports (an olive jar from Iberia,
Dutch redwares and Langerwehe stoneware from the
Rhineland).
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Figure 7.2  Pottery recovered from deeply stratified trenches at New Inn Yard and Market Mews, Wisbech
by half-century (in grammes)

Phase Pottery assemblage date range Main identifiers Key dating horizons

1 One sherd only After 1200

2 AD 1250–1350 UGBB cooking pots; highly decorated Grimston glazed ware jugs; some
calcareous Ely ware

After 1250

3 AD 1250–1350 As Phase 2 but with both decorated and undecorated Grimston jug sherds

4 AD 1350–1450 UGBB cooking pots dominate; less Grimston and Ely, and jugs not highly
decorated; OSW jug sherds appear

After 1350

5 Two sherds only

6 AD 1350–1450 Grimston jugs more common (one complete) and fewer UGBB cooking
vessels. More Ely ware including a whole storage vessel.

7 around AD 1450? Ely ware bowls of both medieval and late medieval style; bowls in other
fabrics (MEMS, LMT)

After 1450

8 around AD 1450? Less Ely ware, more Grimston glazed jugs and UGBB cooking vessels;
Bourne D

9 AD 1450–1500 Grimston ware drinking jug; LMT bowl; Ely ware almost absent; UGBB

10 AD 1350–1500 One Orange Sandy ware vessel

11 AD 1470–1600 Bourne D ware; Cistercian ware; imports After AD 1470

12 AD 1450–1550 More parochial version of Phase 11

Table 7.5  The ceramic sequence from Market Mews in Wisbech



Phase 4 was dominated by sherds from several
Blackborough End-type ware (UGBB) cooking pots, with
Grimston jugs and Ely ware jug and bowl sherds also
present. A few sherds from glazed Orange Sandy ware
jugs may suggest a date after the mid 14th century, a point
that may be reinforced by the lack of highly decorated
Grimston jug sherds.

Phase 6 contained two complete vessels, a large Ely
ware storage vessel (crushed) inside which a late
Grimston glazed jug was placed on its side (as illustrated
on the front cover of this book). The presence of these two
vessels has skewed the quantification figures for this
phase, but it is worth noting that the three most common
fabric types have not changed. In addition, several
metallic objects were also found within the larger pot,
these being a copper alloy bell, a composite barrel padlock
and part of a copper alloy vessel. These had all been
dumped, or placed, within a wood-lined drain which had
also received large amounts of the waste products from
various metalworking process including iron smelting,
smithing and, most commonly and most interestingly,
secondary copper alloy smelting and casting.

Phase 7 saw the appearance of Norfolk-type Late
Medieval and Transitional ware (LMT), although this is
mostly one large bowl sherd with an internal glaze under
thick limescale. This type may indicate a mid
15th-century date, but the rest of the assemblage does not
necessarily support that. Bowls are more prevalent than in
any other phase, with sherds from perhaps nine vessels in
Ely ware, including types that, from the small amount of
work executed on the kiln site assemblage, appear to be
both 13th–14th-century and 14th–15th-century in date.
Cooking vessels, all in Blackborough End-type ware, and
Grimston ware jugs were also present. Fragments of a jug

and bowl in smooth Essex micaceous redware Fabric 40
(Cunningham 1985) may point to a date after AD 1450 for
the last deposition in this phase, which otherwise appears
rather mixed.

Phase 8 saw the arrival of a small amount of Bourne D
type ware, believed to be first manufactured around AD
1430 (Healey 1969). A few sherds of a Spanish Olive jar
are the first imports seen in the site assemblage. Vessels
were again mostly Blackborough End-type ware cooking
pots and Grimston jugs, with Ely ware and Blackborough
End-type ware bowls also present. This assemblage is
likely to date from the mid to late 15th century.

A virtual absence of Ely ware in Phase 9 is the main
change to that which preceded it, although this may
continue a trend already started in Phase 8. Almost all of
the pottery is from Blackborough End-type ware cooking
pots and Grimston glazed jugs, but with a little LMT also
present. This group does not appear very different in date
to that of Phase 7. The complete base of a small drinking
jug in a Grimston fabric is a type not seen elsewhere on the
site.

Phase 10 constituted 35 sherds from one Orange
Sandy ware jug, dating broadly to the period AD 1350–
1500, but perhaps, on stratigraphic grounds, to the second
half of the 15th century. This fabric type is of uncertain
source (but may well derive from kilns in the Rockingham
Forest industry, and/or from further afield, perhaps from
Essex.

The sudden appearance of Cistercian ware (AD 1470
onwards, but usually a little later) alongside much Bourne
D ware (post-AD 1450) and Orange Sandy ware (a
‘transitional’ type at several locations in the eastern
counties) points not only to a later date but also to a change
in ceramic supply in Phase 11, and possibly also in the
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Pottery type Phase 2

AD 1250–1350

Phase 3

1250–1350

Phase 4

1350–1450

Phase 6

1350–1450

Phase 7

c. 1450?

Phase 8

c. 1450?

Phase 9

1450–1500

Phase 11

1470–1600

Phase 12

1450–1550

BOND 3.0 37.1 27.0

CSTN 14.2

DUTR 2.2

EAR 1.1

EMW 14.3

MEMS 8.9

GRIM 37.1 47 7.3 20.6 14.3 26.9 40.5 33.0 11.0

HEDI 0.7 1.2

LANG 0.9

LINCS 3.8

LMR 0.5

LMT 4.3 2.8 0.1 14.6 4.0 6.2 26.0

MEL 13.7 24.3 15.5 69.2 31.2 19.9 2.8 2.3 2.2

OLIVE 2.1

OSW 1.9 0.1 0.1

SCAR 2.6 0.2

SSHW 0.3

TUDG 0.1

UGBB 34.9 21.7 68.7 9.8 31 44.8 52.7 1.3 32.3

Unknown 0.3 2.7 0.8

Table 7.6 Medieval pottery from Market Mews in Wisbech as a percentage of the phase assemblage by weight



activities taking place on the site. The storage and
consumption of liquids, mostly ale, seem to be well
represented in this phase and not before, although this is
symptomatic of general changes in habits in society and
may not be site-function specific. A date shortly before
AD 1500 is the earliest possible with the ‘Phase’including
types dating to the 16th century but no later. The
appearance of cisterns is the main change in vessel type,
these being almost all of Bourne D type ware, whilst cups
and other drinking vessels are mainly in Cistercian ware
but with a small amount of Langerwehe from the
Rhineland also present. A comparative absence of
cooking pots is not just a function of the demise of the
Blackborough End-type ware industry, but echoes the
general trend in late medieval to post-medieval
assemblages.

At New Inn Yard in Wisbech, Phase 3 dated to the
period after AD 1470, but may have included contexts
spanning 50 years or more, however, it was rather larger
than most of the assemblages from Market Mews
(Fletcher 2008b). Despite some problems with levels of
residuality it was clear that this phase was still dominated
by Bourne D ware, with the only other medieval type
continuing to be supplied being Late Medieval Ely ware.
This does not contradict the information from Market
Mews, although the comparative lack of other pottery
types is unexpected. The Bourne D and Late Medieval Ely
wares were soon replaced by the first of the early
post-medieval Ely products, transitional redwares
(BELGRIT) and Babylon blackware. These were present
alongside a great deal of Cistercian-type ware (20% of the
assemblage by weight), imported from the northern part of
England.

Huntingdonshire fen edge
The excavations at Ramsey Abbey did not produce a large
assemblage for this date, with only a group of Bourne D
sherds and single sherds of Late Medieval Ely ware and
Late Medieval Reduced ware being definitely dated to the
period (Fletcher with Spoerry 2008). Elsewhere in the
town a small assemblage at 46–48 High Street produced
Bourne D type and transitional micaceous East Anglian
Redware sherds (Fletcher 2004a), whilst at 96–98 Great
Whyte, an area of settlement of former wetland following
late medieval town expansion generated about a
kilogramme of pottery constituting Late Medieval Ely
ware, Bourne D type ware and a fragment of a Saintonge
import (unglazed) from South-Western France (Spoerry
2005b).

A seminal paper defining the range of forms of both
Late Medieval Reduced ware-type and Late Medieval
Oxidised Sandy ware-type pottery was published by
Moorhouse (1971) on pottery from Sawtry. This group
appears to be very late in the period, being associated with
Raeren and Cistercian ware vessels of the late 15th to mid
16th centuries and containing clearly later Late Medieval
Reduced ware forms including a two-handled pipkin
known from Higham Ferrers (Hall 1974) and it includes
sherds that can now be recognised as Bourne D type ware,
or possibly Colne C ware, ‘white slip-decorated jugs’
(Moorhouse 1971, 82). Although the Late Medieval
Oxidised Sandy ware vessels have some similarities with
products now recognised as locally produced at Ely
(Cessford et al. 2006) there are many more similarities
with pottery from kilns at Glapthorn in Northamptonshire,

close to Higham Ferrers, and it seems probable that all of
these vessels were transported eastwards from
Rockingham Forest to Sawtry on the fen edge. Late
medieval pottery from the Whittlesey Mere fishery (Hall
1998) appears to have been both Late Medieval Reduced
ware-type fabrics and East Anglian Redwares, but the lack
of Oxidised sandy wares, of either Ely or Northamp-
tonshire origin may suggest a slightly earlier date for this
assemblage compared to that at Sawtry.

An assemblage from a site at East Street, St Ives (T.
Fletcher 2008) is probably fairly early in the period with
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware still present,
but alongside late medieval products from
Cambridgeshire’s other potteries (Table 7.7). This
includes Bourne-type ware that is usually given a
start-date of around AD 1430, but, as suggested by Jane
Young (pers. comm.) following her extensive work on
Lincolnshire fabrics, this ware may well have been
manufactured rather earlier.

Finds of complete late medieval vessels held by the
Norris Museum (NM), St Ives include a metal-copy
baluster jug in an Essex redware fabric of 16th-century
date from Somersham, a Bourne D ware jug from Wyton
and a late medieval Grimston ware jug from Farcet (NM
Acc. 2480). Finds of Lyveden A ware and Lyveden–
Stanion glazed ware vessels from Holywell (NM Acc.
336707) and Woodhurst (NM Acc. 314761) probably
relate to the preceding period. Examples of foreign
imports are a Dutch redware dripping dish found at St Ives
Bridge, a Siegburg drinking jug of late 14th- to early
15th-century date found in the Old West River at Earith
(NM Acc. 3) and a Raeren stoneware drinking jug (AD
1470–1550) from Chatteris (NM Acc. 17). Additionally, a
complete London ware glazed jug (NM Acc. 312713) was
found at St Ives Bridge. The importance of the fenland
rivers for long distance trade, and the significance in the
13th to 14th century of St Ives and its internationally
important fair, are highlighted by such finds.

Excavation by APS at Finkle Lane in Whittlesey
produced an interesting late medieval assemblage from
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Pottery type St Ives, East Street
(AD 1350–1450)

(Stocks-Morgan 2011)

Whittlesey, Finkle Lane
(Boyle 2008a)

(N=0.861kg) (N=4.990kg)

BOUA/B 0 13.9

BOND 6.9 51.0

EAR 47.0 0.1

CONLM 5.0 0

GRIM 0 10.6

HUNCAL 18.0 0

(Late) LYST 0 7.8

LMEL 9.8 1.8

LMR 0 0.1

TOYN 0 10.0

Sandy wares 8.7; transitional 0.3

Imports 0 0.6

Other 4.6 1.1

Table 7.7 Late medieval pottery from sites on the
Huntingdonshire fen edge as a percentage of the
assemblage by weight



three former burgage plots (Boyle 2008a). Despite
problems separating out the material that dates to the
period AD 1350–1500, where wares had currency that
spanned the previous period also, statistics for this
assemblage are significant (Table 7.7). The assemblage is
dominated by the Bourne D type wares, although the
author recognised that determining the provenance of
these vessels was problematic as pottery produced at
Colne in Cambridgeshire (Colne C ware) appears to have
the same range of fabrics and forms. Given the almost
equidistant location of Whittlesey from both production
sites, several sherds from the site were subjected to
chemical and thin-section analysis and compared with
results obtained for sherds from Colne and Bourne in
order to establish whether there is any similarity in their
chemical signatures. This analysis concluded that the
Whittlesey sherds are more similar to the products of
Bourne than Colne, indicating that the sherds from
Whittlesey are Bourne D ware. The late medieval phase
also included Bourne A and B wares and Toynton glazed
wares, some of which were no doubt residual and derived
from the preceding period, but as the preceding phase
assemblage was much smaller it is likely that many of
these vessels were in use alongside Bourne D and other
types in the earlier part of this period. Other ware types
appear in limited numbers: late medieval Grimston-type
ware, Micaceous East Anglian Redwares and a sherd of
Sgrafitto ware, a jug in Lyveden–Stanion D ware, which
dates to c. AD 1400 to c.1500 (Blinkhorn 1996, 98) and
small quantities of Cistercian ware and Raeren stoneware
representing the late 15th or early 16th centuries. Two
domestic copies of these imported stoneware jugs were
present as Bourne D jugs with frilled bases in imitation of
the products of Raeren. A lobed bowl in late medieval
Grimston-type ware came from the same context and the
presence of this vessel in combination with imported and
domestic drinking jugs suggests a function associated
with drinking and dining, opposed to utilitarian tasks such
as cooking (Boyle 2008a).

Whittlesey Museum holds a number of complete
vessels found in the town. From the late medieval period
there is a small Bourne D type ware handle-less drinking
jug and a late Grimston, oxidised, glazed rounded jug with
a grooved handle.

Huntingdon
Three of the largest excavations in Huntingdon provided
sizeable late medieval assemblages and quantification
statistics have been calculated for these and are presented
here in Table 7.8. As with some other phases the fact that
some of these wares, particularly the glazed finewares,
were present in the previous phase meant that the actual
date of contexts from which many of these sherds derived
needed to be analysed before the period statistics could be
compiled. A view had to be taken on how much of any
earlier ware was in fact residual in the contexts being
studied, and the resulting totals compiled ‘bottom up’ in
that manner. The different sites show a great deal of
variation in some key areas. Part of this may be
temporally-derived.

The assemblage from Walden House is marked by a
larger glazed fineware component, principally Lyveden–
Stanion jugs, Hertfordshire products and East Anglian
Redwares (red-brown Harlow or Mill Green vessels). The
reason for this may be temporal, as this group is earlier

than the others; and it is noteworthy that this site also had
much more glazed pottery in the preceding period.
Equally there may be another explanation. Bearing in
mind that this site represents the backplots of properties
adjacent to the market place, including inns and alehouses
and possibly high status dwellings, then an assemblage
full of glazed liquid containers and drinking jugs is
perhaps not that surprising. Hartford Road, although also
adjacent to the High Street and perhaps similarly dated,
has fewer of these types. All three assemblages include
some Colne Late Medieval ware (CONLM), which was
very much part of the Late Medieval Reduced ware / Late
Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware tradition, but also
reflected traits seen in other fenland producers such as Ely
and Bourne. Colne products are not common anywhere
except for the village itself, and these groups are the
largest ones so far identified anywhere else.

It is probable that the Huntingdon Town Centre site
contains the latest contexts, producing Bourne D ware and
Oxidised Sandy ware (OSW) but no transitional pottery at
all. Late Medieval Reduced ware and OSW are related –
some kilns may have produced both and their production
was focused in Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire. Kilns
specialising in Late Medieval Reduced ware started
earlier and Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware tended to
be manufactured later. In the case of the assemblage from
Huntingdon as a whole, it seems likely that more Late
Medieval Reduced ware arrived in the town after AD
1400, even though the kilns had been manufacturing it for
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Pottery type Walden House;
HUNWHS05
(generally AD
1350–1400)

Hartford Road;
HUNHAR05
(generally AD
1375–1425)

Town Centre;
HUNTCR07
(generally AD
1400–1475)

(N=5.533kg) (N=19.027kg) (N=19.001kg)

BOUB 0.1 0.1 0.5

BOND 0 0 2.9

BRIL 1.4 2.3 1.2

EAR 6.4 2.4 0.6

CONLM 4.7 2.2 4.5

GRIM 1.3 2.9 1.7

HERTG 8.6 4.2 0

HUNCAL 49.5 28.2 25.3

HUNFSW 6.6 2.5 13.9

LLYST 5.1 11.9 12.5

LYVA 4.7 6.9 11.7

LMEL 0.3 3.3 1.5

LMR 1.1 23.5 11.2

OSW 0 0 4.1

POTT 4.0 2.6 1.7

SURR P 0.8 0.1

TOYN 0 0 0.2

Sandy wares 3.7 4.7 2.5

Imports 0.2 0.3 P

Other 2.4 1.2 3.8

Table 7.8 Late medieval pottery from Huntingdon as a
percentage of the assemblage by weight



most of the previous century. The reason for this must at
least in part be due to the existence of the Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware and Huntingdon Late Medieval
Calcareous ware industry, the latter ware being the latest
product and a type that had disappeared by the early 15th
century.

The Huntingdon Town Centre assemblage may
include late material but it is also probably a rather mixed
phase and there is likely to be considerable temporal
overlap with deposition at Hartford Road. Both sites have
a large component of Late Medieval Reduced ware, but
Hartford Road also contains a great deal of Huntingdon
Calcareous sandy ware, that was probably manufactured
throughout the 14th century.

The Town Centre site assemblage dates to the 15th
century but the pottery listed was only found in one major
group with later wares such as Cistercian ware, Rhenish
stoneware and transitional redwares also present, all of
which appeared in the last quarter of the 15th century. It is
hard to be sure whether this assemblage thus represents a
‘moment in time’ in the very late 15th century, or whether
it is instead the result of slower accumulation over some
decades. The presence of substantial volumes of, for
example Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware,
perhaps implies that the latter is a more likely scenario,
and with that in mind the post-AD 1470 fabrics have been
excluded from the figures to enable comparison here with
the other late medieval assemblages from the town. Thus,
it is hoped that these three sites between them provide a
good indication of ceramic supply and use in the town over
perhaps the century prior c. AD 1470.

West Huntingdonshire
A few small assemblages from this area have been
included in excavation reports, comprising both ‘grey
literature’ and publications. At Thrapston Road,
Spaldwick the late medieval phase was small, but clearly
composed of the very latest Lyveden A ware shelly
pottery, some Lyveden–Stanion glazed ware and new
arrivals in the form of Late Medieval Reduced ware,
Oxidised sandy ware and sherds of either Colne C ware or
Bourne D ware (Spoerry 1996).

No statistics are available for late medieval groups
from St Neots, although earlier publications (e.g. Hurst
1966; Moorhouse 1974) and more recent site reports (e.g.
for Church Street; Thompson 2009) clearly identify that
the ceramic assemblage in the town was very dominated
by products of the Late Medieval Reduced ware kiln sites,
the closest being at Everton and Riseley (Slowikowski
2011).

The Soke and town of Peterborough
Data from The Still in Peterborough (Spoerry 1998a) are
presented in Table 7.9, with two late medieval phases
shown. Changes from the high medieval period include
the increasing dominance of pottery from Bourne and the
decline in coarsewares, principally Peterborough Shelly
ware and both glazed and unglazed pottery from the
Lyveden–Stanion industry of the Rockingham Forest.
Other glazed wares are rather similarly represented in both
periods, except for East Anglian Redwares (here
micaceous pottery from Essex; probably both Mill Green
and Harlow types, rather than harsher Colchester fabrics).
Differences between Phases 4 and 5 are also apparent,
chief amongst these being the appearance of Bourne D

ware. Although this does not signify a new source, it
cements the position of Bourne as the dominant force in
Peterborough’s late medieval pottery assemblage, with
almost 60% of vessels dating after AD 1450. Both Late
Medieval Reduced ware and Late Medieval Oxidised
Sandy ware are not present until this later phase, even
though these wares were produced in Bedfordshire and
Northamptonshire from the 14th century onwards
(Moorhouse 1974; Slowikowski 2011), and this is an
interesting nuance in the supply pattern of this otherwise
very successful late medieval industry. Late Medieval Ely
wares have a short peak of supply in Phase 4, whilst the
market share of many other medieval industries was in
decline.

If compared with data from Huntingdon in this period
(Table 7.8) it is clear that there is almost no overlap in
pottery supply whatsoever between the two towns, other
than that they both received glazed pottery, usually in
modest amounts, from the same range of regional
producers. The coarseware assemblage is entirely
different, suppliers in common providing only a little Late
Medieval Reduced ware and Oxidised Sandy ware.

A further small site in the centre of medieval
Peterborough was excavated at the Queensgate Centre,
adjacent to the site of The Still (Fletcher 2011c). Pottery
here included both Bourne B and D wares alongside
pottery then identified as Lyveden A ware, some of which
may be Peterborough Shelly ware. A later 15th-century
date was assigned on the basis of the pottery itself and the
excellent collection of the associated medieval shoe
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Pottery type Phase 4
(AD 1350–1450)

Phase 5
(AD 1450–1500)

(N=9.037kg) (N=17.129kg)

BOUB and Baston glazed 37.0 31.9

BRIL 0.9 2.2

EAR 2.7 0

GRIM 0 0.8

Hard Sandy wares incl
HUNFSW

0 0.4

Imported wares 0 0.1

LYST 6.0 10.1

Other glazed finewares 0.6 0.4

LMEL 10.6 2.2

OSHW / OLSW -
SLBTOL

2.7 1.7

SHW (mostly PSHW,
some LYVA)

20.8 11.3

SHW2 now PSHW 4.3 incl. above

SSHW 1.5 0.2

Other sandy wares 6.5 4.6

Unknown and Other 0.5 4.0

15th-century types

BOND n/a 25.5

OSW n/a 2.6

LMR n/a 1.5

CSTN n/a 0.5

Table 7.9 Quantification of pottery in late medieval
Phases 4 and 5 at The Still, Peterborough (Spoerry 1998a,
table 11, 69 and table 13, 75 – with amendments)



leather. Although Bourne D is known to have been
manufactured from at least AD 1430 onwards (Healey
1969), it is clear that Bourne B wares were still in use, and
possibly also still in production, during the 15th century.

Again a variety of data of variable quality is available
for sites elsewhere in the rural parts of the Soke, although
the assemblage from Botolph Bridge offers a key rural
comparison to the Still, being only a short distance
downstream of the city centre on the south bank of the
River Nene. Table 7.10 provides data that indicates an
absence of Bourne B type fabrics which did not seem to be
present on the site in contexts where Bourne D was also
present, suggesting a hiatus between the supply of each
type there. As with The Still, Late Medieval Reduced ware
and Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware have
conspicuously low totals bearing in mind the dominance
of this industry in assemblages in adjacent counties
around the kiln sites only 30km to the south. This was
clearly due to the effect of such a large and comparatively
local industry as Bourne producing well-made high
quality wares. The only vestige of cross-fenland
waterborne trade by this point is a small amount of glazed
Grimston ware. For a site on the bank of the River Nene
this is a low total, and the absence of any other regional
types, except for a little East Anglian Redware, is indeed a
surprise.

A further late medieval assemblage was excavated by
the University of Leicester Archaeological Service
(ULAS) only a short distance from Botolph Bridge on the
Oundle Road (Sawday 2008). This was associated with
the construction and use of a building and, as well as
Bourne D and Bourne D type wares, there were sherds of
Late Medieval–Post Medieval Transitional Redwares,
Cistercian ware and, perhaps surprisingly, significant
quantities of Late Medieval Reduced wares. This group
dates to the last quarter of the 15th century, or the first half
of the 16th century and it perhaps signifies that Late
Medieval Reduced ware may, at Peterborough, have been
more common later, rather than earlier, in its occurrence
period.

An assemblage of around 2.7kg of late medieval
pottery was recovered during excavations at Finkle Lane,
Whittlesey, conducted by APS, and again this is the only
useful group available from the eastern fenland part of the
Soke. Study of the pottery (Boyle 2008a) again confirmed
the dominance of Bourne D ware. A Bourne D-like fabric
had previously been identified amongst the waster
assemblage of the kiln site at Colne, Cambridgeshire
(Fabric C; Healey et al. 1998) and to ensure that the Finkle
Lane pottery was indeed from Bourne, rather than made at
Colne, samples of the pottery were submitted for
thin-section and chemical analysis (Boyle, op. cit.). The
result of this work confirms that the Whittlesey sherds are
indeed from Bourne. Other fabrics present include late
examples of East Anglian Redwares, and of Grimston and
Lyveden glazed wares.

Two excavated late medieval groups from Maxey have
been studied. At Willow Brook Farm (Blinkhorn 2006b)
the late medieval pottery was mostly mixed with that of
the preceding phase, however it was possible to identify
that the later 15th-century assemblage was, as might be
expected, dominated by Bourne D ware. At West End
Road (Blinkhorn 2006d) the late medieval assemblage
was around 3.9kg and the majority (59%) of this was
Bourne D ware, with only 10% Bourne B. Other minor

wares included Lyveden E ware, Potterspury ware, Late
Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware (OSW) and Tudor Green
ware. Since these were also found in association with a
little Cistercian ware and Raeren stoneware, both of which
did not appear until the last quarter of the 15th century, this
group is clearly late in the period.

Excavations at Millstone Lane, Barnack produced a
modest assemblage of fifty-two vessels in late medieval
types (Young 2008). Almost all of this pottery was of a
smooth Bourne D type. The author’s concerns over the
distinctive ‘late’fabric type (mid 15th to 16th century) and
the material with which it was found in association,
coupled with experience elsewhere, led her to suggest two
alternatives; that this might be a group of late 14th-century
Bourne D vessels, some decades earlier than the
traditional start date for this fabric of around AD 1430, or
it was datable to a century or more later and there was a
significant hiatus in activity on the site that would explain
the absence of any other finds of later 14th- to 15th-
century date.

The late medieval assemblage in the Soke of
Peterborough was clearly heavily dominated first by
Bourne B ware and later, to an even greater extent, by
Bourne D ware. Although small quantities of other wares
from around the region were present, the picture was quite
one-dimensional and did not vary greatly between town
and villages and from east to west.

II. Interpretation
(Fig. 7.3)

South Cambridgeshire and the city of Cambridge
Late medieval ceramic supply in south Cambridgeshire
changed from the previous period as a number of
industries disappeared and others developed. Increasing
personal wealth, a decreased population and other factors
contributed to a change in the ceramic assemblage in the
country as a whole (Dyer 1982) and this region was no
exception. The most obvious manifestation in the local
ceramic industry can perhaps be seen in the growth of the
Late Medieval Reduced ware producers, with Oxidised
Sandy ware manufacture in counties to the west being a
further evolution of these changes. Oxidised Sandy ware
is a term that could also be applied to the late medieval
products of other industries such as Bourne (Lincs), Colne
and later East Anglian Redwares (Colchester, Harlow
etc.).
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Pottery type Botolph Bridge

(N=7.466kg)

BOND 78.4

CHEA 1.5

COLS 0.2

Late GRIM 3.3

LLYST 9.4

Late med. Lincoln Sandy ware 6.2

LMR 0.7

OSW 0.2

Table 7.10 Quantification of late medieval pottery at
Botolph Bridge (Spoerry 2015), as a percentage of weight
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Figure 7.3  Pottery supply and major centres in the late medieval period (c. AD 1350–1500), showing key features
such as monasteries, markets and fairs. Scale 1:450,000



Despite the growth of these rural traditions of
manufacture that involved many producers delivering
versions of the same generic pottery type, in south
Cambridgeshire the picture is one of variation, based on
the small number of assemblages for which reliable
statistics can be generated. In the south of the county at
Fulbourn, East Anglian Redwares dominate the
assemblage, with sherds from both Colchester and Harlow
being recognisable. At Caxton, however, late Lyveden A
ware and the local later 14th-century Colne-type ware
(CONCAX) fabric dominate a slightly earlier group. This
can be contrasted with the Brunswick site in Cambridge
where sandy greywares (more being Late Medieval
Reduced ware fabrics than was identified as such in Table
7.2), East Anglian Redwares and Late Medieval Ely ware
dominate the assemblage, whilst at Soham the picture is
similar, but with half of the Ely contribution being
replaced by the more local variant. Data from other
Cambridge sites that separate high medieval and late
medieval quantification are not available, but the
published vessels from sites in the town (e.g. Addyman
and Biddle 1965; Edwards and Hall 1998), and pottery
vessels accessioned by CUMAA, tend to be from
Colchester and Harlow, or from the Late Medieval
Reduced ware industry. A small number of examples of
earlier Late Medieval Reduced ware forms, like those
excavated at Everton and Flitwick (Slowikowski 2011),
have been published but rather more of the Late Medieval
Reduced ware from Cambridge is later and matches
vessels recorded at Higham Ferrers, for example (ibid.).
As the end of the medieval period was reached the
Cambridge assemblage became dominated by redwares of
‘transitional’ type and although some of these were Essex
products a large proportion were clearly products of the
kilns now known at Ely (Cessford et al. 2006, 46–77).
Other medieval industries that continued to supply south
Cambridgeshire with glazed pottery in the late medieval
period include Grimston and Brill, and products from
Bourne in Lincolnshire started to appear. As with the
previous period the south Essex pottery producers may
well have delivered their vessels into Cambridgeshire
through the fenland waterways, with secondary dispersal
therefore from Cambridge to places like Fulbourn which,
in a very late medieval assemblage, contained a very high
proportion of this type alongside Rhenish and French
imports and Cistercian ware, all of which may have
arrived in the town by water. The Late Medieval Reduced
ware and Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware industries,
mostly based in the middle Nene and middle Great Ouse
catchments, had the opportunity to send pottery to
Cambridge by water, but some of these kiln sites were very
close to the county boundary and vessels must surely have
been moved to many parishes either through markets at
places such as Gamlingay and Caxton, or by itinerant
hawkers.

Pottery manufacture of this period in south
Cambridgeshire itself was probably confined to
small-scale production for comparatively local needs,
which is at odds with the trend towards larger industries
elsewhere. The presence of West Cambridgeshire Sandy
ware at Bourne, where it dominates the 14th- to
15th-century assemblage, with some of its product also
recognised in Cambridge, has led to it being suggested as a
local product and this probably also explains documentary
records of potters in the parish during the 15th century. To

this can be added the presence of Colne-type ware
(CONCAX) in the adjoining parish of Caxton, also a 14th-
to 15th-century pottery type of even more restricted local
occurrence. Rather better known is pottery production at
Colne, where waster dumps of late medieval fabrics
(CONLM) have been investigated. Significant quantities
of wasters of Colne C ware, the latest fabric (late 15th
century onwards), were also recorded. Although large
assemblages of these wares were recovered from the kiln
site and published, very little has been recorded on sites
elsewhere, and very little seems to have been distributed
even the short distance to Cambridge, even though a direct
waterway and road were available. With the later ware this
might be through failure to recognise it amongst many
other transitional redwares in large assemblages from
Cambridge, but the more recognisable Late Medieval
Colne ware should have been recorded if present in the
town. It may well be that this pottery was only ever made
for very local needs; it has been found at Huntingdon and
St Ives, but an association with the Bishop of Ely’s palace
at Somersham has also been postulated (Healey et al.
1998, 570).

The Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including
Ely and Wisbech)
The late medieval assemblage of the fenland sees many of
the previous trends continue, but with some evidence that
pottery from Northamptonshire (Late Medieval Reduced
ware) was moved down the Nene system, presumably
following delivery to the hithes at Yaxley after an overland
journey. This found its way towards March, and to some
extent to Wisbech but perhaps not to King’s Lynn. After
AD 1450 both Bourne D ware and Late Medieval/
Transitional wares (LMT) are present in the northern part
of the fenland, each being distributed by water from kiln
sites on the periphery of the study area, to the west and east
respectively. Late Medieval Ely ware dominates at Ely
and, as the first Ely redware products were made in the late
15th century, these doubtless started to be moved into
other parts of the fenland, although good evidence for this
is not yet available. The clear presence of 16th-century Ely
whitewares and bichrome redwares at Lynn (Cessford et
al. 2006; Clarke and Carter 1977) tends to suggest that
similar pottery movements were taking place in preceding
decades even if the early redwares have not been
differentiated from Norfolk LMT and other similar types.

The clear differences between the Ely and March late
medieval assemblages bear further consideration. For the
two largest places on the two largest islands of the
Cambridgeshire fenland, located just 20km apart, to
demonstrate such very different statistics is surprising –
Ely being supplied locally and by Norfolk, whilst March
was wholly in the grip of supply from south Lincolnshire
and Bedfordshire–Northamptonshire. More assemblages
from March are perhaps crucial to determining whether
this difference was indeed so extreme; however the
reasons for it clearly lie to a significant degree in the
mechanism of transportation; the fenland waterways.
March may well be close to Ely, and circuitous routes did
exist to take goods between most places in the fenland, but
by the later medieval period March lay at a pivotal point in
the developments of the Nene system that included
Peterborough and Yaxley with their contacts into
Northamptonshire, and also linked in with the
Lincolnshire rivers via Crowland. Ely, however, lay on the
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Cam-Ouse with links straight downstream to King’s Lynn
and west Norfolk. The two towns may have lain close to
each other in a straight line but in trade terms they sat on
different networks.

Huntingdonshire
During the 14th century a final local ware appeared in the
assemblage at Huntingdon, now called Huntingdon Late
Medieval Calcareous ware (HUNCAL), that may have
been manufactured until the early 15th century. This
pottery type had a more restricted distribution than
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (HUNFSW), being
found in only small quantities outside of the town. No
evidence for manufacture is currently known. It is known
principally in large shouldered jar forms with upright
necks and thickened rims, although examples of small
jars, jugs, small drinking jugs and flared bowls have also
been recorded. The fabric is calcareous and either
lime-rich and buff or light orange in colouration, tending
towards mid-grey where reduced. This pottery type was
probably not made on a very large scale as it is hardly
dominant in Huntingdon itself, and was perhaps only
present for a few decades.

The general provenance of pottery in late medieval
western Huntingdonshire would have been little different
to that of the previous period, except that the rural pottery
industries changed slightly. The wares being transported
eastwards were now Late Medieval Reduced wares and
Oxidised Sandy wares, but both were still manufactured in
the Rockingham Forest (at Higham Ferrers, Lyveden and
Glapthorn respectively). Further south, Late Medieval
Reduced ware was also produced at Everton and later
Riseley and Flitwick in Bedfordshire. River transportation
up the Great Ouse might have been a means for moving
wares from the latter into our region, but the movement of
Everton pottery of later Late Medieval Reduced ware type
would probably not have been any different to that
suggested for Early Everton-type ware, with both local
markets and the routeways to Cambridge taking a role.

In the town of Huntingdon, the same industries
became more important but at the outset this was in
addition to the locally-produced Huntingdon Late
Medieval Calcareous ware. Once this ceased to be
produced, in perhaps the early 15th century, both Late
Medieval Reduced ware and Late Medieval Oxidised
Sandy ware producers increasingly supplied the town.
Pottery moved through the fenland declined greatly in
importance, with very little Late Medieval Ely wares seen
anywhere in Huntingdonshire and also only a small
amount of glazed Grimston from Norfolk. In previous

centuries it seemed that pottery vessels, always bulky and
fragile, were much more readily transported long
distances by water, where that alternative was available,
with only perhaps the Essex industries appearing to
deliver large volumes of pottery into Cambridgeshire via
dry land routes. In the late medieval period the
Huntingdonshire assemblage was, however, dominated by
vessels moved overland from the west, at the expense of
pottery from Norfolk, Ely or Colne. The existence of
established routes for the movement of bulk commodities,
including agricultural surplus, from Northamptonshire to
Yaxley, where waterways were accessed, must surely have
been a factor in causing such a change in
Huntingdonshire. Yaxley had ties with lands in
Northamptonshire and this trade link continued well into
the post-medieval period. If pottery could be moved
cheaply and in bulk because other goods were going that
way, then this may have been enough of an influence to
shift supply from former fenland suppliers without this
added benefit, to new ones who could take advantage.

On the fen edge at Sawtry, again the Late Medieval
Reduced ware and Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware
kilns appear to dominate the assemblage, alongside some
Bourne D ware, but further north into the fenland at
Whittlesey it is the latter which is most common. There
were therefore different factors dictating pottery supply in
fenland Huntingdonshire, than those that were of
influence on the upland. The Bourne industry was, in
terms of volume of output and the type of vessel produced,
very similar to the Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware
producers and also the LMT kilns on the eastern side of the
fenland. It was still able, however, to move its wares by
boat, and they appear in all parts of the fenland basin as a
modest component of later assemblages, whilst proving to
be dominant along the Nene system to March and also,
and particularly, in Peterborough. Eventually the Ely
potteries also developed their own redwares and were able
to start to dominate the southern fenland assemblage right
at the end of our period.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
The late medieval assemblage of the Soke is dominated by
Bourne D ware, which may have also been manufactured
in other places close to Bourne judging by the range of
sub-fabrics identified. Late medieval pottery from Lincoln
and Lyveden is also present, the former being perhaps a
new aspect to local supply, but the latter representing the
last phase of centuries of association with the
Rockingham Forest and shelly ware industries to the west.
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Chapter 8. Future Directions

I. Recommendations for Quantification and
Identification

The greatest benefit of the publication of this volume will
be the opportunity for researchers to use common
descriptors for the pottery fabrics they record in
Cambridgeshire. If this is done more consistently, then in
a few years many of the shortcomings of this work, that in
part derive from the shortcomings of the data or the way it
has been broken down and presented, will have been
eradicated. There is no shame in the fact that some of the
statistics presented here may prove to be very wrong,
through the consistent and detailed publication of new
data that has been analysed effectively. Many of the
pottery types that are defined and described for the first
time here are not yet known by other researchers, and thus
generating useful data on their occurrence has not yet been
possible. This ‘chicken and egg’ scenario had to be
changed by some forthright action and, for better or for
worse, that was the author’s intention.

Most adjacent counties and regions have their own
pottery type series, or corpus volumes. This work could
not utilise them all for reference and/or as a template, but
the intention has been to do so where practicable. It is
hoped that from now on these ware codes and names will
be used by all parties for work in Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough, and for work in adjacent areas where the
types indigenous to Cambridgeshire are recognised.
Where it is clear that sub-fabrics, or new fabric variants
exist, additional or subservient to the classifications
ascribed here, then these should be appended to the
existing names where at all possible, rather than replacing
them. There should be addition and clarification, rather
than ‘drift’ away from what has been defined and
described. One caveat should perhaps be that if more
precisely-defined terms have been ascribed following
work on locally-produced pottery in other counties, then
these ‘better’ terms might reasonably supersede more
generic classification provided here.

The pottery described here has for the most part been
quantified by weight, or by sherd count where weights
were not taken. The use of usually one method only has
been a necessary expedient, to enable the vastly expanded
dataset of excavated pottery and related information to be
more easily digested and then regurgitated in a regular
manner. The author takes this opportunity to plead for
consistency from now on in pottery studies in this region.
All assemblages need data on count and weight of all
wares, or sub-fabrics if necessary, present in the whole
assemblage, and in its key temporal sub-divisions. With
most sites this latter will probably include quantification
both by ceramic phase and by stratigraphic phase. Date
ranges pertinent to each must also be published. Other
methods of pottery quantification are useful, but not
always vital. Estimated Vessel Equivalents (EVE) can be a
useful tool for comparing very different vessel and ware
types, but they have the habit of delivering numbers that
are too small to be statistically useful in all but the larger,

usually urban, assemblages. Minimum number of vessels
is a tool that although also useful, has a subjective
component that relies on the abilities and experience of the
specialist to recognise cross-fits and common vessels. It
too delivers numbers that provide difficulties, but in this
case because it is hard to know precisely what they
represent. Whatever additional means of quantification
are chosen, count and weight should therefore be taken,
and this should be presented against clear ware types as
defined here, broken down into the (defined) key temporal
divisions existing on the site. This is a minimum standard
for pottery quantification in this region and beyond this
much else can, could and usually should, be done. Readers
are advised to refer to the Medieval Pottery Research
Group’s Minimum Standards for the Processing,
Recording, Analysis and Publication of Post-Roman
Ceramics for the most comprehensive statement on this
subject (MPRG 2001).

II. Matters that Require Resolution

Arguably, everything contained in this volume will
eventually prove ripe for revision or even for replacement,
at least in terms of the statistics and current interpretation
of their meaning. Hopefully most of the definitions will,
however, prove sufficiently correct to stand the test of
time. Many of the points listed below require more
preparedness to invest in thin-section analysis (and ICPS)
to define and match fabrics more fully. Although on the
face of it these might seem to be an additional cost to
future programmes, arguably value needs to be measured
on the ability to answer appropriate research questions,
and in fact targeted and modest expenditure on sampling
may often be preferable to endless recording ‘by rote’ of
data categories that are not necessarily analysed and
reported on.

If the author were to identify those key points where
understanding falls farthest short of what might be
desired, providing a ‘hitlist’ of research questions and
opportunities, not to mention gaping holes in the data, then
that list might read as follows:
1. There seems to be some evidence from Cambridge and

Ely to suggest that Middle Saxon hand-made wares
disappeared some time before the arrival of
Thetford-type wares around AD 850. This appears to
have been the case in much of East Anglia where
current thinking suggests that, imports aside, 8th- to
early 9th-century assemblages may be wholly
composed of Ipswich ware. A similar interpretation of
the area further west in this same period would see the
assemblage represented by a combination of Ipswich
ware and Maxey-type wares. The evidence for this is
far from conclusive and, in fact, at odds with the
position in all other periods where locally made
pottery, for instance, always had a role. It is hard to
imagine that all vessel requirements for all households
in the eastern region would have been delivered
through Ipswich and Maxey-type wares over a period
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of 150 years. If such an unusual situation did exist,
then the socio-political context for this would be
extremely interesting. Thus it is important to
determine whether such a view of Middle Saxon
ceramic supply is indeed correct through the careful
identification of uncontaminated assemblages, and
through the provision of good dating, whether
scientific or contextually-derived. The assemblage
from Willingham High Street is a case in point, insofar
as it appears to represent both Early to Middle Saxon
and Middle to Late Saxon pottery, but the dating of the
assemblage is not sufficiently robust to confirm
whether the local hand-made sherds that appear in
later contexts are truly not residual – although that
does appear to be the case. The hints of a wheel-made
ware of Middle to Late Saxon date, perhaps a
precursor to Thetford type ware, as observed at
Willingham High Street, requires further opportun-
istic investigation and petrological characterisation.
This transitional period needs further investigation
and better dating, preferably through investigation of
stratified sequences in larger centres, or through
careful dissection of data relating to sequential
occupation and developing boundary systems (e.g. as
at Lordship Lane, Cottenham) in rural contexts.

2. St Neots-type wares should be more consistently
checked using low power microscopy for the defining
punctate brachiopod inclusions, as a means by which
other sources of shelly pottery production might be
recognised within the great mass that can be labelled
as St Neots-types. St Neots-type ware fabric variants
containing quartz sand temper (usually in developed
forms) should be recorded as such. These measures
offer the only opportunity to discriminate easily
between St Neots-type fabrics consistently, without
regular recourse to scientific analysis. Attempts
should be sought to determine whether there is any
difference, in fabric or the range of forms, to St
Neots-type wares that may derive from a more
northerly (Nene Valley) and more southerly (Ouse
Valley) source. More work on vessel typology is
perhaps the key. There has perhaps been a tendency by
all researchers not to investigate the mass of this
material in sufficient detail as it is so ‘well-known’.

3. The recording of fabric and provenance in more detail
is required for Cambridge’s coarseware assemblage,
from the early medieval period onwards. This should
be assisted by petrological and/or chemical analysis to
build on the results outlined for South Cambridgeshire
and Essex sources in this volume. In any case, use of
the new ware types defined here will, over time, offer
opportunities for better understanding of places of
manufacture, and of distribution. Greater efforts
should be made to determine exactly which pottery in
Cambridge is most likely to derive from the
manufacture that is documented in the town in the
medieval period.

4. The degree to which South-west Cambridgeshire
Sandy ware, Early Everton ware and Everton-area
Late Medieval Reduced wares represent the evolution
of one tradition of manufacture on the Bedfordshire–
Cambridgeshire border needs further clarification.
New assemblages from that part of the region will
require the input of further scientific analysis as well
as routine recording.

5. In the fenland it is likely that the unique deep and
well-preserved stratified sequence of occupation
interleaved with flood deposition that occurs across
large parts of Wisbech’s historic core offers probably
the best opportunity for developing dated seriation of
pottery styles in the whole fenland region (although
the riverside zone in Cambridge may offer similar
potential, albeit in a more restricted area). All possible
interventions into this resource at Wisbech should be
approached with the highest possible level of
investment in the use of supporting scientific analysis
and dating.

6. In Peterborough, further attempts should be made to
define local pottery types more fully and discriminate
them from similar fabrics arriving in the town from
Northamptonshire and South Lincolnshire. The
definition of Peterborough Shelly ware is a first step,
but this type is not always recognised out of the town
centre, there being a blurring between how it and
Lyveden A ware are defined. Also in the Soke of
Peterborough there is a shortage of data on
assemblages from the early part of the period; since the
definition of ‘Maxey ware’ some decades ago,
understanding of that type has developed, but
explanation of the Middle Saxon ceramic sequence
locally has perhaps not. Better dating and definition of
fabrics from the kiln sites in South Lincolnshire is
hoped for in the case of the Baston and Bourne
medieval output, but in the absence of this, stratified
excavations from urban Peterborough offer the
opportunity to develop a better-dated series. Minor
medieval wares found in the Soke include ironstone-
and/or limestone-tempered pottery probably brought
in from Northamptonshire. Better definition of these is
sought and in addition the light-firing medieval sandy
wares that are a tantalising view into probably the final
products of the Stamford industry should be
investigated and analysed thoroughly where the
opportunity arises. In each case with these wares from
the Soke, a campaign of cautiously applied thin-
sectioning alongside more traditional methods of
recording is recommended for any new assemblages
of note.

7. Additionally, unprovenanced shelly pottery recog-
nised, for example, in Ramsey, that has its closest
comparanda in ‘SHC’ ware in Northamptonshire,
indicates a shortage in our understanding of these
types locally. Further pottery of this type should be
compared scientifically with Northamptonshire
vessels.

8. A modest volume of rarer shelly types associated by
various researchers with Yarmouth-type ware, or with
material known from Essex or Suffolk, suggests that
there is more to unlock in assigning provenance to the
less common shelly types seen in Cambridgeshire.

9. It would be pertinent to attempt to assign Late
Medieval Reduced ware and Late Medieval Oxidised
Sandy ware pottery to individual sources, rather than
for it all to be only generically defined. This should
include consideration as to how much of this may have
originated in the Colne kiln sites. The thin-section and
ICPS analyses carried out as part of this project and
also for the recent volume on the Late Medieval
Reduced ware industry (Slowikowski 2011) provide a
sound basis for this and, in addition the latter, added to
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earlier papers on the subject, should now enable vessel
form also to be utilised in assigning a production site.

10. Although results of analysis described here do appear
to have confirmed that ‘Cambridgeshire’ Sgrafitto
was, in fact, a product of the East Anglian Redware
industry, the actual sources of these vessels in Essex
and/or Suffolk, remain elusive – although Colchester

was clearly one of these. Any new assemblages of note
from Cambridgeshire should precipitate a further
campaign of thin section and ICPS analysis, since
resolution of this problem has thus far been hampered
by the fact that usually only one or two small samples
are identified at each site.
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Part 2.

A Type Series for Pottery occurring in
Archaeological Assemblages

in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
c. AD 650–c. AD 1500
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Chapter 9. The Type Series
by Paul Spoerry

with Carole Fletcher (catalogue entries), Alice Lyons

and Alan Vince (petrological descriptions)

I. Introduction

This part of the volume provides descriptions and
discussion for all major and most minor ware types
occurring in assemblages in the study area, followed by
related scientific analysis in Chapters 10–12. Each pottery
type is denoted by its alphabetic code, and its common or
descriptive name. The text sections are variable in length
depending on the significance and quantity of the type in
the assemblages, on its position with regard to the key
research questions that the study was designed to
investigate, and the degree to which the ware has already
been defined elsewhere.

A large number of wares have not been defined or
described previously and have been identified either
through the scientific analyses commissioned as part of
this study, or through the routine assessment and analysis
of new excavated assemblages. A number of others,
including Colne and Ely wares, have been presented in
recent years in new publications, but now need further
refinement, revision or additions. Other wares are
well-known and need little direct introduction to the
specialist, albeit that details particular to their occurrence
in Cambridgeshire require publication. Additionally, a
number of well-known types that occur in
Cambridgeshire assemblages are given a succinct
introduction for the sake of completeness. Foreign
imports are mostly quite rare in the assemblages studied,
and these have not been introduced into the Type Series,
with the exception of the Middle Saxon period.

Illustrated vessels are assigned a unique identifier based
on their date, in a running sequence within ceramic periods:
Middle Saxon (MS), Late Saxon (LS), early medieval
(EM), high medieval (HM) and late medieval (LM).

II. Middle Saxon Pottery (AD 650–850/875)

Middle Saxon Hand-made wares
Fabric code: MSX + inclusion suffixes
Date: AD 650–850/875
Refs: Hurst 1976, 309–11; Williams and Vince 1997
Figs 9.1–9.10
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.1
Domestic hand-made pottery of the Middle Saxon period
represents the continuation of a tradition and a range of
fabrics present in the previous, Early Saxon, period. These
wares include fabrics with added temper, most often
quartz sand and/or vegetable matter such as chaff, and
others where a wide range of inclusion types may simply
represent a broad suite of mineral fragments present in the
glacially-derived clay from which the vessels were
manufactured. Some fabrics include apparently crushed

mineral inclusions, from limestones and sandstones,
whereas in other cases the mineral fragments match the
grain size and sphericity of quartz sands also present,
suggesting that all have the same, perhaps fluvio-glacial,
origin. Where fabrics are defined by inclusion type, they
often prove very variable within single sites and localities.
This tends to be the case in some areas adjacent to the
study region. In Northamptonshire, at Raunds for example
(Blinkhorn 2010a; Pearson 2009), a range of hand-made
pottery includes fabrics containing limestones,
sandstones and ironstones found in the local geology and
available in both clays of glacial and riverine origin, and in
valley-side exposures of solid geology, alongside those
containing further glacial erratics such as the biotite
granites of the Charnwood Forest. On the Suffolk coast, at
Carlton Colville, a study of Early Saxon pottery by Vince
(Vince 2003a) confirmed fifteen fabrics in sixty-three
samples, the vast majority of these being characterised by
suites of rock fragments that can be associated with glacial
movements from the Midlands, Northern England and
Scandinavia. These were sometimes present alongside
added tempering agents such as chaff and grog, and
sometimes they were not. Earlier petrological studies have
tended to focus on the presence of biotite granite
fragments, originally from the Charnwood Forest area of
Leicestershire (Williams and Vince 1997), which was
found to be present alongside other rock types in much
pottery from Lincolnshire and counties inland. It is
important to note that these rock fragments occur
alongside many others in these pottery fabrics and more
recent studies of Early Anglo-Saxon pottery from
Lincolnshire have tended to re-emphasise the likely use of
a variety of raw materials including clays and sands of
fluvio-glacial origin (e.g. Vince 2003b) including, at
Dunholme, clay containing abraded biotite granite (Vince
2002).

An Early Saxon tradition for the use of boulder clays in
the manufacture of hand-made pottery appears to be a
consistent theme emerging from these petrological
studies. This tradition may not have included Essex to the
south, where sand-tempered pottery (possibly from
London Clay) was the dominant type, until it was partially
replaced by organic- (chaff-) tempered pottery as the
Middle Saxon period approached (Cunningham 1982).
The situation in south Suffolk is also unclear, but as this
was, like southern Essex, beyond the reach of glacial
deposits a similar assemblage is to be expected: recent
unpublished work suggests dominance by sand-tempered
pottery in the west of Suffolk, while further east
shell-tempering is also present. In both cases, this is later
replaced by organic tempering (S. Anderson, pers.
comm.). The glacial clay tradition is thus evident across
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the East Midlands and large parts of East Anglia except
the south. It persisted in the former area into the Middle
Saxon period, before being in part superceded by the
manufacture of Maxey-type wares utilising shelly, usually
Jurassic limestone, clays only. In contrast, in Essex the
tradition of quartz sand-tempered and/or vegetable-
tempered pottery became stronger, and this was probably
also the case in Suffolk and parts of Norfolk, where again
quartz sand-tempered pottery was manufactured in the
Middle Saxon period, initially as hand-made wares but
this was also extended through the production and
distribution of Ipswich ware. The deposits of clay and
temper chosen for these vessels were different to those
utilised previously in the tradition based on glacially-
derived raw materials. In some places the use of this local,
hand-made pottery declined hugely in the 8th century,
with Ipswich ware becoming the dominant type.

Two rural sites have been studied that appear to
possess sequences including both Early to Middle Saxon
and Middle to Late Saxon remains. At Hinxton Hall an
Early Saxon occupation phase characterised by hand-
made pottery of variable origin and residual/curated
Roman material appears, from radiocarbon dates, to have
been abandoned in the 8th century, and the pottery
assemblage in the fills up until that point is composed
entirely of hand-made wares. The ceramic assemblage
from subsequent features is perhaps represented by quarry
pits containing both Southern Maxey-type ware and
hand-made pottery tempered with quartz, vegetable
material and quartzite of perhaps Northamptonshire
origin (thus probably within the glacial clay tradition).
There are also contexts containing both Ipswich ware and
hand-made pottery, with no clear stratigraphic pro-
gression between the two groups. Some slightly later
groups contain both Maxey ware and St Neots-type ware
and one includes these fabrics alongside two sherds of
North French Blackwares.

At Willingham High Street, a few contexts include
Ipswich and/or Southern Maxey-type ware alongside
hand-made Middle Saxon pottery (MSX fabrics).
Additionally, sherds of a wheel-made fabric (WMMSS)
that appears to be a precursor of Thetford-type wares are
present alongside hand-made Middle Saxon pottery in
three contexts, with Ipswich ware in two contexts and
alongside Thetford-type wares in one context. This new
Middle Saxon wheel-made type has been given a
9th-century date for the time being (see below).

The Hinxton and Willingham assemblages seem to
imply that hand-made pottery could persist in rural places
into the later part of the Middle Saxon period, albeit
perhaps in small quantities. Although the later hand-made
wares at Hinxton are mostly quartz-tempered, pottery
containing a range of other inclusions is also present (e.g.
limestone and sandstone/quartzite suggesting clays of
glacial origin). Vegetable-tempered pottery may be absent
from the Middle Saxon assemblage at that site.

The Willingham High Street assemblage includes
much 6th- to 7th-century material and there is the
possibility that some of the sherds presented here are in
fact earlier than AD 650, although efforts have been taken
to exclude any sherds where that is more likely. The
hand-made assemblage of Early to Middle Saxon date
includes three visually-identified sub-fabrics and samples
of each of these have provided petrological information
(Vince, Chapter 11.I). The latter study shows that most of

the sherds of Fabrics C and D are characterised by biotite
granite and many other glacially-derived inclusions
(quartz grains of various type, opaques, calcareous
sandstone, oolitic limestone, organics etc.) and a minority
of samples are similar but without the biotite granite and
with more calcareous sandstone. The only difference
between Fabrics C and D is that the inclusion size is
smaller in the latter. In common with most hand-made
pottery of glacial origin the fabric is organic-rich and
typically a reduced dark grey or black, but often with
brown or buff surfaces. These are commonly smoothed or
burnished. Fabric E, however, is different and tends to be
used for slightly larger, open vessels. This contains
polished, rounded quartz as its main inclusion type, and
other grains also present include siltstone, opaques and
clay/iron pellets. It has a slightly silty groundmass like
that of Ipswich ware, but is more likely to derive from
Lower Cretaceous deposits in Cambridgeshire.

Vessel types in these fabrics include open-necked jars
and jars with slightly narrowed necks and simple, everted
rims. The latter appear to be associated with thinner-
walled vessels with smaller inclusion sizes. Open vessels
(bowls) are also present, as is a pierced lug, in Fabric D,
from a hanging vessel. Decorated sherds are known in
Fabric D in the preceding phase and there is the possibility
that some sherds shown here may also be earlier. The
decorated sherds include incised horizontal lines, a triple
set being on one large, rounded vessel positioned below an
S-shaped stamp. Other stamps include wheel, grid and
flower designs (not illustrated here; Early Saxon types).

Both of these assemblages include pottery in the
quartz-tempered and glacial clay traditions and in both
cases some vessels appear to have still been in use, and
were possibly still being manufactured, towards the latter
part of the Middle Saxon period. In contrast to previous
evidence from Essex, the indications are that vegetable-
tempered pottery declined in importance in the Middle
Saxon period.

Hand-made sherds that have been published from
other sites in Cambridgeshire are re-published here along-
side the new illustrations of vessels from Hinxton and
Willingham for which a Middle Saxon, rather than Early
Saxon, date is certain or most probable.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.1–9.4)

Middle Saxon Hand-made wares, Willingham High Street Fabrics C
and D (Fig. 9.1)
MS1 Fabric D (MSX (IM) - fine). Everted, simple, slightly

uneven, possibly lightly thumbed rim of small, thin-walled
rounded or globular jar with burnished external surfaces.
Black fabric throughout. WILHS96 (2160).

MS2 Fabric D (MSX (IM) - fine). A slightly everted, simple rim
with a small external bead, from a long necked, rounded jar.
The surfaces of the vessel have been lightly burnished but are
still somewhat uneven, the internal surface is somewhat
rougher although there are traces of burnishing inside the
rim. The fabric is reduced to black throughout. WILHS96
(A10) and (A14).

MS3 Fabric C (MSX (IM)). Flattened, upright rim and neck from a
jar, the shape of the rim varies being externally bevelled at
one point, dark grey-brown surfaces with red-brown margins
and mid grey-brown core with fine inclusions (probably
quartz). WILHS96 (2397).

MS4 Fabric D (MSX (IM) - fine). Larger vessel with slightly
everted, simple, rounded, slightly uneven rim of almost
straight-sided vessel (probably a jar), with slightly
smoothed surfaces. Externally sooted with traces of sooting
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internally around the rim. Dark grey-brown external surface,
black internal surface dark grey-black core. WILHS96
(2023).

MS5 Fabric C (MSX (IM)). Short, upright, simple rim with slight
external thickening of thick-walled jar with globular body;
heavily sooted on rim and neck, mostly fine inclusions.
WILHS96 (2159).

MS6 Fabric D (MSX (IM) - fine). Slightly everted rim, with slight
internal thickening, of probably globular jar in a coarse
fabric without smoothing, possibly part of the outer surface
has been lost, resulting in a rough feel to the outer surface; the
internal surface is smooth and well finished. Externally
sooted, with dark grey external surface, grey-brown internal
surface and grey-brown core. WILHS96 (2375).

MS7 Fabric D (MSX (IM) - fine). Rim from an inturned bowl or
jar, the rim is slightly uneven varying from slightly rounded
with a slightly-rounded external bevel to externally bevelled.
The vessel is externally burnished with black surfaces and
grey black core. WILHS96 (14).

MS8 Fabric C (MSX (IM)). Thick walled base sherds from a near
globular jar. The walls of the vessel thin and taper towards
the upper part of the vessel which is missing. Dark grey to
mid grey-brown surfaces. Dark grey-black to grey-brown
inner surface with dark black-brown core. WILHS96 (2026).

MS9 Fabric D (MSX (IM) - fine). Simple, slightly thickened,
upright, rounded rim, of shallow rounded or hemispherical
bowl. The surface of the vessel is lightly burnished with
traces of sooting on the body. Dark grey-black external
surface, grey-black to grey-brown internal surface dark
grey-black core. WILHS96 (A19).

Middle Saxon Hand-made wares: fabrics with igneous inclusions
from other sites in Cambridgeshire (Fig. 9.2)
MS10 MSX (I). Everted rim, hard, black fabric with coarse grits,

c.20cm diameter. Lordship Lane, Cottenham (Hall 2000, 29,
fig. 26, no. 3).

MS11 MSX (I). Jar rim which is dark grey-black outside, pink and
grey inside. Everted and slightly hollowed, 14cm diameter,
similar to a Norwich sherd (Jennings 1981, 13, fig. 2, no. 39).
Lordship Lane, Cottenham (Hall 2000, 29, fig. 26, no 9).

MS12 MSX (I). Jar rim with a gritty surface of igneous grog similar
to Saxon Gritty, dark grey-black outside, and pink and grey
inside. Everted and rilled, with squared top, 14cm diameter.
Similar to a Norwich example (Jennings 1981, 13, fig. 2, no.
42). Lordship Lane, Cottenham (Hall 2000, 29, fig. 26, no.
8).

MS13 MSX (I). Thick-walled jar with inward-sloping, expanded
rim. Ditch F204, fill 1158. Hillside Meadows, Fordham
(Rátkai 2011b, 62, fig. 3.12, no. 25).

MS14 MSX (I). Fine black fabric; almost a hammerhead rim with
some external burnishing. Lordship Lane, Cottenham (Hall
2000, 29, fig. 26, no. 5).

MS15 MSX (IM). Rim of probable globular vessel in sandy gritty
fabric containing shiny mica, pink exterior, and grey inside.
Lordship Lane, Cottenham (Hall 2000, 29, fig. 26, no. 4).

MS16 MSX (I). Rim of simple globular vessel; hard black gritty
fabric with rough finish. Lordship Lane, Cottenham (Hall
2000, 29, fig. 26, no. 2).
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Figure 9.1  Middle Saxon Hand-made wares: Willingham High Street Fabrics C and D (fabrics with igneous
inclusions). Scale 1:4
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Figure 9.2  Middle Saxon Hand-made wares: fabrics with igneous inclusions from other sites in Cambridgeshire.
Scale 1:4

Figure 9.3  Middle Saxon Hand-made wares: Willingham High Street Fabric E (quartz inclusions). Scale 1:4



Middle Saxon Hand-made wares, Willingham High Street Fabric E
(Fig. 9.3)
MS17 Fabric E (MSX (Q)). Simple, long and gradually everted

rounded rim of thin-walled vessel with fine quartz sand,
medium soft dark inclusions and rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions. Buff-brown to mid-brown surfaces with mid grey
core. WILHS96 (2300).

MS18 Fabric E (MSX (Q)). Inturned rim from a ‘ginger jar’ type
vessel with external/upper finger-impressions on the rim’s
upper surface. Internally sooted around the rim. Brown-grey
surfaces with mid to dark grey core. WILHS96 (11).

MS19 Fabric E (MSX (Q)). Slightly externally thickened rim with a
slightly rounded internal bevel from an almost straight-sided
bowl, with some coarse inclusions visible on the internal
surface. Slightly fire clouded external surface with colours
ranging from dull orange-brown to mid-brown, internally the
surface is pale–mid grey. External red-brown margins.
Internally the margins are mid grey with a pale–mid grey
core. WILHS96 (A10).

MS20 Fabric E (MSX (Q)). Rounded base with central flattening of
a thin-walled vessel, externally smoothed surface, internally
the surface is rough with some of the surface having been
lost. Medium-coarse inclusions. External surface dark
buff-brown to buff-grey; the internal surface and core are mid
grey. WILHS96 (A14).

Middle Saxon Hand-made wares: fabrics with quartz or other inclu-
sions from other sites in Cambridgeshire (Fig. 9.4)
MS21 Jar with everted rim. Pit F228, 1117. Hillside Meadows,

Fordham (Rátkai 2011b, fig. 3.12, no. 26).
MS22 MSX (Q). Everted, flattened, slightly uneven rim from a jar.

Dark grey-black surfaces, mid–dark grey margins and core.
Common coarse polished, rounded, quartz. HINHH93,
Period 3, (2606).

MS23 MSX (Q). Rim from a hand-made jar. Coarse dark grey
fabric. 8181 (F1952)/8003/Phase 7 ditch, Enclosure 7. West
Fen Road, Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 52).

MS24 MSX (Q). Small jar with simple everted rim. Station Road,
Gamlingay (Sudds 2006, 222, fig. 54, no. 27).

MS25 MSX (Q). Upright, rim-mounted lug from jar. Dark grey
fabric with black surfaces. 6438 (F2511)/6479/Phase 3 ditch,
Enclosure 4. West Fen Road, Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig.
4.3, no. 53).

MS26 MSX (Q). Body sherd with scar from applied boss or lug.
Uniform dark grey fabric. 6838 (F1527)/6859/Phase 3 ditch,
Enclosure 4. West Fen Road, Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig.
4.3, no. 54).

MS27 MSX (Q). Hand-made bowl with hard, dark fabric brownish
surfaces. Contains fine sand and a very few white grits. From
19–37 Castle Street, Castle Hill, Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80,
fig. 6, no. 10).

MS28 MSX (Qt). Simple, everted rim of a rounded jar in a silty, dark
grey-black fabric with wiped external surfaces. The fabric
contains abundant very coarse to coarse polycrystalline
quartzite fragments. HINHH93, Period 5, (1024).
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Figure 9.4  Middle Saxon Hand-made wares: fabrics with quartz or other inclusions from other sites in
Cambridgeshire. Scale 1:4
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Figure 9.5  Ipswich ware jars. Scale 1:4



MS29 MSX (V). Rim in soft porous fabric with a few brown grits,
rough finish. Lordship Lane, Cottenham (Hall 2000, 29, fig.
26, no. 1).

Ipswich ware
Fabric code: IPS
Date: AD 720–850
Refs: Hurst 1957 and 1976; Blinkhorn 2012
Figs 9.5–9.6
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.I

Description
Ipswich ware is a hand-made and slow wheel-turned
Middle Saxon fabric that exhibits continental influence in
relation to its reduced-firing controlled, sandy fabric, in
the use of the slow wheel and in the range of vessel forms
in which it was produced. Two main fabrics occur: Sandy
and Gritty. The fabric is usually grey (although oxidised
orange-brown is known), and is soft to hard, fine sandy to
coarse gritty, with very sparse to dense sub-rounded grey,
pink and white quartzite up to 2mm. There can also be rare
haematite, flint and/or calcareous material. The main
vessel types are small jars, often with finger-grooved
shoulders, but pitchers and large jars are known.
Occasional vessel types include lamps, bowls and bottles.
The pitchers and large jars are sometimes stamped and/or
often burnished.

Ipswich ware occurs in small quantities across much
of the county, with a larger presence at, for example, Ely
and possibly Cambridge. It appears to be much less
common in the west of the region and in the Peterborough
area, but it is still present in smaller quantities there.

A sizeable number of Ipswich ware vessels have been
published from Cambridgeshire, mostly echoing those
known from near the kiln sites in Ipswich and many of
which are re-published here. A collection of fourteen jar
rim profiles is published from the Consortium site on West
Fen Road in Ely (Blinkhorn 2011b), with another four
jars, fragments of two pitchers and a bottle rim published
from an adjacent excavation (Blinkhorn 2005a). A
globular jar with an unusual carinated neck below a
possibly seated rim has been published from Cherry
Hinton (Cessford and Dickens 2005a), whilst from nearby
Cambridge a group of four jars and one unusual rounded
bowl with a thickened rim have been published (Hall
2005b). Further jar forms are published from Fordham
(Rátkai 2011b) and Cottenham (Hall 2000). A small
spouted pitcher has also been published from Gamlingay
(Sudds 2006). A single unusual baggy pitcher, almost
complete, is published here from Hinxton Hall, found in
rubbish pits adjacent to, but not necessarily contemporary
with, both Early/Middle Saxon (transitional) and Late
Saxon settlement.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.5–9.6)

Jars (Fig. 9.5)
MS30 Jar rim, West type I.A. Uniform grey fabric. 2221

(F542)/1354/Phase 5 ditch, Enclosure 1. West Fen Road, Ely
(Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 55).

MS31 Jar rim, West type I.A. Uniform grey fabric. 4262
(F1489)/4915/Phase 5 ditch fill, Enclosure 4. West Fen
Road, Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 56).

MS32 Jar with slightly rounded body and slightly everted, bevelled
rim, smooth fabric, orange and grey sandwich effect in
section. Ditch F163, 1108. Hillside Meadows, Fordham
(Rátkai 2011b. fig. 3.12, no. 29).

MS33 Rounded jar with slightly everted, partially flattened rim. The
neck and upper body of the jar have a zone of stamping using a
6 x 5 lattice grid stamp (form - RG; circular field with criss-
crossing at right angles (Blinkhorn 2012, 55)). The stamps are
relatively regularly applied to the vessel although there are
some areas of overlap. Mid grey-brown surfaces and margins
with a dull red-brown core. HINHH93 (3115), unphased.

MS34 Ipswich ware vessel. Dark grey rather coarse fabric with
upright simple everted rim. From 19–37 Castle Street. Castle
Hill, Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 6).

MS35 Probable Ipswich ware, small jar in a dark fabric. From
19–37 Castle Street, Castle Hill, Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80,
fig. 6, no. 9).

MS36 Ipswich ware large jar, grey fabric with occasional grits.
From 19–37 Castle Street. Castle Hill, Cambridge (Hall
2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 7).

MS37 Ipswich ware jar. Ely Cathedral, Ely (Cessford and Dickens,
166, fig. 5, no. 1).

MS38 Ipswich ware jar in dark grey fabric with a few white grits.
Nos 18/18a St Peter’s Street. Castle Hill, Cambridge (Hall
2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 3).

MS39 Ipswich ware globular jar in a dark pimply fabric. Church
End, Cherry Hinton (Cessford and Dickens 2005a, 54, fig. 3).

MS40 Ipswich type ware globular vessel. Station Road, Gamlingay
(Sudds 2006, 222, fig. 54, no. 25).

MS41 Small Ipswich ware jar in a dark grey fabric with a hollowed
rim from a lid seat. A few feldspar grits. Chesterton Lane
Corner, Castle Hill, Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 4).

MS42 Jar rim, West type I.D. Pale grey fabric with slightly darker
surfaces 780 (F345)/638/phase 6 ditch, Enclosure 9. West
Fen Road, Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 58).

MS43 Ipswich ware small jar with upright rim in grey fabric with a
few white grits. From 19–37 Castle Street, Castle Hill,
Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 5).

Bowl (Fig. 9.6)
MS44 Probable Ipswich ware bowl in a coarse dark fabric with

pimply quartzose grits. Two slight marks on upper part of rim
that may be fingernail decoration. Cow and Calf, Castle Hill,
Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 8).

Pitchers (Fig. 9.6)
MS45 Rounded spouted pitcher, hand-built and finished on a

turntable. Simple everted rim, slightly externally bevelled,
turning grooves can be seen on the neck of the vessel. The
body is very rounded (almost globular), with an obtuse base
angle and very sagging base. When placed on a flat surface
the vessel seems to ‘float’ above it, the base angle clearly
visible. A part of a short strap handle survives, springing
directly from the rim and forming a short loop. The handle is
broader at the rim than its base. The base of the handle is
neatly luted to the vessel and the finger marks left by the
potter smearing the clay of the handle into the body can be
felt, if not seen. On the inner edge of the handle where it joins
the rim are a series of short incised lines or cuts; the purpose
of these is unclear and they may be post-firing artefacts.
Opposite the handle, in the body of the vessel, is part of the
hole that pierced the body for the applied spout and a small
raised ridge on the outside of the vessel is all that remains of a
tubular spout. Internally, the smoothing together of the coils
by the potter can still be felt. Externally, the body of the
vessel was in part smoothed and burnished and the final
burnishing appears to have been done with a narrow tool, the
marks of which run horizontally around the neck. These
marks stop at the handle, suggesting its application before the
last phase of burnishing. The body was finished with this
narrow burnishing tool moving in an uneven up and down
motion over the upper two thirds of the vessel’s body, while
turning the vessel by hand. Mid grey surfaces, slightly paler
margins and mid grey core. Hard-fired, smooth yet pimply
feel. Moderate–occasional medium quartz, occasional
coarse quartz. HINHH93, Period 4, SF144 (1454).

MS46 Pitcher with applied bridge spout, and near-upright simple
rounded rim. The clay added to form the spout has externally
been smoothed into the body of the pot. The rim of the spout
has been neatly finished and is slightly internally bevelled.
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Figure 9.6  Ipswich ware pitchers and other forms. Scale 1:4



The body of the vessel was in part smoothed and wiped
around the neck and there are turning or smoothing lines
below the spout. The fabric is hard fired, smooth with dark
grey surfaces, red-brown margins and mid–dark grey core.
Contains moderate polished, rounded medium to fine quartz
and moderate fine mica. HINHH93 (2417), Period 4.

MS47 Ipswich type ware spouted jar with an upright rim. Station
Road, Gamlingay (Sudds 2006, 222, fig. 54, no. 24).

MS48 Pitcher rim and spout. Brick red fabric with grey surfaces.
Phase 5 spread 6849 (F1570)/6526). West Fen Road, Ely
(Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 59).

MS49 Strap handle from pitcher. Uniform dark grey fabric with
longitudinal burnishing strokes on outer surface. Boundary
ditch, Enclosure 1, 1520 (F337)/1005. West Fen Road, Ely
(Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 60).

Bottles (Fig. 9.6)
MS50 Rim from Buttermarket-type bottle. Light greyish-brown

fabric with darker surfaces. Phase 8 boundary ditch fill,
Enclosure 3, 4991 (F1165)/5387. West Fen Road, Ely
(Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 61).

MS51 Joining body sherds from Buttermarket-type bottle. Brick-
red fabric with dark grey core and surfaces. Phase 6 gully,
Enclosure 12, 5747 (1214)/5836/ and Phase 6 boundary ditch
fill, Enclosure 12, 5750 (F1217)/5842. West Fen Road, Ely
(Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 62).

Decorated body sherd (Fig. 9.6)
MS52 Decorated body sherd. Brick-red fabric with smoothed grey

surfaces. 539 (F304)/448/Phase 8 dividing ditch fill,
Enclosure 1. West Fen Road, Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig.
4.3, no. 57).

Maxey-type wares
Fabric codes: Northern type (NMAX) Southern type (RMAX);
unspecified (MAX)
Date: mid 7th to mid 9th century
Refs: Addyman 1964; Hurst 1976, 307–8
Fig. 9.7
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.I

Introduction
Shell-tempered pottery of Middle Saxon date conforming
to a number of vessel forms, some quite specific, and
containing a narrow suite of inclusion types is known as
Maxey-type ware after the site of its initial recognition
(Addyman 1964) and as a type it was initially discussed by
Hurst (1976). Research carried out during the 1990s by
Alan Vince and others on Maxey ware mainly from
Lincolnshire demonstrated the presence of two types; a
Northern and a Southern Maxey-type ware (Williams and
Vince 1997), and subsequently a third, south
Lincolnshire, type (MAXQ) has also been recognised
(Vince and Young 2004), being characterised by abundant
ferroan calcite fragments (shelly limestone).

Macroscopic fabric description

Northern type (NMAX)
Wet-hand finished, reddish-orange, brown or black
surfaces. Soft to fairly hard, with abundant fossil shell
platelets. Similar in form and fabric to more local types,
although the fabric lacks the distinctive brachiopod/
bryozoa fragments indicative of a more southerly Jurassic
Clay source.

Southern type (RMAX)
Wet-hand finished, reddish-orange, brown or black
surfaces. Soft to fairly hard, with abundant fossil shell
platelets up to 10mm. Southern Maxey-type ware is
recognised by the presence of punctate brachiopod shell,

and in thin section from echinoid shell and delaminated
nacreous bivalve shell (Vince 2007a).

Production source and raw materials

Northern type (NMAX)
This fabric appears to have been produced from outcrops
of Jurassic Clay on the eastern, dip, slope of the
Lincolnshire Jurassic ridge, tempered with a sand
composed of shelly limestone, probably from the Great
Oolite outcrop. It is unlikely to have been made as far
south as Sleaford (Vince and Young 2004; Vince 2007a).

Southern type (RMAX)
It is suggested that, unlike Northern Maxey-type ware, this
fabric was produced from naturally shell-tempered marl.
Similar shelly marls were exploited in Bedfordshire in the
Roman period and in Northamptonshire in the medieval
period, with an upper Jurassic clay being the source. These
counties probably represent the core area of manufacture
of RMAX, which was perhaps distributed via the fen river
systems to the Wash.

Distribution

Northern type (NMAX)
The core of this ware’s distribution is central and northern
Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. It does, however, appear to
have been present in Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a) and at
Cambridge, where at least one rim-mounted lug vessel is
published (Hall 2005a), and one sherd from Willingham is
illustrated here (MS57).

Southern type (RMAX)
This type is found principally in the East Midlands and it
also occurs in Lincolnshire south of the Witham. In
Cambridgeshire it has been identified at Hinxton in the
south of the county and at Willingham on the fen edge,
although it is only present in very small quantities at the
latter site and in other locations that far east.

Analysis by ICPS of the RMAX sample from
Willingham and comparison with data from Lincolnshire
sherds found that the Willingham sample fell within the
range of a group of south Lincolnshire samples, albeit
being peripheral (Chapter 11.I). Further analysis
suggested that the Cambridgeshire sample may derive
from the same source as that which supplied Gosberton,
although the two sites are over 80.5km apart and further
sampling might produce evidence for further centres and
negate this association. The implication is for wide-
ranging distribution of these products into the eastern
counties. Importantly, the assemblage from Willingham
appears to contain both Northern and Southern Maxey-
type ware, something that also seems to be the case for
Cambridge.

Forms and provisional date range

Northern type (NMAX)
The main form difference between this fabric and its
southern counterpart is the presence of upright, rim-
mounted pierced lugs rather than the ‘bar-lugs’ typical of
the latter. Possible examples have been recorded at both
Cambridge and Ely and an example is shown here from
Willingham (MS57). Straight-sided bowls are perhaps the
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most common form in Lincolnshire, but these vessels do
not seem to have been distributed as far south as was the
case with the lugged vessels.

Southern type (RMAX)
Vessels are usually straight-sided bowls with simple rims,
and/or ‘bar-lugs’ (two examples from Hinxton Hall are
illustrated here: MS55 and MS56), although upright,
rim-mounted lugs also occur. These forms differ from
Lincolnshire Northern Maxey types, which tend to have
upright, triangular, rim-mounted pierced lugs. Bowls with
in-turned rims, perhaps precursors of St Neots-type forms,
are known.

Southern Maxey-type ware spans the period from the
mid 7th to mid 9th centuries, with Northern Maxey-type
ware possibly starting in the early 8th century. The
assemblage at Chesterton Lane, Cambridge contained a

small but significant Middle to Late Saxon phase that
produced Maxey ware and it was also present alongside
transitional Middle to Late Saxon pottery at Willingham
High Street (Hall forthcoming). The Cambridge pottery
was probably of Northern type (a rim-mounted, pierced
lug is published; Cessford and Dickens 2005b, fig. 6.2),
and the phase was closely dated to AD 840–875. Vessels
from Willingham include some fragments of Southern
Maxey-type, alongside the Northern Maxey-type ware
lugged vessel illustrated (MS57). At Chesterton Lane,
Cambridge the Maxey-type pottery existed alongside the
first Thetford-type, and possibly St Neots-type, wares; it
did not occur in subsequent phases (Cessford and Dickens
2005b).

Fragments of Southern Maxey-type ware bowls have
been published from West Fen Road in Ely (Blinkhorn
2005a), whilst a further bowl rim and a bar lug are
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Figure 9.7   Southern and Northern Maxey-type ware vessels. Scale 1:4



published from Gamlingay (Sudds 2006) and these,
together with several other sherds found in
Cambridgeshire, are re-published here.

Affinities: fabric
Although some Early Saxon fabrics in the region are
shell-tempered there does not appear to be any specific
antecedent or influence there, except that Romano-British
shelly pottery was produced from the same deposits in
earlier centuries at, for example, Harrold, Bedfordshire
(Tyers 1996).

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
Maxey wares for the most part occur in coil-built,
hand-made vessels that are entirely in keeping in form
with domestic vessels of the preceding Anglo-Saxon
centuries and perhaps have their origins in Iron Age wares
(Hurst 1976, 307). The bar lugs and rim-mounted lugs are,
however, unusual and with few obvious precursors. The
fact that both wares have a version of this vessel type is
likely to be significant.

Thin-section analysis

Northern type (MAX)
Thin-section analysis of material from Flixborough and
comparanda from elsewhere indicate that the fabric
contained a shell sand derived from a shelly limestone and
that almost all the shell found had the same structure as
oysters (nacreous) with a cement consisting of sparry
ferroan calcite (Vince 2007a).

Southern type (RMAX)
Although definition of Maxey-type wares by ceramic
petrology was not central to the Cambridgeshire research
programme, one example of Maxey ware from
Willingham, on the south Cambridgeshire fen edge, was
sampled to contextualise classification through study by
binocular microscope of this sherd, and others from the
south of the county, as Southern Maxey-type ware (Table
9.1). This attribution was confirmed (Chapter 11.I).
Southern Maxey-type ware is identified using a low power
microscope by the presence of punctate brachiopod shell.
In thin-section, not only is this shell present but also
echinoid shell. These inclusion types occur in every
sample of the fabric and clearly distinguish this ware from
the Northern Maxey-type ware.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.7–9.8)

Southern type (RMAX) (Fig. 9.7)
MS53 Inturned, slightly uneven rounded rim with slight external

bevel from an inturned bowl. Pink-brown surfaces with a
dark grey core. Abundant fossil shell including many
punctate brachiopods and occasional rounded fine–medium
quartz. HINHH93, Period 5, (1690).

MS54 Slightly sagging base from a small jar with grey-brown
external surface and dark grey margins, core and internal
surface. Abundant coarse and very coarse fossil shell
including punctate brachiopods. HINHH93, Period 5,
(1024).

MS55 Rim and part of bar lug from bar-lug bowl/vessel, mid–dark
grey fabric with smooth/soapy pink external surfaces,
internally dark grey surface with abundant shell. HINHH93
(1598).

MS56 Rim and bar lug from bar-lug bowl/vessel, light grey fabric
with smooth/soapy pink surfaces, with abundant shell.
HINHH93, Phase 5, (1502).

Northern type (NMAX) (Fig. 9.7)
MS57 Rim of pierced-lug vessel, probably defined as a bowl. The

fragment is mostly composed of clay lug added to the top of
the vessel wall, with the piercing evident. This example is
notable because it also includes an internal ‘bar’, although its
thinness and position below the rim mean it does not appear
similar to most RMAX ‘bar lug vessels’. Suspension of this
vessel was most probably through the piercing, rather than
around this flimsy attachment which may have simply been a
barrier to prevent spillage through the piercing. The fabric is
very dark grey-brown with black surfaces and the inclusions
(shell, oolitic shell and clear quartz grains) are in keeping
with NMAX, rather than RMAX. WILHS96.

Type uncertain (MAX) (Fig. 9.8)
MS58 Upper part of barrel-shaped vessel with flat top roughly

frilled with the finger-tip on the overhanging outside edge.
The exterior is heavily caked with soot and pinkish black, the
interior pink with a black zone near the rim. F20. Maxey
Quarry (Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no. 43).

MS59 Rim of a small upright-sided vessel, with flat-topped rim
with small crimps along the overhanging outer edge. Black
within, pink without. F15. Maxey Quarry (Addyman 1964,
fig. 14, no. 40).

MS60 Upper part of a barrel-shaped pot; the flat-topped rim is
slightly frilled with the finger-tip. P14. Maxey Quarry
(Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no. 47).

MS61 Maxey-type ware bowl with an inturned rim. Station Road,
Gamlingay (Sudds 2006, 222, fig. 54, no. 23).

MS62 Upper part of a bucket-shaped vessel, with slightly thinned
flat-topped rim with suspension hole (broken). The
pronounced ridges on the body betray the coil-building
technique. F20. Maxey Quarry (Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no.
45).

MS63 Rim of medium-sized barrel-shaped pot, with flat-topped
rim; traces of vertical finger-smoothing within. P16, Maxey
Quarry (Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no. 36).

MS64 Rim of small vessel. The vessel is rougher in finish, and the
rim less flat and level than other vessels. F41. Maxey Quarry
(Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no. 39).

MS65 Rim of vessel with thinned flat-topped rim finished off with
final horizontal wipe externally. P14. Maxey Quarry
(Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no. 48).

MS66 Rim of medium-sized vessel, with an irregular and simple
rim. P16. Maxey Quarry (Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no. 34).

MS67 Rim of vessel probably of globular shape. The sides are much
inturned but the rim is again flat-topped and undeveloped.
Reddish within, greyish without. F7. Maxey Quarry
(Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no. 37).

MS68 Rim of a small or medium-sized vessel, the rim is flat-topped
with a light incision below externally. P21. Maxey Quarry
(Addyman 1964, fig. 12, no. 11).

MS69 Rim of medium-sized bucket-shaped vessel, with typical
flat-topped rim slightly thinned at the top. Light pink
without, dark grey within. P16. Maxey Quarry (Addyman
1964, fig. 14, no. 35).

MS70 Rim sherd. Dark grey fabric with reddish-brown inner
surface. Phase 6 ditch, Enclosure 14, 2183 (F5330)/1327.
West Fen Road, Ely (Blinkhorn 2005a, 63, fig. 4.3, no. 63).

MS71 Probable Maxey-type ware in hard Shelly fabric, burnished
surfaces; small upright jar. Folk Museum, Castle Hill,
Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 1).
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old Sub-Fabric

V4433 WILHS96 527 Willingham Dark grey body sherd with red-brown internal  surface;
abundant coarse shell

ASSH; Fabric A

Table 9.1  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Maxey ware (Group 11, see Chapter 11)
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Figure 9.8  Maxey ware, type uncertain



MS72 Part of small bowl, with simple, slightly incurving rim. P21.
Maxey Quarry (Addyman 1964, fig. 12, no. 12).

MS73 A thick and rather crude Maxey vessel with an applied bar lug.
Station Road, Gamlingay (Sudds 2006, 222, fig. 54, no. 26).

MS74 Maxey-type ware with lug; hard fabric with large and small
pieces of white shell; burnished surfaces. Chesterton Lane
Corner, Castle Hill, Cambridge (Hall 2005b, 80, fig. 6, no. 2).

MS75 Part of low lug with double perforation for suspension. Such
lugs are common in late Pagan Saxon and Middle Saxon
contexts. F20. Maxey Quarry (Addyman 1964, fig. 14, no.
44).

MS76 Base of medium-sized pot. P14. Maxey Quarry (Addyman
1964, fig. 14, no. 49).

MS77 Base of medium-sized pot having vertical knife-trimming.
Such knife-trimming occurs on a number of similar bases
(not illustrated). F15. Maxey Quarry (Addyman 1964, fig.
14, no. 41).

North French Blackwares
Fabric code: NFBW
Date: 8th to 9th century
Refs: Blackmore 1988; Hodges 1981
Fig. 9.9

Introduction
A small amount of pottery in a characteristic dark brown
or more usually black, quartz-tempered, fabric has been
recognised in a number of assemblages across the study
region, but it is perhaps concentrated in the fenland and the
Cambridgeshire fen edge. This is recognisable as an
imported type from Northern France, with many vessels
being recorded in excavations at, for example, Hamwic
and Lundenwic. It is perhaps surprising to find small
amounts in a growing number of rural locations from
‘land-locked’ Cambridgeshire. The international contacts
of the East Anglian kingdom generally, the waterborne
trade of the fenland region and, perhaps, the presence of
monastic sites may all contribute to this surprising

distribution. North French Blackwares were categorised
and discussed by Hodges (1981), and the sherds seen in
Cambridgeshire conform to his description of fabric,
treatment and forms (imported pottery Class 14).

Macroscopic fabric description
A dark fabric, with either dark brown or black surfaces and
a dark grey core. It contains abundant part-rounded quartz
grains, usually 0.2–0.8mm. These are mostly clear but
some milky and iron-stained quartz is also present. Some
examples have fine silver mica. The fabric is quite
hard-fired, wheel-made and often has much of the external
surface, especially under the rim, wiped or smoothed.

Production source and raw materials
A variety of sources are known or suggested in either the
Meuse Valley, or parts of Northern France generally.

Distribution
Sherds have been recovered from Chatteris, Ely, Hinxton
and Willingham. A few finely-made black, burnished
sherds reported from the city of Cambridge may also be
examples of NFBW, as may an elaborately decorated
black, burnished globular jar from Hillside Meadows,
Fordham (Rátkai 2011b, fig. 3.10, 6).

Forms and provisional date range
Most NFBW sherds found in Cambridgeshire are quite
small and, other than the suggestion that they derive from
pitchers / narrow vessels, little further is known. The
exceptions are two sherds from Hinxton Hall, illustrated
here. One is a miniature globular jar with everted, externally
bevelled rim and with cruciform stamps over the whole
body of the pot which is slightly burnished (MS78). The
other is a slightly everted, externally thickened rim of a jar
with a bevel on its upper surface (MS79). The body of the
pot is heavily burnished and the fabric is very dark brown,
with black surfaces. This vessel is similar to an example
from London (Blackmore 1988, fig. 22, 30).

NFBW first occurs in Cambridgeshire alongside
hand-made Early to Middle Saxon fabrics (MSX), and it is
also present with Ipswich ware; suggesting that it was
distributed by the early 8th century or before. It has also
been found alongside early examples of Thetford and St
Neots-type wares, implying continuance of supply into the
later 9th century. At Hinxton Hall it was only present in the
earliest Late Saxon phase (both sherds together) and might
therefore have ceased to be used before the 11th century.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.9)
MS78 Plate 9.1. Miniature rounded jar with everted, externally

bevelled rim. Decorated on the body while the clay was still
wet, with a heavily impressed lobate cruciform stamp. Black
external, slightly burnished, surface and margin, dark brown
internal surface with mid grey margin and core. Hard-fired,
common medium sub-rounded quartz including iron-stained
examples. HINHH93, Phase 5, (2349).

MS79 Plate 9.2. Small or miniature jar with near-upright externally
thickened rim, almost beaded yet set very slightly below the
top edge of the rim. The vessel is sooted on the neck and
upper part of the rim with the sooting extending to the upper
part of the neck internally. Dark brown, heavily burnished,
external surface, red brown at the rim, dark red-brown
internal surface, red-brown margins and pale–mid grey core.
Hard-fired, slightly rough feel internally. Common medium
sub-rounded quartz including milky and iron-stained
examples. HINHH93, Phase 5, (2349).
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Plate 9.1  MS78. North French Blackware. Miniature
rounded jar with lobate cruciform stamped decoration



North French Redware
Fabric code: NFRW
Date: 8th to 9th century
Refs: Blackmore 1988; Hodges 1981
Fig. 9.9

Introduction
A single strap handle sherd in a characteristic red-brown
fabric was recovered at Willingham High Street. This is
recognisable as an imported type from Northern France,
with many vessels being recorded in excavations at, for
example, Hamwic and Lundenwic. North French redwares
were categorised and discussed by Hodges (1981), and the
handle from Willingham probably fits in to his imported
pottery Class 21 ‘red burnished wares’ (ibid., 30). Vessels
in this category include handled and spouted pitchers.

Macroscopic fabric description
Hard-fired, dense, red-brown fabric with orange-brown
core; with slightly burnished surfaces. Occasional very
coarse flint, coarse, dark red inclusions, probably
iron-rich, and a fine quartz sand.

Production source and raw materials
Vessel numbers known from France were not great when
Hodges conducted his survey, with a few examples known
only from sites in Manche, the Alsace and Orleans,
stretching right across Northern France.

Distribution
In England, the type is found principally at Hamwic and
Lundenwic, with examples also known from Chester and
Ipswich (Gipeswic).

Forms and provisional date range
The NFRW handle from Willingham High Street was
found with hand-made MSX sherds.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.9)
MS80 Strap handle with central rib, rectangular in section and

thicker towards base; possibly attached to rim at top.
Hard-fired, dense, red-brown fabric, thick orange-brown
margins and mid grey core. WILHS96 (2282).

Wheel-made Middle Saxon Sandy ware
Fabric code: WMMSS
Date: 9th century
Refs: None
Fig. 9.10

Introduction
Five sherds of pottery recovered amongst Middle Saxon
material at Willingham High Street appear to be a
previously unknown wheel-made pottery type that does
not conform with any known wheel-made imports of the
time. Bearing in mind the low-fired, relatively poor
quality (for wheel-made pottery) sandy fabric, these
sherds have been interpreted as probably very early
wheel-made pottery of local (East Anglian) origin.

Macroscopic fabric description
A light firing buff or brown, fine quartz-tempered fabric
containing leached shell, possibly grog and sometimes
dark inclusions. It tends to be soft and low-fired.
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Plate 9.2  MS79. North French Blackware. Small or
miniature jar

Figure 9.9  Middle Saxon imported pottery (North
French Blackware and Redware). Scale 1:4



Production source and raw materials
There is no evidence that this pottery was made near
Willingham; none of the other pottery at the site or in the
locality is similar. The fine quartz tempered light-firing
fabric is reminiscent of some sherds of Thetford-type
ware, particularly those found at the kiln sites in Thetford
where firing conditions were not deliberately managed to
produce a regular reduced grey finish. The presence of
(leached) shell might suggest an origin in Jurassic deposits,
although the light firing fabric could alternatively imply a
Cretaceous origin (like Cambridgeshire yellow bricks).
As well as heavily shell-filled strata known from counties
to the west of Cambridgeshire, the Jurassic Clays found
more locally (Kimmeridge Clay and Oxford Clay) could
be the source.

Distribution
This fabric has only found at Willingham to date.

Forms and provisional date range
The fabric appears in thin-walled vessels, both jars with
thinned, simple everted rims and rounded bowls, with
simple, upright rims. It appears alongside Middle Saxon
hand-made pottery that at Willingham appears to continue
into the 9th century. The full wheel-thrown technology
exhibited by this ware was not until now believed to have
been utilised in England until the mid 9th century with the
appearance of Thetford-type ware at Ipswich and, perhaps
later, Thetford. If this type is indeed not an unknown
import, its presence and the interpretation of it as an
English, probably quite local, product, suggests
experimentation with wheel-thrown pottery in England at
least some decades before the advent of Thetford-type
wares.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.10)
MS81 Smoothed slightly everted jar rim in buff, fine

quartz-tempered fabric containing coarse (leached) shell and
possibly grog. WILHS96 (2244).

MS82 Smoothed slightly everted almost upright jar or bowl rim in
brown, fine quartz-tempered fabric containing coarse
(leached) shell and possibly grog. WILHS96 (2244).

III. Late Saxon Pottery (AD 850/875–1050)

St Neots-type ware
Fabric codes: NEOT
Date: AD 875–1100
Refs: Hurst 1956; Denham 1985
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.II

Introduction
St Neots-type ware is a soft-fired pottery with crushed
shell temper, first petrologically defined by the presence
of the fossil bryozoa (Hunter 1979). The type has been
fully described (Hurst 1956; Denham 1985), the latter
research clarifying four major fabric types for which
reasonably well-attested chronologies have been developed.
St Neots-type wares are very common in assemblages in
Cambridgeshire, probably from the start of the industry in
the later 9th century (the fabric has been found in
Cambridge, Ely and elsewhere in association with both
Ipswich wares and Maxey-type wares), and thence
throughout the next three centuries or more. It was
deemed important to attempt to provenance, define and

group some pottery of this type as part of the county-wide
research project. With such a well-known and widely
published type, however, it was clearly not realistic to
revise and generate a new Cambridgeshire-based type
series for the ware, and the work of earlier specialists
already offers a very satisfactory definition of vessel types
and stylistic traits although, as discussed in the preceding
section, the terminology utilised for the later fabrics
varies. It has only been necessary here, therefore, to build
on rather than replace published typologies.

Macroscopic fabric description
St Neots-type ware (NEOT) can generally be
characterised as having light brown, purple-black or pink
surfaces and usually a grey to dark grey or black core. The
fabric is characterised by fine, well sorted crushed
fossiliferous limestone which contains a range of
recognisable fossil types. A key element in this fossil
assemblage is the punctate brachiopod, the presence of
which is usually the vital requirement for confirmation as
a product of the St Neots-type ware industry. The material
is usually wheel-thrown but can be coil-built, with the
larger vessels usually made by the latter method. Vessels
are frequently self-slipped or wet-hand-finished.

Production source and raw materials
Surprisingly, no production sites have been discovered,
but it is clear that they were located within a wide region
including parts of Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and
Northamptonshire, where the fossiliferous crushed shell
clays occur. Earlier petrological studies could not
distinguish between different centres of production,
although some regional differences were apparent (Hunter
1979). Regional variation in the St Neots-type ware
fabrics seen in Cambridgeshire suggests different
production centres (Denham 1985), but this has not been
more fully explored except with later DNEOT material
(Section IV, below).

As indicated in Chapter 11.II, from the recent study of
further thin sections the balance of probabilities suggests a
Cornbrash/lower Oxford Clay origin for the clay used to
produce NEOT and its later variants. These deposits can
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Figure 9.10  Wheel-made Middle Saxon Sandy ware.
Scale 1:4



be found in valley side exposures of varying size in the
major arms of both the Middle Great Ouse and Nene
systems.

Distribution
St Neots-type ware occurs across a wide region stretching
from Worcestershire to East Anglia, and from London to
Lincolnshire. In Cambridgeshire it is found in
assemblages in all sub-regions. Perhaps not surprisingly it
is less common in rural assemblages towards the east and
south of the county, where it was perhaps less successful in
competition with Thetford-type wares. It is proposed that
there are in fact two groups of St Neots-type products
present in Cambridgeshire, the more southerly group
emanating from producers in the Great Ouse Valley in
Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire and being more
usually the ‘classic’ darker fabric type. This group
includes the later sandy version DNEOT Q. The northerly
group seems likely to be a product of sites in the Nene
Valley and it tends to include more orange and buff fabrics,
and from some time in the late 11th or 12th century
onwards it includes the precursor of the Lyveden A shelly
fabric.

St Neots-type wares have previously been identified
on sites in the Soke of Peterborough and as part of this
programme some of these assemblages have been
revisited to assess whether this attribution is in fact
correct. Although some sherds proved to have been
wrongly-ascribed, and are in fact PSHW or south
Lincolnshire shelly fabrics, there is still a component that
is indeed St Neots-type ware. No 9th- to 10th-century
assemblages of sufficient size from parishes north of the
Nene have been assessed to determine the situation at that
time, but south of the river at Botolph Bridge there are
clearly contexts where Middle Saxon pottery exists
alongside St Neots-type ware and Stamford ware, with no
other shelly fabrics present at that time. Developed St
Neots-type ware has been found north of the Nene at
Barnack, Maxey and Peterborough, as well as at Botolph
Bridge on its south bank.

Forms and date range
St Neots-type ware is seen in Cambridgeshire in contexts
alongside Middle Saxon pottery, thus suggesting that it is
present in the county from the earliest period of its
manufacture in the later 9th century. The range of forms
and fabrics seen in the earlier period (the ware type for
which the code NEOT is utilised) are well-known and are
not re-iterated here.

Affinities: fabric
There is clearly an association between St Neots-type
ware and the earlier hand-made Maxey-type wares of the
Middle Saxon period, even though the Maxey-type ware
from Cambridgeshire is part of an even wider ‘tradition’or
group of producers with associations in counties to the
north and west.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
As with the other major Late Saxon pottery traditions of
Eastern England (Stamford ware and Thetford-type
wares), the technological innovation of use of the pottery
wheel is a clear change from Maxey-type wares, although
St Neots-type ware potters did not also utilise pottery kilns
unlike the other contemporary types. Instead it is assumed

that, on the basis of the variable nature of the redox
conditions evident across the vessels themselves, the
vessels were fired in clamp kiln (covered bonfire) and the
few traces that these would have left behind probably
explains the total absence of unequivocal production site
evidence to date. St Neots-type ware bowls with wedge-
shaped inturned rims are seen to be evidence of the
continuation of Maxey-type ware forms, but otherwise the
suite of vessel types is again closely aligned with
Stamford and Thetford-type wares, the earlier Ipswich
wares and clear contemporary continental influence.

Thin-section analysis of NEOT
The seventeen samples of NEOT selected for thin-section
and ICPS analysis are indicated in Table 9.2. In general,
the NEOT samples have a finer texture than the Developed
St Neots-type (DNEOT) ware samples but there is a
gradation within the ware. The following inclusion types
were noted in thin section:
• Bivalve shell. Abundant fragments of varying structure, including

shells with nacreous structure and those with two or more bands
parallel to the surface (some varying in composition), with a thick
non-ferroan layer and thinner ferroan calcite layers. The fragments
range up to 0.5mm long.

• Echinoid shell. Rounded fragments up to 0.5mm across, mainly of
ferroan calcite but including some non-ferroan calcite with dark
brown infilling of pores. Several of these are surrounded by
amorphous ferroan calcite cement.

• Punctate brachiopod shell. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments up
to 0.5mm long, mainly of non-ferroan calcite with ferroan calcite
infilling of pores.

• Echinoid spines. Sparse fragments, mostly not complete
cross-sections, up to 0.3mm across, composed of ferroan calcite.

• Ammonite shell. Rare fragments of non-ferroan calcite shell up to
0.5mm across were identified as ammonite because of their oval cross
section.

• Ferroan calcite. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments of ferroan
calcite up to 0.5mm across, mostly without clear crystal structure.
Such fragments are more common than shell in the fraction of
inclusions less than 0.3mm across.

• Wood. Sparse rounded fragments up to 0.5mm across.
• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse sub-angular fragments of monocrystalline

quartz up to 0.3mm across.
• Fine-grained sandstone. Rare rounded fragments of fine-grained

sandstone up to 0.3mm across, composed of interlocking quartz grains
up to 0.2mm across.

• Rounded quartz. Rare well-rounded fragments up to 0.3mm across.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals with abundant, mostly rounded, dark brown
to opaque inclusions, less than 0.1mm across. Quartz and
muscovite silt are absent, as is calcareous material.

Petrological origin
It is likely that both NEOT and DNEOT were made from
the same, or very similar, raw materials, probably a shelly
marl. The iron content of the limestone/marl also clearly
varies and from the petrological and chemical analysis it is
clear that some DNEOT (Q; see Chapter 5) has a
noticeably higher iron content than the other groups.

The fine quartz sand found in DNEOT (sub-fabric Q)
can be paralleled in the Kellaways Beds at the base of the
Oxford Clay and sandy strata also occur in the upper
Cornbrash. The balance of probabilities suggests a
Cornbrash/lower Oxford Clay origin for the clay used to
produce these fabrics but, given the wide extent of the
Jurassic strata and the generally similar conditions under
which many were laid down, it is not possible using thin
sections alone to pin point a specific source.

For each fabric all that can be reasonably concluded
from the petrological data is that they were produced
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somewhere between Bedford and Peterborough close to
the outcrop of the Cornbrash and with access to the Oxford
Clay, thus within the middle sections of the Great Ouse
and Nene river valleys.

Thetford-type wares, Huntingdon Thetford-type ware,
Grimston Thetford-type wares and Ipswich Thetford-
type ware
Fabric codes: THET, HTHET, GTHET and IPTHET
Date: AD 840–1150
Refs: e.g. Hurst 1957 and 1976, 314–20; Dallas 1984; Anderson 2004
Fig. 9.11–9.13
TS and ICPS: Chapters 10.V and 12.I

Introduction
A group of wheel-made wares (except for large storage
vessels), typically with a hard grey fabric, although
partially oxidised vessels (brown) are occasionally found,
as are vessels in grey fabrics with near-black surfaces. The
latter can be either sandy and coarse, often with a
red-brown core and/or margins, or fine and micaceous.
Examples of Thetford-type wares (THET) from
Cambridgeshire have been shown to derive from Thetford
and not from east Norfolk (Chapter 10.V), but other forms
recognisable as from Ipswich are also known in the
county. Related fabrics include Grimston Thetford-type

ware (GTHET) and a newly-identified locally-produced
variant from Huntingdon (HTHET).

Thetford-type wares are very familiar in the East of
England, being one of the triumvirate of East Anglian Late
Saxon pottery types (along with St Neots-type ware and
Stamford ware), first described by Hurst (1957).
Thetford-type wares are now known to have been
manufactured in Ipswich and Norwich, as well as
Thetford itself, and several rural production sites are also
known from Norfolk, including Grimston where there
were also several phases of a later medieval pottery
industry.

Thetford-type wares are known from Ipswich to have
been manufactured from perhaps c. AD 850 (Hurst 1957)
and their earliest occurrence in Cambridge is with Ipswich
and Maxey ware at Chesterton Lane Corner (Cessford and
Dickens 2005b, 83–4), also implying a mid 9th-century
date. They subsequently became very common across
much of the county for more than three centuries. A single
example of a probable Ipswich Thetford-type ware is
illustrated here (LS1). This vessel was found in one of the
latest features on a site that was otherwise characterised by
Middle Saxon occupation. Ipswich Thetford-type ware
has a fine, often micaceous, mid-grey fabric and this
vessel fits that description, whilst also exhibiting
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Sample Site Context Fabric Form Description

V3324 ORLBB00 1059 NEOT Dish/bowl Inturned rim

V3343 ORLBB00 870 NEOT Jar

V3344 ORLBB00 1059 NEOT Dish/bowl Inturned rim

V3345 ORLBB00 1066 NEOT Dish/bowl Inturned rim

V3346 ORLBB00 1066 NEOT Jar

V4335 HINHH93 2038 NEOT Bowl

V4336 HINHH93 1618 NEOT Bowl Flat-topped clubbed bowl rim; mid-brown/grey

V4337 HINHH93 2106 NEOT Bowl Flanged rim of top hat bowl; mid brown

V4338 HINHH93 2652 NEOT Jar Finger-impressed. Jar rim; buff and less shell

V4339 HINHH93 1043 NEOT Bowl Inturned rim bowl; light brown with larger and less-aligned shell

V4340 HINHH93 2150 NEOT Bowl Inturned rim bowl; light brown; less shell, larger fragments

V4341 HINHH93 2107 NEOT (was
SSHW)

Jar Jar rim. Mid-brown/grey/black. Common med shell and common
fine–medium quartz

V4345 HUNOL94 1093 NEOT Lamp Lamp. Mid-brown/grey standard fabric

V4346 HUNOL94 56 NEOT Jar Jar rim. Dark brown/black/dark grey; standard fabric

V4347 HUNOL94 1008 NEOT Jar Jar rim. Black. Very smooth surfaces and less shell

V4348 HUNOL94 1001 NEOT Bowl Inturned rim bowl. Mid brown/ grey; possibly quartz added to standard fabric

V4349 HUNOL94 57 DNEOT Jar Pie-crust jar rim. Mid brown/grey. Standard fabric

V4350 HUNOL94 56 DNEOT F Jar Rolled jar rim. Mid brown/grey. Less shell, possibly ooliths

V4351 HUNOL94 U/S DNEOT Bowl Flat-topped hammerhead bowl rim. Mid brown/grey. Standard fabric

V4352 HUNOL94 1084 DNEOT Q Jar Cordoned jar rim. Mid brown/grey/black. Less shell and smoother surfaces

V4353 HUNSR99 246 DNEOT Q Jar Jar body sherd; red-brown/grey; abundant fine to very coarse shell

V4354 HUNSR99 245 DNEOT Q
(was SHW)

Jar Jar rim; mid-brown; common fine-v coarse shell

V4355 HUNSR99 18 DNEOT F Body sherd with rough surfaces; black, abundant fine-coarse shell

V4356 HUNSR99 5 NEOT Jar Jar rim; mid-brown/dk grey/black; abundant shell

V4357 HUNSR99 11 DNEOT Bowl Angle-sided bowl profile; brown/grey; common shell

Table 9.2 Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: St Neots-type ware (NEOT) and Developed St Neots-type ware
(DNEOT and sub-fabrics F and Q)



girth-grooving on the body, a trait common at Ipswich in
the early years of the industry.

Thetford-type ware from Grimston occurs in a coarser
fabric than usually seen in the urban centres where only in
the manufacture by hand of large storage vessels is a
rough-textured fabric utilised. This ‘Grimston Thetford-
type ware’ was first described by Clarke (1970) and has
been recorded by the author and others in Cambridgeshire
assemblages for two decades, principally for later and/or
larger vessels. These are often more crudely made, and in
lower-fired, coarse quartz sand-tempered fabrics, usually
also containing other large inclusions, and frequently
subject to surface spalling.

In the last few years the increasing quantities of both
Thetford-type and Grimston Thetford-type wares found in
Huntingdon have raised the question in the author’s mind
as to whether there was in fact a more local source. Similar
questions had been asked in relation to coarse
Thetford-type wares found in both Cambridge
(discussions between the author and D. Hall) and Bury St
Edmunds (S. Anderson, pers. comm.). It was therefore
perhaps no surprise when excavations in Huntingdon
revealed possible Thetford-type ware wasters at both
Lawrence Court in Huntingdon Town Centre (Clarke and
Connor forthcoming) and at Hampden House (Thatcher
2010) (LS2) close to the Great Ouse waterfront on the
eastern edge of the historic town.

The discovery of Thetford-type ware wasters from
Huntingdon occurred late in the research process, but
nonetheless both examples were incorporated into the
second batch of the analysis programme (Chapter 12.I).
Unfortunately, the waster from Lawrence Court was so
under-fired that attempts to make a thin section failed,
leaving only chemical data for this sample. A successful
section was taken from the storage vessel from Hampden
House, and this was incorporated into a study carried out
by Alice Lyons that compared the wasters with a range of
other Thetford-type ware sherds from Huntingdon and
Thetford and with Grimston Thetford-type sherds from
Huntingdon and Wereham in West Norfolk (close to
Grimston). The results of this study are outlined below,
although no clear petrological definition attributable to a
single source was achieved.

Macroscopic fabric description
Thetford-type wares from Huntingdon include fine
quartz-sand tempered and reduced examples that tend to
match the products of the industry in Thetford. These will
not be further described here as this type is already
well-known (e.g. Davison 1967; Rogerson and Dallas
1984). Pottery consistent with the fabric recorded in
wasters from Grimston in north-west Norfolk (Clarke
1970; Leah 1994) is also found in Huntingdon, this fabric
being typically soft, granular, usually reduced but
sometimes oxidised, and prone to surface spalling. These
also will not be further described here.

As noted above, two waster vessels have been
identified in Huntingdon. Their fabric may be atypical,
being failed products. It can be described as being reduced
grey, and sometimes dark brown, comparatively smooth
and very dense, with a fine-grained quartz sand
component. One example contained sparse large grog,
while the other proved too low-fired to generate a thin
section.

Further sherds from Huntingdon with fabrics akin to
that of the Huntingdon wasters have been found. Both
comparatively fine and fine–medium coarse examples are
known. The vessels typically have mid-brown or dark
brown surfaces and/or margins, above mid–dark grey
margins and/or core. Fully reduced grey examples are not
known, but variation of surface colour from brown to grey
is common, suggesting less successful management of
‘redox’ conditions in the kiln, when compared with some
other Thetford-type ware producers. Most examples,
however, have brown surfaces.

Production source and raw materials
Quartz sand and grog represent added tempering agents.
The clay matrix is lime-rich with natural silt-sized quartz,
but many strata including recent post-glacial clays might
conceivably be its source, based on this limited definition.

Distribution
Smooth Thetford-type ware vessels in grey and brown
fabrics have been found in Huntingdon and Cambridge. It
is likely that they derive from several sources. A few
vessels from Cambridge, and also from Willingham are of
an early style and fabric that may well be Ipswich
Thetford-type ware (e.g. LS1). The definition of
Huntingdon Thetford-type ware here is very preliminary
and it is often not sufficiently distinct to be recognisable
elsewhere.

Forms and provisional date range
The waster sherds from Huntingdon derive from a
medium-sized jar, probably multi-handed, with clay
added at the rim (Plate 9.3) (vessel form AG; from
Hartford Road) and a handled jar (vessel form AE; from
Huntingdon Town Centre). The former vessel has applied,
thumbed strips in a diamond pattern on its body and at
least one, plain strap handle. It is most similar in form to
examples from Thetford (Rogerson and Dallas 1984, 149)
and Soham (Hurst 1957, 57).

A few further examples of Thetford-type ware vessels
have been found at Huntingdon in the HTHET fabric, that
may be locally-produced. These are all spouted
jars/pitchers and/or handled jars (vessel forms AD and
AE; Dallas 1984, 137–44). Rim forms tend to be
externally-thickened and rounded. One example has a
comparatively long tubular spout with stabbed decoration
on the bridge (LS11). Others that may not have had tubular
spouts have fairly plain strap handles and may possess
thumbed, applied strips on the vessel body. Vessel shape is
usually rounded, but one example (LS7) is of the lower
attachment of a thin strap handle, luted to what may be a
taller, almost pear-shaped body. This is in part paralleled
by examples from Thetford (Dallas 1984, 143, no. 228)
and Grimston (Clarke 1970, 92, no. 6/1), although the
thumbed ridges below the handle attachment look more
like examples on medieval jugs from, for example, Ely
(Spoerry 2008, 58–60).

The vessel types are consistent with a date in the 11th
to 12th century, rather than any earlier. The tall handled
vessel (LS7) was found with a ‘top hat’ vessel in a
Developed St Neots-type ware fabric, probably of
12th-century date.
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Affinities: fabric
Huntingdon Thetford-type ware appears macroscopically
akin to smooth Thetford-type wares from elsewhere,
including Thetford itself. It is also macroscopically very
similar to Huntingdon Early Medieval ware.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
Clearly the broad range of Thetford type ware forms as
seen in Thetford, and elsewhere, is the principal context in
which these vessels must be viewed. Stabbing and
thumbing are present, as at Thetford itself, but strap
handle details echo later vessels from Ely. The less
successful management of kiln ‘redox’ conditions, when
compared to Thetford-type wares in general, may be
significant in the recognition of a relationship with
probably near-contemporary EMW production in
Huntingdon itself.

Chemical analysis of Thetford-type wares from
Huntingdon and Norfolk
Chemical analysis studied all these sherds alongside
wasters from production sites at Grimston, Langhale and
Thetford (Chapter 10.V). These results clearly identified
that the wasters from the rural Thetford-type kiln site at
Langhale in south-east Norfolk were different to all other
sherds. Wasters and other sherds from Thetford itself
represented a second large group with the majority of
sherds from Huntingdon appearing similar. A third group
contained all of the sherds of Grimston Thetford-type
ware from Wereham in Norfolk, along with three sherds
from Huntingdon. This tripartite division seems robust,
although these groupings are quite confusing if the
positions of the wasters from Huntingdon and Grimston
are taken into account. There are two of each of these
wasters and each pair is clearly split between the two main
groups of samples. The conclusion of this study is that it is
currently not possible to separate and define by chemical
means the limited examples of wasters from Huntingdon,
and that until this situation changes through the
excavation of more examples, Thetford-type wares found
in Huntingdon must be deemed to be from three possible
sources: Thetford, Grimston and their surroundings, and
probably Huntingdon itself.

Thin-section study of Thetford-type wares from
Huntingdon and Norfolk
Thin-section study was attempted on twenty-six samples
(see Chapters 10.V and 12.I). Alongside the failed slide

from Huntingdon, three of the Grimston Thetford-type
samples from Wereham, West Norfolk, also failed.

This study enabled division of the samples into three
related but recognisable petrological fabrics: a simple,
quartz-tempered fabric (THET (Q); five samples), a
quartz-tempered fabric with a lime-rich clay matrix
(THET (LQ); six samples) and a quartz-tempered fabric
with a lime-rich clay matrix also containing naturally-
occurring red inclusions, probably phosphate (THET
(LQR); eleven samples). The first fabric (THET (Q)) was
restricted to sherds from Huntingdon previously identified
as Thetford-type on the basis of their finer fabric; however
the waster from Huntingdon and one sherd from Thetford
itself also fell within this group. The second group (THET
(LQ)) included three sherds from Thetford and one
Thetford-type sherd from Huntingdon alongside two
further sherds from Huntingdon that were visually defined
as Grimston Thetford-type ware. Most of the coarser
sherds that had previously been identified as like Grimston
Thetford-type ware, whether from Norfolk (Wereham) or
Huntingdon, were included in the third group (THET
(LQR)).

Petrological study appears to suggest a common origin
for most, but not all, coarse tempered sherds from
Huntingdon, and Grimston Thetford-type ware from
Wereham in west Norfolk. All other sherds from
Huntingdon are grouped with at least some sherds from
Thetford itself and this includes the waster from
Huntingdon. This is in the smallest group that lacks real
distinguishing features, being typified by not having many
inclusions besides quartz sand and by not having a
lime-rich matrix. The thin-section results do not allow
close association with any specific geological deposits,
the range of inclusions being only generally associable
with a range of different facies and are perhaps indicative
of an origin in more recent glacially-derived strata.
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Sample Site Macro fabric Petro fabric

L335 37158THD THET THET (Q)

L340 HUNHAH08 HTHET THET (Q)

L342 HUNTCR07 THET THET (Q)

L344 HUNTCR07 THET THET (Q)

L352 HUNHAR05 THET THET (Q)

Table 9.3 Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis:
Thetford-type ware (THET (Q))

Group Sample Site Texture Natural components of
the clay

Temper Group Slide

HTHET/
THET(Q)
*waster

L340 HUNHAH08 Very dense.
Holey (quartz loss)

Silt-sized quartz
grains; plagioclase
feldspar

Abundant medium
angular quartz

Sparse large
grog (lime
and quartz)

THET/
THET(Q)

L342 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense.
Holey (quartz loss)

Silt-sized quartz
grains; silver mica;
clay pellets

Common medium and
large angular quartz
grains

THET/
THET(Q)

L344 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense.
Holey (quartz loss)

Silt-sized quartz
grains; silver mica;
clay pellets; sandstone

Abundant small,
medium, large angular
quartz

Sparse medium
angular flint

THET/
THET(Q)

L352 HUNHAR 05 Fairly dense. Holey
(quartz loss)

Silt-sized quartz
grains; quartzite

Common small,
medium, large angular
quartz

Sparse medium
angular flint

Table 9.4  Petrological analysis: Thetford-type ware



These results suggest two conclusions. Firstly, either
that the probable waster from Huntingdon is not in fact
locally-made and derives from Thetford, or that it is not
possible through petrological means with such a small
sample size, to differentiate between Thetford-type
pottery made in Huntingdon and Thetford. Secondly, that
Grimston Thetford-type ware found in Wereham, Norfolk
derives from Huntingdon, or that Grimston Thetford-type
ware found in Huntingdon derives from north-west
Norfolk. Alternatively, production sites in both areas
utilised similar geological deposits and their products
cannot be differentiated.

Petrological description
One waster sherd provided a thin section (Sample L340).
This is discussed in Chapter 12.I, alongside other
Thetford-type ware samples. It grouped with four other
samples into one of three petrological fabrics, known as
THET (Q), three of these samples deriving from
Huntingdon and one from Thetford (Table 9.3). The fabric
description is presented here as a useful guide, rather than
a definitive description, and the details of the other
samples of THET (Q) from Huntingdon are also included
for reference in Table 9.4. THET (Q) has a fairly dense
clay matrix with common naturally occurring silt-sized
quartz grains, strands of silver mica and clay pellets.
Common small, medium and large angular quartz have
been added as a deliberate temper.

Illustration catalogue (vessel categories as Dallas (1984))
(Figs 9.11 to 9.13)

IPTHET

Jar (Fig. 9.11)
LS1 Everted, externally bevelled and internally thickened rim of

jar in a comparatively smooth, dense, mid grey fabric with
girth-grooving on upper body. WILHS96 (2523).

HTHET

Jars (Fig. 9.12)
LS2 Plate 9.3. Rounded medium-sized jar (Vessel AG) with a

sharply everted externally thickened rim to which has been
added a thick strip of clay to form an internally thickened and
rounded rim profile. A section from a short vertical handle is
present suggesting this was a multiple-handled vessel and the
body is decorated with applied thumbed strips in a diamond
pattern. It is similar in form to examples from Thetford
(Dallas 1984, 149) and Soham (Hurst 1957, 57). A number of
the body sherds and fragments of base are over-fired, rough
and bloated often with a bubbly surface, and the vessel
appears to be a waster. Reduced pale grey surfaces, margin
and core, hackly fracture. The over-fired sherds have
reddish-grey surfaces, grey margins and red-grey core.
Smooth surface, common fine quartz, moderate medium
quartz, slightly rough fracture. HUNHAH08, pit 4100
(4091).

LS3 Plate 9.4. Large sherd from a hand-built jar (probably a
handled jar, Vessel AE) which was wheel-finished and
incised with horizontal girth lines over which are applied
vertical thumbed strips. Reduced dark grey-brown surfaces,
red-brown external margin, grey-brown internal margin and
mid–dark grey core. Relatively smooth surface, common
fine quartz sand. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.4, pit 958 (959).
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Figure 9.11  Ipswich Thetford-type ware jar. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.3  LS2. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. Rounded medium-sized jar, rim and decorated body sherd
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Figure 9.12  Huntingdon Thetford-type ware jars/pitchers and jugs. Scale 1:4
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Plate 9.4  LS3. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. Large sherd with incised horizontal girth lines and applied vertical
thumbed strips

Plate 9.5  LS6. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. Handled jar or pitcher decorated with incised wavy lines with
impressed stamping on the strap handle



Pitchers/Jars (Fig. 9.12)
LS4 Handled jar or pitcher (Vessel AE), wheel or

turntable-finished with short neck and a near-upright
internally thickened and rounded rim. A short section of
vertical strap handle survives joined to the rim, while below
the rim are parts of two thumbed applied strips that would
have run down across the body. Grey-brown varying to dark
buff-brown external surface, here the margin is dark
buff-brown, elsewhere the margins are mid–dark grey.
Internally mid–dark grey, margins and core. Relatively
smooth surface, common fine quartz, moderate medium
quartz, rare very coarse flint. Slightly hackly fracture.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 5166 (5002).

LS5 Handled jar or pitcher (Vessel AE), wheel or
turntable-finished with short neck and an everted, externally
thickened and rounded rim. A short section of vertical strap
handle with two vertical grooves is joined to the rim. The rim
and internal surface are pitted and abraded. Dark buff-brown
external surface and margin. Internally where the surface
survives it is dark grey with buff-brown margin and mid grey
core. Relatively smooth external surface common fine quartz
and medium quartz, rare very coarse flint. Slightly hackly
fracture. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 3704 (3743).

LS6 Plate 9.5. Handled jar or pitcher (Vessel AE), with
near-upright clubbed rim. Externally the neck and body of
the vessel are decorated with incised wavy lines; similar
decoration can be seen on Thetford-type ware pitchers
(Dallas 1984, 136, fig. 158, nos 160 and 162). The short
vertical strap handle is decorated with impressed stamping.
Distinctive curved grooves where the handle is smoothed
into the body; these are also seen on HUNEMW handled
vessels. Internally the neck of the vessel is decorated with a
continuous incised wavy line. Much of the vessel’s inner
surface has been lost. Reduced dark grey-brown to
grey-brown surfaces, grey-brown margins and mid–dark
grey core, relatively smooth surface, common fine quartz
sand and relatively smooth fracture. HUNSTG99 (1130).

LS7 Plate 9.6. Handled jar or pitcher (Vessel AE), body sherd
with a short length of vertical strap handle with two vertical
grooves. Where attached to the body, the handle is finished
with impressions made by the edge of finger or more likely a
thumb. Directly below the handle join is the start of a
thumbed applied strip. Reduced pale grey surfaces, margin
and core, slightly rough fracture. Relatively smooth surface
common fine quartz and relatively smooth fracture.
HUNHAH08, well 4159, (4156).

LS8 Plate 9.7. A short abraded section of a sub-rounded rod
handle from a probable pitcher. The upper surface is highly
decorated, a central groove is incised with a wavy line and the
raised edges on either side of the groove are stabbed.
Reduced dark grey-brown surfaces, red-brown margins and
mid grey core, common fine quartz sand. HUNOL94,
(1008).
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Plate 9.6  LS7. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. Body
sherd with a short length of vertical strap handle from a

handled jar or pitcher Plate 9.7  LS8. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. A short
abraded section of a sub-rounded, highly decorated, rod

handle from a ?pitcher

Plate 9.8  LS9. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. Handle
from multi-handled spouted pitcher showing detail of

handle attachment to body



Spouted pitchers (Fig. 9.13)
LS9 Plate 9.8. Multi-handled rounded spouted pitcher (Vessel

AD). The rim is everted, externally thickened and rounded,
and could almost be internally lid-seated. Finger impressions
unevenly spaced around the rim. A small amount of the spout
survives and was most likely an attached spout. Although
only one short strap handle survives, its position in relation to
the spout and the surviving rim indicates it had only two
handles. The handle join to the body is very distinctive. The
base is slightly sagging and obtuse. Red-brown external
surface and margin with pale grey-brown internal surface,
pale grey margin and core. Smooth fabric with some pitting
on the external surface, common fine quartz, rare very coarse
sub-rounded quartz. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 3742
(3767).

LS10 Plate 9.9. Multi-handled spouted pitcher (Vessel AD) with a
near-upright neck and right-angled externally thickened
square rim. The pitcher has two short vertical strap handles

joined to the rim, the handles have two grooves running
vertically down their length and the base of the handle where
attached to the body is finished with impressions made with
the edge of finger or thumb. A free-standing short tubular
spout is set below the rim and was attached to the body of the
vessel before the hole into the body cavity was pierced
through the spout – the clay that was displaced has been
smeared inside around the hole. Grey-brown external surface
varying to red-brown where some of the surface has been
lost, dark red-brown internal surface and red-brown margins
with a dark grey core. Relatively smooth surface, common
fine quartz, moderate medium quartz, hackly fracture.
HUNHAR05, Phase 2.2, slot 717 (668).

LS11 Plate 9.10. Spouted pitcher (Vessel AD) with a flared neck
and everted internally thickened rim. Attached to the
shoulder of the vessel is an upright, long tubular spout
attached to the rim by a strut or bridge which encircles the
spout. The strut is decorated with an impressed pattern which
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Figure 9.13  Huntingdon Thetford-type ware spouted pitchers and curfew/fire cover. Scale 1:4



appears to continue around the rim. The spout appears to
have been attached to the body of the vessel before the hole
into the body cavity was pierced through the spout.
Grey-brown external surface varying to dark red-brown on
the spout bridge, red-brown internal surface and all margins
with a mid–dark grey core. Relatively smooth surface,
common fine quartz, moderate medium quartz, hackly
fracture. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 3474 (3466).

LS12 Sherd from a curfew or fire-cover with thumbed decoration
on applied strip around the upper edge, below this on the wall
of the vessel is a rough area where the applied strip was
blended in to the body of the vessel. Dull brown external
surface and margin, buff-brown internal surface and margin
with mid grey core. Smooth outer and inner surface although
most of inner surface has spalled away leaving a rough
irregular surface, Coarsely-tempered common fine and
medium quartz, occasional coarse quartz, rare burnt out
organic inclusions, rare coarse flint and rare very coarse
quartz pebble. External surface moderate fine calcareous
flecks. GRGRFM12, Phase 2, ditch 319.

Stamford ware
Fabric code: STAM
Date: AD 875–1200
Ref: Kilmurry 1980
Figs: None, see previous publications
A high-quality white, sometimes glazed, wheel-made
ware produced in the burgh of Stamford from the start of
the 10th century, if not a little earlier. Several fabrics and
glaze types have been identified, with associated dating,
but most are hard to recognise unequivocally. Known
vessel types include jars, bowls, handled pitchers, cups,
crucibles and candle sticks, although across most of
Cambridgeshire the vessels that tend to be found are
pitchers. The full range of forms, including jars used as
cooking pots, tend only to be seen north of the River Nene
in the villages close to Stamford itself.
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Plate 9.9  LS10. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware. Detail of internal join between body and spout, from a spouted
pitcher

Plate 9.10  LS11. Huntingdon Thetford-type ware.
Spouted pitcher with tubular spout attached by a

decorated strut or bridge



IV. Early Medieval Pottery (AD 1050–1200)

South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy ware
Fabric code: SCAGS
Date: AD 1100–1200
Refs: New type
Figs 9.14–9.15
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.VI

Introduction
A small percentage of early medieval wares found at
Hinxton in south Cambridgeshire is of a grog-tempered
type which has not so far been recognised elsewhere,
except at Barrington, 12km to the north-west.

Macroscopic fabric description
A comparatively dense fabric that is characterised by
moderate amounts of large lumps of grog. The surfaces
have a propensity to spall, exposing and releasing grog
fragments. Colour tends to be red-brown when oxidised
and mid to dark grey when reduced. Vessels with surfaces
in both oxidation states have been recorded and this is
often the opposite of the remainder of the fabric.
Sometimes there is a clear sandwich effect between
surface, margins and core. Some vessels have small
amounts of surface shell externally.

Production source and raw materials
The production source for this fabric is currently
unknown. Geological origin can only be roughly equated
with a range of Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits of clay
and quartz sand that had glacial reworking. As the ware
appears to have had a quite narrow distribution in the
Cambridgeshire/Essex border area it is, however, most
likely that any solid geological origin is either with local
Cretaceous deposits, such as Gault Clay, that outcrop in a
band 10–15km north-west of Hinxton, or with London
Clay which first outcrops in pockets in the Stort, Chelmer
and other Essex valleys more than 20km to the south.

Distribution
To date, this fabric has only been recognised at Hinxton
and Barrington, Cambridgeshire.

Forms and provisional date range
Medium and large jars with upright or near-upright rims
are the most common vessel type, although medium jars
with slightly everted rims are also present. Rims are
usually externally thickened and they tend to be angled
downwards, like the Essex Fabric 13 (Early medieval
sandy ware) rim C1 (Cotter 2000, 50). A thumbed
example of a medium jar rim (EM13) is also present, as is
a slightly inturned externally thickened rim that is from a
wide bowl (EM14). Rims mostly appear to have been
formed on a turntable or wheel, but not all vessel bodies
are wheel-made, with at least the larger jars being initially
hand-formed. One large jar, functionally probably a
storage vessel, has vertical applied thumbed strips (EM1).
Some jars have shell-dusting externally, on the upper body
and/or neck. One spout from a spouted pitcher has been
recognised (EM16). Although these forms might occur in
the later 11th century, the upright jar rims are perhaps
more clearly observable in 12th-century assemblages
elsewhere, including the Middleborough products (Cotter
2000, 57–68). At Hinxton this fabric only appears in
Period 6, which also places it in the 12th century.

Affinities: fabric
This is undoubtedly a variation on otherwise sand-
tempered early medieval wares common in both Norfolk
and Essex; however, the use of grog as a tempering agent is
uncommon and, where occasionally observed in this
period, it is in the form of much smaller ‘lumps’ of grog
which are thus less conspicuous or almost invisible to the
naked eye. A grog-tempered early medieval fabric is
known from London but only provenanced to the
south-east in general (Vince and Jenner 1991, 80–81), but
this is unlike SCAGS in both fabric description and forms.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The storage vessel with applied strips (EM1) has
similarities with both Essex Fabric 13 and Thetford-type
ware examples. The rim forms are most like Colchester
Fabric 13 examples, and not like 12th- to 13th-century
Takeley early medieval ware from north Essex (Walker
2006), but they do compare well with some vessels in
other sandy fabrics from Stansted (Walker 2004, 402–3,
figs 269–70) and less so with Huntingdonshire early
medieval ware. Shell-dusting is a treatment seen in some
of the Essex industries in this period.

Thin-section analysis of SCAGS
Two samples of SCAGS from Hinxton Hall (Tables 9.5
and 9.6) are discussed in Chapter 11.VI and were grouped
on the basis of the light-coloured grog inclusions and the
similarity of the two samples to each other in chemical
composition. There are, however, differences in thin
section between the two samples. Each section was
examined and the presence, absence and character of a
series of inclusion types were recorded:
• Rounded quartz. One sample contained only sparse rounded quartz

inclusions of less than 0.3mm across whilst in the other section these
were moderate.

• Chert. In one sample, sparse rounded fragments of chert were
recorded. It is likely that these are of Carboniferous origin rather than
Lower Cretaceous or Tertiary, the other potential sources to be
expected in ceramics from the Cambridgeshire/Essex area. The size of
the chert grains follows that of the rounded quartz and it is clear than
the chert entered the pottery alongside the quartz sand.

• Glauconite. One section contained sparse altered glauconite ranging
up to 0.2mm across.

• Muscovite. One section contained sparse laths of muscovite up to
0.4mm in length.

• Angular quartz silt. Fragments of angular quartz silt were abundant in
one sample and moderate in the other.
Light-coloured grog. Moderate fragments of light-coloured grog up to
2mm, and rarely 3mm, were recorded. They are the most distinctive
visual characteristic of SCAGS.
Calcareous inclusions. In one section nacreous shell fragments
pressed into the external surface of the vessel were recorded.
Matrix iron content. Moderate.
Opaque grains. Sparse rounded opaque grains present.
Clay/iron. Higher iron content clay pellets, which can be seen to be
concretions with an oolitic structure, appear to have been formed in
the parent clay.
Organics. Sparse organic inclusions, probably rootlets, present.

Petrological origin
The quartz and chert sand is probably derived ultimately
from Triassic deposits in the East Midlands and the Vale of
York but is found throughout the Midlands and East
Anglia as a result of glacial and pre-glacial sedimentation.
The micaceous quartz silt found in most of the samples
could have several origins including Lower Cretaceous
deposits, Tertiary clays, glacial re-working of either or
post-glacial fenland silts. Altered glauconite is indicative
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of Lower Cretaceous clays, although it does occur in some
Tertiary clays.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.14–9.15)

Jars (Fig. 9.14)
EM1 Hand-made wheel-finished jar, upright neck and slightly

everted, externally thickened rim. The jar is decorated with
thumbed applied strips starting just below the neck and
running vertically down the body. Internally there may be a
deposit of limescale. External surface mid–dark grey,
internal surface red-brown, red-brown margins and
pale–mid grey core. Slightly soft fabric, occasional coarse to
very coarse grog, rare very coarse calcareous inclusions.
HINHH93 (47), (59) and (115). Sample V4316.

EM2 Wheel-finished jar with a near-upright neck and everted,
externally thickened and rounded rim. Externally sooted on
rim edge. Red-brown surfaces and margins and pale–mid
grey core. Slightly soft fabric, occasional-moderate coarse to
very coarse grog. Rare medium quartz, occasional
calcareous inclusions from fine to medium, mainly confined
to the outer surface of the vessel below the neck. HINHH93
(2463).

EM3 Poorly wheel-finished jar with a simple everted rounded
rim. Externally sooted on rim and neck. External red-brown
surface and margin, buff-brown internal surface and margin
with a mid grey core. Slightly soft fabric, occasional coarse
to very coarse grog, rare coarse calcareous inclusion.
HINGC02 (487).

EM4 Wheel-finished small jar with an upright neck, with everted
externally thickened and bevelled rim that has been
continually thumbed to produce a pie-crust type rim.
Red-brown surfaces and margins and pale–mid grey core.
Soft fabric, common coarse to very coarse grog, rare
calcareous inclusions from fine to very coarse, mainly
confined to the outer surface of the vessel. HINHH93 (1594).
Sample V4317.

EM5 Hand-made wheel-finished jar, upright neck and everted,
externally thickened and bevelled rim. The jar is sooted from
the shoulder down. Red-brown surfaces and margins and mid
grey-brown core. Soft fabric, some spalling, common coarse
to very coarse grog, ill-sorted moderate calcareous
inclusions from fine to very coarse up to 5mm. HINRIV02
(76).

EM6 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made jar with a slightly
everted, externally thickened rim, with slight internal
thickening. Externally the vessel has been shell dusted,
mainly on the shoulders. External red-brown surface and
margin, buff-brown internal surface and margin with a mid
grey core. Soft fabric, moderate medium quartz, moderate

coarse to very coarse reduced grog, moderate calcareous
inclusions from fine to very coarse up to 7mm, mainly
confined to the outer surface of the vessel, rare very coarse
quartz. HINGC02 (1066).

EM7 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, shouldered jar with
near-upright, externally thickened rim having two external
bevels formed by trimming and turning the rim, either while
still wet or at the leather hard stage. The first is a shallow
bevel from the top edge of the rim, the second is from the mid
point of the rim. Externally sooted on the shoulder and rim
edge. Buff-orange to red-brown outer surface, bright
red-brown inner surface, mid grey margins and core. Slightly
soft fabric, moderate coarse to very coarse grog, occasional
coarse quartz, occasional fine quartz, rare calcareous
inclusions. BANCHG11, Phase 2.1, ditch 73 (72).

EM8 Wheel-finished jar. Much of the external surface has been
lost and the rim edge is abraded. The rim is slightly everted,
externally thickened, with slight internal thickening. The rim
has a slight bevel from its mid point. Sooted on internal edge
of rim. Red-brown surfaces, pale–mid grey margins and
core. Relatively hard-fired, slightly hackly fracture,
moderate coarse to very coarse grog, rare very coarse
calcareous inclusions, rare very coarse flint. HINHH93
(2204).

EM9 Slightly abraded, somewhat burnt sherd from a
wheel-finished jar with a slightly everted neck and everted,
externally thickened and rounded rim. Heavily sooted
internally. Reduced, externally mid–dark grey to dark
red-brown on the rim, internally dark grey, dark grey margins
and core. Hackly fracture moderate, moderate coarse to very
coarse grog. HINHH93 (2700).

EM10 Rim sherd from a wheel-finished jar with an everted,
externally thickened, rounded bevelled rim. Red-brown
outer surface, red-brown to pale brown inner surface,
red-brown margins and mid grey core. Relatively hard-fired,
slightly hackly fracture, occasional coarse to very coarse
grog, some reduced, occasional very coarse flint inclusions
up to 4mm, rare very coarse calcareous inclusions up to
4mm. HINHH93 (2154).

EM11 Wheel-finished jar with a slightly flared neck and everted
rounded thickened rim. Externally sooted on rim, neck and
body. Red-brown surfaces and margins and pale–mid grey
core. Slightly soft fabric, occasional–moderate coarse to
very coarse grog, rare medium angular quartz, occasional
calcareous inclusions from fine to medium mainly confined
to the outer surface of the vessel. HINHH93 (2411).

EM12 Plate 9.11. Wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally
thickened and bevelled (slightly rounded) rim. The body is
decorated with narrow V-shaped incised horizontal lines
which spiral down around the jar. The jar appears to be lightly
shell dusted over the rim and body. The jar is sooted on the
rim edge. Red-brown outer surface, red-brown to pale brown
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old sub-fabric code

V4316 HINHH93 115 Hinxton Storage jar rim in mid grey/red-brown fabric with variable sized quartz,
occasional flint and grog. Vessel EM1

GROG SW

V4317 HINHH93 1594 Hinxton Jar rim in orange-brown/mid grey fabric; medium quartz, fine mica,
occasional flint, shell and common grog; spalling – rather like Grimston
Thetford-type ware. Vessel EM4

GROG SW

Table 9.5  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy ware (SCAGS)

Sample RQ Chert Flint Glauc Musc Ang silt White grog Calc Matrix iron
content

Other

V4316 s <0.3 n n s altered
<0.2mm

s a m n mod oolitic clay/iron;
opaques; organics

V4317 m<0.3 s <1.0mm n n? n m m nacreous bivalve
shell on surface

mod oolitic clay/iron;
opaques; organics

Key: RQ = Rounded quartz; Glauc = Glauconite; Musc = Muscovite; Ang = angular; Calc = Calcareous

Table 9.6  Petrological analysis: South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy Ware



inner surface. Red-brown margins and mid grey core.
Occasional–moderate fine and medium quartz ,
occasional–moderate grog (some reduced), occasional
calcareous inclusions in the matrix, more common medium
to very coarse calcareous inclusions on the surface and rim of
the jar. HINHH93 (2150). Sample V4312.

EM13 Wheel-finished jar with simple, everted, externally bevelled
rim that has been continually thumbed to produce a pie-crust

rim. Externally sooted on rim and neck. Red-brown surfaces
and margins and mid grey core. Slightly soft fabric, occasional–
moderate coarse to very coarse grog. HINGC02 (583).

Bowl (Fig. 9.15)
EM14 Rounded bowl with a slightly inturned, externally thickened

and rounded rim. The upper surface of the rim is lightly
thumb- or finger-impressed. Externally the vessel has been
shell dusted and is also sooted. Red-brown surfaces and
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Figure 9.14  South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy ware jars. Scale 1:4



margins and mid grey core. Soft fabric, common coarse to
very coarse grog, moderate calcareous inclusions from fine
to very coarse, mainly confined to the outer surface of the
vessel. HINRIV02 (76).

Spouted pitchers (Fig. 9.15)
EM15 Spouted pitcher or handled jar with an everted, externally

thickened, rounded rim with short vertical strap handle that
springs directly from the rim. At the base of the handle are
three distinctive curved grooves or impressions, made with
the edge of finger or thumb where the handle has been
smoothed into the body. This type of join is also present on
HUNEMW handled vessels. Internally, finger impressions
can be seen where the handle–body join has been finished.
The rim is probably decorated with incised wavy lines, but
only the handle section of the rim survives. This area of rim,
handle and neck both externally and internally is decorated
with fine incised, mostly wavy, lines with some short straight
lines on the handle towards the base. Across the handle, rim
and internally on the neck, the lines all run horizontally; at
the side of the handle is a small group of curving near vertical
lines which fan out slightly. The body of the vessel is also
decorated with bands of horizontal incised wavy lines. The
first band of decoration appears to start at the handle and was
added after the handle was applied as it overlies the handle
join. Buff-brown external surface with red-brown margins
and inner surface with mid grey core. Relatively hard-fired,
with slightly hackly fracture, moderate coarse quartz,
occasional fine quartz, occasional coarse to very coarse grog,
some reduced, occasional very coarse flint inclusions up to
3mm. HINGEC11, ditch 5076 (5074).

EM16 Short, free standing tubular spout, from a spouted pitcher.
The pouring end of the spout has been externally bevelled
and lightly thumbed or finger impressed. External surface
dark grey to red-brown where the surface is abraded, dark

grey internal surface, red-brown external margin and mid
grey internal margin and core. Slightly soft fabric, occasional
coarse to very coarse grog, rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions. HINGC02 (642).

South-West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
Fabric code: SCAMSW
Date: AD 1050–1250
Refs: New type
Figs 9.16–9.18
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.VI

Macroscopic fabric description
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware is an oxidised
sandy ware that usually has a mid–dark brown colouration
owing to higher iron content, although buff-coloured
examples are also present. The reduced fabric is
commonly mid grey. The fabric is, in the hand-specimen,
characterised by its abundant, iron-coated rounded quartz
inclusions of less than 1mm in size that give it a very rough
feel and which can appear red-brown on the surface of the
fabric. It is these qualities, and its generally darker
colouration, that distinguish it from other early medieval
sandy wares found in south Cambridgeshire. A minority
of jars have a partial shell, or shelly limestone, ‘dusting’
inside or outside the rim, and/or on the outer shoulders of
the vessel (EM27).

Production source and raw materials
Kiln sites are not known. The iron-coated quartz sand and
Jurassic clays are a combination found to the west and
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Plate 9.11  EM12. South Cambridgeshire
Grog-Tempered Sandy ware. Wheel-finished jar

Figure 9.15  South Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered
Sandy ware bowl, jar/pitcher and spouted pitcher. Scale

1:4



north-west in Northamptonshire, and a source there, or to
the south in Bedfordshire seems likely, perhaps utilising
the Oxford Clay. Thus the geological origin for the raw
materials is likely to be in Northamptonshire or
Bedfordshire, where there was access to Jurassic clays and
deposits of an iron-stained quartz sand such as the
Northampton, or possibly, Woburn Sands. Similarities of
both fabric and inclusions with medieval products from
kilns in the Potton/Everton area on the Bedfordshire–
Cambridgeshire border (e.g. ELEVER) might imply an
association with that area of production, but this is by no
means confirmed.

Distribution
This fabric has a distribution that is currently only defined
in Cambridgeshire, and as such it has been given its
present ware name as the clearest current alternative,
although it seems likely that its production was in one of
two counties adjacent and to the east. It has been found and
characterised at Hinxton Hall, and is present in excavated
collections from the Cambridgeshire parishes of
Barrington, Bourn, Burwell, Foxton, Fulbourn,
Longstanton, Milton, Swavesey, Cambridge and in
Ashwell (Herts). It has also been found at Ellington,
Huntingdon and Ramsey in Huntingdonshire. In none of
these locations is it a dominant fabric, suggesting that all
are at some distance from its source.

Forms and provisional date range
Currently, only a few examples of larger sherds are
known, providing some jar rims and shoulders, as well as
bowl profiles. Simple everted jar rims are not present,
those recorded all being everted, but usually squared or
near square, often flattened on top, some with a
pronounced external thickening and/or bevel. Thumbing
is sometimes present on the outer edge of the rim, but no
other decoration has been recorded on jars except for one
vessel that, as noted above, possesses shell-dusting on its
rim and shoulder (EM27). Jars are mostly of medium to
large size, both shouldered and shoulderless, with rim
diameters of c.14–32cm recorded at Hinxton Hall. Aside
from two shallow, flared bowls with near-flat bases, all
other bowls represent single examples of differing types.
Larger vessels may typically be of slightly rounded
profile, with a clubbed rim (EM30), and there is a single
example of a smaller, deep bowl with a slight carination.
One large, shallow-walled, straight-sided bowl with
sharply everted simple rim and an extremely sagging base
is known (EM32). At Hinxton Hall this pottery type was
present throughout the later 11th to 12th centuries,
spanning four phases, and it has been found in association
with 13th-century pottery in sufficient locations to suggest
that it continued to be produced for some time after AD
1200. Other than a dog-tooth impressed design on the rim
of a bowl (EM31), decoration is only so far recognised on
the single example of a jug. This vessel (EM34) has
stabbing on its handle and short runs of roughly-made
impressed decoration in association. The jug is a rounded
vessel with a simple rim above an everted neck, and a
thick-sectioned strap handle. Applied strips, for
strengthening rather than decoration, are present on the
single example of a curfew (EM33).

Affinities: fabric
Heavily quartz sand-tempered oxidised fabrics giving a
brown colouration are found in Bedford in the 11th to 12th
centuries (Baker and Hassall 1979) and one minor fabric
(C2) is recognisable through its red-stained quartz
inclusions, although more recent re-assessment has
resulted in a decrease in the number of sherds assigned to
this type (A. Slowikowski, pers. comm.). This sandy ware
tradition appears to have continued at Bedford throughout
the medieval period, perhaps ultimately giving rise to the
sand-tempering of the LMR tradition in that county.
Another superficially similar fabric has been found in
north Hertfordshire at Caldecote and Hitchin
(Whittingham 2009, Iron-rich coarse ware; and Vince
2009, Hitchin-type ware), and at the former site this was
found to not be present until after c. AD 1100, but
continued in use for up to 200 years. In thin section this
fabric proved, however, to be different to SCAMSW and
thus the two are not the same, even if they share a fabric
‘tradition’ and thereby represent the same intended
outcome. A minor component of the London ceramic
assemblage, Early Medieval Iron-rich Sandy ware (EMIS;
Vince and Jenner 1991), may also be associated with this
group of South Midlands sandy fabrics, as opposed to
deriving from Surrey as previously suggested.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
In general terms the jar forms and rim types are in the early
medieval ware tradition and the most comprehensive
comparable groups are from Colchester, where the type
series for Fabric 13 is clearly very similar (Cotter 2000).
Various of the London early medieval wares also show
similarities (Vince and Jenner 1991). The SCAMSW
vessels so far recorded seem to be mostly of late 11th- to
12th-century date on the basis of these comparisons. The
simple bowl forms are more likely to pre-date the later
12th century.

The presence of some shell- and/or shelly limestone-
‘dusted’ vessels (EM27 is shell dusted) demonstrates a
technique seen in the region to the south-east of
Cambridgeshire, principally in the Essex industries
(Cotter 2000), but also in Suffolk (S. Anderson, pers.
comm.).

Thin-section analysis of SCAMSW
Three samples were studied (Tables 9.7 and 9.8) and are
discussed in Chapter 11.VI. Each section was examined
and the presence, absence and character of a series of
inclusion types were recorded:
• Rounded quartz. Abundant rounded quartz up to 1mm. The quartz

grains had an opaque or dark brown coating presumed to be Fe-rich.
• Chert. Sparse rounded fragments of chert were recorded. In all cases it

is likely that these are of Carboniferous origin rather than Lower
Cretaceous or Tertiary, the other potential sources to be expected in
ceramics from the Cambridgeshire/Essex area. The size of the chert
grains follows that of the rounded quartz and it is clear that the chert
entered the pottery alongside the quartz sand.

• Opaque grains. Sparse rounded opaque grains were present in three
sections.

• Clay/iron. Clay pellets with a higher iron content than the groundmass
were present in three sections.

Petrological origin
This fabric contains no silt and has an iron-coated quartz
sand, that is clearly an added tempering agent. The
fine-textured groundmass suggests the use of a Jurassic
clay but the identity of the iron-coated quartz is not
known. Iron-cemented sandstones occur in the Middle
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Jurassic (e.g. the Northampton Sands). The latter outcrop
in the Nene Valley of Northamptonshire, the closest
exposures to south Cambridgeshire being around
Rushden and further to the south-west around Towcester.
In addition, quartz grains with a dark brown/opaque
cement adhering are known from thin sections of
medieval pottery from Bedfordshire and north
Hertfordshire, and here they have been associated with the
iron-cemented sandstones of the Woburn Sands (Vince
2005a and b). A quartz and chert sand may also be a
component and is probably derived ultimately from
Triassic deposits in the East Midlands and the Vale of York
but is found throughout the Midlands and East Anglia as a
result of glacial and pre-glacial sedimentation. Very few
other inclusions are present except for occasional clay
pellets of high iron content and unidentified opaque
grains.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.16–9.18)

Jars (Fig. 9.16)
EM17 Hand-made, wheel-finished jar with an everted externally

thickened rim and sagging base. The jar is sooted most
obviously on the rim edge. Reduced fabric, grey-brown
surfaces mid grey core. Abundant medium quartz. Moderate
medium calcareous inclusions and rare coarse calcareous
inclusions. Mill Lane, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no.
Z30844.

EM18 Wheel-finished jar with an everted internally thickened near
straight-edged rim. Reduced fabric, grey-brown surfaces,
mid grey core. Common medium quartz some iron-stained,
some milky. Rare medium and coarse calcareous inclusions,
occasional medium to very coarse water-worn flint up to
2mm. Examination School, Bene’t Street, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. Z30848.

EM19 Plate 9.12. Profile of a hand-made, wheel-finished jar with
an everted, internally thickened rim having a flattened upper
surface. The base angle is obtuse and the base slightly
sagging. The jar is sooted over body, base and rim edge with
some un-sooted patches around the neck. Dull red-brown
surfaces and margins with a mid grey core. Slightly rough
feel to fabric, abundant medium quartz, mainly iron-stained.
HINGC02, ditch 382 (383).

EM20 Wheel-made jar with an everted square rim. Red-brown to
mid grey brown external surface, internally mid grey brown,
red-brown margins and mid grey core. Slightly rough feel to
fabric, common fine and medium quartz, occasional milky
but mainly iron-stained. Occasional coarse quartz.
BANCHG11, Phase 1.1, ditch 31 (30).

EM21 Wheel-made jar with an everted externally thickened
rounded rim, which is thumb or finger impressed along the
outer edge. Dull red-brown surfaces and margins with a mid
grey core. Slightly rough feel to fabric. Abundant-common
medium quartz mainly iron-stained. Sparse very coarse shell
on the surface of the vessel inside the neck. HINHH93
(1467)/(1475). Sample V4294.

EM22 Wheel-made jar with an everted externally thickened and
rounded rim. Sooted on the rim edge. Buff-brown external
surface, internally buff-brown on neck to grey-brown body.
Buff-brown external margin, pale grey-brown internal
margin and core. Slightly rough feel to fabric, feels rougher
on the inside. Abundant medium quartz, mainly iron-stained.
HINHH93 (2026). Sample V4293.

EM23 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, jar with everted
internally thickened and rounded (?internally lid-seated)
rim. Externally heavily sooted. Buff-brown surfaces,
red-brown margins with a pale grey core. Slightly rough feel
to fabric. Common medium quartz, some iron-stained.
HINHH93 (2150).

EM24 Wheel-finished jar, everted externally thickened
straight-edged rim with lightly rounded upper surface. The
wheel-finishing can be seen in a line of clay on the vessel’s
external surface. Externally sooted on the rim edge. Buff
surfaces and margins with pale grey core. Slightly rough feel
to fabric, common fine and medium quartz, occasional milky
but mainly iron-stained. Occasional coarse quartz.
BANCHG11, Phase 1.1, ditch 58 (57).

EM25 Wheel-finished large jar with everted internally thickened
rim that is slightly distorted. Externally sooted on rim and
shoulder on approximately half of the sherd. There is some
cracking to the neck on the interior surface in the area of the
rim distortion. Buff-brown to grey-brown external surface,
internally buff-brown on neck and pale grey-brown body
margins and core. Slightly rough feel to fabric, feels rougher
on the inside. Abundant medium quartz – some iron-stained,
some milky. HINHH93 (2026).

EM26 Small section of rim from a jar. The rim is everted, externally
bevelled and unevenly or irregularly thumbed on the internal
edge. Externally the sherd is sooted on the neck and
internally the rim is heavily sooted. Dull red-brown surfaces
and margins with a mid grey core. Rough feel to fabric,
abundant medium quartz, mainly iron-stained. HINGC02,
ditch 979 (976).

EM27 Wheel-made jar with an everted externally bevelled rim,
which has shallow thumb- or finger-impressed decoration
along the outer edge. Externally heavily sooted around rim
and neck, and internally on the upper part of the neck. The
shoulder of the vessel has been shell dusted. Red-brown
surfaces and margins with a pale grey core. Slightly rough
feel to fabric. Abundant–common medium quartz occasional
milky but mainly iron-stained. Moderate very coarse shell on
the shoulders of the vessel. HINHH93 (2145).
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old sub-fabric code

V4292 HINHH93 2623 Hinxton Dark red-brown/grey rolled bowl rim. Vessel EM30. MSWT

V4293 HINHH93 2026 Hinxton Buff/light grey ext thickened small jar rim with larger quartz
grains. Vessel EM22.

MSWT

V4294 HINHH93 1467/1475 Hinxton Mid brown/grey jar rim with some shell externally. Vessel EM21. MSWT

Table 9.7  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (SCAMSW)

Sample RQ Chert Flint Glauc Musc Ang silt White grog Calc Matrix iron content Other

V4292 A <1.0 fe-coated s<1.0mm n n n n n n mod clay/iron; opaques

V4293 A <1.0 fe-coated s <1.0mm n n n n n n mod clay/iron; opaques

V4294 A <1.0 fe-coated s <1.0mm n n n n n n mod clay/iron; opaques
Key: RQ = Rounded quartz; Glauc = Glauconite; Musc = Muscovite; Ang = angular; Calc = Calcareous

Table 9.8  Petrological analysis: South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware



Dishes and bowls (Fig. 9.17)
EM28 Small shallow wheel-made flared dish with an externally

thickened, internally bevelled rim. The base is flat and the
base angle is obtuse. Externally very lightly sooted. Pale
buff-grey throughout. Slightly rough feel to fabric, common
medium quartz, occasional milky but mainly iron-stained.
Occasional coarse quartz, sparse fine mica. BANCHG11,
Phase 2.1, surface find (128).

EM29 Profile of a wheel-finished, shallow flared dish with a
slightly thickened, internally bevelled rim, and an obtuse
base angle and near flat base. Externally sooted over body
and base. Red-brown throughout. Slightly rough feel to

fabric, feels rougher on the inside. Abundant medium quartz,
mainly iron-stained. HINGC02, ditch 896 (895).

EM30 Plate 9.13. Wheel-finished near straight sided bowl with a
clubbed, rounded rim. The lower part of the sherd is knife-
trimmed and externally the vessel is lightly sooted. Brown to
red-brown external surface, red-brown internal surface and
margins with a pale brown core. Slightly rough feel to fabric,
feels rougher on the inside. Abundant medium quartz,
mainly iron-stained. HINHH93 (2623). Sample V4292.

EM31 Small bowl with slight carination; externally beaded rim of
uneven thickness, the upper surface of which is decorated
with small shallow D-shaped impressions made by a ?tool.
The change in angle on the body has been smoothed on the
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Figure 9.16  South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware jars. Scale 1:4
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Plate 9.12  EM19. South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware jar

Plate 9.13  EM30. South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware near straight-sided bowl
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Figure 9.17  South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware bowls and curfew. Scale 1:4

Figure 9.18  South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware jug. Scale 1:4



surface. Externally lightly sooted. Red-brown surfaces and
margins with a pale grey core. Slightly rough feel to fabric.
Abundant medium quartz, some iron-stained, some milky,
moderate medium calcareous inclusions, and rare coarse
calcareous inclusions. BANCHG11, Phase 2.1, posthole 69
(128).

EM32 Complete profile of a large shallow-walled, straight-sided
bowl with sharply everted simple rim and an extremely
sagging base. Buff-brown surfaces. Abundant medium
quartz. Moderate medium calcareous inclusions and rare
coarse calcareous inclusions. Reed’s Pit, Comberton,
CUMAA acc. no. 1924.1350.

Curfew (Fig. 9.17)
EM33 Sherds from a wheel-finished curfew or fire-cover. The

rim/foot is sharply everted and square, with incised grooves
on the surface. The base/top angle is obtuse and a thickened,
rectangular sectioned, strip has been applied to this edge with
further strips at right angles to the base running vertically
down the body. The sherds are sooted externally and
internally. Mid to dark brown external surfaces, grey-brown
margins and core over most of the vessel except the base/top
which has red-brown margins and core. Slightly rough feel to
fabric, common medium quartz, mainly iron-stained and
occasional coarse milky quartz. RASAB02, Phase 4, pit
1506, (1505).

Jug (Fig. 9.18)
EM34 Wheel-finished jug with an everted simple rounded rim. A

thickened strap handle springs from the rim with a shallow
central groove decorated with two offset vertical lines of
stabbing with three stab marks close to the handle-body join.
The areas where the handle springs from the rim and around
the body–handle join are covered with short lines of
impressed decoration as if stabbed by the teeth of a comb.
Only the handle, neck and rim of the jug survive. Mid-brown
surfaces. Abundant–common medium quartz occasionally
milky but mainly iron-stained. Mill Lane, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. Z26892

(South Cambridgeshire) Smooth Sandy ware
Fabric code: SCASS
Date: AD 1050–1225
Refs: New type
Figs 9.19–9.21
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.VI

Macroscopic fabric description
This fabric is characteristically smooth owing to the fine
nature of the quartz sand component. Although some
vessels contain some calcareous inclusions (flint and
chert), the majority of these probably represent other
elements within the tempering sand rather than specific
additions or large grains within the parent clay. As this
ware was for the most part used for domestic cooking
vessels this implies that the clay chosen had good
refractive properties. The surfaces of the fabric are usually
red-brown where oxidised and dark brown to dark grey
when reduced, and the core is almost always a reduced
mid-grey. Occasionally a lighter buff colour is seen,
although this is most likely to appear in the margins, with
the surface fabric colour usually as previously described.
Some vessels are slightly micaceous, but the flakes are
always very fine and individually invisible to the naked
eye. This does not usually detract from the overall
impression of a fabric with a smooth and dull surface.

Production source and raw materials
Samples of SCASS show a variable quantity of fine
rounded quartz sand and the fabric is characterised by
abundant silt and some muscovite with no glauconite.
None of the samples have any traits in thin section which
could help to localise the production area, but the

difference between this fabric and other silty wares
analysed from south Cambridgeshire and Essex (which
include the Hedingham samples and all other fabrics that
are like the generic Essex early medieval Fabric 13; here
EMEMS) suggests a different source. Nonetheless, the
finer tempered examples of EMEMS found in
Cambridgeshire can sometimes be hard to distinguish
from SCASS. The tempering sand is likely to have glacial
or pre-glacial origins, whilst the clay could be Lower
Cretaceous or Tertiary in origin, or a later reworking of
such deposits.

Distribution and dating
This fabric is quite common in early medieval
assemblages at Burwell and Hinxton and has been found
as far north as Ramsey. At Hinxton SCASS started to
appear in Period 5.1, but did not become common until
Period 5.2 (11th century). Along with EMEMS it
dominated this phase and those following until the demise
of the settlement around the end of the 12th century. More
than 30% of the pottery used on the site during the 12th
century was SCASS. At Reach Road in Burwell the
sequence extends into the 13th century. Problems with
reworking and residuality on this site prevent easy
calculation of phase assemblages, but other statistics
indicate that at least 10% of the late 11th- to 12th-century
pottery was composed of SCASS vessels and it was also
present alongside later 12th- to early 13th-century fabrics.

A modest component in the Stansted excavation
assemblages is attributed to Fabric 13i; Early medieval
ware inclusion free (Walker 2004; Mepham 2008), which
is almost certainly this same fabric.

It seems clear that SCASS has a distribution centred on
south Cambridgeshire and is thus likely to have been
manufactured there, or nearby in the most northerly part of
Essex.

Forms
This pottery type clearly sits in the EMW tradition. Jars
are usually small to medium sized, with rim diameters of
12–14cm and 20–25cm being typical. At Hinxton Hall
there was little correlation between vessel size and date,
there being small jars in both 11th- and later 12th-century
contexts.

Jars are typically rounded with slightly sagging bases
and have rims added on a turntable or wheel to bodies that
might have been hand-made. Small vessels tend to have
very thin walls, whilst larger vessels are technologically
and stylistically similar but have thicker walls – although
some of these are present early on, they are perhaps more
common later. Jar rims are more commonly everted and
often show internal or external thumbing and occasionally
both, giving a ‘pie-crust’ effect. This appears to be more
common in earlier deposits. Upright rims are present
throughout, but also more common later on. Rim forms
include simple rounded, externally thickened, square or
beaded and some tend towards hammerhead in shape. The
more complex shapes tend to be later. Large vessels tend
not to show evidence for hand-forming of bodies and these
may be wholly wheel-made. Bases are mostly quite wide
and although bodies are rounded, the vessel shape is
comparatively squat. Decoration on the body is rare and is
mostly confined to horizontal grooves externally. Some
vessels are shell-dusted on the external shoulder and/or
rim and occasionally inside the rim.
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Bowls are quite common and tend to be wide and
shallow, with rim diameters of up to 50cm. Rounded
bowls are present and some bowls have bodies that appear
carinated. This is because the shallow sides finish above a
sharp change of angle to a deeply sagging and smoothed
base, meaning that part of the base almost becomes the
side of the bowl. Rims can be described as internally
bevelled, internally thickened and rounded or collared.
Other bowls have more complex rims, including flat-
topped, externally-thickened and thumbed flat-topped
examples, all of which might be later. The shapes of the
bases on many bowls, and their irregular rims, suggest
they were hand-made initially, but others show very
regular and fine turned rims. Occasionally the body has
externally grooved sides.

Other vessel types include a probable spouted bowl
and handled pitcher. One vessel from Hinxton Hall and
two from Burwell have been identified as Middleborough-
type spouted pitchers with combed decoration. It is possible
that these vessels are in fact a slightly micaceous version of
SCASS, and not Middleborough products at all.

Affinities: fabric
The smooth fabric is not unlike EMW fabrics from both
Huntingdonshire and west Norfolk, in both texture and
colouration, and it would seem likely that the potters
involved in each instance were trying to achieve the same
intended outcome. The fabric also appears generally
similar to the finer EMW fabrics produced in Essex,
particularly finer examples of Fabric 13 pottery from
Colchester including the Middleborough kiln products
(Cotter 2000), although the colour of SCASS is usually
darker.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
In general terms the jar forms and rim types are in the
EMW tradition and the most similar groups are from
Colchester, where the type series for Fabric 13 is clearly
very comparable, although much more comprehensive
(Cotter 2000). Many early medieval ware jars in Norfolk
tend to have rounded bases, but none has been observed in
SCASS vessels. Instead, although the smallest vessels
might be wholly hand-made, most jars have sagging bases
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Sample Site Context Locality Description

V4305 HINHH93 2718 Hinxton Mid brown/grey body sherd from jar; moderate fine-medium quartz and common fine mica

V4306 HINHH93 2731 Hinxton Mid brown/mid-grey body sherd from jar; rounded quartz and occasional fine-medium mica.
Vessel EM46

V4307 HINHH93 2469 Hinxton Buff/brown jar rim common fine-medium quartz and common v fine mica. Vessel EM41

V4308 HINHH93 2280 Hinxton Mid/dark brown bowl rim; occasional fine-medium quartz and occ. Fine mica (flint). Vessel
EM61

V4311 HINHH93 1607 Hinxton Mid-grey jar base; occ. fine-medium quartz and common fine mica

V4312 HINHH93 2150 Hinxton Ext shell dusted red-brown/grey jar rim; medium quartz and common v fine mica

V4313 HINHH93 1594 Hinxton Red-brown/dk grey jar rim; fine-medium quartz and possibly occasional fine mica. Vessel
EM52

V4314 HINHH93 1607 Hinxton Grey neck sherd, poss. hand-made; fine-medium quartz and fine mica. Rather like Ipswich
ware

V4315 HINHH93 1480 Hinxton Int shell-dusted red-brown/grey jar rim; fine-medium quartz and fine mica. Vessel EM36

V4327 BURRR01 703 Burwell Jar rim in mid brown/grey fabric. Vessel EM44

Table 9.9  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: (South Cambridgeshire) Smooth Sandy ware

Sample RQ Chert Flint Glauc Musc Ang
silt

White
grog

Calc Matrix iron
content

Other

V4305 a <0.3 r n s m n n mod oolitic clay/iron; opaques;
organics

V4306 a <0.3 s n s a n n mod oolitic clay/iron; opaques;
organics

V4307 a <0.3 n n s–m a n n mod basic ig; oolitic clay/iron;
opaques

V4308*

V4311 s <0.3 r n n a n r mod light clay pellets; oolitic
clay/iron; opaques

V4312 s <0.3 n n s a n nacreous
bivalve shell
on surface

mod light clay pellets; oolitic
clay/iron; opaques

V4313 s <0.3 n n n a n s mod clay/iron; opaques

V4314 s <0.3 r n n a n s mod clay/iron; opaques

V4315 s <0.3 n n n a n n mod clay/iron; opaques

V4327 a <0.3 s <0.3mm n n? m <0.4mm a n n mod oolitic clay/iron; opaques;
organics

Key: RQ = Rounded quartz; Glauc = Glauconite; Musc = Muscovite; Ang = Angular; Calc = Calcareous. * Failed slide

Table 9.10  Petrological analysis: South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware



and thin walls with turning marks that are characteristic of
wheel-made, or substantially wheel-finished, pottery. The
wide, slightly sagging bases are more akin to Essex, rather
than Norfolk, early medieval wares, as are the rims.
Although pots have rounded shoulders, the bodies are not
truly ‘globular’ owing to the wider dimensions near the
base. Some vessels may have been finished only on the
wheel, as it is clear that separate wheel-made rims have
been added to the body in some cases. A number of
examples of SCASS are probably published from the
excavations at Stansted Airport (e.g. Mepham 2008).
Various of the London early medieval wares also show
similarities (Vince and Jenner 1991). As with other early
medieval wares, while there was clearly the intention to
finish the firing and hence the surfaces of the vessels, in an
oxidised state colouration varies across the vessel surfaces
and the implication is that ‘redox’ conditions were not
tightly controlled and the kilns may have been simple
clamps.

Thin-section analysis of SCASS
Ten samples were investigated (Tables 9.9 and 9.10) and
are discussed in Chapter 11.VI. Each section was
examined and the presence, absence and character of a
series of inclusion types were recorded:
• Rounded quartz. Seven samples contained only sparse rounded quartz

inclusions whilst the remaining three sections contained abundant
quartz. This fabric is characterised by the very fine nature of this
quartz, the largest grains being less than 0.3mm across.

• Chert. Sparse rounded fragments of chert were recorded in only one
sample (the one sample from Burwell). It is likely that these are of
Carboniferous origin rather than Lower Cretaceous or Tertiary, the
other potential sources to be expected in ceramics from the
Cambridgeshire/Essex area. The size of the chert grains follows that of
the rounded quartz and it is clear that the chert entered the pottery
alongside the quartz sand.

• Flint. Four sections contained rare or sparse flint and in no case was
the flint large enough to establish its character (staining, rounding).

• Muscovite. Five sections contained some laths of muscovite and these
were moderate and up to 0.4mm in length.

• Angular quartz silt. Fragments of angular quartz silt were present in all
of the thin sections and, in all but one (which was moderate), they were
abundant.

• Calcareous inclusions. In four sections, calcareous inclusions of
various sorts were present. In three these were within the body of the
fabric, but in one they consist of nacreous shell fragments pressed into
the external surface of the vessel.

• Matrix iron content. Moderate for all samples.
• Opaque grains. Sparse rounded opaque grains were present in all

sections.
• Clay/iron. Clay pellets with a higher iron content than the groundmass

were present in all sections. In five cases they were concretions with an
oolitic structure, formed in the parent clay, and in the remainder their
origin could not be determined.

• Basic igneous. Basic igneous rock fragments were present in one
section.

• Organics. Sparse organic inclusions, probably rootlets, were present
in three sections.

Petrological origin
The quartz and chert sand is probably derived ultimately
from Triassic deposits in the East Midlands and the Vale of
York but is found throughout the Midlands and East
Anglia as a result of glacial and pre-glacial sedimentation.
The use of fine sand, when compared with other fabrics, is
not necessarily an indication of source and can reflect a
choice by the potters, but this fabric is sufficiently
different in its chemical composition to be deemed the
product of a specific production centre or sites. It is
therefore an important cultural factor but cannot be used to
characterise the pottery. The micaceous quartz silt found

in most of the samples could have several origins: Lower
Cretaceous deposits, Tertiary clays, glacial re-working of
either of these deposits, or post-glacial fenland silts.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.19–9.21)

Jars (Fig. 9.19)
EM35 Small wheel-finished jar with an everted, simple rounded

rim. Externally sooted. Pale grey-brown surfaces and
margins and pale grey core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine
quartz. HINHH93 (2154).

EM36 Wheel-finished jar with an everted, slightly externally
thickened and rounded rim. Shell dusted mainly on rim and
shoulders. Bright red-brown surfaces and thin margins, mid
grey core. Smooth fabric, externally smooth yet lumpy
internally. Abundant fine quartz, occasional medium quartz,
medium to very coarse shell restricted to the surfaces on the
rim and shoulders, internally and externally. HINHH93
(1480). Sample V4315.

EM37 Wheel-finished jar with everted, slightly externally
thickened, rounded rim. Externally sooted on neck and body
and internally on rim and neck. Pale–mid grey-brown
surfaces, pale red-brown margins, pale grey core. Smooth
fabric, abundant fine quartz, occasional medium quartz.
HINHH93 (1607).

EM38 Small jar with a simple, everted, rounded rim, externally
sooted on neck and rim and internally on the rim. Red-brown
surfaces, dark grey margins and core. Common fine quartz,
occasional fine mica. HINHH93 (2150).

EM39 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made jar, with an everted,
externally thickened and bevelled rim, having been
continually thumbed. The jar is sooted on the rim edge.
Red-brown external surface, dull red-brown internal surface,
red-brown margins and mid grey core. Smooth fabric
externally, slightly rough internally, common fine and
medium calcareous inclusions, moderate coarse calcareous
inclusions, moderate fine quartz, occasional coarse quartz
and flint. HINHH93 (2002).

EM40 Hand-built jar with neck and rim added on a wheel. Everted,
externally thickened and bevelled rim, the edge of which has
been continually thumbed. Pale grey-brown surfaces and
mid grey margins and core. Smooth fabric externally, slightly
rough internally, abundant fine quartz, occasional coarse to
very coarse quartz and rare very coarse flint up to 7mm.
HINHH93 (1607).

EM41 Plate 9.14. Wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally
thickened and rounded rim, with slight internal bevel. The
external edge of the rim has been continually thumbed.
Externally, part of the jar’s rim, neck and body are sooted.
Dark buff-brown external surface, buff-brown internal
surface, dark buff-brown to red-brown margins and mid grey
core. Smooth fabric externally, slightly rough internally,
abundant fine quartz, occasional medium quartz and rare
very coarse flint up to 7mm. HINHH93 (2469). Sample
V4307.

EM42 Wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally thickened and
rounded or beaded rim, with slight internal thickening. Dark
buff-brown external surface, mid brown internal surface,
red-brown margins and mid grey core. Smooth fabric,
abundant fine quartz, occasional medium quartz, occasional
medium calcareous inclusions and rare coarse flint.
HINHH93 (2178).

EM43 Wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally thickened and
rounded rim. External mid grey-brown surface internal mid
grey surface pale red-brown margins and mid grey core.
Smooth fabric, moderate fine quartz, occasional medium
quartz, occasional very coarse red-brown inclusions.
HINHH93 (2469).

EM44 Wheel-made jar with an everted, internally thickened,
rounded, slightly internally bevelled rim. Dull grey-brown
surfaces with red-brown margins and mid grey-brown core.
Relatively smooth break. Hard-fired, relatively smooth
fabric, occasional fine and medium quartz. BURRR01 (703).
Sample V4327.
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Figure 9.19  South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware jars. Scale 1:4



EM45 Hand-built jar, with neck and rim added on a wheel. The rim
is everted, externally thickened and rounded. There are
turning marks on the body, which is heavily sooted, as are the
neck and rim. Where the vessel is most heavily sooted
externally, it is also sooted internally. Dark buff-brown
external surface, buff-brown to mid grey-brown internal
surface. Common fine quartz, occasional medium quartz,
occasional fine mica. Visually the surface of the fabric
glitters with very fine and fine mica which is very difficult to
see in the matrix. HINHH93 (100).

EM46 Wheel-finished jar with a simple everted, rounded rim,
obtuse base angle and slightly sagging base. There are
incised lines horizontally around the body and the jar is
externally sooted on body and rim edge. Mid buff-brown
outer surface, orange buff inner surface, orange-buff margins
and mid grey core. Smooth fabric externally, slightly rougher
internally, abundant fine quartz, occasional medium and
coarse calcareous inclusions, rare very coarse flint up to
5mm. HINHH93 (2731). Sample V4306.

EM47 Wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally thickened
rim. The body has some turning marks and is heavily sooted
over body, neck and rim. Red-brown surfaces, thick
red-brown margins and mid grey core. Smooth fabric,
moderate fine quartz, rare medium quartz. HINHH93
(2503).

EM48 Wheel-finished jar with everted, externally thickened and
rounded bevelled rim. Dark red-brown surfaces and thick
margins with mid grey core. Slightly rough fabric externally,
smooth internally, abundant fine quartz, occasional medium
quartz, occasional–common medium to very coarse shell,
mainly on the surface of the vessel. HINHH93 (2103).

EM49 Wheel-made rim from a jar. The rim is everted, slightly
externally thickened, externally bevelled, and thumbed on
the internal surface. The vessel is lightly shell dusted across
the rim and shoulders. Dark red-brown surfaces and margins
with mid grey core. Slightly rough surfaces, moderate–
common medium quartz, moderate medium to very coarse
shell, mainly on the surface of the vessel. HINHH93 (2055).

EM50 Small wheel-made sherd from a jar with an externally
beaded rim having a rounded internal bevel. Red-brown
surfaces and margins with mid–dark grey core. Smooth
fabric, abundant fine quartz. HINHH93 (2469).

EM51 Jar with wheel-made rim and neck. Everted, externally and
internally thickened and rounded rim – a miniature
hammerhead rim. Red-brown surfaces and thick margins
with mid grey core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz, rare
very coarse calcareous inclusions. HINHH93 (1594).

EM52 Small rim sherd from a jar with a slightly inturned (or
internally thickened) and externally thickened, rim with an
external bevel on the rim edge. Red-brown surfaces, thick
red-brown margins and mid grey core. Smooth fabric,
moderate fine quartz, rare medium quartz, rare medium
calcareous inclusions. HINHH93 (1594). Sample V4313.

EM53 Small wheel-finished jar with an everted rim, internally
thickened, very small bead, and externally bevelled. Heavily
sooted externally. Dark grey-brown surfaces, mid grey-
brown margins and core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz
occasional medium quartz. HINHH93 (2502).

Dishes/bowls (Fig. 9.20)
EM54 Shallow rounded dish, the rim appears collared and is

slightly externally bevelled. The body and base are sooted.
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Plate 9.14  EM41. (South Cambridgeshire) Smooth Sandy ware jar rim with external thumbing

Plate 9.15  EM56. (South Cambridgeshire) Smooth Sandy ware dish



Dark red-brown surfaces and margins, mid grey core.
Smooth fabric, externally smooth yet slightly lumpy
internally, moderate fine quartz, rare medium quartz.
HINHH93 (2470).

EM55 Shallow dish, slightly inturned, internally thickened,
rounded rim with a slight internal bevel. The profile of the

rim varies. Knife-trimmed obtuse base angle and sagging
base. Red-brown surfaces, thick red-brown margins and mid
grey core; the thinner parts of the vessel have an oxidised
yellow-brown core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz and rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 3mm. HINHH93 (2463).
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Figure 9.20  South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware bowls. Scale 1:4



EM56 Plate 9.15. Near complete profile of a shallow dish with an
upright, externally thickened and internally bevelled rim.
There is a deep angled groove between rim and base, the base
angle is obtuse and the base sagging. The vessel is
completely darkened by sooting, red-brown surfaces and
margins with mid grey core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine
quartz, occasional medium quartz, occasional coarse
calcareous inclusions and rare very coarse flint inclusions up
to 5mm. HINHH93 (2469).

EM57 Near complete profile of a shallow dish with an upright,
externally thickened, almost collared and internally bevelled
rim. The upper surface of the rim has been cut or trimmed in
places while still wet. There is a deep rounded groove between
rim and base, with a fine incised line within this groove; the
base angle is obtuse and the base sagging. The vessel is
completely darkened by sooting, red-brown surfaces and
margins with mid grey core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine
quartz, occasional medium quartz, occasional very coarse
calcareous inclusions, occasional coarse flint and rare very
coarse flint inclusions up to 10mm. HINHH93 (2469).

EM58 Complete profile from a large shallow dish with a rounded,
slightly internally thickened rim and slightly sagging base.
Dull red brown surfaces with external paler red-brown
margins and mid grey core. Common sub-rounded quartz
and occasional angular flint. Originally published as South
Cambridgeshire EMW (SCAM EMW), now identified as
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy Ware (SCASS).
RASAB02 1029 (164). (Fletcher with Spoerry 2008, fig. 38
no.11).

EM59 Shallow dish, near-upright, externally thickened, beaded
rounded rim. The profile of the rim varies. Thickened around
the obtuse base angle, which has been trimmed in some
places giving a bevelled edge, and where untrimmed has a
beaded effect. It has a sagging, knife-trimmed base.
Red-brown surfaces, thick red-brown margins and mid grey
core; the thinner parts of the vessel have an oxidised
yellow-brown core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz and rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 3mm. HINHH93 (2469).

EM60 Shallow bowl or dish with near-upright, externally
thickened and rounded rim. Some knife-trimming or turning
towards base of sherd. Dark grey-brown external surface,
dark grey-black inner surface, grey-brown margins
mid–dark grey core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz. HINHH93 (1467), (1475).

EM61 Shallow dish, rounded thickened rim, obtuse base angle,
slightly splayed sagging base. Sooted over base and body.
Red-brown surfaces, thick red-brown margins and mid grey
core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz, occasional
medium quartz and rare very coarse flint inclusions up to
5mm. HINHH93 (2280). Sample V4308.

EM62 Profile from a shallow flared dish with an internally
thickened and rounded rim. The inner edge of the rim has
been decorated with evenly spaced thumb or finger
impressions. The base angle is obtuse and the base slightly
sagging. Dark buff-brown external surface, red-brown
internal surface, red-brown margins, mid grey core. Slightly
soft fabric, relatively smooth, common fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz. HINGC02 (642).

EM63 Rounded bowl with an externally collared, slightly internally
bevelled rim. Fine wiping marks below the collar indicate
that the bowl was wheel-finished. The bowl is sooted
externally. External surface mid brown, internal surface and
all margins red-brown, mid grey core. Smooth fabric,
abundant fine quartz, occasional medium and coarse
calcareous inclusions, mainly restricted to the surface of the
vessel. BANCHG11, Phase 1.1, pit 139 (150).

EM64 Small sherd from a bowl with a near-upright collared rim.
External grey-brown surface, internal buff surface, mid
brown margins with mid grey core throughout. Smooth
fabric, abundant fine quartz, occasional medium quartz.
Visually the surface of the fabric glitters with very fine and
fine mica, which is very difficult to see in the matrix.
BANCHG11, Phase 2.2, layer (78).

EM65 Rounded bowl with an inturned, externally thickened and
rounded rim, which has been thumbed on its upper surface.
Externally the vessel is sooted. Dark red-brown surfaces and
margins with mid grey core. Slightly hackly fracture, smooth

external fabric, slightly lumpy internally. Occasional medium
quartz, occasional medium red-brown sub-rounded particles
and medium sub-angular particles. HINHH93 (2055).

EM66 Rounded bowl with an externally thickened and rounded,
small beaded, rim, externally sooted. Red-brown surfaces
and margins with mid grey-brown core. Slightly hackly
fracture, smooth fabric. Abundant fine quartz, occasional
medium quartz, occasional medium red-brown, sub-rounded
particles, occasional medium to very coarse shell, mainly on
the surface of the vessel. HINHH93 (2463).

EM67 Sherd from a carinated bowl with an upright, externally
thickened and rounded rim. The lower wall of the bowl is thin
and externally the bowl is completely sooted. Red-brown
surfaces and margins and mid grey core. Smooth fabric,
abundant fine quartz, occasional medium quartz, occasional
very coarse red-brown inclusions, occasional medium to
very coarse shell, mainly on the surface of the vessel, rare
coarse to very coarse ironstone lumps. HINHH93 (2469).

EM68 Wheel-made flared bowl with a slightly internally thickened
and rounded rim, externally sooted. Red-brown surfaces and
margins with mid grey-brown core. Smooth fabric, abundant
fine quartz. HINHH93 (1607).

Pitcher/jar (Fig. 9.21)
EM69 Rim and short strap handle from a spouted pitcher or

handled jar. The vertical plain strap handle springs directly
from the rim and forms a very small loop. Each side of the
handle where it joins the body are small lengths of incised
decoration. Pale–mid grey surfaces and thin margins, dark
red-brown core. Relatively smooth fabric, abundant fine
quartz, occasional medium quartz, occasional coarse quartz
including some milky quartz. HINHH93 (2150).

Pitcher/bowl (Fig. 9.21)
EM70 Spouted pitcher or possibly a small spouted bowl. Slightly

inturned rim, slightly internally thickened and rounded, the
upper edge of which has been lightly thumb impressed. A
sub-rectangular bridge spout is attached to the rim. The upper
surface of the spout curves slightly upwards and the sides are
flattened, only the underside being curved. The end of the
spout has been cut to give a square flat end. Externally sooted.
Dark red-brown surfaces, thin margins and mid–dark grey
core. Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz. HINHH93 (2150).
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Figure 9.21  South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware
spouted pitchers. Scale 1:4



Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware
Fabric code: EMEMS
Date: AD 1050–1225
Refs: Essex Fabric Series F13; Cunningham 1985, 1–16
Figs 9.22–9.24
TS and ICPS: Chapters 11.VI and 12.III

Introduction
A significant proportion of early medieval wares found in
south Cambridgeshire are macroscopically within the
broad range of variation encompassed by the Essex type
series Fabric 13. Thin-section study of sherds from
excavations in south Cambridgeshire at Reach Road in
Burwell, Gransden Road in Caxton and at Hinton Hall
have enabled a broad fabric description to be created. This
work included comparison with a few new thin sections
from Essex (Vince 2008). Three Hedingham Coarseware
samples and one sherd of medieval Harlow ware, all from
kiln sites, were included. These are of a slightly later date
than the early medieval wares, but they represent a useful
comparison of raw materials and geological origin. In
addition, four samples of early medieval ware from the
medieval motte site at Great Easton were also included in
the comparative study. It was found that all of these Essex
sherds were petrologically similar to the majority of South
Cambridgeshire EMEMS sherds, and distinct from
SCASS sherds. In addition, ICPS analysis of the samples
confirmed these groups, but placed a few EMEMS sherds
as outliers. It was concluded that for the most part sherds
found in south Cambridgeshire that are macroscopically
similar to Fabric 13 in Essex are likely to have originated
there.

Macroscopic fabric description
As the product of many kilns in differing locations, this is
clearly a variable fabric type. It can be generally
characterised as sandy and micaceous, although as
defined in the petrological description, there tend to be
two versions distinguished by either fine or coarse
rounded quartz sand inclusions; the latter being often
decidedly ‘pimply’. Additionally, the mica content varies
from a minority of examples where it is sparse and hardly
visible, to the majority where it is moderate and a clear
visual feature of the fabric. The sherds that were
thin-sectioned were broken down beforehand into a
number of visual fabric groups that were not shown to be
significant through petrology or chemical analysis (right
hand column, Table 9.11), but which represent the true
breadth of visual types. These include MICFSW+G,
which is characterised by fine to medium pellets of red
grog within a fine fabric. Colouration is also variable, but
tends towards the lighter, rather than darker, shades
whether oxidised or reduced. Thus, sherds tend to be mid
brown or buff under the former conditions, and mid grey
under the latter. There are, of course, exceptions, such
sherds being red-brown or dark grey.

Production source and raw materials
These vessels originated in various kilns in Essex, the
most important group being almost certainly those around
Sible Hedingham and Halstead in the north of the county.
Some pottery almost certainly originated in south Essex,
there being a few examples that appear very like wasters
from the Middleborough EMW kiln. The late EMW kilns
known at Takeley in north-west Essex (Walker 2006) do
not appear to be represented so far in the Cambridgeshire

material as those later forms described here under
EMEMS are not sufficiently like the published fabric
description to be defined as Takeley.

It is important to note that the kilns at Takeley and
those at Hedingham, Halstead and surrounding parishes
all sit on the extreme northerly edge of London Clay,
within the Colne and Stort valley systems where
exposures are accessible. The fact that no kilns exist
northwards implies that boulder clay was not of primary
importance for their siting and the development of the
industry.

Distribution
These wares are found in quanti t ies in south
Cambridgeshire, as well as in Cambridge City.

Forms and provisional date range
For the most part, only examples that add to the database
of types in Essex are described here, and many of these
derive from Hinxton Hall, where a large 11th- to
12th-century assemblage has been investigated. Jar forms
conform to the two main types observed at Colchester
(shouldered or slightly squat and globular), but a clear
distinction between the two is even harder to identify than
it was there (Cotter 2000, 41). Where seen, bases are
slightly sagging and quite wide and the general
impression of the technology used is that there was plenty
of wheel work, but sometimes this was on hand-made
bodies, in some cases perhaps as rims were attached.
Simple slightly everted jar rims are known, and may be
early in some cases, but other examples are present in
12th-century assemblages. More complex everted forms
include rounded and flat-topped examples with clubbed,
externally thickened and squared rims, alongside
lid-seated and incipient hooked examples. At Hinxton the
latter two forms were found (e.g. EM85 and EM76), the
former in association with a reduced grey coarse sandy
fabric and a rilled vessel body that is clearly a sub-type
from a specific kiln or industry. Upright necked, or close to
upright, jars are also found. Some examples (e.g. EM71
and EM72) are of very wide-mouthed vessels with barely
any constriction that are close to being defined as bowls.
Bowls tend to be rounded, sometimes with a slight
carination, some with flat-topped rims (not illustrated).

Decoration is not common on these vessels but
includes combed wavy lines, either singly or with a
multi-toothed tool, and the most heavily decorated
examples, including sherds from spouted pitchers, are
very like vessels from Middleborough near Colchester
(Cotter 2000, 56–67). Besides the rilling on jar bodies
already mentioned, some vessels show incised horizontal
lines (EM77). One example that is clearly in an EMEMS
fabric is a fragment of a vessel body with incised straight
lines through a thick buff slip (EM91). This may date to
the end of this industry in the later 12th or early 13th
century, and may represent a transition to the manufacture
of true slipped and glazed finewares as seen at
Hedingham. Shell-dusting is present on some necks and
shoulders of jars.

The ware is something of a catch-all and thereby should
be given an occurrence bracket that spans the whole
medieval period from c. AD 1050 onwards. It is known that
production continued during a time of transition to true
medieval reduced ware fabrics, associated at Takeley with
the late 12th to early 13th century (Walker 2006).
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Affinities: fabric
It is beyond the remit of this study to investigate and
discuss the affinities of this wide grouping of early
medieval ware producers and fabrics from Essex, and it is
important to note that the Essex fabrics are a broad
spectrum, but for the most part the choice of micaceous
clays and sand temper represents a sub-regional template
for pottery manufacture.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
Shell-dusting is clearly a trait that is shared with other
industries in the south-east, particularly those that
supplied London, but which does not extend a great
distance northwards in East Anglia. Other traits, such as
thumbed jar rims, a comparative lack of decoration and
surface treatments, fairly uncontrolled kiln conditions for
generally oxidised wares and a mix of hand-made and
wheel-made/finished vessels, are very much of the early
medieval ware regional template. Vessel shape for jars
tends to be more square and with wider bases than for
EMW fabrics in Norfolk.

Thin-section analysis of EMEMS
Seventeen samples were examined (Tables 9.11 and 9.12)
and are discussed in Chapter 11.VI, with additional
samples being detailed in Chapter 12.III. Each section was
examined and the presence, absence and character of a
series of inclusion types were recorded:
• Rounded quartz. Three samples contained only sparse rounded quartz

inclusions, whilst the remaining sections contained moderate or
abundant quartz. The inclusions could be divided into a fine group,
where the largest grains were less than 0.3mm across and a coarse
group, where the largest grains ranged up to 1.0mm across.

• Chert. In ten of the seventeen samples, sparse rounded fragments of
chert were recorded. In all cases it is likely that these are of
Carboniferous origin rather than Lower Cretaceous or Tertiary, the
other potential sources to be expected in ceramics from the
Cambridgeshire/Essex area. The size of the chert grains follows that of
the rounded quartz and it is clear that the chert entered the pottery
alongside the quartz sand.

• Flint. Two sections contained rare or sparse flint and in no case was the
flint large enough to establish its character (staining, rounding).

• Glauconite. All sections contained glauconite or altered glauconite
ranging up to 0.2 or 0.3mm across. In eleven of these, the glauconite
was moderately abundant.

• Muscovite. All sections contained some laths of muscovite and these
were moderate and up to 0.4mm in length in twenty sections.

• Biotite. Sparse laths of biotite were noted in six sections.
• Angular quartz silt. Fragments of angular quartz silt were present in all

of the thin sections, abundant in sixteen and moderate in one.
• Calcareous inclusions. In one section voids representing leached

calcareous inclusions were present.
• Matrix iron content. This appeared moderate in all samples.
• Opaque grains. Sparse rounded opaque grains were present in all

sections.
• Clay/iron. Clay pellets with a higher iron content than the groundmass

were present in seven sections. In two cases they could be seen to be
concretions with an oolitic structure, formed in the parent clay, and in
the remainder their origin could not be determined.

• Organics. Sparse organic inclusions, probably rootlets, were present
in nine sections.

Petrological origin
The quartz and chert sand is probably derived ultimately
from Triassic deposits in the East Midlands and the Vale of
York but is found throughout the Midlands and East
Anglia as a result of glacial and pre-glacial sedimentation.
The division into coarse and fine sand is not an indication
of source but reflects a choice by the potters. It is therefore
an important cultural factor but cannot be used to
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old fabric code

V4289 HINHH93 2026 Hinxton Mid brown/grey body sherd from jar MSW

V4291 HINHH93 2026 Hinxton Grey/brown jar rim with internal bead MSW

V4297 HINHH93 115 Hinxton Sooted body sherd in light grey fabric with clear quartz and mica MICSW-coarse

V4299 HINHH93 1311 Hinxton Mid grey jar rim with clear quartz and fine mica. Vessel EM79 MICSW-coarse

V4300 HINHH93 59 Hinxton Mid grey jar rim with coarse quartz and fine mica MICSW-coarse

V4301 HINHH93 131 Hinxton Mid grey jar rim; clear quartz and fine mica. Vessel EM80 MICSW-fine

V4302 HINHH93 1607 Hinxton Red-brown/grey bowl rim medium quartz and fine to medium mica. Vessel
EM89

MICSW-fine

V4303 HINHH93 1664 Hinxton Mid brown/grey jar rim medium quartz and occasional fine mica. Vessel
EM81

MICSW-fine

V4309 HINHH93 2103 Hinxton Hand-made grey jar rim common fine to medium quartz and fine mica. Vessel
EM86

MICFSW+G

V4310 HINHH93 1627 Hinxton Light grey body sherd from jar; fine–medium quartz and abundant fine mica. MICFSW+G

V4328 BURRR01 2859 Burwell Body sherd of ?jar mid brown and sooted/burnt with fine quartz and fine mica MICSW-fine

V4329 BURRR01 1286 Burwell Body sherd from ?storage jar in mid brown/grey fabric with fine mica,
medium quartz and wavy line dec (like Middleborough product?)

MICSW-fine

V4330 BURRR01 266 Burwell Body sherd from ?storage jar in mid brown/red-brown fabric with fine mica
and coarse quartz

MICSW-coarse

V4331 BURRR01 704 Burwell Body sherd from jar in light grey/red-brown fabric with fine mica and fine
quartz

MICFSW+G

V4332 CAXGR99 67 Caxton Mid brown/grey neck sherd from jug with rilling with fine quartz and fine
mica

MICFSW+G

V4333 CAXGR99 197 Caxton Buff/red-brown rilled jar body sherd with fine mica and quartz MICFSW+G

V4334 CAXGR99 28 Caxton Body sherd from ?jar in mid-grey fabric, sooted, with medium quartz and fine
mica

MICSW-fine

Table 9.11  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware



characterise the pottery. The micaceous quartz silt found
in all of the samples could have several origins: Lower
Cretaceous deposits, Tertiary clays or glacial re-working
of either of these deposits. Additionally, Glauconite (and
altered glauconite) is indicative of both Lower Cretaceous
clays, and some Tertiary clays, for example the London
Clay in Essex where glauconitic facies are associated with
its base. The light-coloured clays used in some samples
could be of Middle Jurassic (e.g. Estuarine Beds) or
Tertiary origin (e.g. Reading Beds), although the London
Clay does appear to have been used by the kilns around
Hedingham and Halstead and this seems to be the most
likely source for the clay used by most of these producers.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.22–9.24)

Jars (Fig. 9.22)
EM71 Wheel-finished jar with an upright neck and an everted,

internally bevelled rim, described by Cotter as thickened,
flat-topped B2 type (Cotter 2000, 50, fig. 27). The neck and
shoulder of the jug are decorated with a single vertical incised
wavy line made with a three-toothed tool. Mid grey surfaces

and margins, red-brown core. Slightly rough external surface,
rough feel to inner surface, moderate medium quartz,
occasional medium milky quartz, occasional coarse and very
coarse quartz, rare fine mica. HINHH93 (2652).

EM72 Hand-built, wheel-finished jar with an everted, thickened
slightly internally bevelled rim. The body is roughly finished
with heavy wiping marks below the wheel-finished rim. The
outer edge of the rim is sooted. Similar to a Cotter’s type A3,
internal bevel (Cotter 2000, 50, fig. 27). Pale buff-brown
surfaces and margins with a pale grey core. Slightly rough
surfaces, moderate medium quartz, occasional coarse and
very coarse quartz, rare calcareous inclusions, rare coarse
and very coarse flint. HINHH93 (2175).

EM73 Wheel-finished jar with an everted, internally thickened and
bevelled rim. Externally sooted on rim outer edge.
Red-brown surfaces and margins, with a pale grey core.
Smooth surfaces, moderate fine quartz, moderate medium
quartz. Fine mica can be seen on the surface but not in the
matrix. HINHH93 (1632).

EM74 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made jar with an everted,
externally thickened, almost collared rim with a slight
internal bevel. Externally sooted with grey-brown surfaces
with mid grey margins and red-brown core. Slightly rough
outer surface, smooth inner surface, common medium
quartz, common coarse and very coarse quartz. HINHH93
(1116).
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Sample RQ Chert Flint Glauc Musc Ang silt White
grog

Calc Matrix iron
content

Other

V4289 a <1.0 s<1.0mm n? or
s r

m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod clay/iron; opaques

V4291 a <1.0 s<1.0mm n s altered
<0.3mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod clay/iron; opaques

V4297 a <1.0 s <1.0mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod clay/iron; opaques;
organics

V4299 a <1.0 s <1.0mm s s altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod clay/iron; opaques

V4300 a <1.0 s <1.0mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm;
also s biotite

a n n mod opaques; organics

V4301 a <0.3 s <0.3mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod oolitic clay/iron;
opaques

V4302 a <0.3 s <0.3mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm;
also s biotite

m n n mod opaques; organics

V4303 a <0.3 s <0.3mm n s altered
<0.2mm

s m n n mod-
isotropic

opaques; organics

V4309 a <0.3 n s altered
<0.2mm

s-m a n n mod opaques; organics

V4310 s <0.3 s m altered
<0.2mm

s; also s biotite a n none mod opaques

V4328 a <0.3 s <0.3mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n s leached
unless
post-burial

mod opaques; organics

V4329 m <0.3 s <0.3mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod oolitic clay/iron;
opaques; organics

V4330 m <1.0 s <0.3mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod oolitic clay/iron;
opaques; organics

V4331 s <0.3 n m altered
<0.2mm

s; also s biotite a n n mod opaques

V4332 a <0.3 n m altered
<0.2mm

s; also s biotite a n n mod opaques

V4333 s <0.3 n m altered
<0.2mm

s; also s biotite a n n mod opaques

V4334 m<0.3 s <0.3mm n m altered
<0.2mm

m <0.4mm a n n mod oolitic clay/iron;
opaques; organics

KEY: RQ = Rounded quartz; Glauc = Glauconite; Musc = Muscovite; Ang = Angular; Calc = Calcareous

Table 9.12  Petrological analysis: Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware
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Figure 9.22  Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware jars. Scale 1:4



EM75 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made jar with an inverted,
internally thickened, slightly undercut and bevelled rim,
Grey-brown to buff-brown external surface, buff-brown
inner surface, buff-brown margins and pale grey core.
Slightly rough surfaces, moderate medium quartz,
occasional coarse and very coarse quartz, occasional fine
mica. HINHH93 (2700).

EM76 Hand-built, wheel-finished, rounded jar with a near-upright
neck and an incipient hooked, slightly internally thickened
and internally bevelled rim, described by Cotter as
thickened, flat-topped B2 type (Cotter 2000, 50, fig. 27). The
jar is partially sooted on the body and neck and is completely
sooted on the rim edge. Internally the jar is sooted in the
small area around the rim and neck. Dark grey and
buff-brown, to dull orange-buff external surface, dull
orange-buff internal surface. Red-brown margins and core
except in the thicker parts of the vessel where there is a mid
grey core. Slightly rough surfaces, moderate medium quartz,
occasional coarse and very coarse quartz. Some fine mica
can be seen on the surface but not in the matrix. HINHH93
(1632).

EM77 Rounded jar, hand-made with a wheel-finished, everted,
externally thickened and rounded rim. Irregular incised
grooves around the body, which is heavily sooted. Mid
buff-brown surfaces and margins, mid grey core in thicker
areas. Common fine quartz, occasional mica. Bene’t Street,
Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z26878.

EM78 Wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally thickened and
rounded rim, described by Cotter as thickened, flat-topped
B2 type (Cotter 2000, 50, fig. 27). Girth grooves on the body
and heavily sooted. External mid–dark grey surface,
internally grey-brown to mid–dark grey, dull brown margins
and pale grey core. Occasional–moderate medium quartz.
Some fine mica can be seen on the surface but not in the
matrix. HINHH93 (59).

EM79 Hand-built, wheel-finished jar with an everted, slightly
internally thickened and rounded rim which most closely
resembles Cotter’s type A1a (Cotter 2000, 50, fig. 27). The
body of the jar varies in thickness and is partially sooted on
neck and body. Pale brownish-grey surfaces and slightly
darker margins, dull red-brown core. Rough feel to fabric,
moderate medium quartz, moderate coarse quartz and
occasional very coarse quartz. Some fine mica can be seen on
the surface but rare in the matrix. HINHH93 (1311). Sample
V4299.

EM80 Wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally thickened rim
described by Cotter as thickened, flat-topped B2 type (Cotter
2000, 50, fig. 27). The rim edge and neck is sooted. Dull buff
external surface, dull buff to pale grey internal surface, dull
buff external margin, pale grey internal margin, red-brown
core. Rough surface, moderate medium quartz, occasional
coarse quartz. Fine mica can be seen on the surface but not in
the matrix. HINHH93 (131). Sample V4301.

EM81 Hand-built jar with a wheel-made neck and rim. The rim is
everted, externally thickened and near-square. The body
displays shallow girth grooves up to the base of the neck. The
jar is lightly sooted externally on the rim, neck and body
below the shoulder. Dull buff-brown external surface and
margin, orange-buff internal surface and margin, with a pale
grey core. Relatively smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz including milky quartz. Some fine
mica can be seen on the surface but not in the matrix.
HINHH93 (1664). Sample V4303.

EM82 Hand-built, wheel-finished jar with an everted, externally
thickened rim. A single thumb or finger impression can be
seen on the neck, which may represent decoration similar to
that on an early medieval sandy ware jar from the
Middleborough kilns, illustrated by Cotter (2000, 58, fig. 33,
no. 3). Externally sooted on rim and body, small area of
external sooting on the neck. Mid grey external surface, mid
grey and red-brown internal surface, red-brown to mid grey
margins, red-brown core. Slightly rough surfaces, modern
medium quartz, occasional coarse quartz. Fine mica can be
seen on the surface but not in the matrix. HINHH93 (1607).

EM83 Wheel-finished jar with near-upright neck and an inverted,
internally thickened, internally bevelled rim described by
Cotter as thickened flat-topped B2 type (Cotter 2000, 50, fig.
27). The jar is externally sooted on body and rim edge. Mid
grey surfaces and red-brown margins with a mid grey core.
Slightly rough surfaces, moderate medium quartz,
occasional coarse and very coarse quartz. HINHH93 (1640).

EM84 Wheel-finished shouldered jar with an everted, externally
thickened and rounded rim, described by Cotter as plain,
thickened, everted B1b type (Cotter 2000, 50, fig. 27). The
jar is externally and internally sooted and lightly
shell-dusted. External mid grey to brown surface, internally
grey-brown to mid–dark grey, dark grey-black margins and
core. Moderate medium quartz, mainly iron-stained,
occasional coarse quartz, occasional coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions on the surface of the jar. HINHH93
(100).

EM85 Plate 9.16. Hand-built wheel-finished jar with an everted,
internally thickened and rounded rim, internally lid-seated.
The neck and rim were added on the wheel and the body
displays girth grooves up to the base of the neck, a
characteristic commonly found on the products of the
Middleborough kilns (Cotter 2000, 42 and 64). The jar is
heavily sooted externally with some traces of sooting
internally around the rim and neck in one area. Pale
brownish-grey surfaces and margins with a pale grey core.
Slightly rough surfaces, moderate medium quartz,
occasional coarse and very coarse quartz, rare coarse and
very coarse flint. HINHH93 (2235).

EM86 Hand-built jar with neck and rim added on a wheel, slightly
flaring neck and everted, externally thickened and bevelled
rim. The upper edge of the rim has been described by Cotter as
beaded C1 type (Cotter 2000, 50, fig. 27) and is continually
thumb/finger-impressed. The thickness of the vessel’s wall
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Plate 9.16  EM85. Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware jar



varies due to its hand-built nature and the whole vessel is
heavily sooted externally. Reduced sherd with dark grey
surfaces, externally pale grey-brown margin, internally mid
grey-brown margin, mid grey core. Slightly rough surface,
common fine quartz; fine mica can be seen on the surface but
not in the matrix. HINHH93 (2103). Sample V4309.

Jars (Fig. 9.23)
EM87 Thin-walled hand-made rounded jar with rim having been

added on the wheel. Everted short square internally
thickened rim. The body is covered with shallow irregular
horizontally incised grooves. The vessel is lightly sooted.
Mid brown surfaces and margins with mid grey core.
Common fine quartz, occasional moderate calcareous
inclusions. King’s Ditch, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no.
Z30200.

EM88 Body sherd from a decorated vessel, covered with fine
incised wavy lines. Orange-buff surface externally,
internally dull buff, orange-buff external margin, internal
pale grey margin and core. Rough surface, moderate fine and
medium quartz, occasional coarse quartz, fine mica can be
seen on the surface but not in the matrix. HINHH93 (1608).

Bowl (Fig. 9.24)
EM89 Shallow bowl or dish with an inturned, internally thickened

and rounded rim, which is shallowly continuously thumbed.
The lower part of the vessel wall is knife-trimmed or has been
turned and the vessel walls are sooted. Dark brown to dull
orange-buff external surface, dull orange-buff internal
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Figure 9.23  Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware jars. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.17  EM90. Early Medieval Essex Micaceous
Sandy ware jug, stabbed decoration on the rim and

incised wavy lines on neck and shoulders
Figure 9.24  Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy

ware bowl and jugs. Scale 1:4



surface and margins, pale grey-brown core. Slightly rough
surfaces, moderate medium quartz, occasional coarse and
very coarse quartz. Fine mica can be seen on the surface but
not in the matrix. HINHH93 (1607). Sample V4302.

Jugs (Fig. 9.24)
EM90 Plate 9.17. Wheel-finished jug with an upright neck and an

everted, externally thickened and rounded rim, described by
Cotter as thickened, flat-topped B2 type (Cotter 2000, 50,
fig. 27). The beginning of a lip can be seen on the edge of the
rim, and the rim is decorated with stabbed decoration made
with a three-toothed tool. The neck and shoulders of the jug
are decorated with incised wavy lines made with two- and
three-toothed tools. Dull orange-buff surfaces, orange-buff
margins, pale grey core. Smooth surfaces, moderate fine
quartz; fine mica can be seen on the surface but not in the
matrix. HINHH93 (2150).

EM91 Body sherd from a slipped and partially glazed vessel
decorated with fine incised horizontal lines. The slip is pale
orange-buff, the decoration is incised through the slip and
there are small spots of glaze over the sherds. Dull
orange-buff external surface and margin, internal pale
orange-buff surface, pale grey margin and core. Smooth
outer surface, rough sandy feel to inner surface, common
medium quartz moderate coarse and very coarse quartz.
HINHH93 (2469).

Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware: low iron
content variant
Fabric code: EMEMS LI
Date: AD 1050–1200
Refs: New type
Fig. 9.25
TS and ICPS: See below

Macroscopic fabric description
A comparatively smooth version of the EMEMS sandy
ware with a low level of fine mica in a characteristic buff
fabric due to low iron content in the clay. This has been
kept as a separate type because the visual differences are
echoed in the petrology and chemical make-up.

Production source and raw materials
An unknown producer in north Essex.

Distribution
The ware is found at Hinxton Hall.

Forms and provisional date range
Shouldered jar with almost upright (slightly everted) rim
and wheel-made body. The otherwise flat-topped and
externally clubbed rim is decorated with finger-tipping on
its upper surface. The forms are generally of early
medieval date.

Affinities: fabric
Other Essex EMEMS fabrics, although this fabric is much
smoother.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
This vessel sits squarely in the later EMEMS group of
vessel types and the finger-tipped rim is known from
Colchester (Cotter 2000, fig. 23, no. 27).

Thin-section analysis of EMEMS LI
A single sample of this fabric was examined, from
Hinxton Hall (Tables 9.13 and 9.14). Although well-made
and comparatively smooth, this sits in the coarse group of
EMEMS types by virtue of its large rounded quartz silt
grains.

Rounded quartz. Moderate quartz to 1.0mm.
Chert. Sparse rounded fragments of chert were recorded and the size
indicates that the chert entered the pottery alongside the quartz sand.
Of Carboniferous origin rather than Lower Cretaceous or Tertiary, the
other potential sources to be expected in ceramics from the
Cambridgeshire/Essex area.
Glauconite. Sparse altered glauconite ranging up to 0.3mm across.
Muscovite. Moderate laths of muscovite up to 0.4mm in length.
Angular quartz silt. Moderate.
Matrix iron content. This is low on the basis of clay colour.
Opaque grains. Sparse rounded opaque grains present.
Clay/iron. Clay pellets with a higher iron content than the groundmass
were present.

Petrological origin
The quartz and chert sand is probably derived ultimately
from Triassic deposits in the East Midlands and the Vale of
York but is found throughout the Midlands and East
Anglia as a result of glacial and pre-glacial sedimentation.
The micaceous quartz silt could have several origins:
Lower Cretaceous deposits, Tertiary clays or glacial
re-working of either of these deposits. Additionally,
glauconite (and altered glauconite) is indicative of both
Lower Cretaceous clays, and some Tertiary clays, for
example the London Clay in Essex where glauconitic
facies are associated with its base. The light-coloured
clays used could be of Middle Jurassic (e.g. Estuarine
Beds) or Tertiary origin (e.g. Reading Beds), although the
London Clay does appear to have been used by the kilns
around Hedingham and Halstead.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.25)
EM92 Plate 9.18. Jar with rim and neck added on the wheel, everted

externally thickened rim, almost square but with a rounded
edge. The upper surface of the rim is impressed along the
centre line with evenly spaced thumb or finger impressions.
Externally sooted on part of rim and neck. Buff surfaces and
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old sub-fabric code

V4290 HINHH93 2470 Hinxton Orange/buff finger impressed jar rim. Vessel EM92 MSW-low fe

Table 9.13 Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware Low Iron content
variant (EMEMS LI)

Sample RQ Chert Flint Glauc Musc Ang silt White grog Calc Matrix iron
content

Other

V4290 a <1.0 s<1.0mm n s altered
<0.3mm

m <0.4mm m n n low clay/iron; opaques

Key: RQ = Rounded quartz; Glauc = Glauconite; Musc = Muscovite; Ang = Angular; Calc = Calcareous

Table 9.14  Petrological analysis: Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware Low Iron content variant



margins, pale buff-grey core in thicker parts of the pot.
Slightly sandy feel, abundant fine quartz, rare fine mica
which can be seen on the surface but not in the matrix.
HINHH93 (2470). Sample V4290.

Developed St Neots-type ware and variants
Fabric codes: DNEOT, DNEOT Q and DNEOT F
Date: Overlaps with NEOT (same fabric, different forms), from perhaps
AD 1050–1250. Sub-fabrics (DNEOT Q and F), perhaps AD 1075–1250
Refs: Hunter 1979; Vince 2006a; Hall 1996
Figs 9.26–9.27
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.II

Introduction
St Neots-type wares are soft-fired pottery with crushed
shell temper, first petrologically defined by the presence
of the fossil bryozoa (Hunter 1979). The origin of
DNEOT, developing from St Neots-type ware, is
discussed in Section II above, and in Chapters 4 and 5. In
the later 12th century, changes in the vessel types,
decoration, surface treatments, colouration and general
finishing of the pottery resulted in the emergence of the
evolved type now called DNEOT. This, at least in part of
the industry, was in turn a precursor to a subsequent fabric
type, Lyveden A ware.

Definition of the naming of the later fabrics is now
based on the work of Vince (2006a and Chapter 11.II), but
with revisions to account for recognition of the fact that at
least some Lyveden A ware is petrologically identical to

DNEOT, but the vessels are stylistically distinct. As well
as a new petrological description of NEOT, the later type
DNEOT is also more clearly defined alongside a fabric
variant DNEOT Q, first recognised by Hall (1996), and a
second fabric variant DNEOT F.

Macroscopic fabric description

DNEOT
The introduction of Developed St Neots-type ware during
the second half of the 11th century sees the evolution of a
range of new forms and vessel types, as well as changes to
the fabric whereby the shelly inclusions are less
well-sorted and present in larger fragments, with the
surfaces of the vessel not smoothed as they were
previously, but left rough to the touch. DNEOT has a
generally more variable fabric than is seen in the earlier
products of this industry, by virtue of the shell content
being less well-sorted and there being more variation in
the size of the fragments both within and between vessels.
Additionally, although the later pottery does appear in the
full range of colours seen earlier, including dark purple
and black, there is much more pottery with orange-pink,
light grey and buff surface colouration than previously.
There appears to be some evidence for a larger proportion
of DNEOT, from Cambridge and south Cambridgeshire,
tending to continue to be found in fabric colourations that
echo those of the earlier ware, whilst the colour of much of
the pottery seen in Huntingdonshire does indeed change to
lighter hues and brighter orange-browns. These are,
however, also found in southern parts of the county.

DNEOT Q
In assemblages from south Cambridgeshire and
northwards to Huntingdon by c. AD 1100 there was also
the appearance of a fabric variant containing large
quantities of fine quartz sand, which is otherwise entirely
within the DNEOT tradition and tends to occur in darker
fabric colours. This has been defined petrologically and a
few forms are published here as DNEOT Q.

DNEOT F
Two thin sections were classified by Vince as another
DNEOT sub-fabric (Chapter 11.II), although this is not
discussed further as it is hard to recognise this sub-type in
other contexts.
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Plate 9.18  EM92. Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware: Low Iron content variant. Jar with decorated rim

Figure 9.25  Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
ware: low iron content variant. Scale 1:4



Production source and raw materials
Surprisingly no production sites have been discovered, but
it is clear that they were located within a wide region
including parts of Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and
Northamptonshire, where the fossiliferous crushed shell
clays occur. Earlier petrological studies could not
distinguish between different centres of production,
although some regional differences were apparent
(Hunter 1979). Regional variation in the St Neots-type
ware fabrics seen in Cambridgeshire suggests different
production centres (Denham 1985), with good visual
evidence – albeit not yet fully qualified – from
Cambridgeshire of differences between a northern and
southern source for the Developed St Neots-type pottery
found in the county. Although there is no direct scientific
evidence for the assertion, assessment of the spatial
distribution of fabric variants based on colour suggests
that the northern variant probably derives from north
Northamptonshire and the Nene Valley, with fabric
colouration similar to that of the slightly later Lyveden A
ware, and the southern from Bedfordshire/
Buckinghamshire and the Great Ouse Valley. As indicated
in Chapter 11.II, from the recent study of further thin
sections the balance of probabilities suggests a
Cornbrash/lower Oxford Clay origin for the clay used to
produce all of these fabrics. In addition, the fine quartz
sand found in DNEOT Q can be paralleled in the
Kellaways beds at the base of the Oxford Clay and in
sandy strata that also occur in the upper Cornbrash. All of
these deposits can be found in valley-side exposures of
varying size in the major arms of both the Middle Great
Ouse and Nene systems.

Distribution
St Neots-type ware is found across a wide region
stretching from Worcestershire to East Anglia, and from
London in the south to Lincolnshire. In Cambridgeshire it
is found in assemblages in all sub-regions. Perhaps not
surprisingly it is less common in rural assemblages
towards the east and south in the county, where it was
perhaps less successful in competition with Thetford-type
wares. There is evidence that more of the Developed St
Neots-type ware from Huntingdonshire occurs in lighter
fabric colours than is evident in the pottery recovered from
Cambridge and south Cambridgeshire. Additionally, the
sandy version of St Neots-type ware (DNEOT Q) does not
appear to be present in the northern part of the county; a
few sherds found in Huntingdon provide the most
northerly examples so far recognised. It is proposed that
there are in fact two groups of St Neots-type products
present in Cambridgeshire, the more southerly group
emanating from producers in the Great Ouse Valley in
Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire and being more
usually the ‘classic’ darker fabric type. This group
includes the later sandy version DNEOT Q. The northerly
group seems likely to be a product of sites in the Nene
Valley and it tends to include more orange and buff fabrics,
and from some time in the late 11th or 12th century
onwards it includes the precursor of the Lyveden A shelly
fabric.

Forms and date range

DNEOT
Developed St Neots-type ware is represented by
technological changes to fabric, form and method of
manufacture that can be generally dated to the late 11th, or
early 12th, centuries and, on the basis of the fabrics with
which it is found in association, it continued to be
manufactured into the 13th century. Vessels were still for
the most part wheel-made, but a key change from NEOT
saw the end of smoothing of the vessel surfaces so
characteristic of the earlier pottery and that, coupled with
the shell content, gave the earlier pottery its ‘soapy’ feel.
From Hurst’s work onwards (1956; 1976) the key lacunae
of early and late vessel forms have been recognised and
they will not be further developed in detail here. It is,
however, important to note that in much of
Cambridgeshire the forms of DNEOT tend to fit within the
wide range of types seen in Fabrics B1 to B7 at Bedford
(Baker and Hassall 1979). A selection of forms is
presented here (from Hinxton, Swavesey, Spaldwick and
elsewhere) that represent, for the most part, types not
published previously.

DNEOT Q and DNEOT F
Full presentation of vessels specific to these sub-types is
not currently possible, and in fact the limited evidence to
date for DNEOT Q suggests it does not appear in many or
any entirely unique forms. DNEOT F has not been
recognised elsewhere to date.

Affinities: fabric
There is clearly an association between St Neots-type
wares and the earlier hand-made Maxey type wares of the
Middle Saxon period, even though the Maxey-type ware
from Cambridgeshire is part of an even wider ‘tradition’or
group of producers with associations in counties to the
north and west.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
Developed St Neots-type wares show further evolution of
form away from those originally derived from
Maxey-type wares. Small and/or narrow jars are replaced
by wide medieval cooking pot-shaped jars and vessel rims
become more complex, with lid-seating and thickened and
upright shapes. Inturned bowls, although still present but
probably deeper, are in part replaced by simple rounded
bowls and shallow dishes that echo forms seen in EMW.
True medieval-type jugs were also produced which must
owe their influence to other new industries of the 12th
century and perhaps changes seen at the same time in
Stamford wares.

Thin-section analysis of DNEOT, DNEOT Q and DNEOT
F
Samples for thin section and ICPS analysis are included
with those for NEOT above (Table 9.2 and Section II,
above) and are discussed in Chapter 11.II.

Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT)
Developed St Neots-type ware vessels contain the same
range of inclusions as the St Neots-type ware (see Section
II above, and Chapter 11.II), with the exception that no
wood has been noted. The inclusions are, however,
consistently coarser, ranging in many cases up to 1.0mm
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across and in rare cases up to 2.0mm across. Some of the
ferroan calcite fragments enclose fossil fragments
(mainly but not exclusively punctate brachiopod shell)
and a complete cross-section of a possible ammonite was
present, with ferroan calcite filling the body cavity.

Developed St Neots-type ware: sub-fabric (DNEOT Q)
The two sub-fabric S samples contain a similar range of
calcareous inclusions to that found in DNEOT but have a
much higher quartz content, mainly well-sorted angular
grains c. 0.1mm to 0.2mm across. One of the samples
(V4352) has a texture more similar to NEOT than DNEOT
and lacks the fossiliferous limestone fragments.
• Bivalve shell. Abundant nacreous shell fragments.
• Echinoid shell. Sparse rounded fragments up to 0.5m across.
• Punctate brachiopod shell. Moderate fragments up to 1.0mm long.
• Foraminifera. Sparse multi-chambered non-ferroan calcite tests up to

0.2mm across.
• Angular quartz. Abundant angular fragments c. 0.1mm to 0.2mm

across.
• Rounded quartz. Rare grains up to 0.4mm across.
• Opaques. Sparse rounded grains up to 0.3mm across.
• Fossiliferous limestone. Moderate (in V4354 only) consisting of

ferroan calcite with punctate brachiopod, bivalve shell, echinoid shell
and rare ostracods.

• The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked clay minerals,
sparse angular quartz less than 0.05mm across, sparse ferroan calcite
less than 0.05mm across and sparse rounded dark brown grains less
than 0.1mm across.

Developed St Neots-type ware: sub-fabric F (DNEOT F)
Two samples (V4349 and V4355) contain a similar range
of inclusions to other Developed St Neots-type sherds but
include moderate rounded opaque grains and sparse
ooliths, both absent in the standard fabric. The following
inclusion types were noted:
• Fossiliferous limestone. Angular fragments up to 2.0mm across.

These contain fragments of non-ferroan calcite shell and rare bone in a
matrix of ferroan calcite containing moderate rounded opaque grains
c. 0.1mm across. In some instances, the opaque grains in the matrix
have coalesced to give a predominantly opaque matrix.

• Quartz. Sparse sub-angular grains up to 0.2mm across.
• Bivalve shell. Abundant fragments up to 1.0mm long. Mostly

nacreous but including some with a laminated structure. Several show
dark staining around the edges. There appear to be a higher proportion
of hinge fragments than would be expected if the whole shell was
represented.

• Echinoid shell. Moderate rounded fragments of ferroan calcite up to
0.5mm across.

• Echinoid spine. Sparse fragments up to 0.3mm across.
• Punctate brachiopod shell. Moderate fragments up to 1.0mm long.
• Opaques. Moderate rounded elongate grains.
• Organics. Sparse rounded voids surrounded by a darkened halo and

sometimes containing carbonised material.
• Ooliths. Sparse rounded ooliths with a non-ferroan calcite micrite core

and a single non-ferroan calcite coating. The grains are c. 0.3mm
across and show no signs of an adhering cement.

Petrological origin
It is likely that both NEOT and DNEOT were made from
the same, or very similar, raw materials, probably a shelly
marl. The iron content of the limestone/marl also clearly
varies and that in sub-fabric Q has noticeably higher iron
content than the other groups.

The fine quartz sand found in sub-fabric Q can be
paralleled in the Kellaways beds at the base of the Oxford
Clay and sandy strata also occur in the upper Cornbrash.
The balance of probabilities suggests a Cornbrash/lower
Oxford Clay origin for the clay used to produce these
fabrics but given the wide extent of the Jurassic strata and
the generally similar conditions under which many were

laid down it is not possible, using thin sections alone, to
pin point a specific source.

For each fabric, all that can be reasonably concluded
from the petrological data is that they were produced
somewhere between Bedford and Peterborough close to
the outcrop of the Cornbrash and with access to the Oxford
Clay, thus within the middle sections of the Great Ouse
and Nene river valleys.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.26–9.27)

DNEOT

Jars (Fig. 9.26)
EM93 Wheel-made cylindrical ‘top hat’ jar with a sharply everted,

internally thickened rim, the internal thickening is triangular
in section. There is some loss of surface around the rim edge
and the jar is sooted externally and internally on the rim.
Dark grey-black external surface, pink-buff internal surface,
pink-buff margins and mid grey core. Slightly soapy feel,
abundant medium and coarse shell, moderate very coarse
shell, which is more visible on the surface of the vessel.
SWABL99 (3275).

EM94 Wheel-made ‘top hat’ jar with a sharply everted, internally
thickened rim, the internal thickening is triangular in section.
Dark grey-black surfaces to dark grey-brown internally on
short remnant of neck, mid grey margins and core. Slightly
soapy feel, abundant medium and coarse shell, moderate
very coarse shell, which is more visible on the surface of the
vessel. SWABL99 (3165).

EM95 Wheel-finished jar with a near-upright neck and everted,
hooked, rounded rim, externally sooted. Buff-brown external
surface, pink-buff to grey-brown inner surface, pink-buff
margins, mid grey core. Moderately hackly fracture, hard-
fired, slightly rough surfaces. Common fine and medium shell,
moderate coarse and very coarse shell, which is more visible
on the surface of the vessel. SWABL99 (3987).

EM96 Wheel-finished jar, everted, externally thickened and
rounded rim with an internal bevel. Dark grey external
surface, dark grey to pink-buff internal surface, dark grey
external margin, pink-buff to mid grey internal margin and
mid grey core. Slightly soapy feel, common medium and
coarse shell, moderate very coarse shell, which is more
visible on the surface of the vessel. SWASL95 (5).

Dishes/bowls (Fig. 9.26)
EM97 Near-complete profile of a wheel-made inturned dish with an

internally thickened and rounded rim, obtuse base angle and
sagging base, externally sooted on rim and base angle. Dull
pink-buff surfaces, mid–dark grey margins and core. Soft
fabric, slightly rough feel, abundant fine and medium shell
with common coarse shell, which is more visible on surfaces
of the vessel. ICKGC03 (4066).

EM98 Complete profile of a wheel-made inturned dish with a simple
rounded rim, obtuse base angle and slightly sagging base,
externally lightly sooted. Dull pink-buff surfaces and margins,
mid–dark grey core. Soft fabric, slightly rough feel, abundant
fine and medium shell with common coarse shell, which is
more visible on surfaces of the vessel. ICKGC03 (4074).

EM99 Wheel-made inturned dish with an externally and internally
thickened and rounded rim. From the side the upper part of
the dish appears almost collared, the base angle cannot be
established. The base is sagging, externally sooted on base.
Dull red-brown surface, dull red margins and core.
Hard-fired, slightly soapy feel, common medium shell with
common coarse and very coarse shell. SWABL99 (3139).

EM100 Near-complete profile of a wheel-made inturned dish with an
externally thickened and rounded rim. Obtuse base angle, the
edge of which has been knife-trimmed, and sagging base,
externally sooted. Pale pink-grey surface externally,
pink-buff surface internally, mid–dark grey margins and
core. Hard-fired, slightly rough feel. Common fine and
medium shell, with common coarse and occasional very
coarse shell, which is more visible on surfaces of the vessel.
SWABL99 (3359).
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Figure 9.26  Developed St Neots-type ware dishes/bowls, jug and reused base sherd. Scale 1:4



EM101 Hand-built and wheel-finished, large very rounded, almost
hemispherical bowl with an upright internally thickened and
rounded rim. Internally the lower half of the vessel appears
burnished, which may be the result of usage. Dark
brown-black external surface, dark brown-red internal
surface, red-brown margins mid grey core. Shell below the
external surface of the jar gives it a very rough feel, internally
the surface is smoother. Slightly soapy feel, slightly hackly
fracture. Common fine, medium and coarse shell, moderate
very coarse shell, which is more visible on the internal
surface of the vessel. SWABL99 (3373).

Jug (Fig. 9.26)
EM102 Plate 9.19. Strap handle from a jug or handled jar; the

handle has very little curve, suggesting it was from a
relatively large vessel. The handle is thicker, more rounded
and plain on the right, and the left hand side has been
decorated with well-spaced, deeply impressed thumb or
finger impressions. The handle was luted to the vessel and
finished with large thumbed impressions. Buff-orange to
buff-pink surfaces, buff-orange margins and mid grey core.
Relatively smooth fabric having been wet hand-finished.
Abundant medium and coarse to very coarse shell.
SWABL99, unstratified (99999).

Unknown/reuse (Fig. 9.26)
EM103 Plate 9.20. Near flat, obtuse angled base sherd with heavily

leached external surface. The internal surface has been
heavily/deeply scored post firing. Oxidised moderately-fired
fabric, slightly soapy feel with pinkish-brown surface,
margin and core. Coarse and very coarse reasonably well
sorted shell. SWABL99, SF19, (3018).

DNEOT Q

Jars (Fig. 9.27)
EM104 Out-turned (everted) and extremely thickened rim of deep

bowl or jar. SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 13).
EM105 Extremely thickened and lid-seated jar rim. SPATR95

(Schlee 1996, fig. 17 no. 12).

EM106 Wheel-made jar with an everted, slightly thickened rim,
sooted externally and internally on the rim. Dark grey to dull
pink-buff external surface, dull pink-buff internal surface
and margins, mid grey core. Slightly soapy feel. Abundant
fine, medium and coarse shell, moderate very coarse shell,
which is more visible on the surface of the vessel. SWABL99
(3347).

EM107 Wheel-made small rounded jar, everted, slightly externally
thickened and rounded rim. Externally sooted on rim and
body and internally over part of rim. Slightly hackly fracture,
red-brown external surface, pink-buff inner surface, mid grey
margins and core. Hard-fired, relatively smooth external
surface, slightly rough interior surface, common medium
and coarse shell, occasional very coarse shell, rare medium
quartz. SWABL99 (3891).

EM108 Everted, pie-crust cooking pot rim with external upright
facet or ‘cordon’. SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 9).

EM109 Everted, bevelled and finger-impressed cooking pot rim.
SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 10).

EM110 Everted, pie-crust rim with external bevel from a small
cooking pot. SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 8).

EM111 Wheel-finished rounded jar with a flared neck and everted,
externally thickened, rim that has been continuously
thumbed on the upper surface to produce a pie-crust rim. The
base angle is obtuse and the base is sagging. Red-brown
fabric with common coarse to very coarse shell, moderate
fine quartz sand. St Neots, CUMAA acc. no. 1965.91.

EM112 Cooking pot with complete profile made up of fitting pieces
from two contexts. Buff late St Neots fabric containing some
sand, blackened on lower parts and the base. St John’s
College, Cambridge (301/ 304) (Hall 1996, no. 21).

EM113 Wheel-made thin-walled, rounded jar with an everted,
collared, rounded rim, that is slightly grooved to produce a
more complex shape; the jar is sooted externally on body and
rim. Dull pink-buff surfaces and margins, mid grey core.
Hard-fired, slightly rough feel, slightly hackly fracture.
Abundant fine, medium and coarse shell, moderate very
coarse shell, which is more visible on the surface of the
vessel. SWABL99 (3894).
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Plate 9.19  EM102. Developed St Neots ware. Strap
handle from a jug or handled jar Plate 9.20  EM103. Developed St Neots ware. Near flat,

obtuse angled base sherd. The internal surface has been
heavily/deeply scored post firing
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Figure 9.27  Developed St Neots-type ware, sub-fabric Q jars and bowls. Scale 1:4



EM114 Wheel-made thin-walled jar with an everted, collared,
internally bevelled rim, resulting in an almost triangular rim
section; the jar is sooted externally on the rim. Dull red-pink
surfaces and margins, pale–mid grey core. Hard-fired,
slightly soapy feel, hackly fracture. Abundant fine, medium
and coarse shell, moderate very coarse shell, which is more
visible on the surface of the vessel. SWABL99 (3324).

EM115 Externally rolled and flattened rim of jar or cooking pot.
SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 11).

Bowls (Fig. 9.27)
EM116 Rounded bowl with an inturned, rounded, collared rim.

Traces of sooting on external surface of the rim. Moderately
hackly fracture, pink-buff surfaces and margins, mid grey
core. Hard-fired, relatively smooth external surface, slightly
rough interior surface, common medium and coarse shell,
occasional very coarse shell, rare medium quartz. SWABL99
(3126).

EM117 Rim sherd from a wheel-made rounded bowl with inturned,
heavily thickened rim having a near flat upper surface.
Externally sooted on body and rim edge. Moderately hackly
fracture, brown to pink-buff external surface, grey-brown
inner surface, mid grey margins and core. Slightly soapy feel,
common medium and coarse shell, occasional very coarse
shell, rare medium quartz. SWABL99 (3739).

EM118 Wheel-made thin-walled rounded bowl with externally
beaded and heavily internally thickened rim. Externally
sooted on body and rim edge. Moderately hackly fracture,
red-brown external surface, pink inner surface, mid grey
margins and core. Slightly soapy feel, common medium and
coarse shell, occasional very coarse shell, rare medium
quartz. SWABL99 (4029).

Early Medieval Shelly ware
Fabric code: EMSHW
Date: AD 1050–1200
Refs: Hall 1972; Mynard 1984; Brown 1994; Blinkhorn 2010a
Fig. 9.28
TS and ICPS: None during this project

Introduction
It is recommended that later 11th- to early 13th-century
pottery that cannot be assigned to a St Neots-type fabric on
the basis of its petrology, but which matches the range of
vessels otherwise recorded as Developed St Neots-type
ware, and also those vessel types utilised in Shelly
Coarseware production (Blinkhorn 2010a), be defined as
EMSHW until better recognition of the petrology of kiln
groups is achieved.

Shelly pottery of a fabric variant previously unknown
in Cambridgeshire was recorded in an assemblage from
the site of Ramsey Abbey, which was excavated between
1998 and 2002 (Atkins and Macauley 2008). This pottery
has been found to be petrologically distinct from St Neots-
type wares, and it is present in a range of forms that match
those of Shelly Coarseware from Northamptonshire. A
few of these vessels are published here to initiate a corpus
for EMSHW found in Cambridgeshire.

Macroscopic fabric description
This fabric has rough surfaces like DNEOT, but contains
mostly bivalve shell, some of which is oyster but with
other species present. A part of the shell component is
coarse, up to 2mm, but much is significantly finer. Some
examples contain many tiny specimens of an oyster-like
species, only 1–2mm diameter. Quartz grains of less than
0.5mm, iron ore and occasional large lumps of limestone
or chalk are also present. Surface colour is very variable,
typically light or mid-brown, red-brown or buff, and the
core is usually mid or light grey. The fabric tends to occur
in lighter hues than St Neots-type ware.

Production source and raw materials
Although not confirmed through scientific analysis, it is
highly likely that this fabric is similar to Shelly
Coarseware as defined in Northamptonshire, and that it
may include the products of kilns such as those at Yardley
Hastings in Northamptonshire (Brown 1994), Olney Hyde
in Buckinghamshire (Mynard 1984) and Harrold in
Bedfordshire (Hall 1972).

Distribution
As this fabric grouping is something of a catch-all for a
range of products (see above), it is to be expected in most
parts of Cambridgeshire west of the fens. The illustrated
group from Ramsey tends to emphasise, however, a clear
presence on the Huntingdonshire fenland fringe.

Forms and provisional date range
As indicated above, a typology can be established from
Blinkhorn (2010a) and perhaps from the earlier vessels
published by Brown (1994), Hall (1972) and Mynard
(1984).

Affinities: fabric
This is clearly a fabric that sits in the eastern region’s
shelly ware tradition as exemplified by DNEOT, but it is
petrologically distinct from the latter.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The closest published group to the jar forms seen at
Ramsey is of Shelly Coarseware from West Cotton,
Northants (Blinkhorn 2010a), but the flared bowl with a
simple rim recorded at Ramsey is not repeated there, nor is
the thumbed jug handle. The latter is like an example from
Cambridge published in Hurst’s very first identification of
St Neots ware (1956, 55, no. 1). It is a form found at a kiln
site at Yardley Hastings (Brown 1994), located equidistant
between Bedford and Northampton, and in fact similar
shelly jug handles have also been found in both Bedford
(Baker and Hassall 1979) and Northampton (McCarthy
1979). The bowl form is not dissimilar to examples from
Yardley Hastings, but it is not found in this fabric at West
Cotton.

Most EMSHW vessels seen at Ramsey are either
wheel-made, or show evidence of much wheel-finishing
on hand-made bodies. On small and medium jars this is
usually manifested as internal throwing-rings, something
evident both internally and externally on large bowls,
which is in keeping with SHC as described by Blinkhorn
at West Cotton (2010a).

Thin-section analysis of EMSHW
Analysis has not been conducted to date.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.28)

Jars (Fig. 9.28)
EM119 Small–medium wheel-made jar with an everted, internally

thickened and rounded rim. Externally lightly sooted on
body below the shoulder and on the neck and rim.
Buff-brown surfaces and margins with a pale–mid grey core.
Rough feel to fabric, common medium, coarse and very
coarse shell. Some of the surface medium shell has been
leached. RASAB98 (1331).

EM120 Small-medium wheel-made thin-walled jar with an everted,
externally thickened and rounded rim. Externally lightly
sooted on the body. Externally mid red-brown through to
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pale grey on the rim, internally mid red-brown through to
pale grey-brown around the rim, slightly fire clouded.
Mid–dark grey margins and core. Hard-fired, relatively
smooth but lumpy feel to fabric, abundant medium and
coarse shell, common very coarse shell. RASAB98 (1243).

Bowls (Fig. 9.28)
EM121 Large wheel-made slightly concave sided bowl with a

thickened, externally bevelled rim. Brown external surface,
dull red-brown interior surface and margins, mid grey core.
Rough feel to fabric, common coarse and very coarse shell.
RASAB98 (1239).

EM122 Large wheel-made flared bowl with a thickened externally
bevelled rim. Brown external surface and margin, dull
red-brown interior surface and margin, mid grey-brown core.
Rough feel to fabric, common coarse and very coarse shell,
rare calcareous lumps up to 11mm. RASAB98 (1321).

Jug (Fig. 9.28)
EM123 Large, thickened, pulled vertical strap handle from a large

vessel. The handle has a wide flattened central groove, the
outer edges have been neatly thumb/finger-impressed.
Possible wear marks (short worn or cut lines) can be seen on
the edges of the broader end of the handle. On the underside
of the handle are numerous post-firing wear or cut marks
horizontally across the handle. Orange-buff surfaces and
margins with a pale grey-brown core. Rough feel to fabric,
abundant medium, coarse and very coarse shell. RASAB98
(1239).

Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware
Fabric code: EMSSO
Date: c. AD 1150–1250
Ref: New type
Fig. 9.29
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.VI

Introduction
A small group of pottery excavated at Hinxton Hall,
typified by two thin-section samples containing abundant
medium quartz silt, has been separated into a fabric type
now called Silty Sandy Orange ware, that appears to have
been produced in both early medieval jars (of
11th-century form) and in glazed medieval jugs of later
12th-century date at the earliest. This is possibly the same
as Sandy Orange ware, generally defined in the Essex type
series but most recently clarified in excavations at
Stansted Airport (Walker 2004; Mepham 2008), which
includes the products of various south Essex medieval kiln
sites. It may also be related to the slightly earlier Stansted
Fabric 13r, Early Medieval ware with rose coloured
quartz. The chemical composition of the two samples
analysed shows no similarity to the other sandy ware
sherds studied locally (e.g. SCAMSW), but it was found to
be most similar to samples of EMEMS (like Essex Fabric
13) from Hinxton. These latter sherds were also found to
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Figure 9.28  Early Medieval Shelly ware jars, jug and bowls. Scale 1:4



be chemically similar to wasters from Hedingham and
sherds from Great Easton, and less like wasters from south
Essex (Harlow and Mill Green). It is therefore suggested
that EMSSO is a north Essex product, although it is also
important to note that red-brown coated quartz is also
common in SCAMSW and pottery from parts of
Bedfordshire, the grains in the latter being typically
derived from the Woburn Sands.

Macroscopic fabric description
A sandy fabric with a pimply surface owing to the large,
rounded quartz grains. The fabric is usually oxidised
orange in its surface colouration; where reduced, it is mid
grey. The quartz grains possess a red-brown coating and
the large size of the rounded grains causes the fabric to
fracture in a hackly manner.

Production source and raw materials
An absence of most mineral inclusions indicative of a
mixed glacial origin tends to suggest that the clay was
sourced from solid deposits. Although the brown
(iron?)-coated quartz is similar to that present in
SCAMSW, the two fabrics appeared to be chemically
distinct, EMSSO grouping instead with EMEMS.

Distribution
This ware is found in Barrington and Hinxton in rural
south Cambridgeshire and also in Cambridge, with
similar fabrics known from Stansted and elsewhere in
Essex.

Forms and provisional date range
Only a few samples have so far been identified. One jar
rim is short and everted from a neckless vessel and appears
transitional to the medieval Essex sandy ware forms. Two
rims from straight-sided jars or deep bowls are also
known, one everted and thickened, that has been bevelled
and finished with a wavy line. The other rim is everted and
externally thickened or clubbed, and is shell-dusted. A
sub-rectangular-sectioned jug handle also exists and, as
well as a longitudinal combed wavy line, this has a partial
clear lead glaze. A date in the period AD 1150–1250 is
perhaps appropriate.

Affinities: fabric
This fabric is probably an early stage in the development
of the East Anglian Redware tradition seen at places such
as Colchester, Harlow and Ipswich (Hurst 1961, 275;
Cotter 2000). It appears to have evolved out of EMW-type
pottery but, unlike the northern Essex industries around
Hedingham where utilitarian wares were primarily
produced as reduced pottery, the intended outcome here
was a coarse sandy orange ware.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The few identified examples suggest a combination of
Essex Fabric 13 EMW vessel types alongside one
medieval oval-sectioned jug handle. This has no
comparators in the early products of the glazed ware
industries at Hedingham in the 12th century, or Colchester
in the 13th century. Further examples need to be recovered
before any real association can be made.

Thin-section analysis of EMSSO
Two samples were analysed, both from Hinxton Hall
(Tables 9.15 and 9.16). They are discussed in Chapter
11.VI. Each section was examined and the presence,
absence and character of a series of inclusion types were
recorded:
• Rounded quartz. Abundant quartz with the largest grains ranged up to

1.0mm across. In both sections the abundant coarse quartz grains had
an opaque or dark brown coating.

• Chert. Sparse rounded fragments of chert were recorded. It is likely
that these are of Carboniferous origin rather than Lower Cretaceous or
Tertiary, the other potential sources to be expected in ceramics from
the Cambridgeshire/Essex area. The size of the chert grains follows
that of the rounded quartz and it is clear than the chert entered the
pottery alongside the quartz sand.

• Muscovite. Sparse laths of muscovite up to 0.4mm in length.
• Angular quartz silt. Abundant.
• Matrix iron content. Moderate.
• Opaque grains. Sparse rounded opaque grains were present.
• Clay/iron. Clay pellets with a higher iron content than the groundmass

were present.

Petrological origin
The quartz and chert sand is probably derived ultimately
from Triassic deposits in the East Midlands and the Vale of
York but is found throughout the Midlands and East
Anglia as a result of glacial and pre-glacial sedimentation.
The micaceous quartz silt could have several origins:
Lower Cretaceous deposits, Tertiary clays, glacial
re-working of either of these deposits or post-glacial
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old sub-fabric code

V4295 HINHH93 2026 Hinxton Oval-sectioned handle from jug in orange-brown fabric – pink quartz,
clear lead glaze and combed wavy line decoration. Vessel EM127

MSWT-silty

V4296 HINHH93 2769 Hinxton Orange-brown/grey sharply everted jar rim – larger quartz. Vessel
EM124

MSWT-silty

Table 9.15  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware (EMSSO)

Sample RQ Chert Flint Glauc Musc Ang silt White grog Calc Matrix iron
content

Other

V4295 A <1.0 fe-coated s <1.0mm n n s a n n mod clay/iron; opaques

V4296 A <1.0 fe-coated s <1.0mm n n s a n n mod clay/iron; opaques
Key: RQ = Rounded quartz; Glauc = Glauconite; Musc = Muscovite; Ang = Angular; Calc = Calcareous

Table 9.16  Petrological analysis: Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware (Group 4)



fenland silts. Brown-coated quartz is known from some of
the Middle Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous deposits found
in Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire, but an origin close
to the south Cambridgeshire/Essex border seems more
likely.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.29)

Jars (Fig. 9.29)
EM124 Jar with everted simple rim, sooted on rim edge. Hackly

fracture, oxidised red-brown surfaces and margins, mid grey
core. Hard-fired, rough pimply feel to fabric, common
medium quartz including red-brown and milky quartz,
occasional coarse to very coarse quartz. HINHH93 (2769).
Sample V4296.

EM125 Small section of everted externally thickened and bevelled
rim from a jar. The sherd is too small to firmly establish a
diameter, however it was probably between 20–24cm. The
upper surface of the rim is decorated with an incised wavy
line. Hackly fracture, oxidised red-brown surfaces and
margins, pale–mid-grey core. Hard-fired, rough pimply feel
to fabric, common medium–coarse quartz including
red-brown quartz, occasional very coarse quartz. HINHH93
(1594).

EM126 Wheel-finished jar with everted externally thickened or
clubbed rim, which is thumbed lightly, continually along the
outer edge. The rim’s upper surface and edge are dusted with

crushed shell. The edge of the rim is partially sooted.
Moderately hackly fracture, oxidised red-brown surfaces
and margins, pale grey-brown core. Hard-fired, rough
pimply feel to fabric, common medium quartz mainly
red-brown, occasional coarse to very coarse red-brown
quartz. HINHH93 (2721).

Jug (Fig. 9.29)
EM127 Plate 9.21. Sub-rectangular rod handle from a jug. The

surface is decorated with closely spaced incised wavy lines
made with a 4-toothed tool or comb. Over the decoration is a
thin wash of honey-coloured glaze. Hackly fracture, oxidised
orange-brown surface and margins, pale–mid-grey core.
Hard-fired, rough pimply feel to fabric, common medium
quartz including red-brown and milky quartz. HINHH93
(2026). Sample V4295.
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Figure 9.29  Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware
jars and jug. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.21  EM127. Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange
ware. Sub-rectangular rod handle from a jug



Essex Early Medieval Shelly ware and Essex Early
Medieval Sandy Shelly ware
Fabric codes: ESEMSH and ESEMSSH
Date: AD 1000–1300
Refs: Cunningham 1982; Cotter 2000; Mepham 2008; Walker 2003
Fig. 9.30–9.31
TS and ICPS: None during this project

Introduction
These related fabrics were first described by Cunningham
(1982) and this data has been added to by both Cotter
(2000) and Mepham (2009), but in all three cases only a
few vessels have been illustrated. These fabrics are
described under the Essex type fabric series as Fabric 12A
Early medieval shell-tempered ware (here ESEMSH) and
Fabric 12B Early medieval shell-with-sand ware (here
ESEMSSH). Recently Walker published a group of
ESEMSH from Boreham Airfield (Walker 2003). The
fabrics are not common in Cambridgeshire, and part of
three vessels only are presented here.

Macroscopic fabric description
ESEMSH has a fairly smooth and dense clay matrix that
typically fires buff or light brown to mid grey with few
visible inclusions of small or medium size except for
sparse red grog up to1.5mm. Inclusions are dominated by
moderate medium to very coarse crushed shell in
fragments of up to 5mm, but there is also sparse flint of
1.2mm. The shell is clearly crushed oyster, possibly with
some mussel.

ESEMSSH has a comparatively dense clay matrix that
typically fires mid brown to mid grey. It is tempered with
moderate to abundant quartz sand up to 1.0mm, but with a
large fraction at <0.5mm, alongside rare to moderate
medium to very coarse crushed shell in fragments of up to
5mm. The shell is clearly crushed oyster, again possibly
with some mussel.

Production source and raw materials
These wares derive from an unknown producer in Essex.

Distribution
ESEMSH is found at Hinxton Hall in Cambridgeshire and
can probably be associated with Essex type series Fabric
12, previously found at Asheldham, Colchester and
Rivenhall (Cotter 2000, 35) and Boreham (Walker 2003),
all in Essex.

ESEMSSH is found at Hinxton Hall in Cambridgeshire
and at Colchester and Writtle in Essex (Cotter 2000, 36).
A large assemblage has more recently been published
from Boreham (Walker 2003).

Forms and provisional date range
Only the new types are discussed here. ESEMSH is known
in bowl forms and from one pitcher at Hinxton Hall. The
carinated bowl, almost inturned and with an everted rim,
derives from Late Saxon types, particularly from St Neots
ware forms. Despite the harsh shell temper, it has received
significant work on a wheel or turntable. The example
illustrated (EM128) and at least two others have
knife-trimming around the base. At Hinxton ESEMSSH
was only recorded as wall sherds from a jar which had
wavy line decoration externally (EM129) and a body
sherd decorated with a combination of straight and wavy
lines and stabbing (EM130). These fabrics have not been

closely dated and as a result, a general date of the 11th to
13th centuries has been adopted.

Affinities: fabric
Other Essex early medieval fabrics use shell-dusting as an
occasional surface treatment, but the choice of shell
temper is less common in the county, although
well-established in the region to the north and west with St
Neots ware production.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The ESEMSH vessels observed at Hinxton are mostly
bowls and there are clearly elements of Late Saxon forms,
as exhibited in the Thetford-type ware and particularly the
St Neots-type ware industries.

Thin-section analysis
Thin sections were not taken because this fabric is not
central to questions posed regarding Cambridgeshire’s
pottery supply.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.30–9.31)

ESEMSH

Bowl (Fig. 9.30)
EM128 Shallow carinated bowl with an everted, rounded rim, poorly

finished with rough edges. The clay is cracked, possibly
shrinkage cracks, and the side and base edge are
knife-trimmed. The base is flat. External surfaces
buff-brown to mid grey, internal surfaces grey-brown,
external margins buff-brown to pale grey, internal margins
buff-brown to pale grey, pale grey core. Hard-fired, possibly
over-fired fabric, slightly rough feel due to the common very
coarse shell up to 3mm. HINHH93 (1381).

ESEMSSH

Unknown (Fig. 9.31)
EM129 Three body sherds from a large vessel decorated with an

irregular pattern of incised single and double wavy lines.
External surfaces mid grey-brown to mid grey, internal
surfaces dark grey, external red-brown margin, internal
margin and core mid grey. Hard-fired, slightly rough pimply
feel. Moderate fine and medium quartz, occasional coarse
quartz, moderate–occasional coarse and very coarse shell up
to 5mm. HINHH93 (2700).

EM130 Small body sherd from a highly decorated vessel of unknown
form. Surfaces mid–dark grey, pale grey-brown margins and
pale grey core. Hard-fired, slightly rough pimply feel.
Moderate fine and medium quartz, occasional coarse quartz,
moderate–occasional coarse and very coarse shell up to
3mm. HINHH93 (2723).
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Figure 9.30  Essex Early Medieval Shelly ware bowl.
Scale 1:4



Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware
Fabric code: HUNEMW
Date: AD 1050–1200
Refs: New type
Figs 9.32–9.33
TS and ICPS: Chapters 10.II and 12.IV

Introduction
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware conforms to the
EMW template that encompasses much pottery of the
later 11th and 12th centuries found in the East of England.
The vessels of this tradition are invariably hand-made, but
usually with wheel-finishing, or the addition of
wheel-made rims. Jar rims develop from simple, everted,
to more complex forms, and finger-impressions both
externally (pie-crust effects) and internally, are common.
Bowl forms tend to be simple, rounded or straight sided.
Simple upright or sometimes inturned jar rims occur early
on, with everted and sharply everted (almost right-angled)
rims appearing later. Firing conditions tend not to have
been well-managed suggesting that simple clamp kilns, or
even bonfires, were utilised. Although vessels are mostly
oxidised, colouration typically varies widely across the
surface. There is no evidence for glazing, decoration being
usually confined to finger-impressed rims, applied strips
and wavy line decoration.

Early Medieval wares have in the past been
characterised in Essex and Norfolk. Thin section and ICPS
analysis carried out as part of this research has helped
define and describe Cambridgeshire’s Early Medieval
wares (Chapters 10.II–III, 11.VI, 12.II and 12.IV)
including HUNEMW. In the late 12th to early 13th century
HUNEMW evolved into, and was replaced by, HUNFSW.

Macroscopic fabric description
HUNEMW usually has brown surfaces tinged with red,
orange or buff, but there can be very marked surface
colour variation across a single vessel owing to fairly
limited control of firing conditions and temperature in
clamp type ‘kilns’. The fabric usually has a reduced grey,

or dark grey, core. Burnt/cooking vessels are often close to
black in colouration and some vessels have slightly
smoothed (wet-hand-finished) surfaces.

The fabric has a clay matrix that is macroscopically
very like that of HUNFSW, although it typically contains
fewer calcareous inclusions and less, and perhaps finer,
quartz sand. A more coarsely sanded variant is, however,
also known, which appears to be more common in Ramsey
than it is in Huntingdon, even if the reverse is the case for
the small number of thin sections. Some HUNEMW
vessels display occasional larger shell fragments and other
larger calcareous inclusions, whilst others are almost
devoid of visible inclusions, whether calcareous or of
quartz sand, these vessels being characteristically smooth.

Production source and raw materials
HUNEMW is found in quantities in Huntingdon and in
most centres within a 10–15km distance of the town. The
clear fabric link between this type and HUNFSW, and the
presence of evidence for both HUNFSW and earlier
HTHET pottery manufacture in the town, coupled with
the tendency for kiln sites to be located in urban centres in
this period, all point to HUNEMW being manufactured in
Huntingdon itself. It is quite possible, however, that it was
also made elsewhere, and there is some evidence for a
fabric variant centred on Ramsey. As with HUNFSW it
seems probable that the Oxford Clay, readily available in
Huntingdon and many parts of the county, was utilised
alongside quartz sand temper from fluvial or glacial
deposits associated with the River Great Ouse.

Distribution
HUNEMW has been found in the major early medieval
centres of Huntingdonshire: Huntingdon and Ramsey as
well as nearby in Swavesey, and further afield at Burwell
in Cambridgeshire and Worlington in the Suffolk fenland
(T. Fletcher 2013). The River Great Ouse and access to the
Ouse–Cam system of the fenland was probably the
significant factor in any wider distribution. The fabric is
found in rural assemblages within a few kilometres of
Huntingdon, but is not present across much of south
Cambridgeshire except for the fen edge. It has not been
recognised in Cambridge, although it may be present.

Forms and provisional date range
HUNEMW has so far been found mostly in jar form. Some
of these are quite small with rim diameters from 10cm and
vessel heights from 12cm. Small jars are present in both
early and late contexts, but may be more common earlier
on. There are no examples to date with simple upright
rims, the earliest form so far being perhaps simple, everted
and often thumbed into a ‘pie-crust’ on top of the rim
(EM131). The commonest early form is, however,
probably a rim with external thumbing (EM133 and
EM135), and this treatment continued throughout the
industry as seen on a later rim of a large jar, possibly a
storage vessel, from a later 12th-century context
(EM144). Some everted rims show external thickening
from the outset and this form is most common, whether in
combination with thumbing or seating, or not. A
comparatively undeveloped version of this rim type is
present in a late fabric transitional to HUNFSW (EM142).
Upright rims occur later on in the sequence (EM140). One
late example is a rilled jar of unusual shape with a very
narrow base (EM141) that is most like Thetford-type ware
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Figure 9.31  Essex Early Medieval Sandy Shelly ware
jars. Scale 1:4



vessels from two centuries earlier. Otherwise these vessels
are often moderately slack-shouldered with straight sides
and a slightly sagging base, although rounded examples
also exist (e.g. EM136 and EM137). Most appear to be
hand-made with rims finished on a turntable.

Bowls are comparatively rare and always shallow
(EM147 and EM148) and occasionally of ‘dripping dish’
shape, but usually circular. Profiles are straight-sided,
sometimes slightly rounded, and rims are simple.

Spouted pitchers are quite common and mostly
conform to a single template of vessel shape (e.g. EM149),
spout and handle form (EM150, EM151, EM152).
Multiple-handled examples are known but it is not clear if
all were so, or if single handled vessels also occur. A
single example of a pitcher form with thumbed rim is
present that is likely to be late and clearly shows evolution
towards HUNFSW handle forms. Other vessel types
include lamps (EM154, EM155).

HUNEMW is first found in association with Late
Saxon pottery types, at several sites in Huntingdon, and
also at Ramsey and Swavesey. Although nowhere is its
arrival closely dated, it does perhaps pre-date the Norman
Conquest. In Huntingdon, HUNEMW ceased to be
present prior to the arrival of all ‘high medieval’ glazed
wares except for Lyveden glazed ware and possibly Ely
ware (it is present in a HUNEMW/HUNFSW transitional
fabric with the former). This perhaps suggests that by AD
1200, HUNEMW was not being produced.

Affinities: fabric
As a sand-tempered early medieval ware this type conforms
to a regional template, although that fabric is also very
similar to Huntingdon Thetford-type ware (which has
similarity with Grimston Thetford-type ware), and the two
are sometimes quite hard to separate. It is also similar,
particularly those vessels that are deliberately smoothed, to
examples of SCASS which is believed to have been
manufactured in the Cambridgeshire–Essex border region.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
This pottery type sits within the general group of eastern
Early Medieval wares, first described in this region in
Norfolk (e.g. Hurst 1976; Milligan 1982), but now best
known from Essex (Cotter 2000) and London (Vince and
Jenner 1991). These normally sand-tempered fabrics all
conform to a comparatively small range of forms, mainly
jars and bowls and sometimes spouted pitchers and, in

contrast with the Late Saxon pottery types, vessels are
hand-made and often finished or the rim added on a
turntable. These fabrics have very variable redox states,
often showing ‘fire-clouded’ surfaces varying greatly in
colouration, and it seems clear that they were fired in
bonfires or clamps rather than true kilns.

Thin-section analysis of HUNEMW
Sixteen samples were studied (Tables 9.17 and 9.18) and
are discussed in Chapters 10.II and 12.IV. Although five
sub-fabrics were identified, all share common
characteristics of clay (lime-rich, fairly dense, most with
shelly limestone pieces) and can be classified as one
‘ware’. One fabric that also includes grog tempering was
found in two samples, from Burwell and Ramsey, and may
represent a type not found in Huntingdon.

Petrological origin
Most of the samples come from a lime-rich clay
containing fossil shell. One fabric may derive from a clay
containing both limestone and sandstone fragments. A
quartz sand temper was added, and in one fabric this was
accompanied by grog. The nature of clay and inclusions is
very comparable with that identified for HUNFSW and a
similar Jurassic clay source, probably Oxford Clay, seems
likely alongside tempering agents from glacial or more
recent riverine deposits.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.32–9.33)

Jars (Fig. 9.32)
EM131 Plate 9.22. Early jar form with a simple, everted, rounded

thumbed rim. Below the rim are roughly incised curved
grooves. Buff-brown to red-brown surfaces with dark grey
fire clouding. Hard-fired, smooth fabric and common fine
quartz. HUNSTG99 (54).

EM132 A large sherd from a wheel-finished early small sooted jar
with a simple everted, internally thickened, rounded rim.
Red-brown external surface, buff-mid brown internal surface
with mid grey margins and core. Externally sooted on rim
edge, neck and some sooting on the body. Smooth fabric with
moderate fine–medium calcareous inclusions and common
fine quartz. RASAB98, Phase 3, slot 1238 (1239). Sample
L321.

EM133 Jar with everted slightly thickened and externally thumbed
rim. Calcareous inclusions on the internal neck give the
impression of shell dusting, light sooting on the edge of the
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Plate 9.22  EM131. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware. Early jar form with a simple, everted, rounded

thumbed rim

Plate 9.23  EM135. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware. Jar, hand-made, wheel-finished, with an

externally thumbed rim
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Group Sample Site Texture Natural components of the clay Temper Comment

Lime-rich
(Q/F/G)

L309–313 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense Lime-rich; silt-sized quartz grains Quartz;
grog; flint

Lime-rich (Q/G) L321 RASAB98 Dense Lime-rich (shelly); plagioclase feldspar Quartz; grog

Lime-rich (Q/G) L324 BURRR01 Dense Lime-rich; iron oxide Quartz; grog

Lime-rich (Q) L318 HUNTCR07 Lime-rich; silt-sized quartz grains Quartz

Lime-rich (Q) L319 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense Lime-rich; quartzite; plagioclase feldspar Quartz

Lime-rich (Q) L307–8 HUNWHS05 Dense Lime-rich (shelly); silt-sized quartz
grains

Quartz

Lime-rich and
sandstone (Q)

L323 RASAB02 Fairly dense Lime-rich; quartzite; sandstone;
plagioclase feldspar

Quartz

Lime-rich and
sandstone (Q)

L315 HUNHAR05 Very dense Quartz and quartzite; iron oxide;
sandstone

Quartz

Lime-rich and
sandstone

L316 HUNHAR05 Dense Lime-rich (shelly); silt-sized quartz;
sandstone

Ungrouped L314 HUNHAR05 Loose Iron oxide Entirely handmade

Ungrouped L320 RASAB98

Ungrouped L322 RASAB98 Lime-rich

Table 9.17  Petrological analysis: Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware

Sample Site Context Locality Fabric code Description*

L307 HUNWHS05 932 Huntingdon HUNEMW Shallow bowl profile in smooth brown fabric. Vessel EM147

L308 HUNWHS05 1261 Huntingdon HUNEMW Sherd from medium rounded jar in smooth dark brown/dark grey fabric

L309 HUNHAR05 561 Huntingdon HUNEMW Sherd from small jar with incised cross in smooth brown/dark grey fabric.
Vessel EM140

L310 HUNHAR05 114 Huntingdon HUNEMWT Jar sherd in patchy grey/orange-brown fabric with medium quartz and
occ. coarse flint and chalk

L311 HUNHAR05 668 Huntingdon HUNEMW Profile of shallow bowl in standard smooth dark brown/grey fabric

L312 HUNHAR05 667 Huntingdon HUNEMW Base angle from jar in brown/grey fabric

L313 HUNHAR05 668 Huntingdon HUNEMW Sherd from small, sooted rounded jar (with complete profile) in mid
brown/dark grey fabric

L314 HUNHAR05 707 Huntingdon HUNEMW Sherd from medium jar, lots of wheel finishing and perhaps more LS
(Thetford-type shape); smooth brown fabric

L315 HUNHAR05 712 Huntingdon HUNEMWT Sherd from jar in brown fabric with medium-coarse quartz

L316 HUNHAR05 462 Huntingdon HUNEMWT Sherd from jar in calcareous red-brown/grey fabric; a lot of the calc is on
the surface, but not exclusively

L317 HUNHAR05 122 Huntingdon HUNEMWT Sherd from jar in calcareous grey fabric; most calc is on the surface.

L318 HUNTCR07 3551 Huntingdon HUNEMW Wheel-finished small jar - sooted - in brown/grey fabric

L319 HUNTCR07 3551 Huntingdon HUNEMW Wheel-finished large jar in orange/grey fabric and finger-impressed
pie-crust rim; possibly late form for EMW

L320 RASAB98 1040 Ramsey HUNEMW Body sherd from a jar in brown/grey smooth fabric

L321 RASAB98 1239 Ramsey HUNEMW Rim of small thin-walled jar in brown/grey fabric with calc. Vessel
EM132

L322 RASAB98 1171 Ramsey HUNEMW/
MEL

Rim of small thick-walled jar in calcareous fabric with quartz sand that
could be early Ely ware or HUNEMW

L323 RASAB02 1504 Ramsey HUNEMW Spout or handle from pitcher/jar in orange/grey fabric with some calc

L324 BURRR01 320 Burwell HUNEMWT Body sherd from jar with finger-impressed pie-crust rim in orange-brown/
grey fabric

* Hand-made with rims added on turntable unless stated otherwise

Table 9.18  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware



rim. Red-brown external surface, red-brown and grey-brown
internal surface, red-brown margins with mid grey core.
Smooth fabric with moderate fine calcareous inclusions and
common fine quartz. SWABL99, pit 3458 (3456).

EM134 Small hand-made, wheel-finished, rounded jar with everted,
slightly externally thickened and rounded rim. Externally
and internally sooted on rim edge and body. Dull red-brown
surfaces and margins with pale–mid grey core. Externally
and internally sooted on rim edge and body. Smooth fabric
with moderate fine–medium calcareous inclusions and
quartz. HUNWHS05, layer (928).

EM135 Plate 9.23. Jar, hand-made, wheel-finished, with an everted,
externally thickened and bevelled rim with external
thumbing. Mainly dull orange external surface changing to
pale grey around the rim with a patchy mid and pale grey
internal surface. Thick dull orange external and internal
margins and mid grey core. Slightly rough surface, common
fine quartz, moderate fine calcareous inclusions and
occasional very coarse calcareous inclusions. HUNSR99,
(131). Sample V4375.

EM136 Plate 9.24. Near complete profile of a small-medium
rounded jar. Hand-built, wheel-finished with an everted
externally thickened and rounded rim. Sagging base with
obtuse base angle. The base and body below the neck are
sooted. Dark red-brown surfaces and margins with a dark
grey core, externally smooth surface, internally slightly
rough and less well finished. Common fine quartz, moderate
fine calcareous inclusions and occasional coarse and very
coarse calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit
5166 (5002).
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Plate 9.24  EM136. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware. Small–medium rounded jar

Plate 9.25  EM137. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware. Near complete profile (missing most of base) of

jar

Plate 9.26  EM140. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware. Hand-built, roughly wheel-finished, shouldered
jar, incised with a slightly irregular cross with arms of

near equal length

Plate 9.27  EM141. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware. Small, wheel-finished jar
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Figure 9.32  Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware jars. Scale 1:4



EM137 Plate 9.25. Near complete profile (missing most of base) of
hand-built, poorly wheel-finished ?rounded jar. The join
between neck and body is clearly visible inside the jar. The
rim is very unevenly finished, everted, slightly externally
thickened and rounded with a slight internal bevel along part
of the rim, the remainder being flat-topped. The jar is sooted
on the lower part of the body and base and around the rim.
The base is obtuse-angled and sagging. Surfaces and margins
are red-brown with a mid grey core. Common fine quartz,
moderate fine calcareous inclusions, occasional medium
calcareous inclusions and rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions. STIASS11, Phase 2, pit 104 (96) and (97).

EM138 Jar with a clubbed rim, heavily wheel-finished with some
grooving to body below the thrown neck and rim. Heavily
sooted body, neck and rim. Hard-fired dark brown-black
external surface, dark red-brown internal surface and
margins with mid–dark grey core. Smooth fabric with
common fine quartz and rare coarse calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 3550 (3551).

EM139 Wheel-finished jar with an everted internally and externally
thickened, rounded (internally lid-seated) rim. Externally
sooted on body neck and rim. Dark red-brown external
surface, red-brown internal surface and margins with mid
grey core. Smooth fabric with rare fine and medium
calcareous inclusions and common fine quartz. SWABL99,
pit 3405 (3404).

EM140 Plate 9.26. Hand-built, roughly wheel-finished, shouldered
jar with a near-upright neck, the rim is externally thickened
with rounded external bevelling. On the body of the jar,
starting on the shoulder, is incised a slightly irregular cross
with arms of near-equal length. The vessel is heavily sooted
below the shoulder and around the rim. Red-brown and
buff-brown external surface, red-brown margins and mid
grey core. Smooth fabric with occasional coarse and very
coarse calcareous inclusions, some leaching and common
fine quartz. HUNHAH05 (561). Sample L309.

EM141 Plate 9.27. Complete profile of a small, wheel-finished jar
with a near-upright, almost squared rim. The upper part of
the body shows strong throwing grooves or rilling. The base
is slightly sagging. The vessel is sooted over base, body and
rim. Red-brown external surface, paler red-brown internal
surface, red-brown margins and mid grey core. Smooth
fabric with moderate fine calcareous inclusions and
moderate medium calcareous inclusions and common fine
quartz with rare mica. HUNSTG99 (1233).

EM142 Jar with wheel-finished, slightly everted, externally
thickened (angular bead) rounded rim. Externally sooted on
rim edge. Red-brown external surface and margin, mid
brown internal surface and margin with mid grey core.
Smooth fabric with moderate fine–medium calcareous
inclusions and quartz. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 3550
(3551).

EM143 Wheel-finished ?rounded jar with everted, internally
thickened and rounded (internally lid-seated) rim. The
external and internal surfaces are ‘fire-clouded’ and patchy
grey, brown and red-brown internally with red-brown
margins and mid grey core. Parts of rim and body are sooted,
there is also a large patch of internal sooting. Common fine
quartz, moderate fine and medium calcareous inclusions and
occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions.
STIASS11, Phase 2, pit 104 (97).

EM144 Wheel-finished jar with everted, externally thickened and
bevelled, continuously thumbed rim. Dull red external
surface and margin with grey-brown internal surface and mid
grey core with a relatively smooth fracture. Sooted externally
on part of rim and a limescale deposit on the internal surface.
Smooth fabric with moderate fine–medium calcareous
inclusions and occasional coarse calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 3550 (3551).

EM145 Jar or jug base, slightly sagging obtuse-angled, sooted
externally on wall and base. Dull red-brown external surface
and margin with dull red internal surface, slightly hackly
fracture. Smooth fabric with common fine quartz and
occasional fine–medium calcareous fragments .
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, well 3320 (3321).

EM146 Jar base, hand-built, thin, sagging obtuse-angled, externally
sooted. Mid brown to grey fabric with grey margins, mid
grey core and a hackly fracture. Smooth fabric with common

fine quartz and occasional fine–medium calcareous
fragments. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 2329 (2266).

Bowls (Fig. 9.33)
EM147 Near-complete profile from a wheel-finished large shallow

dish with an internally thickened, internally bevelled rim
which has been thumbed on the upper edge. The base is
slightly sagging and untrimmed. Some sooting to vessel
walls and base. Dark brown outer surface with dull
red-brown inner surface, red-brown margins and mid grey
core. Smooth fabric with rare fine and medium calcareous
inclusions and common fine quartz. HUNWHS05, Phase
2.4, pit 946 (932). Sample L307.

EM148 Near-complete profile from a shallow bowl with a slightly
internally thickened, otherwise simple rim. The base is
slightly sagging and knife-trimmed. Vessel walls and base
are sooted. Dark red-brown external surface, red-brown
internal surface, mid grey margins and core. Smooth fabric
with rare fine and medium calcareous inclusions and
common fine quartz. SWABL99, layer (3262).

Pitchers (Fig. 9.33)
EM149 Plate 9.28. Spouted pitcher or handled jar. Everted,

externally thickened rounded rim with short vertical strap
handle from rim; where the handle is attached to the body is
finished with impressions made with the edge of finger or
more likely a thumb. Some of outer surface around vessel’s
rim and handle is abraded and is discoloured by heat.
Oxidised red-brown external surface and margin, mid brown
internal surface and margin with a mid–dark grey core. Some
dark fire-clouding on the handle. Moderately rough fracture,
slightly rough fabric with common medium and moderately
common coarse calcareous inclusions, Fabric varies with
both rough and smooth areas as if part of the external surface
has been lost, smoother internally. Common fine quartz and
occasional fine and coarse calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, well 3741 (3740).

EM150 Plate 9.29. Spouted pitcher with an everted, externally
thickened, rim and tubular bridged spout. Hard-fired,
orange-brown surfaces and margins with mid grey core and a
hackly fracture. Fabric feels rough with abundant medium to
coarse quartz, common coarse and occasional very coarse
calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, well 2212
(2292).

EM151 Plate 9.30. Spouted pitcher or handled jar. Everted,
externally thickened rim with short vertical strap handle
from rim, with three shallow finger impressed grooves.
Internally, where the handle is attached to the body, there are
deep finger impressions where the vessel was held while the
handle was attached to the outside of the body. Hard-fired,
reduced grey to buff-brown external surface, buff-brown
internal surface and margins with pale grey core and
moderately hackly fracture. Smooth fabric with fine to
medium quartz, occasional very coarse quartz and rare
medium calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, well
3741 (3740).

EM152 Spouted pitcher or handled jar, everted externally thickened
rim with short vertical strap handle from rim and, where
attached to the body, finished with impressions made with
the edge of finger or more likely a thumb. Oxidised surfaces
ranging dull buff-orange to pale grey externally and pale
brown internally, dull buff-orange external margin and mid
grey internal margin and core. Moderately hackly fracture,
slightly rough fabric with common medium and moderately
common coarse calcareous inclusions, some of which have
been leached out leaving voids. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit
2331 (2330).

EM153 Plate 9.31. Spouted pitcher or handled jar, everted
externally thickened rim with short vertical strap handle
from rim. The rim is continuously thumbed on the upper edge
and an additional strip of clay was applied over the handle
join on the rim, and thumbed so as to form a continuous
design. Hard-fired, reduced grey, grey-brown surfaces and
margins with pale grey core and some internal spalling.
Smooth fabric with fine to medium quartz and occasional
very coarse quartz and calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07,
pit 3171 (3172).

153
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Figure 9.33  Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware bowls, jars/pitchers and lamps. Scale 1:4
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Plate 9.28  EM149. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware. Showing handle attachment of spouted pitcher or
handled jar

Plate 9.29  EM150. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware. Spouted pitcher with tubular bridged spout



Lamps (Fig. 9.33)
EM154 Rim and part of stem from a hand-built pedestal lamp.

Rounded bowl with simple rim and sooted externally around
the rim and internally to almost half of the depth of the bowl.
The surviving portion of stem suggests it was solid.
Red-brown and buff-brown external surface, red-brown
internal surface with red-brown margins and mid grey core.
Smooth fabric with occasional fine calcareous inclusions,
rare coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions and
common fine quartz. HUNHAR05 (590).

EM155 Hollow stem and part of bowl from a pedestal lamp. Traces
of sooting on inner part of bowl. Dull red-brown surfaces and
margins with mid–dark grey core. Smooth fabric with
moderate fine–medium calcareous inclusions.
HUNWHS05, cleaning (541).

Peterborough Area Early Medieval Shell- and
Ironstone-tempered ware
Fabric code: PAEMSF
Date: c. AD 1075–c. AD 1225
Refs: Young 2008
Fig. 9.34
TS and ICPS: None during this project

Introduction
First identified in Cambridgeshire by Young (2008) at
Barnack, this fabric has now also been recognised in two
assemblages from Maxey and is believed to be the same
fabric as first found at Warmington.

Macroscopic fabric description
A dense fabric with light to dark brown surfaces, usually
with lighter margins and a mid grey core. Its surfaces are
slightly pimply from rounded inclusions that, due to their
dark colouration, are generally hard to see on the surface.
Fresh breaks reveal rounded dark brown iron-rich grains
to 1mm, sometimes cemented into larger lumps of
ironstone, sparse ooliths to 1mm and occasionally very
coarse fragments of brown limestone. A low-power
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Plate 9.30  EM151. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval
ware. Spouted pitcher or handled jar, short vertical strap

handle, with three shallow finger impressed grooves

Plate 9.31  EM153. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware. Handle and thumbed rim from a spouted pitcher or
handled jar



microscope also reveals clear and white angular quartz to
0.1–0.2mm.

Production source and raw materials
The Northampton Sands and other ferruginous deposits of
the oolite series of northern Northamptonshire, that run
north-eastwards to Stamford and into western
Lincolnshire, are likely to be the ultimate source of the
inclusions seen in this pottery. Blisworth Clay, which
weathers to a highly plastic state and contains ironstone
nodules and shell, may be its actual origin.

Distribution
Occasional occurrences in Barnack and Maxey in the
western Soke, but so far none in urban Peterborough,
perhaps indicate that the edge of the ware’s distribution
has been located, but that it probably had its production
site and central node of occurrence to the west in northern
Northamptonshire or to the north-west around Stamford.
It has been recorded as isolated sherds in assemblages
from south Lincolnshire and Rutland (Young 2008, 86)
and is believed to be present at Warmington,
Northamptonshire.

Forms and provisional date range
Although a comparatively thick-walled and sooted base
indicates that jar forms were made, the only significant
examples recorded in Cambridgeshire are two shallow,
flared bowls (dishes) with flat-topped rims – one with a
flat base, and one slightly sagging. At Barnack and
Willow Brook Farm, Maxey, the type was found in
contexts dating to the 12th to early 13th century, whilst at
Mill Road, Maxey, it occurred with Stamford ware forms
that together ought to date to the period AD 1075–1150 or
a little later.

Affinities: fabric
There is little literature on a regional tradition of ironstone
tempering, even though the geology of the area between
Peterborough, Stamford and northern Northamptonshire
offers a number deposits containing such inclusions. An
exception to this is Fabric 374 ‘Ironstone Coarseware’ in
the Northamptonshire County Ceramic Type Series
(Blinkhorn 1996), that was first defined in excavations at
Warmington (only 8km west of Peterborough) where it
was present alongside Stamford ware. This is probably the
same pottery type as PAEMSF.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The shallow, angled dishes with very flat bases are
common in EMW fabrics in the region to the south and
east (e.g. SCASS), but not prevalent in contemporary

industries of Northamptonshire (e.g. Shelly Coarseware;
Blinkhorn 2010a), where dish forms are present but are
clearly different.

Thin-section analysis of PAEMSF
No petrological study has been carried out.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.34)
EM156 Plate 9.32. Wheel-finished flared dish with a simple rim

showing a slightly dished surface. Slightly sagging base with
a sharp edged obtuse base angle. Sooted lightly externally,
more obviously around the base angle, internally slightly
sooted. Moderately hackly fracture. Dark red-brown
surfaces and margins pale–mid grey core. Hard-fired,
smoothed externally, slightly pimply feel internally. Fine
quartz, moderate medium and coarse iron-rich grains up to
1mm, very rare very coarse brown limestone up to 13mm.
MAXMR99 (192).
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Plate 9.32  EM156. Peterborough Area Early Medieval
Shell- and Ironstone-tempered ware dish

Figure 9.34  Peterborough Area Early Medieval Shell and Ironstone-tempered ware dishes. Scale 1:4



EM157 Plate 9.33. Wheel-finished flared dish having an internally
thickened rim with a slightly uneven upper surface. Near flat
base with a sharp edged obtuse base angle. Sooted externally
over the body and base. Moderately hackly fracture. Dark
buff-brown external surface and buff-brown internal surface
and margins, pale–mid grey core. Hard-fired, smoothed
externally, slightly pimply feel internally. Fine quartz,
moderate medium and coarse iron-rich grains up to 1mm,
moderate medium and coarse calcareous inclusions up to
2mm. MAXWBF04, ditch 639 (640).

Grimston Thetford-type ware
Fabric code: GTHET
Date: AD 1100–1200
Refs: Clarke 1970; Clarke and Carter 1977; Leah 1994
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None as part of this project
This type is a poorer quality sandy ware than true Thetford
ware, with larger quartz grains, and a softer fabric from a
low firing temperature, that is prone to surface spalling. It
usually has a grey, reduced core and lighter grey, buff or
light brown surfaces. Petrologically, the fabric can be
described as having a lime-rich matrix, typically
containing many voids, principally from quartz loss, with
silt-sized quartz grains and dark red particles. It is found in
small quantities in southern and eastern Cambridgeshire
and in the major centres.

Oolitic Sandy ware and Oolitic wares
Fabric code: OLSW and OOL
Date: AD 1100–1400
Ref: None previously
Figs: None
TS and ICPS: None during this project
OLSW is a generic descriptor for pottery with white
ooliths and quartz sand where other attributes of the fabric,
form and/or context do not allow a more specific
attribution.

Oolitic wares (OOL) is a generic descriptor for pottery
with white ooliths and little other temper where other
attributes of the fabric, form and/or context do not allow a
more specific attribution.

Oolitic Shelly ware
Fabric code: OSHW
Date: AD 1100–1300
Refs: Spoerry 1998a, 108. In Northamptonshire, Saxo-Norman
Cotswold-type oolitic ware (Blinkhorn 2010a, 268–70).
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
This shelly ware is a hand-made and turntable-finished
early medieval grey fabric with brown, red or orange
surfaces. Abundant off-white limestone ooliths up to
2mm, but usually finer, rare to moderate limestone up to
1mm, sparse flint and/or haematite up to 0.5mm.
Blinkhorn identified the main forms at West Cotton,
Northants as ‘jars with simple everted, sometimes
triangular rims, sometimes thumb-impressed. Wavy line
decoration not uncommon. Some bowls known, usually
shallow, often with internal wavy line decoration’
(Blinkhorn 2010a, 268) and suggested a source in
northern Northamptonshire or south Lincolnshire.
Occasional sherds have been identified, mostly in urban
Peterborough and Huntingdon.

V. High Medieval Pottery (AD 1200–1350)

Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware
Fabric code: HUNFSW
Date: AD 1175–1300
Refs: no forms published previously, although some Ely type ware
(Spoerry 2008) is clearly HUNFSW
Figs 9.35–9.42
TS and ICPS: Chapters 10.II, 11.III and 12.V

Introduction
The increasing number of archaeological investigations in
the Cambridgeshire fenland during the 1990s produced a
great deal of evidently locally manufactured utilitarian
pottery of medieval date. Following recognition of
production site assemblages at first Colne (Healey et al.
1998) and later Ely (Spoerry 2008) a great deal of pottery
began to be labelled ‘Colne-type’ or ‘Ely-type’, when it
was clearly in fact subtly or significantly different in both
its fabric and the range of forms represented.
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Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware was the name adopted
for the most recognisable new ware type, defining both its
generic fabric type and its core area of occurrence from the
outset. It was initially to clarify the apparent problem of
provenance vis-à-vis this pottery type that the research
programme from which this volume originates, was
designed.

Ely-type and Colne-type pottery from a number of
excavated settlements were investigated by both thin
section and ICPS alongside material from the production
sites (Chapter 11.III). The macroscopic differences were
found to be well-founded and HUNFSW is now clearly
recognised by eye and through scientific means, with little
uncertainty. It has a fabric that is often visually quite
similar to that of the HUNEMW fabrics found in
Huntingdon and elsewhere, from which it clearly
developed. Chemical analysis of the fabric of both has
now confirmed this similarity (Chapter 10.II).

Macroscopic fabric description
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware is an oxidised sandy
ware, the quartz sand grains being mostly less than 0.5mm
across, hence rendering it a finer quality than many
regional sandy wares. Visually, the fabric is tempered with
a fine to medium quartz sand and slightly larger (but
usually less than 0.5mm across) rounded calcareous
inclusions and flint also present. Most examples therefore
have a white, speckled, appearance against a usually
brown surface tinged with red, orange or buff. The fabric
usually has a reduced grey core and much of it appears to
have been produced under quite controlled firing
conditions in a kiln, although there is evidence to suggest
that the earliest phases, following evolution from
HUNEMW, used bonfire or clamp firing. Occasional
reduced vessels are found in mid to dark greys. The fabric
is dense, fresh breaks remaining fairly smooth and without
the hackly feel and coarse quartz-filled, often black-cored,
fabric seen in Ely ware. Some examples of HUNFSW are
very similar to the more coarsely-tempered examples of
Colne pottery, but the smoother, matt surfaces of most
examples of the latter ware invariably allow its
recognition.

Two petrologically-defined fabrics have so far been
identified, Fabrics A and B, which are differentiated by
the presence of angular quartz of coarse silt grade in the
former, but the boundary between this fabric and Fabric B
is imprecise.

Production source and raw materials
HUNFSW is found in quantities in Huntingdon and in
most centres within 10–15km distance of the town. The
clear fabric link between this type and HUNEMW, and the
presence of evidence for HUNFSW pottery manufacture
in the town, indicate a source of manufacture in
Huntingdon itself, although it is possible that it was also
made elsewhere, perhaps near Ramsey. As with
HUNEMW it seems probable that the Oxford Clay,
readily available in Huntingdon and many parts of the
county, was utilised, alongside quartz sand temper from
fluvial or glacial deposits associated with the River Great
Ouse.

Distribution
HUNFSW appears largely to be confined to the
Huntingdonshire fenland, principal assemblages so far

being identified in Huntingdon, St Ives and Ramsey. There
are also significant quantities from other centres on the
edge of the Cambridgeshire fenland such as Swavesey and
it has also been found in significant quantities further
south at Burwell. Further afield it has been recognised in
Ely and Peterborough, but is not common there.
HUNFSW has also been identified in several assemblages
from urban Cambridge, but to date this has not been
conducted in a manner enabling occurrence statistics to be
compiled. HUNFSW is not found in any quantities at all in
the rural parishes of Cambridgeshire away from the fen
edge and although it is present in quantities in parts of
rural Huntingdonshire at, for example, Ellington, it has
not so far been found to penetrate as far south as St Neots
in any quantity, despite the River Great Ouse offering
direct transportation. Its distribution is therefore mostly
confined to the hinterland of Huntingdon, the major
centres of the Huntingdonshire fenland, and the fen edge
settlements of Cambridgeshire, suggesting distribution
through local marketing, and movement downstream
through the fenland rivers and waterways into those areas
where competing products were not available.

Forms and provisional date range
HUNFSW is present in late 12th-century assemblages and
it declines in significance from perhaps the latter part of
the 13th century.

Jars
Perhaps the earliest form is an inturned jar with short
everted rim or lid-seating (HM1). The fabric is
comparatively coarse for HUNFSW, and the inturned rim
‘ginger jar’ form is known in Thetford-type ware and
Early Medieval ware in Norfolk. With these traits in mind
this vessel might be most correctly defined as transitional,
from HUNEMW to HUNFSW, and perhaps 12th century
in date. Factors in favour of assigning this to the early
period of HUNFSW manufacture, rather than it being
significantly earlier, include the fact that the hand-made
and turntable-finished vessel body shape, and the external
line incised using a turntable, echo closely the earliest
HUNFSW jugs (e.g. HM42–46).

Other early jars, of the later 12th to early 13th
centuries, appear to include some with simple everted rims
(HM2, HM5) which can be thickened (HM3 and HM6)
and, like HUNEMW jars, can have thumbing (HM19).
Early jars tend to have slack shoulders and, where data are
available, vessels often have straight sides. Two jars from
early contexts have unusual combinations of sharply
everted rims and almost shoulderless form (HM10 and
HM11). The former is decorated with rectangular
impressions on the side of the rim, whilst the latter has a
lid-seat within the sharply everted and thickened profile.
During the 13th century there appear to have been a wide
range of jar rim types, with the thickening of everted rims
to include flanges and cordons. Some rims remain
rounded whilst others are flat-topped, and an array of
internally lid-seated examples is recorded. At some point
during the 13th century some jar rims became upright,
many exhibiting ‘pie-crust’ finger- impressions on the top
side. A few rim forms probably appeared in late 13th- to
14th-century contexts only and these include thickened
and hammerhead everted rims (HM27 and HM28). By the
later 13th century many jars had high shoulders and a
much more rounded body form. Bases remained quite
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wide and slightly sagging throughout. Some vessels were
undoubtedly hand-made, but the amount of wheel-work to
add rims makes it hard to recognise this origin. Other jars
were fashioned solely on the wheel. Most jars tend to be of
a medium size; small jars, possibly miniatures, do exist in
different rim forms and of differing dates (e.g. HM4,
HM14 and HM24 in date order sequence), but the vast
majority of vessels have a rim diameter of 16–22cm.
Large storage jars, with thumbed, applied strips to provide
strengthening to the body, perhaps do exist in later forms,
although only fragments are known (HM40 and HM41)
and they are not common. Besides thumbing on rims or
applied strips, there is little evidence for decoration. A few
jars exhibit single incised wavy line decoration externally,
whilst a handful show lines of rouletting, rectangular
sectioned or ‘dog-toothed’, as is seen more commonly on
the body of some jugs. Jar type variants include a rim with
a pulled lip (HM29), probably from a pipkin, and a pipkin
handle decorated with thumbing and stabbing (HM69).

Bowls and curfews
Bowls are comparatively rare, when compared with jars.
For example, HUNFSW bowl sherds in Huntingdon Town
Centre account for only 2% of identifiable pottery,
compared with jugs at 6% and jars at 92%. Early bowl
forms are not clearly defined, but simple rounded or
flat-topped rims and rounded body profiles were clearly
made by the early 13th century, as seen at Swavesey
(HM33). More complex rims on bowls of similar shape
appear to occur a little later (HM34 and HM38) – the latter
is presented here as a curfew, owing to internal sooting,
however, it is possible that it was originally thrown to be
used as a bowl. Large straight-sided bowls are also known;
the two illustrated examples (HM35 and HM36) are from
Huntingdon Town Centre and are from a late medieval
phase, but they may in fact be earlier. Later bowl forms
include a carinated form similar to the ‘Potters Lane late
medieval bowl’ (Spoerry 2008, 51) that was found at
Swavesey (not illustrated). Thumbed rims are
occasionally found (HM35) and decoration, although
rare, includes incised wavy lines (HM32, possibly a bowl
or curfew) and finger-tip impressions (HM37).

Curfews are in essence larger, upside-down
bowl-shaped vessels, often with carinations (HM39).
Body sherds with strengthening using thumbed strips may
represent storage jars, but the two examples shown here
are more likely to be from curfews (HM40 and HM41).
Large ‘bowls’ with flanged ‘rims’ are probably curfews,
and there are examples with incised wavy line decoration
(not illustrated) and finger-tipping on both rim (HM38)
and body (HM37).

Jugs
The early jug form (later 12th to early 13th century) with a
flaring neck is perhaps the most recognisable HUNFSW
vessel type (e.g. HM43–45). They are often found with
characteristic external incised decoration, taking the form
of a spiral line or lines of rouletting. These early examples
appear to be hand-made with only a modest amount of
wheel or turntable finishing. Some evidence for
knife-trimming at the base has been recognised (HM44),
although this is so far confined to a few examples. The
early jug form is baggy with a wide base; examples with
very uneven bases are known.

One almost complete small rounded jug, with a
narrower base and therefore perhaps a little later in date,
was recovered from Manor Farm, Colne (HM42). The
vessel has a flaring neck below a squared rim which was
added on a turntable to a narrow, hand-made body and
very sagging base. A crescent-sectioned handle is
attached below the rim which has notched decoration.
This has no direct parallels. Its external colouration is a
‘fire-clouded’ and patchy grey, brown and red-brown,
with mid grey margins and core and buff surfaces
internally. It is lightly tempered with a fine to medium
quartz sand and has sparse calcareous inclusions of all
sizes to 3mm. This vessel is decorated with fifteen
concentric lines of rectangular-notched roller stamping.

Many early jugs had a pulled lip, but some appear to
have no pouring modification. Handle form appears to
have been very variable, with crescent-shaped, rod and
twisted examples on early jugs and a variety of patterns of
stabbing on the thicker handles. One jug with a flaring
neck, more substantially wheel-finished, has a rim
decorated internally with complex wavy line decoration
(HM54).

Later vessels were wheel-thrown, larger and rounded
in shape (e.g. HM51–53), although no complete profiles
are known that include the base. Currently, no evidence for
glazing has been found even though the enhanced lead
concentration of a number of samples, particularly from
jug sherds, appears to suggest the use of glaze for some
vessels in the same firing. These jugs tend to have slightly
out-turned (although more upright) necks, with some
flat-topped, rims but many still comparatively simple.
Handles are thinner and some are clearly of strap form,
and the plastic decoration on these tends to be thumbing
rather than stabbing, although elongate stabbing, almost
slashing, is also present.

Other forms
The only other vessel forms found to date are a handful of
simple, shallow lamps.

Affinities: fabric
HUNFSW is to a certain extent visually, petrologically
and chemically similar to medieval pottery from Colne
and it is possible to see both HUNFSW and Medieval
Colne ware as related parts of one local tradition of
manufacture. Minor chemical differences in HUNFSW
sherds from Ramsey (and Bury by Ramsey), when
compared with sherds from Huntingdon, probably
indicate different producers for these two locales,
although there is also overlap with one petrologically and
chemically defined fabric type being present in
assemblages from both towns and one from Huntingdon
only. This may equally be variation over time or between
kilns within production at one site. The HUNFSW fabric
is also akin to that of Ely ware and, with Colne, they
constitute a southern fenland tradition of generally
‘brown’ sand-tempered pottery.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
HUNFSW jars evolve out of HUNEMW forms. The shape
of vessels and the rim forms are rather unremarkable and
the evolution from straight-sided to shouldered vessels,
and simple to more complex rims, matches changes seen
in industries in Essex (e.g. Cotter 2000), Northampton-
shire (e.g. Blinkhorn 2010a) and at Ely in Cambridgeshire
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(Spoerry 2008) during the 13th century. Bowl forms, and
the finger-impressions seen on some vessel walls, echo
examples in Ely ware (ibid., 49) and others in Suffolk
fabrics such as Hollesley-type coarseware (Owles 1968;
S. Anderson, pers. comm.).

Early HUNFSW jugs have some similarities with
early Ely Type A jugs (Spoerry 2008), but this is by no
means an exact match and the fact almost every new
example of an early HUNFSW jug is unexpected in some
aspect of form or decoration indicates a lack of
standardisation and a level of creativity not always seen in
medieval pottery industries. Later vessels compare better
with larger Ely rounded jugs.

Thin-section analysis of HUNFSW
Two phases of petrological study were carried out, firstly
by Alan Vince (Table 9.19 and Chapter 11.III) and latterly
by Alice Lyons (Table 9.20 and Chapter 12.V). The
former wide-ranging study characterised HUNFSW and
provided the petrological descriptions below, whilst the
latter assessed further samples from Huntingdon,
including a sample from an almost complete waster from
the Town Centre, and other samples found in association
and typifying the fabric type as represented by the waster.
Unfortunately, the waster and two other samples were so
poorly fired that the attempts to generate slides for thin
sections failed. This result, although unfortunate, does
add weight to the interpretation of these as failed vessels
from a production site assemblage.

Two major petrological fabrics were identified,
differentiated by minor inclusion types for the most part.
As there is clear convergence of these types in larger
groupings of sherds, the descriptions have been combined
below. Fabric A is only found in samples from
Huntingdon, whereas Fabric B is found at both
Huntingdon and Ramsey. The two commonest fabrics (B
and A) are defined by the lack of, or presence of, angular
quartz of coarse silt grade, respectively, and in the case of
some Fabric B examples also by the presence of a
calcareous groundmass.

All samples contain the following inclusion types:
• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse to moderate grains c. 0.2mm across.
• Rounded quartz. Moderate well-rounded grains, including some of

millet grain type probably derived from Triassic sandstones.
• Rounded micrite. Probably chalk. Moderate fragments of non-ferroan

calcite, some with spherical microfossils.
• Rounded marl. An intermixture of ferroan calcite and brown clay

minerals. Moderate up to 0.4mm across.
• Bivalve shell. Moderate fragments, mostly of nacreous non-ferroan

calcite, up to 1.0mm long.
• Opaques. Moderate rounded grains up to 0.4mm across.
• Oolitic limestone. Rare grains with a non-ferroan calcite micrite

ooliths and occasionally sparry non-ferroan calcite cement.
• Echinoid shell. Ferroan calcite. Sparse fragments.
• Rounded sandstone. Sparse fragments with sub-angular quartz grains

in a brown silicious groundmass.
• Microfossils. Sparse non-ferroan calcite with dark brown infilling of

tests.
• Angular quartz. Sparse fragments up to 0.5mm across.
• Rounded chert. Sparse grains, probably of Carboniferous chert and

derived from Triassic sandstones.
• Rounded phosphate. Sparse dark brown grains up to 0.5mm across.
• Sub-angular clay pellets. Possibly grog. Similar in texture to the

groundmass but slightly lighter in colour (less carbon) and containing
sparse sub-angular quartz grains.

• Plagioclase feldspar. Sparse sub-angular fragments up to 0.3mm
across.

• Angular flint. Rare fragments up to 0.5mm long.

• Microcline feldspar. Rare rounded fragments up to 0.3mm across.
In most samples (Fabric B) the following inclusion types
are also present:

Calcareous sandstone. Sparse sub-angular fragments with a
non-ferroan calcite groundmass and abundant sub-angular quartz up
to 0.2mm across.

In a minority of samples (Fabric A) the following
inclusion types can be present:

Echinoid shell. Ferroan calcite. Sparse fragments.
Clay/iron concretions. Sparse rounded grains with an oolitic structure.

Igneous rock. Rare angular fragments up to 1.0mm across composed
of quartz and altered feldspar.
Rounded flint. A single fragment 4.0mm across.
Chalcedony. A single rounded fragment 0.4mm across.
Sparse, angular grog.

The groundmass consists either of optically isotropic grey
ceramic or optically anisotropic brown baked clay
minerals usually with moderate ferroan calcite specks up
to 0.05mm and sparse quartz silt. In Fabric A moderate
angular quartz, sparse muscovite laths and (visible in the
oxidised areas) sparse ferroan calcite of indeterminate
character (i.e. they could be of biological or chemical
origin) are present.

Petrological origin
The interpretation of the petrological traits indicates the
use of a slightly calcareous Jurassic clay which has been
tempered with a mixed sand containing material of
Triassic, Jurassic and Upper Cretaceous origin.
Differences in the two major petrologically-defined fabric
groups are likely to indicate different raw materials and –
as this variation is reflected in the chemical composition
of the samples – two sources are likely. Fabric A is found
only in samples from Huntingdon, whereas Fabric B is
found in all samples from the Ramsey area and in a third of
the samples from Huntingdon. These results require
consideration of a potential geological provenance for
clay and temper in both the Huntingdon and Ramsey
locales.

Huntingdon is located in the Great Ouse Valley with
outcrops of Oxford Clay and boulder clay available
locally. Sand resources consist of the first to second and
third terrace gravels of the Ouse and a small outcrop of
glacial gravel at Little Stukeley. As some evidence for
HUNFSW pottery production is known from the town
centre area (Clarke and Connor forthcoming) it is these
terrace gravel deposits and the Oxford Clay that seem the
most likely sources of raw materials. The Bury/Ramsey
area, is also located on Oxford Clay with boulder clay
available nearby but sand/gravel resources consist solely
of March Sands, a marine sand of possible Ipswichian age
which underlies most of Ramsey. Head deposits
surrounding this deposit are probably a mixture of March
Sands and Oxford Clay.

Unfortunately, the study of compositional data from
clay and medieval roof tile samples from Ramsey shows
no match of raw materials and nor does the petrology of
the clay sample suggest that HUNFSW could have been
produced at Ramsey (Chapter 11.III and Vince 2005c).
The rounded opaque grains which are a distinct feature of
HUNFSW, for example, are absent. Currently isolation of
deposits that might have been utilised to manufacture
HUNFSW in the Ramsey area cannot be taken any further.
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Sample Site Context Locality Form Description Fabric

V4359 HUNOL94 1086 Huntingdon Jug Jug rim in brown/black/grey variable fabric: moderate medium quartz
and occasional ooliths

A

V4364 HUNOL94 13 Huntingdon Bowl Shallow bowl profile; orange-brown/black; moderate medium quartz
and occasional ooliths

A

V4365 HUNOL94 21 Huntingdon Body sherd in red-brown/grey fabric; moderate medium quartz and
moderate ooliths

B

V4366 HUNOL94 27 Huntingdon Jar Pie-crust jar rim in brown/black/grey fabric; moderate medium quartz
and occasional ooliths

B

V4367 HUNOL94 56 Huntingdon Body sherd in red-brown/grey fabric; moderate medium quartz and
rare ooliths. Vessel HM10

B

V4368 HUNOL94 57 Huntingdon Body sherd in mid-grey fabric; occasional fine quartz and moderate
ooliths and occasional shell

B

V4369 HUNOL94 1008 Huntingdon Bowl Shallow bowl profile; brown/dark grey; moderate fine quartz and
occasional ooliths

B

V4373 HUNSR99
HUNSTU96

204 Huntingdon Jar Body sherd from jar in brown/grey black variable fabric; abundant
quartz and occasional ooliths

A

V4374 HUNSR99
HUNSTU96

3 Huntingdon Bowl Rim with cordon from bowl in red-brown/grey fabric; abundant
quartz and occasional ooliths. Vessel HM11

B

V4375 HUNSR99
HUNSTU96

131 Huntingdon Jar Out-turned pie-crust jar rim in dark grey/orange fabric; abundant fine
quartz and occasional ooliths and shell. Vessel EM135

B

V4376 HUNSR99
HUNSTU96

202 Huntingdon Jar Lid-seated, cordoned jar rim in orange-brown/buff/grey fabric;
abundant quartz and occasional shell and ooliths

B

V4377 HUNSR99
HUNSTU96

226 Huntingdon Jar Pie-crust jar rim with cordon in brown/grey fabric; abundant quartz
and occasional ooliths and shell. Vessel HM25

A

V4378 HUNSTG99 1233 Huntingdon Jar Base from small jar in black/red-brown and grey fabric; moderate
fine quartz and rare ooliths and shell

C

V4402 RASAB98 1171 Huntingdon Jar Beaded, everted jar rim with orange-brown and mid-brown surfaces
and grey core; common fine ooliths/shell. Vessel HM22

B

V4403 RASAB98 1046 Ramsey Pitcher Rim from pitcher with mid brown surfaces, grey core; fine sand,
occasional calc

B

V4404 RASAB98 1323 Ramsey Jar Flat-topped everted rim of jar in buff fabric, grey core with common
fine ooliths/shell. Vessel HM5

B

V4405 RASAB98 1331 Ramsey Jar Cordoned, everted jar rim in mid-brown fabric, grey core with
common medium ooliths/shell

B

V4406 RASAB98 1540 Ramsey Jug Strap handle from jug with thumbed central cordon in mid brown
fabric with dark grey core; common fine ooliths/shell

B

V4407 RASAB98 Unstrat Ramsey Jug Rectangular sectioned jug handle with slashing and central groove in
orange-brown fabric with dark grey core; common fine ooliths/shell

B

V4408 RASAB98 1223 Ramsey Jar Base angle from jar in mid-brown fabric with grey core and
occasional fine ooliths and rare coarse shell

B

V4409 OWL94/95 179 Ramsey Base angle in mid-brown fabric with grey core; occ fine ooliths and
rare coarse shell

B

V4410 OWL94/95 179 Bury,
Ramsey

Base angle in orange-brown fabric with grey core; rare fine ooliths
and rare coarse shell

B

V4411 OWL94/95 179 Bury,
Ramsey

Body sherd in dark brown fabric with dark grey core; common fine
ooliths/shell

B

Table 9.19  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware sherds sampled for TS and ICPS by Vince (Chapter 11.III)

Sample Site Context Sherd description Colour

L301 HUNTCR07 3551 (SF559) Undecorated body sherds. Vessel HM51 Bluish grey (2 for GLEY 5/5B) core, with light
yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) surfaces

L302 HUNTCR07 2523 Jar with an everted rim and internal ledge
and a undecorated neck sherd

Bluish grey (2 for GLEY 5/5B) core, with light
yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) surfaces

L303 HUNTCR07 3720 Undecorated body sherds Bluish grey (2 for GLEY 5/5B) core, with light
yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) surfaces

L304 HUNWHS05 781 Bowl with rolled rim and internal ledge Dark grey (1 for GLEY 4/N) fabric with greyish
brown surfaces (10YR 5/2)

L305 HUNWHS05 897 Undecorated body sherds Bluish grey (2 for GLEY 5/5B) fabric with yellowish
red (5YR 4/6) surfaces

L306 HUNWHS05 1374 Undecorated body sherds Pale blue/grey (2 for GLEY 7/10B) with yellowish
red (5YR 5/6) surfaces

Table 9.20  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware sherds sampled for TS and ICPS by Lyons (Chapter 12.V)



Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.35–9.42)

Jars (Fig. 9.35)
HM1 Ginger jar. The fabric is comparatively coarse for

HUNFSW, and the inturned ‘ginger jar’ form is known in
Thetford type ware and EMW in Norfolk. With these traits in
mind, this vessel might be most correctly defined as
transitional from HUNEMW to HUNFSW. The hand-made
and turntable- finished vessel is decorated with an external
incised line. Hard-fired, oxidised dull red-brown external
surface and margin, pale grey core with red-brown internal
margin, the internal surface is covered with limescale.
Common fine quartz, occasional medium quartz and
occasional medium calcareous inclusions and rare very
coarse calcareous inclusions. CAMCOL12, posthole 290
(289).

HM2 Rounded jar with everted, rounded, slightly externally
thickened rim. Oxidised surfaces ranging dull red to pale
brown externally and mid brown internally, dull red external
margin and mid brown internal margin with mid grey core.
Moderately hackly fracture, abundant fine quartz and
common fine calcareous inclusions. RASAB98, Phase 4,
ditch 1172/1272 (1171) (Fletcher with Spoerry 2008, fig. 36
no.2).

HM3 Hand-built wheel-finished jar with everted externally
thickened and rounded rim. Externally sooted on rim.
Hard-fired, oxidised red-brown external surface, red-brown
to grey inner surface. Red-brown external margin, pale grey
internal margin with pale grey core and slightly rough
fracture. Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz and
occasional medium and very coarse calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, pit 2124 (2098).

HM4 Plate 9.34. Wheel-finished small or miniature rounded jar
with a short upright neck and an everted simple (slightly flat
topped) rounded rim. Sooted patch on body and rim.
Hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces and margins and with mid
grey core. Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional
medium quartz and occasional medium calcareous
inclusions. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.4, pit 946 (932).

HM5 Wheel-thrown jar with everted slightly thickened, flattened
rim. Oxidised surfaces ranging buff-brown to pale grey
around the rim, not hard-fired. Slightly sandy surfaces, very
common fine calcareous inclusions, common fine quartz
sand and occasional medium and large calcareous fragments.
RASAB98, Phase 3, SF216 (1323). Sample V4404.

HM6 Jar with everted, externally thickened, internally bevelled
rim, heavily sooted externally. Dark brown external surface
and margin, mid brown internal surface and margin, mid grey
core and rough fracture. Sandy feel to fabric with common
fine quartz and moderate medium quartz, occasional fine
calcareous inclusions. HUNHAR05 (483).

HM7 Wheel-finished or wheel-made jar, internally thickened and
bevelled rim, externally rounded. Oxidised dull red surfaces
and margins with mid to dark grey core and slightly hackly
fracture. Slightly rough surfaces, moderately common fine
calcareous inclusions and common fine quartz. RASAB02,
Phase 4, (1598).

HM8 Plate 9.35. Wheel-finished jar with everted internally
thickened rounded rim. Oxidised dull red surfaces and
margins with mid–dark grey core and a slightly hackly
fracture. Some internal spalling. Moderately common fine
calcareous inclusions and common fine quartz. Common
medium crushed shell on the rim gives the appearance of
shell dusting. RASAB02, Phase 4, (1537).

HM9 Plate 9.36. Hand-built jar with wheel-finished neck and rim,
near-upright neck with gently everted externally thickened
and bevelled rim from a medium–large jar. The outer edge of
the rim is poorly finished and the original intention may have
been to fingernail impress or thumb the rim edge. Below the
rim are a series of shallow slashes around the neck, again it is
unclear if this was intended as decoration or relates to the
joining of body and rim. Sooting patches on rim and neck.
Hard-fired, reduced grey to dull brown external surface,
buff-brown internal surface and red-brown changing to grey
external margin and pale grey inner margin and core.
Moderately rough fracture, smooth outer surface with
slightly rough feel to inner surface, with common fine quartz,
moderate fine calcareous inclusions and occasional very
coarse calcareous inclusions. HUNHAR05, Phase 2.4, pit
487 (703).

HM10 Plate 9.37. Wheel-finished shouldered jar, sharply everted,
externally thickened rim, internally lid-seated. Externally
slight sooting. Hard-fired, reduced grey-brown rim and
red-brown external body surface, with buff-brown internal
surface, red-brown changing to grey external margin, pale
grey inner margin and mid grey core. Moderately rough
fracture, smooth outer surface with slightly rough feel to
inner surface, with common fine quartz, moderate medium
quartz and occasional coarse quartz, moderate fine
calcareous inclusions and occasional very coarse calcareous
inclusions. HUNSR99 (202). Sample V4367.
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Plate 9.34  HM4. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. Wheel-finished small or miniature rounded jar



HM11 Wheel-finished jar, sharply everted, externally thickened
rim, internally lid-seated, with evenly spaced thumbing on
the outer part and the upper edge of the rim. Externally
sooted. Dull red-brown surfaces and margins with pale–mid
grey core. Slightly rough feel to fabric with common fine
quartz, occasional fine calcareous inclusions and rare very
coarse calcareous inclusions. HUNSR99 (3). Sample
V4374.

HM12 Plate 9.38. Jar with slightly everted externally thickened
rounded rim. Traces of sooting on external edge of rim.

Buff-brown surfaces and margins with mid grey core.
Moderately hackly fracture, moderately common fine
calcareous inclusions and fine quartz, occasional very coarse
calcareous inclusions. HUNMOL05, cleaning layer (278),
unphased.

HM13 Plate 9.39. Wheel-finished (possibly wheel-made) rounded
jar with everted internally thickened and rounded, lid-seated
rim and with a sharp break between neck and body.
Externally sooted on rim edge and heat discolouration to
body, internally sooted where external surface is
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Figure 9.35  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware jars. Scale 1:4
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Plate 9.35  HM8. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. Wheel-finished jar rim

Plate 9.36  HM9. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. Hand-built jar with wheel-finished neck and rim

Plate 9.37  HM11. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. Wheel-finished shouldered jar



discoloured. Buff to red-brown surfaces and margins with
mid grey core, moderately hackly fracture. Smooth fabric
with common medium quartz and very occasional large
calcareous fragments. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 2477
(2505).

HM14 Small hand-built rounded jar with a wheel-finished, everted,
externally thickened and slight internal thickening
(internally lid-seated) rim. Almost completely blackened by
sooting/use externally including the top of the rim and
partially sooted internally. Hard-fired, dark buff-brown
external surface and red-brown internal surface with thin
red-brown margins and mid grey core. Smooth surfaces,
common fine quartz, occasional medium quartz and
occasional medium calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07,
Phase 2.3, pit 2899 (2898).

HM15 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, medium rounded jar
with everted internally thickened and rounded, (internally
lid-seated) rim with a sharp break between neck and body.
Hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces and thin buff-brown
margins with pale–mid grey core. Smooth surfaces, common
fine quartz, occasional medium calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 2397 (2307).

Jars (Fig. 9.36)
HM16 Wheel-finished possibly wheel-made medium rounded jar

with everted, internally thickened and rounded (internally
lid-seated) rim with a sharp break between neck and body.
Hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces and thin buff-brown
margins and pale–mid grey core. Smooth surfaces, common
fine quartz, occasional medium and coarse calcareous
inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 2477 (2507).

HM17 Wheel-finished jar with everted externally thickened almost
collared rim, possibly internally lid-seated. Externally and
internally around the rim the fabric has been darkened by
heat and light sooting. Dark brown external surface and
internally around the rim and neck, red-brown below the
neck. Lightly rough surfaces, common fine quartz and
moderate fine calcareous inclusions. SWABL99 (3894).

HM18 Wheel-finished rounded jar with everted, slightly externally
thickened, lid-seated rim. Buff surfaces and thick buff
margins with mid grey core, externally sooted on rim edge
and body. Moderately smooth fabric with common medium
quartz and few other visible inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase
2.4, pit 3709 (3707).

HM19 Wheel-finished thin-walled rounded jar, near-upright rim,
externally thickened and bevelled, also continuously
thumbed on the upper edge, resulting in a pie-crust rim.
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Plate 9.38  HM12. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Jar with slightly everted, externally thickened, rounded

rim

Plate 9.39  HM13. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. Wheel-finished (possibly wheel-made?) rounded jar with
lid-seated rim and with a sharp break between neck and body



Hard-fired, dark buff-brown external surface and margin,
red-brown internal surface and margin, dark grey core,
smooth surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional medium
quartz and moderate fine calcareous inclusions, occasional
medium calcareous inclusions many of which have been
leached. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.3, pit 980 (920).

HM20 Wheel-finished jar with internally thickened and internally
bevelled rim (possibly internally lid-seated). Hard-fired,
oxidised buff-brown surfaces and red-brown margins with
mid grey core and slightly rough fracture. Smooth surfaces,
common fine quartz and rare very coarse quartz inclusion,
occasional medium calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07,
Phase 2.4, pit 2181 (2191).

HM21 Hand-built, wheel-finished jar with slightly inturned
externally  thickened  rim  (possibly  internally  lid-seated).
Externally sooted on one side of the vessel. Hard-fired,
oxidised buff-orange surfaces and margins with mid grey
core and slightly rough fracture, smooth surfaces. Common
fine quartz and rare very coarse quartz inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 2181 (2191).

HM22 Plate 9.40. Abraded sherd from a wheel-finished jar with an
everted, externally thickened, internally bevelled rim. Small
surviving piece of applied thumbed strip on external surface.
Internally, the uneven join between neck and body can be
seen. Oxidised surfaces ranging buff-brown to pale grey;
pale grey internal surface with grey margins and core.
Slightly rough surfaces. Very common fine calcareous
inclusions, common fine quartz sand and occasional medium
and large calcareous fragments. RASAB98, Phase 4, (1171).
Sample V4402.

HM23 Wheel-finished rounded jar with slightly inturned rim,
thrown so as to appear cordoned. The rim is continuously and
deeply thumbed on upper edge. The thumbing appears to
have been made with a tool rather than thumb or finger and
while the clay was still quite wet. Small part of applied
thumbed strip survives on the body. Dull red-brown external
surfaces and margins with pale–mid grey core. Smooth
fabric with moderate fine–medium calcareous inclusions.
STIASS11 (84).

HM24 Wheel-finished small or miniature rounded jar with a short
neck, thrown to appear externally cordoned and ?upright
internally bevelled rim. The rim is continuously thumbed on
the upper edge, resulting in a pie-crust rim. Sooted heavily on
body. Hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces and margins and with
mid grey core. Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz
occasional medium quartz and occasional medium calcareous
inclusions. HUNWHS05, Phase 4.2, pit 505 (558).

HM25 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, jar with an externally
thickened (appears cordoned) and bevelled rim, the very top
edge of which has been continuously thumbed/pinched to
produce a pie-crust rim. Hard-fired, oxidised buff-orange
external and internal surfaces, margins and pale grey core.
Slightly rough feel to surfaces, common fine quartz, moderate
fine calcareous inclusions and occasional very coarse
calcareous inclusions. HUNSR99 (226). Sample V4377.

HM26 Near-complete wheel-finished thin-walled rounded jar.
Near-upright rim, externally thickened and bevelled, is
continuously thumbed, possibly impressed with fingertip, on
the upper edge resulting in a pie-crust rim. The base is
sagging. Hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces and margins,
red-brown internal surface and margin, pale–mid grey core.
Slightly rough surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional
medium quartz, rare medium and coarse calcareous
inclusions. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.4, pit 1375 (1374).

HM27 Jar with everted, external ly bevel led, small
hammerhead-type rim. Fine incised lines on neck. Dull
buff-brown surfaces and margins, mid–dark grey core.
Moderately common fine calcareous inclusions and fine
quartz, occasional very coarse calcareous inclusions.
HUNMOL05, cleaning layer, unphased (278).

HM28 Jar, wheel-finished, rounded with an everted externally
thickened and externally bevelled rim with continuous
thumb impressions on upper edge of rim. Buff-orange/brown
surface and margins with mid to dark grey core externally.
Smooth slightly rough feel to the interior where less well
finished and occasional large to coarse calcareous inclusions.
HUNMOL05, Phase 2.3–2.4, pit 257 (256).

HM29 An everted, flattened, externally bevelled rim sherd with a
pulled or pinched lip from a rounded lipped jar in a dark
brown-black to mid brown fabric, with a single horizontal
incised line on the upper part of the body. Mid to dark grey
margins and core with some heat discolouration around the
lip. Moderately smooth fracture with moderately common
fine and medium calcareous inclusions. RASAB98, Phase 3,
pit 1117, (1102) (Fletcher with Spoerry 2008, fig. 37 no.7).

Jars/jugs/bowls (Fig. 9.37)
HM30 Jar or jug base, slightly sagging obtuse-angled. Oxidised

surfaces and margins in dull buff-orange with pale to mid
grey core. Slightly rough external surface, moderate fine
calcareous inclusions, common fine quartz sand and
occasional medium and large calcareous fragments.
HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, garden features (2391).

HM31 Jar or jug base, slightly sagging obtuse-angled. Hard-fired,
red-brown external surface and margin, mid brown internal
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Plate 9.40  HM22. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. Abraded rim sherd from a wheel-finished jar
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Figure 9.36  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware jars. Scale 1:4
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Figure 9.37  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware bowls. Scale 1:4

Figure 9.38  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware bowls/curfews. Scale 1:4



surface and margin with mid grey core. Smooth fabric with
common fine–medium quartz and occasional fine–medium
calcareous fragments. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 3607
(3605).

HM32 Lower body sherd to base angle from a decorated jar or bowl
with sagging obtuse-angled base. Reduced fabric, externally
mid–dark grey internally grey-brown with mid grey margins
and core. Moderately smooth fabric with common medium
calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, bank (3225).

Bowls (Fig. 9.37)
HM33 Wheel-finished, flared bowl with inturned, slightly

externally thickened, rounded rim. Traces of external
sooting. Grey-brown external surface with red-brown
fire-clouding on rim, internally red-brown with pale–mid
grey margins and core. Slightly hackly fracture. Lightly
rough surfaces, common fine quartz and moderate fine
calcareous inclusions. SWABL99 (3459).

HM34 Rounded bowl, inturned externally beaded rim with very
slight external bevel, externally sooted. Buff-brown surfaces
and margins, pale grey core. Smooth surfaces, common fine
quartz and moderate medium fine calcareous inclusions
many of which have been leached. SWABL99 (3324).

HM35 Large straight-sided bowl, depth unknown. Slightly
externally thickened and scalloped, internally beaded.
Sooted externally and internally. Hard-fired, oxidised dark
red-brown surfaces and margins, dark grey core and slightly
hackly fracture. Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz and
occasional medium and very coarse calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, pit 3278 (3277).

HM36 Large straight-sided bowl, depth unknown. Externally
beaded and internally thickened, appearing like a small
hammer-headed rim. Sooted externally. Hard-fired, oxidised
dark red-brown external surface and margin, dull red-brown
internal surface and margin, mid–dark grey core and slightly
hackly fracture. Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz and
occasional fine, medium and very coarse calcareous
inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, pit 3278 (3277).

Curfews/fire covers (Fig. 9.38)
HM37 Curfew, in the form of an inverted rounded bowl with an

internally thickened slightly externally bevelled rim/foot.
Decorated with regularly spaced, unevenly pulled finger
impressions (illustrated in 2008 as a bowl). External dull red
surface with some heat discolouration and internally
black-brown. External dull red margins with mid to dark grey
internal margins and core. The vessel is internally sooted and
discoloured by heat. Moderately hackly fracture, moderately
common fine calcareous inclusions and common fine quartz.
RASAB02, Phase 4, pit 1538 (1537) (Fletcher with Spoerry
2008, fig. 38, no.8 or 10).

HM38 Plate 9.41. Curfew or fire-cover possibly originally thrown
as a flared bowl, externally thickened and thumb/finger-
impressed, with horizontal incised lines on the body,
internally thickened and continuously thumbed and combed
on the internal surface, which is sooted. Hard-fired, dark
buff-brown surfaces and buff-brown margins, and mid grey-
brown internal surface and mid grey core. Smooth surfaces,
common fine quartz, occasional medium quartz and moderate
fine calcareous inclusions; occasional medium calcareous
inclusions. HUNWHS05, Phase 4.1, pit 872 (871).

HM39 Sherd from a curfew or fire-cover with thumbed decoration.
Dull red-brown external surface and margin, mid-brown
internal surface and margin with dark grey core. Rough
fabric, coarsely-tempered, common fine and medium quartz,
occasional coarse quartz. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.3, pit 980
(920).

Large (storage) jars/curfews (Fig. 9.38)
HM40 Body sherd from a hand-built large jar or curfew, decorated

with an applied thumbed strip running diagonally across the
vessel body. Hard-fired, reduced pale grey-brown external
surface and margin, pale grey internal surface, margin and
core. Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz and occasional
fine, medium and very coarse calcareous inclusions.
SWABL99 (3324).

HM41 Body sherd from a hand-built large jar, or curfew, decorated
with an applied thumbed strip running horizontally around

the vessel body. Hard-fired, reduced buff-brown surfaces and
margins, pale grey core. Smooth surfaces, common fine
quartz and occasional fine, medium and very coarse
calcareous inclusions. SWABL99 (3324).

Jugs (Fig. 9.39)
HM42 Plates 9.42–9.43. Near-complete small rounded jug. The

vessel has a flaring neck below a near-squared rim, which
was added on a turntable to a narrow, hand-made body and
very sagging base. The vessel is decorated with dog-tooth
rouletting which unevenly spirals around the body of the
vessel, including below the handle. The crescent-sectioned
handle is attached below the rim and has notched-rouletted
(dog-tooth) decoration on the edges of the handle and small
areas of dog-tooth rouletting on the underside of the handle.
Further dog-tooth rouletting was added after the handle was
attached to blend the handle join in with the decoration on the
body. The external surface is ‘fire-clouded’ and patchy grey,
brown and red-brown, buff surfaces internally with mid grey
margins and core. It is lightly tempered with a fine to medium
quartz and has sparse calcareous inclusions of all sizes to
3mm. COLMAN09, Phase 2.3, pit 298 (297).

HM43 Rounded jug with hand-made body with turntable applied
neck and rim. The join between the neck and body is visible
internally. A flared neck and sharply everted, externally
thickened, slightly internally bevelled rim with a pulled or
pinched lip. The rim is internally decorated with a single row
of dog-tooth rouletting. The neck is decorated with
horizontal lines of square rouletting and around the body are
unevenly spaced horizontal lines of dog-tooth rouletting.
Orange-brown surfaces and margins and thick dark grey
core. Smooth external, rough internal surfaces, common fine
quartz sand, rare medium to very coarse clay pellets up to
2mm, rare calcareous inclusions medium to very coarse up to
6mm, and rare very coarse flint up to 7mm. Bird Bolt Hotel,
Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z2.6857.

HM44 Plate 9.44. Near-complete hand-buil t , wheel or
turntable-finished, medium shouldered jug. The vessel has a
flaring neck with an inturned, externally thickened and
rounded rim and obtuse-angled sagging base. The body and
neck of the jug are decorated with a continuous incised line
that spirals unevenly around the pot (19 lines from base to
rim), which can be seen under the handle scar on the body,
indicating the vessel was decorated before the handle was
attached (poorly). The vessel is more oval in shape than
round, appearing wider in one direction than the other. The
base of the vessel is sooted with an un-sooted L-shape
suggesting that the jug stood on a trivet or similar above the
fire. Buff-orange surfaces internally in poor condition with
grey-brown margins and mid grey core. Moderate fine to
medium quartz, moderate fine calcareous inclusions and
occasional medium, coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.4, well (1907).

HM45 Plate 9.45. Complete profile of a wheel-finished shouldered
jug, with a near-upright neck and everted externally
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Plate 9.41  HM38. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Curfew or fire-cover possibly originally thrown as a

flared bowl
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Plate 9.42  HM42. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Near complete small rounded jug decorated with

dog-tooth rouletting

Plate 9.43  HM42. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Jug handle detail

Plate 9.44  HM44. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Near complete hand-built, wheel or turntable finished,

medium ?shouldered jug

Plate 9.45  HM45. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Wheel-finished ?shouldered jug decorated with

dog-tooth rouletting
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Figure 9.39  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware jugs. Scale 1:4



thickened rim with well formed pulled or pinched lip. The
body of the vessel is decorated with horizontal lines of
dog-tooth rouletting. The base is sagging, obtuse and
internally the hand-building of the remaining body of the pot
is evident. Red-brown external surface and margins with mid
grey core. Slightly rough fabric with occasional fine
calcareous inclusions and common fine quartz.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 3709 (3707).

HM46 Shouldered or pear-shaped jug with flared neck and everted,
squared, internally bevelled rim. Wheel-finished and the
neck is decorated with irregularly spaced uneven horizontal
incised lines. Poorly attached below the rim is a rod handle,
which appears to be a twisted type, but was formed by
dragging a finger or thumb across the handle from left to
right while the clay was still quite wet. The right edge of the
handle, where the indentations finish, appears thumbed. Mid
brown surfaces and margins with a dark grey core.
Hard-fired, slightly sandy to rough surface, with abundant
fine quartz and occasional very fine mica, occasional clay
pellets up to 1.5mm, rare very coarse flint up to 3mm and
very rare medium white quartz. Cambridge, CUMAA acc.
no. Z31587.

HM47 Plate 9.46. Wheel-finished jug with everted externally
beaded, external bevelled rim with well-formed pulled or
pinched lip with offset finger impressions either side of lip’s
throat (cf. HM48). Red-brown surfaces and slightly paler
margins, mid grey core. Smooth fabric with common
fine–medium quartz and very occasional fine calcareous
fragments. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, well 2180 (2179).

Jugs (Fig. 9.40)
HM48 Plate 9.47. Large rounded jug, hand-built with wheel-

finished neck and rim. The neck is slightly flared and the rim
is sharply everted, almost right-angled, with slight internal
bevel. A near complete pulled and/or pinched lip
(sub-rectangular in shape, see also HM49), with offset finger
impressions either side of lip's throat (cf. HM47). Hard-fired,
oxidised buff surfaces and margins with mid grey core and
slightly rough fracture. Externally smooth, slightly rough
feel to the interior where less well finished, common fine
quartz and occasional medium calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit 2524 (2568).

HM49 Plate 9.48. Hand-built probably rounded jug with wheel-
finished everted, externally thickened rim and pulled and/or
pinched lip (sub-rectangular in shape, see also HM48.
Internally the uneven join between neck and body can be
seen. Hard-fired, oxidised buff surfaces and margins with
mid grey core and slightly rough fracture, externally smooth,
slightly rough feel to the interior where less well finished and
occasional large to coarse calcareous inclusions. RASAB02,
Phase 4, (1551).

HM50 Plate 9.49. A decorated oval rod handle from a rounded or
shouldered jug with small surviving section of neck and rim.
The jug has a flaring neck and externally thickened rim. The
upper part of the rim has dog-tooth impressed decoration.
The handle has a central groove and this and the sides of the
handle are impressed with lines of evenly spaced
square/diamond impressions made with a sharp tool with
angled end. Similar impressions are seen on HM62.
Grey-brown external surfaces with red-brown margins and
pale–mid grey core. Slightly hackly fracture. Smooth
surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional medium quartz
and occasional medium calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07,
Phase 2.4, pit 4552 (4550).

HM51 Plate 9.50. Large sherds including rim and handle from a
probably biconical jug that was distorted and badly cracked
during firing, suggesting it is a waster. Distortion and cracks
in the handle and rim may not have prevented its use,
although the distortion and cracks in the neck of the vessel
would have rendered it unusable for liquids. The jug has a
flared neck with an everted, externally thickened, slightly
externally bevelled rim which is decorated with small oval
impressions. The vertical loop oval rod handle has three
deeply stabbed lines of decoration running along the visible
upper surface. The body of the vessel is decorated with
vertical incised wavy lines equally spaced around the body.
The neck angle, handle shape, size and angle are all similar to
the jug recovered from HUNTCR07 context 4550 (HM50),
suggesting they were of similar size. The handle is
stylistically similar to the jug handle recovered from
SWASL97 context 1104 (HM64) and both are similar to Ely
ware jug handles (Spoerry 2008, 62, fig. 25, no. 127). The
surface varies from reduced grey-brown with mid grey
margins and core to completely oxidised orange-brown
surface, margins and core. Slightly hackly fracture. Smooth
surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional medium milky
quartz and occasional medium calcareous inclusions.
HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, SF559, pit 3550, (3551). Sample
L301.

HM52 Plate 9.51. Wheel-finished large rounded jug, with
near-upright neck and everted, externally thickened rim.
Attached to the rim is a vertical oval rod handle which has
been heavily thumbed either side of a central groove.
Hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces and margins with mid grey
core. Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz, moderate fine
and medium calcareous inclusions and rare very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 3mm. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4,
pit 2524 (2523).

HM53 Plate 9.52. Jug, wheel-finished with near-upright slightly
rilled, externally thickened rim and horizontal strap handle
with a centrally placed thumbed strip applied continuously to
each side of which are angled stab-marks. Buff to dull orange
surfaces and margins with pale to mid grey core. Smooth
fabric with moderate fine–medium calcareous inclusions and
occasional very coarse calcareous inclusions, some of which
have been leached from the internal surface. HUNTCR07, pit
3808 (3730).

HM54 Plate 9.53. Jug with wheel-finished upright neck and sharply
everted, internally thickened, slightly rounded rim, which is
decorated with a single incised wavy line on the upper surface
of the rim and multiple wavy lines inside the rim. Hard- fired,
dull buff-brown surfaces with red-brown margins and mid
grey core. Smooth fabric with some loss of the external
surface, common fine quartz, rare coarse calcareous
inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 3579 (3578).

HM55 Wheel-finished or wheel-made jar/jug with a shallowly
everted, externally thickened rim with very slight internal
bevel. Oxidised orange-brown surface and margins with mid
to dark grey core, moderately hackly fracture. Abundant fine
quartz and common fine calcareous inclusions, rare very
coarse calcareous inclusions. SWASL97 (1443).
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Plate 9.46  HM47. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Wheel-finished jug with well formed pulled or pinched
lip with offset finger impressions either side of throat
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Figure 9.40  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware jugs. Scale 1:4



HM56 Jug, wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, with upright rim,
externally thickened and rounded with rouletted decoration
at base of neck. Traces of a pulled or pinched lip.
Buff-orange/brown surface and margins with mid to dark
grey core. Moderately hackly fracture, smooth fabric with
common fine calcareous inclusions and fine quartz.
HUNMOL05, Phase 2.3–2.4, pit 257 (256).

HM57 Jug, upright flat-topped rim with externally bevelled edge
and pulled or pinched lip, wheel-made or wheel-finished.
Buff-orange/brown surface and margins with mid to dark
grey core. Slightly sandy feel to surface of fabric with
occasional very coarse calcareous inclusions. HUNMOL05,
Phase 2.3–2.4, pit 257 (256).

Jugs (Fig. 9.41)
HM58 Jug, wheel-finished with a flared neck and externally

thickened and rounded rim, pulled or pinched lip and square
rouletted decoration spiralling around the neck. Hard-fired,
reduced mid grey external surface, pale grey-brown internal
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Plate 9.48  HM49. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Hand-built probably rounded jug with pulled and/or

pinched lip

Plate 9.49  HM50. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. A
decorated oval rod handle from a jug

Plate 9.47  HM48. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Large rounded jug, hand-built with wheel-finished neck

and rim
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Plate 9.52  HM53. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Jug with strap handle with a centrally placed applied
thumbed strip, with angled stabbed decoration either

side

Plate 9.53  HM54. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware jug

Plate 9.50  HM51. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Large sherds including rim and handle from a rounded
jug that was distorted and badly cracked during firing,

suggesting it is a waster

Plate 9.51  HM52. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Wheel-finished rounded jug with an oval rod handle

which has been heavily thumbed either side of a central
groove



surface and margins, pale grey core. Slightly rough fracture.
Smooth surfaces, common fine quartz and occasional fine
calcareous inclusions. SWABL99 (3211).

HM59 Jug, wheel-finished with a flared neck and externally
thickened and rounded rim, pulled or pinched lip. Hard-fired,
mid–dark grey external surface, red-brown internal surface
and margins, mid grey core, slightly rough fracture. Smooth
surfaces, common fine quartz and moderate fine calcareous
inclusions, occasional medium calcareous inclusions.
HUNWHS05, Phase 4.2, tanning pit 505 (558).

HM60 Plate 9.54. Jug handle, oval rod with central groove that has
been deeply impressed with evenly spaced wedge
impressions. Oxidised dull red surfaces with mid to dark grey
margins and core; moderately hackly fracture. Common fine
calcareous inclusions and common fine quartz. RASAB02,
Phase 4, (1505).

HM61 Plate 9.55. Small sub-rounded rod handle from a jug deeply
stabbed or incised by a tool with an angled end. The surface
of the handle is cracked and these appear to be firing cracks
rather than post-depositional. The handle may be from a
second or waster vessel. Reduced hard-fired, dull
grey-brown surfaces, pale grey margins and pale–mid grey
core. Smooth, if cracked, surfaces, common fine quartz,
occasional medium calcareous inclusions, rare very coarse
flint. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.3, pit 2562 (2564).

HM62 Plate 9.56. Oval rod jug handle with central groove and two
rows of diamond shaped impressed decoration. The handle
surface is ‘fire-clouded’, patchy red-brown above and
mid-grey below with no clear margins or core. Hard-fired,
smooth surfaces, common fine quartz and occasional fine
calcareous inclusions, rare coarse quartz. HUNTCR07,
Phase 2.3, pit 3550 (3551).

HM63 Plate 9.57. Jug strap handle, raised edges are impressed with
some kind of rounded tool. Hard-fired, buff-orange surfaces
and margins, pale grey core. Smooth surfaces, common fine
quartz and occasional fine calcareous inclusions, rare very
coarse calcareous inclusions. HUNTCR07, Phase 2.4, pit
3808 (3730).

HM64 Jug with inturned, internally bevelled rim. Rod handle with
three deeply stabbed lines of decoration running along the
upper surface of the handle. Stylistically similar to Ely ware
jug handles (Spoerry 2008, 62, fig. 25, no. 127). Dull
red-brown surfaces and margins with mid grey core. Smooth
surfaces, common fine quartz and occasional fine calcareous
inclusions. SWASL97 (1104).

HM65 Plate 9.58. Vertical, flattened rectangular, decorated rod
handle from a jug. The handle has a central groove which is
stabbed and the upper surface of the handle is regularly
slashed at right angles to the central groove. Similar
decoration schemes are seen on Ely ware jug handles.
Hard-fired, red-brown surfaces and margins with mid–dark
grey core. Slightly rough feel with common fine–medium
calcareous inclusions and fine quartz. RASAB02, SF219,
unstratified find.

HM66 Jug handle, vertical strap with central applied thumbed strip.
Dull red-brown surfaces and margins with mid grey core.
Slightly rough surfaces, common fine calcareous inclusions,
common fine quartz and occasional medium calcareous
fragments. SWASL97 (1190).

HM67 Plate 9.59. Jug with an upright, externally thickened and
rounded rim with well-defined throwing grooves or ribs on
the neck. The vessel has broken at the join of body and neck,
making it unclear whether the entire vessel was wheel-
thrown or just wheel-finished. Jug has an upright, flattened
oval, rod or thickened strap handle decorated with three lines
of slashing down the handle. The central line of slashes sits
within shallow thumbing and alternates with the outer lines.
Oxidised dull red surfaces and margins with mid to dark grey
core, relatively smooth fracture. Slightly rough surfaces,
very common fine calcareous inclusions, common fine
quartz sand and occasional medium and large calcareous
fragments. RASAB02, Phase 4, (1537) and (1540).

HM68 Jug handle, rectangular rod or thickened strap with central
applied thumbed strip. Dull buff surfaces and margins with
pale to mid grey core. Slightly rough surfaces, common fine
calcareous inclusions, common fine quartz sand and
occasional medium and large calcareous fragments.
RASAB02, Phase 4, (1540).

Pipkin (Fig. 9.42)
HM69 Pipkin handle of partially hollow construction, decorated

with combing and with a row of finger or thumb impressions
along the sides of the handle; the impressions appear to have
been subsequently stabbed. Reduced black surfaces with mid
brown margins and core. Abundant fine–medium quartz and
i l l sor ted fine shel l , rare fine mica. Southhoe,
Cambridgeshire. CUMAA acc. no. 1954.151.
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Plate 9.54  HM60. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Jug handle, oval rod with central groove that has been

deeply impressed with evenly spaced wedge
impressions

Plate 9.55  HM61. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Small sub-rounded rod handle from a jug, deeply
stabbed or incised by a tool with an angled end
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Figure 9.41  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware jugs. Scale 1:4

Figure 9.42  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware pipkin handle. Scale 1:4
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Plate 9.58  HM65. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Rectangular sectioned jug handle with central groove

Plate 9.59  HM67. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Jug with decorated handle

Plate 9.57  HM63. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Jug strap handle, raised edges are impressed with some

kind of rounded tool

Plate 9.56  HM62. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.
Oval rod jug handle with central groove and two rows

of diamond-shaped impressed decoration



Colne Medieval ware
Fabric code: CONM
Date: AD 1200–1350
Refs: Healey et al. 1998
Figs 9.43–9.44
TS and ICPS: Three samples, included with the analysis of later fabrics
in Chapters 10.IV and 11.V

Introduction
A full discussion of the pottery produced at Colne, and the
Colne fabrics previously published (Healey et al. 1998) is
provided in Section VI of this chapter. As is explained
there, the former Colne A and B wares can now be
recognised as two parts of the same late medieval fabric.
More recent excavations in the village at Manor Farm
(Gane with Clarke forthcoming) have not produced
pottery waste from earlier production, but the volume of
earlier pottery in an almost identical fabric type that is
hardly seen elsewhere in essence confirms that pottery
was indeed manufactured there in the 13th to early 14th
centuries. This fabric has now been defined as CONM,
and is presented here, with the material published by
Healey et al. now classified as CONLM and CONC, and
presented in Section VI.

Macroscopic fabric description
In keeping with other Colne products, this fabric has matt
surfaces. It is more common as an oxidised fabric, but is
also found in the reduced state. It normally has a
red-brown colouration, sometimes tending towards buff,
and this is usually confined to surfaces and margins, with a
mid grey core. Reduced examples are typically mid to
dark grey, sometimes including brown tones and/or zones
and the core is often a darker grey in these examples. The
quartz sand is usually quite fine, the <0.3mm component
being most common, and there are variable quantities of
calcareous inclusions. These are typically quite sparse,
but a minority of examples exists with this being much
more common and occasionally including very coarse
fragments. One example of a jug has traces of a clear lead
glaze.

Production source and raw materials
The late medieval fabrics have been found in waster
dumps at Old Church Lane in Colne and much transitional
ware was found in association, and was also deemed by
the excavators to be a kiln product, although unequivocal
examples of wasters proved hard to identify. Subsequent
thin-section and ICPS analysis appears to have confirmed
this as a local product (Chapters 10.IV and 11.V; Vince
2007b). The medieval fabric has been found in abundance
around 100m from the kiln site at Manor Farm, and it is so
similar to the later material in its visual qualities that it is
clearly also a local product.

Distribution
CONM has only so far been recognised in the village of
Colne itself, in small amounts at Huntingdon and at
Swavesey, which is only 9km distant, the majority of this
distance being via the waters of the Great Ouse.

Forms and provisional date range
The type series for CONM is only partially developed.
The almost complete absence of jar forms should not be
taken as a correct indication of the range produced,
although it is possible that this industry specialised in

other types. Flared and rounded bowls are present and the
rim forms include flat-topped and bevelled examples.
Both bowls and jugs appear to be hand-made, with
finishing on a turntable. There are several examples of
jugs with upright cylindrical necks above a sharp change
of angle to a globular body, two with a raised cordon at this
join/change of angle. Some of these vessels have
concentric incised lines around the body of the pot.

One example of a jug is in a very recognisable smooth,
matt, low-fired red-brown Colne fabric with some
calcareous inclusions (HM78). This shows plentiful
evidence for coil construction followed by hand-thinning
and/or a paddle. The rim was added on a turntable or
wheel. A strap handle was luted to the body at its base and
a plug was pushed through a hole in the wall just below the
externally beaded, internally bevelled rim to attach the
handle at its top, in keeping with the method used for
CONLM jugs. The handle form is unique, being a deeply
incised strap not unlike late examples from Colne, but
with the central groove much more pronounced. The
examples of CONM from Manor Farm, Colne were
consistently recovered from contexts that date to the 13th
to early 14th centuries.

Affinities: fabric
Colne Medieval ware, and to a lesser extent, Colne Late
Medieval ware, show much similarity in their fabric with
some examples of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware
(HUNFSW), although the quartz sand and calcareous
components in the Colne sample tends to be coarser. In
fact it is often hard to define clearly by eye some sherds on
consumer sites as either Colne products or HUNFSW.
Using ICPS analysis, however, Colne-type pottery and
HUNFSW can be separated (Vince 2007e), but it is clear
that a similar product was being attempted in the two
industries. Another closely allied fabric, so far found only
at Bourn and Caxton in Cambridgeshire, has been
described as CONCAX. It may be a Colne product, or may
have been made to a similar style in the Bourn–Caxton
area.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The flared bowls show affinity with the Ely industry,
although the upright, flattened rim is not known there. The
jugs with upright cylindrical necks above a sharp change
of angle to a globular body are paralleled at Ely. The
deeply grooved strap handle is not known from elsewhere,
although the later medieval Colne products and
contemporary industries such as Bourne in Lincolnshire
have quite similar examples.

Thin-section analysis
Three samples were taken for thin-section analysis and the
results are included with the analysis of later fabrics in
Chapters 10.IV and 11.V.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.43–9.44)

Bowls (Fig. 9.43)
HM70 Large flared bowl with a slightly externally thickened,

externally bevelled rim. The surviving section of rim is
thumb/finger-impressed on the upper surface, giving a
scalloped appearance, however it is unclear if the rim was
continuously thumbed. The external surface is sooted.
Externally dark buff-brown, internally buff-brown with thick
buff-brown margins and a pale–mid grey core. Matt
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relatively smooth surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional
fine calcareous inclusions, rare coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 2mm. COLMAN09, Phase 3.1,
layer (127).

HM71 Flared bowl with a simple externally bevelled rim. A single
thumb impression can be seen on the surviving sherd and it
may be that the rim was continuously thumbed. Externally
sooted on rim edge. Matt red-brown, surfaces and margins,
with a mid grey core. Smooth surfaces, common fine and
moderate medium quartz, rare coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 4mm. COLMAN09, Phase 4,
well 249 (246).

HM72 Wheel-finished flared bowl with an everted, externally
thickened, collared rim with a flat upper surface. Dull
red-brown surfaces and margins with pale–mid grey core.
Matt relatively smooth surfaces, common fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz, occasional fine calcareous
inclusions, rare coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions
up to 4mm. COLMAN09, Phase 3.1, layer (127).

HM73 Rounded bowl with an inturned, internally thickened and
internally bevelled rim. Dark grey-brown external surface,
mid brown internal surface, buff-brown margins and mid
grey core. Matt relatively smooth surfaces, common fine
quartz, occasional fine calcareous inclusions, rare coarse and
very coarse calcareous inclusions up to 2mm. COLMAN09,
Phase 3.1, layer (127).

Jugs (Fig. 9.44)
HM74 Body sherd from a wheel-made or wheel-finished jug with a

sharp break between neck and body. Externally the jug is
decorated with incised lines that appear to spiral around the
body of the vessel. Orange-brown surfaces and thick margins
with a mid grey core. Matt relatively smooth surfaces,
common fine quartz, occasional fine calcareous inclusions,
rare coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions up to 2mm.
COLMAN09, Phase 3.1, layer (127).

HM75 Body sherd from a wheel-made or wheel-finished jug with
upright neck. A single incised line runs across the sherd
roughly horizontally around the vessel. Internally the break
between the neck and body is sharp. Matt red-brown external
surface and margin, mid grey internal surface, margins and
core. Slightly rough outer surface, smooth inner surface.
Common fine quartz occasional medium quartz, occasional
fine and medium calcareous inclusions. COLMAN09, Phase
3.1, layer (127).

HM76 Body sherd from a wheel-finished jug with short near-
upright neck and the beginnings of a rim. The break between

the neck and body is relatively sharp. A pale wash over matt
red-brown external surface. Matt red-brown internal surface
and margins, with a mid grey core. Matt relatively smooth
surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional fine calcareous
inclusions, rare coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions
up to 7mm. COLMAN09, Phase 3.1, layer (127).

HM77 Body sherd from a wheel-finished jug with near-upright
neck. Two incised lines run across the sherd roughly
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Figure 9.43  Colne Medieval ware bowls. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.60  HM78. Colne Medieval ware. Vertical strap
handle with a deep central groove from wheel-finished

pear-shaped jug



horizontally around the vessel. Internally the break between
the neck and body is relatively sharp. Dull red-brown
external surface and margin, buff-brown internal surface and
margin with mid grey core. Matt smooth surfaces, common
fine quartz and moderate medium quartz, occasional fine
calcareous inclusions, rare coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 4mm. COLMAN09, Phase 3.1, layer (127).

HM78 Plate 9.60. Wheel-finished pear-shaped jug, near-upright
externally beaded, internally bevelled rim and a pulled or
pinched lip. An external collar below rim in line with the
vertical strap handle with a deep central groove, deeply
impressed where handle meets body. The handle is not fitted
straight on the jug – it curves across the body of the jug from
left to right. Much of the surface of the jug around the lip and
rim have flaked off, due to heat or burial conditions. Matt
red-brown surfaces and margins, with a mid-grey core.
Common fine quartz, moderate fine and medium calcareous
inclusions, occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 4mm. COLMAN09, Phase 2.3, pit 349,
(347) and (348).

HM79 Body sherd from a rounded jug with an external collar at join
of body and upright neck. In the lower part of the body is a
single 5mm diameter hole drilled post-firing. This may be
from a pot mend. The outer surface of the vessel is rough and
spalled and in poor condition. Pale red-brown surfaces and

margins, with a pale grey core. Rough outer surface, smooth
internal surface, common fine and moderate medium quartz,
moderate fine and medium calcareous inclusions, occasional
coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions up to 4mm.
COLMAN09, Phase 3.1, layer (127).

Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn
Fabric code: CONCAX
Date: c. AD 1300–1400
Refs: New type
Fig. 9.45
TS and ICPS: Chapters 10.IV and 11.V

Introduction
Colne-type pottery found at Caxton, and subsequently in
the adjacent parish of Bourn, has been recognised as
probably representing a separate producer. This pottery,
although akin to the Colne late medieval fabric
(CONLM), is characteristically almost devoid of
calcareous inclusions, something that is rare at the Colne
kiln site, and a fine–medium quartz sand temper is always
present, unlike at Colne where there are both coarse (sand
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Figure 9.44  Colne Medieval ware jugs. Scale 1:4



tempered) and smooth (devoid of quartz sand above
silt-sized) examples of the fabric. Samples were found to
be chemically distinct from pottery from Colne, although
this is a comparatively slight difference (Vince 2007b). A
characteristic jug and handle form seen in CONCAX is
not found at Colne.

Macroscopic fabric description
A hard, dense fabric with a well-sorted fine–medium
quartz temper and very few other visible inclusions except
for very occasional calcareous grains (limestone
fragments) and soft mudstone (visually like grog), with
voids from burnt-out organics sometimes present. Both
oxidised and reduced vessels occur, and there appears to
have been no specific preference. Fabric surface colour
ranges from buff, to orange-brown, to dark brown and
dark grey, although most commonly the surfaces are
buff-brown and the core is mid grey.

Production source and raw materials
The production source and raw materials used to produce
this ware are not known, although late medieval
documentation reports pottery production at Bourn in the
15th century and possibly earlier (Baxter 2008 and pers.
comm.).

Distribution
This ware has only been recognised in the parishes of
Bourn and Caxton in Cambridgeshire to date, but it is
probable that some of the Colne-type ware found at both
Huntingdon and Swavesey is CONCAX. In addition,
some brown sandy wares found in Cambridge have a very
similar fabric.

Forms and provisional date range
CONCAX is found in jar forms but, to date, the most
recognisable vessel type is a rounded jug of which several
examples were recorded at Gransden Road, Caxton. The
jugs have an upright thickened rim (perhaps flattened)
above a slightly flaring or near-upright neck which shows
slight rilling, from exaggerated turning marks. Rim
diameters range between 12–14cm only. A single base
may be from a jar or jug and is very slightly sagging. Jug
handles are round or oval-sectioned rods, forming a loop
from lower body to the rim. They were attached with a
plug through the body at their lower end, and probably
also below the rim. Handles are decorated with incised
lines or ‘slashing’and they can have pronounced thumbed
‘ears’where attached to the neck, and some have a shallow
central groove at the lower end. Horizontal scored lines
are present around the body of the jug.

Round-bodied jars with upright, squared or thickened
rims are most common, although very shouldered
examples with a very short neck are also known. Both flat
and convex bases are recorded. As with jugs, horizontal
scored lines are present around the body of many vessels.

The forms present in the few vessels recorded, and the
other fabric types found in association, suggest a date after
AD 1300, but there are no examples thus far of clearly
15th-century forms, suggesting that the industry may have
ceased by AD 1400.

Affinities: fabric
This fabric is very like Colne fabrics from the kiln site and
in fact it is not always possible to distinguish the two either

by eye or by petrological means. Colne, and perhaps also
HUNFSW, represent a tradition within which CONCAX
sits.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
CONCAX is found in forms characteristic of the 14th
century. The relatively undecorated rounded jugs echo Ely
ware vessels, and this is also the case with regard to the
incised decoration on the jug handles, which is very
similar to that used at Ely in the 13th century, although
more usually on strap handles (Spoerry 2008). Slashing,
again usually on strap handles, is known from a number of
14th-century industries in the counties to the west of
Cambridgeshire; namely Everton in Bedfordshire,
Potterspury in Northamptonshire and Brill/Boarstall in
Buckinghamshire (e.g. Slowikowski 2011, 55–59),
perhaps developing from use of this technique earlier in
the Hertfordshire greyware industries (Turner-Rugg
1993). The characteristic ‘ears’ on either side of the jug
handle attachment below the rim are known from several
industries from the East of England, particularly at
Grimston (Clarke and Carter 1977), Bourne and Toynton
(Healey 1975), Lincoln (Lincoln Sandy ware and Late
Lincoln Sandy wares; Young et al. 2005, 180–219) and in
a few examples from Ely (Spoerry 2008).

Jar rims show general similarity with both Essex
greyware forms of the 13th to 14th century (Cotter 2000,
94–98) and with forms found in the earlier production of
the LMR industry in Bedfordshire and its surroundings
(Slowikowski 2011), but in neither case are the forms
identical.

Thin-section analysis of CONCAX
Seven samples of Colne-type ware from Caxton were
thin-sectioned and analysed alongside the production
waste from the Colne kiln (Table 9.21). They are discussed
in Chapters 10.IV and 11.V. There are slight differences
visible in thin section between the samples from the Colne
kiln site and those from Caxton and Huntingdon, although
the samples from Caxton tend be at the less calcareous end
of the spectrum represented, and the size and frequency of
quartz sand temper is much more consistent than in the
samples recovered from Colne.

Thin-section analysis reveals a similar range of
inclusions in each sample, as follows:
• Quartz. The fabric contains quartz grains of varying size, roundness

and sphericity. Three distinctive types can be identified: moderate to
abundant sub-angular grains up to 0.3mm across which sometimes
show signs of overgrowth; sparse well-rounded, high sphericity grains
up to 1.0mm across; and in some samples occasional well-rounded,
low sphericity grains, some of which contain iron-stained veins. These
types are respectively likely to be of Jurassic sandstone, Triassic and
Lower Cretaceous age.

• Sandstone. Present in small quantities in all samples, consists of
rounded fragments c. 0.4mm across containing interlocking grains up
to 0.2mm across. Fragments of this sort are a component of cover
sands in the East Midlands derived from Triassic sandstones.

• Fossiliferous limestone. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments of
limestone containing bivalve shell, echinoid shell, echinoid spines and
ostracods (sometimes with both valves still in place). These are all
composed of non-ferroan calcite and the groundmass consists of
ferroan calcite. These fragments are present in both low- and
high-fired samples but the ferroan calcite groundmass is only visible
in the lower-fired samples.

• Opaques. Moderate well-rounded grains ranging from c. 0.2mm to
1.5mm across. Most contain no inclusions and are completely opaque
(unlike some iron-rich clay pellets).

• Mudstone. Sparse rounded fragments up to 2.0mm across. Some of
these have a similar colour and texture to the groundmass but show
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bedding. Others are darker in colour than the groundmass and have a
darkened halo, suggesting that they are detrital grains.

• Organics. Sparse voids, some containing carbonised organic matter.
Some have a clear structure (stem or root) and others are amorphous,
sometimes surrounded by a darkened halo.

• Flint. Rare to sparse fragments, mostly angular and unstained up to
1.5mm long. Some rounded, brown-stained grains are present (e.g.
V4401).

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic or
isotropic baked clay minerals with sparse angular quartz
inclusions up to 0.1mm across. The isotropic samples tend
to have a redder colour and the calcareous inclusions are
usually either partially or completely burnt out.

The majority of the samples contain no inclusions
larger than 0.5mm. A few samples have inclusions of
which the largest are greater than 0.5mm and less than
1.0mm across.

Petrological origin
The inclusions are probably from a detrital sand
containing material of Triassic, Jurassic, Lower
Cretaceous and later (rounded flint) date. This mixture of
sources suggests that the sand comes from a deposit laid
down by a south-flowing water body.

A reasonable proportion of the inclusions cannot have
been derived from the area drained by the Ouse and these
were probably re-deposited from glacial deposits. Such an
origin is not incompatible with deposits in the Bourn and
Caxton area, although it also applies to Colne.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.45)

Jars (Fig. 9.45)
HM80 Wheel-made jar with externally thickened square rim.

Buff-brown surfaces and margins pale–mid grey core.
Hard-fired, slightly rough pimply fabric, common fine and
medium quartz, rare coarse quartz. CAXGR99, Phase 3/4
(195).

HM81 Wheel-made jar with short neck and externally thickened,
near-square rim. Externally, below the join of neck and body,
are two finely incised horizontal lines. Mid grey external
surface, dull red-brown to mid grey internal surface, dull
red-brown margins and pale grey core. Matt, relatively
smooth surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional medium
quartz, occasional fine and medium calcareous inclusions.
CAXGR99, Phase 3 (1).

HM82 Wheel-made jar with flared neck and everted, externally
thickened rim. Externally, at the join of neck and body, are
two finely incised horizontal lines. Slightly sooted on edge of

rim. Dull buff-brown surfaces and margins, pale grey-brown
core. Moderately hard-fired, slightly rough fabric. Common
moderate quartz, occasional coarse quartz. CAXGR99,
Phase 3 (49).

Jar/jug (Fig. 9.45)
HM83 Small sherd from a jar or jug with a slightly sagging base and

obtuse base angle. The surviving portion of vessel wall is
decorated with incised horizontal lines and part of a more
elaborate pattern. Pale grey-brown surface and margins, very
pale grey core. Hard-fired, slightly rough fabric, common
fine and medium quartz, moderate to common medium
calcareous inclusions, rare very coarse quartz up to 2mm.
CAXGR99, Phase 3, SF211, (197). Sample V4399.
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old fabric code

V4395 CAXGR99 21 Caxton Body sherd from almost complete jug in buff fabric, fine quartz, no calc.
Vessel HM84

COLN

V4396 CAXGR99 104 Caxton Rim/handle from jug in grey/brown fabric with slashing; medium quartz
and rare calc. Vessel HM86

COLN

V4397 CAXGR99 104 Caxton Slashed jug handle base in grey fabric with medium quartz and occasional
calc

COLN

V4398 CAXGR99 194 Caxton Handle from jug in buff/orange fabric with slashing; medium quartz and
rare calc. Vessel HM87

COLN

V4399 CAXGR99 197 Caxton Body sherd from ?jug in mid grey fabric with coarse quartz and common
calc externally. Vessel HM83

COLNT

V4400 CAXGR99 27 Caxton Body sherd in dark grey/grey fabric with medium quartz and rare calc.
LMR-type appearance to fabric

COLNT

V4401 CAXGR99 106 Caxton Body sherd (sooted) in orange fabric with medium quartz and common
leached calc. OSW type fabric

COLNT

Table 9.21  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn (CONCAX)

Plate 9.61  HM85. Colne-type ware from Caxton and
Bourn. Wheel-made rounded jug with handle decorated

with deep slashes possibly made with a knife



Jugs (Fig. 9.45)
HM84 Wheel-made rounded jug with a near-upright, externally

thickened and bevelled rim. There are base sherds present
that indicate the jug had a slightly sagging, obtuse angled
base with widely spaced single pulled thumbed impressions
or pulled feet. The neck has well defined throwing rings and
the body is decorated with shallow horizontally incised
grooves. A round rod handle is attached directly below the
rim and joins the body neatly; inside the neck the plug that
attached the handle to the neck can be seen. Inside the body
of the vessel are clear marks where the vessel was held and
the clay was manipulated to make the handle fit to the body

and traces of a plug that would have been used to attach the
handle to the body can also be seen. Pale buff-orange
surfaces and margins with pale grey core. Matt, relatively
smooth surfaces, common fine quartz, occasional medium
quartz, rare coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions and
rare coarse quartz. CAXGR99, Phase 5, cross-joining sherds
from (21), (100) and (106). Sample V4395.

HM85 Plate 9.61. Wheel-made rounded jug with near-upright,
externally thickened rim with a flat upper surface. The neck
has well defined throwing rings and the body is decorated
with shallow, horizontally incised grooves. An oval rod
handle is attached directly below the rim and to either side of
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Figure 9.45  Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn, jars and jugs. Scale 1:4



the handle are large oval impressions, both decorative and
ensuring the join of handle to the neck; in addition, the handle
was attached with a plug through the neck. A hole was also
pierced or stabbed from the inside of the neck into the rod
handle. The lower part of the handle is also clearly attached
with a plug through the body. The handle is decorated
vertically down the handle, with deep slashes possibly made
with a knife. The slashing has also been applied to the oval
impressions either side of the handle and either side of the
handle above the join with the body. The handle is finished
with a shallow central groove. Buff-brown surfaces, orange
margin and pale grey core. Hard-fired, rough fabric, common
fine and medium quartz, occasional medium calcareous
inclusions. CAXGR99, Phase 3, (102).

HM86 Wheel-made rounded jug with slightly flaring, externally
thickened rim with a flat upper surface. The neck has well
defined throwing rings. An oval rod handle is attached
slightly below the rim and to either side of the handle are
large oval impressions, both decorative and ensuring the join
of handle to the neck. In addition, the deformation of the clay
inside the neck suggests the handle was joined with a plug
through the neck. Decorated with deep slashes vertically
down the handle, possibly made with a knife. The slashing
has also been applied to the oval impressions either side of
the handle. Buff-brown surfaces, orange-red margins and
pale–mid grey core. Hard-fired, rough fabric, common fine
and medium quartz, occasional fine and medium calcareous
inclusions. CAXGR99, Phase 3, SF208, (104). Sample
V4396.

HM87 Short section of oval rod handle from a jug. The handle is
decorated with a deep slash vertically down the handle,
possibly made with a knife. Above the slash is a series of
three round holes; the two outer holes would have pierced the
wall of the jug but not necessarily through the full depth of
the wall. Pale buff-orange surfaces and dull red-orange
margins with pale–mid grey core. Hard-fired, rough fabric,
common fine and medium quartz, occasional fine and
medium calcareous inclusions. CAXGR99, Phase 3, SF210,
(194). Sample V4398.

West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware
Fabric code: WCAMSW
Date: c. AD 1275–1400
Refs: New type
Fig. 9.46
TS and ICPS: Chapters 10.VI and 12.VI

Introduction
Excavations and fieldwalking at Densett in Bourn parish
have revealed an assemblage of medieval pottery
dominated by an oxidised sandy ware for which a source is
not known. This fabric has also been found in the adjacent
parish of Caxton and, perhaps more significantly, visually
identical pottery has been found in the city of Cambridge.

The fabric has been given the name West
Cambridgeshire Sandy ware as its source is not clear, but it
may in fact be in the parish of Bourn. This parish name
would, however, result in confusion with the Bourne
industries from Lincolnshire, thus a more distinct name
has been chosen.

Macroscopic fabric description
A characteristically oxidised fabric, it consistently has a
reduced core (light to mid blue-grey) with oxidised
margins and surfaces (generally orange to pale brown or
buff, surfaces usually darker). Occasional reduced
examples are red-brown, often with dark grey surfaces.
The fabric is typically fairly soft and low-fired; harder
examples being confined to more reduced cooking wares
which were probably heat-altered during usage. The
fabric contains a common to abundant medium quartz

sand temper with similarly sized red particles and/or mica
sometimes visible.

Production source and raw materials
The clay is relatively pure and not mixed with glacial
material. This is consistent with extraction from a single
source i.e. a clay pit – rather than riverine or multiple pit
extraction. It is known that in Bourn parish there was
pottery production in the 15th century, associated with a
track known as ‘Potters Way’ in the south of the parish
close to Kingston, and with clay pits close by (Baxter 2008
and pers. comm.). Although it cannot be assumed that
WCAMSW does indeed derive from this production
source, an association seems probable.

Distribution
The fabric is known from Bourn and from Caxton, an
adjacent parish. Additionally, the fabric has been
identified as a small component in 14th- to 15th-century
contexts at Cambridge (Fletcher 2012 and 2015b).

Forms and provisional date range
A few bowl, jar and jug forms have been identified at
Bourn. The only bowl rim is inturned, externally
thickened, from a rounded vessel. Jars include many
examples with upright, or sometimes slightly everted,
externally thickened or near-square rims. A variant,
representing a development of the rim, is hooked and
squared. Bases are flat or slightly sagging, and vessel
form, where identifiable, seems to be shouldered and very
rounded, with thin walls and evidence for full wheel
manufacture. Some vessels exhibit single incised lateral
lines externally, formed by the application of a narrow tool
whilst turning on the wheel.

Similar jar forms are dated to the mid–late 13th
century at Colchester with the development of shorter,
almost neckless types and the hooked rims having
parallels that appear c. AD 1275, but continue in use until
AD 1400 (Cotter 2000, 94–96).

Two jug handle forms are known, although the form of
the remainder of the vessels is not currently clear. One is a
round-sectioned rod handle with a line of simple, stabbed
decoration. One example (not illustrated) shows that the
handle was luted to the body without use of a plug, and
within the gap between the two elements a white deposit
suggests a fixing agent. A second example is a narrow
strap handle with shallow central groove and with two
lines of deeply thumbed decoration. Parallels in
Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire suggest a later 13th- or,
more probably, 14th-century date (Havercroft et al. 1987;
Slowikowski 2011).

Affinities: fabric
A tradition of producing sandy oxidised wares is known in
the late medieval and post-medieval periods at sites in
counties to the west of Cambridgeshire (Moorhouse
1974), especially Northamptonshire (Johnston et al. 1997;
Mynard 1980), Buckinghamshire (Hutchings and Farley
1989; Farley and Lawson 1990) and perhaps Bedfordshire
(Slowikowski 2011, 77). As WCAMSW may, however,
pre-date most of these production sites, it may have had
influence from elsewhere, perhaps Colchester ware and
other producers in the East Anglian Redware tradition of
Essex and Suffolk (Cotter 2000, 107–180).
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Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The jar rim forms (both upright and squared and squared
and hooked) are paralleled in 13th- to 14th-century
greyware industries from Essex, as excavated at
Colchester but possibly for the most part from north Essex
(Cotter 2000).

The two jug handle types show differing influences.
The round-sectioned handle with central stabbing is
familiar in a number of industries, but perhaps most
significantly at Everton, Bedfordshire (Slowikowski
2011) as well as at Ely (Spoerry 2008). The former is in
fact the closest known medieval pottery industry to Bourn,
being only 13km to the west. The heavily thumbed handle
has approximate parallels in a number of locations, but
with the closest parallels being in Fabrics C3 and C4 at
Bedford (Baker and Hassall 1979) and in Hertfordshire
greywares (Havercroft et al. 1987), where stabbed handles
are also commonplace.

Thin-section analysis of WCAMSW
Five samples were examined, all from Bourn Densett
(Table 9.22) discussed in Chapters 10.VI and 12.VI.
Analysis of the samples shows a remarkably consistent
fabric. It has a fairly dense clay matrix with common holes
(due to the loss of quartz temper), with common silt-sized
quartz grains present as natural components of the clay.
Several of the samples also contain strands of silver mica
and probably phosphate-rich red particles. This relatively
pure clay base has been mixed with common to abundant
small and medium angular quartz. One sample (L361),
however, also contained grog and carbonised organic
material showing some variation in the recipe used.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.46)

Jars (Fig. 9.46)
HM88 Wheel-made jar with a near-upright, externally thickened

rim. Oxidised orange surfaces and margins with a pale grey
core. Rough, moderately hard fabric, common medium
quartz, common medium red particles. BOUDS05, ditch
1029 (1028).

HM89 Wheel-made thin-walled jar with an everted, externally
thickened, almost square rim. Oxidised buff-orange
surfaces, slightly darker margins and a buff-orange core.
Rough, moderately hard fabric, common medium quartz,
common medium red particles, occasional very coarse
quartz up to 2mm. BOUDS05, Phase 8, layer (1040).

HM90 Wheel-made jar with an everted, externally thickened,
almost square rim. Oxidised buff-orange surfaces,
orange-red margins and a pale grey brown core. Rough
moderately hard fabric, common medium quartz, common

medium red particles, occasional very coarse quartz up to
2mm. BOUDS05, Phase 8, layer (1040).

HM91 Wheel-made thin-walled jar with an everted, externally
thickened, almost square rim, sooted on the outer edge of
rim. Oxidised buff-orange surfaces, slightly darker margins
and a buff-orange core. Rough, moderately hard fabric,
common medium quartz, common medium red particles,
occasional very coarse quartz up to 2mm. BOUDS05, Phase
8, layer (1040).

HM92 Wheel-made jar with upright externally thickened almost
square rim. Oxidised buff-orange surfaces slightly darker
margins and a pale grey core. Soft fabric, slightly rough feel
to inner surface, while the outer surface appears to have been
smoothed or wiped. Common medium quartz. BOUDS05,
Phase 8, layer (1040).

HM93 Wheel-made thin-walled jar with a sharply everted,
externally thickened rim, hooked with an angled straight
edge. The upper edge of the rim is slightly uneven,
suggesting it may have been thumbed; however the fragment
of rim is too small to be certain this is the case. Oxidised
buff-orange surfaces, slightly darker margins and a
buff-orange core. Rough, moderately hard fabric, common
medium quartz, common medium red particles, occasional
coarse quartz. BOUDS05, Phase 8, layer (1040).

HM94 Wheel-made thin-walled jar with a sharply everted, externally
thickened rim, hooked with a near-straight edge. Oxidised
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Sample Site Texture Natural components of the clay Temper

L361 BOUDS05 Fairly dense Silt-sized quartz; silver mica; red particles Common small and medium angular quartz
grains;  sparse grog (q); carbonised organic
material

L362 BOUDS05 Fairly dense Silt-sized quartz; silver mica; red particles Abundant medium angular quartz

L364 BOUDS05 Fairly dense Limestone fragments naturally occurring;
silt-sized quartz; silver mica; red particles

Abundant medium angular quartz

L365 BOUDS05 Fairly dense Silt-sized quartz; silver mica; red particles Abundant small, medium and large angular
quartz

L366 BOUDS04 Fairly dense Silt-sized quartz; silver mica; red particles Common medium, large angular quartz has been
added as temper

Table 9.22  Petrological analysis: West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware

Plate 9.62  HM97. West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware.
Section of vertical loop, rectangular-sectioned rod

handle from a jug with a central groove, on either side
of which are deeply impressed finger imprints



dark orange throughout. Rough, moderately hard fabric,
common medium quartz, common medium red particles,
occasional coarse quartz. BOUDS05, Phase 8, layer (1040).

Bowl (Fig. 9.46)
HM95 Wheel-made rounded bowl with inturned, externally

thickened rim. The rim is decorated with a shallow, irregular,
incised wavy line. Externally, below the rim is a single
narrow incised groove around the body. Externally sooted.
Oxidised dull buff-brown throughout. Rough, moderately
hard fabric, common medium quartz, common medium red
particles. BOUDS05, Phase 8, layer (1040).

Jugs (Fig. 9.46)
HM96 Section of vertical loop, round-sectioned rod handle from a

jug that has been decorated with a line of small stabbed
round holes down the centre of the handle’s outer face.

Slightly hackly fracture oxidised orange-red surfaces and
margins with a pale brown core. Rough, slightly soft fabric,
abundant medium clear and milky quartz, occasional coarse
to very coarse quartz. BOUDS05 (1002). Sample L361.

HM97 Plate 9.62. Section of vertical loop, rectangular-sectioned
rod handle from a jug with a central groove, on either side of
which are deeply impressed finger imprints. The distortion
of the clay suggests these were done while the clay was still
quite wet as it would be difficult to achieve this level of
plastic decoration when the clay had begun to dry. Slightly
hackly fracture, oxidised orange-red surfaces and margins
with a pale brown core. Rough, slightly soft fabric, abundant
medium quartz, common medium red particles, occasional
coarse to very coarse quartz, rare coarse to very coarse
calcareous inclusion. BOUDS05, Phase 1, layer (1079).
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Figure 9.46  West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware jars, bowl and jugs Scale 1:4



Medieval Ely ware
Fabric code: MEL
Date: AD 1150–1350
Refs: Hall 2001a; Spoerry 2008
Fig. 9.47–9.51
TS and ICPS: Spoerry 2008 and Chapter 11.IV

Introduction
Medieval and Late Medieval Ely wares (MEL and LMEL;
see Section VI) have been discussed and defined
previously (Hall 2001a; Spoerry 2008), while early
post-medieval pottery production and types have also
been published (Cessford et al. 2006). In addition, some
pottery has been identified that is in a fabric that appears to
be transitional between Late Medieval Ely brown
coarsewares and post-medieval Ely red earthenwares
(again, see Section VI). Some forms of Medieval Ely ware
are presented here that are additional to those previously
identified.

Macroscopic fabric description
Quartz-tempered fabrics, usually coarse early on and finer
later (LMEL), often with other inclusions, particularly
flint, chalk, nacreous bivalve shell and other limestone
fragments. The fabric appears very grainy and the matrix
has a high organic content, often exhibiting a black core,
offset by the characteristic white calcareous inclusions.
Surface colour, normally oxidised, is usually buff to
brown, but is very variable and can be dull red or black.

Production source and raw materials
This type was produced in the riverside area of Ely,
probably using Kimmeridge Clay and Cretaceous derived
temper probably from, or derived from, the lower
Greensand.

Distribution
Medieval Ely ware was distributed principally in Ely,
Cambridge, King’s Lynn and the Cambridgeshire fenland.

Forms and provisional date range
The date ranges usually utilised are AD 1150–1350 for
MEL and AD 1350–1500 for LMEL although, as
discussed below, some late medieval forms have now been
found in MEL-type fabrics. For the general range of forms
see Spoerry (2008), but some additions are published
here. These include five additional jar rims, all excavated
at Swavesey, which increase the breadth of known types to
include a greater range of everted or near-upright,
thickened rims, on both rounded and shouldered vessels.
Two vessels (HM98–99), represent early (perhaps
12th-century) everted rims on smaller hand-made jars (Jar
A; Spoerry 2008, 44), with the latter introducing a
bifurcated (bifid) rim form. The other three jars
(HM100–102) are variants on Jar B (ibid.) and are most
likely to be of 13th-century date. Two new rounded bowl
forms are also recorded here (HM103–104), both of
which might extend the range of rim forms for Bowl G
(ibid., 50).

New jug forms include the upper part of a Type C early
shouldered jug with applied clay pellet decoration
(HM106) that echoes examples seen in, for example, the
Hedingham industry from Essex. Hedingham jugs of this
form with applied pellets tend to be classified as Early
Rounded Scarborough style (Cotter 2000, 91). The
example shown here (from Barnwell, Cambridge) fits that

general pattern although, as is usually the case with Ely
wares, the execution was delivered with rather less skill
and panache. Whether it was copied from Hedingham or
Scarborough vessels is unclear, but a date in the period AD
1175–1250 seems certain.

A jug with a beak-shaped bridge spout attached below
the rim is perhaps a poorly achieved copy of French forms
(e.g. from Saintonge) of the 14th century (from
Cambridge, CUMAA Z31006 (HM108)). Other new jug
forms include a small, narrow conical jug with impressed
and stabbed strap handle (HM105) and most of a baluster
jug that, despite appearing in form and finish to be like late
medieval and transitional vessels, is in fact in the earlier
medieval fabric (HM109; recovered from King’s College,
Cambridge). This vessel is doubtless of later date than
many MEL forms, and can perhaps be assigned in general
terms to the 14th century; its presence may indicate that
the end-date for production of the fabric will need
revising, but until more evidence for this is available it has
been left with a terminus of c. AD 1350. Additionally, a
very large rounded or globular vessel (recovered from
Wicken) that, owing to its bunghole can be defined as a
cistern, is published here (HM111). This has a handle
form in keeping with other Ely ware jugs and, in the
applied rosettes, a motif also previously published in
vessels from Forehill, Ely (Hall 2001a, fig. 6, no. 43, 13).
A miniature drinking jug has also been identified
(HM107), that again appears more late medieval than
early, but which has a MEL fabric. The very narrow rim
(6cm diameter) of a vessel that should be classified as a jug
or costrel owing to the presence of a handle scar, but would
otherwise be called a ceramic bottle, was excavated at
Swavesey (HM110).

Other new forms include a lamp from Hobson Street,
Cambridge (HM112a), a ‘chicken feeder’ or smoker lid
from excavations at Soham (HM112b), and two
drainpipes from near the kiln site on Potters Lane, Ely
(HM113 and 114), all in MEL fabrics.

Affinities: fabric
Medieval Ely ware is similar to other quartz sand-
tempered wares of the Fenland (Bourne, Colne,
HUNFSW) and Grimston unglazed pottery. It may have
been started with knowledge of the EMW-type sandy ware
industries of Essex (Cotter 2000) and Norfolk (e.g.
Milligan 1982).

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
Jar forms evolve from some EMW types, and jugs show
similarities with other fenland sandy wares, but a great deal
of the vessel and decorational template was fairly original.

Thin-section analysis and petrological origin
Previous analysis by Alan Vince was published in Spoerry
2008 (79–87). See also Chapter 11.IV.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.47–9.51)

Jars (Fig. 9.47)
HM98 Wheel-finished jar with an everted externally thickened and

sub-rounded rim. Sooted on outer edge of rim. Buff-orange
surfaces and margins with pale grey core. Moderately hackly
fracture. Rough feel to fabric. Moderate fine and medium
quartz, occasional moderate and coarse calcareous
inclusions. SWASL97 (1430).
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HM99 Plate 9.63. Wheel-finished jar with everted externally
thickened rim. The upper surface of the rim has been
bifurcated by a single deeply incised line or groove, the inner
rim edge has then been thumbed pressing the clay into the
groove, while the outer edge remains plain. Buff surfaces and
margins with mid grey core. Moderately hackly fracture.
Moderate fine quartz, moderate medium and coarse
calcareous inclusions, rare very coarse shell. SWABL99
(3207).

HM100 Jar, wheel-finished, with externally thickened internal bevel,
straight edged rim. Much of the outer and inner surfaces of
the vessel have flaked off and the surface is very friable.
Red-brown surfaces and margins with pale grey-brown core.
Moderately hackly fracture. Rough feel to fabric. Moderate
medium and coarse quartz, moderate medium calcareous
inclusions, occasional moderate and coarse sub-angular
flint. SWABL99 (3004).
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Figure 9.47  Medieval Ely ware jars. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.63  HM99. Medieval Ely ware. Wheel-finished jar with everted externally thickened rim bifurcated by a
single deeply incised groove



HM101 Plate 9.64. Jar, wheel-finished, with everted externally
thickened, slightly rounded internal bevel and near straight
edged rim. Small surviving length of thumbed applied strip
on body of vessel below neck. Oxidised hard-fired fabric
with buff-orange surfaces and margins with mid grey core.
Moderately hackly fracture. Moderate medium and coarse
quartz, occasional fine chalk inclusions, occasional medium
and coarse sub-angular flint. SWABL99 (3822).

HM102 Plate 9.65. Hand-made wheel-finished jar, externally
thickened, internally bevelled rim; sooting on the body and
around the outer rim edge. Oxidised hard-fired moderately
rough fabric with buff-orange external surface and dull
reddish-orange internal surface, buff-orange margins with
mid–dark grey core. Moderately hackly fracture. Moderate
medium quartz, moderate medium and coarse calcareous
inclusions, rare very coarse shell. SWABL99 (3004).

Bowl (Fig. 9.48)
HM103 Wheel-finished rounded bowl, slightly inturned rim with

external thickening, appears almost collared. Externally
sooted. Hard-fired, mid grey-brown external surface,
buff-orange to grey-brown internal surface, buff-orange
margin and mid–dark grey core. Rough feel to fabric.

Moderate fine quartz and occasional medium quartz,
moderate medium and coarse calcareous inclusions,
occasional very coarse calcareous inclusions up to 5mm;
much of the calcareous material from the surfaces of the bowl
has been leached. SWABL99 (3894).

HM104 Wheel-finished rounded slightly inturned bowl, slightly
inturned with sharply everted rim. Hard-fired, mid
grey-brown external surface, buff-brown internal surface,
red-brown external margin and core, mid grey internal
margin. Rough feel to fabric. Moderate fine quartz, moderate
medium and coarse calcareous inclusions, occasional very
coarse calcareous inclusions. SWABL99 (3179).

Jugs (Fig. 9.49)
HM105 Conical jug with an everted, externally thickened and

internally bevelled, uneven rim which slopes from a high
point at the handle attachment to the pulled or pinched lip.
The base is sagging with a right-angled base angle. The strap
handle, which is attached to the rim and neck, has a shallow
central groove. The handle is decorated with a line of three
stabbed sub-rounded holes across the top of the handle on the
rim edge and a line of stabbed sub-rounded holes down the
central groove. To the sides of the groove the handle has been
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Plate 9.64  HM101. Medieval Ely ware. Jar, wheel-finished, with small surviving length of thumbed applied strip
below neck

Plate 9.65  HM102. Medieval Ely ware. Hand-made wheel-finished jar



thumbed. The vessel is partially covered with dull green lead
glaze, patchily applied over the upper body and handle,
excluding the area around the lip and part of the neck and the
lower part of the body and base. Mid brown to mid grey
surfaces with mid grey margins and core. Smooth fabric,
moderate medium and coarse calcareous inclusions, both
chalk and shell, and occasional very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 3mm common fine quartz sand. Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. 1934.983.

HM106 ‘Early rounded Scarborough’ type jug with a near-upright
neck, slightly externally thickened and bevelled rim. A
vertical rod handle is joined to the neck below the rim and
slightly flattened at the back, joined to the body and finished
with a single thumbed impression. The body is decorated
with lines of rectangular and sub-rectangular pellets
arranged in paired lines running vertically down the body.
The jug is glazed, applied after the pellet design, with a thick
green lead glaze with streaks of brown. Orange-brown
surfaces and margins where not glazed and mid grey core.
Barnwell Road, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z30838.

HM107 Miniature shouldered jug with flared, internally thickened,
externally bevelled rim and thick slightly concave base. A
rod handle is attached to the neck of the jug with a large
amount of clay, making the join look out of proportion to the
small size of the vessel; the handle is more neatly joined to
the body. The jug is patchily covered in a thick glossy green
glaze. Buff-brown surfaces where not glazed and pale grey
core. Abundant fine and medium quartz, rare calcareous
inclusions up to 5mm. Provenance unknown, CUMAA acc.
no. 1900.465.

HM108 Neck and rim from a wheel-made jug. The jug has a slightly
everted, externally thickened rim and a bridge spout, a spout
form not previously recorded for Ely ware jugs, but an
example is known in Colchester ware (Cotter 2000, fig. 74,
no. 16, 117). The small surviving area of handle is decorated
with stabbing. The jug (except the rim) is glazed with a green
lead glaze. Orange-brown surfaces and margins where not
glazed and dark grey core. Common fine quartz and
moderate medium and coarse calcareous inclusions.
Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z31006.

HM109 Baluster jug with narrow collar at join of neck and body,
incised horizontal grooves on upper part of body, over which
handle has been attached. Acute base angle with base slightly
splayed to form ?feet. It has buff surfaces, margins and mid
grey core and is clearly in a MEL-type fabric but is of perhaps
later medieval form. King’s College, Cambridge, CUMAA
acc. no. 1950.12.

HM110 Plate 9.66. Jug (or bottle) neck and everted internally
thickened flattened, straight edged rim from a small jug,
handle scar from a strap handle and small finger impression
marking the start of the vessel’s rim which has been knocked
off. Patchy green lead glaze around neck and partially on the
rim. Oxidised hard-fired fabric with buff-orange surfaces
and margins with mid–dark grey core. Moderately hackly
fracture. Moderate fine quartz, moderate medium and coarse

calcareous inclusions, rare very coarse shell. SWABL99
(3259).

HM111 Large almost globular bunghole cistern with hand-made
body and wheel-finished neck and rim. There is an external
cordon below the upright simple rim that has no lip. The base
is sagging and obtuse-angled. A thickened vertical strap
handle starts at the neck and, where it joins the body, is
finished with thumbed grooves smearing the clay into the
body. The handle has three grooves running its length, of
which the more central is decorated with short slashes along
its length. The bunghole is circular and appears to have been
applied as a solid lump of clay that was subsequently pierced
from the outside through into the body of the pot. The
diameter of the hole is small at approximately 7mm. The
body of the jug is decorated with applied thumbed strips
vertically down the vessel and by a small applied thumbed
rosette on the upper part of the body below the neck. The
upper half of the jug is patchily covered with a green lead
glaze. Orange-buff surfaces, dark grey margins and core.
Moderate medium quartz, common medium calcareous
inclusions, rare very coarse calcareous inclusions up to
15mm. Some of these very coarse calcareous inclusions have
caused surface spalling. Butts Farm, Wicken, CUMAA acc.
no. 1991.137.
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Figure 9.48  Medieval Ely ware bowls. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.66  HM110.  Medieval Ely ware. Neck and rim
from a small jug or bottle
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Figure 9.49  Medieval Ely ware jugs and cistern. Scale 1:4



Lamp (Fig. 9.50)
HM112a Saucer lamp, wheel-made, poorly removed from wheel. The

inside of the bowl is glazed with the typically poor quality
green lead Ely ware glaze. Mid brown surfaces and black
core. Abundant quartz and moderate medium calcareous
inclusions (ooliths and chalk). Hobson Street, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. 11637B.

Chicken feeder/smoker lid (Fig. 9.50)
HM112b Chicken feeder or possibly a smoker lid. The dish-like form

is flat-based with a shallow sloped, knife-trimmed base edge,
the surface is composed of a pattern of impressed concentric
grooves in the style most commonly found on chicken
feeders. The grooves on this example are relatively shallow
and the vessel is heavily sooted on the edge and base. The
excavation produced a sherd from a possible fish smoker
from context 1106 and it is possible that this chicken feeder
type form may have been used as lid for a fish smoker.
Orange-buff brown surfaces and margins with mid grey core.
Common medium quartz, moderate medium–small
calcareous inclusions and rare coarse calcareous inclusions.
SOHCLD99 (29), re-designated in the excavation catalogue
as SOHCLD04, quarry 662 (2029).

Water pipes (Fig. 9.51)
HM113 Conical water pipe with collared neck at which point the

diameter of the pipe narrows significantly, and simple
externally bevelled ?rim oval in shape. The open wider end is
inturned and internally thickened. Orange-buff brown
surfaces and margins with mid grey core. Moderate medium
quartz, rare calcareous inclusions of all sizes up to 20mm.
Potters Lane, Ely, CUMAA acc. no. Z17124 (B).

HM114 Conical water pipe with collared neck at which point the
diameter of the pipe narrows, and simple ?rim, oval in shape.

The open wider end is flattened and thickened. Dark
orange-brown surfaces and margins with mid grey core.
Moderate medium quartz, occasional medium and coarse
calcareous inclusions, rare very coarse calcareous inclusions
up to 10mm. Potters Lane, Ely, CUMAA acc. no. Z17124 (A).

South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware
Fabric code: SEFEN
Date: AD 1150–1450
Refs: New type
Figs 9.52–9.54
TS and ICPS: Chapter 11.IV, Fabric A

Introduction
During the course of research for the Cambridgeshire type
series, attempts were made to clarify the status and
provenance of a number of Ely type wares, leading on
from earlier research (Spoerry 2008). The least similar to
standard Medieval Ely wares of this group of fabrics is
SEFEN, which has now been clearly defined as a
recognisable type that almost certainly does not originate
in Ely itself. As well as being much lighter in hue than
almost all medieval and late medieval Ely pottery, and
possessing a different range of inclusions to both the eye
and as recognisable in thin section, SEFEN is chemically
distinct and is proving to have its own clearly defined
geographical distribution.

Definition of the petrological description was carried
out by Alan Vince (Chapter 11.IV; Fabric A), and in
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Figure 9.50  Medieval Ely ware lamp and chicken feeder, with a manuscript illustration showing a chicken feeder in
use (© The British Library Board. Luttrell Psalter/Add. 42130, f.166v). Scale 1:4



subsequent statistical analysis of data derived from ICPS
samples, all examples of this fabric type were found to
differentiate from Ely ware from Ely (sherds from both a
kiln dump and consumer contexts), from Late Medieval
Colne ware from the kiln site and from Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware from Huntingdon.

Macroscopic fabric description
A mainly light-firing quartz-tempered fabric. The
surfaces are usually buff, and even off-white, in
colouration, but are sometimes light brown, and the core is
usually light grey and reduced. The fabric is sandy to the
touch, but most examples are not as coarsely-tempered as
some Ely ware, and the amount of quartz (moderate to
common) is usually less than in medieval Ely ware. It is
usually quite soft, suggesting a low firing temperature,
and the rounded quartz does not fall out of broken sections

as is often the case with Ely ware, giving a smoother break.
Other inclusions visible to the naked eye include some
shell or chalk fragments and rounded and angular flint.
Red or brown particles, probably grog and/or iron oxides,
are sometimes visible.

Production source and raw materials
The production source is not known, although the
compact occurrence area for this ware type along the
settlements of the ‘mainland’ fen edge south and east of
Ely, rather than the fen islands, coupled with the probable
sources of clay and temper in Jurassic and Cretaceous
deposits (Kimmeridge or Gault Clay and Lower
Greensand) imply production in the parishes of Soham or
Wicken, as these deposits are not exposed anywhere else
east of the Isle of Ely until West Dereham is reached, some
20km to the north in Norfolk.
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Figure 9.51  Medieval Ely ware water pipes. Scale 1:4



Distribution
SEFEN has been found at Burwell, Cambridge,
Longstanton, Soham, Wicken and Wisbech, with samples
possibly also from Huntingdon. It may also have been
found at Ely, where some fine, light-coloured sherds
previously defined as Ely ware (MEL or LMEL) may in
fact be SEFEN. It has also been observed by the author in
fieldwalking collections from Mildenhall, Suffolk, in
excavations at Worlington on the Suffolk fen edge (T.
Fletcher 2013) and in assemblages at Bury St Edmunds,
where it is the third most common medieval coarseware
fabric (S. Anderson, pers. comm.). Sue Anderson also
notes that the coarser variant is much more common in
Bury St Edmunds than finer fabrics. Its distribution is
clearly based on the south-east corner of the peat fen and
its margins, stretching into the fenland portion of Suffolk,
and probably also into Norfolk. The presence of the kiln
sites at Ely in the next parish across the River Great Ouse
probably prevented penetration further into the fenland
proper, although there is little doubt that some of the
lighter-coloured Ely-type pottery recorded in the town
itself will in fact be SEFEN.

Forms and provisional date range
The earliest examples of this fabric found to date are
probably upright and flat-topped jar rims that, by analogy
with examples elsewhere, should date to the 12th or 13th
century. SEFEN found in excavations at Cloverfield
Drive, Soham (Fletcher 2006c) is dominant in the earliest
contexts on the site dating to the mid 13th century
onwards, and less common as the amount of MEL
increases during the 14th century. By the late 14th to early
15th century both SEFEN and LMEL are much less
common at Soham, with Colchester-type wares becoming
dominant in the assemblage. It is possible that the large
example of Ely ware Jar type E from Market Mews in
Wisbech, as published in the Ely ware volume (Spoerry
2008, 46, no. 64), is in fact SEFEN, as another example
was recovered from Soham. Large storage vessels of this
general type, with applied, thumbed strips, were clearly
made at both centres. Another, larger storage vessel rim of
a form that has its origins in Thetford-type ware types of
the 11th to 12th centuries has also been identified.

As with Ely ware, flared bowls are known, with both
rounded and concave profiles and with thumbed ‘plastic’,
wavy line and impressed decoration. Only two examples
of stabbed decoration are so far recognised in SEFEN, a
stabbed jug handle (HM132–4) and a bowl with stabbing
on the rim (HM126).

One small, unglazed and wheel-made rounded late
medieval jug found at Wicken is tentatively included in the
SEFEN typology (HM136); it is of a late medieval form.
Jugs of 13th- to 14th-date are known, but only the upper
parts of such vessels have thus far been recognised, with
both wide and narrow strap handles and upright and flared
necks. There is currently no evidence for glazed vessels in
the fabric. Jugs in the characteristic pale SEFEN fabric
have been seen by the author at Mildenhall and in Bury St
Edmunds, but these collections have not been re-assessed
in recent years, nor have the examples been sampled for
thin-section or ICPS analysis.

Affinities: fabric
Although softer, usually less heavily sandy and lighter in
colour, SEFEN is clearly very similar to Medieval Ely
ware, which was made only a few kilometres away.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
SEFEN shares with Ely ware a tendency to have thick
walls , and many forms are hand-formed and
wheel-finished as at Ely. Jars are similar to medieval Ely
ware types, the upright, flattened and thickened rim, and
round-shouldered vessel, with applied thumbed strips,
being clearly comparable with Ely Jar types B and E
(Spoerry 2008, 45–6). Additionally, bowl forms with
angled sides are like examples from Ely, particularly bowl
types C and D (ibid., 48–9). Wavy line and impressed
decoration on bowl rims is also present in both fabrics.

SEFEN is primarily found in bowl and jar forms. Like
the Ely ware kilns a specialism in bowl production is
evident, although the more limited evidence for jugs in the
SEFEN fabric and an absence of the use of glaze on all but
a few bowls suggests a rather more limited specialisation
than at Ely.

Thin-section analysis of SEFEN
Six samples were examined (Table 9.23) and are discussed
in Chapter 11.IV as Fabric A. All the thin sections were
examined and a list of inclusion types made and
characteristics of the groundmass (i.e. undifferentiated
material less than 0.1mm across) noted. The fabric is
defined by a light coloured groundmass which includes
moderate microfossils. The following inclusion types
were noted:
• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse to moderate grains c. 0.2mm across.
• Rounded quartz. Moderate well-rounded grains up to 1.0mm across,

many of which contain brown-stained veins and have outlines which
suggest a Lower Cretaceous origin.

• Rounded micrite. Probably chalk or Kimmeridge Clay limestones.
Sparse fragments of non-ferroan calcite up to 0.5mm across, some
with spherical microfossils.

• Bivalve shell. Moderate fragments, mostly of thin-walled non-ferroan
calcite, up to 1.0mm long.

• Opaques. Moderate rounded grains up to 1.5mm across.
• Microfossils. Moderate non-ferroan calcite tests with ferroan calcite

infilling c. 0.1–0.2mm.
• Rounded chert. Sparse grains, probably of carboniferous chert and

derived from Triassic sandstones up to 0.5mm across.
• Rounded phosphate. Sparse dark brown grains up to 1.0mm across,

some containing spherical microfossils.
• Clay pellets. Rounded grains of similar texture to the groundmass with

brown staining, up to 1.0mm across.
• Clay/iron concretions. Sparse rounded grains up to 1.0mm across with

an oolitic structure.
• Angular flint. Rare fragments up to 1.0mm long.
• Rounded flint. Moderate brown-stained fragments up to 1.0mm

across.
• Chalcedony. Rare light brown rounded fragments.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic light
brown baked clay minerals and sparse ferroan calcite
specks, some of which are identifiable as fragmentary
microfossils.

Petrological origin
The fine-textured clay used in this fabric, with its
distinctive microfossil fauna, may be of Jurassic or
Cretaceous origin. The former echoes the use of Jurassic,
perhaps Kimmeridge, Clay in the Ely ware industry with
which this fabric shows some superficial similarity (Vince
2008).

As indicated in Chapter 11.IV, in the area of south-east
Cambridgeshire where this fabric is found there are two
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likely clays, the Kimmeridge Clay and the Gault Clay.
Some of the limestones in the Kimmeridge Clay are noted
as being coccolith-rich and therefore potentially some of
the micrite clasts with spherical microfossils found in
Fabric A might be from this source. The upper beds of the
Gault Clay are also noted as being rich in microfossils,
including coccoliths. These upper beds are also less silty
than the lower ones.

Much of the Gault outcrop in south-east
Cambridgeshire is masked by recent deposits but its main
outcrop is in Soham and Wicken parishes. The former
parish also has Kimmeridge Clay deposits adjacent to
Gault around Stuntney.

All samples contain a sand in which the predominant
element is derived from Triassic sandstones (quartz, chert
and fine-grained sandstones) but in which Jurassic
fossiliferous limestone fragments, rare Lower Cretaceous
quartz and rare fresh flint are present. The sand is coarser
in texture than that found in several fabrics in south
Lincolnshire and west Cambridgeshire (Bourne ware,
Baston ware, Colne ware and Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware) and it also contains a higher proportion of material
of Cretaceous origin. This might suggest a different
source for the sand, probably to the south-east of Ely.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.52–9.54)

Jars (Fig. 9.52)
HM115 Wheel-finished rounded jar with an externally thickened,

rounded and internally bevelled rim, externally sooted on
rim and body. Buff surfaces and margins, pale grey core.
Slightly rough feel, slightly hackly break, hard-fired fabric.
Moderate medium quartz, occasional medium-coarse
calcareous inclusions. SOHCLD04, Phase 1, pit 748 (747).

HM116 Rim sherd from a wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, jar
with an everted, externally thickened, slightly bevelled rim.
Lightly sooted on rim edge. Buff surfaces and margins, mid
grey core. Slightly sandy fabric, hard-fired. Common fine
and medium quartz, occasional coarse quartz, some
iron-stained, rare fine and medium calcareous inclusions.
Rare coarse to very coarse flint. SOHCLD99/04, Phase 1,
ditch 889 (890). Sample V4447.

HM117 Wheel-finished, everted, externally thickened jar rim.
Buff-orange surfaces and margins, pale–mid grey core.
Externally heavily sooted. Slightly rough fabric, hard-fired.
Common fine and medium quartz, some iron-stained,
occasional medium and coarse calcareous inclusions.
SOHCLD99/04, Phase 1, ditch 1107 (1106).

HM118 Plate 9.67. Wheel-finished rounded jar with everted,
externally thickened, near-square rim with an angled upper

surface. The body of the jar is decorated with widely spaced
incised horizontal lines, over which are thumbed applied
strips. The jar is sooted from the widest part of the vessel
downwards. Buff-orange surfaces and margins, mid grey
core. Rough feel to fabric, common medium and coarse
quartz, some iron-stained, occasional calcareous inclusions.
SOHCLD04, Phase 2, ditch 649 (648).

HM119 Wheel-finished, everted, externally thickened, slightly
bevelled jar rim. Buff surfaces and margins, mid grey core.
Relatively smooth fabric, hard-fired. Common fine and
medium quartz, some iron-stained. Rare coarse to very
coarse flint. SOHCLD04, Phase 1, ditch 777 (1168).

HM120 Wheel-made jar with an everted, internally thickened and
bevelled rim. The vessel is externally sooted on the rim edge
and body. Buff-brown external surface, pale buff inner
surface and margins with very pale grey core. Common fine
and medium quartz, occasional coarse quartz, some
iron-stained. Rare very coarse calcareous inclusions up to
5mm. SOHCLD04, Phase 2, well 543 (542). Sample V4448.

HM121 Wheel-finished rounded jar with a slightly externally
thickened, everted, rounded rim. On the body are several
incised horizontal lines. The jar is sooted externally. Buff
surfaces and margins, mid grey core. Slightly rough feel,
hard-fired. Moderate fine and medium quartz, very
occasional medium calcareous inclusions. SOHCLD99/04,
Phase 4, subsoil (2030).
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Sample Site Context Locality Form Description

V4447 SOHCLD04 890 Soham Jar Flat-topped jar rim in buff fabric with light grey core; common medium to coarse
quartz, rare coarse chalk. Vessel HM116

V4448 SOHCLD04 542 Soham Jar Body sherd from jar in buff fabric; abundant medium quartz, occasional coarse chalk
and flint. Vessel HM120

V4449 SOHCLD04 853 Soham Jar Body sherd from jar in pink-buff fabric with light grey core; abundant medium and
coarse quartz, occasional v coarse flint

V4450 SOHCLD04 1106 Soham Jar Body sherd from jar in buff fabric with light grey core; abundant medium quartz,
occasional coarse flint and chalk

V4451 SOHCLD04 1168 Soham Jar Body sherd from jar in buff fabric; common fine-medium quartz, rare v coarse to
coarse chalk. Vessel HM127

V4452 SOHCLD04 903 Soham Bowl Body sherd from bowl with external sooting and internal rough lead glaze in light
brown fabric with grey core; abundant medium quartz and occasional medium chalk

Table 9.23 Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware

Plate 9.67  HM118. South-east Fenland Medieval
Calcareous Buff ware. Wheel-finished jar decorated

with widely spaced incised horizontal lines, over which
are thumbed applied strips



HM122 Wheel-finished rounded jar with a simple everted rounded
rim. Externally sooted on rim edge. Pale buff external
surface, grey-brown internal surface, buff-orange margins,
mid grey core. Slightly rough feel, hard-fired. Moderate fine
and medium quartz, very occasional medium calcareous
inclusions, rare flint up to 6mm. SOHCLD99/04, Phase 4,
subsoil (2027).

HM123 Plate 9.68. Jar with inturned, externally thickened, clubbed
rim. The inner face of the rim is decorated with short incised
curved lines, possibly a poorly executed wavy line
decoration. There are several short incised lines on the outer
edge of the rim that may be decoration, and possibly a small
area of wavy line decoration on the body just above the
broken edge of the sherd. Buff surfaces, buff-orange margins
and pale grey core. Slightly rough feel, slightly hackly break,
hard-fired fabric. Common fine quartz, moderate medium
quartz, some of which is iron-stained. Occasional
medium–coarse calcareous inclusions. SOHCLD99/04,
Phase 1, ditch 965 (962).

Bowls (Fig. 9.53)
HM124 Wheel-made concave sided bowl with externally thickened

and bevelled rim that has been lightly thumbed. The bowl has
a sagging base and obtuse base angle. Internally the bowl is

patchily covered with iron mottled green glaze and
externally the base is sooted. Hard-fired, moderately hackly
fracture. Mid brown surfaces, light brown margins and mid
grey core. Sandy feel, moderate–abundant fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz and rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 3mm. Butts Farm, Wicken, CUMAA acc.
no. D1977.3.

HM125 Wheel-made rounded bowl with externally thickened and
rounded, internally bevelled rim that has been decorated with
an incised wavy line around the circumference. The bowl has
a slightly sagging obtuse angled base. Internally the bowl is
patchily covered with a glossy iron mottled pale
green-brown glaze from the base to just below the rim.
Hard-fired, moderately hackly fracture, buff surfaces, mid
brown margins and core. Sandy feel, moderate–abundant
fine quartz, occasional, medium quartz and rare very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 3mm. Butts Farm, Wicken,
CUMAA acc. no. D1977.12.

HM126 Wheel-made rounded bowl with an everted, internally
thickened, rim that has been decorated with repeated
stabbing with a three-toothed tool around the rim. Internally
the bowl is covered from below the rim with a glossy iron
mottled glossy green glaze. The bowl is sooted externally.
Hard-fired, moderately hackly fracture buff surfaces, mid
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Figure 9.52  South-east Fenland Late Medieval Calcareous Buff ware jars. Scale 1:4



brown margins and core. Sandy feel, moderate–abundant
fine quartz, occasional medium quartz and rare very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 3mm. Butts Farm, Wicken,
CUMAA acc. no. D1977.4.

HM127 Profile of a sub-circular rounded bowl, the diameter of which
varies between 34 and 40cm. Internally thickened, almost
collared rim with a small internal bevel, sooted externally. Pale
buff surface and margins with pale–mid grey core. Relatively
smooth fabric, hard-fired. Common fine and medium quartz,
occasional coarse quartz, some iron-stained. Rare very coarse
flint. SOHCLD04, Phase 1, ditch 777 (1168). Sample V4451.

HM128 Large rounded wheel-made bowl with an everted, internally
bevelled rim. Buff-orange surfaces and margins with a
pale–mid grey core. Relatively smooth fabric, hard-fired,
common fine and medium quartz, some iron-stained.
Occasional fine and medium calcareous inclusions.
SOHCLD04, Phase 1, pit 662 (658).

HM129 Plate 9.69. Rim sherd from a bowl, the diameter of which
could not be established but is probably a medium to large
bowl, which may be upright or flared, rim sherd is too small to
establish. The rim is externally thickened and bevelled both
internally and externally. The body is decorated with what
appear to be thumbed impressions, but closer examination
reveals drag marks that suggest the clay was removed with a
curved tool; the pressure exerted while doing this has left
raised areas inside the bowl that correspond with the external
indentations. Buff-orange surfaces and margins with a
pale–mid grey core. Slightly rough feel, slightly hackly break,
hard-fired fabric. Common fine quartz, moderate medium
quartz, some of which is iron-stained. Occasional red-brown
particles, occasional coarse calcareous inclusions. Rare flint
up to 3mm. BURRR01 (165).

Jugs (Fig. 9.54)
HM130 Wheel-finished rim from a jug, slightly inturned, slightly

thickened and internally bevelled. A small plain strap handle
in the same fabric, presumably the same vessel, that would
have been luted to the body of the jug. Very pale buff-grey
surfaces, pale grey core. Sandy feel, moderate fine quartz,
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Plate 9.68  HM123. South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware. Jar with inturned, externally thickened,
clubbed rim

Plate 9.69  HM129. South-east Fenland Medieval
Calcareous Buff ware. Rim sherd from a decorated bowl
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Figure 9.53  South-east Fenland Late Medieval Calcareous Buff ware bowls. Scale 1:4



occasional–moderate medium quartz and rare very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 3mm. SOHCLD04, Phase 4,
subsoil (1160).

HM131 Wheel-finished jug with flared neck and slightly everted
simple flat-topped rim, almost internally lid-seated. Buff
surfaces and margins, pale grey core. Relatively smooth
fabric, hard-fired. Common fine and medium quartz, some
iron-stained. Occasional fine and medium calcareous
inclusions, rare coarse to very coarse flint. SOHCLD99/04,
Phase 4, subsoil (2030).

HM132 Plate 9.70. Jug with relatively upright neck and everted,
externally thickened rim with a near-flat upper surface. A
strap handle is luted to the body directly below the rim and
clay smeared into the neck; underneath the handle the join to
the body is clearly visible. The handle has a wide vertical
central groove that is decorated with stabbing in a line down
each edge and one down the centre of the handle. The upper
edges of the handle are lightly thumb/finger-impressed. Buff
surfaces, thick buff-orange margins and pale grey core.
Slightly sandy feel, rough break, not hackly. Hard fabric,
moderate fine and medium quartz, much of which is
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Figure 9.54  South-east Fenland Late Medieval Calcareous Buff ware jugs. Scale 1:4



iron-stained, occasional red-brown particles. SOHCLD04,
Phase 1, ditch 1107 (1106).

HM133 Near-complete large rounded jug, having a relatively upright
neck and everted rim with a near-flat upper surface and
internal thickening (beaded) with a pulled or pinched spout.
The whole rim, although possessing a flat upper surface, is
dished, being higher at handle and lip. A strap handle is luted
to the body directly below the rim: the handle has a wide,
shallow vertical central groove that is decorated with
stabbing, a line of three slashes at the top of the handle, then
offset pairs to the base of the handle where the slashes
increase in number. The upper edges of the handle are lightly
thumb or finger impressed. The body of the vessel is
decorated with widely spaced incised lines or girth grooves,
over which lie thumbed applied strips, of which one survives.
The base is sagging and obtuse-angled. Buff surfaces,
buff-orange margins and pale grey core only present in
thickest areas of vessel. Slightly sandy feel, hard fabric,
moderate fine and medium quartz, some of which is
iron-stained, occasional red-brown particles and calcareous
inclusions. CAMEAG14, well 2554 (3269).

HM134 Small–medium shouldered or rounded jug, with an everted,
externally thickened and rounded, slightly internally
thickened rim. A strap handle is luted to the body directly
below the rim: the handle has a wide vertical central groove
that is decorated with irregular stabbing that runs almost
diagonally down the centre of the handle. The upper edges of
the handle are lightly thumb or finger impressed.
Buff-orange surfaces and margins with a pale grey core.
Slightly rough feel, hard-fired. Moderate medium quartz,
some of which is iron-stained, moderate calcareous
inclusions, occasional red-brown particles. CAMEAG14,
well 2554 (3269).

HM135 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, jug or narrow necked
jar. The neck is near-upright and the rim everted, externally
thickened, almost collared and internally bevelled. There are
incised horizontal lines around the neck of the vessel. Much
of the internal surface of the neck of the vessel has been lost.
Buff surfaces and margins, mid grey core. Slightly rough
feel, hard-fired. Moderate medium quartz, very rare medium
calcareous inclusions. HUNSR99 (245).

HM136 Small wheel-made rounded jug with a flared neck and
simple internally bevelled rim. A plain strap handle is joined
to the neck below the rim. The jug is unglazed and there are
shallow rilled grooves horizontally around the body.
Moderately hackly fracture, light grey external surface

blending across the core to a light brown internal surface.
Sandy feel, moderate-abundant fine quartz, occasional
medium quartz and rare very coarse calcareous inclusions up
to 3mm. Butts Farm, Wicken, CUMAA acc. no. D1977.5.

HM137 Plate 9.71. Large tapering jug strap handle, widest at the top.
The handle has a broad shallow central groove, and the ridges
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Plate 9.70  HM132. South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware. Jug with decorated handle

Plate 9.71  HM137. South-east Fenland Medieval
Calcareous Buff ware. Large tapering strap handle



on the edges of the handle are incised with relatively evenly
spaced short lines or slashes. These are mostly at a downward
angle but some are horizontal. Buff-brown surfaces, dull
buff-orange margins and pale grey core. Slightly rough feel,
slightly hackly break, hard-fired fabric. Moderate medium
quartz, some of which is iron-stained. Occasional red-brown
particles, occasional medium to very coarse calcareous
inclusions. SOHCLD04, Phase 1, pit 662 (658).

Lyveden A type Shelly ware
Fabric code: LYVA (previously included in SHW)
Date: AD 1150–1400
Refs: Webster 1975; Blinkhorn 2009 and 2010a
Fig. 9.55–9.56
TS and ICPS: see below

Introduction
As first discussed by Webster (1975), shelly pottery
produced in the kilns at Lyveden, Northamptonshire was
in the St Neots ware tradition. This material is an unglazed
shelly type which has a somewhat different range of forms
and fabrics to Shelly Coarseware, the other common
Northamptonshire medieval shelly product. Production
appears to have started at some time in the third quarter of the
12th century, although very few datable groups of this period
are known (Blinkhorn 2008b; 2010a). The earlier vessels
are clearly a developed St Neots-type ware (see DNEOT),
with a range of fabric colouration generally in keeping
with St Neots-type pottery. Where these early vessel types
are not specific to the Lyveden industry they will usually
be classified at DNEOT. Later vessels, particularly forms
evident from the later 13th century onwards, represent a
new tradition of manufacture, even if the clay sources
remained similar (Webster 1975; Blinkhorn 2010a).
These later forms invariably appear in a fabric that,
although geologically similar, is visually distinct from
that of DNEOT by virtue of it containing much less and
rather larger shell fragments and by it being typically
lighter in hue and harder-fired. The later pottery can be
differentiated from other contemporary pottery producers
in thin section through the presence of the St Neots-type
suite of fossil shell.

Where shelly pottery is found in Cambridgeshire that
conforms to the general Lyveden A template, it has tended
to be recorded as either Developed St Neots-type ware or
using a generic term of Shelly ware, both of which labels
can include other rather similar types. In line with
terminology adopted in reports from Northamptonshire
(e.g. Blinkhorn 2009 and 2010a), it is recommended that,
where the fabric can be verified by microscopy as
containing indicator fossil species and the vessel and
decorational style matches those later types seen at the
production site, the term Lyveden A type ware be utilised.
The term DNEOT is retained for earlier vessel types, as it
is known that these were also manufactured in other
locations.

Macroscopic fabric description
Lyveden A type shelly ware can generally be
characterised as having buff, brown or orange surfaces
and usually a light to mid grey core. The fabric is
characterised by sparse to moderate amounts of ill-sorted
crushed fossiliferous limestone which contains a range of
recognisable fossil types, and which is usually present in
coarse or very coarse fragments. The vessels are coil-built,
with rims often attached and finished on a wheel.

Production source and raw materials
This ware derives from Lyveden, and possibly also
Stanion, in the Rockingham Forest area of
Northamptonshire.

Distribution
Manufactured in the Rockingham Forest in
Northamptonshire, this type is found across large parts of
Cambridgeshire west of the fens, and it is particularly
common in rural west Huntingdonshire, closest to the
production site. It is found in significant quantities in
Cambridge and Huntingdon and is present in
Peterborough, despite there being shelly pottery from
other sources also available there.

Forms and provisional date range
A general typology was presented in Webster (1975, fig.
21, 61) and, although it is hard to relate this to the vessel
drawings in the same publication, it serves as a starting
point, with vessel types R to X typically found in LYVA in
Cambridgeshire. Forms presented in Blinkhorn (2010a)
also provide a basis for recognition. In Cambridgeshire
examples of LYVA from two published sites seen by the
author in the CUMAA store have previously been
identified as ‘St Neots C’ ware (from Wintringham;
Beresford 1977, 260) and as some of the ‘harsher
limestone gritted wares’ at Ellington (Tebbutt et al. 1971,
56–7), the rest of these being developed St Neots-types
and slightly earlier. Examples are published here from
Spaldwick in Huntingdonshire, from Peterborough and in
addition the samples from Botolph Bridge that were
thin-sectioned have also been included. This selection
shows the typical cordoned jar and bowl rims (HM142 and
HM146), which are sometimes combined with a lateral
thumbed cordon (HM147). Flared, sometimes slightly-
rounded bowls are common (HM146 and HM147) and
jars are usually large, with high shoulders (HM143). The
stabbed jug handle from Botolph Bridge (HM148) is
similar to slashed examples from the production site. The
general date for this fabric and the forms in which it is
found is the 13th to 14th centuries.

Affinities: fabric
This is a further development of the St Neots-type fabrics.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The shouldered jars are familiar in a large number of
industries in the later medieval period, but the distinctive
jar and bowl rim forms appear to be unique to this industry
in the high medieval period. The only other producer of
these forms prior to the mid 14th century is the recently
identified type HUNCAL, which was originally
postulated as being from Northamptonshire on the basis of
these similar forms, but its lime-rich fabric matrix is, to
date, unlike other wares from the Rockingham Forest and
now recognised as being a product of the Huntingdon area.

Thin-section analysis of LYVA
Three samples were examined, all from Botolph Bridge
(Table 9.24). The following inclusion types were noted in
thin section:
• Bivalve shell. Abundant fragments of varying structure, including

shells with nacreous structure and those with two or more bands
parallel to the surface (some varying in composition), with a thick
non-ferroan layer and thinner ferroan calcite layers. The fragments
range up to 2.0mm long.
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• Echinoid shell. Rounded fragments up to 0.5mm across, mainly of
ferroan calcite but including some non-ferroan calcite with dark
brown infilling of pores. Several of these are surrounded by
amorphous ferroan calcite cement.

• Punctate brachiopod shell. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments up
to 0.5mm long, mainly of non-ferroan calcite with ferroan calcite
infilling of pores.

• Echinoid spines. Sparse fragments, mostly not complete
cross-sections, up to 0.3mm across, composed of ferroan calcite.

• Ammonite shell. Rare fragments of non-ferroan calcite shell up to
1.0mm across were identified as ammonite because of their oval cross
section.

• Ferroan calcite. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments of ferroan
calcite up to 0.5mm across, mostly without clear crystal structure.
Such fragments are more common than shell in the fraction of
inclusions less than 0.3mm across.

• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse sub-angular fragments of monocrystalline
quartz up to 0.3mm across.

• Fine-grained sandstone. Rare rounded fragments of fine-grained
sandstone up to 0.3mm across, composed of interlocking quartz grains
up to 0.2mm across.

• Rounded quartz. Rare well-rounded fragments up to 0.5mm across.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals with abundant, mostly rounded, dark brown
to opaque inclusions, less than 0.1mm across. Quartz and
muscovite silt are absent, as is calcareous material. Some
of the ferroan calcite fragments enclosed fossil fragments
(mainly but not exclusively punctate brachiopod shell)
and a complete cross-section of a possible ammonite was
present, with ferroan calcite filling the body cavity.

Petrological origin
As with NEOT and DNEOT, the samples of Lyveden A
ware were made from a shelly marl. The balance of
probabilities suggests a Cornbrash/Lower Oxford Clay
origin for the clay used to produce the wide variety of
fabrics with the suite of fossil shell seen in these samples
and in St Neots-type fabrics generally. At Lyveden the
pottery production was sited close to both of these
deposits and to Blisworth Clay, any of which may have
been used in manufacture.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.55–9.56)

Jars (Fig. 9.55)
HM138 Jar with everted, externally thickened and rounded rim; the

inner edge of the rim is fingernail-impressed. SPATR95
(Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 15).

HM139 Everted, externally bevelled, pie-crust/fingernail-impressed
rim from a large jar. SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17 no. 16).

HM140 Jar with externally bevelled rim, thickened below the rim,
appearing cordoned in section; red-brown surfaces and
margins and grey core. PETTS95 (114) (Spoerry and
Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 21).

HM141 Jar with externally thickened, slightly bevelled, near
flat-topped rim. Thickened below the rim, appearing
cordoned in section; with coarse shell and fine sand temper;
dark brown surfaces, red-brown margins and grey core.
PETTS95 (94) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998. fig. 26, no. 22).

HM142 Large jar (possibly a storage jar) with flat-topped, thumbed
rim, externally slightly thickened below the rim; buff
surfaces and margins and grey core. PETTS95 (114)
(Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 23).

HM143 Shouldered jar rim with internal residue/sooting in
mid-brown/dark grey fabric with moderate, ill-sorted very
coarse shell. ORLBB99, Period 3.2, pit 50 (229). Sample
V3358.

HM144 Upright, sharply bevelled rim from jar with rounded profile.
SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 17).

HM145 Near-upright, externally bevelled rim of shouldered jar.
SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 14).

Bowls (Fig. 9.56)
HM146 Flared bowl with externally thickened, flat-topped,

near-square rim, thickened below the rim appearing
cordoned in section. SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 18).

HM147 Flared bowl with flat-topped rim and external thumbed
cordon. SPATR95 (Schlee 1996, fig. 17, no. 19).

Jug (Fig. 9.56)
HM148 Plate 9.72. Jug strap handle, stabbed decoration in smooth

red-brown fabric with sparse very coarse shell. ORLBB99,
Pit 22, Period 3.1, (543). Sample V3335.
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Sample Site Context Form Description

V3335 ORLBB00 543 Jug Strap handle, incised decoration in smooth red-brown fabric with sparse very coarse shell. Vessel
HM148

V3336 ORLBB00 631 Jar Wheel-thrown, upright, cordoned shouldered jar rim in hard-fired grey-brown to orange-brown
fabric with common, medium to very coarse ill-sorted shell

V3358 ORLBB99 229 Jar Wheel-thrown shouldered jar rim with internal residue/sooting in mid-brown/dark grey fabric
with moderate, ill-sorted very coarse shell. Vessel HM143

Table 9.24 Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Lyveden A type Shelly ware

Plate 9.72  HM148. Lyveden A type jug strap handle



Peterborough Shell-tempered ware
Fabric code: PSHW
Date: AD 1100–1350
Refs: New type
Fig. 9.57–9.61
TS and ICPS: Vince and Spoerry 2015

Introduction
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware has been identified
through a combination of recognition in the hand
specimen, and definition, analysis and confirmation
through scientific study. The latter investigations were

reported on by Vince (2006a). In these studies of samples
of shelly pottery from Botolph Bridge (Orton
Longueville) and comparisons with samples from
Hinxton and Huntingdon, and with other shelly pottery,
Vince enabled this fabric to be clearly defined.

As PSHW has only been recently separated from other
Shelly wares, mostly from northern Northamptonshire, it
was until recently recorded in Cambridgeshire with the
code SHW, supposedly representing Lyveden A ware and
associated types, and the additional code SHW2, which
for the most part is in fact PSHW. Thus, recognition of its
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Figure 9.55  Lyveden A type Shelly ware jars. Scale 1:4

Figure 9.56  Lyveden A type Shelly ware bowls and jug. Scale 1:4



full area of distribution is hampered both by the conflation
of records with those other types, and by the fact that even
now categorisation has to be based on identification of the
correct shell type, which is not always practical in large
assemblages. It is hoped that the publication of this type
series, and the encouragement of specialist workers to
adopt simple shell recognition and recording in even
larger assemblages, will enable understanding to develop
still further.

Macroscopic fabric description
A low-fired, yet often hard, fabric characterised by
varying amounts of coarse to very coarse fossil oyster
shell, usually up to 1.5mm but with some fragments as
much as 5mm in length. Some samples contain medium
quartz, usually rounded. The shell can often be
distinguished by eye from the mix of fossils present in St
Neots-type wares (and Lyveden A ware), although use of a
low-power magnifier is recommended for effective
categorisation. Kiln conditions were variable, meaning
both heavily oxidised and reduced samples are known,
often with significant variation in colour across a single
vessel. Typically, a reduced mid grey core and margins
give way to oxidised surfaces, in a range of hues from buff,
through mid brown to red-brown. Where surfaces are
reduced they can vary from light grey to almost black and
there is little evidence for the smoothing of surfaces which
are normally rough.

Production source and raw materials
No kiln sites for this ware are known. Vince’s petrological
study suggests a source that might derive from Blisworth
limestone and/or a shelly facies of Blisworth Clay, which
both outcrop along the Nene Valley immediately upstream
of Peterborough.

Distribution
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware is known from
Peterborough, Botolph Bridge, Ramsey (probably) and
Whittlesey (Boyle 2008a).

Forms and provisional date range
The earliest jar forms (e.g. HM149 and HM150) are
hand-made, rounded with simple and slightly everted
rims, sometimes with finger-impressions on the upper
edge, and these are probably of 12th-century date, or
perhaps even a little earlier (as found in Period 2 at
Botolph Bridge; Spoerry and Atkins 2015). As such, the
date range for this ware spans both the early medieval and
high medieval periods. Upright necks of the later 12th or
13th century are found on vessels with additional turntable
or wheel-work, and rim form develops to include squared
or beaded, externally-thickened, examples. These are
almost all angled downwards internally, with flattened,
level examples not apparent until later in the fabric’s
development. Some of these very everted rims have
stabbed decoration on their upper, internal, surface
(HM160 and HM161). Very short necks and sharply
everted or hooked rims on shouldered vessels of
14th-century or later type are not present, currently
suggesting that manufacture ceased by AD 1350. Bases
tend to be sagging, and some knife-trimming is recorded.

Bowls are quite common in this fabric, and they appear
in a variety of shapes. Early bowls are quite shallow,
almost defined as dishes, with both lightly concave and

slightly rounded profiles present. Perhaps the most
common type is the deep, flared bowl, sometimes with
concave sides. One example from Peterborough has
stabbed decoration internally on the rim (HM 176) as seen
on some jars, along with a pair of wavy lines scored in
opposition externally. One bowl from Botolph Bridge is
rounded with a pair of horizontal loop handles. It has a
slightly everted rim, the inside of which has been
decorated with a thumbed, applied strip.

Parts of two jugs are illustrated (HM193 and HM194),
but these vessels are not common and their full shapes are
not known. The first is a deeply thumbed strap handle that
derives from a large jug and was excavated at Maxey. The
second is part of a simple rim to which is attached oval rod
handle with stabbed decoration                           .

All three large assemblages where this fabric has been
recognised (Bridge Street and The Still, Peterborough,
and Botolph Bridge, Orton Longueville) have produced
examples of a vessel variously described as a chimney pot,
curfew base or firestand, dated at Bridge Street to the late
13th to late 14th century. This is clearly a specialist vessel
type, even if its function is not yet clear and it is interesting
to note that ‘a great many’ of these objects were recorded
at Bridge Street (Healey n.d.).

Affinities: fabric
PSHW has clear affinities, in terms of the choice of raw
materials and desired outcome, with a range of fabrics
known from south Lincolnshire (Young et al. 2005) and,
in particular, the fabrics from Northamptonshire that
represent the development of the St Neots-type ware
tradition (especially Lyveden A ware; Webster 1975).

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The range of vessels is quite restricted, and the relative
lack of jugs may be due to the presence only a few
kilometres away of the glazed ware producers at, first,
Stamford and later Bourn. This was a locally produced
utilitarian fabric not designed to be in competition with
finer pottery. It clearly developed out of a tradition that
started with Maxey ware and includes St Neots-type
wares, even if these were made some tens of kilometres
away. Even so, the range of vessel types is less than seen in
developed St Neots-type ware, itself produced in the
Rockingham Forest and areas further to the south.
Hand-made vessels do imply, however, that its genesis
was alongside the, mostly sandy, Early Medieval wares of
the later 11th to 12th centuries, and the comparatively
restricted range of vessel types tends to match EMW
producers in other counties to the south and east. The
chimney pot (HM191) and curfew base or firestand
(HM190) have no obvious parallels.

Thin-section analysis of PSHW
Twelve thin sections from the twenty-one shelly sherds
analysed from Botolph Bridge (Table 9.25) fell into this
group, most of which have the same characteristics in thin
section. They are discussed elsewhere (Vince and Spoerry
2015).
• Bivalve shell. Moderate to abundant fragments, mostly of nacreous

structure, up to 1.5mm long. Several of these shell fragments have
ferroan calcite adhering to them, in some cases filling areas where the
shell laminae fan out (as on modern oyster shell).

• Ferroan calcite. Moderate fragments up to 1.5mm across, often with
some bivalve shell inclusions.

• Marl fragments. Sparse fragments up to 1.5mm across containing a
mixture of clay minerals and ferroan calcite crystals.
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• Mudstone/clay relicts. Sparse fragments of bedded mudstone up to
1.5mm across, often varying in colour from the groundmass (both
lighter brown and darker brown) but having a similar texture.

• Angular quartz. Sparse angular quartz, varying from c. 0.1mm to
0.3mm across.

• Rounded quartz. Sparse rounded quartz mainly c. 0.3mm across.
• Fine-grained sandstone. A single sample contained rare rounded

fragments of fine-grained sandstone c. 0.3mm across.
• Flint. A single fragment of flint was noted, 0.5mm across.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals, sparse to moderate dark brown/opaque
grains and abundant silt-sized ferroan calcite inclusions.

Two sections (V3359, V3363) have the same range of
inclusions but in addition contain abundant euhedral voids
c. 0.3 to 1.0mm across. One section (V3361) contains a
similar range of inclusions but with the addition of
moderate rounded quartz, some of which is well-rounded
and has a dark brown cement adhering to embayments and
in thin veins. This same section has moderate angular
quartz of coarse silt grade in the groundmass.

Petrological origin
The fossil type is almost completely composed of large
oyster-like shells in a marly calcareous groundmass. The
presence of marl fragments and the presence of ferroan
calcite in the groundmass suggests that both the clay and
shell fragments may have originated in the same deposit, a
mudstone with shell and limestone bands. Unlike St
Neots-type wares, there is no evidence of rounding of the
calcareous inclusions and this is consistent with the
suggested origin.

It is likely that the fabric subgroups are not due to the
presence of vessels from different sources but to
variations in the character of the parent clay within a
single exposure. These samples are similar in thin section
to shell-tempered wares from central Lincolnshire where
the source of clay and shell appears to be the Great Oolite
formation of the Middle Jurassic. Locally, the Blisworth
Limestone or possibly a shelly facies of the Blisworth
Clay is a possible source. Shelly limestones are not a
feature of the Upper Jurassic strata of the Peterborough
area; however, most of the remaining inclusions in these
samples are probably accidental (or in one case, V3361,
perhaps deliberate) tempering with local cover sand. With
the exception of V3361, the range of inclusions present in

the samples is too limited to allow a source to be
determined. V3361, however, is probably tempered with a
sand derived from the western side of the Lincolnshire
Wolds. Such material is found in fluvio-glacial deposits
on the dip slope of the Jurassic limestone escarpment in
Lincolnshire and on islands of boulder clay and sands
within the fens. There are no major deposits of this type
near Peterborough, but the nearest fluvio-glacial sands
include small exposures between Marholm and Castor, a
few kilometres to the west of the town and adjacent to
Blisworth Limestone and Clay exposures. Similar sands
are not present further to the west and this may therefore
provide a western limit to the potential source of these
samples.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.57–9.61)

Jars (Fig. 9.57)
HM149 Jar with everted simple rim with slight external bevel, of

early hand-made form in dark grey-dark brown-red-brown
fabric with mid to dark grey margins and core. Hackly
fracture with abundant ill-sorted coarse to very coarse shell,
much of which has been leached from the external surface.
ORLBB99, Period 2.1, quarry 1 (25) (Spoerry and Atkins
2015, fig. 50, no. 8).

HM150 Jar, with an everted, internally thickened rim, unevenly
thumbed on the upper surface. Hand-bui l t and
wheel-finished in black fabric completely reduced, sooted
externally on rim and body. Hackly fracture with common
coarse shell. ORLBB00, Period 2.2, building 18, (1242)
(Spoerry and Atkins 2015, fig. 50, no. 9).

HM151 Probably wheel-made, rounded jar with near-upright
externally thickened, beaded rim dull red-brown surfaces
and margins with a mid grey core. External surface is
somewhat leached while the internal surface is smooth.
Common ill-sorted coarse to very coarse shell .
MAXWER05, Phase 4, ditch 419 (399).

HM152 Wheel-finished jar with near-upright, slightly externally
thickened, internally bevelled rim, the internal bevel is very
lightly continuously thumbed. Hard-fired, orange-brown
surfaces, margins and mid grey core. Relatively smooth
fabric, common moderately well sorted medium and coarse
to very coarse shell and moderately hackly fracture.
MAXWER05, Phase 2, ditch 250 (230).

HM153 Jar, wheel-finished, near-upright rim with external rounded
cordon just below rim, slight thumbing on upper edge of rim.
Hard-fired, orange-brown surfaces, margins and pale grey
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Sample Site Context Form Description Old sub-fabric code

V3337 ORLBB00 986 - SHW-LV

V3338 ORLBB00 1065 Bowl Wheel thrown; applied thumbed strip on rim int; loop handle. Vessel
HM189

SHW-LV

V3339 ORLBB00 1242 - Hand-made SHW

V3340 ORLBB00 631 Jar Wheel-thrown SHW2B

V3341 ORLBB00 1100 - Wheel-thrown; jug? jar?; plain applied clay around neck. Vessel
HM171

SHW2B

V3342 ORLBB00 1242 Dish Hand-made. Vessel HM188 SHW2B

V3359 ORLBB99 232 Dish Wheel-thrown. Vessel HM187 SHW-LV

V3361 ORLBB99 233 Pancheon Hand-made? Vessel HM185 SHW-LV

V3362 ORLBB99 25 Jar Hand-made. Vessel HM149 SHW

V3363 ORLBB99 177 Lamp? Wheel-thrown; open pedestal base. Vessel HM190 SHW

V3364 ORLBB99 171 Dish Wheel-thrown? SHW2B

V3365 ORLBB99 171 Jar Hand-made? SHW2B

Table 9.25  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Peterborough Shell-tempered ware (PSHW)
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Figure 9.57  Peterborough Shell-tempered ware jars. Scale 1:4



core. Common ill-sorted coarse to very coarse shell.
MAXWER05, Phase 3, ditch 335 (339).

HM154 Jar with simple everted rim with near-straight edge, rough
surfaces with coarse shell; red-brown surfaces and grey core.
PETTS95 (495) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 17).

HM155 Jar with everted, straight-edged rim and a little external
sooting; rough red-brown surfaces and grey core. PETTS95
(161) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 10).

HM156 Wheel-finished jar everted externally thickened rim with
slight external bevel, moderately hard-fired, buff-brown
surfaces, margins and mid grey core. Slightly rough feel to
fabric with moderate ill-sorted very coarse shell.
MAXWER05, Phase 2, ditch 250 (230).

HM157 Jar with everted straight-edged rim and sparse large shell
inclusions and a heavily sooted rim; dark brown surfaces and
grey core. PETTS95 (518) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig.
26, no. 11).

HM158 Jar with sharply everted rim, rough surfaces and coarse shell
temper; mid-brown with grey core. PETTS95 (492) (Spoerry
and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 16).

HM159 Wheel-made, upright, near-squared jar rim with slight
internal bevel. Surfaces are buff with some areas of mid grey
on external body, buff margins and mid grey core with a
hackly fracture. Common medium to very coarse shell.
ORLBB00, Period 2.1, well 1 (631) (Spoerry and Atkins
2015, fig. 50, no. 10).

HM160 Jar, with sharply everted rim having stabbed decoration on
upper surface, with more upright profile to outer edge The
stabbing to the rim is sufficiently deep to produce a row of
raised dots below the rim on the neck of the vessel. Mid
brown fabric with grey core. PETTS95 (364) and (442)
(Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 14).

HM161 Large jar with very rough surfaces and abundant ill-sorted
coarse and very coarse shell, up to 6mm, although partially
leached. Stabbed decoration above and exiting below sharply
everted rim although not completely piercing the body of the
vessel, and thumbed cordon on body; mid brown with grey
core. Red-brown to grey surfaces. PETTS95 (417) (Spoerry
and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 15).

HM162 Jar with sharply everted rim with stabbed decoration on
upper surface which produced a row of raised dots below the
rim; dark brown surfaces and grey core. PETTS95 (536)
(Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 13).

HM163 Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, jar with an everted
externally thickened rim (lid-seated); continuous fine
thumbing on the upper and lower edges of the rim. Red-brown
surfaces and margins, with a mid grey core. The external
surface and rim edge are sooted. Common ill-sorted coarse to
very coarse shell. MAXWER05, Phase 4, ditch 419 (399).

HM164 Jar with everted, externally thickened and rounded rim in
coarse fabric with thick walls; mid brown surfaces and grey
core. PETTS95 (320) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no.
5).

HM165 Jar with everted clubbed rounded rim. Hard-fired,
orange-brown surfaces, margins and mid grey core.
Common ill-sorted coarse to very coarse shell .
MAXWER05, Phase 2, pit 327 (328).

HM166 Plate 9.73. Wheel-finished small jar with everted, internally
thickened and slightly rounded rim with shallow thumbing
on the inner edge of the rim. Externally slightly fire-clouded
fabric with grey and red-brown external surface, mid brown
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Plate 9.73  HM166. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware.
Wheel-finished small jar with slightly fire-clouded

surface colouration

Plate 9.74  HM167. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware.
Wheel-finished jar with leached surface

Plate 9.75  HM168. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware.
Wheel-made ?rounded jar

Plate 9.76  HM169. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware.
Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made, cylindrical jar
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Figure 9.58  Peterborough Shell-tempered ware jars. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.77  HM172. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware. Body sherds with very fine combing or wiping marks
horizontally around the body



internal surface with thin mid brown margins and mid grey
core. Common medium to very coarse ill-sorted shell.
ORLBB99, Period 2.2, ditch 68 (171).

HM167 Plate 9.74. Wheel-finished jar with everted, externally
bevelled rim. Externally slightly fire-clouded fabric with
grey and red-brown external surface, red-brown internal
surface with mid–dark grey margins and core. Ill-sorted
common medium, coarse and very coarse shell, much of
which has been leached from the internal surface.
ORLBB99, Period 3.1, building 9 (986).

Jars (Fig. 9.58)
HM168 Plate 9.75. Wheel-made ?rounded jar with an everted simple

rounded rim, sooted on rim and body. Dark grey-brown
external surface, mid brown internal surface and margins,
mid grey core and moderately hackly fracture. Surfaces are
leached, common moderately well sorted medium shell and
moderate coarse shell. MAXWBF04, Phase 2, pit/posthole
167 (166).

HM169 Plate 9.76. Wheel-finished, possibly wheel-made,
cylindrical jar, with a sharply everted thickened rounded rim
(internally lid-seated). Externally sooted on body neck and
rim. Moderately hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces, margins
and mid grey core. Slightly rough feel to fabric with
moderate ill sorted very coarse shell. MAXWBF04, Phase 2,
ditch 221 (220).

HM170 Near complete profile of a wheel-finished, wide-mouthed
cylindrical jar with an everted internally thickened and
rounded (internally lid-seated) rim and a convex, obtuse
base. Dull red-brown surfaces and margins with a mid grey
core. Common moderately well sorted, coarse to very coarse
shell. MAXWBF04, posthole 407.

HM171 Wheel-made or wheel-finished jar with a simple sharply
everted rim with additional clay piece applied externally on
the neck. Light grey fabric margins and core and a hackly
fracture with abundant medium to very coarse, ill-sorted
shell. ORLBB00, pit 38, Period 3.1 (1100) (Spoerry and
Atkins 2015, fig. 50, no. 16).

HM172 Plate 9.77. Body sherds and beginning of neck from a large
rounded jar with very fine combing or wiping mark
horizontally around the body. Moderately hard-fired,
red-brown surfaces and margins with mid–dark grey core.
Fabric may have been wet-finished. Common relatively
well-sorted medium and coarse to very coarse shell.
MAXWBF04, cleaning (106).

Bowls (Fig. 9.59)
HM173 Flared bowl, simple rim, with very rough external surfaces

and abundant fine to coarse crushed shell; red-brown
surfaces and dark grey core. PETTS95 (530) (Spoerry and
Hinman 1998, fig. 27, no. 30).

HM174 Flared bowl with externally grooved rim in leached fabric
with rough surfaces; light brown surfaces and grey core.
PETTS95 (240) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 27, no. 31).

HM175 Flared bowl with externally thickened, rounded and thumbed
rim, the pressure of the broad thumbing has thickened the
internal edge of the rim. Dark red-brown external surface,
mid brown internal surface and margins, mid grey core and
moderately hackly fracture. The fabric is flaky and the
surfaces are partially leached with the medium moderately
well-sorted shell represented by voids; moderate very coarse
shell. MAXWBF04, Phase 2, pit 116 (131).

HM176 Flared bowl, externally thickened rim with stabbed decoration
on inner surface, some of which is sufficiently deep in places
to produce raised dots externally below the rim, above a pair of
wavy lines scored in opposition on the body of the vessel.
Occasional very coarse crushed shell and common fine quartz;
mid brown smoothed surfaces and grey core. PETTS95 (114)
(Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 29).
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Plate 9.78  HM177. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware.
Flared bowl with rim thumbed on inner edge and

decorated internally with an incised wavy line

Plate 9.79  HM178. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware. Flared bowl



HM177 Plate 9.78. Flared bowl, wheel-finished and possibly
wheel-made, with internally thickened rim which is thumbed
on the edge and inner surface. The interior of the bowl is
decorated with an incised wavy line. The rim is discoloured by
heat internally and sooted. Dark brown external surface, mid
red-brown internal surface and margins, dark grey core.
Moderately hackly fracture, common moderately well-sorted,
coarse to very coarse shell. MAXMR99, Phase 2, 196 (205).

HM178 Plate 9.79. Flared bowl, wheel-finished and possibly
wheel-made, external bead and internal thickening give an
uneven, rounded, hammer-head rim effect. Lightly sooted
externally. Dark brown external surface, mid brown internal
surface and margins, mid–dark grey core and moderately
hackly fracture. Common ill-sorted, coarse to very coarse
shell. MAXMR99, Phase 2, 130 (148).
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Figure 9.59  Peterborough Shell-tempered ware bowls. Scale 1:4



HM179 Plate 9.80. Externally thickened, flat-topped rim from flared
or concave sided bowl 20cm or more in diameter – the sherd
is too small to be certain of the exact diameter. An early
vessel with rouletted decoration on rim surface, influenced
by Stamford ware in form and decoration. Dull red-brown
external surface and margin, buff-brown internal surface and
margin with a mid grey core. Smooth, somewhat soapy, feel
to fabric, well-sorted common medium shell. MAXMR99,
Phase 1.3, structure A 67 (68).

HM180 Flared bowl with externally thickened rim, leached surfaces
and deep finger-marks from turning externally, and moderate
shell; dark brown surfaces, mid-brown margins and grey

core. PETTS95 (446) and (458) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998,
fig. 26, no. 28).

HM181 Flared bowl with externally thickened rim, much sooting
externally and common crushed shell, some very coarse;
dark brown surfaces, mid brown margins and grey core.
PETTS95 (59) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 27).

HM182 Wheel-made flared bowl with externally thickened and
almost collared rim, moderately abraded around the rim, and
some heat discolouration to the outer rim. Hard-fired, mid
brown external surface, pale red-brown internal surface, mid
brown external margin, pale red-brown internal margin with
pale grey; core common ill-sorted coarse to very coarse shell.
MAXWBF04, post-hole 407.
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Figure 9.60  Peterborough Shell-tempered ware bowls. Scale 1:4



Bowls (Fig. 9.60)
HM183 Flared bowl with externally thickened rim, possibly folded,

rough surfaces and coarse crushed shell temper; dark brown
surfaces, mid-brown margins and grey core. PETTS95 (442)
(Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig. 26, no. 26).

HM184 Plate 9.81. Wheel-made flared bowl with large externally
thickened (clubbed) rim, sooting on body and rim. Dark
brown external surface, mid brown internal surface and
margins, mid to pale grey core and moderately hackly
fracture. Slightly rough feel to fabric with moderate
ill-sorted coarse shell. MAXWBF04, Phase 2, pit 364 (338).

HM185 Wheel-made concave-sided bowl with internally thickened
rounded rim. Very black-brown fabric with brown margins
and mid grey core with slightly rough surfaces and a hackly
fracture with common medium–coarse shell. ORLBB99,
structure 4, Period 3, (233) (Spoerry, and Atkins 2015, fig.
50, no. 7).

HM186 Deep bowl or wide-mouthed jar with slightly out-turned rim
and coarse shell temper, rough orange-brown surfaces and
grey core. PETTS95 (527) (Spoerry and Hinman 1998, fig.
27, no. 35).

HM187 Near-complete profile of a flared bowl or dish with slightly
sagging base. Mid brown fabric and margins with mid grey
core, sooted externally on the side. Hackly fracture with
abundant medium–coarse shell, much of which has been
leached from the internal surface. ORLBB99, surface 11,
Period 4. 9 (232) (Spoerry and Atkins 2015, fig. 50, no. 12).

HM188 Near-complete profile of a hand-made, wheel-finished
rounded bowl or dish with externally bevelled rim and
sagging base in mid-brown to grey fabric, internal mid brown
margin and mid grey core. Hackly fracture with common
medium to very coarse ill-sorted shell. ORLBB00, building
18, Period 2.2 (1242) (Spoerry and Atkins 2015, fig. 50, no.
17).

HM189 Near-complete profile of a wheel-made, rounded, handled
bowl with sagging base and applied strip inside everted rim.
Orange-brown to dark grey fabric and dark grey core;
internally/externally heated/sooted and a hackly fracture,
with abundant fine ooliths and sparse coarse shell.
ORLBB00, Period 3.1, ditch 42 (1065) (Spoerry and Atkins
2015, fig. 51, no. 18).

Chimney pot/firestands (Fig. 9.61)
HM190 Wheel-made firestand base; externally thickened and

flattened right-angled rim/base. Hard-fired, orange-brown
surfaces and margins with mid grey core and a hackly
fracture. Ill-sorted coarse to very coarse shell. ORLBB99,
ditch 28, Period 3.1 (177) (Spoerry and Atkins 2015, fig. 50,
no. 13).

HM191 Chimney pot or firestand with coarse shell temper,
wheel-made with rough surfaces and deep turning grooves
internally and sooting at the top externally; red-brown
surfaces and grey core. The use-implications of this are
difficult to explain. A chimney ought to be internally sooted,
whilst a fire stand might be expected to have burning on the
base or foot. This begs the question as to whether this piece is
illustrated upside-down here. The top as shown is, however,
not sufficiently even to provide a firm base. Healey discusses
a large assemblage of these objects in the same fabric at
Bridge Street, Peterborough dating to the late 13th to late
14th centuries (Healey n.d.), but an adequate explanation of
function is not found. PETTS95 (385) (Spoerry and Hinman
1998, fig. 27, no. 40).

Lamp (Fig. 9.61)
HM192 Plate 9.82. Fragment of a probable lamp with some heat

discolouration of the interior although this may not be the
original surface, some sooting to the outer surface.
Moderately hard-fired with red-brown external surfaces and
margin with a dark grey core. The internal surface is
mid–dark grey, but it is unclear if this is an original surface or
a reworking of the vessel. Slightly soapy feel to the interior
surface. MAXWBF04, Phase 1, pit 616 (615).
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Plate 9.80  HM179. Peterborough Shelly ware. Rim from
flared or concave sided bowl with rouletted or roller

stamped decoration on rim surface

Plate 9.81  HM184. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware.
Wheel-made flared bowl with large externally thickened

rim

Plate 9.82  HM192. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware.
Fragment of a ?lamp



Jugs (Fig. 9.61)
HM193 Strap handle from a jug, thumbed on upper surface on both

edges with the right edge noticeably thicker and the
thumbing more prominent. Hard-fired, orange-brown
surfaces, margins and mid grey core. Common ill-sorted
coarse to very coarse shell. MAXWER05, Phase 2, pit 35
(36).

HM194 Plate 9.83. Part of rim and stabbed oval rod handle from a
jug, the rim is slightly everted and externally bevelled. The
diameter of the rim is approximate due to the distortion and
flattening of the rim by manipulation of the vessel to join the
handle to the body. Moderately hard-fired, red-brown
surfaces and margins with a mid grey core. The external
surface and rim edge are sooted. Common ill-sorted coarse to
very coarse shell. MAXWBF04, Phase 2, ditch 121 (122).
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Figure 9.61  Peterborough Shell-tempered ware other forms. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.83  HM194. Peterborough Shell-tempered ware. Part of rim and oval rod handle from a jug



Peterborough Area Shell- and Limestone-tempered
ware
Fabric code: PASL
Date: c. AD 1200–1300
Refs: Young 2008
Fig. 9.62
TS and ICPS: None during this project

Introduction
First identified in Cambridgeshire by Young (2008) at
Barnack, this fabric has now also been recognised in
assemblages from Maxey. The ware has visual similarities
with LYVA in both fabric and forms and it may be
associated with that industry, in terms of the tradition of
manufacture, even though it is clearly the product of
different kiln sites.

Macroscopic fabric description
A dense, usually oxidised, fabric recognisable by medium
to very coarse, ill-sorted, yellow limestone fragments
usually 0.5–2mm, alongside separate fine to very coarse
fragments of laminated white shell (probably oyster type;
up to 2mm, with rare larger fragments), often with grey
striations, as well as shell cemented in the yellow matrix of
larger fragments of limestone. Rounded pellets, or ooliths,
of yellow limestone to 0.3mm can also be present
alongside iron ore and fine, clear, angular quartz sand. The
surface tends to be orange-brown or mid brown in
colouration when oxidised with a mid grey or dark grey
core, and surfaces are also mid grey when reduced.
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Plate 9.84  HM195. Peterborough Area Shell- and Limestone-tempered ware jar

Plate 9.85  HM198. Peterborough Area Shell- and Limestone-tempered ware jar with rim form similar to some
LYVA jars



Production source and raw materials
The fragments of yellow shelly limestone appear to be
crushed rock and are therefore presumed to be an added
temper. They are almost certainly Cornbrash Limestone.
It may be that the remaining shell, alongside the other
inclusions, is naturally occurring in the clay. An
oyster-rich deposit, the Blisworth Clay is a likely source
(as with PSHW) and lies under the Cornbrash. Both
appear in adjacent exposures across much of the western
part of the Soke between Longthorpe, Marholm and
Wansford, and thence south-westwards along the eastern
side of the Nene Valley through Northamptonshire, where
the Blisworth Clay may also have been utilised for the
Lyveden–Stanion pottery industries.

Distribution
PASL is fairly common in Barnack and Maxey in the
western Soke, but thus far none has been recognised in
urban Peterborough, although it is to be expected in small
quantities there. The current area of known occurrence
might, alternatively, indicate that only the eastern edge of
the ware’s distribution has been located, and that it had its
production site and central node of occurrence to the west
in northern Northamptonshire. Assemblages from that
area have not been studied to determine whether any part
of the limestone- and shell-tempered pottery known there
in fact contains crushed Cornbrash and would therefore be
classified as PASL.

Forms and provisional date range
At Barnack, where present in uncontaminated groups, the
earliest examples of this type appeared to be of later 12th-
to early 13th-century date, but the majority were slightly
later suggesting that a post-AD 1200 appearance may be
more likely. At Maxey it was found in contexts dating to
the later 13th to 14th century. A cut-off date around AD
1350 is currently most likely.

Only jar forms have so far been recorded, including
one rather small vessel (not illustrated). Most jars are,
however, rather round-shouldered, with either an upright
or slightly everted rim, either rounded or brought to a

point. A second jar form (HM197) has a flat-topped
upright rim with an external cordon above a shouldered
body.

Affinities: fabric
The fabric has visual similarities with LYVA and it may be
associated with that industry, even though it is clearly the
product of different ki ln si tes . Using only a
hand-magnifier, however, the yellow limestone fragments
can be differentiated from the white shelly limestone of
the latter. There is no regional tradition of the use of
Cornbrash or other yellow limestone as a tempering agent.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
One of the jar forms, a flat-topped upright rim with an
external bead above a shouldered body (HM198), is
directly comparable with examples seen in the kiln-site
groups of Lyveden A ware and in a newly identified type
found at Huntingdon (HUNCAL) that was probably made
close to that town. The other rim and vessel forms match a
general template seen in 13th-century vessels including
other LYVA examples and jars from the HUNFSW
industry at Huntingdon.

Petrological origin
No petrological study has been carried out, although the
Jurassic deposits that are likely to have been utilised are
the Blisworth Clay and the Cornbrash Limestone.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.62)
HM195 Plate 9.84. Wheel-made jar with an upright, externally

thickened and rounded rim. Externally sooted from the mid
point of the vessel down. Surfaces and margins are dark
orange-brown, pale grey core. Hard-fired, relatively smooth
fabric, moderate medium to very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 4mm. Some of the surface calcareous
inclusions have been leached out. MAXWER05 (399).

HM196 Wheel-made, small-medium jar with an everted, externally
thickened and rounded, internally bevelled rim. External
surface orange-brown, internal surfaces grey-brown,
orange-brown margins pale–mid grey core. Hard-fired,
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Figure 9.62  Peterborough Area Shell- and Limestone-tempered ware jars. Scale 1:4



relatively smooth fabric, moderate medium to very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 4mm. BARMIL06 (1018).

HM197 Small wheel-finished, shouldered jar with an everted,
externally and internally bevelled rim which creates a point.
Wiping marks on the body below the neck. Externally sooted
from the edge of the shoulder downwards. External surface
red-brown, internal surface and margins are buff-orange,
with a pale grey core. Hard-fired, heavy, relatively smooth
fabric, moderate medium to very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 5mm. BARMIL06 (1018).

HM198 Plate 9.85. Wheel-finished jar with a near-upright rim
having a flat upper surface and an external cordon almost
directly below the rim. The form is seen in LYVA jars, often
with thumbing on the upper surface or edge of the rim.
Externally traces of sooting, sooted internally. External
surface dull red-brown, internal surface grey-brown and
red-brown, margins with a pale grey core. Hard-fired
relatively smooth fabric, occasional to moderate medium
ooliths, moderate medium to very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 5mm. BARMIL06 (1018).

Bourne-type Medieval wares
Fabric code: BOUA, BOUB
Date: AD 1150–1400
Refs: Healey 1969; Hurley and Zeffert 1992
Fig. 9.63–9.65
TS and ICPS: Vince 2001; Young et al. 2005, 171

Introduction
This type was first defined by Healey (1969) through
study of material from kiln sites at Bourne, Lincolnshire,
with brief additions by Hurley and Zeffert (1992). The
medieval fabrics are not always separable and tend to
blend together. Three fabrics were originally defined, one
of which (Fabric C) has for some time been recognised as
an incorrect division. In addition, there is recent
unpublished evidence to support the grouping of all three
medieval Bourne fabrics – A, B and C) together as one
ware type (Boyle and Young 2006), something that has not
been adopted for this volume but which warrants further
consideration. The general spread of medieval fabric types
known from Bourne, and to a certain extent the vessel
types and styles, are closely allied to those from Baston
(here SLBTOL and SLBTOX, see below), although the
latter tend to be rather more calcareous. Both production
sites appear to be components in one industry or tradition
of manufacture.

Macroscopic fabric description
Vessels tend to be oxidised with mid-brown, buff-brown
or orange-brown surfaces and a medium to dark grey core,
although further variation does exist. Previous
descriptions have suggested that BOUA is more
commonly reduced (e.g. McCarthy and Brooks 1988,
259) but that has not been observed in assemblages from
Barnack, Maxey or Peterborough. Both fabrics have a fine
to medium quartz sand component, probably an added
temper, but this is much more common in BOUB. Shell
and white oolitic limestone are present in both fabrics but
are much more common in BOUA.

Production source and raw materials
Kilns are known in Bourne itself, with much of the
excavation work remaining unpublished. The clay matrix
is likely to derive from the Oxford Clay or Kellaways Clay
with the calcareous sand possibly originating in the
Kellaways Sands, or from the Upper Great Oolite series,
either directly or eroded locally into fluvial deposits.

Distribution
Bourne medieval wares are very common in the Soke of
Peterborough north of the Nene, and less so in the town
itself and in areas south of the river. Bourne pottery has
been found in settlements across the fenland and it is most
common in the northern parts across towards Wisbech,
with the Nene system appearing to offer the most likely
conduit for the movement of this type in bulk. It has been
identified in Huntingdon and in Cambridge, but not in
rural areas in the south and west of the county.

Forms and provisional date range
Healey’s original publication is very brief and does not
provide illustrations and – despite small amounts of
Bourne pottery being published in reports from
excavations at a number of urban centres, including
Peterborough (e.g. Spoerry 1998a) – no typology is
available. The suggested dating for the fabrics is also
incomplete. Although Healey did suggest that Bourne A
was present at Bridge Street, Peterborough during the 13th
century, with Bourne B arriving after AD 1300 (Healey
n.d.) this could not be verified at The Still (Spoerry 1998a)
and in fact the uncertain boundary between the two fabric
types makes such interpretation difficult. Bourne
medieval wares may appear in Lincoln from the late 12th
century, and are present until the 14th century (Young et
al. 2005). Until better definition and dating is available
from either the production sites or well-stratified urban
sequences, both types have been given the same, wider
date range here and closer dates are better assigned on the
basis of form and context, rather than fabric.

A few BOUA and BOUB vessels excavated in sites
from Maxey are published here to extend information
regarding the products of this industry. The earliest form
may be the everted jar rim above an upright neck (HM199,
HM200 and HM201) which, when found on more
rounded vessels, matches late 12th- and 13th- century
forms known in other industries. The rounded, everted jar
rim may also be an early form (e.g. HM202). One vessel of
this latter type possesses an unusual splayed base
(HM203), although otherwise appears early in the
sequence. The glazed jug with a raised spout and floral
design of applied pads is probably also a 13th-century
vessel (HM211).

Short, sharply everted rims on inturned vessels
without a neck are a 14th-century form (HM206) and the
internally glazed vessels, whether bowls or the closed
vessel (HM205; a possible urinal) are likewise later,
perhaps even post-AD 1350 in date. The former vessel
exhibits a harder-fired and smoother fabric that is close to
that used subsequently for Bourne D ware, and can
perhaps be viewed as transitional. Likewise, the narrow
jug neck and rim (HM212) appears to possess a handle in a
Bourne B fabric and a body more like Bourne D, again
perhaps suggesting a vessel produced in the late 14th or
early 15th centuries, as production evolved from one type
to the other.

Affinities: fabric
As well as its close relationship with Baston pottery, the
more heavily sand-tempered Bourne B fabric is not unlike
Colne or Ely wares or HUNFSW and all of these can be
classified together as a fenland tradition of sand-tempered
pottery, all of which can also have a calcarerous
component. The shelly/oolitic BOUA is, however, much
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more in keeping with pottery containing limestone-
derived inclusions from Northamptonshire (e.g. LYVA).

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
Upright jar rims of probable 13th-century date, giving
way to sharply everted rims in the 14th century, is a
familiar progression amongst a variety of other Eastern
English industries from Essex to Lincolnshire.

The glazed jug with applied floral decoration and
green iron-speckled glazing (HM211), is not unlike
examples from other Lincolnshire producers such as
Toynton, but fits a general tradition present in other
eastern industries including Grimston, Norfolk (Leah
1994) and Humberware (Hayfield 1985).

Thin-section analysis of BOUA / BOUB
A single sample of a Bourne-type fabric from Lincoln has
previously been described (Young et al. 2005, 171). In
addition, during the research for the monograph on Ely
wares that acted as a precursor to this volume, five
medieval wasters from Bourne were thin sectioned (Vince
2001).

The samples of Bourne ware came from a known kiln
site and were chosen to cover the visual range of textures
present in the kiln’s products. Two distinct fabrics are
present within the Bourne samples; one sample from
Baston also fell within Fabric A:

A) Abundant very fine sand (i.e. up to 0.2mm across)
and little calcareous material (V901–V903, V905);

B) Moderate rounded sand and little calcareous
material (V904).

The rounded sand includes a few fragments which
have a cement of non-ferroan micrite still adhering to
them and it is clear that some, if not all, of this rounded
sand is derived from a calcareous sandstone. Rounded
cryptocrystalline silica grains, probably cherts, are
present (but not common). In some samples rare,
part-rounded opaque haematite grains, often with a
spongy texture, are present. Small silt-sized fragments,
probably of TiO, occur in all of these samples, even in
sections where very fine sand is absent. Thus they are
likely to have been present in the clay itself rather than the

fine sand. Almost all of the sections contained one or two
large rounded pellets of laminated clay (clay relicts). The
calcareous inclusions are in the main purple-stained
micrite with some nacreous bivalve shell. Some appear to
be calcareous nodules, with a vaguely concentric
structure. However, one section contained an echinoid
spine (V903). The clay matrix is often laminated with
slight evidence for variegation, but there is no
correspondence between the incidence of laminated clay
pellets and laminated groundmass.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.63–9.65)

Jars (Fig. 9.63)
HM199 Plate 9.86. Bourne B ware. Complete profile from a

wheel-made, wide, rounded jar with an everted, internally
thickened and bevelled rim. The base angle is obtuse and the
base sags slightly towards the centre; throwing or turning
grooves can be seen on the body. The body of the jar below
the shoulder, base and the rim edge are heavily sooted.
Red-brown external surface, dull buff-brown inner surface.
Red-brown outer margin, mid grey inner margin and core.
Moderate–common fine to medium quartz, some
iron-stained, occasional medium white oolitic limestone
inclusions. MAXWBF04 (425).

HM200 Bourne B ware. Wheel-made jar rim, everted and externally
thickened, with a narrow groove below the rim. Oxidised
orange-red surfaces and margins with a pale–mid grey core.
Hard-fired, rough sandy feel. Common medium quartz,
some opaque, moderate medium white oolitic limestone
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Sample Form Description

V901 Bowl Internally glazed

V902 Jug

V903 Jug

V904 Jug

V905 Jug

Table 9.26 Petrological samples of wasters from
Commercial Garage, Eastgate, Bourne, Lincolnshire
(from Vince 2001)

Plate 9.86  HM199. Bourne B. Complete profile from a wheel-made, wide, rounded jar



inclusions, occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions. MAXWER05 (318).

HM201 Bourne A ware. Thin-walled wheel-made rounded jar. The
rim is everted, externally thickened and almost lid-seated.
Buff-orange surfaces and margins, mid grey core.
Moderate–common fine quartz, occasional medium quartz,
very occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions, occasional moderate–coarse red particles.
MAXWER05 (433).

HM202 Bourne B ware. Wheel-made jar with an everted, slightly
thickened and rounded, slightly internally bevelled rim.
External surface buff-brown, internally pale grey, external
buff-brown margin, internal margin and mid grey core.
Hard-fired, rough, slightly sandy feel. Common medium
quartz, some opaque, moderate medium white oolitic
limestone inclusions, occasional coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions. MAXWER05 (399).

HM203 Bourne A ware. Rim, lower body and base from a thin-walled
wheel-made jar. The rim is everted, simple and rounded. The
base angle is obtuse and the base appears slightly splayed due
to the amount of wet clay adhering to the edge of the base as it
was removed from the wheel. The base is relatively flat, if

uneven. The rim, walls and base are all sooted. Red-brown
surfaces and margins on the upper part of the vessel, while
the base has a dark grey external margin. Dark grey core.
Moderate–common fine quartz, occasional medium quartz,
very occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions. MAXWBF04 (425).

HM204 Bourne B ware. Base and lower half of a wheel-made
unglazed jar. The small surviving portion of abraded base
indicates the vessel had an obtuse base angle and sagging
base. The body is decorated with relatively closely spaced
incised lines that run horizontally around the body. The jar is
sooted externally. External surface reddish buff-brown,
internal red-brown surface, red-brown margins and pale grey
core. Hard-fired, rough sandy feel. Common medium quartz,
moderate medium white oolitic limestone inclusions,
occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions. The
calcareous inclusions are all more visible on the surface of
the vessel than in the matrix. MAXWER05 (230).

HM205 Bourne B ware. Badly wheel-made, thin-walled, misshapen
lower body of an internally glazed vessel. The body appears
too squat for a jug and is most likely a jar form, although it is
possibly a urinal. The base angle is obtuse and the base nearly
flat, slightly sagging on one side. The internal glaze is a dark
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Figure 9.63  Bourne-type Medieval ware jars. Scale 1:4



olive green with some iron-stained mottles. Around the
inside edge of the surviving upper wall there are unglazed
patches where the glaze did not adhere to the vessel wall as it
was poured out, suggesting that this was a closed vessel
form. Buff-brown to orange-buff surface externally,
internally pale grey where unglazed, external margin
orange-buff, internal margin and core are pale grey.
Hard-fired, slightly rough fabric. Moderate fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz, moderate fine calcareous
inclusions, occasional coarse and rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 2mm. The calcareous inclusions are all more
visible on the surface of the vessel than in the matrix.
MAXWBF04 (425).

HM206 Transitional Bourne B to Bourne D fabric. A wheel-made,
rounded, shoulderless jar with a sharply everted rim, the
edge of which is upturned and bevelled. On the rim is a single
thumb or finger impression; alongside this the rim has been
pinched, forming what is most likely a pulled or pinched lip.
A spot of opaque glaze or slip is located on the rim at the lip.
Oxidised orange-red surfaces and margins with a pale–mid
grey core. Hard-fired, relatively smooth fabric, moderate
medium quartz, occasional coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions. Some voids on the surface of the
vessel may be from leached calcareous material.
MAXMR99 (338).

Bowls (Fig. 9.64)
HM207 Bourne A ware. Profile of a shallow bowl (dish). Inturned,

internally thickened and bevelled rim, the upper surface of
which has been lightly thumb/finger-impressed along its
length. The dish is covered internally with an opaque glaze or
slip and glaze; unfortunately, the poor condition of the
surface treatment makes it difficult to identify, although it
would appear that the glaze was originally green. Externally
and internally the dish is heavily sooted and was possibly

used as a dripping dish. External surface dark grey-black,
internally red-brown below the glaze. Externally dark
grey-black margin, internally red-brown or grey, with dark
grey-black core. Moderate–common fine to medium quartz,
some iron-stained, occasional medium white oolitic
limestone inclusions. MAXWER05 (318).

HM208 Bourne B ware. Wheel-made flared bowl with slightly
internally thickened rim. Internally, the throwing grooves
can be seen and felt, and partially covering the internal
surface is thin patchy pale, slightly opaque, olive green glaze.
Externally the bowl is sooted. Oxidised orange-red surfaces
and thin margins with a pale–mid grey core. Hard-fired,
slightly rough feel. Moderate–common fine to medium
quartz, some iron-stained, common medium white oolitic
limestone inclusions, occasional coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions. MAXMR99 (60).

HM209 Bourne B ware. Wheel-made flared bowl with a clubbed,
rounded, internally bevelled rim. The internal face of the rim
has been decorated with stabbed sub-rectangular holes. Buff
to orange-buff surfaces, slightly fire-clouded; the margins
are similarly varied and the core is mid grey. Hard-fired,
slightly rough fabric. Common fine quartz, moderate
medium quartz, moderate fine calcareous inclusions,
occasional coarse and rare very coarse calcareous inclusions
up to 3mm. MAXMR99 (97).

HM210 Bourne B ware. Wheel-made, thin-walled concave sided
bowl with an everted, internally thickened rim; the internal
thickening is triangular in section. The base angle is obtuse
and the base was probably intended to be flat but is uneven.
The base of the bowl has not been turned and surplus clay
from the removal of the bowl from the wheel is smeared
around the base angle. Internally the bowl is partially covered
with poorly mixed glaze. The glaze carrier covers much of
the interior below the rim, however the dirty olive green lead
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Figure 9.64  Bourne-type Medieval ware bowls. Scale 1:4
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Figure 9.65  Bourne-type Medieval ware jugs and curfew. Scale 1:4



glaze only fully covers the base and partially covers the walls
of the bowl; very coarse blobs of lead can be seen on the
surface of the glaze. Externally the rim edge, body and base
are sooted. Dark buff-brown external surface, red brown
internal surface, thin buff-brown margins, mid grey core.
Hard-fired, slightly rough fabric. Moderate fine quartz,
occasional medium quartz, moderate fine calcareous
inclusions, occasional coarse and rare very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 3mm. MAXWBF04 (425).

Jugs (Fig. 9.65)
HM211 Plate 9.87. Bourne B ware. Upper part of a hand-made and

probably wheel-finished, highly decorated rounded or
shouldered jug. The rim is near-upright, internally bevelled
and externally cordoned slightly below the rim. There is a
large pulled or pinched spout that has been pulled to stand
above the rim and has twin thumb or finger impressions on
the throat, possibly as decoration. A thick sub-rectangular
rod handle is attached to the neck below the rim and joined to
the body by a plug through the wall of the vessel. A large
upstanding blob of clay marks its position inside the jug. The
handle is finished with a deep central groove or thumb
impression and single shallower impressions each side of the
handle. These were cracked either while drying or during
firing, since the glaze has run into them. The handle has a
shallow central vertical groove at its point of join with the
body. Within this and continuing down the length of the
handle are two deeply incised vertical lines, the right almost
cutting through the handle. The body is decorated with
applied circular pads stamped with lines and floral
decoration that appears to be applied, but the petals of these
four- and five-petal flowers have then been so heavily
impressed into the body of the vessel that they can be felt
inside as raised areas. The decoration is restricted to the neck,
front and sides of the vessel with no sign of it around the back
of the vessel or under the handle. The vessel is covered with a
green iron-speckled glaze, apart from underneath the handle,
the areas around the flowers being more iron-stained,
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Plate 9.87  HM211. Bourne B jug. a) Detail of floral decoration b) Handle with deeply incised vertical lines

Plate 9.88  HM213. Bourne B. Wheel-finished vessel
base, perhaps the base of a fire stand



suggesting that they may have been deliberately covered
with an iron-rich patch of slip or glaze. Several of the flowers
appear to be sitting on a disc of something that is slightly
larger than the design impressed upon it. There are various
small scars on the vessel where it was packed too closely
together with other items in the kiln. Grey-brown external
surface where not glazed, pale grey to grey-brown internal
surfaces, buff-orange margins, sometimes grey under the
glaze and a pale grey core in the thicker parts of the vessel.
Common medium quartz , some iron-stained,
common–moderate medium white oolitic limestone
inclusions, many of which have been leached out of the
internal surface of the jug. MAXMR99, unstratified (99999).

HM212 Transitional Bourne B to Bourne D jug. The fabric of the
vessel neck is smooth, and recognisable as late medieval
Bourne D, whilst that of the handle is quartz-tempered and is
of Bourne B type. A simple, slightly flaring, upright rim sits
above a narrow neck with a thick strap handle that has a deep
central groove and narrow incised grooves on either side,
attached below the rim with ‘ears’ or shallow oval
impressions either side of the attachment point. Patches of
green glaze are present on the handle. Body fabric is
buff-brown external surface and margin with pale–mid grey
core and grey-brown internal surface, with few visible
inclusions and some evidence of large air bubbles in the clay,
which may have resulted in bloating of the fabric. The handle
fabric has buff-brown external surface with red-brown
margins and pale–mid grey core. Moderate–common fine to
medium quartz, some iron-stained. WISWAR10, 70 (76).

Curfew/firecover and firestand (Fig. 9.65)
HM213 Plate 9.88. Bourne B ware. Unglazed, open ended, near-

cylindrical vessel with a roughly formed splayed base, or
thickened and flattened right-angled rim. May be the base of
a fire-stand. Mid brown external surface, orange-brown
internal surface and margins, and pale–mid grey core.
Moderate–common fine to medium quartz, some
iron-stained, common medium white oolitic limestone
inclusions, occasional red particles both medium rounded
and medium–coarse and irregular particles. MAXWBF04
(106).

HM214 Bourne B ware. A curfew or fire-cover, wheel-thrown as a
flared bowl, with an obtuse angled, relatively flat upper
surface. The top of the curfew has a broad strap handle
applied to the edge of the vessel and arching across the whole
of the vessel’s upper surface. In the centre of the handle,
where it joins the top edge of the curfew, is a hole pierced
completely through the handle and into the curfew. It is
unclear if there was a similar hole at the other end of the
handle. The handle itself has a line of incised or stabbed
semi-circular marks close to the edge, and the edge itself has
been broadly thumb impressed. These patterns were
presumably repeated on the other half of the handle and
across the entire span. The handle is luted to the top of the
curfew and finished with a deep thumbed impression.
Throwing grooves are visible on the body of the curfew and
running vertically across these, from slightly below the top of
the vessel, are widely spaced pulled thumb/finger-impressed
lines. The wall of the curfew is pierced with several holes that
were punctured through the vessel wall from the outside, and
the excess clay from this action is visible folded around the
inside of the hole. This process must have occurred while the
clay was still quite wet as the wall of the curfew has distorted
around the holes. The exterior of the vessel is sooted below
the level of the holes and the area around the hole in the
handle is also slightly discoloured by heat and the hole itself
is sooted. The vessel is sooted internally. Dark buff-brown
external surface, reduced dark grey-black inner surface, mid
brown outer margin, dark brown inner margin, dark grey
core. Hard-fired, relatively smooth fabric. Moderate medium
quartz, common fine calcareous inclusions, occasional
medium calcareous inclusions. MAXWBF04 (425).

Baston-type medieval wares: South Lincolnshire
Baston-type Oolitic ware and South Lincolnshire
Baston-type Oxidised ware
Fabric codes: Baston-type Oolitic ware (SLBTOL) and Baston-type
Oxidised ware (SLBTOX)
Date: AD 1200–1400
Refs: Taylor 2003; Young 2008
Figs 9.66–9.67
TS and ICPS: Vince 2001

Introduction
Pottery production at Baston in south Lincolnshire is
known from waster dumps found at Hall Farm (Taylor
2003). The fabrics and forms are generally consistent with
those known from kiln sites at Bourne, 9km away, and the
two are clearly both part of the same tradition of
manufacture. Although some vessels are therefore
difficult to assign accurately to one kiln site or the other,
one fabric from Baston tends to have many more, and
often coarser, calcareous inclusions. The other, generally
oxidised and sand-tempered fabric is like Bourne B ware,
but is lighter in colouration and smoother, and appears in
different and earlier forms (Bourne B was classified as
post-AD 1300 at the kiln site). This is principally the
fabric for glazed ‘finewares’ at Baston. Uncertainty over
these classifications means, however, that Baston-type
sherds are currently defined in slightly less certain terms
as South Lincolnshire Baston-types. These are associated
with the petrological descriptions derived from a few
actual wasters.

Macroscopic fabric description

Baston-type Oolitic ware (SLBTOL)
Young notes that this ware was divided into three different
but closely related fabrics at Millstone Lane, Barnack
(Young 2008), but only a generic description is given here.
The ‘oolitic’ component in this fabric is more correctly
defined as ‘calcareous nodules, with a vaguely concentric
structure’. These off-white, sometimes purple-tinged,
inclusions are otherwise like ooliths to the naked eye, and
give many vessels a slightly ‘speckled’ appearance. The
fabric is found as both oxidised and reduced vessels; the
former being typically mid brown or orange-brown and
the latter mid grey. Although SLBTOL has an abundant
quartz sand component this is usually fine to very fine and
exhibits itself as only a surface roughness in the hand
specimen. The calcareous inclusions are mostly rounded,
and clay pellets, haematite grains and other ‘slaggy’
inclusions are often visible.

Baston-type Oxidised ware (SLBTOX)
Young notes that this was divided into two different
fabrics at Millstone Lane, Barnack (Young 2008), but only
a generic description is given here. Although a much rarer
inclusion type compared with SLBTOL, again the
‘oolitic’ component in this fabric, when present, is more
correctly defined as ‘calcareous nodules, with a vaguely
concentric structure’. This fabric is, however, principally
defined by its smoother, sandy fabric and its lighter and
brighter colouration. It is typically buff or orange-brown
in colouration, sometimes with mid brown surfaces, and is
typically mid grey when reduced. It is rather similar to
BOUB with which it may often be confused; however, less
quartz sand, often fine quartz sand, and lighter colouration
can set it apart.
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Production source and raw materials
A kiln site is known at Hall Farm, Baston. The clay matrix
is likely to drive from the Oxford Clay or Kellaways Clay
with the calcareous sand possibly originating in the
Kellaways Sands, or other from the Upper Great Oolite
series, either directly or eroded locally into fluvial
deposits.

Distribution
In Cambridgeshire, Baston fabrics are not routinely
differentiated from those from Bourne, currently
hindering discussion of distribution. Pottery likely to
originate from Baston has been recorded at Barnack,
Maxey and Peterborough to date.

Forms and provisional date range
A few Baston vessels excavated in sites from Maxey are
published here to extend the sparse information regarding
the products of this industry. Short, sharply everted
‘flanged’ rims on shouldered bodies are a 14th-century
form and seem to be a typical Baston product
(HM215–217), although there is documentary evidence
for potters working there in the late 13th century (Young
2008).

SLBTOL is present in unglazed jars, but some jars
may have had an internal glaze as is common in bowls of
this production site and in those from Bourne. Sherds from
glazed jugs are also present (not illustrated). Glaze tends
to be fairly clear (dull brown) or brownish-green. Vessels
with applied strips, sometimes iron-rich and thus brown in
colouration, with horizontal grooves and with combing,
have been recorded on sites from the Soke of
Peterborough.

SLBTOX is principally used for glazed jugs, although
both bowls and jars are also known, with a curfew and
dripping dish also recognised at Barnack. Bowls are often
glazed internally and some jars with internal glaze have
also been recognised. Rounded bowls are known
(HM218), as is a shallow flared bowl (or dish) with a flat
base and finger-impressed rim (HM219). Complete jug
forms have not been identified in Cambridgeshire, but
flat-topped rims, rounded and everted rims are known
(HM220 and HM221), as are strap handles with a central
hollow, not unlike later Bourne forms. Decoration on jugs
is accompanied by liberal use of iron-rich (brown or
green) glaze. Plastic decoration includes applied strips
and pellets, sometimes in dark iron-rich clay. This highly
decorated pottery generally matches 13th- to early
14th-century styles seen elsewhere, but until further and
more complete examples have been recognised finer
dating is not possible.

Affinities: fabric
As well as its close relationship with Bourne pottery, the
shelly/oolitic SLBTOL is in keeping with pottery with
limestone-derived inclusions from Northamptonshire
(e.g. LYVA). The more heavily sand-tempered SLBTOX
fabric is not unlike Colne or Ely wares or HUNFSW and
all of these can be classified together as a fenland tradition
of sand-tempered pottery. All can also have a calcareous
component.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The sharply everted jar rims recorded for SLBTOL are
also present in BOUB ware and are familiar amongst a

variety of other Eastern English industries from Essex to
Lincolnshire in the 14th century.

The liberal use of glaze over plastic decoration seen in
SLBTOX echoes other industries in Lincolnshire (Lincoln
Glazed ware, Toynton, Humberware) and Norfolk
(Grimston), but in Cambridgeshire the Colne and
HUNFSW industries show little similarity, with only the
decoration of Ely ware including any amount of these
highly decorated plastic traits.

Thin-section analysis of Baston wasters
Five samples from Hall Farm, Baston (Table 9.27),
recognised as wasters or seconds because of the presence
of warping or glaze over broken edges, were thin-
sectioned by Alan Vince during the research for a
monograph on Ely wares that acted as a precursor to this
volume (Vince 2008). As this description has not
previously been published separately it is presented here.
There is thus a likelihood of these sherds being atypical of
the Baston industry (which is known to have existed
through documentary records) and certainly all five
Baston samples have isotropic clay matrices. This
relatively high-firing temperature also makes it difficult to
study the calcareous inclusions although none appear to
have been completely burnt out, which places an upper
limit on the original firing temperature.

There are three quite distinct fabrics present within the
Baston samples, although the first (that of SLBTOX) is
petrologically identical to that of samples from Bourne
discussed elsewhere in this volume. The further two
petrological fabrics would be classified as SLBTOL.

Baston-type Oxidised ware (SLBTOX)
A) Abundant very fine sand (i.e. up to 0.2mm across) and
little calcareous material (V908)

Baston-type Oolitic ware (SLBTOL)
B) Abundant very fine sand and abundant calcareous
material (V909)
C) Moderate rounded sand and abundant calcareous
material (V906, V907 and V910)

The rounded sand includes a few fragments which
have a cement of non-ferroan micrite still adhering to them
and it is clear that some, if not all of this rounded sand is
derived from a calcareous sandstone. Rounded
cryptocrystalline silica grains, probably cherts, are
present (but not common). In some samples rare,
part-rounded opaque haematite grains, often with a
spongy texture, are present. Small silt-sized fragments,
probably of TiO, occur in all of these samples, even in
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Sample Fabric Ware Form Description

V906 C SLBTOL Jar Glaze spot; ?waster or burnt

V907 C SLBTOL Bowl Everted rim; glaze internal;
vitrified

V908 A SLBTOX Jug Vitrified, little calc; glaze;
neck

V909 B SLBTOL Jug Neck; glaze

V910 C SLBTOL Jug Applied strip; glaze

Table 9.27 Petrological samples of wasters from Hall
Farm, Baston, Lincolnshire (from Vince 2001)



sections where very fine sand is absent. Thus they are
likely to have been present in the clay itself rather than the
fine sand. Almost all of the sections contained one or two
large rounded pellets of laminated clay (clay relicts). The
calcareous inclusions are in the main purple-stained
micrite with some nacreous bivalve shell. Some appear to
be calcareous nodules, with a vaguely concentric
structure. The clay matrix is often laminated with slight
evidence for variegation, but there is no correspondence
between the incidence of laminated clay pellets and
laminated groundmass.

The Baston fabrics are generally more calcareous than
those from Bourne, although this separation is not perfect
as Sample V908 contained no calcareous inclusions at all
and neither was there any evidence that such inclusions
had ever been present.

Petrological origin
The clay matrix is likely to derive from the Oxford Clay,
with calcareous oolitic sand presumably originating in
upper beds of the Great Oolite series, either directly or
eroded locally into fluvial deposits.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.66–9.67)

SLBTOL

Jars (Fig. 9.66)
HM215 Wheel-made thin-walled rounded jar with a sharply everted

simple rim. The jar is sooted on body and the rim edge. Pale
orange-buff surfaces and margins with a pale grey core.
Hard-fired, slightly rough fabric, moderate medium quartz,
moderate medium–coarse calcareous inclusions. The
calcareous inclusions are more visible on the surface of the
vessel than in the matrix. MAXWBF04 (425).

HM216 Wheel-made rounded jar with a sharply everted, simple
rounded rim. The jar is sooted below the shoulder and on the
rim edge. Orange-buff surfaces and margins are similarly
varied and the core is pale grey. Hard-fired, slightly rough
fabric, moderate medium quartz, moderate medium–coarse
calcareous inclusions. The calcareous inclusions are more
visible on the surface of the vessel than in the matrix.
MAXMR99 (263).
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Figure 9.66  South Lincolnshire Baston-type Oolitic
ware jars. Scale 1:4

Figure 9.67  South Lincolnshire Baston-type Oxidised
ware jars, bowls and jugs. Scale 1:4



SLBTOX

Jar (Fig. 9.67)
HM217 Rounded jar with sharply everted rounded rim with the

beginnings of a pulled or pinched lip. Oxidised fabric
red-orange throughout. Common fine and medium quartz,
occasional fine and medium calcareous inclusions.
BNK1998 (6), Fabric 3.

Bowls (Fig. 9.67)
HM218 Small rounded bowl with a sharply everted, internally

sl ight ly bevel led r im. Internal ly glazed with a
honey-coloured lead glaze, areas of which are somewhat
opaque and yellowish, and patches of which are bubbly in
appearance. Oxidised orange surfaces and margins with pale
grey core. Common fine and medium quartz, moderate fine
calcareous inclusions, occasional medium calcareous
inclusions. BNK1998 (19), Fabric 3.

HM219 Flared bowl, described in the pottery catalogue as a dripping
dish (Young 2008). Slightly externally thickened rim, with
evenly spaced thumb or finger impressions on the upper
edge. The base may have been slightly sagging; the obtuse
base angle is untrimmed. Internally glazed with a thin patchy
clear lead glaze with slight iron mottling. The thin base
appears to have cracked during firing, with glaze partially
over one edge of the break. Oxidised orange-buff surfaces
and margins with pale grey core at the thickest point of the
rim. Common fine and medium quartz, moderate fine and
medium calcareous inclusions, rare large calcareous
inclusions. BARMIL06, unstratified (99999), Fabric 1.

Jugs (Fig. 9.67)
HM220 Jug with an upright, externally thickened, rounded rim with

a cordon below the rim. The small stub of a vertical handle
survives but it is unclear if rod or strap in form. Externally
covered with patchy, thin, dark honey-coloured glaze which
appears to cover one of the sherd edges, suggesting the vessel
cracked during firing and the glaze ran into the break, but that
the vessel was still usable. There are patches of glaze
internally. The handle stub is covered with mid olive-green
glaze. Oxidised orange surfaces and margins with pale grey
core. Common fine and medium quartz, moderate fine and
medium calcareous inclusions, rare large calcareous
inclusions. BARMIL06, unstratified (99999), Fabric 1.

HM221 Shouldered jug with near-upright, externally bevelled rim
with external cordons on the neck and body. The remains of a
deeply throated (from rim to base of neck), pulled or pinched
spout can be seen on one sherd. The jug is externally partially
glazed with a thin clear lead glaze with copper green mottles
– the glaze feels rough. The jug is decorated below the glaze
with white clay or slip in short lines or dashes around the
neck and shoulders. Oxidised fabric red-orange throughout.
Slightly rough feel to fabric. Common fine and medium
quartz, moderate, medium calcareous inclusions. BNK1998
(19), Fabric 2.

Brill/Boarstall ware
Fabric codes: BRIL (OXAM; OXAP; OXBX)
Date: AD 1200–1500
Ref: Mellor 1994a
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
This type has a hard buff, orange, pale pink, or yellow-
grey wheel-made fabric, sometimes with fine ‘pimply’
surface. It has mottled pale to dark glossy green exterior
glaze, often with copper filings. Applied rouletted strips
are common, sometimes in red-firing clay – rosettes and
spirals also occur. Forms usually consist of ‘three-decker’
or baluster jugs, although puzzle jugs are also known. Jars,
bowls and other forms occur at one end of the medieval
period but are not found in Cambridgeshire.

Developed Stamford ware
Fabric code: DEST
Date: AD 1150–1300
Ref: Kilmurry 1980
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Developed Stamford ware has a hard, very fine,
wheel-made white fabric, with sparse sub-angular quartz
c. 0.1mm. These very rich, glossy copper green glazed
vessels are often decorated with incised combing or
thumbed applied strips. Forms are primarily jugs. The
type is a development from the Late Saxon industry in the
town, the dating of which now appears to span both the
later 12th century and the later 13th century. It occurs in
very small quantities on many sites in the county.

Early Everton-type ware
Fabric code: ELEVER
Date: AD 1300–1400
Refs: Beresford 1977, 194–286; Slowikowski 2011
Figs 9.68–9.71
TS and ICPS: Vince 2005d, 3–4; see below

Introduction
Until recently, the kilns around the village of Everton,
organisationally in Bedfordshire but only 800m from the
Cambridgeshire border, tended to be thought of as a
producer of Late Medieval Reduced ware (LMR). Recent
work by Slowikowski (2011), however, clarified that the
pottery produced at Everton was earlier in date and of
mixed colouration, although most was reduced (grey)
rather than oxidised (red-brown) (ibid., 54). The pottery
waste from Everton can be dated to the 14th century, and
many of the forms would not be out of place in the earlier
decades.

Study of local assemblages has identified sherds of
similar fabrics from sites in Gamlingay and St Neots, and
some of the sandy pottery from Cambridge is also very
similar. Re-evaluation of the excavation report from a
moated site at Wintringham, 9km north of Everton
(Beresford 1977), has identified that a large part of the
high medieval pottery from that site appears to be Everton
products; not only are the vessel forms and the
decorational traits identical to examples published by
Slowikowski, the fabric description is also very similar. It
has been decided that, in the absence of any more recently
available data, the ‘Local sandy wares’ from the
Wintringham excavation will be re-published here en
masse, to provide wider access to the corpus of types
typifying early Everton-type products in a consumer site
setting.

Macroscopic fabric description
As identified by Slowikowski (2011, 14) the pottery from
Everton is a quartz sand-tempered ware that is often, but
not always, reduced. Three fabrics exist (A, B and D),
differences between then being based entirely on whether
the fabric is vesicular (D), very vesicular (A), or not
vesicular (B) – the voids (0.3–1.5mm) all appearing to
derive from calcareous inclusions, either burnt or leached
out. Remaining calcareous inclusions are frequent and
coarse (0.5–2.0mm). The fabric also contains rounded to
sub-rounded quartz (0.3–0.5mm), occasional black or red
iron ore (0.1–0.4mm) and a background of very fine mica.
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Production source and raw materials
Wasters were recovered through fieldwalking around 200m
west of the parish church at Everton, and also from the
partial excavation of a kiln, located 150m south-east of the
church. Thin-section analysis carried out by Alan Vince
identified that two petrological fabrics exist (called Groups
B and C; and Group D), differentiated by the source of the
quartz sand temper, rather than the clay (Vince 2005d).
Nonetheless, both fabrics include quartz sand with
iron-stained veins and the source of the larger assemblage
of this (Group C and D sherds) is likely to be the Woburn
Sands that outcrop across c. 30 square km around Everton,
Sandy, Potton and Gamlingay. Everton lies at the boundary
between this deposit and the Oxford Clay, where a bed of
greensand is also exposed. The greensand may be the
second sand component used in fabric Group D, and the
Oxford Clay formed the bodies of the pots.

Distribution
This ware has been found at St Neots and its surroundings.
It is probably also common in Cambridge.

Forms and provisional date range
This description incorporates both the drawn pottery from
Wintringham and the wasters from Everton, which are in
an identical range of forms (Slowikowski 2011). Most of
the pottery is wheel-made, or has had much turntable work
following some hand-forming. Jars are rounded, with
slack shoulders and slightly sagging bases. An example
with horizontal incised lines is illustrated (HM226). Jar
rims are usually everted, either simple or squared, but
other jars have upright squared rims. An early rim has
‘pie-crust’ thumb-impressions. Some vessels that are
probably the latest have short neckless thickened rims
(right-angled rims).

Bowls are all rounded, some being deep and one
almost hemispherical, and one has an incised wavy line
decoration externally and internally (HM236). Rims are
mostly simple or thickened, some of the latter being
almost squared, but without a flat top, the rim instead
being angled towards the inside of the vessel, and perhaps
lid-seated.

Jugs are probably shouldered or rounded, but no full
profiles are known. Jug rims are upright or slightly everted
and are often collared. Some have pulled lips. Handles are
more commonly of strap form, but rod-sectioned handles
also exist. Handles are attached to the neck below the rim,
without a plug and hole, and have much stabbing,
sometimes slashing and often thumbing. Strap handles
with incised chevron or diamond designs are a particular
feature not seen elsewhere in Cambridgeshire. Jugs tend
to have slightly sagging bases and can have continuous
thumbing. A few sherds with incised lines/designs on the
body are known.

Affinities: fabric
The fabric is very like that of SCAMSW, from which it
probably developed, although the latter has much fewer
calcareous inclusions and is more commonly oxidised.
The fabric may not have developed into ‘true’LMR, but it
certainly appears to have acted as a template for later LMR
production.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
The technology and pottery styles owe something to sandy
EMW wares of the previous period. The jar rims are like
examples from both Essex and Huntingdon (HUNFSW),
of the 13th to14th centuries. The stabbing and slashing
echoes that of contemporary Brill–Boarstall pottery and
Hertfordshire greywares; the latter had a floruit in the 14th
century. It is also present on 14th-century pottery from
Potterspury and earlier vessels from Ely.

Thin-section analysis and petrological description of
ELEVER
Vince thin-sectioned a number of examples, and his
description of Fabric Groups B to D is reproduced here
(Vince 2005d, 3–4).

Groups B and C
The distinguishing features of Group B are the presence of
some large, rounded quartz grains probably derived from
the Woburn Sands and the limestone voids. The following
inclusion types were noted in the twenty-four thin sections:
• Quartz. Moderate, ill-sorted grains ranging up to 2.0mm across. The

larger grains include examples with iron-stained veins and
well-rounded but low sphericity outlines which are probably of Lower
Cretaceous origin.

• Quartz. Abundant grains, mostly sub-angular but some rounded,
ranging from c.0.2mm to 0.4mm across. The grains are mainly
monocrystalline and unstrained.

• Dark brown clay pellets. Sparse rounded fragments up to 2.0mm
across.

• Opaques. Sparse sub-angular and rounded fragments, mostly up to
0.2mm across, with some up to 0.4mm across.

• Chert. Sparse well-rounded grains, probably therefore ultimately of
Carboniferous origin rather than lower Cretaceous.

• Voids (B). Sparse rounded and euhedral voids, ranging from c. 0.2mm
to 1.0mm across. The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic
baked clay minerals, with sparse angular quartz and rare muscovite up
to 0.1mm long.

• Voids (C). Moderate to abundant rounded and euhedral voids up to
2.0mm across. The shape of the euhedral voids suggests that they once
contained sparry calcite, whilst the rounded voids probably contained
a limestone.

• Altered glauconite. Only noted in one thin section (Group C), these are
rounded red, isotropic grains c. 0.2–0.3mm across, which in one case
were partially replaced by opaque material.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals with sparse angular quartz and muscovite up
to 0.1mm long. Where reduced, the groundmass is usually
vesicular.

Group D
The distinguishing features of this group are the lack of
euhedral voids and the size range and character of the
quartz sand and opaque grains. The following inclusion
types were noted in the seven thin sections of Group D:
• Quartz. Moderate to abundant, mainly rounded fragments, several of

which have brown-stained veins and well-rounded, low sphericity
grains (as in Groups B and C).

• Opaques. Sparse to moderate well-rounded fragments, mostly up to
0.2mm but including some up to 1.0mm across.

• Altered glauconite. Sparse rounded fragments up to 0.5mm across,
some with an opaque core.

• Feldspar. Sparse angular fragments, of plagioclase and perthite, up to
0.5mm across.

• Chert. Sparse well-rounded fragments up to 1.0mm across.
• Voids. Sparse irregular-shaped voids, perhaps one containing

inclusions, up to 2.0mm across.
• Sandstone. Sparse fragments of quartz sandstone with a dark

brown/opaque cement.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals, abundant dark brown and opaque rounded
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grains c. 0.05mm across and sparse angular quartz grains
up to 0.2mm across.

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.68–9.71)

Jars (Fig. 9.68)
HM222 Near-upright rim of rounded jar, flattened with external

thickening, in oxidised fabric. Wintringham, service room of
house 5 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 53).

HM223 Everted, rounded jar rim with internal bevel in reduced
fabric that contains particles of finely crushed limestone,
some of which burned away during firing, leaving small
indentations in the surface of the vessels. The grey sandy
fabric has a buff layer beneath the surface. The core is grey.
Wintringham, floor of kitchen C (Beresford 1977, 249, no.
33).

HM224 Everted rim of jar with external thickening and bevel, in
reduced fabric that contains particles of finely crushed
limestone, some of which burned away during firing, leaving
small indentations in the surface of the vessels. The grey
sandy fabric has a buff layer beneath the surface. The core is
grey. Wintringham, near kitchen C (Beresford 1977, 249, no.
32).

HM225 Everted, externally thickened jar rim with slight bevel on
top, in reduced fabric that contains particles of finely crushed
limestone, some of which burned away during firing, leaving
small indentations in the surface of the vessels. The grey
sandy fabric has a buff layer beneath the surface. The core is
grey. Wintringham, yard of house 4 (Beresford 1977, 249,
no. 34).

HM226 Side of reduced, rounded jar decorated with horizontal lines.
The uneven surface and lamination of the section indicate
coil-construction. Wintringham (Beresford 1977, 249, no.
35).

HM227 Large section of jar in oxidised fabric with prod-mark
decoration. Near-upright rim, flattened with slight external
bevel. Wintringham, cobbles leading to house 4 (Beresford
1977, 250, no. 57).

HM228 Jar rim in oxidised fabric with finger-pinch decoration;
near-upright rim, flattened with slight external bevel.
Wintringham, south of house 2 (Beresford 1977, 250, no.
56).

HM229 Jar with short upright neck and everted, externally
thickened, almost squared rim. The reduced fabric varies in
colour from grey to brown and has a distinctive buff layer
immediately beneath the surface. Grey core. Wintringham,
yard to house 2 (Beresford 1977, 249, no. 29).

HM230 Rounded jar in oxidised fabric with almost upright neck and
sharply everted, hooked rim. Wintringham, upcast of moat
(Beresford 1977, 250, no. 52).

HM231 Shouldered jar with short upright neck and externally
thickened, almost squared rim with applied, roughly
finger-impressed cordon below rim. The reduced grey fabric
is coarse and micaceous. Wintringham, bower Period 3
(Beresford 1977, 249, no. 31).

HM232 Jar with sharply everted, rounded rim in oxidised fabric.
Wintringham, unstratified (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 54).

HM233 Jar with short neck and sharply everted rim. Fine reduced
sandy fabric varying in colour from grey outside to buff
inside. Wintringham, unstratified from yard (Beresford
1977, 249, no. 30).

HM234 Wide-mouthed jar in oxidised fabric with sharply everted,
externally thickened rim. Wintringham, unstratified
(Beresford 1977, 250, no. 55).

HM235 Deep, rounded bowl in oxidised fabric with rounded,
externally thickened rim. Wintringham, unstratified on
moated enclosure (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 58).

Bowls and dish (Fig. 9.69)
HM236 Rounded bowl in oxidised fabric with incised wavy

decoration beneath rounded, thickened rim. Wintringham,
west service room floor, house 4 (Beresford 1977, 250, no.
60).

HM237 Rounded bowl with thickened rim in reduced fabric. Similar
vessel found at Ellington. Wintringham, on cobbles
associated with southern building G (Beresford 1977, 249,
no. 37).

HM238 Rounded bowl in reduced fabric, with internally lid-seated
and bevelled rim. Wintringham, west of house 4 (Beresford
1977, 249, no. 38).

HM239 Bowl with sharply everted, squared rim in oxidised fabric.
Wintringham, kiln in building B (Beresford 1977, 250, no.
61).

HM240 Rounded, handled bowl (like a basting-dish) with squared
rim and roughly applied lugged handle in oxidised fabric.
Wintringham, unstratified on moated enclosure (Beresford
1977, 250, no. 59).

HM241 Complete profile of shallow, flared dish in reduced fabric.
Wintringham, unstratified on moated enclosure (Beresford
1977, 249, no. 36).

Jugs (Fig. 9.70)
HM242 Jug in oxidised fabric with thickened rim and cylindrical

neck, rod handle with incised decoration. Wintringham,
north of kitchen C (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 66).

HM243 Lip of jug in reduced fabric with thickened rim above
cylindrical neck. Wintringham, floor of house 4 (Beresford
1977, 249, no. 42).

HM244 Rim and handle of jug with thickened and bevelled rim above
cylindrical neck. Hard grey reduced sandy fabric.
Wintringham (Beresford 1977, 249, no. 41).

HM245 Rim of jug with thickened and bevelled rim above cylindrical
neck. Abraded, oxidised, micaceous fabric. Wintringham,
entrance to service rooms, house 5 (Beresford 1977, 250, no.
62).

HM246 Squared, externally thickened rim and flaring neck of
rounded jug with strap handled attached below, decorated
with ridges and slashing in oxidised fabric. Wintringham,
yard of house 5 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 67).

HM247 Everted, thickened rim of jug in oxidised fabric.
Wintringham, unstratified (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 63).

HM248 Everted, rounded rim of jug in oxidised fabric with roughly
applied lines of lateral dog-tooth rouletting around neck.
Wintringham, entrance to house 2 (Beresford 1977, 250, no.
64).

HM249 Flattened, thickened rim and slightly flaring neck of jug,
with handle with pinched decoration. Coarse oxidised, sandy
fabric contains large chalk inclusions. Wintringham, in
build-up of dais in house 4 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 65).

HM250 Flaring, cordoned neck and rim of jug. The well-fired,
reduced fabric, varying in colour from buff to grey, contains
fragments of finely crushed chalk. Wintringham, west of
house 3 (Beresford 1977, 249, no. 39).

HM251 Flaring, slightly cordoned neck and rim of jug with strap
handle attached below. Similar reduced fabric to HM250.
Wintringham, west of house 3 (Beresford 1977, 249, no. 40).

HM252 Rod jug handle in oxidised fabric, with prod-marks.
Wintringham, cobbles leading to house 4 (Beresford 1977,
250, no. 71).

HM253 Jug handle. Oval section with thumbed sides and prod-mark
decoration. The reduced fabric varies from brown to grey.
Similar handles found in the St Neots area (Addyman 1973,
fig. 16, no. 6). Wintringham, early floor level of house 5
(Beresford 1977, 250, no. 44).

HM254 Jug handle. Decoration similar to HM253. Hard grey
well-fired, reduced fabric. Wintringham, pre-moat kitchen
area (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 45).

HM255 Jug handle in reduced fabric. Grooved section and slash
markings. The handle was attached by forcing clay from
inside the vessel into its section, leaving a deep impression
inside the neck of the vessel, which was partly plugged with
clay. The outer side was secured by smoothing the sides of
the handle into the neck. Wintringham, cobbles leading to
house 4 (Beresford 1977, 249, no. 43).

HM256 Jug strap handle and part of rim, handle grooved and
thumbed down the centre in oxidised fabric. Wintringham,
entrance to house 2 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 69).
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Figure 9.68  Early Everton-type ware jars. Scale 1:4



Jugs (Fig. 9.71)
HM257 Wide strap handle from jug, decorated with incised lines and

slash markings in oxidised fabric. Wintringham, floor of
house 5 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 70).

HM258 Handle of jug decorated with incised lines and slash
markings in oxidised fabric. Wintringham, north of kitchen
area; unstratified (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 68).

HM259 Side of jug decorated with incised vertical lines in reduced
fabric. Wintringham, yard to house 2 (Beresford 1977, 250,
no. 46).

HM260 Base of jug with thumbed decoration in reduced fabric.
Wintringham, building B (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 48).

HM261 Sagging base of jug in reduced fabric. Wintringham, yard of
house 2 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 49).

HM262 Splayed base of small baluster jug in oxidised fabric.
Wintringham, yard of house 4 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 72).

Bottles, urinal and cruets (Fig. 9.71)
HM263 Simple, flaring rim of unglazed urinal or bottle in reduced

fabric. Wintringham, upcast of moat (Beresford 1977, 250,
no. 50).

HM264 Neck of small unglazed bottle. Fine, oxidised, sandy fabric
containing much crushed chalk. Wintringham, yard of house
4 (Beresford 1977, 250, no. 73).
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Figure 9.69  Early Everton-type ware bowls. Scale 1:4
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Figure 9.70  Early Everton-type ware jugs. Scale 1:4



HM265 Rim of possible cruet in reduced fabric. Ring-handle
missing. Wintringham, kitchen A, floor (Beresford 1977,
250, no. 51).

HM266 Base of small jug or bottle in oxidised fabric. Wintringham
(Beresford 1977, 250, no. 47).

East Anglian Redwares / Medieval Colchester ware
Fabric code: EAR / COLS (Essex Fabric 21 and 21A)
Date: AD 1200–1400
Ref: Cotter 2000, 107–180
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: Chapter 12.VII for later COLS
East Anglian Redware (EAR) is a generic term that can
include Colchester-type wares amongst its products, but
in Cambridgeshire is reserved where possible for other,
less well-known, industries such as the medieval glazed
wares from Ipswich and Hollesley in Suffolk (S.
Anderson, pers. comm.). Relatively fine red, oxidised
fabrics, principally used to manufacture jugs in ‘highly
decorated’ styles; including much use of white slip
painted designs, applied pellets and strips and green glaze.
Colchester-type ware aside, it appears in very small

quantities in Cambridge and in some rural assemblages in
south Cambridgeshire.

The term Colchester-type ware (COLS) is reserved for
sandy orange wares of medieval date, of form and style
that can be linked to published pottery from the Colchester
industry (Cotter 2000), generically defined in Essex as
Fabric 21. In Essex the slightly coarser variant F21A is
recognised as the true Colchester fabric. Further variants
of fabric, form and decoration which cannot be directly
associated with the Colchester producers are classified as
EAR. Some late medieval vessels of both COLS and EAR
are discussed in Section VI below.

Grimston Glazed ware
Fabric code: GRIM
Date: AD 1200–1500
Refs: e.g. Clark and Carter 1977; Jennings 1981; Leah 1994
Fig. 9.72
TS and ICPS: None during this project
This type has a dark grey sandy fabric, usually with grey
surfaces, although orange-red and buff surfaces are
known. During the 12th century, pottery production at
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Figure 9.71  Early Everton-type ware jugs and other forms. Scale 1:4



Grimston evolved from Grimston Thetford-type ware to
Unglazed Grimston ware manufacture including jars and
bowls. This type was distributed locally in north-west
Norfolk but it has not so far been recognised in
Cambridgeshire. Glazed pottery may have been first
manufactured in the later 12th century (Leah 1994) and it
became increasingly common during the 13th century. It
was produced in a range of vessel types but it was the
glazed jugs that typify the products that achieved a much
wider distribution. Jugs can be divided into two stylistic
types that are most common, plain and highly decorated:
the former are 13th century, the latter are later 13th century
and 14th century. In the case of the latter, face jugs were a
speciality: these highly decorated vessels have painted
and applied strips and scales with iron-rich slip. Glaze is
usually thick, glossy and olive green, and copper
colourant was not used. As Grimston glazed wares are
well-known, only one unusual addition to the ware’s
corpus is illustrated here.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.72)
HM267 Wheel-made saucer lamp, the exact size of the saucer is

unclear as it has been broken. The lamp’s bowl has a wick lip
pulled or pinched into the simple rim. The base is
wheel-turned and kicked, with a deep wheel-cut recess. A
thick glossy green glaze, with some iron staining, covers the
bowl, rim and saucer; the underside of the lamp bowl and
upper part of the pedestal are not glazed. Buff-brown
surfaces where not glazed and pale grey core. Abundant fine
sand and rare ironstone. Hobson Street, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. Z11637 (A).

Hedingham Fineware
Fabric code: HEDI
Date: AD 1150–1350
Refs: Cotter 2000, 75–90; Walker 2012
Fig. 9.73
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Hedingham Fineware is a fine, micaceous, slightly sandy
light orange or pink-buff fabric, usually present as
decorated, glazed jugs. Polychrome decoration is
common, with slips and copper-colourant, slip-painting,
applied strips and pellets and stamping. Jug decorational
types include ‘London-type’, ‘early rounded’ Rouen-type
and ‘stamped strip type’. Jugs of all styles have been found
in Cambridgeshire, although later types are much more
common. Rural sites in the south of the county invariably

produce some material, as do urban contexts in all areas.
As Hedingham fine glazed wares are well-known, only
unusual additions to the ware’s corpus are illustrated here.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.73)

Jugs (Fig. 9.73)
HM268 Pear-shaped jug with everted, internally thickened and

rounded rim with external collar below rim. The body is
irregularly combed or finely reeded vertically below the rim
and down the neck and horizontally around the belly of the
jug. Sagging base, thickened obtuse base angle and
continuously thumbed around the base. The stub of a
flattened oval rod handle survives and is also combed or
grooved along its length. Red-brown fabric throughout.
Smooth slightly sandy, fine mica. Trinity Street, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. Z20723.

HM269 Complete, stamped stripped rounded, almost globular, jug
with internally thickened rim and no lip. The neck of the
vessel is decorated with two rows of cartwheel stamps, and
the body decorated with curved strips of applied clay. The
base angle is obtuse and the base sagging. A twisted rod
handle springs from the rim and below the point at which it
joins the body is a lead pot mend, with a second lead pot
mend close to the base. The jug is covered with a mottled
copper green glaze. Horningsea, CUMAA acc. no.
1883.446.

Aquamanile (Fig. 9.73)
HM270 Ram’s head from an aquamanile, the tubular neck is

wheel-made and the head applied over the tube is hand made.
The eyes were formed using applied rings of clay decorated
with stabbing and the horns were formed by twisted clay.
Covered with thick dark green glaze. Red-brown fabric
throughout. Smooth slightly sandy, fine mica. Bene’t Street,
Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z14793.

Hedingham Coarseware
Fabric code: HEDIC
Date: AD 1150–1350
Refs: Cotter 2000, 91-106; Walker 2012
Figs: 9.73, see also other publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Hedingham Coarseware is one of a number of fabrics that
until now have been classified under the general Essex
Fabric code F20, but which, following the publication of
Walker’s recent work, it is to be hoped can in future be
differentiated from the remainder of this broad grouping.
Studies by thin-section and ICPS analysis of coarsewares
from south Cambridgeshire and north Essex, of early
medieval to medieval date (Chapters 10.I and 11.VI), have
suggested that the Hedingham industry was probably
significant in the supply of south Cambridgeshire and
urban Cambridge, and it is an important research objective
to develop an understanding of this subject.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.73)
HM271 Wheel finished, rounded jar, with an everted, slightly

oval/distorted rim, which has been turned to give a sharp,
slightly downward angled upper surface and external bevel.
The vessel body below the neck shows turning marks and
there is a small area of external and internal sooting on the
rim and neck. Externally reduced hard-fired fabric, pale–mid
grey external surface and margin, buff internal surface and
margin, pale grey core present in thicker parts of the sherd.
Common, medium and fine quartz, moderate coarse white
inclusions, some of which are quartz, others calcareous;
occasional large mica flakes. CAMCOL12, Phase 2.1, well
239 (231).
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Figure 9.72  Grimston ware lamp. Scale 1:4



Hertfordshire greywares
Fabric code: HERTS
Date: AD 1170–1350
Refs: Borrill 2008, 10–13, 59–60; Havercroft et al. 1987; Vince 1985, 44
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
This type was formerly called South Hertfordshire
greywares, but production sites are now known or
suspected across the whole county. As a generic type the
fabric is variable, but is always quartz-sand tempered,
with clear and/or white grains, sometimes quite coarse,
invariably reduced to a mid grey with darker surfaces,
often hard-fired and regularly containing chalk inclusions.
It is usually wheel-made, with some knife-trimming on
bases. Although the industry produced large volumes of
jars and bowls, it is jugs that tend to be recognised in
Cambridgeshire, as occasional finds only in the south of
the county. Jugs are typically rounded or squat and
sometimes exhibit rilling on the body and/or thumbed
‘feet’. Handles are often subjected to heavy plastic work
including slashing, stabbing and, particularly, deep
thumb-impressions.

London-type ware
Fabric code: LOND
Date: AD 1100–1400
Refs: Pearce et al. 1985
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
A wheel-thrown dull reddish-brown, sandy fabric
principally for glazed jugs, which are the only vessel type
to be found in this fabric in Cambridgeshire, and so far not
in sufficient fragments to provide close matches with the
dated type series. Moderate to dense sub-angular and
sub-rounded quartz up to 0.2mm. Sparse red and black
sub-rounded iron ore up to 0.5mm. Vessels are usually
jugs, with the full range of decorative techniques used,
including applied strips, scales and pellets, sometimes in
cream-firing slip. Aquamaniles are also known, but rare.

Lyveden/Stanion glazed ware (Lyveden B ware)
Fabric code: LYST
Date: AD 1225–1400
Refs: Webster 1975; Blinkhorn 2008b
Fig. 9.74
TS and ICPS: None during this project
A coil-built, wheel-finished oolitic glazed ware produced
at numerous kilns in the villages of Lyveden and Stanion
in north-east Northamptonshire. Fabrics exhibit large
colour variation, but are typically grey with dark grey or
brown, buff or orange surfaces. The ware is easily
recognised by ill-sorted moderate to dense limestone
ooliths; usually up to 0.5mm, although there are rare
examples up to 2mm. Coarse ironstone and limestone
fragments, quartz and flint can be present.

It is usually found as jugs, often with yellow slip
stripes and/or stamped pads, with an external dull
olive-green glaze, although a few jars and bowls are
known from Cambridgeshire sites. Vessels are usually
quite crudely made, with coil-joins visible on the interior
of the body. Necks and rims are wheel-finished,
sometimes to a quality which suggests throwing. Given
that Lyveden/Stanion glazed wares are well-known, only
an unusual addition to the ware’s corpus is illustrated here.
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Figure 9.73  Hedingham Coarseware jar and Fineware
jugs and aquamanile. Scale 1:4



Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.74)
HM272 Small inturned bowl with an internally bevelled rim with a

pulled or pinched lip. The base is slightly sagging with an
obtuse base angle. Externally the vessel is sooted and the
surface is spalled with much of the base’s external surface
having been lost. Internally the bowl is thickly covered in
limescale. Pink-red surfaces and margins with a pale grey
core. Common medium and large oolitic temper, occasional
coarse ironstone fragments. BARMIL06, layer (1094).

Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy wares
(Essex Fabric 20)
Fabric code: MEMS
Date: AD 1200–1400
Refs: Cotter 2000, 91–107
Fig. 9.75
TS and ICPS: None during this project
This generic type can also include HEDIC and
MGCOAR, although attempts are being made to
recognise the former as a separate entity. The fabric is very
hard and sandy with dark grey surfaces, with commonly a
dark brown or lighter grey core.

As noted by Cotter, globular (rounded) jars are most
common in the assemblage from Colchester, although
other forms are also known. Vessel size varies greatly, but
the jar illustrated here (HM273) is as large as many
recorded in Essex and was probably intended as a storage
vessel. The almost neckless form, below a right-angled
rim, is not unusual, but has not previously been recorded in
combination with the applied strip.

The complete rounded jug (HM277) is not unlike
examples from Colchester, but the slightly incised tooling
on the handle, akin to that seen on HM273, is previously
unrecorded. The upper parts of two large rounded jugs
(HM278 and HM279) show general similarities with
examples from Colchester, but the latter has a more clearly
flared neck. All of the narrow strap handles represented
here, especially when found in combination with large
vessel size and/or flaring necks, indicate later dates
(perhaps after AD 1300) for these vessels.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.75)

Jar (Fig. 9.75)
HM273 Large wheel-finished rounded jar with a right-angled

squared rim. On the shoulder of the jar is an applied

finger/thumb-impressed strip that runs horizontally around
the vessel. Surface colour varies from light buff through
brown to mid grey, margins are red-brown in some areas. The
core is mid grey. Common fine and medium clear and white
quartz, common fine mica, occasional coarse or very coarse
white flint or irregular quartz up to 2mm. Shepreth, CUMAA
acc. no. 1975.122.

Jugs (Fig. 9.75)
HM274 Wheel-made jug with simple inturned rounded rim with a

strap handle luted to the neck just below the rim. The handle
is incised vertically with four narrow grooves. Moderately
hard-fired, buff-grey surfaces and margins with a mid grey
core. Abundant fine and medium rounded clear quartz,
occasional medium calcareous inclusions, occasional
medium black rounded grains and rare very coarse shell up to
2mm. Hobson Street, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z26842
(A).

HM275 Wheel-finished, rounded jug, gently everted neck and
externally thickened and rounded rim, some internal
thickening (beaded), no evidence of a lip and there are well
defined throwing grooves or ribs on the neck. The jug has a
strap handle which springs directly from the rim with a wide
vertical central groove with thumb or finger impressions
internally on the rim and on the handle. Mid grey-brown
surfaces and red-brown margins with a pale grey core,
hard-fired and dense with slightly pimply surfaces. Common
fine and medium clear and white quartz and common very
fine mica. CAMEAG14, well 2554 (3269).

HM276 Wheel-finished, rounded, almost globular, jug, everted neck
and externally thickened and rounded rim with pulled or
pinched lip. An undecorated, flattened oval rod handle
springs directly from the rim, with some evidence of the
joining technique evident in the clay smeared inside the rim;
at the lower attachment point are finger impressions in the
internal body wall. There are well defined incised grooves on
the neck and body, to the level of the lower handle attachment
point, where they are blurred by the handle attachment. The
vessel is possibly knife-trimmed around part of the lower
body, with sagging base and shallow base angle. Mostly dull
grey-brown surfaces with some red-brown areas and margins
with a mid grey core. Hard-fired and dense with slightly
pimply surfaces. Common fine and medium clear and white
quartz and common very fine mica. CAMEAG14, well 2554
(3269).

HM277 Fragmented, wheel-finished, rounded, almost globular jug.
Everted, externally thickened, internally bevelled rim. The
vessel is knife-trimmed around the lower body with sagging
base and very little base angle. The flattened strap handle is
neatly luted onto the neck and more firmly affixed on the
body with deeply pressed fingermarks at the lower
attachment. The strap handle is decorated along its length by
impressed short lines, made with a toothed tool, horizontally
across the handle. Dull grey-brown fabric, common fine and
medium clear and white quartz and moderate very fine mica.
Market Hill, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. 1902.273 (E).

HM278 Wheel-made jug with an everted, externally thickened,
almost square rim. A strap handle is joined to the neck and
has a central pulled groove on the upper surfaces; to either
side of the groove are vertical lines of incised decoration,
carried out in such a way as to appear like combed thumbed
strips. The edge of the strap handle has been decorated in a
similar manner. Mid grey or mid grey-brown throughout,
hard-fired and dense with slightly pimply surfaces. Common
fine and medium clear and white quartz and moderate very
fine mica. Hobson Street, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no.
Z26842 (B).

HM279 Large wheel-finished or wheel-made jug, possibly a cistern.
The neck is flared and the rim is externally thickened with a
rounded surface. There is a narrow cordon at the base of the
neck and an applied strip on the shoulder which is a
decorated to form a combed thumbed strip. A plain strap
handle springs from the neck and neatly joins the body. Mid
grey fabric throughout. Rare very coarse rounded dull black
inclusions up to 2mm that might be reduced greensand quartz
grains. Butts Farm, Wicken, CUMAA acc. no. 1977.8.
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Figure 9.74  Lyveden/Stanion glazed ware bowl.
Scale 1:4
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Figure 9.75  Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy ware jar and jugs. Scale 1:4



Medieval Sandy Coarseware (and Medieval Sandy
Greyware)
Fabric code: MSW (MSGW)
Date: AD 1150–1500
Refs: None
Figs: None
TS and ICPS: None
The ‘catch-all’ term Medieval Sandy Coarseware is used
for unglazed pottery containing much quartz sand that is
found not to be micaceous, but the fabric of which is
otherwise unremarkable. This classification has
principally been applied during the study of large
assemblages from Cambridge, and in some other groups
from rural south Cambridgeshire. These fabrics are most
common in the High Medieval period but their occurrence
probably spans the 12th to 15th centuries. This term
doubtless includes pottery made in multiple locations, but
it is certain that at least some of this pottery is present as
vessels which, if in micaceous fabrics, would otherwise be
classified as Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware, a
term that is almost synonymous with Fabric 20 in the
Essex type series (Cunningham 1985; Cotter 2000,
91–107).

For the Brunswick site (Barnwell, Cambridge), where
details of MSW vessel forms were recognisable, their
general style was more often than not in keeping with
those of the Essex coarseware producers as published by
Cotter (op. cit.) and more recently by Walker (2012), and
this also appears to be true for those more complete
vessels recorded at the Grand Arcade and Bradwell’s
Court. With so much glazed pottery also being supplied to
Cambridge from both south and north Essex, it would be
surprising if a significant proportion of these coarsewares
were not similarly derived. This does not rule out the
likelihood that coarse pottery made in Cambridge and its
surroundings is also represented. As noted elsewhere in
this volume, place-name evidence suggests pottery
manufacture in central Cambridge from at least the mid
13th century onwards (Cessford 2007, 302). Nonetheless
there is currently no clearly recognisable and/or even
moderately common fabric found in the town for which
such an origin could be postulated, and the most likely
example of this must be some of that loosely categorised
as MSW.

Recent work on further assemblages from the
Barnwell area of Cambridge suggests, at Coldhams Lane,
that the predominantly micaceous reduced coarsewares
are sufficiently similar to those known from Essex for this
material to be classified instead as Medieval Essex-type
Micaceous Sandy wares. Conversely, at Newmarket Road
a mix of unglazed sandy wares of varying colours were
present, very little of which was clearly micaceous and
which has therefore been cautiously defined as Medieval
Sandy Coarseware (MSW).

The term Medieval Sandy Greyware (MSGW) has
also been used by researchers as something of a catch-all
for sandy reduced wares that are not micaceous and it has
also been applied to pottery that was almost certainly
made in Essex, as well as fabrics with other origins. Key
amongst the latter are probably Hertfordshire greywares
and early reduced pottery from the kilns around Everton
on the Bedfordshire–Cambridgeshire border that later
developed into a production centre for Late Medieval
Reduced ware types. In both cases where these other

origins can reasonably be suggested, that is a preferable
category, and in fact the presence of other inclusion types
in the fabric, or particular stylistic features, can often
enable recognition as either of these types. For many
non-featured, reduced sherds with fairly undistinguished
fabrics found in assemblages from Cambridge, however,
the emphasis on the reduced grey colour of such
unassigned material is perhaps misleading, as sherds of
similar origin but of different colouration (usually more
oxidised) are then categorised as something else. It is
recommended here that the wider generic term Medieval
Sandy Coarseware (MSW) is used instead.

Some sherds of MSW or MSGW with occasional
chalk and/or flint inclusions may be better defined as
Early Everton type ware (ELEVER) or perhaps could be
early products of the Harlow industry (Davey and Walker
2009, 12).

Mill Green Coarseware
Fabric code: MGCOAR
Date: AD 1250–1400
Refs: Pearce et al. 1982
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Alongside the more familiar glazed fineware production,
undecorated and unglazed coarsewares, which are of
considerable importance in south and central Essex but are
relatively uncommon in London, were made in the Mill
Green industry in Essex. Thin sections confirm that
MGCOAR samples from the kiln site differ from the MGF
samples from the same site only in the presence of
rounded quartzose sand in the former, which must have
been deliberately added as temper (Vince 2007f). The
range of forms and the fabric generally sits within the
wider grouping represented by MEMS, but it can be often
recognised through being more commonly dark olive
brown than grey. Additionally, the presence of moderate,
rounded coarse quartz gives the vessel a ‘turkey skin’
quality and this, alongside fine mica, typifies the fabric. It
does not occur in London until AD 1270, but is certainly
present generally in some broadly 13th-century contexts
from south Cambridgeshire and Cambridge.

Mill Green Fineware
Fabric code: MGF
Date: AD 1250–1400
Refs: Pearce et al. 1982
Fig. 9.76
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Mill Green Fineware is a fine, thin-walled and distinctive
brick-red earthenware usually with a grey core. It mostly
occurs as jugs of various forms, with a white slip coating
and green glaze from kilns in and around Mill Green, near
Ingatestone, in Essex. Hard and smooth to the touch, the
fabric contains abundant, very fine quartz not visible to the
naked eye, but sparse to moderate mica is very evident.

Recent finds from Essex suggest that both glazed
finewares and coarsewares were first made in the early to
mid 13th century, although they do not appear to have been
traded with London until nearer the end of the century.
Production probably continued until c. AD 1400. As Mill
Green glazed wares are well-known, some unusual
additions to the ware’s corpus are the only vessels
illustrated here.
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Figure 9.76  Mill Green Fineware jugs. Scale 1:4



Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.76)

Spouted pitcher (Fig. 9.76)
HM280 Three-handled, narrow necked, spouted pitcher with an

everted, externally thickened, collared, slightly internally
bevelled rim. The long tubular spout is joined to the neck and
rim by a sloping bridge that wraps around the spout and is
decorated with impressed dots in a linear pattern following
the edge of the bridge around the spout. The three strap
handles spring from the collared rim and, where they join the
body, the two shorter side handles have combed decoration.
The longer main handle has a narrow incised groove
vertically down the length of the handle. The body of the jug
is decorated with an applied strip curvilinear design. Most of
the body, spout and the two short handles are covered with a
dark speckled green glaze. Red-brown smooth micaceous
fabric. Free School Lane, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no.
Z14792.

Jugs (Fig. 9.76)
HM281 Wheel-made biconical jug, having a long slender neck with

broad throwing grooves or cordons, and an upright rim,
internally thickened and bevelled. The pulled or pinched lip
does not survive, but part of the long narrow throat does. A
thickened strap handle springs from the neck slightly below
the rim, with finger impressions or ‘ears’ either side of the
handle where it joins the neck. There are three
thumbed/pulled impressions at the top of the handle and four
incised grooves along its length, with a central row of small
holes as further decoration. Internally, where the handle has
been joined to the body below the rim is a small indentation
and a crack at the point where the plug of the handle would
have been inserted; at the lower attachment point are many
finger impressions and thickening of the body wall. The
biconical body of the vessel is somewhat squat, while the
base is sagging with groups of three thumbed/pulled feet.
The jug is decorated with white slip, vertical lines around the
neck that are absent below the handle and a lattice of slip
lines around the upper body. Applied, raspberry-stamped,
white slip pads are located apparently randomly within the
lattice and around the neck. One complete and two
incomplete raspberry-stamps survive and the scars of others
can be seen, although these appear to have been lost prior to
firing as the scars are glazed over. The decorated portions of
the jug are mostly covered with a thin clear glaze with some
copper green mottles. These mottles are most densely
located on the areas of slipped decoration, suggesting that
these areas were dusted with copper prior to glazing. Dull
brick-red surfaces and margins with mid grey core, smooth
micaceous fabric. CAMEAG14, pit 1794 (1862).

HM282 Baluster jug with tall, rilled neck. Externally thickened and
bevelled rim with narrow, pulled or pinched spout above a
long narrow throat. A handle, almost C-shaped in section due
to a deeply incised or impressed groove, springs from the
neck slightly below the rim, with small finger impressions or
‘ears’ either side of the handle where it joins the neck. The
rim and rilled neck is covered in slip below and around the
handle, and patchily slipped where glazed with clear lead
glaze with copper green mottles on the front and surviving
portions of the body of the jug. The vessel is similar to a
Colchester-type baluster jug illustrated by Cotter (2000, 116,
fig. 73, no. 12) and the handle to a second vessel (ibid., 117,
fig. 74, no. 18). Dull brick-red surfaces and margins with mid
grey core, smooth micaceous fabric. CAMCOL12 (427).

HM283 Metal copy baluster jug base. The base is recessed, slightly
convex and continually ‘thumbed’ or tool-impressed. The
narrow base is poorly finished internally and there is a hole in
the base; it is unclear if this hole was deliberately made or is
the result of accidental damage, although the edges of the
hole do appear slightly worn. There are traces of slip and
clear glaze with green mottles on part of the body and a glaze
run on the ‘thumbed’ foot, which indicates the jug was fired
inverted, and there are small spots of clear glaze on the base.
Dull brick-red surfaces and margins with mid grey core,
smooth micaceous fabric. CAMCOL12 (427).

Potterspury ware
Fabric code: POTT
Date: AD 1250–1500
Refs: Mellor 1994a, 140–143; Jope and Ivens 1995
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Many kilns are known in and around the eponymous
Northamptonshire village. The vessels are wheel-thrown.
The fabric is usually buff with a grey core, although a
brick-red fabric with a buff or grey core also known. It is
quartz-tempered, with rare calcareous inclusions. There is
often a patchy green glaze on the exterior of jugs and the
interior of the bases of bowls. Bowls often have an incised
wavy line and jugs are often finger-grooved on the
shoulder. Small quantities of POTT have been found in
Cambridge, Huntingdon and Peterborough, and in a few
rural contexts in Huntingdonshire.

Scarborough-type ware
Fabric code: SCAR
Date: AD 1250–1350
Refs: Farmer and Farmer. 1979 and 1982
Figs: None, see previous publications
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Scarborough-type ware is a wheel-made, fine white,
orange or buff fabric, normally with sparse to moderate
red, white and orange-pink, sub-angular, medium quartz.
It has a glossy copper green or orange glaze. A wide range
of vessels were produced, although small fragments of
jugs, often with applied decoration, are typically found in
Cambridgeshire. Scarborough ware is well-known, but it
is accompanied by other ‘whiteware’ producers from
Yorkshire and in Cambridgeshire this code is utilised to
define products of all of these producers.

Shelly wares
Fabric code: SHW (and SHW2, now defunct)
Date: AD 1150–1500
Refs: Spoerry 1998a, 107–8
Figs: None, see previous publication
TS and ICPS: None during this project
These two Shelly ware terms were formally used for
Shelly pottery with coarse inclusions of later or different
style than DNEOT, wherever found in Cambridgeshire.
The terms were also used in Peterborough where they
unfortunately included both LYVA and PSHW vessels, for
example as at The Still, Peterborough (Spoerry 1998a).
The term SHW is now reserved for coarse pottery of the
later 12th to 15th centuries which cannot be effectively
assigned to other named types and/or when the researcher
is unable to study the shell type with magnification to aid
in definition. The term SHW2 is defunct.

Sandy Shelly ware
Fabric code: SSHW
Date: AD 1150–1500
Refs: Spoerry 1998a, 108
Figs: None, see previous publication
The term SSHW previously may have incorporated
examples of DNEOT Q, but otherwise it represents quartz
sand, shell and/or shelly limestone-tempered pottery of
the later 12th to 15th centuries that may originate from the
Rockingham Forest area of Northamptonshire, or south
Lincolnshire, and which cannot otherwise be assigned to a
known type.
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Surrey Whitewares
Fabric code: SURR (includes CBW, CHEA, KING, TUDG)
Date: AD 1240–1500
Refs: Pearce and Vince 1988
Figs: None, see previous publication
TS and ICPS: None during this project
White-firing, sandy earthenwares made at a number of
sources in Surrey and along the Surrey–Hampshire
borders using clays typical of the Reading Beds. They can
be divided into four classes based on fabric, methods of
manufacture, form or shape and decorative style, but in
Cambridgeshire quantities and fragments are usually so
small as to necessitate only a general categorisation as
SURR.

Three of the classes of whiteware come from distinct
areas where production sites have been excavated, and are
called Kingston-type ware, Coarse Border ware and
Cheam whiteware. The fourth is commonly, but
incorrectly, called ‘Tudor Green’and was a minor product
of all three industries.

Surrey Whitewares, with their pale, buff-coloured
fabric, are typically covered with a green glaze. During the
13th century especially, high quality, decorative jugs
formed an important part of the Kingston type ware
industry. A wide range of everyday cooking and storage
vessels were also made by all the major whiteware
industries, while ‘Tudor Green’ is a name applied to fine
cups and drinking jugs.

Very small quantities of Surrey Whitewares are
sometimes found in rural assemblages in all parts of the
county and they also usually form a small component of
the glazed ware assemblages in the major towns, these
finds being invariably Kingston-type ware decorated jugs
or TUDG cups.

Unglazed Reduced Sandy wares, of Blackborough
End type
Fabric code: UGBB (referred to, when expanded in the text, as
Blackborough End-type ware)
Date: AD 1150–1300 from the production site, but it occurs later in
consumer site assemblages, possibly as late as AD 1450
Refs: Clarke and Carter 1977; Jennings 1981; Milligan 1982; Rogerson
and Ashley 1985
Fig. 9.77
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Blackborough End, Middleton lies close to King’s Lynn
on the edge of the Nar Valley in north-west Norfolk and
pottery was produced here during the later 12th to 13th
centuries (Rogerson and Ashley 1985). This ware is
clearly, on technological and stylistic grounds, a late
example, or developed version, of the more generic EMW
found at Castle Acre castle (Milligan 1982) and in fact
probably represents some of the earlier examples of
pottery mistakenly described as unglazed Grimston ware
at King’s Lynn (Clarke and Carter 1977). The most
recognisable vessel is a very thin-walled hand-made jar,
that has a rim attached on a wheel or turntable, with the
join between the two parts of the vessel being invariably
unsmoothed and clearly visible. The earlier vessels, and in
fact all those published for Castle Acre Castle, have
round-bases. Bowls were also produced, with only
sagging-based examples confirmed at the kiln site, but
with possibly rounded base vessels found at King’s Lynn.

Pottery of this type found at several sites in the
Cambridgeshire fenland consistently appears to possess
the same thin upper body and rim technology, but without
the rounded base. Instead only very sagging bases have
been identified. As this material is invariably found in

association with later 13th- and 14th-century pottery it
seems clear that this is a later form variant. Although the
early vessels vary much more in colour, due to less control
of firing conditions, these vessels tend to be light to mid
grey, and often almost black when burnt/heavily used, and
they occur in both fine sandy and medium sandy fabrics.
This degree of variation suggests there was more than one
production source, and it is already clear that the small
published assemblage from Blackborough End itself does
not span the full period of manufacture. These kilns were
producing the same generic product and it was transported
from one part of rural Norfolk via the nearby port of
King’s Lynn into the fenland’s system of water-ways.
Examples are known from many parts of Cambridgeshire
where the lack of early round-based jar forms suggests
that distribution upstream started some time after the
industry itself began. The opening up of new cross-
fenland routes due to the diversion of rivers to outfall at
Lynn was probably the impetus for such a change. One jar
form is published here (HM284), most others seen in
Cambridgeshire being already published for Norfolk
sites.

A substantial group of these vessels was excavated at
Market Mews, Wisbech (Spoerry 2012a, table 3.41) and
here they were found in all significant stratigraphic phases
spanning the period c. AD 1250 to 1500. During study of
this assemblage consideration was given to the possibility
that much of this material might be residual, as the whole
sequence post-dates the period of known production of the
ware at Blackborough End. It was, however, concluded
that this type was in current usage throughout most of this
sequence, meaning that these thin-walled, reduced sandy
vessels were still used, if not also made, as late as the mid
15th century. It is thus necessary to see manufacture at
Blackborough End as a stage in production that starts with
early medieval ware and progresses with further unglazed
reduced wares in subsequent centuries. Other kiln sites
doubtless existed in north-west Norfolk producing these
vessels, perhaps throughout the 13th and 14th centuries.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.77)
HM284 Hand-built, wheel-finished jar, thin-walled with everted

slightly internally thickened rim, shallow wide thumbing on
the inside edge of the rim giving it a slight pie-crust finish.
The join between the hand-built body and wheel-finished rim
is very distinct and roughly finished, appearing knife-
trimmed. Externally sooted on rim edge and neck. Dull
buff-brown external surface, mid grey margins and core with
dark grey-black internal surface, pale grey around the rim.
Common fine–medium quartz. SWASL97 (3820).
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Figure 9.77  Unglazed Reduced Sandy ware
(Blackborough End-type) jar. Scale 1:4



VI. Late Medieval Pottery (AD 1350–1500)

Colchester-type ware (late medieval)
Fabric code: COLS (L) (Essex Fabric 21 and 21A)
Date: AD 1400–1550 and later
Ref: Essex Fabric 21 and 21A; Cotter 2000, 107–180
Fig. 9.78
TS and ICPS: Chapter 12.VII
These sandy orange wares are of high and late medieval
date and of Essex origin, with the slightly coarser variant
Fabric 21A being the true Colchester fabric. Where forms
can be recognised as fitting those seen at Colchester, then
this code is applied. Further variants of fabric, form and
decoration which cannot be directly associated with the
Colchester producers are classified as EAR. Late
Colchester forms (AD 1400–1550) are known in
essentially the same fabric as earlier vessels, albeit often
with reduced surfaces, and are also categorised as COLS,
but examples are individually dated where possible.

Four jugs are published here, three being baluster
forms and one a miniature, slightly shouldered jug with a

bunghole, that might otherwise be called a costrel. All are
most likely to date to the 15th century, rather than any
earlier. Metal jug forms (as well as ceramic copies of
these) probably influence the shapes of Colchester-type
metal-copy baluster jugs in the 15th/16th century and
perhaps earlier (Cotter 2000, 176).

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.78)
LM1 Wheel-made baluster jug with everted, externally thickened

and rounded rim. The base is recessed and continually
thumbed. A thickened strap handle is attached at the neck
with two deeply impressed thumbed impressions, one on
either side of the handle. The handle also has a deep, narrow
central groove and the edges of the handle appear to have
been pushed together to make the groove appear narrower
and deeper. The groove continues and flattens where the
handle joins the body. The front and sides of the body, to
below the level of the handle, are covered with a buff slip. A
bib of clear glaze with copper green mottles covers the front
of the vessel with a small amount of glaze on the base. Fine
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Figure 9.78  Colchester-type ware jugs/pitchers. Scale 1:4



orange-red fabric. Cambridgeshire, exact provenance
unknown, CUMAA acc. no. Z20740.

LM2 Wheel-made baluster jug copying a metal form. Upright,
externally thickened, rounded rim. The base is recessed and
curves have been cut or trimmed into the base. An oval rod
handle is attached at the neck with two deeply impressed
thumbed impressions, one on either side of the handle. The
front and sides of the body, to below the level of the handle,
are covered with a thick buff slip, over which is mottled green
glaze. Sandy orange-red fabric. Hobson Street, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. Z20724.

LM3 Wheel-made baluster jug missing upper part of neck and
rim. The base is recessed and continually ‘thumbed’
although it seems that the clay has actually been removed
neatly with a curved implement to give the appearance of
thumbing or impressed with a tool. A thickened strap handle
attached at the neck has a deep central groove. Above the join
of handle to body the sides of the handle have been pushed
together to close up the groove. The handle is finished with a
single large thumbed impression forming a short groove
joining handle to body. The front and sides of the body, to
below the level of the handle, are covered with a buff slip. A
bib of clear glaze with copper green mottles covers the front
of the vessel with a small amount of glaze below the main bib
and on the base. Fine orange-red fabric. King’s College,
Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z30277 (A).

LM4 Complete wheel-finished or wheel-thrown, miniature
shouldered bunghole jug. The jug has an upright, externally
thickened, externally bevelled, rim and a flat obtuse angled
base. A round rod handle is joined to the neck below the rim
and the scar of the handle join can be seen on the body. On the
side of the vessel at right-angles to the handle is a collared
bunghole. Downing Site, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no.
Z26873.

East Anglian Redwares (late medieval)
Fabric code: EAR (also Essex Fabric 21 and 21A)
Date: AD 1200–1500
Ref: Cotter 2000, 107–180
Fig. 9.79
TS and ICPS: Chapter 12.VII for later COLS
East Anglian Redware is a generic term that can include
Colchester-type wares (COLS, see above) amongst its
products, but in Cambridgeshire the term is reserved
where possible for other, less well-known, industries such
as glazed wares from Ipswich and Hollesley in Suffolk (S.
Anderson, pers. comm.). These industries produced
relatively fine red, oxidised fabrics, principally used to
manufacture jugs in ‘highly decorated’ styles in the
preceding period and in Essex if not elsewhere,
production appears to have continued into the later 14th
and 15th centuries. Colchester-type ware aside, it appears
in very small quantities in Cambridge and in some rural
assemblages in south Cambridgeshire.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.79)

Jugs (Fig. 9.79)
LM5 Near-complete wheel-made baluster jug with simple

externally bevelled rim. Approximately a third of the rim is
missing and it is unclear if the jug has a lip. The jug has a
splayed flat base and a simple sub-rounded rod handle that is
neatly joined to neck and body. The jug is patchily covered
with a green glaze mottled with iron staining; the glaze
covers the rim, neck, handle and centre portion of the vessel.
The neck is also glazed internally. Oxidised dark orange to
orange-red fabric throughout. Medium sandy fabric with
slightly smooth surfaces. King’s College, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. 1971.79.

LM6 Wheel-made rounded bunghole jug or cistern, with upright
neck and square rim, slightly internally thickened, with no
lip or spout. A large bib of clear glaze on the front of the
vessel covers the rim, neck and belly. A large well-formed
strap handle is joined neatly (luted) to the neck below the rim

and finished with two neat tear-shaped thumb impressions,
one either side of the handle. The handle has a central deep
groove that starts below the rim and ends at the base of the
handle in a large oval impression, the central one of three that
fan out and finish the handle where it joins the body. On the
side of the vessel at 90 degrees to the handle is a well shaped
and neatly applied rounded thick disc of clay through which
is pierced a bunghole approximately 20mm in diameter. The
base of the vessel is slightly sagging and there are four thumb
impressions equally spaced around the obtuse base angle of
the vessel. Orange to red-brown throughout. Abundant fine
clear quartz, occasional fine calcareous inclusions. Barnwell
Road, Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. 1886.43.11.

Bowl (Fig. 9.79)
LM7 Roughly flared shallow dish; the heavy degree of sooting

internally and externally suggests use as a dripping dish. The
dish has a simple rim with a near-flat top, the base angle is
obtuse and the base flat and very thin. The walls of the dish
have been knife-trimmed or turned. Internally, over the base
and the lower half of the wall is a thin glaze with a green tint.
Internally the sooting and deposit is thick and flaking,
externally the vessel is blackened both on the walls and the
base. Externally very dark red-brown, internally red-brown,
margins and core mid grey-brown as the sherd is affected by
heat; small areas not affected are red-brown throughout.
Smooth fabric, abundant fine quartz; visually the surface of
the fabric glitters with very fine and fine mica which is very
difficult to see in the matrix. BANCHG11, Phase 2.1, pit 114
(115)

Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware
Fabric code: HUNCAL (and HUNCAL variant)
Date: AD 1300–1450
Refs: New type
Fig. 9.80–9.82
TS and ICPS: Chapters 10.VII and 12.VIII

Macroscopic fabric description
HUNCAL is principally an oxidised ware, although
reduced examples are also found. Typically, it has an
orange or orange-brown fabric with a mid-grey or light
grey core. Surfaces are sometimes buff or buff-brown.
Reduced examples tend to be mid to light grey. It is
slightly sandy, including both silt-sized grains not visible
to the eye and medium grains that have sometimes been
lost from the surface. It is characterised by varying
amounts (sparse to common) of calcareous inclusions of
all sizes, but with very coarse fragments several
millimetres across often present and causing surface
spalling. These inclusions derive from shelly limestone
and include chalk-like lumps and shell fragments.

A variant exists with much less angular quartz temper,
and rather coarser limestone, but otherwise inclusion
types are the same and the matrix is very similar.

Production source and raw materials
The production site for this ware is not known. Two
options seem likely: either it was manufactured within
historic Huntingdon (for which there is no direct evidence
but where earlier pottery production is known) or it was
made in rural Huntingdonshire in a location with access to
calcareous clay, which does occur across wide areas of the
landscape.

Distribution
Thus far, HUNCAL has only been recognised in
Huntingdon Town Centre.

Forms and provisional date range
Small and medium jars are known, the typical form being
either wide and rounded (LM11 and LM14) or slightly
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shouldered with a slightly sagging base (LM10). Some
jars are neckless with short everted rims whilst others have
short upright necks below thickened rims (LM12),
sometimes with an external bevel below. An example with
a rilled body is known and others have quite pronounced
turning rings externally.

One complete small pear-shaped drinking jug is
known (LM22), with a simple rim and strap handle
luted-on below. One complete and the upper part of
another, tall pear-shaped jug are also recorded (LM17 and
LM18), and a complete large rounded jug is also
illustrated here (LM19). One rounded bowl (LM23) with a
slightly flared simple rim has been recognised, with an
internal incised wavy line.

Several curfews have been identified (LM24–27),
wheel-finished and in some cases with thumbed strips
applied to strengthen the vessel. No complete profile has
been found and the portions recorded suggest a form like
an upturned concave-sided or flared bowl; in fact these
may be bowls that have been upturned and used as
curfews, their identification as such resting on heavy
internal sooting. Curfew edges or ‘rims’ are flattened, but
they in fact sit on the rim edge, and are lightly thickened.
Two have been thumbed into a wavy-line edge internally
and also have external wavy line decoration, one incised
with a double-toothed tool and the other with a
four-toothed tool.

Although HUNCAL is a late medieval fabric, clearly
defined by the undecorated vessels and by most of the
forms, it evolved out of earlier HUNFSW types and from
stratigraphic evidence from Huntingdon this appears to
have taken place earlier, rather than later, in the 14th
century. HUNCAL is not found with pottery types
characteristic of the later 15th century.

Affinities: fabric
HUNCAL can probably be grouped with the late medieval
oxidised ware tradition seen in Bedfordshire and
Northamptonshire and/or the Bourne–Baston industry of
south Lincolnshire, which may also have influenced potters
producing later wares at Colne, Cambridgeshire (J. Young,
pers. comm.). The calcareous fabric is similar to some late
medieval products of the Lyveden–Stanion industry.

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
All jars and jugs are wheel-made. The curfews/bowls may
have been hand-made and finished on a wheel. The jar
forms are typical of the later medieval period and compare
well with both Essex greyware forms of the 13th to 14th
century (Cotter 2000, 94–98) and with forms found in the
earlier production of the LMR industry in Bedfordshire
and surroundings (Slowikowski 2011), but in neither case
are the forms identical. Jar types also show similarity with
the range of forms seen in CONCAX, which was possibly
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Figure 9.79  East Anglian Redware jugs and dish. Scale 1:4



made in the same part of Cambridgeshire as HUNCAL.
The shouldered jar with bevelled rim (LM14) is very
similar to late medieval examples found at Lyveden in
Northamptonshire (Webster 1975). The pear-shaped
drinking jug fits a tradition of smaller vessels that is
present in many industries from the 14th century onwards,
but this particular example has few close parallels, the
closest being perhaps Lincoln Glazed ware vessels
(Young et al. 2005, 204).

Thin-section analysis of HUNCAL
Three samples (Samples L358, L359 and L360, Tables
9.28–9.29; Chapter 12.VIII) were taken from three
separate jar/bowl vessels recovered from Huntingdon
Town Centre; the fabric is consistently reduced (grey)
with oxidised (red-yellow) margins. All the slides have a
consistent fabric indicating they were made using the
same clay source; although Sample L360 is notably finer –
suggesting a higher level of clay preparation. A summary
petrological description has been generated from study of
the three sections listed below.
Clay:
• A fairly dense clay matrix with common holes due to the loss of quartz

grains which have been used as temper.
• The fabrics are all lime-rich (including shelly limestone) with

fragments ranging from tiny to very large.
• Dark red iron-rich particles are common.
• Strands of silver mica are common.
• Rare plagioclase feldspar pieces are also present.
Temper:
• Abundant medium-sized angular quartz.

Two additional samples of a variant were fired under
different conditions (Tables 9.28–9.29). The first (L356)
is oxidised (reddish-yellow) with pale brown surfaces.
The second sample (L357) has a reduced core (blue-grey)
with oxidised (yellow-red) margins and (pale yellow)
surfaces.

Both samples have a fairly dense clay matrix with silt-
sized quartz grains, red particles and limestone fragments
as natural components. They have also both been
tempered with common small and medium angular quartz.
The second sample (L357) also contains a large
micaceous grog fragment.

Petrological origin
Huntingdon lies in a river valley with a drift geology of
alluvium and first terrace river gravels. Outside of the river
valley, the town is largely surrounded by glacial boulder
clays. To the east are large outcrops of (Upper Jurassic)
Corallian Beds, including a narrow exposure of clays with
limestone associated with the Elsworth rock that lies at the
base of the Ampthill Clay and is on the surface in bands
between Papworth, Elsworth and Fenstanton. The boulder
clay capping of the adjacent plateau lands is also
calcareous in many parts. Additionally, pottery
manufacture is known to have taken place in other
locations using Oxford Clay, of which there are large
exposures locally along the Great Ouse Valley and to the
south-east of Huntingdon around Hilton. Calcareous
bands exist within the Oxford Clay and its shell content is
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Sample Site Context Petro fabric Description

L358 HUNTCR07 3075 HUNCAL Rim of angled bowl in orange fabric with grey core and buff-brown surfaces. Occasional
very coarse calcareous inclusions

L359 HUNTCR07 3135 HUNCAL Thickened rim of slightly rounded bowl in leached orange-brown fabric with coarse calc
and wavy line dec

L360 HUNTCR07 3145 HUNCAL Body sherd from part-leached angled curfew/fire cover with flat-topped, internally finger-
impressed rim, and external wavy line decoration and applied thumbed vertical strips.
Orange fabric with grey core and brown in surface, with occasional coarse calcareous
inclusions.  Vessel LM24

L356 HUNWHS05 1051 HUNCAL V Body sherd from whole profile of jar; buff external surface, orange core and mid brown
internal surface; leached very coarse calcareous inclusions

L357 HUNHAR05 28 HUNCAL V Part of rim of large jar, with upright externally beaded rim and external applied strips, in
mid orange-brown fabric with grey core and buff external surface. Many leached very
coarse calcareous inclusions. Vessel LM14

Table 9.28  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware

Group Sample Site Texture Natural components of the clay Temper

HUNCAL L358 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Lime-rich (shelly); silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles; silver mica

Abundant medium angular
quartz

HUNCAL L359 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Abundant medium angular quartz; silt-sized
quartz grains; red particles; plagioclase
feldspar; quartzite; clay pellets (lime and
quartz)

Abundant medium angular
quartz

HUNCAL L360 HUNTCR07 Very dense Abundant medium angular quartz; red
particles; silver mica

Abundant small and medium
angular quartz grains

HUNCAL V L356 HUNWHS05 Fairly dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Limestone pellets; silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles

Common small, medium
angular quartz

HUNCAL V L357 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense Limestone fragments including shelly and
‘reaction-rims’; silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles; quartzite

Common small, medium
angular quartz; sparse large
grog (mica)

Table 9.29  Petrological analysis: Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware



varied but is perhaps typified by bivalves, especially
certain species of oyster and mussel (Chatwin 1961).

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.80–9.82)

Jars (Fig. 9.80)
LM8 Complete profile of a small jar. The jar is hand-built and

roughly wheel-finished, with a near-upright externally
thickened internally bevelled rim. The base is sagging and
the obtuse base angle has been knife-trimmed. Externally the
vessel is covered with a thin yellowish-brown slip or wash
and there is a small patch of clear lead glaze which may
represent the transfer of glaze from another vessel in the kiln
rather than a deliberate attempt to glaze this vessel.
Hard-fired, red-brown inner surface, mid-brown external
margin red orange internal margin and core. Slightly rough
surface, moderate medium calcareous inclusions, occasional
coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions up to 5mm –
these larger calcareous inclusions caused spalling of the
surfaces and many of the medium and large calcareous
inclusions have been leached out. HUNWHS05, Phase 3.1,
oven 1052 (1051). Sample L356.

LM9 Small or possibly miniature wheel-made jar with everted
internally thickened rim with the slightest of internal bevels.
The vessel body shows very obvious fingermarks from the
throwing process as the vessel was pulled, giving it a rilled
appearance. Hard-fired, oxidised orange-buff external
surface and margin, internally orange-buff to orange-grey
with pale grey margin and core. Smooth surfaces with
moderate medium calcareous inclusions, and many of the
medium and large calcareous inclusions have been leached
out leaving only voids. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.4b, layer
(cobbles) 1698 (1400).

LM10 Plate 9.89. Complete small jar, which looks poorly made yet
well fired. The jar is unevenly hand-built with one side
shorter than the other. It has been roughly wheel-finished,
with a near-upright internally bevelled rim with a slight

groove below the rim. The base is sagging and the jar leans
towards its shorter side. The obtuse base angle has been
knife-trimmed. Hard-fired, oxidised orange-buff surfaces,
except the base which is partially red-orange. Red-orange
margins and core. The difference in the base colouration
appears to reflect the vessel’s firing as the red-orange area is
roughly circular and appears to be where the pot sat partially
inside the rim of another vessel. Smooth surfaces with
common to moderate medium calcareous inclusions, and
occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions up
to 8mm; these larger calcareous inclusions caused spalling of
the outer surface and many of the medium and large
calcareous inclusions have been leached out. HUNTCR07,
Phase 3.1, SF 508, oven 3124 (3135).

LM11 Jar with short upright neck and sharply everted, near
right-angled rounded rim with slight internal bevel. Reduced
hard-fired fabric, pale grey external surfaces, grey-brown
margins, pale grey core. smooth surfaces occasional fine
calcareous inclusions, and occasional coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 3mm. HUNWHS05, Phase 3.1,
oven 1052 (1051) and (1082).

LM12 Wheel-made jar with short upright neck and sharply everted,
near right-angled rim with slight internal bevel. Hard-fired,
grey-brown surfaces, red-brown margins and pale grey core.
Smooth surfaces with moderate medium calcareous
inclusions, occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 4mm. These larger calcareous inclusions
have caused some spalling and many of the medium and
large calcareous inclusions have been leached out.
HUNWHS05, Phase 2.4b, pit 958 (959).

LM13 Small wheel-made jar with upright neck and short everted,
internally bevelled rim. The vessel body shows very obvious
fingermarks from the throwing process as the vessel was
pulled, giving it a rilled appearance. Reduced hard-fired
fabric, pale–mid grey external surface and margin,
grey-brown internal surface and margin, pale–mid grey core.
Smooth surfaces with moderate medium calcareous
inclusions, occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 4mm. These larger calcareous inclusions
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Plate 9.89  LM10. Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware. Complete profile of a small jar, unevenly hand-built
with one side shorter than the other. It has been roughly wheel-finished, with knife-trimmed base



have caused some spalling and many of the medium and
large calcareous inclusions have been leached out.
HUNWHS05, Phase 3.1, posthole 1358 (156).

LM14 Wheel-made jar with an upright rim, externally thickened,
internally bevelled and with a narrow external cordon. The
body is decorated with thin neatly thumb- or finger-
impressed appl ied str ips . Oxidised fabric with
yellowish-buff external surface and mid brown internal
surface, red-brown margins, pale grey core. Smooth surfaces
with common fine and medium calcareous inclusions, and
occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions up
to 7mm, the larger of which have caused spalling of the outer
surface. HUNHAR05, surface finds (28). Sample L357.

LM15 Jar or jug base, slightly sagging and obtuse angled.
Hard-fired, grey-brown surfaces and margins and pale grey
core. Smooth surfaces, common fine and medium calcareous
inclusions, occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 4mm, and a single example at 14mm. Many
of the larger calcareous inclusions have been leached out.
SWABL99 (3102).

Jugs (Fig. 9.81)
LM16 Plate 9.90. Large sherds from a wheel-finished (probably

baluster) jug with a flared neck, the body of the vessel is
incised with uneven horizontal lines. The body and neck are
partially covered in a thin, pale, mainly matt green lead glaze.
The lower part of the body is sooted and there are traces of
soot on the neck; internally there is a thin layer of limescale
towards the base. Oxidised fabric with buff-brown external
surface and margin, orange-brown internal surface and
margin and pale grey core. Hard-fired, smooth surface.
Moderate medium and large calcareous inclusions and
occasional very large calcareous inclusions up to 3mm.
Some leaching has occurred. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, oven
3124 (3135).

LM17 Plate 9.91. Semi-complete shouldered jug with near-upright
neck and externally thickened slightly internally bevelled
rim. The base is very slightly sagging with an obtuse base
angle. The pulled vertical strap handle is attached below the
rim and is joined to the neck of the jug internally by a plug
through the body. The base of the handle is attached to the
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Figure 9.80  Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware jars. Scale 1:4



body of the vessel by the same method. To either side of the
handle at the neck are oval impressions. The jug is decorated
with shallow, widely spaced incised lines, which spiral
around the body. The shoulders of the jug are partially
covered with a brown slip that appears to be the carrier for a
poor quality green lead glaze, which may have been poured

over the vessel. Where unaffected by glaze, the fabric has
dark buff-brown external surface and reddish-brown interior
surface with thin red-brown margins and pale–mid grey core.
Smooth surfaces with common fine and medium calcareous
inclusions and occasional large and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 7mm. The larger calcareous inclusions have
caused some spalling on the internal surface and there has
been some leaching of material leaving voids. HUNWHS05,
Phase 3.1, pit 1252 (1250).

LM18 Plate 9.92. Wheel-finished jug with vertical loop strap
handle with a central impressed groove. The handle is
attached below the rim and to either side of the join are single
oval impressions, both decorative and ensuring the join of
handle to the neck. Internally at the junction of handle and
body are two round angled holes that pierce the body and
handle, one in excess of 9mm, the other 14mm. Externally
the jug is patchily covered with a very poor quality pitted
green lead glaze. Oxidised fabric with buff-brown surfaces,
orange-brown margins, thin pale grey core and some areas of
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Plate 9.90  LM16. Huntingdon Late Medieval
Calcareous ware. Large sherds from a wheel-finished

jug

Plate 9.91  LM17. Huntingdon Late Medieval
Calcareous ware. Jug, internal detail of handle

attachment

Plate 9.92  LM18. Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware. Wheel-finished jug with vertical loop strap handle
with a central impressed groove and oval impressions or ‘ears’ either side of the handle
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Figure 9.81  Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware jugs. Scale 1:4



the vessel are entirely oxidised buff-brown. Moderately
hard-fired, smooth surface. Moderate medium calcareous
inclusions, occasional large calcareous inclusions and rare
very large calcareous inclusions up to 5mm. Much of the
calcareous material has been leached from the surface of the
vessel leaving many voids. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, oven
3124 (3135).

LM19 Complete large rounded jug with a wheel-finished, upright,
externally thickened, internally bevelled rim with a pulled or
pinched lip. The jug has a slightly sagging base with an
obtuse base angle. A vertical strap handle with a central
shallow groove and a line of irregularly stabbed holes
centrally placed. The handle is joined to the neck of the
vessel internally by a wide plug through the body and
finished with single oval impressions each side of the handle,
which are both decorative and ensure the join of handle to the
neck. The base of the handle where attached to the body is
finished with impressions made with the edge of a finger, or
more likely a thumb. Externally the vessel is covered with a
thin brown slip or wash below a very thin abraded olive green
lead glaze, which covers all but the rim and the lower third of
the vessel. The fabric is light buff-grey where not covered in
slip and mid grey at the rim. Hard-fired with moderate
medium calcareous inclusions and occasional coarse and
very coarse calcareous inclusions up to 5mm. Much of the
surface calcareous mater ia l has been leached.
Godmanchester, CUMAA acc. no. Z20745.

LM20 Large sherd from a hand-built probably shouldered jug, with
an obtuse base angle and sagging base. Much of the external
surface of the body is pitted and discoloured as if it had
constantly faced a source of heat. Internally the base and wall
of the vessel are covered with a thin coating of limescale.
Very blackened base, the sooting finishes in a very distinct
line just above the base angle. Oxidised fabric with
buff-brown surfaces, and occasional orange-brown patches.
Orange-brown external margin, buff-brown internal margin
and pale grey core. Slightly hackly fracture. Hard-fired,
smooth surface, where not pitted. Common fine calcareous
inclusions, moderate medium calcareous inclusions,
occasional large calcareous inclusions and rare very large
calcareous inclusions, including a fragment of shell 10mm
long. Much of the calcareous material has been leached from
the surface of the vessel leaving many voids. HUNWHS05,
Phase 3.1, pit 1252 (1251).

LM21 Jug with upright wheel-made neck and everted, rounded,
internally thickened (lid-seated) rim. A slight distortion of
the rim and a slight indentation below it probably represents
the beginning of a pulled or pinched lip. The rim and upper
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Plate 9.95  LM23. Huntingdon Late Medieval
Calcareous ware. Wheel-finished, concave sided bowl

internally decorated with a single incised wavy line
below the rim

Plate 9.93  LM22. Huntingdon Late Medieval
Calcareous ware. Complete small pear-shaped drinking

jug

Plate 9.94  LM22. Huntingdon Late Medieval
Calcareous ware. Complete small pear-shaped drinking

jug, handle detail



part of the neck are covered with a thin buff-brown slip or
wash and the lower part of the neck is splattered with olive
green lead glaze. Hard-fired, buff-brown surfaces and
margins and pale grey core. Smooth surfaces, common fine
and medium calcareous inclusions, and occasional coarse
and very coarse calcareous inclusions up to 3mm, many of
which have been leached. SWABL99, (3102).

LM22 Plate 9.93–9.94. Complete small pear-shaped drinking jug,
which looks poorly made yet well-fired. The jug is hand-built
and roughly wheel-finished with a near-upright simple rim
with a slight groove on part of the rim’s upper surface, the
remainder being rounded. The base is very slightly sagging
and the obtuse base angle has been knife-trimmed. A poorly
pulled vertical strap handle, which appears S-like in its
alignment, is joined to the neck of the vessel internally by a
plug through the body and finished with poorly executed
single oval impressions each side of the handle. The potter
may have intended the handle to have a central groove, but
the poor quality of the potting and the clay make it difficult to
ascertain. Hard-fired, oxidised orange-buff surfaces. Smooth
surfaces with common to moderate medium calcareous
inclusions, and occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 8mm; these larger calcareous inclusions
caused spalling of the outer surface and many of the medium
calcareous inclusions have been leached out. A single very
coarse milky quartz pebble has been incorporated into the
handle of the vessel. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, SF 507, oven
3124 (3135).

Bowl (Fig. 9.82)
LM23 Plate 9.95. Wheel-finished, concave-sided bowl, internally

thickened, externally bevelled with rounded edge. Internally
the bowl is decorated with a single incised wavy line below
the rim. Externally lightly sooted on body and rim. Oxidised
fabric with buff-brown surfaces, red-orange margins and
pale grey core. Slightly hackly fracture. Smooth surfaces,
moderate medium and coarse voids representing leached
calcareous inclusions, and occasional coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 4.5mm – again many of these are
represented by voids. HUNSTG99 (1106).

Curfews/fire covers (Fig. 9.82)
LM24 Plate 9.96. Curfew or fire cover. Wheel-finished, inverted

concave-sided bowl, with externally thickened and
externally bevelled rim/foot. The rim/foot is thumbed
internally on the inner edge. Externally the body of the vessel
is decorated with multiple horizontal wavy lines over which
are applied vertical thumbed strips. Internally heavily sooted
and sooted on rim/foot. Oxidised fabric with orange-brown
external surface, buff-brown internal surface, red-orange
margins and pale grey core. Relatively smooth fracture,
smooth surfaces, common medium calcareous inclusions,
and occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions
up to 4.5mm, many of which have been leached.
HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, oven 3124 (3135) and (3145).

LM25 Plate 9.97. Curfew or fire cover, hand-built, wheel-finished,
inverted concave sided bowl, with externally beaded and
slightly scalloped, internally bevelled rim/foot. Externally
the body of the vessel is combed lightly in bands over which
are applied vertical thumbed strips. Internally sooted and
sooted on rim/foot. Oxidised fabric with buff-brown
surfaces, red-orange margins and pale grey core. Slightly
hackly fracture. Smooth surfaces, common medium
calcareous inclusions, many of which have been leached, and
occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous inclusions up
to 3.5mm. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, oven 3073 (3075).

LM26 Plate 9.98. Curfew or fire cover. Wheel-finished, inverted,
flared bowl, with externally beaded and externally bevelled
rim/foot. Externally the body of the vessel is slightly rilled,
over which are applied vertical thumbed strips. Part of the
outer surface has been lost, probably due to heat exposure.
Internally sooted and sooted on rim/foot. Oxidised fabric
with buff-brown surfaces, red-orange margins and pale grey
core. Slightly hackly fracture. Smooth surfaces, common
medium calcareous inclusions, many of which have been
leached, and occasional coarse and very coarse calcareous
inclusions up to 4.5mm. HUNTCR07, Phase 3.1, oven 3073
(3074).

LM27 Curfew or fire cover. Wheel-finished, inverted ?concave
sided bowl, with internal thickened slightly internally
bevelled rim/foot. Internally sooted and sooted on rim/foot.
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Plate 9.96  LM24. Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware. Curfew or fire cover decorated with multiple
horizontal wavy lines over which are applied vertical thumbed strips
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Figure 9.82  Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware bowl and curfews. Scale 1:4



Oxidised fabric with buff-brown surfaces and margins and
pale grey core. Slightly hackly fracture. Smooth surfaces,
common medium calcareous inclusions, many of which have
been leached, and occasional coarse and very coarse
calcareous inclusions up to 6mm. HUNWHS05, Phase 3.1,
layer (584).

Late Medieval and Transitional Colne wares
Fabric codes: CONLM, CONC
Date: AD 1450–1550
Refs: Healey et al. 1998
Fig. 9.83
TS and ICPS: Chapters 10.IV and 11.V

Introduction
In 1998 Hilary Healey published her description of
medieval pottery waste from Colne, Cambridgeshire
(Healey et al. 1998). Close to where a kiln had been

recorded in 1921 a deposit of waste material was
excavated in 1991, in a small trench alongside the possible
edge of another kiln. Part of the resultant large assemblage
of pottery was studied in detail and as a result three fabrics
were identified and a series of representative vessel forms
and elements were published.

As part of the research for this volume the whole of the
1990s assemblage was revisited and the visual
characteristics of the fabric and the range of forms were
assessed. It was concluded that the published fabric
descriptions encompassed the full range of variation and
that the illustrations also provided a good indication of the
range of forms present. Reconsideration of the publication
and assessment of the full assemblage did, however,
indicate that the tentative dating framework given in the
publication appeared to be incorrect and that the three
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Plate 9.97  LM25. Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware. Curfew or fire cover. Externally the body of the
vessel is combed lightly in bands over which are applied vertical thumbed strips

Plate 9.98  LM26. Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware. Curfew or fire cover



fabrics that had been defined were perhaps not the most
effective way of dividing and categorising the variations
present.

A decision was therefore made to investigate the Colne
assemblage through thin-section petrology, to provide an
accurate fabric categorisation and description, to assess
geological origin of raw materials and to enable
comparison with Colne-type pottery from sites elsewhere
in the region. In addition, chemical analysis was
conducted to provide a kiln site ‘signature’, to investigate
internal variation, and to compare this with material from
elsewhere. The results of these studies were initially
presented by Alan Vince in an archive report (Vince
2007b). These results have been further investigated by
the author, alongside comparison with data from further
samples including other local types (Chapters 10.IV and
11.V).

Healey et al. (1998) published three fabrics; Colne A,
B and C wares. The thin-section study has indicated that
all three fabrics have in essence the same groundmass and
range of inclusions, and that the differences as described
by Healey, discounting form and date, are in fact purely in
terms of oxidation state and firing temperature. In fact
within the original visual fabric groupings, there is another
equally recognisable difference, based on abundance of
quartz sand temper.

Healey et al. (ibid.) indicated the problems they found
in providing dating for these types, and suggested that
Fabric C should be dated to the late 15th to 16th centuries,
with Fabrics B and A being progressively earlier. The
ginger jar-type vessels found in Fabric A were considered
as possibly 12th century in date, although also recognised
as having late medieval parallels.

Both the fabrics themselves and their dating have been
revised following the new petrological and macroscopic
study. There is no clear temporal progression from Fabric
A to Fabric B, but Fabric C is clearly later than both and
correctly dated. Fabrics A and B are only separated by a
variation in firing conditions, which in many instances
may not have been deliberate and is in part a function of
the source material being composed of wasters. Both
should be amalgamated as Colne late medieval ware
(CONLM) but, where recognised, Colne C ware should
retain its separate identity (CONC) as a later fabric. The
forms present in the kiln waste assemblage are
consistently late medieval for Fabrics A and B, with the
‘ginger jars’ being more correctly associated with late
medieval examples elsewhere, for example in the LMR
industry of Bedfordshire and surroundings (Slowikowski
2011).

In addition, the presence of recognisably earlier
medieval forms in Colne fabrics from excavations close
by at Manor Farm in Colne have enabled earlier phases of
the pottery industry in the village to be better recognised,
resulting in the macroscopic definition of Colne medieval
ware (CONM).

Macroscopic fabric description

Colne Late Medieval ware (formerly Fabrics A and B)
(CONLM)
As with all Colne products, a defining characteristic tends
to be the very matt surfaces, which are extremely smooth
in a minority of examples where there is low quartz sand
content. The reduced version of the fabric tends to have

dark grey surfaces and a mid grey core, sometimes with
red-brown margins. The oxidised version of the fabric
tends to be red-brown or mid-brown and this colouration
can be confined to the surfaces only, or run through the
whole vessel. A few light coloured examples exist with
buff-orange surfaces and a mid grey core. Some vessels,
probably confined to the earlier examples, show a variable
oxidation state across the surface, indicating poorly
controlled firing conditions. Some vessels have abundant,
well-sorted quartz sand up to 1mm, which gives them a
slightly rough but even feel. Some vessels, particularly
those with less sand temper, have a surface that is speckled
with calcareous inclusions, often poorly distributed, and
many of these appear superficially like ooliths but their
geological origin is in fact different (see below). Other
vessels are, however, almost devoid of such inclusions.

Colne C (Transitional) ware (CONC)
This fabric is quite similar to the oxidised examples of
CONLM, but there tend to be less inclusions and the fabric
is harder, suggestive of a higher firing temperature. The
fabric is invariably orange or red-brown, but occasionally
reduced to dark brown or grey. Again, matt surfaces
differentiate it from other similar wares.

Production source and raw materials
The late medieval fabrics have been found in waster
dumps at Old Church Lane in Colne and much transitional
ware was found in association. This was also deemed by
the excavators to be a kiln product, although unequivocal
examples of wasters proved hard to identify. Subsequent
thin-section and ICPS analysis appears to have confirmed
this as a local product (Chapter 10.IV; Vince 2007b). The
medieval fabric has been found in abundance around
100m from the kiln site at Manor Farm, and it is so similar
to the later material in its visual qualities that it is clearly
also a local product.

Distribution

Colne Late Medieval ware (CONLM)
CONLM appears as a small component in assemblages in
Cambridge, Huntingdon, St Ives and Swavesey. In some
instances, this is in small fragments of vessel types that
may pre-date the material known from the kiln site;
suggesting that the ware might have had its origins in the
14th century.

Colne C (Transitional) ware (CONC)
On consumer sites, CONC is usually indistinguishable
from many Bourne D products. It might be surmised that
much of the Bourne D found in the southern
Cambridgeshire fenland, along the Ouse–Cam system,
was manufactured at Colne, but this can only be confirmed
through thin-section and/or chemical analysis. An
assemblage from Highfield Farm, Littleport included
Bourne D in a fabric that did not fully match Lincolnshire
examples, and this could in fact have derived from Colne
(Boyle 2004). It is possible that CONC did not travel very
far northwards and into the Nene catchment. An
assemblage of visually similar pottery from Whittlesey
was analysed by both thin-section and ICPS analysis and
found to be different to sherds from Colne, but to match
wasters from Bourne (Vince 2007d).
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Forms and provisional date range

Colne Late Medieval ware (CONLM)
The type series for CONLM has previously been
published as Colne Fabrics A and B (Healey et al. 1998),
and those illustrations have not been reproduced here. A
few of these vessels have a very partial clear lead glaze,
whilst a handful of sherds apparently in these fabrics have
been identified with painted lines of buff slip. One of these
was thin-sectioned and proved entirely consistent with the
other Colne late medieval and transitional material,
indicating that it was indeed a product of this industry
rather than an imported item. The dating suggested
previously for Colne A and B fabrics is not entirely
appropriate. The ginger jars are clearly a late medieval,
rather than 12th-century, form and they thus date with all
other forms in this fabric. The bowl forms present include
none of rounded profile and have simple rims that would
indicate continuity from earlier in the 14th century. Jar
forms likewise do not hark back to earlier medieval
examples. The small group of sherds showing slip
painting tend to match 15th-century or later examples at
Bourne or Colchester, rather than earlier highly decorated
vessels. Aside from this there is a marked lack of
decoration across the assemblage and this, coupled with
the presence of large numbers of bunghole cisterns, tends
to support an assertion that this is a 15th-century
production site assemblage. CONLM appears as a small
component in assemblages in Huntingdon and Swavesey,
usually as small fragments of vessels and sometimes in
contexts where a 14th-century date would be appropriate.
This suggests that CONLM might have had its origins in
the 14th century and that the relationship between the
demise of CONM and the start of CONLM production
requires further investigation.

Colne C (Transitional) ware (CONC)
The type series for CONC was also published in 1998
(ibid.). Although the majority of sherds are unglazed,
vessels often possess a thin off-white slip and/or smoothed
surfaces and there are examples of jugs with both smooth
and speckled brown lead glaze over slip, sometimes with a
low iron content giving an olive green colouration. Aside
from management of the oxidation state and firing
temperature in some examples there is little difference
between CONC and smooth versions of CONLM, and in
such cases separation of the two is based entirely on form
and technology. The fabric of CONC pottery is almost
identical to fabrics within the Bourne D ware grouping,
from Bourne and possibly other producers in south
Lincolnshire. Additionally, the range of forms and
stylistic traits appear very comparable. The Colne
assemblage has been studied by Anne Boyle and Jane
Young who have investigated the products of the late
medieval Bourne industries in detail and it is their
conclusion that the two are so alike that in the case of some
vessels they could even have been made by the same potter
(A. Boyle, pers. comm.). It may well be that there was a
direct association between the two. The Bourne D
industry is documented from the AD 1430s and may even
have had its origins in the 14th century (J. Young, pers.
comm.) – it continued into the 16th century or even later. It
seems unlikely that the production of similar pottery at
Colne, which was already producing CONLM-type
pottery in the 15th century, would have been particularly

early in this sequence and it might be surmised that the
initiation of Bourne D type production at Colne (CONC),
through the arrival of influence or personnel from Bourne,
was an addition to the already existing production of
CONLM during the 15th century, which it ultimately
might have replaced.

Affinities: fabric

Colne Late Medieval ware (CONLM)
Colne Late Medieval ware (CONLM) was produced in a
fabric that has similarities to HUNFSW, which was
already an existing industry in the region. These
similarities are based on the macroscopic appearance of
the inclusions and the colour range of the clay matrix,
rather than the two sharing raw materials or production.
The range of inclusions is different in thin sections, and
chemical analysis clearly differentiates between Colne
kiln products and HUNFSW from consumer sites
(Chapter 10.IV; Vince 2007e).

Colne C (Transitional) ware (CONC)
As discussed above, Colne Transitional ware (CONC)
appears to have been made in mimicry of Bourne D
production. Scientific study by Vince confirmed that
nonetheless Colne and Bourne sherds are petrologically
and chemically distinct (Vince 2007d).

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
CONLM is stylistically very much associated with the
LMR tradition, even if the fabric is quite different. The
presence of oxidised as well as reduced pottery tends also
to link it with the Late Medieval Oxidised ware industry
also found in Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire. In
contrast CONC has a range of forms and a fabric that,
through control of raw materials and firing conditions, are
clearly intended to match closely Bourne D ware from
south Lincolnshire. As discussed above, CONC appears to
have been made in mimicry of Bourne D production.

Thin-section analysis of Colne Late Medieval and
Transitional wares (Fabrics A, B and C)
Four samples of Fabric A (including one with more
abundant quartz temper), six samples of Fabric B
(including one with more abundant quartz temper) and six
of Fabric C were studied (Table 9.30; see Chapters 10.IV
and 11.V), alongside samples from consumption sites.
Thin-section analysis revealed a similar range of inclusions
in each sample. However, the relative frequency of the
inclusions varied, as did their size and texture. No
correlation could be found between these features and the
various fabric groups recognised visually and therefore a
single fabric description is given here.

The following inclusion types are present in thin
section:
• Quartz. The fabric contains quartz grains of varying size, roundness

and sphericity. Three distinctive types can be identified: sub-angular
grains up to 0.3mm across which sometimes show signs of
overgrowth; well-rounded, high sphericity grains up to 1.0mm across
(and more common in the coarser-textured fabrics); and well-rounded,
low sphericity grains, some of which contain iron-stained veins. These
types are respectively likely to be of Jurassic sandstone; Triassic and
Lower Cretaceous age.

• Sandstone. Two types of sandstone inclusion are present. The first,
present in small quantities in all samples, consists of rounded
fragments c. 0.4mm across containing interlocking grains up to
0.2mm across. Fragments of this sort are a component of cover sands
in the East Midlands derived from Triassic sandstones. The other type
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Sample Site Context Locality Description Old sub-fabric
code

New fabric
code

V4360 HUNOL94 57 Huntingdon Buff/l grey body sherd in hard fabric from prob jug;
moderate medium quartz and rare ooliths

COLN FAB 2 CONLM

V4361 HUNOL94 57 Huntingdon Grey rim from jug in hard-fired fabric. Common fine
quartz and occasional fine ooliths

COLN FAB 2 CONLM

V4362 HUNOL94 174 Huntingdon Jug strap handle in grey fabric; abundant medium quartz COLN Sandy
FAB 2

CONLM

V4363 HUNOL94 u/s Huntingdon Inturned rim of jar with short flange in dark grey/dark
brown fabric; abundant medium-coarse quartz and
occasional medium ooliths (voids)

COLN Sandy
FAB 2

CONLM

V4370 HUNSR99
STU96

230 Huntingdon Rim/handle from jug in oolitic, reduced fabric COLN CONM

V4371 HUNSR99
STU96

202 Huntingdon Rolled rim of jar in slightly oolitic brown/grey fabric COLN CONM

V4372 HUNSR99
STU96

226 Huntingdon Flanged rim of bowl in grey sandy fabric; few ooliths COLN CONM

V4379 COLSA91 31 Colne Flanged bowl; dark/mid grey with fine quartz and abundant
shell and ooliths

COLN A CONLM

V4380 COLSA91 31 Colne Lip/rim from jug in mid grey fabric with medium quartz
and moderate ooliths

COLN A
sandy

CONLM

V4381 COLSA91 31 Colne ‘Ginger’ jar rim in mid-grey/orange/light grey fabric; fine
quartz and moderate ooliths

COLN A CONLM

V4382 COLSA91 31 Colne Rim/handle of jug in dark grey/orange-brown fabric with
fine quartz and common ooliths

COLN A CONLM

V4383 COLSA91 31 Colne Rim of jar or wide jug in buff/grey fabric with fine quartz
and occasional ooliths

COLN B CONLM

V4384 COLSA91 31 Colne Wide jug rim in black and brown/grey fabric with fine
quartz and common ooliths

COLN B CONLM

V4385 COLSA91 31 Colne Jar rim in brown/dark grey fabric with medium quartz COLN B
sandy

CONLM

V4386 COLSA91 31 Colne Bunghole cistern base in grey fabric with fine quartz COLN B CONLM

V4387 COLSA91 31 Colne Orange-brown/grey body sherd with buff slip and green
glaze from ?jug with fine quartz and occ. leached ooliths

COLN B CONLM

V4388 COLSA91 31 Colne Buff-brown/grey body sherd with buff slip and green glaze
from ?jug with fine quartz and rare ooliths

COLN B CONLM

V4389 COLSA91 31 Colne Flanged bowl rim in orange-brown/grey fabric with fine
quartz and occasional leached ooliths

COLN C CONC

V4390 COLSA91 31 Colne Lid-seated, ext glazed, jar rim in orange fabric with
occasional medium quartz and common leached ooliths

COLN C CONC

V4391 COLSA91 31 Colne Upright, cordoned jar rim in grey/orange-brown fabric with
fine quartz and rare leached ooliths

COLN C CONC

V4392 COLSA91 31 Colne Grooved handle from glazed jug in orange/grey fabric with
rare fine quartz and occasional ooliths

COLN C CONC

V4393 COLSA91 31 Colne Body sherd from jug with applied thumbed pad decoration
under thick brown glaze in orange fabric with fine quartz

COLN C CONC

V4394 COLSA91 31 Colne Body sherd of jug with applied, thumbed floral design
under thick brown glaze; orange fabric with medium quartz

COLN C CONC

V4395 CAXGR99 21 Caxton Body sherd from almost complete jug in buff fabric, fine
quartz, no calc

COLN CONCAX

V4396 CAXGR99 104 Caxton Rim/handle from jug in grey/brown fabric with slashing.
Medium quartz and rare calc

COLN CONCAX

V4397 CAXGR99 104 Caxton Slashed jug handle base in grey fabric with medium quartz
and occasional calc

COLN CONCAX

V4398 CAXGR99 194 Caxton Handle from jug in buff/orange fabric with slashing.
Medium quartz and rare calc

COLN CONCAX

V4399 CAXGR99 197 Caxton Body sherd from ?jug in mid grey fabric with coarse quartz
and common calc externally. Incised geometric lines

COLNT CONCAX

V4400 CAXGR99 27 Caxton Body sherd in dark grey/grey fabric with medium quartz
and rare calc. LMR-type appearance to fabric

COLNT CONCAX

V4401 CAXGR99 106 Caxton Body sherd (sooted) in orange fabric with medium quartz
and common leached calc. OSW type fabric

COLNT CONCAX

Table 9.30 Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis: Colne wares



consists of sub-angular fragments up to 1.5mm across containing
angular grains c. 0.1–0.2mm across. This type appears to be a
decalcified version of the calcareous sandstone (see below).

• Calcareous sandstone. Sparse to moderate sub-angular fragments of
sandstone consisting of angular quartz grains c. 0.1–0.2mm across
with a cement of ferroan calcite. It is only present in low-fired samples
with an optically anisotropic baked clay groundmass. This sandstone
is probably of Jurassic origin.

• Fossiliferous limestone. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments of
limestone containing bivalve shell, echinoid shell, echinoid spines and
ostracods (sometimes with both valves still in place). These are all
composed of non-ferroan calcite and the groundmass consists of
ferroan calcite. These fragments are present in both low- and
high-fired samples but the ferroan calcite groundmass is only visible
in the lower-fired samples.

• Opaques. Moderate well-rounded grains ranging from c. 0.2mm to
1.5mm across. Most contain no inclusions and are completely opaque
(unlike some iron-rich clay pellets).

• Mudstone. Sparse rounded fragments up to 2.0mm across. Some of
these have a similar colour and texture to the groundmass but show
bedding. Others are darker in colour than the groundmass and have a
darkened halo, suggesting that they are detrital grains.

• Organics. Sparse voids, some containing carbonised organic matter.
Some have a clear structure (stem or root) and others are amorphous,
sometimes surrounded by a darkened halo.

• Flint. Rare to sparse fragments, mostly angular and unstained up to
1.5mm long. Some rounded, brown-stained grains are present (e.g.
V4401).

• Ooliths. A single sample (V4379) contains a single oolith, 0.5mm
across.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic or
isotropic baked clay minerals with sparse angular quartz
inclusions up to 0.1mm across. The isotropic samples tend
to have a redder colour and the calcareous inclusions are
usually either partially or completely burnt out. Two
exceptional samples are V4380 which contains moderate
angular quartz c. 0.1mm across and V4390 which contains
very little quartz. The Colne A samples tend to be
lower-fired than the remainder.

The size-range and texture of the inclusions varies. The
majority of the samples contain no inclusions larger than
0.5mm and two contain noticeably fewer inclusions than
the remainder. A number of samples have inclusions of
which the largest are greater than 0.5mm and less than
1.0mm across and a few samples contain inclusions which
are in excess of 1.0mm across. There is no obvious
correlation between inclusion size and visual fabric group.

Petrological origin
The inclusions are probably from a detrital sand
containing material of Triassic, Jurassic, Lower
Cretaceous and later date (rounded flint). This mixture of
sources suggests that the sand comes from a deposit laid
down by a south-flowing water body and the size and
angularity of the calcareous sandstone suggests that the
source of this sandstone is not very distant from Colne.
Colne itself lies on first to second terrace gravels at the
junction of the Ouse and the fens overlying Ampthill Clay.
However, a reasonable proportion of the inclusions cannot
have been derived from the area drained by the Ouse and
must either be re-deposited from glacial deposits or, at the
mouth of the Ouse, there is a component of northern origin
in the gravels.

It seems likely that the tempering agent, and possibly
the clay, used at Colne derived from glacial deposits,
perhaps from the Boulder Clay and glacial gravels that
outcrop to the west of the village. Another source for the
clay would perhaps be the Ampthill Clay that surrounds
the village and, although this deposit lies close to the
locations of some LMR producers in Bedfordshire, it is
not generally known to have been chosen as a potting clay
in the medieval period.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.83)

CONLM
LM28 Complete profile of a small wheel-made concave sided bowl

with a simple internally thickened and rounded rim. The base
angle is obtuse and the base is slightly sagging. Sooted
externally on upper half of vessel. Reduced mid grey-brown
surfaces, red-brown margins and core. Slightly rough feel to
fabric. Common fine and medium quartz, occasional
medium calcareous inclusions and rare very coarse
calcareous inclusions. HUNWHS05, Phase 2.4b, pit 958
(959).

LM29 Complete profile of an oval dripping dish. The rim profile
changes with a slightly inturned, externally thickened,
slightly internally bevelled rim at the end of the dish,
changing to an upright, externally thickened, internally
bevelled rim on the dish’s long sides. Obtuse base angle and
sagging base. Externally heavily sooted around rim and end
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Figure 9.83  Late Medieval and Transitional Colne ware bowl and dripping dish. Scale 1:4



of vessel, sooted internally and with burnt residue present on
sides of vessel. Reduced dark grey-black surfaces with
mid–dark grey margins and core for most of the vessel.
Slightly rough feel to fabric. Common fine and medium
quartz, occasional medium calcareous inclusions and rare
very coarse calcareous inclusions. HUNHAR05, Phase 2.5,
ditch 257 (237).

Later Ely wares: Late Medieval Ely ware and Late
Medieval/Post-medieval Transitional Ely ware
Fabric codes: Late Medieval Ely ware (LMEL) and Late
Medieval/Post-medieval Transitional Ely ware LMELTR (see
BELGRIT below)
Date: AD 1350–1500 (LMEL), AD 1450–1550 (LMELTR)
Refs: Spoerry 2008; Cessford et al. 2006
Figs 9.84–9.85
TS and ICPS: Spoerry 2008, 79–87

Introduction
Medieval and Late Medieval Ely wares have been
discussed and defined previously (Spoerry 2008). In
addition, early post-medieval pottery production and
types have been published (Cessford et al. 2006). Some
pottery has also been identified that is in a fabric that
appears to be transitional between late medieval Ely
brown coarsewares and post-medieval Ely red
earthenwares. Some forms are presented here.

Macroscopic fabric description
Quartz-tempered fabrics, usually coarse early on and finer
later (LMEL), often with other inclusions, particularly
flint, chalk, nacreous bivalve shell and other limestone
fragments. The fabric appears very grainy and the matrix
has a high organic content, often exhibiting a black core,
offset by the characteristic white calcareous inclusions.
Surface colour, normally oxidised, is usually buff to
brown, but is very variable and can be dull red or black.
The transitional ware (LMELTR) tends to be oxidised to a
dull red-brown and is slightly sandy like LMEL, but
sometimes with coarser quartz.

Production source and raw materials
These wares were produced in the riverside area of Ely,
probably using Kimmeridge Clay and Cretaceous derived
temper probably from, or derived from, the Lower
Greensand. The LMEL fabric is probably more processed,
both clay and temper, whilst the red colouration of
LMELTR probably reflects the use of different raw
materials, but perhaps utilisation of the same general
geological stratum.

Distribution
The type is found principally in Ely, Cambridge, King’s
Lynn and the Cambridgeshire fenland. LMEL appears to
have struggled to compete with late Grimston wares,
however, and is much less common in King’s Lynn than
MEL.

Forms and provisional date range
The date ranges usually utilised are AD 1150–1350 for
MEL (see above), AD 1350–1500 for LMEL and AD
1450–1550 for LMELTR. For the general range of forms
see Spoerry 2008, but some additions are published here.
A single example of a jar rim (LM30) is in a style that
would perhaps usually be associated with the 13th
century, but is clearly in a late medieval fabric. A
shouldered jug with a short cylindrical neck and
knife-trimming around the base was recovered from

Cambridge (LM32), whilst a miniature bunghole jug in an
LMEL fabric was excavated in Ramsey (LM33). Other
late medieval examples include another deep bowl from
Soham, but this time with a flanged rim and in an LMEL
fabric, whilst a large bunghole cistern in an LMEL fabric
was recovered from Wicken (not illustrated).

LMELTR forms have not been investigated in any
organised manner; however, examples are published here
of a rounded jug from central Cambridge (LM34) and a
large drinking jug from Colne (LM35) that is reminiscent
of Rhenish vessels, but rather larger in size.

Affinities: fabric
Later Ely wares are similar to other quartz sand-tempered
wares of the Fenland (Bourne, Colne, HUNFSW) and
Grimston unglazed pottery. They may have been started
with knowledge of EMW-type sandy ware industries of
Essex (Cotter 2000) and Norfolk (e.g. Milligan 1982).

Affinities: form, decoration and technology
LMEL forms evolve from many of the MEL vessels, but
there is also a strong association with vessel forms as
found at the Grimston industry in Norfolk.

Thin-section analysis and petrological origin of MEL and
LMEL
Previous analysis by Alan Vince was published in the Ely
Ware monograph (Spoerry 2008, 79–87).

Illustration catalogue
(Figs 9.84–9.85)

LMEL

Jar (Fig. 9.84)
LM30 Plate 9.99. Small wheel-made rounded jar with everted

simple rounded rim. Patchy green lead glaze around neck and
shoulders, with some sooting on the body and around the
outer rim edge. Oxidised hard-fired fabric with buff-orange
surfaces and thick margins with mid grey core. Moderate
medium and coarse quartz, occasional fine chalk inclusions
similar to a MEL type A jar (Spoerry, 2008, 45, fig. 14, no.
53). SWABL99 (4591).

Jugs (Fig. 9.84)
LM31 Near-complete profile of a wheel-thrown, rounded, slightly

shouldered jar with an everted, internally thickened rim.
Some light sooting on the rim edge and heavily sooted on the
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Plate 9.99  LM30. Late Medieval Ely ware. Small
wheel-made rounded jar with patchy green lead glaze

around neck and shoulders



lower half of body and the surviving base angle. Oxidised
hard-fired fabric with buff-orange outer surface and margins
with mid–dark grey core and red-orange inner surface.
Moderate medium and coarse quartz and chalk inclusions.
CAMCOL12, Phase 2.1, well 190 (370).

LM32 Unglazed shouldered jug with an upright internally bevelled
rim and pulled or pinched lip. The lower part of the vessel
towards the base has been knife-trimmed, the base angle is
obtuse and the base sagging. A vertical rod handle is attached
below the rim, the join is finished with three thumbed
impressions, one either side of the join and the third deeply
impressed at the centre of the handle join. These are both
decorative and practical in the joining of handle neck. The
handle has a narrow central groove which broadens and
terminates in a single thumb impression where the base of the
handle joins the body. There are also shallow grooves on the
sides of the rod handle. Market Street, Cambridge, CUMAA
acc. no. 1909.127.

LM33 Complete, wheel-thrown, miniature shouldered bunghole
jug, having an everted, simple rounded rim with a round rod
handle joined neatly to the neck and body. On the side of the
vessel at 90 degrees to the handle and just above the base, is a
roughly shaped (irregular pentagon) applied thick disc of
clay through which is pierced a tapering bunghole. The jug
has a recessed base and the edge has been thumbed
continually to imitate a frilled base of a stoneware drinking

jug. The jug appears to be patchily covered with an opaque
yellowish glaze over the rim, neck, handle and centre portion
of the vessel. Cambridgeshire, exact provenance unknown,
CUMAA acc. no. 1922.716.

LMELTR

Jugs (Fig. 9.85)
LM34 Wheel-made rounded jug with an upright externally

thickened rim and pulled or pinched spout. The base angle is
obtuse and although the base is absent it was probably
sagging. The vertical strap handle is attached below the rim
and to either side of the join are single oval impressions, both
decorative and ensuring the join of handle to neck. The
handle has a thick central groove that ends in a single large
thumb impression where it attaches to the body. The vessel
has a large bib of clear lead glaze around the lip and neck,
extending over the belly of the vessel. The whole vessel is
quite reddened and burnt. Abundant medium quartz,
occasional fine–medium calcareous inclusions, occasional
coarse calcareous inclusions. Market Street, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. 1908.435.

LM35 Plate 9.100. Wheel-made small rounded drinking jug (in the
style of a 17th-century European stoneware vessel drinking
jug) with a simple upright rounded rim above a long upright
neck and bulbous rounded body. A vertical strap handle with
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Figure 9.84  Late Medieval Ely ware jar and jugs. Scale 1:4



a single shallow central groove is neatly joined to neck and
body. The vessel is covered externally with a dark
olive-green lead glaze, and partially glazed internally in the
same glaze. Reduced mid grey external margins below the
glaze, internally orange-red surface and margin where
unglazed and mid grey margin where glazed, orange-red
core. Common fine quartz. COLMAN09, Phase 4, well 249
(246).

Bourne D ware
Fabric code: BOND
Date: AD 1430–1650
Ref: Healey 1969
TS and ICPS: None during this project
A fine, smooth orange wheel-made fabric known to have
been produced in Bourne, Lincolnshire from perhaps AD
1430 to AD 1650, but which, at Lincoln for example, was
not common until the early to mid 16th century (Young et
al. 2005, 231). Recent work in Bourne itself suggests
production may have started somewhat earlier than was
previously thought, perhaps as early as the late 14th
century (J. Young, pers. comm.). In the Peterborough area
and the northern Cambridgeshire fenland this fabric is
very common in 15th-century contexts and additionally
the presence of a number of similar and closely allied
fabrics, or sub-fabrics, suggests that there was
manufacture in other kilns and centres in Bourne and
surrounding settlements, besides those represented by
wasters so far excavated in the town. Colne C ware
(CONC) is also very similar to Bourne D ware, in fabric,
form and method of manufacture and it is possible that a
potter from Bourne migrated south to Cambridgeshire to
set up production of this new type there.
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Figure 9.85  Late Medieval/Post-medieval Transitional Ely ware jugs. Scale 1:4

Plate 9.100  LM35. Late Medieval/post-medieval
transitional Ely ware. Wheel-made small rounded

drinking jug in the style of a 17th-century European
stoneware vessel drinking jug



East Anglian Redware Sgraffi to , formerly
‘Cambridgeshire’ Sgraffito
Fabric code: EARSG (coarse (C) and Fine (F); formerly CASG
Date: AD 1350–1500
Refs: Bushnell and Hurst 1953; Cotter 2000, 166–71
Fig. 9.86
TS and ICPS: Chapter 12.IX

Description and thin-section/ICPS analysis of EARSG
Although Cambridgeshire Sgraffito has been known by
that name for a long time (Dunning 1950; Bushnell and
Hurst 1953), in more recent years this association of
provenance has been called into question by researchers
who, on recording sgraffito sherds, find it increasingly
hard to associate it with any known or suspected
Cambridgeshire industry producing similar fabrics. In
contrast, the evidence for a tradition of sgraffito
decoration alongside Colchester ware is incontrovertible
(Cotter 2000, 166–71). There is clearly a possibility that
Cambridgeshire Sgraffito was in fact made in Essex, or in
another East Anglian redware production site, or even at
Colchester although Cotter thought that the Colchester
examples were in a fabric similar to the slightly sandy
Colchester slipped products of the late 14th to 15th
centuries, and not in the smoother, finer fabric of
Cambridgeshire Sgraffito. A perhaps more likely
association is, however, with the Hedingham area
industries and in particular a kiln at Blackmore End, that is
known to have produced ‘a fairly micaceous slip-painted
redware’ (ibid., 109).

A small provenance study utilising thin-section and
ICPS analysis on samples of a group of East Anglian
redware sherds excavated at Soham in Cambridgeshire,
including three examples with sgraffito decoration of a
style identical to that of Cambridgeshire Sgraffito, was
carried out. These samples were analysed (Chapter 12.IX)
alongside three sherds from the Colchester-type ware
kilns at Great Horkesley and one sample of sgraffito
pottery from Rivenhall Church in Essex.

The samples of Cambridgeshire sgraffito were found
to be not at all like Colne C ware, but they are
petrologically and chemically similar to examples of
Colchester type ware also found in Cambridgeshire. They
were also found to be chemically quite similar to
Colchester ware (Great Horkesley) wasters, and to
wasters from Harlow, Hedingham and Mill Green, and
were very similar to a sherd of sgraffito ware from
Rivenhall. The evidence is not conclusive but it points to
an origin in Essex rather than Cambridgeshire for the
samples of Cambridgeshire Sgraffito. Bearing in mind the
known sgraffito manufacture as part of the Colchester
ware industry, this is not surprising.

Cambridgeshire Sgraffito is therefore almost certainly
erroneously named. Although such labels tend to be hard
to remove once applied, and currently all specialists in the
field recognise what is meant by Cambridgeshire
Sgraffito, arguably it should be re-named. The term
Colchester-type Sgraffito might be appropriate where, as
at Soham, it is applied to a slightly coarse redware fabric.
Other examples from sites in Cambridgeshire have been
observed with finer fabrics not unlike medieval Mill
Green or Hedingham pottery or later Harlow wares. With
these differences in mind it is perhaps safest to define the
fabric better where examples are found and to provide a
naming convention that allows for these different fabrics.
As the pottery all sits within the East Anglian Redware

tradition the terms East Anglian Redware sgraffito coarse
and fine (EARSG C and EARSG F) are recommended.
This should not be seen as an alternative to having new
groups of such material subjected to programmes of
thin-section and ICPS analysis to resolve the provenance
issue more fully.

Two examples of East Anglian Redware Sgraffito
ware vessels found to be in storage with CUMAA, which
do not appear to have been published previously and
which add to the corpus of designs, are illustrated here.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.86)

Jug (Fig. 9.86)
LM36 Colchester-type fabric. Pear-shaped, tubular spouted jug,

with an externally thickened and bevelled rim and external
cordon on the neck and body. The tubular spout is attached to
the body by a solid bridge between the neck and spout,
through which are pierced several holes. A thickened strap
handle springs from the neck and is joined to the rim by a
squared-off piece of clay like an un-pierced lug. The vessel is
covered with white-cream slip to below the handle, through
which the decoration of the vessel has been scratched or
incised. The body is decorated in horizontal bands divided by
the cordons on the vessel. The lower band appears to depict
oak leaves, the lower edge of the middle band shows a
scalloped design and the upper band has an irregular wavy
line. The spout is also decorated and the handle is incised and
also decorated with small round stabbing, along the sides and
the main face and the lug face. Once the vessel was decorated
it was glazed with a clear lead glaze with copper green
mottles. Oxidised red fabric margins and core with
red-brown internal surface. Smooth fabric. Cambridgeshire,
CUMAA acc. no. Z14807.

Bowl (Fig. 9.86)
LM37 Colchester-type fabric. Bowl with inturned neck and simple

rim. At the join of body and neck is attached a near-vertical or
upright rectangular lug, through which is a hole
approximately 8mm in diameter, pierced from the outside of
the lug to the inside, as can be seen by the displaced clay. The
vessel is covered with white-cream slip through which the
decoration of the vessel has been scratched or incised. The
neck of the vessel is incised with petal-like design and the lug
is decorated with an anthropomorphic design on each side.
The outer part of the lug has a bearded face with the beard on
the body of the vessel. The pierced hole runs between the
eyes, looking like a nose. The top of the lug is incised,
perhaps to represent hair. The interior of the lug also bears a
bearded face although the beard can only be seen from above
as it is incised into the neck of the vessel. The interior face has
two eyes and two small nostril holes above the pierced hole
and the beard below. Once the vessel was decorated it was
glazed with a clear lead glaze with copper green mottles.
Similar bearded faces (sans hole) are illustrated by Cotter
2000, 152, fig. 100, 101 and 153, fig. 102, nos 196 and 197)
and described as Colchester-type ware anthropomorphic
chafing dish handles. Oxidised orange-red throughout.
Abundant medium quartz, occasional voids. Trinity College,
Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z14795.

Cistercian ware
Fabric code: CSTN
Date: AD 1470–1550
Refs: Le Patourel 1966; Brears 1971
Cistercian ware is known from several manufacturing
centres in Yorkshire and the Midlands. It is a hard, smooth,
wheel-made fabric, usually brick-red, but which can be
paler or browner. There are few visible inclusions, except
for occasional quartz grains. The range of vessel forms is
somewhat specialised, and usually very thin-walled (c.
2mm); see Le Patourel 1966 and Brears 1971 for a basic
typology. It has very dark brown to black glaze, usually on
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both surfaces, with rare white slip decoration. This ware is
found at many of sites of the period in the county, although
it is perhaps less evident in the fenland, where the local
imitation BABEL is much more common.

Late Medieval Hertfordshire Glazed ware
Fabric code: HERTG
Date: AD 1350–1450
Ref: Jenner and Vince 1983
Fig: None, see previous publication
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Often difficult to differentiate by eye from Brill/Boarstall
products, this late medieval glazed ware from the St
Albans area is, however, typically more orange or pink in
colouration, with surfaces darker than the core. The fabric
is fine-textured with abundant, ill-sorted quartz sand,
small specks of red, iron-rich clay and sparse to moderate
mica apparent under low power magnification, although
no inclusions are visible to the naked eye. Typically, it has
a patchy, mottled green glaze (from a copper-based
colourant). The glazed cooking vessels are not known
from the county, the sherds identified invariably deriving
from rounded jugs, which can have stamped bosses and/or
horizontal combing.

Late Medieval Reduced ware
Fabric code: LMR
Date: AD 1350–1500
Refs: Moorhouse 1974; Slowikowski 2011
Fig. 9.87
TS and ICPS: None during this project
Late Medieval Reduced ware is a regional pottery
tradition, with known kiln sites in Bedfordshire (Flitwick,
Everton, Riseley, Heath and Reach), Buckinghamshire
(Brickhill) and Northamptonshire (Higham Ferrers).
These wheel-thrown, sandy fabrics are usually grey
throughout, but with variation between centres. Higham
Ferrers fabrics are mostly hard, smooth and micaceous,
those from Brickhill, Flitwick and Riseley tend to be
sandier with black iron ore inclusions visible. Everton
fabrics are calcareous and tend to be less sandy. It is
important to note that much of the late medieval product of
the Colne ki ln fi ts into this tradi t ion and in
Cambridgeshire much LMR needs closer study to record
it as the indigenous CONLM, or generic LMR where
possible. Additionally, the Everton kilns (Bedfordshire)
lie on the border with south-east Cambridgeshire and
further production in that locale might have taken place in
the county. Early Everton fabrics (ELEVER) are defined
and described above and themselves perhaps represent
evolution from SCAMSW, meaning that there may have
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Figure 9.86  ‘Cambridgeshire’ Sgraffito ware jug and bowl. Scale 1:4
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Figure 9.87  Late Medieval Reduced ware pipkin, jars, jugs, mug and alembic. Scale 1:4



been five centuries of pottery production in the vicinity of
Everton.

Jars are common, later examples being often neckless
with short, everted rims, or of inturned ‘ginger jar’ shape,
bowls and jugs. There is evidence that a favoured product
in Cambridgeshire was, however, the flared bowl with a
sharply everted, often square rim. Decoration is
uncommon, although jugs, particularly earlier examples,
exhibit much stabbing, slashing and thumbing on their
handles. The ware is present in all areas, including the
fenland, but most common in the south and west of the
county.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.87)

Pipkin and handled jars (Fig. 9.87)
LM38 Pipkin, single-handled rounded jar with an everted,

internally thickened and bevelled rim with a shallow pulled
and pinched lip. The angled, plain, thickened strap handle is
at 90 degrees to the lip. The base is sagging with an obtuse
angle. Dark grey fabric. Abundant medium and coarse
quartz. St Neots, CUMAA acc. no. 1957.35.

LM39 Wheel-made, two-handled jar copying a metal cauldron
form, with an everted, internally thickened, externally
bevelled rim. Around the widest part of the vessel are two
incised turning grooves, which are partially masked by the
smearing of the clay where the rod handles have been
flattened to join them to the body and finished with a single
thumbed impression. The handles spring from the join
between neck and body and the clay is then thickly smeared
around the neck. The handles are grooved on each side to
give the outer surface a ridge. The base is slightly sagging
and in some areas the obtuse base angle has been
knife-trimmed. Dark grey fabric. Abundant fine and medium
quartz, occasional coarse quartz. Market Street, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. 1957.177 (A).

LM40 Wheel-made, two-handled jar copying a metal cauldron
form, with an everted, externally thickened, slightly
externally bevelled rim. Slightly above the widest part of the
vessel are incised turning grooves that are partially masked
by the strap handles which join the body just below the lines.
The handles spring from just above the join between neck
and body and below the rim, with the clay thickly smeared
around the neck. The strap handles have been flattened to
join them to the body and finished with single thumbed
impression. Dark grey fabric. Common fine quartz, rare
coarse shell. Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z31528.

Jugs (Fig. 9.87)
LM41 Near-complete wheel-finished rounded jug with simple

inturned uneven rim with a pulled or pinched spout. There
are unevenly spaced grooves running horizontally around the
body which may be decoration, and the rod handle that
springs from top of the rim has grooved lines running
vertically down the handle. At the point that the handle meets
the body of the vessel these incised grooves fan out onto the
body. It appears that after the grooved lines were incised,
small round holes were stabbed as a single row
approximately down the centre of the handle. The base is
sagging, obtuse-angled and sooted. Everton-type, hard-fired,
mid grey-brown throughout. Rough feel to fabric,
abundant-common medium quartz, moderate medium and
coarse calcareous inclusions, occasional very coarse
calcareous inclusions. Hauxton and Harston, CUMAA acc.
no. 1956.7.

LM42 Complete wheel-thrown jug, possibly a copy of a metal
vessel. The jug has an everted, externally thickened and
bevelled rim with a deep throated pulled lip. The concave
base has an obtuse angle and is slightly splayed; the edge of
the base has been trimmed or turned on the wheel and there
are turning marks on the body. The strap handle springs from
the neck where the join is finished with three thumbed
impressions, one either side of the join and a third smaller
impression at the centre of the handle. This third indentation
is also the start of the central groove that runs vertically down

the handle join and terminates in a single thumb impression
where the base of the handle joins the body. Dark grey
surface, grey margins and core. Abundant medium and
coarse quartz. Pembroke College, Cambridge, CUMAA acc.
no. 1961.100.

LM43 Upper part of wheel-made rounded jug. Everted, external
thickened and bevelled rim with pulled or pinched lip. The
strap handle springs from immediately below the rim and has
a simple single central groove that terminates in a single
thumbing indentation where the handle neatly joins the body.
Dark grey matt surfaces with mid brown margins and mid
grey core. Common medium quartz, occasional to moderate
medium and coarse calcareous inclusions and occasional
very coarse calcareous inclusions. King’s College,
Cambridge, CUMAA acc. no. Z30277 (C).

Mug (Fig. 9.87)
LM44 Wheel-made cylindrical vessel, a ?mug, thick walls and

everted, externally thickened, collared rim and thick ?flat
right-angled base. Light grey fabric. Abundant fine and
medium quartz and occasional coarse calcareous inclusions.
Provenance unknown, CUMAA acc. no. Z16537.

Industrial vessel (Fig. 9.87)
LM45 Possibly an alembic with inturned neck and near-upright rim

(external lid-seated) which has been internally thickened.
The base is almost rounded. Reduced fabric with dark grey
surfaces, mid grey margin and dark grey core. Abundant fine
and medium quartz. King’s College, Cambridge, CUMAA
acc. no. Z30277 (D).

Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy wares
Fabric code: OSW
Date: AD 1450–1550
Refs: Moorhouse 1974; McCarthy 1979
Fig. 9.88
TS and ICPS: None during this project

Description
Related to LMR, although slightly later in date, OSW is
used for a range of orange, sandy fabrics in the South-East
Midlands Late Medieval Oxidised ware tradition. These
fabrics are generally very hard and grey, with weak to
bright orange surfaces, sometimes with a poor quality
green glaze. Typically, these fabrics contain moderate to
dense sub-rounded quartz up to 1mm, sometimes with
coarse black ironstone and/or calcareous inclusions. The
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Figure 9.88  Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware jug.
Scale 1:4



full range of late medieval and transitional vessel forms
were produced in this industry.

Several sources for the different wares within the
tradition are known in the South-East Midlands, including
Lyveden site ‘J’ and Glapthorn near Oundle.

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 9.88)
LM46 Upper part of wheel-made rounded jug. There is a very thick

external cordon below the upright simple rim, which has no
lip. The upper body has widely spaced grooves, or ribs
creating a stepped appearance. The oval rod handle springs
from the neck and is joined to the body and finished with a
single shallow thumb impression. Internally, part of the
handle has been pushed through into the body of the vessel
and then smoothed to provide a firm anchor point for the
handle. Oxidised fabric, orange-brown external surface,
orange internal surface margins and core. Matt feel to
smooth fabric with common fine and medium rounded
quartz and occasional fine mica. King’s College, Cambridge,
CUMAA acc. no. Z30277 (B).

VII. Selected Post-Medieval Fabrics
(post-AD 1500)

Post-Medieval Redwares/Glazed Red Earthenware
Fabric code: PMR / GRE
Date: AD 1550–1800
Refs: e.g. Jennings 1981, 157–86; Davey and Walker 2009
A generic category for post-medieval red earthenwares
not ascribed to a specific producer; called Glazed Red
Earthenware (GRE) in Norfolk, and Post-Medieval
Redware (PMR) in London.

Ely ‘Babylon’ ware
Fabric code: BABEL
Date: AD 1500–1600
Refs: Clarke and Carter 1977, 262; Cessford et al. 2006, 46 and 56
Figs: None, see previous publications
A high-fired black-glazed (iron-rich) earthenware, similar
to Cistercian-type ware, manufactured at Ely. Tygs,

tankards, small jugs and costrels are known. The type has
been recognised in King’s Lynn as well as Cambridge,
Ely, Huntingdon and Peterborough, and villages of the
Cambridgeshire fenland.

Broad Street, Ely Glazed Red Earthenware
Fabric code: BELGRE
Date: AD 1500–1700
Ref: Cessford et al. 2006, 48–52
Glazed red earthenware production started during the
early 16th century at Broad Street. It continued into the
17th century, when slipwares were also produced (op. cit.,
81–85).

Broad Street, Ely Gritty Red Earthenware
Fabric code: BELGRIT
Date: AD 1500–1550
Ref: Cessford et al. 2006, 46 and 56
Probably the same as LMELTR (see above).

Broad Street, Ely, Plain Red/Pink ware
Fabric code: BELRP
Date: AD 1500–1700
Ref: Cessford et al. 2006, 48
Unglazed red earthenware that may in fact represent parts
of BELGRE vessels, but which has been found in other
parts of the town besides the production site.

Broad Street, Ely Bichrome ware
Fabric code:(BEL) BICR
Date: AD 1550–1600+
Refs: Clarke and Carter 1977, 238; Cessford et al. 2006, 56
A very fine red earthenware with green glaze externally
and clear glaze internally. Called West Norfolk Bichrome
at King’s Lynn, now recognised as an Ely product
following excavation of part of a 16th-century production
site. Known from King’s Lynn, Norwich and Thetford in
Norfolk, and Ely.
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Chapter 10. ICPS Data Analysis
by Paul Spoerry

I. The Chemical Signature of Medieval
Pottery from South Cambridgeshire and
Essex

Introduction
The various stages of scientific analysis conducted as part
of this research programme are outlined in Chapter 1.III,
while project site codes appear in Appendix 1. Previous
studies by Alan Vince and the present author have
analysed samples of medieval sherds from sites in south
Cambridgeshire containing varying amounts of quartz
sand and mica, with the intention of determining whether
petrological and visual fabric categories could be
supported by chemical signatures (Vince 2008). In
addition, these samples were compared with a small
number from Essex kiln sites (three sherds from the
Hedingham kilns and one sample from Harlow) and four
sherds from a consumer site also in Essex (Great Easton).
This study concluded that the four pottery types evident
across the consumer sites were also chemically distinct,
although there were also some ‘outliers’. In addition, the
sherds from the Hedingham kilns and those from Great
Easton in Essex formed part of the largest pottery group.
This previous study suggests an origin in Essex for some
of the pottery from south Cambridgeshire, and steps have
therefore been taken to investigate this possibility further.

The AVAC database (hosted by ADS, the Archaeology
Data Service) contains a number of samples from other
medieval producer and consumer sites from Essex. These
were analysed by the same laboratory that was used in the
Cambridgeshire studies and thus is was deemed
appropriate to include this data in the current study.
Pottery from medieval production sites at Harlow
(principally CM86) and from Mill Green ware production
sites (MGC 1967), both fine and coarse ware, and
fineware from Harding’s Farm, Ingatestone, was analysed
alongside the sherds from the Hedingham kilns and from
Great Easton in North Essex. Additionally, the sherds
previously analysed from south Cambridgeshire were
included (Hinxton Hall, Reach Road, Burwell and
Gransden Road, Caxton) as were two groups of sherds
from another south Cambridgeshire site at Bourn
(BOUDS95). The latter included one group of four sherds
that were visually akin to the majority of sandy and
micaceous pottery, but it also included six sherds of a new
sandy ware (West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware;
WCAMSW) only known from Bourn at this stage. In
addition, a sample of clay from a probable claypit in
Bourn was also analysed. This was deemed significant as
recent research has produced historical references to late
medieval pottery production at Bourn (Baxter 2008).

The pottery studied in this wide-ranging piece of
research includes fabrics of both 11th- to 12th-century
date, and in addition sherds from the 13th to 14th
centuries. In Vince and Spoerry’s original study, the
dating of the types was not considered, as the key issue
was very much to assess general geographical provenance

(Vince 2008). Most of the consumer site sherds were in
fact from the earlier period, although the sherds from
Caxton and those from the Hedingham kilns were
probably of later date. In the current re-assessment the
new sherds from Bourn, and probably all of the new
comparanda from Essex, are of later date.

Methods
Samples of each sherd were prepared for chemical
analysis by sawing off a small piece and removing the
outer surfaces. The resulting lump was then crushed to a
fine powder which was submitted to Royal Holloway
College, London, Department of Geology and analysed
using Inductively-Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy/ Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS) under the supervision of Dr
Nathalie Grassineau. The results consist of a series of
values for a group of major elements, expressed as percent
oxides, and a series of values for minor and trace elements,
expressed as parts per million. The frequency of silica was
not measured but was estimated by subtraction of the total
oxides from 100%.

The data was analysed using the PAST statistical
package. Values were assessed for outliers and in the case
of lead concentrations, the data were excluded from
multivariate analysis, but were investigated to ascertain
which samples may have been of lead-glazed pottery, or
fired in kilns where this technique was utilised. Simple
bivariate scatterplots were presented for some major and
minor element concentrations, and in addition
major/minor and trace element groups were analysed
using multivariate techniques. The potential for there
being structure in the data was investigated using Cluster
Analysis and subsequently Principal Components
analysis was conducted on data that had been standardised
(as multiples of standard deviations about the mean for
each element). In this way differences in the units between
major and trace elements, and generally in the levels of
elemental concentrations across many elemental
variables, could be accounted for. Eigenvalues and
elemental loadings for Principal Components were
provided, the latter being useful to assist in understanding
the results so produced. Those oxides and elements known
to be particularly mobile in soils were scrutinised
carefully, and omitted from analysis where they appeared
to have been affected post-burial. In some cases,
individual elemental concentrations were not used in
specific analyses, either because they appeared to be
heavily correlated with other elements being used or were
known to be problematical in that dataset. For example, in
some cases CaO concentration was found to vary greatly
within known fabric types and it seemed clear that this
related to varying amounts of calcareous inclusions within
an otherwise more homogenous matrix and/or temper.
The removal of data for CaO, and for other elements that
appeared to be heavily correlated, was found to result in
‘like’ sherds being grouped together, enabling more
significant variation in the data to be assessed.
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Figure 10.1  Medieval pottery from south Cambridgeshire and Essex, showing the major and minor elemental oxides
concentrations except for Silica

Sample Site Fabric

L361–L366 BOUDS05 WCAMSW

L367 BOUDS05 BOURNCLAY

L368–L371 BOUDS05 EMEMS

L381 XESRIC ESSSGR

L382–L384 XESGHK EAR

V4289–V4290, V4295–V4304, V4309–V4310, V4318 HINHH93 V4 (EMEMS)

V4291, V4305–V4308, V4311–V4315 HINHH93 V2 (SCASS)

V4292–V4294 HINHH93 V1 (SCAMSW)

V4316–V4317 HINHH93 V3 (SCAGS)

V4319–V4322 GE 65 V4 (EMEMS)

V4327 BURRR01 V2 (SCASS)

V4328–V4331 BURRR01 V4 (EMEMS)

V4332–V4334 CAXGR99 V4 (EMEMS)

V4323–V4325 Hedingham kiln HEDIC

V4326 Harlow kilns Harlow med

N2–N7, N14–N16 CM86 Harlow med

N8 Eastwick Harlow med

N9 MT65 Harlow med

N10 HBOB96 Harlow med

N11 Canes Lane Harlow med

N12 MS73 Harlow med

N13 CMG01 Harlow med

V4558–V4569 MGC1967 MGF

V4576–V4581 Ingatestone HF MGF

Table 10.1 Samples used in the general comparison of the chemical signature of medieval pottery from south
Cambridgeshire



Results
(Fig. 10.1)
Using this large dataset and including sherds from many
locations in two counties, it was hoped that general
statements could be made regarding how the consumer
site sherds compared with those from producers, even if
any associations could only be made on a general basis as
some sherds differed in date.

Figure 10.1 is based on all of the major and minor
elemental oxides concentrations except for Silica. This
plot illustrates some general points. Firstly, it is clear that
the sherds from several later medieval kiln sites in south
Essex form a coherent group when compared with this
other material. One of the sherds from the north Essex
Hedingham kilns is similar and two are slightly different.
The sherds from the early medieval consumer site in north
Essex, Great Easton, overlap with the Hedingham kiln
sherds, and one is grouped with the south Essex kiln
sherds. In general terms, however, all of the Essex pottery
is similar in respect of PC2, with differences between the
northern and southern material represented by PC1 (45%
of variance with major positive contributions from TiO2,
K2O and Al2O3). The large number of early medieval
sherds from sites in southern Cambridgeshire overlap
considerably with the north Essex sherds, and slightly
with those from south Essex, but there is also a clearly
distinct group with high PC2 values (17% of variance with
major positive contributions from MnO and P2O5).
Finally, the sherds from Bourn include sandy sherds and
micaceous sherds, the latter appearing visually very like
some Essex sherds. Chemically, there is also an overlap
with the Essex material, but some sherds are also very
different again.

In conclusion, there are clear implications that some of
the pottery from south Cambridgeshire, including sherds
from Bourn, may have been manufactured in north Essex,
and additionally some of the early medieval pottery from
south Cambridgeshire is unlikely to have been made in
Essex. These general interpretations are significant, but a
clear understanding of which types derive from which
location in south Essex is only achievable if the actual
fabrics are investigated further. This has already been in
part achieved by Vince (2008), and suggestions made
therein regarding how the medieval pottery should be
divided up into fabrics can now be more securely
followed. Vince’s four petrological fabric types have been
used as the basis for the description of the early medieval
type series for south Cambridgeshire (see Table 10.1), and
the veracity of these definitions has been tested through
study of several recent excavated assemblages, and has
been found to be robust. Further petrological
investigations of the samples that have been assessed here
are also included in Chapter 11.IV and 11.VI.

II. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval Ware,
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware and Early
Medieval Ware

The Study
Early medieval ware (EMW) is a generic ware category
used for hand-made pottery of the 11th and 12th centuries
found in the East of England. At Huntingdon large
numbers of sherds have been excavated that appear to
conform to the EMW template of technology and style,
but in a fabric that looks most probably local in origin,

having not been found at any great distance from
Huntingdon (except for some examples at Burwell) and
showing similarities in clay matrix and inclusions with the
local product, Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware
(HUNFSW).

This study was initiated to provide chemical
characterisation of the HUNEMW fabric found in
Huntingdon and to compare it to a variety of other, similar
types. Firstly, it was compared with another probably local
product of slightly later date, Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
Ware (HUNFSW). It was also compared with samples of
EMW from another location, in this case Wereham which
is on the eastern fen edge in Norfolk and lies in the
sub-region where EMW was first defined. These sherds
are believed to have an origin in a kiln site and clay
deposits in west Norfolk. Thirdly sherds of kiln waste
from the pottery production site at Colne in Cambridge-
shire were also introduced as a control from another
comparatively local producer. Although the Colne sherds
date to the 13th to 15th century, and are thus, like
HUNFSW, later in date than HUNEMW, all three fabrics
have superficial similarities. Discrimination between
them by chemical means would, if it proved possible, be
advantageous.

The methodology utilised is detailed in Section I
above.

Results
(Figs 10.2–10.3)
Twenty-nine new samples were analysed, alongside
thirty-nine samples previously analysed by Alan Vince
(Vince 2007e and 2008). These are listed in Table 10.2,
along with their visually-assigned broad fabric groups and
also, where available, their petrologically-derived fabric
groups. The first set of results was based on analysis of the
suite of major elements after removing SiO2, for all sherds
except the kiln waste from Colne.

Cluster analysis of all of the major elemental data
suggested the significant level was at four clusters. Three
of these mixed HUNEMW and HUNFSW samples, and
the fourth (largest) included all of the EMW, as well as
eleven sherds of HUNEMW and three sherds of
HUNFSW. These results suggest that the Huntingdon
fabrics   contain   quite   wide   variations   in   elemental
composition. The clusters did not otherwise appear
geologically or archaeological significant.

Following the cluster analysis, the individual
measurements of each oxide concentration for all samples
were compared as bivariate ‘XY Plots’. This study
confirmed that the EMW sherds from Wereham (Norfolk)
could be separated by MgO, K2O and CaO concentrations
from all other samples owing to the lower levels measured
for the EMW sherds. It was also found that the CaO
concentration is quite variable within the Huntingdon
samples, which is presumably due to variations in the
amount of calcareous inclusions present in different vessel
fabrics. Multivariate statistical analysis of the major
elemental oxide concentrations also confirmed clear
differences between the EMW sherds from Norfolk and
all others in the study.

Study of trace elements was initiated with
consideration of the lead concentrations. These suggested
samples (L301 and L302; HUNFSW jug sherds/wasters)
have higher lead levels (twice the normal average), and
although this is only a slight enhancement, it is probably
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due to lead glaze being used in these kiln firings. No clear
separation of any other fabrics, sub-fabric or source site
group was noted other than the ability to discriminate the
Wereham EMW.

As a few samples of HUNFSW and HUNEMW from
Ramsey and Burwell were included in the study alongside
those from Huntingdon itself and these were found to have
a very comparable range of variation across a broad suite
of elements when compared with the sherds from
Huntingdon. The implication is that the HUNEMW is
quite diverse in its make-up and might derive from more
than one producer, although separate groups cannot be
identified. The samples from the Colne kiln site were next
introduced into the statistical analysis. These could be
differentiated from those of the Huntingdon fabric types
on the basis of higher Al2O3 concentration in the former,
and all HUNEMW samples could be separated from
Norfolk EMW samples through the latter having lower
concentrations of MgO and K2O (Fig. 10.2). These results
confirm that, in general terms, the Huntingdon fabrics
form a coherent whole representative of the products of a
single tradition utilising particular raw materials to make
specific vessels types over several centuries.

Within the large group of HUNEMW and HUNFSW
samples, individual fabrics and sub-fabrics were not fully

separated, although HUNFSW Fabric A represents a
sub-group that is more internally consistent in its
make-up. From study of other major and minor oxides it
was found that HUNEMW and HUNFSW can, however,
be partially separated on the basis of Na2O concentration,
suggesting that slightly different groups of raw materials
were used at different times in the development of the
industry.

Principal components were next calculated on the data
for some major and minor oxides, from all samples
including the Colne kiln waste. Those oxides not included
were CaO and P2O5. The former had already been found to
derive from calcareous inclusions and did not appear to
represent the clay itself, whilst the latter was found to be
heavily correlated with CaO and thus was also omitted. An
XY Plot of Principal Components 1 and 3 proved most
fruitful in showing significant structure in the data (Fig.
10.3), PC1 contributing 61% of the variance in the data set
and primarily derived from Al2O3, K2O and TiO2, and PC3
contributing 11% variance deriving in the main from MnO
and Fe2O3. From this it can be established that the degree
of variation inherent in the large number of samples from
Huntingdon is no wider than that present in the groups
from Ramsey and Bury near Ramsey, and in fact some of
the latter two types are different enough to suggest a
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Figure 10.2  ‘XY plot’ of Al2O3 and MgO concentrations for all samples, with EMW from Wereham (triangles)
clearly separated from all others. Sherds of kiln waste from Colne (open circles) are also almost entirely separated

from the HUNEMW (Xs) and HUNFSW (three sub-fabrics – other symbols).
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Figure 10.3  Scatterplot using PC1 and PC3 derived from major and minor oxides data

Sample Site Broad fabric Petro/sub-fabric

L301–L303 HUNTRC07 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

L304–L306 HUNWHS05 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

L307–L308 HUNWHS05 HUNEMW HUNEMW3

L309–L313 HUNHAR05 HUNEMW HUNEMW1

L314, L317 HUNHAR05 HUNEMW HUNEMW

L315–L316 HUNHAR05 HUNEMW HUNEMW4

L318–L319 HUNTRC07 HUNEMW HUNEMW3

L320, L322 RASAB98 HUNEMW HUNEMW

L321 RASAB98 HUNEMW HUNEMW2

L323 RASAB02 HUNEMW HUNEMW4

L324 BURRR01 HUNEMW HUNEMW2

L325–L329 13294WER EMW1

V4359, V4364, V4369 HUNOL94 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB A

V4365–V4368 HUNOL94 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

V4373–V4375 HUNSR99 STU96 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

V4376 HUNSR99 STU96 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB A

V4377 HUNSR99 STU96 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB C

V4378 HUNSTG99 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

V4379, V4381–V4382 COLSA91 CONLM CONM A

V4380 COLSA91 CONLM CONM A sandy

V4383–V4384, V4386–V4388 COLSA91 CONLM CONM B

V4385 COLSA91 CONLM CONM B sandy

V4389–V4394 COLSA91 CONC CONM C

V4402–V4408 RASAB98 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

V4409–V4411 OWL94/95 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

Table 10.2  Samples used in the study of HUNEMW, HUNFSW and EMW



separate origin. The implications are that a number of
local sub-types are present, most of which are also found
in Huntingdon itself, but which may have variable and
overlapping distributions in the local sub-region. The
single sherd from Burwell, on the southern fen edge, is of
different character and might derive from another EMW
producer local to that area. By way of comparison, the
sherds of EMW from Norfolk are clearly different and kiln
waste from Colne is different again.

Conclusions
These results confirm that HUNEMW and HUNFSW are
made from broadly similar raw materials and probably
represent a number of producers operating in the
Huntingdonshire Fenland periphery. Although some
Colne products are superficially similar in visual terms,
they are clearly separable through scientific methods.
EMW from the eastern, Norfolk, fen-edge is clearly of
different origin than EMW types from Huntingdonshire,
but the latter is chemically quite variable. Either more than
one producer supplied both Huntingdon and Ramsey, or
the variable products of one kiln site were present at both
centres. At Burwell, another more local source for EMW
is postulated and more recent assessment of the sherd
studied from Burwell suggests it is visually more like the
south Cambridgeshire EMW type SCASS.

III. Huntingdonshire Early Medieval Ware
and Early Medieval Ware Types from South
Cambridgeshire (Fabrics SCASS and
EMEMS)

The Study
In south Cambridgeshire a variety of Early Medieval
wares have been identified and in earlier analyses these
have been shown to include a major grouping of variable
fabrics probably deriving from north Essex (EMEMS),
and a smoother fabric, physically and chemically distinct,
that was made elsewhere, and bearing in mind its spatial
distribution, possibly within south Cambridgeshire itself
(SCASS). This fabric is, however, physically quite similar
to HUNEMW. A decision was therefore made to compare
the two types chemically, to determine that they are indeed
separable. This was carried out following thin-section
analysis on the HUNEMW samples that tends to suggest
that there are two general HUNEMW fabric groups,
neither of which is identical to any of the south
Cambridgeshire types. This study was therefore executed
in an attempt to confirm the indications that the named
types are indeed different, and the HUNEMW sub-fabrics
have not been further scrutinised here.

The methodology utilised is detailed in Section I
above.
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Figure 10.4  Scatterplot of Principal Components scores for major oxides minus Al2O3. PC1 includes 32% of
variance and derives principally from MgO and TiO2 (positive) and CaO (negative). PC2 includes 16% of variance

and derives principally from MnO and Fe2O3 positive)



Results
(Fig. 10.4)
Thirteen samples of HUNEMW from Huntingdon were
analysed alongside four from Ramsey and one visually
similar sherd from Burwell in south Cambridgeshire
(Table 10.3). These were compared with ten samples of
SCASS, a visually similar early medieval ware found in
south Cambridgeshire, and sixteen samples of the broad
grouping of north Essex early medieval ware EMEMS
(but these sherds were also from sites in south
Cambridgeshire).

Following assessment of bivariate plots of major
elements data, Principal Components were calculated on
the major elements data set minus that for aluminium,
which appeared to obscure differences between the fabric
types. The best discrimination and presentation of
structure in the data was provided by comparison of PC1
(32% of variance, based principally on MgO, TiO2 and
negatively on CaO) and PC3 (16% of variance, based
principally on MnO and Fe2O3).

These results are presented as Figure 10.4. It is clear
that all three groups can be almost fully discriminated
using these data. It is also important to note that Sample
L324, the only HUNEMW sherd to group clearly with
SCASS, is the sherd from Burwell in south
Cambridgeshire. Sherds of EMEMS also from Burwell
(V4328–31) form part of the main EMEMS group;
however one sherd of SCASS from Burwell (V4327)
groups with EMEMS.

Following this, the analysis was run again using the
data for minor and trace elements and, despite the very
large number of new variables, better discrimination was
not achieved. Principal Components could be derived,
however, that replicated these results, principally reliant
on data for Cr, Dy, Eu, Nd, Sc, Sm, Sr, V, Y, Zn and Zr.

Conclusions
These results confirm that HUNEMW is clearly a
different fabric to similar smooth early medieval wares
found in south Cambridgeshire, and, as expected, is not
like other early medieval wares from north Essex. The
Burwell sherds tend to suggest that it is not always
possible to classify these chemically distinct types by eye,
and that although the early medieval wares from Burwell
are clearly not HUNEMW, and are instead like other

fabrics known in south Cambridgeshire and north Essex,
occasionally the correct derivation will not be concluded
when fabric is assigned by eye.

IV. Colne Wasters and Colne-type Sherds
from Caxton and Huntingdon, compared with
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Wares

The Study
Macroscopic study cannot always separate Colne-type
medieval pottery from HUNFSW; the two appear to share
key elements of a tradition but it is not clear to what extent,
if at all, they share production sites or raw materials.
Previous work by Alan Vince (2007b) had suggested that
Colne-type ware from consumer sites was similar to, but
not always the same as, Colne kiln waste. The
archaeological interpretation is that the Colne kiln waste
is from a small number of production episodes in a single
kiln, whereas the industry as a whole might have included
many kilns over a longer timespan. It was also recognised
that Colne-type ware could conceivably have also been
made in other settlements nearby.

Further work by Vince (2007e) compared the Colne
kiln waste with HUNFSW and Colne-type sherds from
Huntingdon and Ramsey and found that some sherds of
Colne-type ware from Huntingdon and all those from
Caxton grouped with the Colne kiln waste, whilst the
remaining HUNFSW and some Colne-type ware from
Huntingdon formed a second group.

This study was designed to introduce a small number
of new HUNFSW sherds from Huntingdon, including one
waster, into the datasets previously investigated. Alan
Vince’s algorithms proved impossible to replicate, thus
new Principal Components analysis was carried out on the
data.

The methodology utilised is detailed in Section I
above.

Results
(Fig. 10.5)
One waster sherd in HUNFSW was analysed from the
Huntingdon Town Centre excavations, along with two
further HUNFSW sherds from this site (Table 10.4). In
addition, two further HUNFSW sherds from the adjacent
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Sample Site Broad fabric Petro/sub-fabric

L307–L308 HUNWHS05 HUNEMW HUNEMW3

L309–L313 HUNHAR05 HUNEMW HUNEMW1

L314, L317 HUNHAR05 HUNEMW HUNEMW

L315–L316 HUNHAR05 HUNEMW HUNEMW4

L318–L319 HUNTCR07 HUNEMW HUNEMW3

L320, L322 RASAB98 HUNEMW HUNEMW

L321 RASAB98 HUNEMW HUNEMW2

L323 RASAB02 HUNEMW HUNEMW4

L324 BURRR01 HUNEMW HUNEMW2

V4289, V4291, V4295–V4297, V4299–V4304, V4309–V4310 HINHH93 EMEMS

V4305–V4308, V4311–V4315 HINHH93 SCASS

V4327 BURRR01 SCASS

V4328–V4331 BURRR01 EMEMS

Table 10.3  Samples used in the study of HUNEMW and EMW types from south Cambridgeshire
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Figure 10.5  Scatterplot of Principal Components scores for major oxides normalised for Al2O3

Sample Site Broad fabric Petro/sub-fabric

L301 HUNTCR07 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B (WASTER)

L302–L303 HUNTCR07 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

L304–L305 HUNWHS05 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

L306 HUNWHS05 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

V4360–V4361 HUNOL94 CONM CONM FAB 2

V4362–V4363 HUNOL94 CONM CONM Sandy FAB 2

V4370–V4372 HUNSR99 STU 96 CONM CONM

V4379, V4381–V4382 COLSA91 CONLM CONM A

V4380 COLSA91 CONLM CONM A sandy

V4383–V4384, V4386–V4388 COLSA91 CONLM CONM B

V4385 COLSA91 CONLM CONM B sandy

V4389–V4394 COLSA91 CONC CONM C

V4395–V4398 CAXGR99 CONM CONM

V4399–V4401 CAXGR99 CONM CONMT

V4359, V4364, V4369 HUNOL94 HUNFSW (H) HUNFSW FAB A

V4365–V4368 HUNOL94 HUNFSW (H) HUNFSW FAB B

V4366 HUNOL94 HUNFSW (H) HUNFSW FAB B

V4373–V4375 HUNSR99 STU96 HUNFSW (H) HUNFSW FAB B

V4376 HUNSR99 STU96 HUNFSW (H) HUNFSW FAB A

V4377 HUNSR99 STU96 HUNFSW (H) HUNFSW? FAB C

V4378 HUNSTG99 HUNFSW (H) HUNFSW FAB B

V4402–V4408 RASAB98 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

V4409–V4411 OWL 94/95 HUNFSW HUNFSW FAB B

Table 10.4  Samples used in the study of Colne wasters and Colne-type sherds from Caxton and Huntingdon



Walden House excavations were analysed and one
HUNFSWT sherd (harder fired and more like Colne). All
of these new samples were compared with sixteen waster
sherds from the Colne kiln site, seven Colne-type sherds
from Huntingdon and seven from Caxton, and thirteen
HUNFSW sherds from other sites in Huntingdon, seven
from Ramsey and three from Bury, all of which had
previously been analysed by Alan Vince (op. cit.).

Following assessment of bivariate plots of major
elements data, Principal Components were calculated on
the major elements dataset, with these values normalised
for aluminium concentrations. This was to match the
analysis carried out by Vince, who had found this step
necessary to account for the dilution effect of variable
amounts of quartz sand temper in different sherds from the
Colne kilns.

The best discrimination and presentation of structure
in the data was provided by comparison of PC1 (40% of
variance, based principally on MgO, NaO, P2O5 and
MnO) and PC2 (17% of variance, based principally on
Fe2O3, TiO2 and negatively on K2O). Study of minor
elemental concentration tended to confirm these same
differences and groupings.

These results are presented as Figure 10.5. From this
plot it is clear that the Colne wasters can be separated from
the HUNFSW waster and for the most part are different to
HUNFSW sherds. Of two HUNFSW sherds that sit within
the Colne cluster one is the HUNFSWT sherd mentioned
above that has visual fabric similarities with Colne
material. There is, however, a clear overlap between some
Colne-type and HUNFSW sherds from Huntingdon and
the Colne-type sherds from Caxton are clearly different to
most Colne sherds from the kiln site.

Conclusions
The study builds on the results of two previous studies by
Vince. It is clear that pottery that is visually identified as
Colne-type and found in Huntingdon is in some instances
more likely to have been made in Huntingdon with
HUNFSW. Pottery identified as Colne-type and found in,
for example, Caxton is similar to, but not the same as,
Colne wasters, but unlike HUNFSW. Pottery from
Huntingdon that is defined as HUNFSW is likely to have
been made locally, but similar sherds found in, for
example, Ramsey, probably have a different, but allied,
production source.

V. Thetford-type Wares from Huntingdon,
alongside Comparanda from Norfolk

The Study
Thetford-type wares are very familiar in the East of
England, being one of the triumvirate of East Anglian Late
Saxon pottery types (along with St Neots-type ware and
Stamford ware), first described by Hurst (1957).
Thetford-type wares are now known to have been
manufactured in Ipswich and Norwich, as well as
Thetford itself, and several rural production sites are also
known from Norfolk, including Grimston which produced
a coarse variant (GTHET) and where there were also
several phases of a later medieval pottery industry.

Thetford-type ware sherds from Huntingdon,
including two possible wasters, were subject to thin-
section study to attempt to determine whether the
Huntingdon material was petrologically distinct. This

study met with only limited success (Chapter 12.I).
Further attempts to separate and associate these sherds
were therefore made through ICP-MS analysis.

Sixteen Thetford-type ware sherds from Huntingdon
(including two possible wasters and sherds visibly
appearing to be Grimston Thetford-type ware), were
analysed alongside five sherds of GTHET from Wereham
in north-west Norfolk, and five sherds of THET from
Thetford (Table 10.5). In addition, pre-existing chemical
data from samples of wasters from Thetford and Langhale
was also included in the statistical analysis.

The methodology utilised is detailed in Section I
above.

Results
(Fig. 10.6)
Following assessment of bivariate plots of major elements
data, Principal Components were calculated on the major
elements dataset minus that for aluminium, which
appeared to obscure differences between the fabric types.
Concentrations data for CaO and TiO2 were also removed
as bivariate analysis suggested the presence of confusing
values for known kiln groups (TiO2) and of unhelpful
outliers, probably derived from leaching, in the case of
CaO. The resultant plots for the major elemental oxides
did not enable any satisfactory groupings or structure to be
seen in the data, whether broken down on the basis of
visual fabric group, petrological fabric group, or
provenance.

Following this the analyses for different groupings of
the samples were run again using the data for minor and
trace elements, separated into ‘rare earth elements’ and
‘other trace metals’. Both sets of analyses produced very
similar results, a plot of the latter being shown here in
Figure 10.6, with samples identified through broad fabric
type and general geographical origin.

These results clearly identify that the wasters from the
rural Thetford-type kiln site at Langhale in south-east
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Sample Site Broad fabric Petro/sub-fabric

L330, L333 13294WER GTHET Failed slide

L331–L332,
L334

13294WER GTHET THETLQR

L335 37158THD THET THETQ

L336, L338,
L339

37158THD THET THETLQ

L337 37158THD THET Failed slide

L340 HUNHAH08 HTHET THETQ

L341 HUNTCR07 HTHET Failed slide

L342, L344 HUNTCR07 THET THETQ

L343, L345 HUNTCR07 GTHET THETLQ

L346 HUNTCR07 THET THETLQR

L347 HUNWHS05 THET THETLQ

L348–L349 HUNWHS05 GTHET THETLQR

L350, L351,
L355

HUNHAR05 THETC THETLQR

L352 HUNHAR05 THET THETQ

L353 HUNHAR05 GTHET THETLQR

L354 HUNHAR05 THET THETLQR

Table 10.5 Samples used in the study of Thetford-type
wares from Huntingdon



Norfolk are different to all other sherds, which makes
geographical sense. Wasters and other sherds from
Thetford itself represent a second large group with low
PC1 values and variable PC2 values, and the majority of
sherds from Huntingdon appear similar. A third group is
differentiated through high PC1 values. This latter group
contains all of the sherds of Grimston Thetford-type ware
from Wereham in Norfolk, along with three sherds from
Huntingdon – two coarse Thetford-type and one a
Grimston Thetford-type. This tripartite division seems
robust, but these groupings are quite confusing if the
positions of the wasters from Huntingdon and Grimston
are taken into account. There are two of each of these
wasters and each pair is clearly split between the two main
groups of samples.

All of the Principal Components analyses were next
scrutinised with the consumer site samples defined using
the petrologically-derived fabric groupings (Chapter 12.I)
and in no cases could these divisions be seen to be clearly
echoed by chemical content.

Conclusions
These results have proven confusing. On the one hand
three clear chemical groups are evident, and they make
some geographical sense, but on the other hand the
placement of single wasters from Huntingdon and
Grimston in both the second and third groups above
prevents simple categorisation on this basis.

The simplest interpretation of these results might be to
ignore the peculiar results from one waster from Grimston
and of the two wasters from Huntingdon, and conclude
that Thetford-type wares from Huntingdon originated in
both the Thetford and the Grimston area industries; from
south-west and north-west Norfolk, respectively. This
interpretation makes some sense in geographical terms.
An alternative interpretation that accounts for production
in Huntingdon itself would conclude that Huntingdon-
manufactured Thetford-type ware found its way in large
quantities to Wereham on the fen edge in north-west
Norfolk, but this is clearly rather unlikely. It is perhaps
more appropriate to suggest that it is currently not possible
to separate and define by chemical means the limited
examples of wasters from Huntingdon and that, until this
situation changes through the excavation of more
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Figure 10.6  Scatterplot of Principal Components scores for trace and minor elements discounting rare earths. PC1
includes 57% of variance and derives principally from Co, Cr, Ni, V and Zr (positive) and Sr (negative). PC2

includes 14% of variance and derives principally from Cu, Ba and Zr (positive) and Li and Sr (negative)



examples, Thetford-type wares found in Huntingdon must
be deemed to be from all three possible sources.

VI. West Cambridgeshire Sandy Ware
(WCAMSW)

The Study
In Chapter 11.VI a number of sherds from excavations at
Bourn, Cambridgeshire are incorporated into an
assessment of micaceous and sandy sherds from south
Cambridgeshire and Essex. This establishes that the
sherds from Bourn are quite variable and certainly
different to half of the sherds from other sites in
Cambridgeshire, but that some do show chemical
similarity with wasters from north Essex. What this short
study, based on site of origin only, did not consider was the
actual fabric types. In fact, the sherds from Bourn included
two distinct wares; a micaceous sandy ware visually
matching Essex and south Cambridgeshire EMW sherds,
and a group of sandy sherds without close visual parallels.
The latter pottery has now been defined as WCAMSW
and this section explains its relationship with other fabrics
on chemical grounds.

Sherds previously analysed from south Cambridge-
shire and north Essex were included (Hinxton Hall, Reach
Road in Burwell, and Great Easton from north Essex;
Table 10.6). Sherds of EMW types from Gransden Road in
Caxton were also analysed alongside two groups of Bourn
sherds; Caxton and Bourn are adjacent parishes in the
northern part of south Cambridgeshire, 30km north of

Hinxton. The sherds from Bourn included one group of
four sherds that were visually akin to the EMW types from
elsewhere, but they also included six sherds of a new
sandy ware (WCAMSW) only known from Bourn at this
stage. A sample of raw clay from Bourn was also included
in the study.

The methodology utilised is detailed in Section I
above.
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Sample Site Fabric

L361–L366 BOUDS05 WCAMSW

L367 BOUDS05 BOURNCLAY

L368–L371 BOUDS05 MICSW
(EMEMS)

V4289–V4290, V4295–V4304,
V4309–V4310, V4318

HINHH93 V4 (EMEMS)

V4291, V4305–V4308,
V4311–V4315

HINHH93 V2 (SCASS)

V4292–V4294 HINHH93 V1 (SCAMSW)

V4316–V4317 HINHH93 V3 (SCAGS)

V4319–V4322 GE 65 V4 (EMEMS)

V4327 BURRR01 V2 (SCASS)

V4328–V4331 BURRR01 V4 (EMEMS)

V4332–V4334 CAXGR99 V4 (EMEMS)

Table 10.6 Samples used in the study of south
Cambridgeshire wares and WCAMSW

Figure 10.7  Plot of PC2 vs PC3 based on major elemental oxide concentrations for samples from Bourn and Caxton
compared with recognised EMW fabrics from south Cambridgeshire and north Essex
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Figure 10.8  Plot of PC1 vs PC4 based on nineteen minor and trace elemental concentrations for samples from
Bourn and Caxton compared with recognised EMW fabrics from south Cambridgeshire and north Essex

Figure 10.9  Plot of PC1 vs PC4 based on nineteen minor and trace elemental concentrations for samples from
Bourn and Caxton and south Cambridgeshire/north Essex, with Colne type samples from Caxton also introduced



Results
(Figs 10.7–10.9)
Figure 10.7 is based on all of the major and minor
elemental oxides concentrations except for aluminium
and calcium. Similar, but not as complete, separation was
achieved using PC1 (39% of variance), but that is not
shown here. PC2 represents 23% of variance, principally
derived from concentrations for MnO and P2O5 (both
positively). PC3 represents 9% of variance, principally
derived from concentrations for Fe2O3 (positively) and
Na2O (negatively).

Figure 10.7 shows again much of the previously
identified difference between the defined EMW types:
EMEMS, SCAGS, SCASS and SCAMSW. It is clear from
this plot that the Micaceous Sandy ware (EMW-type)
pottery from Bourn, and two of the three sherds from
Caxton, group with the majority of EMEMS samples. One
sherd from Caxton does, however, appear chemically
similar to SCASS and SCAGS. Overall, however, it seems
reasonable to suggest that the pottery from Bourn and
Caxton, which is visually very like the fabrics of EMEMS
and SCASS, is indeed from these same sources. In
contrast, however, the new fabric WCAMSW clearly
groups with the other sandy ware, SCAMSW. These types
possess similar, but by no means identical, fabrics.
SCAMSW is distinguished petrologically by the presence
of iron-coated quartz and this is not present in WCAMSW.
They may in fact share raw materials, in terms of the clay
matrix, but their tempering agents were sourced
differently.

Further statistical analysis was undertaken, this time
utilising minor and trace metal concentrations in parts per
million. Nineteen elements, metals and rare earths, were
measured and the data utilised (Fig. 10.8). PC1 represents
44% of variance, principally derived from concentrations
for Ce, Dy, Nd, Y and Yb (positively). PC4 represents
7.4% of variance, principally derived from concentrations
for Cu, Zr, Eu and Sm (positively) and Ba, La and Nd
(negatively). These results confirm much of the
interpretation possible from the major elemental analysis;
however, there are also some significant differences.
Through this data the two sandy fabrics (SCAMSW and
WCAMSW) can be clearly separated, lending support to
the suggestion that these are only superficially alike owing
to only part-sharing of similar, but not identical, raw
materials. Most of the differences between the EMW
fabrics from sites further south are shown to be robust, but
the visually similar sherds from Bourn and Caxton
(Micaceous Sandy wares) cannot easily be associated
with one EMW fabric only as individual sherds have
drifted between these clusters. Additionally, there is some
evidence here to suggest that the Micaceous Sandy wares
from Bourn and Caxton are in fact different, the former
perhaps now clustering with WCAMSW, also from
Bourn, and with the Bourn clay sample.

Very high lead concentrations were found in Sample
V4295 only, a sherd of EMEMS from Hinxton Hall that
was almost certainly fired in a kiln also producing glazed
pottery, and so perhaps of late 12th-century date at the
earliest and clearly from a kiln site that produced both
glazed wares and EMW-type pottery.

A final and additional analysis was conducted where
Colne-type sherds from Caxton were introduced into the
dataset, with the sole intention of checking that these
samples did indeed show chemical concentrations that

separated them from other sherds recovered from
excavations at Bourn and Caxton. These samples have
already been found to be similar to, but not identical with,
wasters from Colne (Chapter 11.V) and thus it is of
interest to see if they are closer in chemical content with
Colne-type sherds from elsewhere, or with differently
defined sherds from the same geographical location. An
example of a Principal Components analysis including
this new data is shown in Figure 10.3. This plot utilises the
same elemental data as Figure 10.8, but with the addition
of seven Colne-type ware samples. PC1 represents 43% of
variance, principally derived from concentrations for Ce,
Dy, Nd, Y and Yb (positively). PC4 represents 7.6% of
variance, principally derived from concentrations for Cu,
Zr, Eu and Sm (positively) and Ba, La and Nd (negatively).
It is quite clear from this scatterplot that the Colne-type
samples from Caxton are unlike any of the other groups
from Bourn or Caxton, lending weight to the suggestion
that a multiplicity of production sources is represented
and also implying that wherever these sherds were
manufactured, their raw materials were unlike those used
for other characteristically local fabrics from Caxton and
Bourn. Further scatterplots of other Principal
Components position the CONM sherds differently in
relation to other types, whilst maintaining their own
clustering (not shown). These analyses also maintain most
of the other separation and clustering of pottery types.
These results indicate that the apparent relationship
between CONM and EMEMS visible on Figure 10.9 is
erroneous.

Conclusions
It is difficult to draw simple conclusions from this data. A
reasonable interpretation is probably that micaceous
sandy pottery, of EMW wares and slightly later types,
across south Cambridgeshire derives from a number of
producers, with the assemblage and origin of these types
when found at its furthest north in Caxton being not
dissimilar to that for groups 30 or 40km to the south. More
coarsely tempered sandy pottery clearly derives from
different sources, and those at Bourn are different, but
perhaps geologically related, to those examples found
much further south. There is also the confusing possibility
that the micaceous sandy pottery found at Bourn is in fact
made locally, and this is chemically unlike visually similar
fabrics found in the next parish at Caxton which cluster
with samples from further south. Finally the possibly local
types in the Bourn and Caxton area are all chemically
distinct from each other and from Colne-type pottery also
found at Caxton.

VII. Calcareous Wares from Huntingdon,
alongside Comparanda from other
Cambridgeshire Industries

The Study
Two visually distinctive later medieval fabrics have been
identified in excavations from Huntingdon Town Centre
(HUNCAL and LLYST). Although not very like other
local products, the limited area of occurrence of the
former suggests a local origin, whilst certain aspects of the
fabric of the latter suggest it might be a late product from
the Lyveden–Stanion industries from Northamptonshire.
As all examples of the former and some of the latter appear
in a pale fabric that is similar to that of an Ely-type ware
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now known as SEFEN (a similarly-dated fabric found in
eastern Cambridgeshire) it was decided that all three
should be compared (Table 10.7). Additionally, products
known to be local to Huntingdon and from the kiln site at
Colne, would offer comparanda for other local industries
and raw materials.

Thin-section petrology on three samples of HUNCAL
fabric indicate it derives from a lime-rich geological
source, but does not associate with other local fabrics, or
with those from Northamptonshire. In addition, thin
sections on two samples of LLYST, on account of visual
similarities with Lyveden–Stanion products, identified it
as lime-rich and different to HUNCAL, but offered no
further insights into its place of origin (Chapter 12.VIII).

To investigate these fabrics further, chemical data
were analysed and elemental and oxide concentrations
compared with Lyvden A and B wares and pottery from
other Cambridgeshire sources.

The methodology utilised is detailed in Section I
above.

Results
(Figs 10.10–10.12)
Following assessment of bivariate plots of major elements
data, Principal Components were calculated on the major
elements dataset. The resultant plot for the major
elemental oxides is shown as Figure 10.10, in which
structure in the data is provided by comparison of PC1
(49% of variance, based principally on Al2O3, TiO2

affecting scores positively and MnO and CaO negatively)
and PC2 (22% of variance, based principally on Na2O and
MgO affecting scores positively and Fe2O3 negatively).
Here, it is clear that there is some similarity between

HUNCAL and LLYST and that they are chemically
distinct from Lyveden B ware from a kiln site, from
Lyveden A ware from a consumer site, and from another
lime-rich and similarly coloured fabric from Soham in
east Cambridgeshire. This latter fabric is visually rather
similar to Ely ware, albeit with much lighter colouration
and a less granular fabric and has now been assigned the
name South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff
Sandy ware (SEFEN). These results suggest that LLYST
is probably incorrectly named and in fact this fabric is
possibly derived from similar raw materials as HUNCAL.

Following this, the analyses for different groupings of
the samples were run again using the data for minor and
trace elements, separated into ‘rare earth elements’ and
‘other trace metals’. Both sets of analyses produced
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Sample Site Fabric New fabric

LO100–LO104 LYVEDEN STANLY B LYST

L356 HUNWHS05 LLYST LMCU

L357 HUNHAR05 LLYST LMCU

L358–L360 HUNTCR07 HUNCAL HUNCAL

V4447–V4452 SOHCLD04 MELT A SEFEN

V3333, V3338,
V3340–V3341,
V3359, V3361,
V3363–V3365

ORLBB00 STANLY A LYVA

Table 10.7 Samples used in the study of calcareous wares
from Huntingdon

Figure 10.10  Scatterplot of Principal Components scores for major elemental oxide concentrations



similar results, but the most interesting discrimination was
through use of ten trace metal concentrations.

To investigate these differences further, data from a
group of thirteen HUNFSW sherds was introduced into
the analysis. Figure 10.11 shows a plot from the
calculation of Principal Components on trace metals
concentrations (thus excluding rare earths). Where
structure in the data is provided by comparison of PC1
(39% of variance, based principally on Cr, V, Zn and Cu
affecting scores positively and Sr negatively) and PC2
(22% of variance, based principally on Ni, Li, Co and Ba
affecting scores positively and Zr negatively). These
results clearly identify that the differences between
petrologically defined fabrics are maintained even with
recalculation of variance incorporating the HUNFSW
sherds and it is also very clear that these latter represent a
further, mostly distinct, chemical ‘type’ which is
nonetheless quite closely associated with LLYST and
HUNCAL. These fabrics might therefore derive from the
Huntingdon area, and they are certainly not like pale
coloured sherds from Soham, or like wasters and other
products from the Lyveden–Stanion industry.

A final analysis was carried out whereby examples of
two further local fabrics were introduced into the dataset.
Figure 10.12 provides an example of these results, again
using the trace metals concentrations, but in this case
Principal Components 2 and 4 were found best to

demonstrate the variation without the added confusion
provided by a small number of outliers. Here, PC2
includes 12% of variance, based principally on Sc and Yb
affecting scores positively and Dy negatively, and PC2
(1.5% of variance) is based principally on Dy, Nd and Sc
affecting scores positively and Ce, Sm and Eu negatively.
Late medieval wasters from Colne (CONLM) and sherds
of Colne-type ware from Caxton (CONCAX), were
compared with the other samples. The Colne wasters were
found to be distinct from all other types, whilst the
CONCAX samples grouped with HUNCAL and LLYST.
As the geological source for HUNCAL has been
postulated as being in the Papworth to Fenstanton area,
very close to Caxton (Chapter 12.VIII), it seems that these
results provide support for that assertion.

Conclusions
It is clear from these results that LLYST is in fact unlikely
to have been manufactured within the Lyveden–Stanion
industry and another source of origin for this minor late
medieval component of the Huntingdon assemblage must
be sought. It is, however, very like HUNCAL in chemical
terms, suggesting they may share raw materials and/or
production sources. These two fabrics group together but
show little chemical similarity with either the visually
similar fabric SEFEN or with local products such as
HUNFSW or CONLM. They do, however, match quite
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Figure 10.11  Scatterplot of Principal Components scores for major elemental oxide concentrations



closely, samples of CONCAX. As it has been suggested
that HUNCAL at least, was made using lime-rich clays
found in the parishes to the south-east of Huntingdon,
close by Bourn and Caxton where CONCAX may have
been manufactured, these analytical results seem to
confirm an association between all three fabrics.

Fabric LLYST is wrongly identified and should not be
given a name that is associated with the Lyveden–Stanion
industries; the name Late Medieval Calcareous Unknown
ware (LMCU) is suggested.
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Figure 10.12  Scatterplot of Principal Components scores for major elemental oxide concentrations



Chapter 11. Characterisation Studies of
Cambridgeshire’s Anglo-Saxon and Medieval

Pottery (Thin Sections and ICPS, Stage 1)
by Alan Vince

I. Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon Wares

Introduction
With the possible exception of sherds which might be
Ipswich ware from Ipswich, none of the Anglo-Saxon
samples come from known production sites and most are
from sources whose location is completely unknown. It is
also uncertain if any of the samples come from the same
production sites, and indeed whether the concept of
production and distribution from a limited number of sites
supplying the whole of Cambridgeshire is an anachronism
and we should instead be imagining more-or-less local
production within communities.

Twenty-eight samples were submitted for study and
these can be grouped into nine or ten groups based on the
character of the principal inclusions (Table 11.1).

Thin-section analysis
Although almost every thin section shows some unique
characteristics, they can be grouped into nine groups
based on the major inclusion types. However, these
include one flint-tempered fabric which appears, to this
author, to be of prehistoric date.

Group 1: Biotite granite (plus/minus other inclusions)
Ten samples, from four localities (Fordham, Hinxton,
Peakirk and Willingham), contain sparse to abundant
fragments of ‘biotite granite’ which is most likely in this
area to be Mountsorrel Granodiorite (Table 11.2). In most
cases the sections also contain other inclusion types and it
is very likely that the samples were made using local
Cambridgeshire boulder clays rather than being imported
from north-east Leicestershire (Williams and Vince
1997). The following inclusion types were noted:
• Biotite granite. Sparse to abundant angular fragments of a coarse-

grained acid igneous rock containing feldspar, quartz, biotite,
euhedral opaque grains and epidote. The fragments range up to 3.0mm
across.

• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse to moderate grains, mainly c. 0.2mm to
0.4mm. Several grains have one or two flat faces, indicating
overgrowth.

• Well-rounded quartz. Absent to sparse grains mainly c. 0.2mm to
0.4mm. These are probably of Triassic origin.

• Opaques. Absent to sparse rounded grains ranging from c. 0.2mm to
0.5mm across.

• Calcareous sandstone. Two sections (V4422 and V4435) contained
sparse rounded fragments of sandstone consisting of sub-angular
quartz grains in a matrix of sparry ferroan calcite. In one case (V4435)
the sandstone also includes rounded phosphate pellets which also
contain sub-angular quartz grains.

• Oolitic limestone. Two sections definitely contain rounded fragments
of oolitic limestone (V4435 and V4441) and one contains what might
be heat-altered fragments (V4440). The ooliths themselves range
from c. 0.3mm to 0.6mm across consist of light brown micrite some of
which surround sparry ferroan calcite or angular quartz cores. The
pores between the ooliths are filled with sparry ferroan calcite.

• Foram-rich marl. A single rounded fragment, c. 1.0mm across, of a
marl containing several multi-chambered non-ferroan calcite
microfossils in a matrix of variable clay and ferroan calcite was
present in V4436.

• Well-rounded quartz with a low sphericity. Quartz grains of probable
lower Cretaceous origin were noted in two sections: V4436 (rare) and
V4441 (sparse).

• Organics. Sparse carbonised organic matter was present in two
sections: V4446 and V4443.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals, sparse angular quartz (more common in
some sections than others) and sparse angular fragments
of ferroan calcite. The latter were noted in all but one of
the sections and do not appear to be of biological origin.
However, they do appear to be an original constituent of
the parent clay rather than post-burial filling of pores.

Despite the variation in inclusion types, the presence
of the small ferroan calcite fragments in all but one of the
sections suggests that these samples actually are a single
group, made in one centre. The parent clay appears to have
contained very little quartz and has sparse ferroan calcite
present. Ultimately, it is probably of Jurassic origin but
possibly through the medium of redeposition in the
Quaternary period.

The inclusions come from a variety of sources:
Mountsorrel granodiorite from the Charnwood Forest;
rounded quartz of Triassic origin; oolitic limestone of
Middle Jurassic origin; calcareous sandstone, either of
Upper Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous origin and rounded
quartz of Lower Cretaceous origin. The most likely origin
for this range of inclusions, assuming they all come from a
single deposit, is a boulder clay derived partly from the
Midlands and partly from north-eastern Lincolnshire. The
lack of flint and chalk inclusions distinguishes this suite
from those found in boulder clays in the Cambridge area,
which are predominantly derived from the Chalk with
sparse erratics from further afield (Worssam and Taylor
1969, 77–80 and 82–3). A source in north-west
Cambridgeshire, in the Lower Nene Valley, is probably
the most likely.

Group 2: Calcareous sandstone
Two samples of this group were present, V4434 and
V4437. Both samples come from Willingham. The
following inclusion types were noted:
• Calcareous sandstone. Moderate angular fragments of up to 1.0mm

across containing sub-angular quartz grains up to 0.3mm across,
sparse larger rounded grains up to 1.0mm across, rounded opaque
grains up to 0.3mm across and rare non-ferroan calcite bivalve shell up
to 1.0mm long. The groundmass consists of ferroan calcite.

• Organics. Sparse carbonised fragments up to 1.5mm long.
• Sandstone. A single rounded fragment 1.5mm long containing

interlocking, overgrown quartz grains c. 0.2mm across.
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• Quartz. Moderate sub-angular grains similar in size and shape to those
in the calcareous sandstone are present in V4437 whilst rounded
grains of Lower Cretaceous character are present in V4434.

• Shell. Sparse bivalve shell fragments similar to those in the calcareous
sandstone.

• Opaques. Sparse rounded grains similar to those in the calcareous
sandstone.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals, moderate angular quartz and moderate
rounded opaque grains up to 0.1mm across.

The calcareous sandstone includes well-rounded
grains with a low sphericity. These are typical of Lower
Cretaceous sands and this suggests that this sandstone is a
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Sample Group Site Context Fabric Locality Description

V4419 6 HINHH93 2672 ECHAF Hinxton Black body sherd with abundant grass/chaff temper

V4420 6 HINHH93 1438 ECHAF Hinxton Dark grey/brown body sherd with grass/chaff temper

V4421 10 HINHH93 2735 SST Hinxton Body sherd; mid brown ext surface otherwise black; fine quartz and
mica

V4422 1 HINHH93 2673 CHARN Hinxton Abraded dark brown body sherd; coarse quartz and v coarse quartzite

V4423 9 HINHH93 1024 SSTMG Hinxton Black body sherd; coarse quartz (poss. quartzite rock)

V4424 4 HINHH93 1276 FE Hinxton Dark brown body sherd; fine quartz and v coarse brown Ironstone/slag
frags

V4425 7 HINHH93 1440 IPS? Hinxton Dark grey body sherd with grooves/turning marks and fine mica,
coarse quartz

V4426 8 HINHH93 2672 SST Hinxton Grey body sherd with brown ext surface; fine quartz and occasional
coarse limestone

V4427 9 HINHH93 1288 SSTMG Hinxton Black slightly burnished body sherd; common coarse ooliths/crushed
oolitic limestone and occasional v coarse quarztite/rock frags

V4428 9 HINHH93 2673 SSTMG Hinxton Black body sherd with mid-brown ext surface; fine quartz and
moderate coarse ooliths and occasional coarse quarztite/igneous rock
frags

V4429 11 HINHH93 1246 MSAX
SHELL

Hinxton Mid grey body sherd with red-brown surfaces; common coarse shell
fragments

V4430 5 HINHH93 2097 LIM Hinxton Grey body sherd with red-brown ext margin; abundant coarse and v
coarse ooliths and limestone frags

V4431 5 HINHH93 2159 LIM Hinxton Base angle, dark grey with part mid brown ext surface; common
medium ooliths

V4432 3 WILHS96 606 IAFLINT Willingham Thick body sherd; ext buff surface otherwise dark grey; abundant
coarse and v coarse flint

V4433 11 WILHS96 527 RMAX Willingham Dk grey body sherd with red-brown int surface; abundant coarse shell

V4434 2 WILHS96 2133 ESGS Willingham Black body sherd; common med quartz and occ coarse chalk /
limestone

V4435 1 WILHS96 2339 CHARN Willingham Thick black body sherd with dark brown ext surface; common coarse/v
coarse igneous rock and occasional coarse mica

V4436 1 WILHS96 2019 CHARN Willingham Black body sherd, grey ext surface, common coarse igneous rock and
occasional mica

V4437 2 WILHS96 2337 ESAXLOC Willingham Black burnished body sherd; abundant fine quartz and occasional chaff

V4438 7 WILHS96 2282 ESGS/IPS Willingham Thick grey body sherd with red-brown smoothed surface; common fine
quartz

V4439 7 WILHS96 2023 ESGS/IPS Willingham Mid brown body sherd in hard fabric with abundant medium quartz

V4440 1 WILHS96 2134 CHARN+
OOL

Willingham Brown body sherd with ext smoothing; common v coarse igneous rock
frag and occasional coarse mica

V4441 1 Peakirk R u/s CHARN+
OOL

Peakirk Black burnished body sherd; abundant igneous fragments, common
ooliths

V4442 1 Peakirk R u/s Peakirk Brown body sherd with grey ext surface; abundant igneous fragments,
occasional ooliths

V4443 1 HMF98 1258 CHARN Fordham Black body sherd with smoothed brown ext surface; common coarse to
v coarse igneous rock and occasional coarse mica

V4444 1 HMF98 1258 CHARN Fordham Grey body sherd with burnished dark grey ext surface; common coarse
to very coarse igneous rock and common coarse mica

V4445 1 HMF98 1258 CHARN Fordham Sherd for ICPS only (previously thin-sectioned). Out-turned simple
rim in dark grey fabric; abundant fine quartz, occasional v coarse
igneous rock and occasional coarse mica

V4446 1 HMF98 1258 CHARN+
SST

Fordham Sherd for ICPS only (previously thin-sectioned). Slightly out-turned
simple rim in v dark brown fabric; abundant fine quartz, occasional v
coarse igneous rock and rare coarse mica

Table 11.1  Samples selected for TS and ICPS analysis of Early to Middle Saxon wares
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Lower Cretaceous sandstone, such as the Spilsby
Sandstone. Almost all the inclusions could have
originated in such a sandstone and the rather silty
groundmass also has Lower Cretaceous parallels. Lower
Cretaceous rocks outcrop to both the north and south of
Cambridgeshire and as isolated inliers in the fens, as at
Ely. However, the calcareous sandstone suggests a
northern source, perhaps using boulder clay derived from
the western side of the Lincolnshire Wolds.

Group 3: Flint
A single sample, V4432 from Willingham, containing
abundant angular flint inclusions was submitted.
However, such fabrics appear to be more common in the
pre-Roman Iron Age than in the Anglo-Saxon period. The
following inclusion types were noted:
• Flint. Abundant angular brown-stained fragments up to 2.0mm across.

Some fragments show a dark brown cortex over a light brown or
unstained interior.

• Quartz. Sparse rounded grains up to 1.0mm across.
The groundmass consists of isotropic baked clay minerals
and sparse angular quartz grains up to 0.1mm across.

The brown-stained nature of the flint suggests that it
did not come directly from an Upper Cretaceous chalk but
from a later, Tertiary or Quaternary, deposit. The rounded
quartz grains have a high sphericity and might be of
Triassic origin. Such quartz has a very wide distribution in
the Midlands and East Anglia. The isotropic nature of the
groundmass suggests that the sherd might have been burnt
post-breakage as it is unusual for either prehistoric or
Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery to be fired at a
temperature to alter the structure of the clay.

Group 4: Iron-rich compounds
A single sample of this fabric, V4424 from Hinxton, was
thin-sectioned. The following inclusion types were noted:
• Quartz. Sparse well-rounded and angular grains up to 0.4mm across.

The angular grains sometimes have one or two flat faces and come
from overgrown quartz grains.

• Concretionary clay. Moderate rounded dark brown fragments up to
2.0mm across. Some of these have an oolitic structure.

• Organics. Moderate carbonised fragments, from c. 0.3mm long to
1.0mm long. Several similar voids are partially filled with ferroan
calcite and might be the remains of ostracods.

The groundmass consists of highly birefringent clay
minerals and sparse angular quartz up to 0.1mm across.

The iron-rich concretions probably formed in the
parent clay. The ostracod shells, if such they were, would

also be original constituents of the clay. Deliberate
tempering therefore consists of sparse quartz sand, which
might also be present through the contamination of a
subsoil by overlying sand.

Group 5: Oolitic limestone
Two examples of this fabric were sampled (V4430 and
V4431), both from Hinxton. The following inclusions
were noted in thin section:
• Oolitic limestone. Abundant sub-angular and rounded fragments up to

1.0mm across. The lithology of the rock is similar to that of the
inclusions in the biotite granite fabric but in addition includes
fragments of gastropod shell filled with sparry ferroan calcite and
what may be non-ferroan calcite ammonite shell, also filled with
ferroan calcite.

• Quartz. Sparse sub-angular and rounded grains up to 0.3mm across.
• Organics. Sparse carbonised inclusions up to 1.0mm long and 0.3mm

wide.
The limestone is probably of Middle Jurassic origin whilst
the quartz is too scarce for a consideration of its origins.
Possibly both the limestone and quartz come from a gravel
deposit, or weathered subsoil developed on an outcrop of
oolitic limestone. However, given the presence of similar
rock in the biotite granite fabric, the limestone may have
been present in a boulder clay. The organic inclusions
were probably deliberately added as temper.

Group 6: Organic temper
Two samples in which the predominant inclusions are
burnt-out organics were examined in thin section. They
have rather different groundmass textures, with one
(V4420) containing little or no quartz or other visible
inclusions and the other (V4419) containing sparse quartz
sand and having a silty groundmass. Both samples come
from Hinxton. The following inclusions were noted in thin
section:
• Organics. Abundant carbonised inclusions up to 3.0mm long and

mostly c. 0.1mm wide.
• Quartz. Sparse rounded grains up to 0.5mm across and sub-angular

grains up to 0.3mm across. Some of the rounded grains have a low
sphericity and are probably of Lower Cretaceous origin whilst the
sub-angular grains appear to come from an overgrown sandstone.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals with few visible inclusions (V4420) or with
abundant angular quartz up to 0.1mm across and sparse
muscovite laths up to 0.1mm long (V4419).

The two samples are very different in their range of
inclusions and the texture of the groundmass. Sample

Sample Sub-angular
quartz

Triassic
quartz

Opaques Ferroan
specks

Calcareous
sandstone

Oolitic
limestone

Foram-rich
marl

Greensand
quartz

Organics

V4422 m s s s

V4435 s s s s + phosphate s

V4436 s Rare Rare

V4440 s s Heat-altered

V4441 s s m s

V4442 a s s s s

V4443 s s s s

V4444 m s s s

V4445 m s s

V4446 a s s s s
Key: s = sparse; m = moderate; a = abundant

Table 11.2  TS and ICPS analysis of Early to Middle Saxon wares: Group 1 (biotite granite)



V4420 is probably made from a Jurassic Clay tempered
with organic matter such as chaff whilst Sample V4419
might be made from a Lower Cretaceous Clay or from a
Quaternary Clay.

Group 7: Polished rounded quartz
Three samples contain a moderate rounded quartz sand in
which the quartz grains are polished. This is a feature of
sand derived from Lower Cretaceous strata but such
grains occur in Quaternary deposits, notably in the sands
in the Ipswich area used to temper some Ipswich ware.
One of these samples comes from Hinxton (V4425) and
the other two are from Willingham (V4438 and V4439).
The following inclusion types were noted in thin section:
• Quartz. Moderate to abundant grains, the larger of which are well-

rounded and of Lower Cretaceous character.
• Siltstone. A single sub-angular fragment 0.5mm across is present in

V4438.
• Opaques. Sparse rounded grains up to 0.5mm across.
• Clay/iron pellets. Sparse rounded grains up to 0.5mm across, darker in

colour than the groundmass but similar in texture.
• Ironstone. A single rounded fragment 1.0mm across was present in

V4438. It contains well-sorted angular quartz grains c. 0.2mm across
in an opaque groundmass.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay, moderate angular quartz, sparse muscovite and
sparse rounded dark brown grains up to 0.1mm across.

The slightly silty groundmass is similar to that found
in Ipswich ware, where is it probably derived from one of
the upper beds of the London Clay. However, none of the
characteristics of this group in thin section is sufficient to
positively identify Ipswich as a source and other potential
sources of Lower Cretaceous quartz are available closer to
Cambridge.

Group 8: Polished rounded quartz and opaques
A single sample from Hinxton (V4426) contains similar
polished quartz to that in the polished rounded quartz
fabric but in addition contains moderate rounded opaque
grains. The following inclusion types were noted:
• Quartz. Abundant well-rounded grains c. 0.2mm to 0.5mm across.
• Opaques. Moderate well-rounded grains c. 0.2mm to 0.4mm across.
• Sandstone. Sparse fragments of fine-grained sandstone up to 0.5mm

across. The sandstone contains interlocking, overgrown quartz grains
c. 0.2mm to 0.3mm across, some of which show a brown stain around
the original rounded grain boundaries.

• Ironstone. Sparse fragments of opaque rock up to 1.0mm across
containing angular quartz grains up to 0.2mm across.

• Organics. Sparse carbonised fragments up to 1.5mm long and c.
0.1mm wide.

• Microcline feldspar. Rare well-rounded grains up to 0.3mm across.
• Mudstone. Rare rounded fragment c. 0.5mm across, of similar colour

but finer texture to the groundmass.
• Limestone. Rare sub-angular fragment of non-ferroan micrite with

traces of structure, possibly chalk or possibly calcareous algae.
• Flint. Rare sub-angular brown-stained flint up to 0.5mm across.
• Siltstone. Rare sub-angular fragment 0.4mm across.
The groundmass consists of dark brown optically
anisotropic baked clay and sparse angular quartz grains up
to 0.1mm across.

The rounded quartz and opaques sand is reminiscent
of fabrics from the Cambridgeshire/Norfolk border (e.g.
Pott Row, Grimston, and Blackborough End) and a Lower
Cretaceous origin is fairly certain.

Group 9: Sandstone (Lower Carboniferous plus/minus
other inclusions)
Three samples from Hinxton (V4423, V4427 and V4428)
contain fragments of coarse-grained sandstone of
Carboniferous age, together with other inclusions. Two

are very similar and the third (V4423) contains no definite
oolitic limestone and a few rounded quartz grains which
may be of Lower Cretaceous origin. The following
inclusion types were noted in thin section:
• Quartz. Abundant sub-angular grains ranging from c. 0.2mm to

1.0mm across.
• Sandstone. Sparse fragments of sandstone of two types. The first is

coarse-grained, with grains up to 1.5mm across and the second is
fine-grained, with grains ranging from c. 0.2mm to 0.4mm across. The
first consists of interlocking overgrown grains with some dark brown
clay minerals infilling the remaining pores. The second also contains
interlocking overgrown grains but the original rounded grains are
sometimes revealed by brown staining.

• Oolitic limestone. Sparse rounded fragments consisting of
non-ferroan calcite micrite ooliths, bivalve shell fragments and
angular quartz grains in a matrix of sparry calcite, mostly ferroan but
including some areas of non-ferroan calcite. A possible ammonite
infilled with non-ferroan calcite was noted.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay and sparse angular quartz up to 0.1mm across.

The range of inclusions suggests that they are of
glacial origin. The coarse-grained sandstone is of
Carboniferous origin but occurs widely in glacial
deposits, both along the east coast, where it probably
comes from North-East England, and inland, where it
probably derives from the Pennines. The finer-grained
sandstone might have several origins, for example
Jurassic sandstones from the North Yorkshire Moors or
more local sources, whilst the oolitic limestone is
probably relatively local and of Middle Jurassic age. The
presence of Lower Cretaceous-derived quartz in one
section suggests that the parent sand came from an area
south of the Spilsby Sandstone outcrop, given the choices
of a northern or (north-)western origin for the sand.
Whether the inclusions were present in a boulder clay or
added as temper is not clear, whilst the absence of ferroan
calcite specks in the groundmass may distinguish this
group from the biotite granite fabric group.

Group 10: Micaceous sandstone-tempered
One sample from Hinxton (V4421) contains fragments of
an unidentified micaceous sandstone. The following
inclusion types were noted:
• Sandstone. Moderate sub-angular fragments of a sandstone

containing abundant quartz, sparse muscovite laths and sparse
plagioclase feldspar.

• Quartz. Abundant sub-angular quartz grains ranging from c. 0.2mm to
0.5mm across.

The groundmass consists of very dark brown optically
anisotropic baked clay minerals, sparse angular quartz up
to 0.1mm across and sparse muscovite laths up to 0.1mm
across.

The source of this micaceous sandstone is not known,
but might be of Coal Measures or Jurassic age. In either
case, if the fabric was made locally then the inclusions are
likely to have been present as a consequence of glacial
action.

Group 11: Shell
Two samples contained abundant shell fragments. One of
these, V4429 from Hinxton, contains shell with a laminar
structure, similar to those found in Tertiary clays in
South-East England and Flanders whilst the other
(V4433) is probably Southern Maxey Ware. The
following inclusions were noted in Sample V4429:
• Bivalve shell. Abundant ferroan calcite shell fragments up to 1.5mm

long, some with fresh angular breaks and others with rounded edges.
The shell has a strong red stain and is laminated.

• Quartz.
• Opaques.
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The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals, moderate rounded dark brown to opaque
grains up to 0.1mm across and sparse angular quartz
grains up to 0.1mm across.

Sample V4429 contains shell from thick-walled
bivalves of the type which lived in the tidal zone. In
Eastern England, they might be of Tertiary or later date.
The quartz grains include grains of Lower Cretaceous date
and the groundmass could be of Jurassic or Lower
Cretaceous origin. All these feature are consistent with a
local origin, perhaps in the eastern part of the county.
However, the similarity of the shell sand to that found in
South-East English and Flemish shelly wares of 8th- to
10th-century date suggests that a more distant source
should also be considered.

Chemical analysis
(Figs 11.1–11.18)
Samples of each vessel were prepared for chemical
analysis by making an off-cut, mechanically removing all
surfaces, to a depth of c. 1.0mm or to beyond any visual
sign of staining if possible and then crushed to a fine
powder. The powders were submitted to Royal Holloway
College, London, Department of Geology where
Inductively-Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy (ICPS) was
carried out under the supervision of Dr J.N. Walsh. A
series of major elements was measured in parts per
million. Series of minor and trace elements were
measured as parts per million. An estimate of the silica
context was obtained by subtraction of the measured
oxides from 100% and the data were normalised to
aluminium before examination using the Factor Analysis
programme in WinSTAT for Excel (2002).

Biotite granite (plus/minus other inclusions)
The ICPS date for the ten samples from Cambridgeshire
with biotite granite inclusions (as listed in Table 11.2)
were compared with those for similar fabrics from sites in
the East Midlands and Northern England. All have similar
chemical compositions. Factor analysis revealed five
factors and a plot of the first two (Fig. 11.1) separates
samples from County Durham, east Yorkshire and south
Yorkshire from the remainder whilst showing that the F1
and F2 scores for the Cambridgeshire samples overlap
with all the other data. The F3 and F4 scores separate the
Nottinghamshire data from the remainder (Fig. 11.2).
Repeating this analysis without the distinguished counties
allows Staffordshire and north Yorkshire to be separated
and repeating a third time allows north Lincolnshire and
Cleveland samples to be excluded.

This leaves the Cambridgeshire samples, three from
Lincolnshire (Tallington, Kirkby la Thorpe and West
Deeping), one from Oxfordshire (Benson) and one from
the City of London. A plot of the F1 against F2 scores for
this final analysis, grouped by site, indicates that the four
Fordham samples and the three Willingham samples can
be distinguished (Fig. 11.3). The most likely explanation
of the patterning found here is that the biotite
granite-tempered samples from Cambridgeshire and the
remaining comparanda were produced from boulder clay
which included material from the Charnwood inlier.
Whether there was a single source for these samples or a
series of sources exploiting similar boulder clay cannot be
definitely determined, but the difference between the
Fordham and Willingham samples suggests several

sources. The presence of outliers in Lincolnshire,
Oxfordshire and London is probably due to the movement
of vessels from Cambridgeshire (or East Anglia, where
similar fabrics occur but have not been analysed using
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Figure 11.1  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with Biotite Granite inclusions

(F1 and F2) compared with those for similar fabrics
from sites in the East Midlands and Northern England

Figure 11.2  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with Biotite Granite inclusions

(F3 and F4) compared with those for similar fabrics
from sites in the East Midlands and Northern England

Figure 11.3  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with Biotite Granite inclusions
(F1 and F2), compared with samples from Lincolnshire,

Oxfordshire and the City of London



ICPS). Given that both London and Benson are on the
Thames, one possible route would be from an East
Anglian port, such as Ipswich, around the coast and up the
Thames.

Calcareous sandstone
The two samples with calcareous sandstone temper were
identified in thin section as probably containing Spilsby
Sandstone. Fragments of this rock are common in boulder
clays in the Lincolnshire central clay vale and as isolated
inliers, partially buried by fenland deposits, further south.

The ICPS data were compared with a series of samples
which share similar quartz inclusions, some of which also
have calcareous-cemented sandstone fragments and some
of which do not. These samples are of both Iron Age and
Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon date.

Factor analysis revealed six factors. The first two
separate samples from Nottinghamshire and north
Lincolnshire but show that the remainder are similar. The
third and fourth factor scores separate the two
Cambridgeshire samples and two of the Lincolnshire
samples (and the north Lincolnshire sample, previously
distinguished from the Cambridgeshire samples). These
two comparative samples are from Dunholme and
Barnetby-le-Wold. Finally, the fifth and sixth factors
distinguish the Cambridgeshire samples from all the
comparanda (Fig. 11.4). This analysis suggests that there
are chemical differences between the two Cambridgeshire
samples and those from sites further north and probably
this favours the interpretation of the Cambridgeshire
vessels as being locally-made from clays derived from the
region to the north of the county.

Flint
The thin-section analysis of this sample suggests an origin
in East Anglia, the South-East Midlands or the Thames
basin. The fine texture of the clay groundmass is not
typical of either East Anglia or the Thames basin (the
exceptions either having shell inclusions or fired to an
off-white colour). Inclusionless or near-inclusionless
clays occur in the Triassic and Jurassic deposits of the
Midlands, and in Quaternary clays derived from them.

The ICPS data for the Cambridgeshire sample was
compared with prehistoric flint-tempered ware analyses
from sites in east Yorkshire, Buckinghamshire,
Hampshire, Leicestershire and Lincolnshire. Factor
analysis found six factors and combinations of these could
separate all of the samples by county, indicating local
production (e.g. Fig. 11.5, a plot of F3 against F4 scores).
No comparative data for the likely source area of this
sample is yet available to the author.

Iron-rich compounds
The characteristics of the single example of this fabric in
thin section do not suggest a particular source for the
fabric. However, the low quantity of quartz in the
groundmass is suggestive of a Jurassic origin for the clay,
as is the hint that ostracods might have been present and
the high birefringence of the clay. The ICPS data were
compared with those from a series of Cambridgeshire
ceramics made from Jurassic clays: St Neots-type ware;
Developed St Neots-type ware; Earith Roman shelly ware.
These indicate that there are substantially higher
quantities of manganese, barium, scandium, dysprosium
and zinc in Sample V4424. Of these, the manganese is
presumably present in the concretionary pellets, which
may therefore not be iron-rich but manganese-rich. The
remaining elements might be present in inclusions or the
clay fraction.

In comparison with the other Early to Middle Saxon
samples, this sample has high iron, manganese, barium,
yttrium, neodymium, samarium, europium, dysprosium,
ytterbium and zinc. Therefore, several elements are
enriched in this sample, compared to the other Early to
Middle Saxon samples, but are present in comparable
frequencies in Cambridgeshire Jurassic clays.

The data were then compared with all ICPS analyses
for ceramics from Cambridgeshire and the manganese,
barium and zinc values were found to be higher than all the
comparanda. The ICPS analysis at present cannot be used
to determine the source of this fabric but it does have some
distinctive characteristics.
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Figure 11.4  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with calcareous sandstone

inclusions (F5 and F6), compared with samples from
Lincolnshire and Yorkshire

Figure 11.5  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire sample (F3 and F4) compared with

prehistoric flint-tempered ware analyses from sites in
east Yorkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire,

Leicestershire and Lincolnshire



Oolitic limestone
The thin sections of this fabric suggest the presence of an
oolitic limestone-derived sand or possibly a boulder clay,
since similar limestone fragments were noted in some of
the biotite granite-tempered samples. The ICPS data were
therefore compared with those from the biotite
granite-tempered fabric; shelly limestone-tempered ware
from Lyveden (where oolith-rich sand is used to temper
the glazed ware); Bourne wares and Baston wares.

The samples were also compared with the entire
database of Cambridgeshire ceramic analyses and found
to compare best with samples of Colne ware and Hunting-
donshire Fen Sandy Ware, which were therefore also
added to the detailed analysis which was then repeated.

Factor analysis revealed five factors and a plot of F1
against F2 (Fig. 11.6) distinguishes the Baston samples
(lower F2 scores) and the biotite granite samples (higher F2
scores). A plot of F3 against F4 scores (Fig. 11.7)
distinguishes the Bourne and Stanley/Lyveden shelly
wares. This leaves the Colne wasters and the
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware samples as the closest
comparanda. The F5 score separates the Colne and
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware samples and places the
two oolitic samples with the latter (Fig. 11.8). The ICPS
data therefore suggest a source in the Huntingdonshire Fen
area (samples of this ware came from Huntingdon, Ramsey
and Bury but no production site is known). This proposed
source area is about 40km north-west of Hinxton.

Organic temper
The two organic-tempered samples have differences in
thin section which suggest that they were made from
different raw materials – a Jurassic clay in one case and a
Lower Cretaceous or younger clay in the other. The
sample with the fine groundmass was compared with
other Cambridgeshire ceramics with similar groundmass
and was found to be similar in composition to several
groups – principally medieval Ely wares and
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware. Other samples made
from petrologically similar clays could be distinguished.
These were mainly Bourne/Baston types and Iron Age,
Roman, Late Saxon and medieval shelly wares, most of
which appear to have been made using Middle Jurassic
clays. The silty sample was compared with a few samples
of ceramics made from Quaternary fenland silt and some
micaceous silty wares, probably made in Essex.

Factor analysis of the ICPS data from these samples
found five factors and a plot of the F1 against the F2 scores
(Fig. 11.9) shows that the organic silty sample (ECHAF in
Fig. 11.9) is close in composition to two other Early to
Middle Anglo-Saxon samples (V4434 and V4438), both
of which contain inclusions of Lower Cretaceous origin
(calcareous sandstone and polished quartz respectively).
A plot of F3 against F4 scores distinguishes the organic
silty sample from these two, placing it with the micaceous
silty wares of probable Essex origin. A factor analysis of
the ICPS data solely from Cambridgeshire ceramics
containing Lower Cretaceous-derived sand distinguishes
the organic silty sample, and combining these two results
suggests that the sample cannot be precisely matched with
other Cambridgeshire ceramics, which might support a
non-local origin.
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Figure 11.6  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with oolitic limestone
inclusions (F1 and F2), compared with relevant

Cambridgeshire samples

Figure 11.7  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with oolitic limestone
inclusions (F3 and F4), compared with relevant

Cambridgeshire samples

Figure 11.8  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with oolitic limestone
inclusions (F3 and F5), compared with relevant

Cambridgeshire samples



Polished rounded quartz and polished rounded quartz and
opaques
The three samples containing a polished rounded quartz
sand (V4425, V4438 and V4439) and the sample
containing a similar sand together with abundant opaque
inclusions were compared with data from other
Cambridgeshire wares containing inclusions of Lower
Cretaceous origin (the calcareous sandstone-tempered
samples and three samples of medieval date from Ely
made from a glauconitic clay with polished quartz sand,
ELY). Factor analysis of this data found four factors (Figs
11.10–11.11). The Ely data could be distinguished from
the remainder by its F1 and F3 scores. Two of the samples
with polished quartz sand were similar in composition to
each other but the third (V4439) was different. Combining
the results from all four factors it is possible to distinguish
all four groups (and the sub-group formed by V4439)
probably indicating different sources for all the groups but
giving no guidance as to these sources.

Finally, the data were compared with that from a series
of samples of Grimston Thetford-type ware from
consumer sites in Eastern and Northern England. The
Cambridgeshire samples (V4425 and V4438) have higher
F2 scores than the Grimston Thetford-type samples (Fig.
11.12) and one of the calcareous sandstone-tempered

samples and the sample with the polished quartz sand and
opaque inclusions is also distinguishable using a
combination of F1 and F2 scores. V4439 and the Ely
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Figure 11.9  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with organic temper (F1 and
F2), compared with relevant Cambridgeshire samples

Figure 11.10  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with polished quartz inclusions

(F1 and F2)

Figure 11.11  Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with polished quartz inclusions

(F3 and F4)

Figure 11.12  Early to Middle Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with polished quartz inclusions

(F1 and F2) compared with a series of samples of
Grimston Thetford-type ware from consumer sites in

Eastern and Northern England

Figure 11.13  Early to Middle Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with polished quartz inclusions

(F3 and F4) compared with a series of samples of
Grimston Thetford-type ware from consumer sites in

Eastern and Northern England



samples, however, match some of the Grimston Thetford-
type ware samples. The F3 and F4 scores distinguish
V4439 and one of the calcareous sandstone-tempered
samples (Fig. 11.13). None of the Early to Middle
Anglo-Saxon samples, therefore, appears to have been
made in the Grimston area despite the general similarity of
their fabrics.

Sandstone (Lower Carboniferous plus/minus other
inclusions)
The thin sections of the three samples with Lower
Carboniferous sandstone inclusions are interpreted as
being made from a boulder clay derived from the
Midlands and should therefore be similar to those
containing biotite granite inclusions.

The ICPS data for these three samples was therefore
compared with the other Early to Middle Saxon samples,
grouped into biotite granite and other groups. Five factors
were found and the first and fifth factors do not distinguish
the three groups whilst the second separates one of the
‘other’ samples, masking any differences between the
remaining samples. The F3 and F4 scores, however,
partially separate the samples with biotite granite
inclusions and place these three samples with the ‘other’
group (Fig. 11.14). This separation is, however, based
mainly on the magnesium, potassium and sodium values
and is probably therefore solely a result of the composition
of the granitic inclusions themselves.

The ICPS data for these three Cambridgeshire samples
was also compared with that for samples of similar
appearance in thin section from sites throughout the
country, mainly Northern England. No clear patterning
was found in the data but the second and fourth factors
show most grouping (Fig. 11.15). Even here, the
Cambridgeshire samples are shown to be similar to those
from Nottinghamshire (Brough, in the Trent Valley), and
East Yorkshire (Sancton). The ICPS data therefore allow
either a local Cambridgeshire source or perhaps one in
Yorkshire with pottery travelling down the Trent Valley.

Micaceous sandstone-tempered
The thin section of this sample indicated that it contained
moderate fragments of an unidentified micaceous
sandstone. Factor analysis of the ICPS data shows that the
sample is most similar to the three samples with Lower
Carboniferous sandstone inclusions, which may point to a
Carboniferous origin for the sandstone (the other option, if
a local product, being a Jurassic sandstone).

Shell
The thin sections indicate that the two shell-tempered
samples have different characteristics and that one is
similar to wares from the South-East of England (and
Flanders) whilst the other is probably an example of
Southern Maxey-type ware, which is found from southern
Lincolnshire to Buckinghamshire and dates to the Middle
Saxon period.

The Cambridgeshire samples were therefore
compared with samples of Middle Saxon and later
shell-tempered ware from South-Eastern England and
Flanders and with samples of Southern Maxey ware from
Lincolnshire.

Factor analysis of the ICPS data for the Tertiary shell-
tempered wares (Fig. 11.16) shows that the Hinxton
sample has a similar composition to those from sites such

Lundenwic (City of Westminster) and Sandtun (West
Hythe) and to later (10th- to 12th-century) shell-tempered
wares from Southern Flanders. The latter is found in
post-Conquest contexts at sites such as Dover. Therefore,
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Figure 11.15  Early to Middle Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with sandstone inclusions (F2

and F4), compared with other groups, mainly in
Northern England

Figure 11.14  Early to Middle Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with sandstone inclusions (F3

and F4), compared with other groups

Figure 11.16  Early to Middle Saxon wares.
Cambridgeshire samples with Tertiary shell inclusions

(F1 and F2), compared with samples from
South-Eastern England and Flanders



a South-Eastern English or Flemish origin is possible for
this sample.

Factor analysis of the Southern Maxey-type ware
samples revealed five factors and a plot of the F1 against
F2 scores (Fig. 11.17) found that the Willingham sample
fell within the range of the Lincolnshire samples, albeit
being peripheral. A plot of the F3 against F4 scores (Fig.
11.18) partially separates the Gosberton and Willingham
samples from the Fishtoft and Quarrington ones and this
supports the model of multiple production centres, with
the Cambridgeshire sample coming from the same source
as that supplying Gosberton. However, the two sites are
over 80.5km apart and further sampling might produce
evidence for further centres.

II. St Neots-type (NEOT) and Developed St
Neots-type wares (DNEOT)

Introduction
Twelve samples of St Neots-type ware and eight samples
of Developed St Neots-type ware were submitted for
analysis and compared with five samples of St Neots-type
ware previously analysed from Botolph Bridge, near
Peterborough.

Methodology
Offcuts of selected sherds were taken for thin-section
analysis. The thin sections were produced by Steve
Caldwell, University of Manchester, and stained using
Dickson’s method (Dickson 1965). Offcuts of each of the
samples were then prepared for chemical analysis. The
outer few millimetres of each offcut were mechanically
removed and the resulting block was crushed to a fine
powder and submitted to Royal Holloway College,
London, where Induct ively Coupled Plasma
Spectroscopy (ICPS) was carried out under the
supervision of Dr J.N. Walsh. The analysis produced a
series of determinations of a range of major elements,
expressed as percent oxides and of a range of trace
elements expressed in parts per million.

Thin-section analysis

St Neots-type ware (NEOT)
In general, the St Neots-type ware samples have a finer
texture than the Developed St Neots-type ware samples
but there is a gradation within the group and five of the
samples have a coarser texture than the remainder (V4336,
V4337, V4338, V4345 and V4356, identified as NEOT C
on Figure 11.19).

The following inclusion types were noted in thin
section:
• Bivalve shell. Abundant fragments of varying structure, including

shells with nacreous structure and those with two or more bands
parallel to the surface (some varying in composition), with a thick
non-ferroan layer and thinner ferroan calcite layers. The fragments
range up to 0.5mm long.

• Echinoid shell. Rounded fragments up to 0.5mm across, mainly of
ferroan calcite but including some non-ferroan calcite with dark
brown infilling of pores. Several of these are surrounded by
amorphous ferroan calcite cement.

• Punctate brachiopod shell. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments up
to 0.5mm long, mainly of non-ferroan calcite with ferroan calcite
infilling of pores.

• Echinoid spines. Sparse fragments, mostly not complete
cross-sections, up to 0.3mm across, composed of ferroan calcite.

• Ammonite shell. Rare fragments of non-ferroan calcite shell up to
0.5mm across were identified as ammonite because of their oval cross
section.

• Ferroan calcite. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments of ferroan
calcite up to 0.5mm across, mostly without clear crystal structure.
Such fragments are more common than shell in the fraction of
inclusions less than 0.3mm across.

• Wood. Sparse rounded fragments up to 0.5mm across.
• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse sub-angular fragments of monocrystalline

quartz up to 0.3mm across.
• Fine-grained sandstone. Rare rounded fragments of fine-grained

sandstone up to 0.3mm across, composed of interlocking quartz grains
up to 0.2mm across.

• Rounded quartz. Rare well-rounded fragments up to 0.3mm across.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals with abundant, mostly rounded, dark brown
to opaque inclusions, less than 0.1mm across. Quartz and
muscovite silt are absent, as is calcareous material.

Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT and sub-fabrics F
and Q)
Developed St Neots-type ware vessels contain the same
range of inclusions as the St Neots-type ware, with the
exception that no wood was noted. However, the
inclusions are consistently coarser, ranging in many cases
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Figure 11.17  Early to Middle Saxon wares. Southern
Maxey-type ware (F1 and F2) compared with

Lincolnshire samples

Figure 11.18  Early to Middle Saxon wares. Southern
Maxey-type ware (F3 and F4) compared with

Lincolnshire samples



up to 1.0mm across and in rare cases up to 2.0mm across.
Some of the ferroan calcite fragments enclose fossil
fragments (mainly but not exclusively punctate
brachiopod shell) and a complete cross-section of a
possible ammonite is present, with ferroan calcite filling
the body cavity.

Two sub-fabrics were identified within Developed St
Neots-type ware, identified here as sub-fabrics F and Q.

Developed St Neots-type ware, sub-fabric F
The two relevant samples (V4350 and V4355) contain a
similar range of inclusions to other Developed St
Neots-type sherds, but include moderate rounded opaque
grains and sparse ooliths, both absent in the standard
fabric. The following inclusion types were noted:
• Fossiliferous limestone. Angular fragments up to 2.0mm across.

These contain fragments of non-ferroan calcite shell and rare bone in a
matrix of ferroan calcite containing moderate rounded opaque grains
c. 0.1mm across. In some instances, the opaque grains in the matrix
have coalesced to give a predominantly opaque matrix.

• Quartz. Sparse sub-angular grains up to 0.2mm across.
• Bivalve shell. Abundant fragments up to 1.0mm long. Mostly

nacreous but including some with a laminated structure. Several show
dark staining around the edges. There appear to be a higher proportion
of hinge fragments than would be expected if the whole shell was
represented.

• Echinoid shell. Moderate rounded fragments of ferroan calcite up to
0.5mm across.

• Echinoid spine. Sparse fragments up to 0.3mm across.
• Punctate brachiopod shell. Moderate fragments up to 1.0mm long.
• Opaques. Moderate rounded elongate grains.
• Organics. Sparse rounded voids surrounded by a darkened halo and

sometimes containing carbonised material.
• Ooliths. Sparse rounded ooliths with a non-ferroan calcite micrite core

and a single non-ferroan calcite coating. The grains are c. 0.3mm
across and show no signs of an adhering cement.

Developed St Neots-type ware, sub-fabric Q
The three sub-fabric Q samples (V4352, V4353 and
V4354) contain a similar range of calcareous inclusions to
that found in DNEOT but have a much higher quartz
content, mainly well-sorted angular grains c. 0.1mm to
0.2mm across. One of the samples (V4352) has a texture
more similar to NEOT than DNEOT and lacks the
fossiliferous limestone fragments.
• Bivalve shell. Abundant nacreous shell fragments.
• Echinoid shell. Sparse rounded fragments up to 0.5m across.
• Punctate brachiopod shell. Moderate fragments up to 1.0mm long.
• Foramenifera. Sparse multi-chambered non-ferroan calcite tests up to

0.2mm across.
• Angular quartz. Abundant angular fragments c. 0.1mm to 0.2mm

across.
• Rounded quartz. Rare grains up to 0.4mm across.
• Opaques. Sparse rounded grains up to 0.3mm across.
• Fossiliferous limestone. Moderate (in V4354 only) consisting of

ferroan calcite with punctate brachiopod, bivalve shell, echinoid shell
and rare ostracods.

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic baked
clay minerals, sparse angular quartz less than 0.05mm
across, sparse ferroan calcite less than 0.05mm across and
sparse rounded dark brown grains less than 0.1mm across.

Interpretation
It is likely that both NEOT and DNEOT were made from
the same, or very similar, raw materials, probably a shelly
marl. The rounding of some of the calcareous inclusions,
even where cemented by ferroan calcite, indicates that
they came from a shell sand, whilst the concentration of
hinge fragments in some sections is also characteristic of a
winnowed shell sand. Thus the difference in texture within
the NEOT group and between the NEOT and DNEOT

groups is probably due to variations in current in the
Jurassic sea, which may have varied both over time and
space.

The iron content of the limestone/marl also clearly
varies and that in sub-fabric Q has noticeably higher iron
content than the other groups. This is matched by
Romano-British shell-tempered pottery analysed from a
site at Tower Works, Fengate whose chemical
composition matched that of pottery produced at Haddon
(Vince 2007g). Both Fengate and Haddon are situated on
or close to the Cornbrash. A feature of the Cornbrash is the
quantity of echinoid fossils found in it. Similarly, the
Roman and medieval potteries at Harrold, Bedfordshire,
and Olney Hyde, Buckinghamshire, lie on the same beds.
All of these potteries produced wares with a distinctive
quartz-free, soapy fabric. However, the Roman kiln at
Earith also produced shell-filled pottery with an almost
identical list of inclusion types. The only obvious
difference is the presence of weathered-out selenite,
recognisable through their distinctive euhedral voids
(Vince 2007h). This pottery was made from an outcrop of
Ampthill Clay.

Other Romano-British shell-tempered pottery from
Earith contained sparse well-rounded, polished quartz
grains, derived from the Lower Cretaceous and present as
a result of contamination of the clay with the overlying
cover sand. No similar grains are present in the NEOT and
DNEOT samples and, where rare quartzose inclusions
occur, they are probably derived from Triassic deposits. In
the absence of either selenite or Lower Cretaceous quartz,
an easterly origin, utilising an outcrop of Ampthill clay, is
unlikely.

The fine quartz sand found in sub-fabric Q can be
paralleled in the Kellaways beds at the base of the Oxford
Clay and sandy strata also occur in the upper Cornbrash
(Chatwin 1961, 10).

The balance of probabilities suggests a Cornbrash/
Lower Oxford Clay origin for the clay used to produce
these fabrics but, given the wide extent of the Jurassic
strata and the generally similar conditions under which
many were laid down, it is not possible using thin sections
alone to pin point a source, or even to establish with
certainty whether the four petrological groups found in
these samples represent four separate sources or one
variable one.
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Figure 11.19  St Neots-type wares. Silica content



Chemical analysis
(Figs 11.19–11.24)

Silica content
Silica was not measured directly but was estimated by
subtracting the total measured oxides from 100% (Fig.
11.19). There was little variation in the mean silica content
for any of the petrological groups whilst the range found in
the DNEOT samples is greater than that for any other
group. This indicates that the variations in quartz content
seen in DNEOT Q are dwarfed by the variations in the
frequency of calcareous inclusions. Because of this wide
range of estimated silica values the ICPS data was
normalised to aluminium and those normalised values are
used in further analyses.

Post-burial alteration
Since the samples come from different sites, located on
different geological substrates, any correlation of
chemical composition with findspot is suspect. Certain
elements are extremely mobile either through concretion
(e.g. iron, manganese, phosphorus, calcium and
strontium) or through leaching (e.g. calcium and
strontium). In the case of iron and manganese it is
reasoned that the amount of concretion is likely to be a
small fraction of the original iron and manganese contents
but in the three other elements leaching can have a major
effect. These elements were therefore omitted from

analysis. The rare earth elements are subject to complex
processes depending on the organic content and pH value
of the burial environment, which is of course not known in
detail. However, Rare Earth elements are likely to be
helpful in distinguishing Jurassic clays, since they should
occur in much higher frequencies in the black, organic
clays (such as facies of the Kimmeridge Clay and Oxford
Clay) and, again, it may be that these original differences
show through any post-burial alteration. Nevertheless,
they were omitted from initial analysis.

The remaining elements were included in a Factor
Analysis of the data from Botolph Bridge, Peterborough,
Huntingdon and Hinxton. This found three main factors
and a plot of the first two (Fig. 11.20) shows no clear
separation of the samples by findspot.

Correlation with petrological groups
A presentation of the same data by petrological grouping
(Fig. 11.21) indicates that the NEOT samples (i.e. the finer
textured NEOT samples) have a higher mean F2 score than
the remainder.

Examination of the element weightings calculated by
the Factor Analysis software indicates that zirconium and
cobalt are the main discriminatory elements. A plot of the
normalised values for these two elements indicates that
the NEOT samples do have higher zirconium and cobalt
values (Fig. 11.22) but that these high values only occur in
samples from Botolph Bridge (BB), which were analysed
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Figure 11.20  St Neots-type wares. Factor Analysis of
the data from Botolph Bridge, Peterborough,

Huntingdon and Hinxton

Figure 11.21  St Neots-type wares data (F1 and F2) by
petrological grouping

Figure 11.22  St Neots-type wares. Examination of the
element weightings, showing that zirconium and cobalt

are the main discriminatory elements

Figure 11.23  As Fig. 11.22, but with St Neots-type
ware from Botolph Bridge (BB) (zirconium and cobalt)

discriminated from all others (PS 1)



as a separate batch to the remainder (Fig. 11.23). However,
although the absolute values may be enhanced in the BB
batch, even there the NEOT samples have higher values
than the DNEOT ones and this is also true for the second
batch. The difference, however, is slight at most.

Comparison with other shelly wares
The data for NEOT and DNEOT could be compared with
that from a range of other shell-tempered wares from the
East Midlands (Table 11.3, Fig. 11.24). Many of these
types could be distinguished with greater or lesser
difficulty and the closest in composition to the various
NEOT and DNEOT groups were the Romano-British
Haddon kiln, LEMS, NLST and PSHW. Of these, the
Haddon and PSHW groups were either certainly or
probably produced in the north-west of Cambridgeshire,
to the west of Peterborough. The two Lincolnshire wares
are from unknown sources although Lower Jurassic
origins north of Lincoln have been postulated.

Discussion
Thin-section analysis distinguishes three groups on the
basis of the presence/absence of rounded opaque grains
and fine angular quartz sand (see Table 9.2). In addition,
textural differences can be found which distinguish a
coarser and finer NEOT group from a DNEOT group.
However, it would be difficult to place any new sample
reliably into one of these textural groups and they appear
to have no chemical correlates.

The analysis of the ICPS data indicates that the NEOT
and DNEOT groups can be distinguished from a range of
other shelly wares including that produced at Harrold,
which is very similar in petrological characteristics. The
closest comparisons are with two Lincolnshire wares
(LEMS and NLST), Peterborough Shelly ware (PSHW)
and the products of the Haddon kiln. Of these groups, only
the Haddon kiln fabric contains echinoid shell and
punctate brachiopod shell in addition to the nacreous
bivalve shell which occurs in all the groups. Since no
samples of shell-filled wares produced between Harrold
and Haddon have been included in the analysis it is not
possible to establish whether St Neots-type ware was
produced on the outskirts of Peterborough and in fact a
source somewhere between Northampton and
Peterborough close to the outcrop of the Cornbrash is
probably the closest which can be given at present.

III. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware
(HUNFSW)

Introduction
(Figs 11.25–11.36)
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware is an oxidised sandy
ware defined by Dr Spoerry (see Chapter 9). Visually, the
fabric is quartz sand tempered with larger calcareous
inclusions and flint, less than 0.5mm across, also present.
Early examples appear to be handmade jugs with wheel-
or turntable-finishing. These vessels are decorated with
horizontal rouletting or incised lines. Later vessels may
have been wheelthrown. Rounded and shouldered jars
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Group Description Comments

Haddon Samples from the Romano-British kiln Thought to have been made from Cornbrash or Oxford Clay

Harrold Samples of medieval waste from Harrold Middle School Similar in petrological composition to NEOT and DNEOT. Probably
made from Cornbrash

LEMS Samples of Lincolnshire Early Medieval Shelly ware
from various consumer sites

Thought to have been produced using Lower Jurassic clays north of
Lincoln

LFS Samples of Lincolnshire Fine-Shelled ware from various
consumer sites

Thought to have been produced using Middle Jurassic clays to the
east of Lincoln

LKT Samples of Lincoln Kiln-type ware from production
sites in Lincoln

Thought to have been produced from an Upper Lias clay with added
shell from a Great Oolite formation

LSS London Late Saxon Shelly ware Thought to have been made from Oxford Clay, although this is
disputed

MAXA-C Samples of Northern Maxey ware of fabrics A, B and C Thought to have been produced from a shelly marl from the Great
Oolite formation in central Lincolnshire

NLST Samples of North Lincolnshire Shell-tempered ware
from various consumer sites

Thought to have been produced using Lower Jurassic clays north of
Lincoln

PSHW Peterborough examples of Cambridge SHW, medieval
shell-filled ware

Source unknown but common in north-west Cambridgeshire

RMAX Samples of Southern Maxey-type ware from various
consumer sites

Similar in petrological composition to NEOT and DNEOT

Table 11.3  Comparison of St Neots-type ware and Developed St Neots-type ware with other shelly wares

Figure 11.24  Data for NEOT and DNEOT compared
with that from a range of other shell-tempered wares
from the East Midlands. For clarity, all NEOT and

DNEOT groups have been combined as NEOT



with rolled, externally thickened bevelled rims and flared
bowls are also products.

The samples come from five excavations in three
localities: Huntingdon (HUNOL94, HUNSR99 STU96
and HUNSTG99); Bury (OWL94/95) and Ramsey
(RASAB98) and are listed in Table 9.19. They include
examples of jugs, jars and bowls (Table 11.4).

The three sampled sites lie on the Oxford Clay,
whereas Colne, which produced visually similar fabrics,
lies on the Ampthill Clay (Fig. 11.25). However, much of
the higher ground in the area is masked by boulder clay
whilst the lower ground is covered with deposits of
Pleistocene and recent sands and gravels.

Methodology
Thin sections were produced of each sample by Steve
Caldwell, University of Manchester, and were stained
using Dickson’s method (Dickson 1965). Samples were
then taken from each sherd for chemical analysis. The
surfaces and margins of the samples were mechanically
removed and the resulting block was crushed to a fine
powder in a porcelain mortar. The chemical composition
of each sample was determined using ICPS at Royal
Holloway College, London, under the supervision of Dr
J.N. Walsh, Dept of Geology. A range of major elements
was measured and expressed as percent oxides and trace
elements were measured and expressed in parts per
million. Silica was not measured and a rough estimate was

calculated by subtracting the total measured oxides from
100%. This estimate will include all unmeasured material,
including organic matter which in archaeological
ceramics probably accounts for several percent. As a
result of variations in organic content and quartz sand, the
ICPS data were normalised to aluminium and unless
otherwise stated a quoted element frequency is always
relative to aluminium.

Thin-section analysis
All the thin sections were examined and a list of inclusion
types made and characteristics of the groundmass (i.e.
undifferentiated material less than 0.1mm across) noted.
On this basis, the sections were grouped into three fabrics.

Fabric A
This fabric is defined by the presence of angular quartz of
coarse silt grade. Four samples were classed as Fabric A,
all from sites in Huntingdon but the boundary between this
fabric and Fabric B is imprecise. The following inclusion
types were noted:
• Sub-angular quartz. Moderate grains c. 0.2mm across.
• Rounded quartz. Moderate well-rounded grains, including some of

millet grain type probably derived from Triassic sandstones.
• Rounded micrite. Probably chalk. Moderate fragments of non-ferroan

calcite, some with spherical microfossils.
• Rounded marl. An intermixture of ferroan calcite and brown clay

minerals. Moderate up to 0.4mm across.
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Figure 11.25  Solid Geology of the Huntingdonshire fen area

Form HUNOL94 HUNSR99 STU96 HUNSTG99 OWL94/95 RASAB98 Total

Jug 1 2 3

Jar 1 4 1 4 10

Bowl 2 1 3

Unknown 3 3 6

Pitcher 1 1

Total 7 5 1 3 7 23

Table 11.4  Number of samples used for TS and ICPS analysis of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware



• Bivalve shell. Moderate fragments, mostly of nacreous non-ferroan
calcite, up to 1.0mm long.

• Opaques. Moderate rounded grains up to 0.4mm across.
• Oolitic limestone. Sparse grains with a non-ferroan calcite micrite

ooliths and sparry non-ferroan calcite cement.
• Echinoid shell. Ferroan calcite. Sparse fragments.
• Rounded sandstone. Sparse fragments with sub-angular quartz grains

in a brown silicious groundmass.
• Microfossils. Sparse non-ferroan calcite with dark brown infilling of

tests.
• Angular quartz. Sparse fragments up to 0.5mm across.
• Rounded chert. Sparse grains, probably of carboniferous chert and

derived from Triassic sandstones.
• Rounded phosphate. Sparse dark brown grains up to 0.5mm across.
• Sub-angular clay pellets. Possibly grog. Similar in texture to the

groundmass but slightly lighter in colour (less carbon) and containing
sparse sub-angular quartz grains.

• Clay/iron concretions. Sparse rounded grains with an oolitic structure.

• Igneous rock. Rare angular fragments up to 1.0mm across composed
of quartz and altered feldspar.

• Plagioclase feldspar. Sparse sub-angular fragments up to 0.3mm
across.

• Angular flint. Rare fragments up to 0.5mm long.
• Rounded flint. A single fragment 4.0mm across in V4364.
• Microcline feldspar. Rare rounded fragments up to 0.3mm across.
• Chalcedony. A single rounded fragment 0.4mm across in V4364.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic brown
baked clay minerals, moderate angular quartz, sparse
muscovite laths and (visible in the oxidised areas) sparse
ferroan calcite of indeterminate character (i.e. which
could be of biological or chemical origin).

Fabric B
This fabric is defined by the lack of angular quartz of
coarse silt grade and in most cases by the presence of a
calcareous groundmass. Most come from sites in Ramsey
or Bury but include seven from sites in Huntingdon.
Eighteen samples were classed as Fabric B. Seven of these
contained only sparse sub-angular quartz (V4365, V4368,
V4373, V4374, V4377, V4407 and V4409). The
following inclusion types were present:
• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse to moderate grains c. 0.2mm across.
• Rounded quartz. Moderate well-rounded grains, including some of

millet grain type probably derived from Triassic sandstones.
• Rounded micrite. Probably chalk. Moderate fragments of non-ferroan

calcite, some with spherical microfossils.
• Rounded marl. An intermixture of ferroan calcite and brown clay

minerals. Moderate up to 0.4mm across.
• Bivalve shell. Moderate fragments, mostly of nacreous non-ferroan

calcite, up to 1.0mm long.
• Opaques. Moderate rounded grains up to 0.4mm across.
• Oolitic limestone. Rare grains with a non-ferroan calcite micrite

ooliths and sparry non-ferroan calcite cement (V4408 only).
• Calcareous sandstone. Sparse sub-angular fragments with a

non-ferroan calcite groundmass and abundant sub-angular quartz up
to 0.2mm across.

• Echinoid shell. Ferroan calcite. Sparse fragments.
• Rounded sandstone. Sparse fragments with sub-angular quartz grains

in a brown silicious groundmass.
• Microfossils. Sparse non-ferroan calcite with dark brown infilling of

tests.
• Angular quartz. Sparse fragments up to 0.5mm across.
• Rounded chert. Sparse grains, probably of carboniferous chert and

derived from Triassic sandstones.
• Rounded phosphate. Sparse dark brown grains up to 0.5mm across.
• Sub-angular clay pellets. Possibly grog. Similar in texture to the

groundmass but slightly lighter in colour (less carbon) and containing
sparse sub-angular quartz grains.

• Plagioclase feldspar. Sparse sub-angular fragments up to 0.3mm
across.

• Angular flint. Rare fragments up to 0.5mm long.
• Microcline feldspar. Rare rounded fragments up to 0.3mm across.
The groundmass consists either of optically isotropic grey
ceramic or optically anisotropic baked clay minerals with

moderate ferroan calcite specks up to 0.05mm across and
sparse quartz silt.

Fabric C
This fabric (one sample) has a similar groundmass to
Fabric B but contains only minor calcareous grains. This is
possibly due to leaching but those inclusions which are
present do not appear to be altered and there are no voids
of similar size and shape to the calcareous inclusions in
Fabrics A and B.

Discussion of thin-section evidence
The interpretation of the petrological traits indicates the
use of a slightly calcareous Jurassic clay which has been
tempered with a mixed sand containing material of
Triassic, Jurassic and Upper Cretaceous origin. Although
individual sherds do not contain the full range of inclusion
types there is a strong similarity between all of the sections
and the differences between the three fabric groups (and
between the two sub-fabrics of Fabric B) are likely to
reflect variations in the parent clay and sand temper which
could well occur within a single locality. On the other
hand, there is no reason why separate production sites
could not have supplied Huntingdon and Ramsey/Bury.
The similarity of this fabric with that used for some of the
Ramsey Abbey ceramic building material may be
significant. Not only were several of the fabrics found
there made from calcareous clays, but some also
contained similar sub-angular quartz.

This sub-angular quartz is well-sorted and similar to
that found in the Kellaways Sand which does not outcrop
in the Huntingdon/Ramsey area, although it is a common
feature of some of the ceramic building material fabrics
used at Ramsey Abbey (Vince 2005c, Fabrics A, 7, Dr, D2
and F). If the Kellaways sand is indeed the source of this
sand then this too would be detrital, either in a sand or
boulder clay. The angular quartz and igneous rock could
either be glacial erratics of northern origin or from the
Mountsorrel granodiorite.

Similar mixed sands containing Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous material were used in medieval Ely ware
(Vince 2001), produced at Ely, 26km to the ESE of
Ramsey and situated on an island of Upper Jurassic and
Lower Cretaceous deposits surrounded by fenland.

Chemical analysis
The ICPS data were used firstly to establish the
relationships of the three petrological fabrics and to
consider whether there is any evidence to indicate that the
Ramsey, Bury and Huntingdon samples were all produced
at the same centre. The data were then used to compare
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware with wares of known
origin, to see if they could be used to determine the source
of the raw materials used.

Relationship of petrological fabric and chemical
composition
(Figs 11.26–11.27)
Factor analysis of all the ICPS data except for calcium,
strontium and phosphorus, all of which are potentially
mobile through leaching and concretion post-burial, was
carried out (Fig. 11.26). Six factors were found. Factor 1 is
mainly determined by rare earth element content. All of
the Fabric A samples have high F1 scores, but so do three
of the Fabric B samples. Factor 2 scores depend on high
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weightings for magnesium, potassium and sodium. Here
too, the Fabric A samples have high scores, but within the
overall range of the Fabric B samples. A plot of F1 and F2
scores suggests that Fabric A forms a distinct cluster
within an overall Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware
cluster.

Factor 3 scores are mainly determined by high
chromium values and to a lesser extent ytterbium values

and by any negative zirconium values, whilst Factor 4
scores are due to high nickel and low titanium values. A
plot of F3 against F4 scores produces a single large cluster
in which the Fabric A samples again form a sub-cluster
whilst the Fabric C sample plots on the periphery of the
cluster (Fig. 11.27).

Factor 5 scores are determined mainly by manganese
and iron values and Factor 6 scores are determined mainly
by scandium and magnesium values. A plot of F5 against
F6 scores (not illustrated) again shows the Fabric A
samples to form a sub-cluster within the Fabric B cluster,
in which the Fabric C sample plots fairly centrally.

Finally, a comparison of the estimated silica and
aluminium values shows that Fabric C has higher
estimated silica (74.37%) and lower aluminium than any
of the other samples, consistent with the lower calcareous
content in its sand temper, whilst the Fabric A samples
have a higher mean estimated silica value (71.55% ±
1.09%) than Fabric B (611.7% ± 2.48%), but the Fabric B
range subsumes the Fabric A samples.

These results are consistent with the Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware samples coming from a single source in
which Fabric A might represent a distinct batch of clay or
the products of a particular kiln.

Relationship of findspot and chemical composition
(Fig. 11.28)
The same factor analysis results were re-examined by
find-spot and most of the factor scores show no correlation
(Fig. 11.28). However, Factors 3 and 6 separate the
Huntingdon from the Ramsey and Bury samples. The
Bury samples also have a different centroid from the
Ramsey samples. All of the Fabric A samples come from
Huntingdon, as does the Fabric C sample. However, this
division also separates the Fabric B samples from each of
the three sites. Examination of the normalised data
suggests that the most important elements are chromium,
ytterbium, zirconium, magnesium and scandium. Since
the Huntingdon samples come from several sites, this
result is unlikely to be due to specific burial conditions.
Furthermore, zirconium is mainly found in zircon, which
is a resistate mineral and therefore, unlikely to have been
affected by groundwater. However, as a heavy mineral it
could easily be affected by the conditions under which
parent clays or sands were deposited. These results
therefore hint that the Huntingdon and Ramsey/Bury
samples might have been produced in different centres. If
so, there is no possibility of using thin-section analysis or
visual study of the fabric to distinguish these sources,
apart from Fabric A, which only occurs at Huntingdon.

Relationship of Ramsey Abbey clay and Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware
A single sample of natural clay from Ramsey Abbey was
examined using thin-section and ICPS analyses (Vince
2006b). Comparison with the Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware samples shows that it has a very different
composition. The ICPS data shows that the sample has a
much higher rare earth element count, probably due to the
reduced, organic nature of the clay, which includes lenses
of blue-black clay. Omitting these elements, a second
factor analysis also failed to match the Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware samples and in fact matches more closely
samples of Ely ware from consumer sites in Ely.
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Figure 11.26  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware
(HUNFSW). Factor analysis of all the ICPS data, except

for calcium, strontium and phosphorus

Figure 11.27  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware
(HUNFSW). Plot of F3 against F4 scores

Figure 11.28  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware
(HUNFSW). Factor analysis F3 and F6, by find spot



Relationship of Ely ware and Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware
(Fig. 11.29)
The ICPS data for the Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy wares
was then compared with that from samples of Medieval
Ely wares, both from production sites in Ely itself and

from consumer sites in Ely and elsewhere in
Cambridgeshire. A factor analysis found six factors of
which one (F3) distinguished the Huntingdonshire Fen
Sandy ware from most of the Ely ware comparanda.
However, four samples from Ramsey, two from Swavesey,
four from Huntingdon and two from Ely also have high F3
scores, although all can be distinguished from the
Huntingdonshire Fen samples by their F4 scores (Fig.
11.29). This analysis therefore confirms that Ely ware and
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware can be distinguished
using their chemical compositions but that it is likely that
some Medieval Ely-type ware was actually produced
closer to Huntingdon/Ramsey. Closer study allowed the
Ely samples to be excluded from this Ely-type group but
confirmed the similarity of the Huntingdon, Ramsey and
Swavesey samples . Factor analysis of the
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and this Ely-type group
suggests that there may be three sources represented: a)
the Huntingdon Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy wares; b) the
Ramsey/Bury Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy wares; and c)
the Swavesey/Ramsey/Huntingdon Ely-type wares (Table
11.5).

Relationship of Colne ware and Huntingdonshire Fen
Sandy ware
(Figs 11.30–11.32)
A late medieval pottery production site existed at Colne, to
the east of Ramsey, Bury and Huntingdon, but producing
ware with a similar, though coarser-textured, mixed
sand-tempered fabric. Indeed, three of the Colne-type
vessels from consumer sites, sampled for comparison with
the kiln material, have a fabric which is identical in thin
section to Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware Fabric A
(V4360, V4362 and V4363).

Factor analysis of the Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ICPS data, together with data from samples from the
Colne production site and Colne-type ware from
consumer sites, reveals four factors. A plot of the first two
factors (Fig. 11.30) indicates that the two Huntingdon-
shire Fen Sandy chemical groups (Ramsey/Bury and
Huntingdon) are clearly separated from the Colne samples
but that one of the coarse sand-tempered Huntingdon
samples and two of the finer, more Huntingdonshire Fen
Sandy ware looking samples from Huntingdon match
with the Huntingdonshire Fen group from Huntingdon.
Two of the Huntingdon Colne ware samples and all of
those from Caxton match the Colne production waste. The
third and fourth factors confirm that the Colne samples are
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Figure 11.29  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy wares, F3 and
F4 compared with samples of Medieval Ely wares from

Ely, Cambridgeshire and elsewhere

Sample Site Context Fabric Group

V0835 HUNSR99 228 ?MEL Huntingdon

V0836 HUNSR99 314 MEL Huntingdon

V0838 HUNSR99 4 ?MEL/OLSW Huntingdon

V0843 RASAB96 1171 MEL Ramsey

V0845 RASAB96 1008 MEL Ramsey

V0846 RASAB96 1171 MELT Ramsey

V0847 RASAB96 1069 MELT Ramsey

V0851 SWASL97 1002 MELT Swavesey

V0852 SWASL97 1443 MELT Swavesey

Table 11.5 Ely-type wares with a similar chemical
composition to Hunts Fen Sandy wares

Figure 11.30  Factor analysis of the Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ICPS data (F1 and F2) compared with data

from samples from the Colne production site and
Colne-type ware from consumer sites

Figure 11.31  Factor analysis of the Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ICPS data (F3 and F4) together with data

from samples from the Colne production site and
Colne-type ware from consumer sites



distinguishable from the Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
wares and again place the Huntingdon fine-textured
Colne-type ware samples with the HUNFSW (Fig. 11.31).
Factor analysis restricted to samples from Huntingdon
finds four factors (Fig. 11.32). The first two show one
large cluster, with the coarse Colne-type wares plotting at
the edge of this cluster but the third and fourth factors
separate these coarse Colne-type ware samples from the
remainder.

These results suggest that there was a production site
supplying Huntingdon with Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
ware and with Colne-type ware. The Huntingdon fine
Colne-type ware samples are indistinguishable from the
Huntingdonshire Fen samples and could therefore have
been produced at the same site in contrast to the Ely-type
wares which are distinguishable from both the
Huntingdon and Ramsey/Bury samples. Alternatively, it
might be that these four Huntingdon fine Colne-type ware
samples should actually be re-classified as Huntingdon-
shire Fen Sandy ware.

Relationship of Roman Shell-tempered wares and
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware
(Figs 11.33–11.35)
The Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ICPS data were then
compared with that from a series of shell-tempered wares
of Roman, Late Saxon and medieval date: St Neots-type
ware (NEOT); Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT);
Iron Age shelly ware from Earith (EARITH IA);
Romano-British shelly ware from Earith (EARITH RB);
Romano-British shelly ware from a kiln at Earith
(EARITH KILN) and Haddon (HADDON KILN).

Factor analysis found four factors. A plot of F1 against
F2 scores (Fig. 11.33) separated the Huntingdonshire Fen
sandy wares from all of the comparanda except for the
Romano-British shelly ware from Earith. However, the
plot of F3 against F4 scores (Fig. 11.34) shows that the F4
scores separate all the Earith samples from the remainder.
This separation is due mainly to the high barium values in
the Earith samples, which are in turn correlated with
phosphorus (Pearson’s co-efficient for this dataset 0.45)
and therefore quite likely to be due to post-burial
alteration.

The analysis was repeated omitting not only barium
but also any elements which might be likely to be present
in the sand fraction (such as sodium, potassium, iron,

titanium, and vanadium). The resulting factor analysis
found three factors and a plot of F1 against F3 scores (Fig.
11.35) separates the two Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
groups from each other and from all the comparanda.

The results of this analysis indicate that the Hunting-
donshire Fen Sandy ware groups were not produced from
the same clays as those used in Cambridgeshire to produce
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Figure 11.32  Factor analysis of the Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ICPS data from Huntingdon (F3 and F4)

Figure 11.33  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ICPS data
(F1 and F2) compared with that from a series of
shell-tempered wares of Roman, Late Saxon and

medieval date

Figure 11.34  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ICPS data
(F3 and F4) compared with that from a series of
shell-tempered wares of Roman, Late Saxon and

medieval date

Figure 11.35  Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ICPS data
(F3 and F1) compared with that from a series of
shell-tempered wares of Roman, Late Saxon and

medieval date)



shell-tempered wares in which the shell is likely to have
been present in the clay as dug. This result is only of
limited use since only two of these groups come from
known kiln sites, at Haddon and Earith, neither of which is
likely, given the main distribution of the products, to have
been the source of the Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware.

Conclusions
The Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy wares show some slight
variation in petrological composition and one group,
Fabric A, only occurs in samples from Huntingdon.
Chemical analysis, however, indicates that all of the
Huntingdon samples, even those which in thin section are
indistinguishable from those from Ramsey and Bury, form
a separate group. This may be due to post-burial alteration
and similar differences also separate some of the
Colne-type ware samples from Huntingdon from products
of the Colne industry. The mean values for both groups are
very similar, however. Despite the slightness of the
differences, it is possible that they reflect differences in
source, since some of the Colne-type ware samples from
Huntingdon are distinguishable from other Huntingdon
samples and do group with Colne ware from the
production site.

Similarly, some of the samples of Medieval Ely-type
ware sampled for the Medieval Ely ware project have
compositions which are closer to those of Huntingdon-
shire Fen Sandy ware than they are to genuine Medieval
Ely ware. However, in this case the samples can also be
distinguished from Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and
therefore come from a separate source.

This study therefore suggests that there are several
different groups of wares made in the Huntingdon/
Ramsey area of west central Cambridgeshire:

Group 1: Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware from
Ramsey and Bury

Group 2: Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware from
Huntingdon, together with some Colne-type ware
samples from Huntingdon

Group 3: Medieval Ely-type ware from Huntingdon,
Ramsey and Swavesey

A minimal view, however, would place both Groups 1
and 2 together. These groups are distinguishable from
each other and from products from Ely, Colne, Haddon
and Earith.

One of the remaining questions concerns the identity
of the clays and sands used to produce Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware. Huntingdon is located in the Great Ouse
Valley with outcrops of Oxford Clay and boulder clay
available locally. Sand resources consist of the first to
second and third terrace gravels of the Ouse and a small
outcrop of glacial gravel at Little Stukeley. The Bury/
Ramsey area is also located on Oxford Clay with boulder
clay available nearby but sand/gravel resources consist
solely of March Sands, a marine sand of possible
Ipswichian age which underlies most of Ramsey. Head
deposits surrounding this deposit are probably a mixture
of March Sands and Oxford Clay. A sample of clay from
Ramsey Abbey (Vince 2006b) is probably from this head
and includes lenses of a blue-grey clay with black mottled
clay pellets, voids which might have contained calcareous
inclusions and a fine-textured, non-calcareous ground-
mass. The other clay is sandy and probably consists of
quartzose inclusions of Triassic origin and angular flint.
No calcareous inclusions were present. It is dangerous to

judge from a single sample, which may have been
decalcified, but neither the petrology nor the chemical
composition of this sample suggest that Huntingdonshire
Fen Sandy ware could have been produced at Ramsey. The
rounded opaque grains which are a distinct feature of
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, for example, should
survive decalcification and are absent. Samples of the
local sand and clay resources or ceramics definitely made
from them in the Huntingdon and the Ramsey/Bury areas
are required to take this study further.

IV. South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous
Buff Ware (SEFEN) and Medieval Ely-type
Ware Variants (MELT)

Introduction
(Fig. 11.36)
Excavations in Ely revealed it to be the centre of a large
pottery industry. Analysis of samples from consumer sites
in Cambridgeshire and further afield confirmed that in
thin-section and chemical analysis, samples of visually-
similar wares were indistinguishable from those from Ely.
However, a number of vessels were dissimilar, either in
thin-section or chemical analysis, or both. To investigate
these further, twelve samples from Huntingdon and Bury
(to the west of Ely) and Burwell and Soham (to the
south-east) were studied: the Burwell and Soham sites lie
on Chalk whilst the Bury and Huntingdon sites lie on
Oxford Clay although in both areas much of the terrain is
covered with Quaternary deposits (Table 11.6 and Fig.
11.36).

Methodology
The methodology utilised is detailed in Section II above.
A range of major elements was measured and expressed as
percent oxides and a range of trace elements were
measured and expressed in parts per million.

Thin-section analysis
All the thin sections were examined and a list of inclusion
types made and characteristics of the groundmass (i.e.
undifferentiated material less than 0.1mm across) noted.
On this basis, the sections were grouped into three fabrics.

Fabric A (SEFEN)
Six samples of SEFEN from Soham are listed in Table 9.23.
This fabric is defined by a light coloured groundmass which
includes moderate microfossils. The following inclusion
types were noted:
• Sub-angular quartz. Sparse to moderate grains c. 0.2mm across.
• Rounded quartz. Moderate well-rounded grains up to 1.0mm across,

many of which contain brown-stained veins and have outlines which
suggest a Lower Cretaceous origin.

• Rounded micrite. Probably chalk or Kimmeridge Clay limestones.
Sparse fragments of non-ferroan calcite up to 0.5mm across, some
with spherical microfossils.

• Bivalve shell. Moderate fragments, mostly of thin-walled non-ferroan
calcite, up to 1.0mm long.

• Opaques. Moderate rounded grains up to 1.5mm across.
• Microfossils. Moderate non-ferroan calcite tests with ferroan calcite

infilling c. 0.1–0.2mm.
• Rounded chert. Sparse grains, probably of carboniferous chert and

derived from Triassic sandstones up to 0.5mm across.
• Rounded phosphate. Sparse dark brown grains up to 1.0mm across,

some containing spherical microfossils.
• Clay pellets. Rounded grains of similar texture to the groundmass with

brown staining, up to 1.0mm across
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• Clay/iron concretions. Sparse rounded grains up to 1.0mm across with
an oolitic structure.

• Angular flint. Rare fragments up to 1.0mm long.
• Rounded flint. Moderate brown-stained fragments up to 1.0mm across.
• Chalcedony. Rare light brown rounded fragments.
The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic light
brown baked clay minerals and sparse ferroan calcite
specks, some of which are identifiable as fragmentary
microfossils.

Fabric B (Medieval Ely ware variant, MELT)
There are two samples of Fabric B (V4412 and V4416),
from Huntingdon, Stukeley Road and Burwell, Reach Road
respectively. The fabric is characterised by dense black
groundmass and, where visible, a light grey isotropic
groundmass. The following inclusion types were noted:
• Rounded quartz. Abundant grains up to 0.4mm across.
• Heat-altered calcareous inclusions. Sparse rounded heat-altered

calcareous inclusions mainly up to 0.4mm across but rarely up to
1.5mm. Some are voids and others filled with a partially isotropic
material which has taken up a pink stain from Dickson’s method.

• Bivalve shell. Sparse voids and heat-altered inclusions (as above) up
to 0.5mm long.

• Rounded chert. Sparse grains up to 0.4mm across.
• Sandstone. Sparse rounded fragments up to 0.4mm across containing

quartz grains c. 0.1–0.2mm across.
• Angular flint. Rare fragments up to 0.5mm long.
• Opaques. Rare rounded fragments of similar colour and texture to the

groundmass. These may be clay/iron grains as in Fabric A or organic
relict clay.

The groundmass is mostly black and opaque with no visible
inclusions. One sample has a white slip composed of
anisotropic baked clay minerals, moderate angular quartz
grains and muscovite laths up to 0.05mm across. Both
sections have a non-organic outer margin which is grey and
isotropic, probably indicating that the clay was calcareous.

Fabric C (Medieval Ely ware variant, MELT)
Two samples (V4414 and V4418 from Bury, Owls End
and Burwell, Reach Road) have a similar range of
inclusions to those in Fabric A but their groundmasses
contain moderate angular quartz and muscovite laths up to
0.1mm long which are absent from Fabric A. Neither
section contains microfossils but in both cases the
calcareous inclusions appear to be leached. In one case
there is a large amount of post-burial phosphate filling of
laminae (V4414).

Discussion of thin section evidence
The difference between Fabrics A and C probably
indicates the use of a different parent clay but with similar
sand tempering. Fabric B, however, was produced from an
organic, calcareous clay different from those used in either
of the other two fabrics and with a finer-textured sand
tempering.

In the Ely area, there are calcareous clays in the Upper
Jurassic although samples of these which were collected
by David Hall and fired, thin-sectioned and analysed using
ICPS contain much less organic matter than is evident in
Fabric B. The fine-textured clay used in Fabric A, with its
distinctive microfossil fauna, may also be of Jurassic
origin whilst the silty, micaceous clay used in Fabric C is
reminiscent of Lower Cretaceous clays although it lacks
the diagnostic glauconite or altered glauconite/rounded
iron-rich grains which often occur in those clays. It is,
however, finer in texture than samples of Quaternary silt
collected from Broad Street, Ely, and fired, thin-sectioned
and analysed using ICPS.

The sand temper found in Fabric B is similar to that
found in several fabrics in south Lincolnshire and west
Cambridgeshire (Bourne ware, Baston ware, Colne ware
and Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware). All contain a sand
in which the predominant element is derived from Triassic
sandstones (quartz, chert and fine-grained sandstones) but
in which Jurassic fossiliferous limestone fragments, rare
Lower Cretaceous quartz, rare fresh flint and occasional
rounded chalk of Upper Cretaceous age are present.

The sand found in Fabrics A and C, however, is both
coarser in texture than those wares and contains a higher
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Form Burwell Bury Huntingdon Soham Total

Unknown 2 1 3

Bowl 1 1

Jar 5 5

Jug 1 1 1 3

Total 3 1 2 6 12

Table 11.6 Number of samples taken from Medieval Ely-
type wares, by locality

Figure 11.36  Solid Geology of the Huntingdonshire fen area



proportion of material of Cretaceous origin. This might
suggest a different source for the sand, probably to the
south-east of Ely, but could simply be a function of the
texture of the sand.

Chemical analysis
(Figs 11.37–11.38)

Relationship of petrological fabric and chemical
composition
The estimated silica content of the samples distinguishes
the Fabric C samples from the remainder. The ICPS data
for this batch of Ely-type wares was first analysed using
factor analysis as a group. Five factors were found. A
combination of F1 and F2 distinguished the Fabric B
samples from the remainder whilst Factor 5 and a
combination of Factors 3 and 4 distinguished Fabric C
from the remainder. In no cases were the differences clear
cut. Fabric B has lower manganese, lithium, nickel,
yttrium and dysprosium than the remainder and the
highest chromium and copper. Fabric C, however, cannot
be distinguished from Fabric A by any single element
values. These results suggest that Fabric B is indeed made
from a different clay from that used for Fabrics A and C
but that the difference between Fabrics A and C is solely
due to a variation in texture of the parent clay.

Relationship of findspot and chemical composition
The ICPS data were then examined to establish whether
there were any traits linked to findspot, which might either
suggest that the findspots were served by different
production sites or that burial conditions were affecting
chemical composition. Calcium and strontium values are
higher for the Soham samples than the remainder.
Similarly, the phosphorus values for each site have
different means (Burwell and Huntingdon being lowest,
followed by Soham and finally the Bury sample). Barium
is correlated with phosphorus as are two of the rare earth
elements, lanthanum and neodymium. All five elements,
therefore, are probably affected by burial conditions.

Relationship with other medieval Ely-type ware samples
The ICPS data for this batch of Ely type ware samples was
then compared with that from the previous study,
distinguishing material from the Potter’s Lane production
site from other material from the city, omitting the five

elements determined above to be affected by burial
conditions and also omitting lead and copper, which could
be contamination from glaze.

Five factors were found and a plot of the first two
factors distinguished the Fabric A and C samples from
most of the others except for one from Huntingdon and
three from Ely (Fig. 11.37).

The third and fourth factors separate four groups (Fig.
11.38). The first consists solely of the Potter’s Lane
samples; the second and third consist of samples from
consumer sites in Ely and elsewhere and the fourth group
consists solely of four of the five samples from Ramsey. In
this grouping, the Fabric A samples plot mainly in the
third group, alongside samples from Ely, one from
Huntingdon and one from Swavesey. The Fabric B
samples plot in the second group, alongside samples from
Ely, Huntingdon, Perth, Peterborough, Swavesey, and
Wisbech, and one of the Ramsey samples. One Fabric A
and one Fabric C sample also plot with this group.

The separation of the kiln products appears to be the
result of differences in a single rare earth element
(europium), whilst the distinction between the second and
third groups appears to be broadly-based and the second
group has higher mean estimated silica, sodium, calcium,
titanium, manganese, lithium, nickel, scandium,
strontium, samarium, dysprosium, and cobalt whilst the
third group has higher levels of aluminium, potassium,
phosphorus and barium, chromium, copper, yttrium, zinc,
and lead. The four Ramsey samples which form the fourth
group have higher mean titanium and zirconium values,
both present in heavy minerals.

Several of the elements which differ in frequency
between the two groups are either those affected by burial
or those affected by glaze contamination. Nevertheless,
the remainder are unlikely to have been affected by these
processes and this does suggest that there was a difference
in the clay or temper used in these groups. The fifth factor
does not distinguish the samples in any easily
interpretable way.

This analysis suggests that the Fabric A and C samples
can be distinguished from all but three of the Ely ware
samples: one each from Huntingdon, Swavesey and Ely
(V835, V852 and V59, Spoerry 2008, tables 9 and 10) –
whereas the Fabric B samples appear to be standard Ely
products.
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Figure 11.37  South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous
Buff ware (Fabric A) and Medieval Ely-type wares
(Fabrics B–C, F1 and F2), compared with relevant

samples from Cambridgeshire and elsewhere

Figure 11.38  South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous
Buff ware (Fabric A) and Medieval Ely-type wares
(Fabrics B–C, F3 and F4), compared with relevant

samples from Cambridgeshire and elsewhere



Relationship of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware and
Medieval Ely-type ware
(Fig. 11.39)
Chemical analysis of samples of Huntingdonshire Fen
Sandy ware suggests that the samples from Bury and
Ramsey might have been made in a different centre to
those from Huntingdon. The Fabrics A and C Ely-type
ware samples from this batch, and the three matching Ely
ware samples from the first Ely ware study were compared
with those two groups and four factors were found. A plot
of F1 against F2 (Fig. 11.39) shows that all but one of the
Fabric A and C samples form a distinct group with the
Huntingdon Ely ware samples, whereas the two other Ely
ware samples and the remaining Fabric A sample (V4415)
group with the Ramsey/Bury samples. The third and
fourth factor scores do not distinguish any of the groups.

These results suggest that the apparent match of the
Fabric A/C samples with two of the Ely ware samples is
probably illusory although that with the Huntingdon
sample might be real.

Relationship of Colne ware and Ely-type ware
(Fig. 11.40–11.41)
The ICPS data for the Medieval Ely-type ware samples
was compared with that from samples of Colne ware, both
from the production site at Colne and from samples from
consumer sites. Factor analysis was carried out and four
factors were found. A plot of the first against the second
factor scores (Fig. 11.40) separates all but one of the
Medieval Ely-type ware Fabric A and C samples from the
Colne ware samples, with which the Fabric B samples
plot. The Fabric A and C samples have a higher mean
estimated silica content, and higher mean sodium,
manganese, barium, copper, lithium, nickel, strontium,
yttrium, zirconium, lanthanum, neodymium, samarium,
europium, dysprosium, ytterbium and cobalt contents.
The only Colne ware sample which has similar F1 and F2
scores is one from Huntingdon (V4372) which has a finer
sand temper, similar to that of Ely ware. However, a plot of
the third and fourth factor scores (Fig. 11.41) shows that
this sample has a high F4 score which distinguishes it
from the remainder. The single Fabric A sample which has
similar F1 and F2 scores to the Colne ware samples
(V4415) has similar F3 and F4 scores to the other Fabric A
samples. One of the samples which has similar F1 and F2
scores to the other Fabric A samples has a F3 score which
places it with the two Fabric B samples, which are
separated from the Colne ware samples by their F4 scores.
This analysis shows that Fabric A and C are dissimilar to
Colne ware in chemical composition, whereas the Fabric
B samples are closer in composition, although still
distinguishable.

Conclusions
The thin-section and chemical compositional analysis of a
sample of Medieval Ely-type ware vessels shows that two,
denoted here as Fabric B, are likely to have been Ely
products whilst the remainder (Fabrics A and C) are likely
to be the products of a separate industry. Their
petrological characteristics distinguish them from
Medieval Ely ware and from Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy
and Colne wares.

The majority of the samples come from south-east
Cambridgeshire, Soham and Burwell, on the chalk and
this distribution, together with the lack of obvious Jurassic

material and the low quantity of Triassic-derived grains
may indicate a source in that area.

Within that area of south-east Cambridgeshire there
are two likely clays, the Kimmeridge Clay and the Gault
Clay. The Kimmeridge Clay, which outcrops at Ely where
not masked by lower Cretaceous Woburn Sands, consists
in the lower parts of the deposit of rhythmic deposits of
siltstones overlain by dark grey mudstones and pale grey
calcareous mudstones. The upper parts of the Kimmeridge
Clay are a mixture of very calcareous mudstones and oil
shales. It is the latter deposits which were probably used to
produce Medieval Ely ware and which are responsible for
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Figure 11.39  Relationship of Huntingdonshire Fen
Sandy ware and Medieval Ely-type ware (F1 and F2)

Figure 11.40  Relationship of Colne ware and Medieval
Ely-type ware (F1 and F2)

Figure 11.41  Relationship of Colne ware and Medieval
Ely-type ware (F3 and F4)



the calcareous, highly organic groundmass. Some of the
limestones in the Kimmeridge Clay are noted as being
coccolith-rich and therefore potentially some of the
micrite clasts with spherical microfossils, found in Fabric
A might be from this source. The Gault Clay outcrops
above various Lower Cretaceous sands and sandstones:
the Lower Greensand, the Carstone, the Woburn Sands
and the Sandringham Beds and below the chalk. The
upper beds of the Gault Clay are noted as being rich in
microfossils, including coccoliths. These upper beds are
also less silty than the lower ones.

Much of the Gault outcrop in south-east
Cambridgeshire is masked by recent deposits but it
outcrops on the south side of the Little Ouse, to the north
of Soham. Both of these sources apparently match
observed traits in the Fabric A and C samples but no
further progress can be made in determining the source of
the Fabric A/B Ely-type ware until samples of the possible
clays and sands or ceramics known to have been made
from them have been examined and analysed.

V. Colne Ware (CONM), Late Medieval
Colne Ware (CONLM) and Colne-type Ware
from Caxton and Bourn (CONCAX)

Introduction
As part of a programme of scientific analysis of pottery
fabrics from Cambridgeshire of Anglo-Saxon and
medieval date, thirty samples were taken of later medieval
pottery production waste from Colne and of visually
similar pottery from Caxton (22.5km to the south of
Colne) and Huntingdon (16km to the west).

The Colne pottery has been studied by Hilary Healey
who divided the fabrics into three: A, B and C. The
samples from the production site were chosen by Dr
Spoerry to include the actual published examples
identified by Healey (COLSA91). In addition, a sandier
version of the fabric was identified by Spoerry and
examples of this were sampled from Colne and
Huntingdon. Finally, three of the samples from Caxton
were identified by Spoerry as Colne-type rather than
Colne ware (V4399, V4400, V4401).

The aims of this study are therefore to establish firstly
whether or not Colne ware has any distinctive petrological
or chemical characteristics which can be used to distinguish
it from other visually similar wares (such as Bourne/Baston
ware); secondly to determine whether the samples from
Caxton and Huntingdon could be Colne products and
thirdly whether the various visually-identified fabric
groups have any petrological or chemical validity.

Thin-section analysis
Thin sections were prepared by Steve Caldwell,
University of Manchester, and stained using Dickson’s
(1965) method.

Thin section analysis reveals a similar range of
inclusions in each sample. However, the relative
frequency of the inclusions varies, as does their size and
texture. No correlation could be found between these
features and the various fabric groups recognised visually
and therefore a single fabric description is given here. The
following inclusion types are present in thin section:
• Quartz. The fabric contains quartz grains of varying size, roundness

and sphericity. Three distinctive types can be identified: sub-angular
grains up to 0.3mm across which sometimes show signs of

overgrowth; well-rounded, high sphericity grains up to 1.0mm across
(and more common in the coarser-textured fabrics); and well-rounded,
low sphericity grains, some of which contain iron-stained veins. These
types are respectively likely to be of Jurassic sandstone; Triassic and
Lower Cretaceous age.

• Sandstone. Two types of sandstone inclusion are present. The first,
present in small quantities in all samples, consists of rounded
fragments c. 0.4mm across containing interlocking grains up to
0.2mm across. Fragments of this sort are a component of cover sands
in the East Midlands derived from Triassic sandstones. The other type
consists of sub-angular fragments up to 1.5mm across containing
angular grains c. 0.1–0.2mm across. This type appears to be a
decalcified version of the calcareous sandstone (see below).

• Calcareous sandstone. Sparse to moderate sub-angular fragments of
sandstone consisting of angular quartz grains c. 0.1–0.2mm across
with a cement of ferroan calcite. It is only present in low-fired samples
with an optically anisotropic baked clay groundmass. This sandstone
is probably of Jurassic origin.

• Fossiliferous limestone. Sparse to moderate rounded fragments of
limestone containing bivalve shell, echinoid shell, echinoid spines and
ostracods (sometimes with both valves still in place). These are all
composed of non-ferroan calcite and the groundmass consists of
ferroan calcite. These fragments are present in both low- and
high-fired samples but the ferroan calcite groundmass is only visible
in the lower-fired samples.

• Opaques. Moderate well-rounded grains ranging from c. 0.2mm to
1.5mm across. Most contain no inclusions and are completely opaque
(unlike some iron-rich clay pellets).

• Mudstone. Sparse rounded fragments up to 2.0mm across. Some of
these have a similar colour and texture to the groundmass but show
bedding. Others are darker in colour than the groundmass and have a
darkened halo, suggesting that they are detrital grains.

• Organics. Sparse voids, some containing carbonised organic matter.
Some have a clear structure (stem or root) and others are amorphous,
sometimes surrounded by a darkened halo.

• Flint. Rare to sparse fragments, mostly angular and unstained up to
1.5mm long. Some rounded, brown-stained grains are present (e.g.
V4401).

• Ooliths. A single sample, V4379, contained a single oolith, 0.5mm
across

The groundmass consists of optically anisotropic or
isotropic baked clay minerals with sparse angular quartz
inclusions up to 0.1mm across. The isotropic samples tend
to have a redder colour and the calcareous inclusions are
usually either partially or completely burnt out. Two
exceptional samples are V4380 which contains moderate
angular quartz c. 0.1mm across and V4390 which contains
very little quartz. The Colne A samples tend to be
lower-fired than the remainder.

The size-range and texture of the inclusions varies.
The majority of the samples contain no inclusions larger
than 0.5mm and two contain noticeably fewer inclusions
than the remainder. A number of samples have inclusions
of which the largest are greater than 0.5mm and less than
1.0mm across and a small number of samples contain
inclusions which are in excess of 1.0mm across. There is
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Figure 11.42  Colne ware, showing mean values and
standard deviations for each of the visual fabric groups



no obvious correlation between inclusion size and visual
fabric group.

Interpretation
The inclusions are probably from a detrital sand containing
material of Triassic, Jurassic, Lower Cretaceous and later
(rounded flint) date. This mixture of sources suggests that
the sand comes from a deposit laid down by a south-flowing
water body and the size and angularity of the calcareous
sandstone suggests that the source of this sandstone is not
particularly distant from Colne.

Colne itself lies on first to second terrace gravels at the
junction of the Ouse and the fens overlying Ampthill Clay.
However, a reasonable proportion of the inclusions cannot
have been derived from the area drained by the Ouse and
must either be redeposited from glacial deposits or, at the
mouth of the Ouse, there is a component of northern origin
in the gravels.

Chemical analysis
(Figs 11.42–11.46)
Samples of each sherd were prepared for chemical analysis
by sawing off a small piece and removing the outer
surfaces. The resulting lump was then crushed to a fine
powder which was submitted to Royal Holloway College,
London, Department of Geology and analysed using
Inductively-Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy (ICP-AES)
under the supervision of Dr J.N. Walsh. The results consist
of a series of values for a group of major elements,

expressed as percent oxides, and a series of values for
minor and trace elements, expressed as parts per million.

The frequency of silica was not measured but was
estimated by subtraction of the total oxides from 100%.
The mean values and standard deviations for each of the
visual fabric groups is shown in Figure 11.42. There is a
range of silica values from 60.3% to 75.0% but too few
samples of most groups to determine whether there is a
significant difference between fabrics. The two fabric
groups with the most samples, Colne B and C, show no
difference in silica content. A difference of 15% in silica
content has a diluting effect on the frequency of other
elements and therefore the data were normalised to
aluminium before investigation using factor analysis.

Factor analysis was carried out using all elements
except for those affected by burial conditions, i.e. Ca, Ba,
P and Sr. This analysis found five factors and a plot of the
first against the second factor was carried out, grouping
the samples by visual fabric and by findspot. This revealed
that the ungrouped Colne samples and the Colne-type
samples have higher F2 scores than the remainder. These
are all samples from Caxton and Huntingdon (Fig. 11.43).
High Factor 2 scores are probably due to high weightings
for Zr and Ti, and to a lesser extent Cu and Cr. Figure 11.44
shows the normalised Zr and Ti values by findspot and
indicates that some of the Huntingdon and all of the
Caxton samples have higher Zr than Colne. Figure 11.45
is a scatterplot of normalised Cu against Cr values and also
clearly distinguishes the Colne from the Caxton and
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Figure 11.43  Colne ware (F1 and F2) compared with
samples from Caxton and Huntingdon

Figure 11.44  Colne ware, normalised Zr and Ti values
by findspot

Figure 11.45  Colne ware, scatterplot of normalised Cu
against Cr values, comparing them with Caxton and

Huntingdon samples

Figure 11.46  Colne ware, scatterplot of normalised Yb
against Nd scores, comparing them with Caxton and

Huntingdon samples



Huntingdon samples. A difference between this plot and
that in Figure 11.44 is that all of the Huntingdon samples
are distinguished from the Colne ones.

Since neither Zr nor Ti should be mobile post-burial it
seems likely that the difference in their frequencies does
reflect a difference in composition between the samples
from Colne and elsewhere. A second factor analysis, using
just the minor and trace elements, found that the Colne
samples are distinguished from the remainder by their
lower rare earth element scores (e.g. Fig 11.46, a plot of
normalised Yb against Nd scores). The differences,
however, are very small.

Conclusions
There are no clear differences visible in thin section
between the samples from the Colne kiln site and those
from Caxton and Huntingdon. However, the fabric is
variable, partly as a result of differences in the size and
frequency of sand inclusions and partly as a result of firing
differences.

Chemical analysis does, however, show differences
between the Colne and the remaining samples, and to a
lesser extent between the Caxton and Huntingdon
samples. Since these include variations in elements with a
low mobility it is likely that they do reflect real differences
in composition.

Whether these differences imply that the Huntingdon
and Caxton samples come from another source, or from
different batches of clay used at Colne, is not known but
they do raise the possibility that the Colne kiln is a minor
part of a larger industry and that Colne-type ware may
have been produced over a wider area.

VI. South Cambridgeshire and Essex Wares
(SCAGS, SCAMSW, SCASS and EMEMS)

Introduction
Samples of medieval pottery of types which are thought to
have been made in south-eastern Cambridgeshire or Essex
were submitted for analysis using thin sections and ICPS.
Alongside these Cambridgeshire samples, pottery from
the production sites at Castle Hedingham and Harlow
were also analysed. The wares were assigned by Dr
Spoerry into a series of fabric groups based on the visual
appearance of the fabric (Table 11.7).

Thin-section analysis
Each section was examined and the presence, absence and
character of a series of inclusion types ware recorded:
• Rounded quartz. Three samples contained only sparse rounded quartz

inclusions whilst the remaining sections contained moderate to
abundant quartz. The inclusions could be divided into a fine group,
where the largest grains were less than 0.3mm across and a coarse
group, where the largest grains ranged up to 1.0mm across. In five
sections the abundant coarse quartz grains had an opaque or dark
brown coating (all Medieval Sandy-type ware, MSWT; now
SCAMSW). In no other cases was there a strong correlation of visual
group and the character of the quartz sand.

• Chert. In thirty of the forty-six samples, sparse rounded fragments of
chert were recorded. In all cases it is likely that these are of
Carboniferous origin rather than Lower Cretaceous or Tertiary, the
other potential sources to be expected in ceramics from the
Cambridgeshire/Essex area. The size of the chert grains follows that of
the rounded quartz and it is clear that the chert entered the pottery
alongside the quartz sand.

• Flint. Ten sections contained rare or sparse flint and in no case was the
flint large enough to establish its character (staining, rounding).

• Glauconite. Twenty-two sections contained glauconite or altered
glauconite ranging up to 0.2 or 0.3mm across. In fifteen of these, the
glauconite was moderately abundant.

• Muscovite. Thirty-five sections contained some laths of muscovite
and these were moderate and up to 0.4mm in length in twenty sections.

• Biotite. Sparse laths of biotite were noted in seven sections.
• Angular quartz silt. Fragments of angular quartz silt were present in

forty-one of the thin sections and in forty they were moderate or
abundant.

• Light-coloured grog. In two sections, both Grog-tempered Shelly
ware (GROG SW), moderate fragments of light-coloured group were
recorded. They are the most distinctive visual characteristic of GROG
SW (now SCAGS).

• Calcareous inclusions. In nine sections, calcareous inclusions of
various sorts were present. In two of these, one GROG SW and one
MICFSW (now SCASS), they consist of nacreous shell fragments
pressed into the external surface of the vessel.

• Matrix iron content. In two samples the groundmass has a light colour
indicative of a low iron content (Micaceous Sandy ware (MICSW) and
Medieval Sandy ware (MSW)) but in all others the colour range is
similar.

• Opaque grains. Sparse rounded opaque grains were present in
forty-three sections.

• Clay/iron. Clay pellets with a higher iron content than the groundmass
were present in thirty-one sections. In some cases, they could be seen
to be concretions with an oolitic structure, formed in the parent clay,
and in the remainder their origin could not be determined.

• Acid igneous. Sparse acid igneous rock fragments were present in one
section.

• Basic igneous. Basic igneous rock fragments were present in two
sections.

• Organics. Sparse organic inclusions, probably rootlets, were present
in eighteen sections.

Interpretation
The quartz and chert sand is probably derived ultimately
from Triassic deposits in the East Midlands and the Vale of
York but is found throughout the Midlands and East
Anglia as a result of glacial and pre-glacial sedimentation.
The division into coarse and fine sand is not an indication
of source but reflects a choice by the potters. It is therefore
an important cultural factor but cannot be used to
characterise the pottery. The micaceous quartz silt found
in most of the samples could have several origins: Lower
Cretaceous deposits; Tertiary clays; glacial re-working of
either of these deposits or post-glacial fenland silts.
Glauconite and altered glauconite is indicative of Lower
Cretaceous clays, although it does occur in some Tertiary
clays in south-east Essex. Biotite is commonly noted in
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New fabric Old fabric No. of
samples

Diagnostic features

SCAGS GROG SW 2 Light-coloured grog
fragments

HEDIC HEDIC 3

HARLOW Medieval
Harlow

1

SCASS MICFSW 15 Can be divided into
glauconitic and glauconite-
free groups

EMEMS MICSW 14 Can be subdivided into
coarse and fine groups
based on the size range of
the quartz sand inclusions

EMEMS MICSWT 1

EMEMS MSW 4

SCAMSW MSWT 5

Table 11.7 Samples used in TS and ICPS analysis of south
Cambridgeshire and Essex wares



fenland silts, presumably reflecting the reworking of
glacial tills. Acid igneous rock fragments could occur in
glacial and later deposits throughout the two counties but
basic igneous rocks probably indicate a glacial or post-
glacial source of northern origin. However, such erratics
are mainly restricted to the northern parts of East Anglia
and the eastern parts of Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire.

The light-coloured clays could be of Middle Jurassic
(e.g. Estuarine Beds) or Tertiary origin (e.g. Reading
Beds). None of these rules of thumb produces clear-cut
groupings within the forty-six samples.

Chemical analysis
(Fig. 11.47)
The estimated silica content of the samples was examined
by modified fabric group. All samples have quite high
silica contents, ranging from 67% to 78%. The mean value
is 72.86% and the mean and standard deviations by fabric
group show no obvious patterning (Table 11.8).

Factor analysis of the normalised ICPS data found five
factors and the first factor separates the three SCAMSW
(MSWT) samples from the remainder. The second factor
separates all but one of the SCASS (MICFSW) samples
from the remainder. The SCAGS (GROG SW) samples
have similar F1 and F2 scores to the SCASS (MICFSW)
ones but all the remaining samples form a single cluster,
albeit one with probable patterning within it (Fig. 11.47).
Omitting these three groups and re-running the factor
analysis produced no clear groupings.

Discussion and conclusions
Since the four groups recognised in the factor analysis of
the ICPS data are also discernable in thin section it seems
likely that they reflect real differences in source. The first
group, the three SCAMSW (MSWT) samples, contains no
silt and has an iron-coated quartz sand. Two samples
originally included in SCAMSW (MSWT) contain
abundant quartz silt and have been separated into EMEMS
(MSWT-silty). Their chemical composition shows no
similarity to the SCAMSW (MSWT) group. The

fine-textured groundmass suggests the use of a Jurassic
clay but the identity of the iron-coated quartz is not
known. Iron-cemented sandstones occur in the Middle
Jurassic (e.g. the Northampton Sands).

The second group, the SCASS (MICFSW) samples,
has a variable quantity of fine rounded quartz sand and is
characterised by abundant silt and some muscovite with
no glauconite. None of the samples has any traits in thin
section which could help to localise the production area
but the difference between this group and the remaining
silty wares (which include the Hedingham samples)
suggests a different source. Sample V4327 was
transferred to this group from MSW because of its
similarity in thin-section and ICPS analysis.

The third group, the two SCAGS (GROG SW)
samples, is grouped on the basis of the light-coloured grog
inclusions and the similarity of the two samples to each
other in chemical composition. There are, however,
differences in thin section between the two samples.

The fourth group consists of all the remaining
Cambridgeshire samples, and the three Hedingham
samples. This group includes several modified visual
fabric groups (Table 11.9). The fact that the three
Hedingham samples fall into this group suggests an Essex
origin but it should be noted that the Hedingham samples
are unusual within this group in having no altered
glauconite inclusions.

The single Medieval Harlow ware sample forms an
outlier, as do the two samples with low iron content clays
and the EMEMS (MICSW) and EMEMS (MICSWT)
samples.
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New sub-fabric Old sub-fabric No. Mean Std. Dev.

SCAGS GROG SW 2 71.39 0.10

HEDIC HEDIC 3 74.41 1.86

HARLOW MED HARLOW 1 71.30 -

SCASS MICFSW 10 70.72 1.06

EMEMS MICFSW+G 5 73.58 3.15

EMEMS MICSW 1 73.17 -

EMEMS MICSW-coarse 6 72.83 2.84

EMEMS MICSW-fine 6 74.01 3.45

EMEMS MICSW-low fe 1 78.38 -

EMEMS MICSWT 1 78.23 -

EMEMS MSW 2 71.82 1.04

EMEMS LI MSW-low fe 1 77.24 -

EMEMS MSW-overfired 1 71.81 -

SCAMSW MSWT 3 73.00 0.44

EMEMS MSWT-silty 2 71.66 6.30

THET THET-type 1 73.39 -

Entire sample 46 72.86 2.80

Table 11.8 Chemical analysis of south Cambridgeshire
and Essex wares

Figure 11.47  South Cambridgeshire and Essex wares
(F1 and F2)

New sub-fabric Old sub-fabric Total

HEDIC HEDIC 3

EMEMS MICFSW+G 5

EMEMS MICSW-coarse 6

EMEMS MICSW-fine 6

EMEMS MSW 2

EMEMS MSW-overfired 1

EMEMS MSWT-silty 2

THET THET-type 1

Total 26

Table 11.9 South Cambridgeshire and Essex wares:
modified visual fabric groups



Chapter 12. Thin Sections, Stage 2
by Alice Lyons

I. Thetford-type Ware (THET)

Twenty-six samples from six sites in Wereham, Norfolk
(13294WER), Brandon Road, Thetford (37158THD) and
Huntingdon (HUNTCR07, HUNHAR05, HUNHAR08,
HUNWHS05) were analysed (Tables 9.3, 12.1 and 12.2).
Most samples are from wheel-made jar/bowl sherds. The
sherds are visually similar, comprising reduced (blue
grey) fabric with oxidised (light yellowish) brown
surfaces (some also have red margins). Thin-section
analysis revealed three distinct groups. Table 12.3
summarises the results of the analysis.

THET (Q)
Fairly dense clay matrix with common naturally occurring
silt-sized quartz grains, strands of silver mica and clay
pellets. Common small, medium and large angular quartz
have been added as a deliberate temper.

THET (LQ)
A fairly dense lime-rich clay matrix; although little
limestone remains in situ – it is largely apparent by
‘reaction rims’ where the limestone has dissolved over
time. Most samples have silt-sized quartz grains, strands
of silver mica, quartzite and clay pellets. Abundant small
and medium angular quartz and common large angular
quartz have been added as a deliberate temper.

THET (LQR)
Fairly dense lime-rich clay matrix with common holes.
The holes have been formed both by quartz loss and where
limestone has been dissolved. Silt-sized quartz grains and
dark red particles are both common natural components of
the clay. Abundant small, medium and large angular
quartz grains have been added as a deliberate temper.

II. Early Medieval Ware (EMW)

Five samples (L325–L329) were taken in this fabric – all
from the same site (Wereham Pipeline, 13294WER). The
samples are remarkably consistent and reflect a single
source of manufacture (Table 12.4). All the samples came
from jars with a dark grey fabric and yellowish red to
greyish brown surfaces.
Clay:
• Fairly dense (but holey) clay matrix
• Silt-sized quartz grains
• Lime-rich, with ‘reaction-rims’ where fragments of lime have

dissolved over time
Glacial indicators:
• Occasional plagioclase feldspar
• Some strands of silver mica
• Some quartzite grains
• Some sandstone grains
Temper:
• Abundant small, medium and large angular quartz
• Sparse angular grog (containing silt-sized quartz grains)
The clay source is a lime-rich clay mixed with a glacial till.

III. Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy
Ware (EMEMS)

Four samples (L368–371) were taken, all from Bourn
Densett (BOUDS05). The fabric varies from a reduced
core (blue-grey to brown) with an oxidised surface (light
yellowish brown) to a uniform oxidised (yellowish-red)
fabric, to an oxidised core (yellowish-red) with a reduced
(grey) upper margin and surface. This would suggest that
each of these samples was fired separately and each was
exposed to differing levels of heat and oxygen during the
process. The fabric is consistently fairly dense with
common dark red particles as a natural component of the
clay; two of the four samples also contain strands of silver
mica (Table 12.5). Abundant very small, small, medium
and large angular quartz have been added to the fabric as a
temper.

IV. Huntingdon Early Medieval Ware
(HUNEMW)

Fourteen fabric samples (L307–L324) from six different
sites were analysed (Table 12.6). Visually the fabrics are
all very similar – jar/bowl fragments with a reduced (blue-
grey) core and oxidised (light yellowish brown) surfaces.
All but one (L314 – loose and possibly handmade) of the
samples are also fairly dense (well-prepared and wheel-
made at the rim) lime-rich fabrics, many with shelly
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Sample Fabric code Sub-fabric Site

L336 THET THET (LQ) 37158THD

L338 THET THET (LQ) 37158THD

L339 THET THET (LQ) 37158THD

L343 GTHET THET (LQ) HUNTCR07

L345 GTHET THET (LQ) HUNTCR07

L347 THET THET (LQ) HUNTWHS05

Table 12.1 Samples selected for TS analysis of Thetford-
type ware (THET (LQ))

Sample Fabric code Sub-fabric Site

L331 GTHET THET (LQR) 13294WER

L332 GTHET THET (LQR) 13294WER

L334 GTHET THET (LQR) 13294WER

L348 GTHET THET (LQR) HUNWHS05

L349 GTHET THET (LQR) HUNHAR05

L350 HTHET THET (LQR) HUNHAR05

L351 HTHET THET (LQR) HUNHAR05

L353 GTHET THET (LQR) HUNHAR05

L354 THET THET (LQR) HUNHAR05

L355 HTHET THET (LQR) HUNHAR05

L346 THET THET (LQR) HUNCR07

Table 12.2 Samples selected for TS analysis of Thetford-
type ware (THET (LQR))
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Group Sample Site Texture Natural components of the clay Temper

GTHET L330 13294WER Failed Slide

GTHET L333 13294WER Failed Slide

THET L337 37158THD Failed Slide

HTHET L341 HUNTCR07 Failed Slide (Waster)

THET/THET(Q) L335 37158THD Fairly dense Silt-sized quartz grains; silver mica Common large angular quartz

THET/THET(Q) L344 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense;
holey (quartz
loss)

Silt-sized quartz grains; silver mica;
clay pellets; sandstone

Abundant small, medium, large angular
quartz; sparse medium angular flint

THET/THET(Q) L342 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense;
holey (quartz
loss)

Silt-sized quartz grains; silver mica;
clay pellets

Common medium and large angular
quartz grains

THET/THET(Q) L352 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense;
holey (quartz
loss)

Silt-sized quartz grains; quartzite Common small, medium, large angular
quartz; sparse medium angular flint

HTHET/THET
(Q) *waster

L340 HUNHAH08 Very dense;
holey (quartz
loss)

Silt-sized quartz grains; plagioclase
feldspar

Abundant medium angular quartz;
sparse large grog (lime and quartz)

GTHET/THET
(LQR)

L331 13294WER Fairly loose;
holey (quartz
loss)

No in-situ limestone – ‘reaction rims’
present; silt-sized quartz grains;
dark-red particles

Abundant medium + large angular
quartz

GTHET/THET
(LQR)

L332 13294WER Fairly loose;
holey (quartz
loss)

No in-situ limestone – ‘reaction rims’
present; silt-sized quartz grains;
dark-red particles

Abundant medium + large angular
quartz; single very large flint fragment

GTHET/THET
(LQR)

L334 13294WER Fairly loose Lime-rich; ‘reaction rims’; silt-sized
quartz grains; dark-red particles

Abundant medium + large angular
quartz

THET/THET
(LQR)

L346 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense Lime-rich (oolitic); red particles Abundant medium and sparse large
angular quartz grains

THET (LQR) L348 HUNWHS05 Fairly dense Lime-rich; silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles

Common small, medium, large and
very large angular quartz

GTHET/THET
(LQR)

L349 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense Lime-rich; ‘reaction rims’; silt-sized
quartz grains; orange particles

Common small and medium quartz;
sparse very large grog (Q - silver mica)

HTHET/THET
(LQR)

L350 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense Lime-rich; ‘reaction rims’; silt-sized
quartz grains; orange particles

Abundant small and medium angular
quartz

HTHET/THET
(LQR)

L351 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense Lime-rich; ‘reaction rims’; silt-sized
quartz grains; orange particles

Abundant small and medium angular
quartz

GTHET/THET
(LQR)

L353 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense Lime-rich; silt-sized quartz grains;
silver mica; red particles; plagioclase
feldspar

Common small, medium and large
angular quartz; occasional large flint

THET/THET
(LQR)

L354 HUNHAR05 Dense Lime-rich; with limestone fragments;
silt-sized quartz grains; silver mica;
quartzite; red particles

Abundant small, medium, large angular
quartz

HTHET/THET
(LQR)

L355 HUNHAR05 Fairly dense;
holey (quartz
loss)

Lime-rich; shelly limestone fragments
(some very large); silt-sized quartz
grains; red particles; plagioclase
feldspar

Abundant medium-sized quartz

THET/THET
(LQ)

L336 37158THD Dense No in-situ limestone – ‘reaction rims’
present; silt-sized quartz grains

Abundant small and medium angular
quartz; sparse angular flint

THET/THET
(LQ)

L338 37158THD Fairly dense No in-situ limestone – ‘reaction rims’
present; silt-sized quartz grains; silver
mica; quartzite

Abundant small and medium angular
quartz; sparse rounded flint

GTHET/THET
(LQ)

L343 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense Little in-situ limestone – ‘reaction
rims’ present; silver mica; quartzite;
plagioclase feldspar; clay pellets;
sandstone

Abundant small, medium, large angular
quartz; sparse medium-sized grog

THET/THET
(LQ)

L339 37158THD Fairly loose;
holey (quartz
loss)

Lime-rich; crushed limestone pieces;
silt-sized quartz grains

Abundant small and medium angular
quartz. Sparse large quartz

GTHET/THET
(LQ)

L345 HUNTCR07 Fairly dense;
holey (quartz
loss)

Little in-situ limestone – ‘reaction
rims’ present; silver mica; quartzite

Abundant small, medium, large angular
quartz; sparse large grog (Q)

THET/THET
(LQ)

L347 HUNWHS05 Fairly dense Lime-rich; silt-sized quartz grains;
silver mica; clay pellets

Abundant small and medium quartz.
Rare large quartz

Table 12.3  Results of TS analysis of Thetford-type ware



limestone pieces. These samples, however, fall into five
broad groups (see Tables 9.17 and 12.6).

The clay source is either a lime-rich clay containing
fossil shell or a lime-rich clay containing sandstone.

V. Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy Ware
(HUNFSW)

Six samples of this fabric (L301–L306) were taken from
two Huntingdon sites (HUNTCR07: L301–3 and
HUNWHS05: L304–6; Table 12.7). All the samples are
visually similar with a blue-grey fabric and yellowish/red
surfaces. Three of the slides did not process successfully
(L301, L303 and L304). It is worthy of note that one of
these slides (L301) is recorded as deriving from a waster,
suggesting that each of these samples have not been fired
correctly with the result that the clay is softer than the
norm.

There is some variation in the character of the
remaining three samples but all are lime-rich (with
fossilised shell) and tempered with common medium-
sized angular quartz. One example (L306) is tempered
with sparse angular grog (?accidental). Another sample
(L305) has a loose matrix, another (L302) is fairly dense,
while a third (L306) is very dense – indicating differences
in how the clay was worked during manufacture. These
fabrics appear to be similar to ‘Fabric B’ previously
identified by Alan Vince (Chapter 11.III). These
variations may also be an indicator of very local
production – whereby non-standard sherds do not travel
far from the kiln. It is possible that this fabric group is
indeed a sample of locally produced, non-perfect vessels.
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Sample Texture Natural components of the clay Temper Comment

L325 Fairly dense Lime-rich; ‘reaction rims’; silt-sized
quartz; plagioclase feldspar;
sandstone grains

Abundant small, medium, large angular
quartz; Sparse angular grog (Q)

L326 Fairly dense;
holey

Lime-rich; ‘reaction rims’;
plagioclase feldspar; sandstone
grains

Abundant small, medium, large angular
quartz

L327 Common very large naturally
occurring quartz grains, which have
prevented the proper thinning of the
slide

L328 Fairly dense;
holey

Silt-sized quartz grains; plagioclase
feldspar; dark red particles;
quartzite; silver mica

Abundant small, medium and large
angular quartz

L329 Fairly dense;
holey

Lime-rich; ‘reaction rims’; silt-sized
quartz grains; quartzite; silver mica;
clay pellets

Abundant small, medium and large
angular quartz

The clay pellets are so large they
have affected the thinning of the
slide

Table 12.4  Results of thin-section analysis of Early Medieval ware from Wereham, Norfolk (13294WER)

Sample Texture Natural components of the clay Temper

L368 Fairly dense Occasional limestone pieces; red particles; rare
sandstone pieces

Abundant very small, small, medium and very large
angular quartz; rare flint pieces - ?natural

L369 Fairly dense Silver mica; red particles; plagioclase feldspar; quartzite Abundant small, medium and very large angular quartz

L370 Fairly dense Red particles Abundant small and medium angular quartz

L371 Fairly dense Silt-sized quartz; silver mica; red particles Abundant small and medium angular quartz

Table 12.5 Results of thin-section analysis of Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware from Bourn Densett
(BOUDS05)

Sample Sub-fabric code Fabric Site

Lime-rich fabrics tempered with quartz, flint and grog

L309 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q/F/G) HUNHAR05

L310 HUNEMWT Lime-rich (Q/F/G) HUNHAR05

L311 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q/F/G) HUNHAR05

L312 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q/F/G) HUNHAR05

L313 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q/F/G) HUNHAR05

Lime-rich fabrics tempered with quartz and grog

L321 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q/G) RASAB98

L324 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q/G) BURR01

Lime-rich fabrics tempered with quartz

L307 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q) HUNWHS05

L308 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q) HUNWHS05

L318 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q) HUNTCR07

L319 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q) HUNTCR07

Limestone and sandstone rich fabrics tempered with quartz

L315 HUNEMWT Lime-rich (Q) HUNHAR05

L316 HUNEMWT Lime-rich (Q) HUNHAR05

L323 HUNEMW Lime-rich (Q) RASAB02
Several other samples could not be grouped, including Slide L314, which
may be handmade and therefore atypical

Table 12.6 Samples selected for thin-section analysis of
Huntingdon Early Medieval ware, showing groupings by
temper



The interpretation of the petrological traits indicates
the use of slightly calcareous Jurassic clay which has been
tempered with a mixed sand containing material of
Triassic, Jurassic and Upper Cretaceous origin. A local
origin is likely, although the precise location of the clay
source remains unknown – it would seem likely that the
raw clay has been taken from a river bank (or similar),
where several strata of clays were exposed.

VI. West Cambridgeshire Sandy Ware
(WCAMSW)

Six samples (L361–L366) were taken from a kiln site at
Bourn Densett (BOUDS04 and 05). The fabric
consistently has a reduced core (brown to blue-grey) with
oxidised margins (reddish-yellow) and surfaces
(generally pale brown). Analysis of the samples shows a
remarkably consistent fabric. It has a fairly dense clay
matrix with common holes (due to the loss of quartz
temper). Common silt-sized quartz grains are present as
natural components of the clay. Several of the samples
also contain strands of silver mica and ?phosphate rich red
particles. This relatively pure clay base has been mixed
with common to abundant small and medium angular

quartz. One sample (L361), however, also contains grog
and carbonised organic material showing some variation
in the recipe used. Sample L363 is the only atypical slide,
since it has a very dense clay matrix that is naturally
lime-rich and lacks the silver mica and red particles found
in the other samples.

The clay is relatively pure and not mixed with glacial
material (see Table 9.22). This is consistent with
extraction from a single source i.e. a clay pit – rather than
riverine or multiple pit extraction.

VII. Colchester-type Ware (COLS)

Nine samples (L375–L380 and L382–L384) were taken
from two sites (Soham, Cloverfield Drive, SOHCLD04
and Great Horkesley kiln, Essex, XESGHK). One sample
(L381) of Essex sgraffito ware from the site of Rivenhall
Church (XESRIC) is also included here. The fabrics are a
very similar oxidised reddish-yellow colour and are very
consistent in their fabric mix. This suggests that a level of
standardisation (both in clay preparation and firing) had
been reached in the manufacture of these products,
suggesting in turn that a level of professionalism had been
attained.
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Sample Site Texture Natural components of the clay Temper

L301 *waster HUNCR07

L302 HUNCR07 Fairly dense Lime-rich; fossil shell; silt-sized quartz;
silver mica; plagioclase feldspar

Common medium sized angular quartz
grains

L303 HUNCR07 Fairly dense Lime-rich; fossil shell; silt-sized quartz;
silver mica; plagioclase feldspar

Common medium sized angular quartz
grains

L304 *poor slide HUNWHS05 - Lime-rich; silt-sized quartz Common medium sized angular quartz
grains

L305 HUNWHS05 Loose matrix Lime-rich; fossil shell Common medium-to-large angular quartz

L306 HUNWHS05 Very dense Lime-rich; fossil shell; quartzite Common medium fairly angular quartz
grains; sparse angular grog (q)

Table 12.7  Results of TS analysis of Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware

Sample Site Texture Natural components of the clay Temper

L375 SOHCLD04 Fairly dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Common silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles

Abundant very small, small and medium
angular quartz

L376 SOHCLD04 Fairly dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Common silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles; silver mica

Abundant very small and medium angular
quartz

L377 SOHCLD04 Dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Lime-rich: ‘reaction rims’; common silt-sized
quartz grains; red particles; uartzite

Common medium angular quartz

L378 SOHCLD04 Fairly dense Common silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles

Common small and medium angular quartz

L379 SOHCLD04 Fairly dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Common silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles; silver mica; plagioclase feldspar

Abundant small and common medium
angular quartz

L380 SOHCLD04 Fairly dense Lime-rich; common silt-sized quartz grains;
red particles

Abundant small and medium angular quartz

L382 XESGHK Fairly dense Common silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles; silver mica

Abundant small and common large angular
quartz

L383 XESGHK Fairly dense; holey
(quartz loss)

Common silt-sized quartz grains; silver mica;
quartzite

Common small and medium angular quartz;
occasional small and medium angular flint

L384 XESGHK Fairly dense Common silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles; silver mica

Common small and medium angular quartz

L381 XESRIC Common silt-sized quartz grains; red
particles; silver mica

Abundant small and common medium
angular quartz

Table 12.8  Results of TS analysis of Colchester-type ware (COLS)



The fabrics are fairly dense, although holey where
quartz temper has fallen from the matrix (Table 12.8).
They have common silt-sized quartz grains, red particles
and silver mica as a natural component of the clay. Two of
the samples (L377 and L380) were produced using a more
lime-rich base clay and are tempered with abundant small
to medium angular quartz grains.

VIII. Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous
Ware (HUNCAL) and Variant

Five samples of this fabric were thin-sectioned, deriving
from a standard fabric and a sandy variant (Table 9.28).
Samples L358, L359 and L360 were taken from three
separate jar/bowl vessels recovered from Huntingdon
Town Centre (HUNTCR07); the fabric is consistently
reduced (grey) with oxidised (red-yellow) margins.

All the samples have a consistent fabric indicating they
were made using the same clay source, although Sample
L360 is notably finer – suggesting a higher level of clay
preparation.
Clay:
• A fairly dense clay matrix with common holes due to the loss of quartz

grains which have been used as temper.
• The fabrics are all lime-rich (including shelly limestone) with

fragments ranging from tiny to very large.
• Dark red iron-rich particles are common.
• Strands of silver mica are common.
• Rare plagioclase feldspar pieces are also present.
Temper:
• Abundant medium-sized angular quartz.

The two samples relating to the variant fabric had been
fired under different conditions (Table 9.28). The first
(L356) is oxidised (reddish-yellow) with pale brown
surfaces. The second sample (L357) has a reduced core
(blue-grey) with oxidised (yellow-red) margins and (pale
yellow) surfaces.

Both samples have a fairly dense clay matrix with
silt-sized quartz grains, red particles and limestone
fragments as natural components. They have both been
tempered with common small and medium angular
quartz. The second sample (L357) also contains a large
micaceous grog fragment.

Huntingdon lies in a river valley with a drift geology of
alluvium and first terrace river gravels (BGS Sheet 187).
Outside of the river valley the town is largely surrounded
by glacial boulder clays. To the east are large outcrops of
(Upper Jurassic) Corallian beds, while (mostly) to the
west Oxford Clays are present. Narrow bands of clay rich
with limestone – which may be the source of this clay – are
present c. 8–10km to the south-east of Huntingdon,
suggesting that production may have taken place in the
vicinity of Papworth Everard, Elsworth and/or
Fenstanton. Underlying older (Middle and Lower
Jurassic) clays also contain limestone, but are not thought
to have been accessible at this time (unless there was clay
extraction).

Two visually quite similar samples (L356 and L357)
from sites in Huntingdon were suggested as possibly Late
Lyveden–Stanion ware on account of the vessel form and
presence of limestone fragments, but when this hypothesis
was tested through thin-section and ICPS analysis, it was
concluded that the samples were made of a similar clay to
HUNCAL, but perhaps with different temper. The breadth
of fabric type for HUNCAL has been widened to
accommodate this variation, since otherwise the fabrics
are very similar.

IX. ‘Cambridgeshire’ Sgraffito (formerly
CASG, now EARSG)

Three samples of this fabric were examined (L372–374),
all from Cloverfield Drive, Soham (SOHCLD04; Table
12.9). Two of the three samples (L372 and L373) are a
uniform red-yellow colour, the third (L374) is a blue-grey
fabric with red-brown surfaces. All external surfaces are
covered with a pale slip and a lead glaze. The fabrics are
fairly dense, with naturally occurring silt-sized quartz
grains; red particles and fragments of limestone also
commonly occur. Material commonly found in the glacial
till (mica, plagioclase feldspar and clay pellets) are also
present in the clay mix. All three samples have been
tempered with abundant small and medium angular
quartz.
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Sample Texture Natural components of the clay Temper

L372 Fairly dense Sparse limestone pieces; silt-sized quartz grains; red particles Abundant small and medium angular quartz

L373 Fairly dense Silt-sized quartz grains; red particles; silver mica; plagioclase
feldspar

Abundant small and medium angular quartz

L374 Fairly dense Sparse limestone pieces – ‘reaction rims’; silt-sized quartz grains;
clay pellets

Abundant small and medium angular quartz;
carbonised organic material

Table 12.9 Results of TS analysis of ‘Cambridgeshire’ Sgraffito (EARSG) from Cloverfield Drive, Soham
(SOHCLD04)



Appendix 1. Site Codes
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Site code Site name References

BANCHG11 Barrington, Challis Green Bush 2011

BARMIL06 Barnack, Millstone Lane Hounsell 2007

BNK1998 Barnack (evaluation for BARMIL06) Marsden 1998

BOUDS04 Bourn Densett 2004 Spoerry 2004

BOUDS05 Bourn Densett 2005 Spoerry n.d. a

BURRR01 Burwell, Reach Road Connor in prep.

CAMCOL12 Cambridge, Coldhams Lane, Intercell House Atkins 2012

CAMEAG14 Cambridge, Eastern Gate Atkins 2015

CAXGR99 Caxton, Gransden Road Connor n.d.

COLMAN09 Colne, Manor Farm Gane with Clarke forthcoming

COLSA91 Colne, Moat House Farm Healey et al. 1998

GRGRFM12 Great Gransden, Rectory Farm Bush 2012

HINGC02 Hinxton, Genome Campus Spoerry forthcoming

HINGEC11 Hinxton, Genome Campus Spoerry 2012b; Clarke forthcoming

HINHH93 Hinxton Hall Clarke forthcoming

HINRIV02 Hinxton Riverside Clarke forthcoming

HMF98 Fordham, Hillside Meadow Mould 1999

HUNHAH03 Huntingdon, Hampden House 2003 Clarke and Connor forthcoming

HUNHAH05 Huntingdon, Hampden House 2005 Clarke and Connor forthcoming

HUNHAH08 Huntingdon, Hampden House 2008 Thatcher 2010; Clarke and Connor forthcoming

HUNHAR05 Huntingdon, Hartford Road Mortimer 2005b; Clarke and Connor forthcoming

HUNMOL05 Huntingdon, Model Laundry Clarke 2005

HUNOL94 Huntingdon, Orchard Lane Oakey and Spoerry 1997

HUNOMD07 Huntingdon, Old Music and Drama Centre Gilmour 2007

HUNSR99 Huntingdon, Stukeley Road Spoerry and Cooper 1999; Cooper and Spoerry 2000

HUNSTG99 Huntingdon, St Germain Street Spoerry n.d. b

HUNSTU96 Huntingdon, Stukeley Road

HUNTCR07 Huntingdon Town Centre Redevelopment Clarke and Connor forthcoming

HUNWHS05 Huntingdon, Walden House Clarke and Connor forthcoming

ICKGC03 Ickleton, Genome Campus Clarke and Connor forthcoming

MAXMR99 Maxey, Coal Yard, Mill Road Fletcher n.d.

MAXWBF04 Maxey, Willow Brook Farm Hickling 2003

MAXWER05 Maxey, West End Road Hickling 2005

ORLBB99 Orton Longueville, Botolph Bridge 1999 Spoerry and Atkins 2015

ORLBB00 Orton Longueville, Botolph Bridge 2000 Spoerry and Atkins 2015

OWL94/95 Bury, Owls End Begg and Lucas 1997

Peakirk R Peakirk NVRC, Peterborough Museum

PETTS95 Peterborough, The Still Spoerry and Hinman 1998

RASAB98 Ramsey Abbey School 1998 Spoerry et al. 2008

RASAB02 Ramsey Abbey School 2002 Spoerry et al. 2008

SOHCLD99 Soham, Cloverfield Drive 1999 Hatton and Macaulay 1999

SOHCLD04 Soham, Cloverfield Drive 2004 Mortimer 2005a

SPATR95 Spaldwick, Thrapston Road Schlee 1996

STIASS11 St Ives, East Street Stocks-Morgan 2011

SWABL99 Swavesey, Blackhorse Lane Roberts 1999; Spoerry 2012b; Connor in prep.

SWASL95 Swavesey, School Lane 1995 Connor in prep.

SWASL97 Swavesey, School Lane 1997 Connor in prep.

WILHS96 Willingham High Street Connor 1996 and forthcoming; Blinkhorn 2008a



Appendix 2. The Research Programme: Raising Questions
and Developing Solutions

I. Major and Minor Wares Present in Medieval
Cambridgeshire, as Outlined in 2005

Ceramic periods and ware types
The project design (Spoerry 2005a) included the
following section that presented ‘current understanding’
of the key ceramic types present in the assemblages from
the ceramic sub-regions. It is presented again below as an
interesting statement in its own right, that then governed
choices regarding research questions that were
subsequently tackled. The five ceramic periods identified
are listed below, together with their contemporary pottery
types (as described prior to the project).

Middle Saxon (AD 650–850/875)

Major types
Grano-dioritic tempered hand-made pottery
Ipswich ware

Minor types
A variety of other hand-made types with various added tempers
(Some hand-made pottery having other igneous inclusions)
Maxey ware

Late Saxon (AD 850/875–1050)

Major types
St Neots-type ware
Thetford-type ware
Stamford ware

Minor types
Sand-tempered wares

Early medieval (AD 1050–1200)

Major types
As above plus:
Early Medieval ware (EMW)
Early Ely ware
Shelly wares (T1 Northants etc.)
Micaceous Essex wares (Essex Fabric 13 etc.)

Minor types
Grimston Thetford-type ware
Developed Stamford ware
Sandy Shelly ware
Sandy wares
Oolitic Sandy ware (north of region)
Hedingham fineware

High Medieval (AD 1200-1350)

Major types
Shelly wares (T1 Northants etc.)
Lyveden–Stanion ware
Ely ware
Micaceous Essex coarsewares (Fabric 20 etc.)
South Cambridgeshire Sandy wares
Hedingham fineware
Colne ware
Grimston ware
Bourne A & B wares
Late medieval unglazed (LMU)

Minor types
SHW2 shelly ware type 2
Ely-type wares
Mill Green ware
Brill/Boarstall ware
Potterspury ware
Hertfordshire Greyware
Oolitic Sandy ware
Hard Sandy wares

Late medieval (AD 1350–1500)

Major types
Late Medieval Ely ware
Essex Micaceous redwares
Orange Sandy ware
Late Medieval Reduced ware
Bourne D ware

Minor types
Cambridge Sgraffito
Late Lyveden ware
Late Grimston ware
Hard Sandy wares
Late Medieval and Transitional LMT
Cistercian/Ely Babylon wares (end of period)
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WISCAS09 Wisbech Castle T. Fletcher 2009

WISLIB08 Wisbech Library Phillips 2008

WISWAR10 Wisbech, Waterlees Road T. Fletcher 2010

XESGHK Great Horkesley kiln site, Essex Drury and Petchey 1975

XESRIC Rivenhall Church, Essex Clarke 2006

13294WER Wereham Pipeline, Norfolk Leith and Oakey 1997

37158THD Brandon Road, Thetford Atkins and Connor 2010

Material provided by Essex County Council (unpublished)

CM86 Harlow

CMG01 Harlow

GE65 Great Easton, Essex

HBOB96 Harlow

Ingatestone HF Harding's Farm, Ingatestone

MGC1967 Mill Green production sites

MS73 Harlow

MT65 Harlow



II. Ceramic Regions

Introduction
Key features of the ceramic regions, as defined in 2005
(and thus prior to the results of this study) are given below.
For the extensive study the basic data requirement was
deemed to be coverage, in the form of quantified and/or
quantifiable pottery assemblages from each sub-region,
for each period researched.

Overall, the Cambridgeshire region can be defined, in
medieval ceramic terms, as a zone where external
products are usually more important than internal ones.
Ely ware production might, with Colne and Ely-type
ware, be seen as an indigenous fenland tradition that is of
limited significance beyond the wetlands and its main
river systems. South Cambridgeshire shows much
influence from Essex, with East Anglian types also
important, whilst Huntingdonshire is dominated by
pottery made in the Northants/Ouse Valley traditions.
Peterborough and the Soke produce much south
Lincolnshire material and as one moves east across the
fenland, Norfolk producers become more important.

South Cambridgeshire
After the Late Saxon period, when Thetford and St Neots
types proliferate, there is a dominance of micaceous
products, ostensibly from north Essex producers, but with
the possibility that there is also a more local source for at
least some of these (a possible waster site is known in West
Wickham parish). There may be some overlap with South
Cambridgeshire Sandy wares, poorly known currently,
but with a relatively substantial amount of material
available for description and analysis. Micaceous and
sandy fabrics from north Suffolk may also contribute to,
and confuse this, picture. Hertfordshire Greywares are
also present. This region receives ceramics from the south
and south-west.

Cambridge
The Late Saxon triumvirate is present (St Neots-type,
Thetford-type and Stamford wares). Post-Conquest there
was a mix of influences, providing a more cosmopolitan
version of the south Cambridgeshire and southern fenland
assemblages, including many Ely products, with major
contributions from the west. Glazed wares derived from
Lyveden, Grimston, Sible Hedingham, Brill etc. The late
medieval assemblage includes Oxidised Sandy wares,
some at least from Essex and better defined as East
Anglian Redwares, but other types probably also
represented. In addition, there is Cambridge Sgraffito
ware (source unknown) and Late Medieval Reduced
wares.

Cambridgeshire fen edge
Middle Saxon assemblages include substantial amounts
of both Ipswich ware and, more commonly, grano-dioritic
wares. The post-Conquest assemblage is not too
dissimilar to the south Cambridgeshire assemblage, but
wherever water transport was possible Ely products, and
others transported across the fenland (Norfolk wares), are
also present.

Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland (including Ely
and Wisbech)
The southern fenland Middle to Late Saxon assemblages
have not been well defined, but recent work suggests they
are not dissimilar to those from the ‘upland’ (based on
recent sites in Ely). There are numerous early medieval
wares (EMW) in the Saxo-Norman period and, although
some of these undoubtedly came from producers in
Norfolk, it now seems that a version was also made at Ely.
From the 12th century onwards Ely ware takes a
pre-eminent position in the assemblage, but in the
northern fenland this is in part ousted by Norfolk
producers after c. AD 1250, with Grimston ware and LMU
ware becoming important. After AD 1450 both Bourne D
ware and Late Medieval/Transitional (LMT) wares are
present in the northern areas.

Huntingdonshire fen edge
There is very little data for the pre-Conquest period but the
Late Saxon assemblage does appear to be a standard mix
of the ‘triumvirate’ but with perhaps more St Neots-type
ware than is seen further east. In the post-Conquest period
Ely ware is present, as is the petrologically and
chemically-defined Ely-type ware (subsequently defined
as Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware, HUNFSW), which
may have its production source hereabouts. Products of
the 13th- to 15th-century kiln site at Colne (Healey et al.
1998) are evident, although have not yet been found to be
dominant in any consumer site assemblages. The
character of the late medieval assemblage is not known.

Huntingdon
Several recently excavated sites provide quite useful
evidence for the post-Conquest period, although the
documentarily attested Saxon town has so far proved quite
elusive. Late Saxon pottery is most commonly St
Neots-type wares, although Thetford-type wares are also
common. There is rather more Stamford ware than seen in
the rural areas to the south. In the post-Conquest period
there is an apparent continuance of shelly ware
domination, with Colne and Ely types present along a high
proportion of Lyveden glazed ware. Brill glazed pottery is
also found. The late medieval assemblage contains
Oxidised sandy wares and Late medieval reduced wares,
both probably from Northamptonshire producers, with
Bourne D also recorded.

West Huntingdonshire
This region is very much influenced by ceramics from the
west. St Neots-type wares, Shelly wares (Northants),
Lyveden–Stanion glazed pottery, Oxidised Sandy wares
and Late Medieval Reduced wares (both the latter also
from Northants and possibly elsewhere) are all common
or dominant at various times. Colne wares may also be
found.

The Soke and town of Peterborough
There is no information on the Middle Saxon assemblage
except that Maxey ware is common (D. Hall, pers.
comm.), but in the Late Saxon period the proximity of
Stamford means that Stamford ware is rather more
common than elsewhere. This increases greatly in the
villages close to Stamford where cooking vessels are very
evident (in other parts of the region it is mostly the
Stamford ware table vessels etc., that travel). Late Saxon
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and post-Conquest shelly wares are quite dominant, both
St Neots-types and later Northants fabrics. There is an
unknown contribution from Lincolnshire shelly pottery,
as well as an oolitic shelly ware of unknown origin. In
Peterborough itself, post-Conquest glazed pottery is
dominated by Bourne products, although Lyveden–
Stanion, Essex, Ely, Brill, Toynton, Nottingham and
Grimston products have been identified, but with Bourne
D ware dominant by the end of the medieval period.

III. Key Research Questions by Period

Introduction
As explained in Chapter 1.III, as well as the extensive
study of many ceramic collections from all regions and
periods, a number of specific (intensive) research
programmes were also devised and executed pertinent to
the subject. These formed two groups; those based on a
need to provide data on the provenance of previously
recognised, but not fully defined, fabric types, and those
where knowledge of the wares in a sub-region in a
particular period was at such a low level that a fuller
appraisal of the range and variety of types, as well as
investigation of provenance, was required. The set of
research questions was created following the 2001 project
design seminar, having taken on board the thoughts of as
wide a group of interested specialists as possible.

The following is a list of those areas where investig-
ation to answer specific problems or gaps in the record,
was recommended, and in all cases this took place. As
presented here they take the form of questions posed of the
data; which in part governed data collection policy for the
main body of the study, but which in all cases also required
specific programmes of research. Each question is
followed by a brief summary of its context, as well as
linkage to related scientific analysis.

Middle Saxon (AD 650–850/875)
Research Question 1a: What is the geographic extent of
dominance of grano-dioritic pottery in Middle Saxon
assemblages and can this pottery type (and/or its major
tempering agent) be confirmed as an import from the
Mountsorrel outcrop in Leicestershire?
Research Question 1b: How does this type and its
distribution relate to pottery with other igneous inclusions
that may be of local origin?
Middle Saxon hand-made pottery containing large
numbers of igneous inclusions (almost certainly added
temper) is now known from a wide part of England. Many
examples, including significant numbers of pieces from
Cambridgeshire, are shown through thin section to have
inclusions that can be attributed to the Mountsorrel diorite
in Leicestershire. The substantial size and crisp state of
these rock fragments points to their being a deliberate
added tempering agent drawn from the primary source
area, or from glacial erratics. They are not believed to be a
result of the use of recent clays containing re-deposited
Mountsorrel diorite. It also seems likely that in
Cambridgeshire the great majority of Middle Saxon
pottery with igneous inclusions, is grano-dioritic. This
means that either all of these vessels or their raw temper
were transported from Leicestershire, or if locally made
that there was a very specific selection of erratics in the
boulder clay to provide temper for these vessels. Either
scenario is surprising and the resolution of the conundrum

of the origin of igneous tempering agents is critical to
understanding pottery supply and manufacture in Middle
Saxon Cambridgeshire.

Research Question 1c:Can the presence and distribution
of grano-dioritic pottery be related to aspects of
contemporary context such as the extent of controlling
political or cultural units (kingdoms and satellite
polities)?
In the Middle Saxon period Cambridgeshire represents a
zone that did not coalesce into a larger unit, nor was it
assimilated into one of the major kingdoms. This is
believed to be because it acted as a buffer zone between
Mercia and East Anglia and also because the isolating
Fenland environment offered ideal conditions for the
retention of distinct tribal units. The evidence for this is
summarised in Malim et al. 1997 and Hines 1999.
Nonetheless, it is evident that different tribal groups acted
as clients to either Mercia or East Anglia. The distribution
of pottery types in this period, including the East Anglian
Ipswich ware and the Mercian grano-dioritic pottery, may
have been influenced by these political units and
geographic and temporal data regarding the occurrence of
these types may thus have significance beyond the field of
pottery studies. Blinkhorn’s study of Ipswich ware is the
most relevant study with which to link the results of this
work (Blinkhorn 2012).

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Questions 1a–1c, can be
found in Chapter 11.I; overall results are discussed in
Chapter 2.II.

Late Saxon (AD 850/875–1050)
Research Question 2a: Can we characterise any minor
(local) wares and provide a suggestion of provenance?
The larger part of the Late Saxon pottery assemblage in
the county is made up of types that are generically
recognised as St Neots-type ware and Thetford-type ware.
It was not deemed appropriate for this county-based study
to attempt to attribute the majority of this material to a
particular production source. The exception was where
sub-types of either ware could be specifically defined
within a recognisable locale, or if completely different
Late Saxon pottery types are recognised.

It has long been recognised that many of the earlier
Thetford ware production sites were in the major Late
Saxon burghs of East Anglia. It is possible that further
production sites may exist in the Danish burghal
foundations of Cambridge and Huntingdon, or in the
putative Mercian monastic burgh of Peterborough.

St Neots-type ware acquired its name from the earliest
description of this type in excavated material from St
Neots. The remains of clamp kilns may have been
recognised in the town (Addyman 1973), but definite
production within Huntingdonshire is not proven,
although likely. The opportunity to establish the presence
of waster material within the Tebbutt and Addyman
assemblages should be pursued, and it is necessary to
characterise St Neots-type ware from Huntingdonshire
through thin-section analysis, as part of a county type
series.

Other types dating to this period and found in
excavated assemblages in Cambridgeshire have not been
properly recognised or defined, although some sand- and
shell-tempered fabrics and, in the north, oolitic fabrics,
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seem to be present. These require better definition and
investigation, including thin sections, where macroscopic
identification in excavated collections indicates a
significant presence.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 2a, can be found
in Chapters 10.V, 11.II, and 12.I; overall results are
discussed in Chapter 2.III.

Early medieval (AD 1050–1200)
Research Question 3a: What is the relationship between
EMW and early Ely ware production and can an Ely EMW
sub-type be identified?
The sandy pottery type Early Medieval ware (EMW) has
been recognised in Norfolk for over 20 years (Jennings
1981; Cunningham 1982). EMW has also been identified
in Essex, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire, but there is no
doubt that it is a rather generic ware type, with several
production sites expected. Recently excavated 11th- to
12th-century groups from Ely are dominated by EMW
(e.g. Forehill; Hall 2003) but, as noted by Hall, here it has
much in common with the slightly later medieval Ely ware
(Spoerry 2008). The possible recognition of Ely as an
EMW production site is a significant addition to
knowledge and it is necessary to attempt to define Ely
EMW and record its presence in other Cambridgeshire
assemblages. In addition, we need to compare, through
thin section and ICPS, Ely EMW with EMW from
Norfolk (e.g. Castle Acre Castle, Milligan 1982) and from
the probable Norfolk production site at Blackborough End
(Rogerson and Ashley 1985). Thin sections will provide
full description and possible separation, whereas ICPS
will offer possible discrimination if the petrologies of
these sandy fabrics are too similar.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 3a were included
within the publication of the Ely wares volume although
not discussed in detail therein (Spoerry 2008; samples
V0056, V0058 and V0061 from Forehill, Ely).

Research Question 3b: Can Sandy Shelly ware, a minor
ware found in the north of the county, be better described
and provenanced?
Sandy shelly ware has been found in Peterborough, and it
may well be a previously defined Lincolnshire or
Northamptonshire type, but this has not been confirmed
by specialists from these counties. It was proposed that
this type be characterised by thin sections if it could not
first be matched with a known product from elsewhere.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 3b can be found in
Chapter 11.II, where SSHW is more properly recognised
as a Developed St Neots-type ware variant (DNEOT Q).

Research Question 3c: What is the character of the
Peterborough area assemblage at this date?
Good assemblages of this date from the Peterborough area
have not been identified to date. If such are recognised
efforts will be made to define them as completely as
possible.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 3c were in part
resolved during the lifetime of this research project by
analysis of pottery from Botolph Bridge, Peterborough
(Vince and Spoerry 2015).

ResearchQuestion 3d:Can South Cambridgeshire sandy
wares be better defined and be ascribed an origin?
This issue is tackled in detail in Research Question 4a
below, the origins of the problem being in the 12th century
when several sandy micaceous fabrics are undoubtedly
present.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 3d can be found in
Chapters 10.I and 11.VI.

Overall results relating to all four questions are
discussed in Chapter 2.IV.

High medieval (AD 1200–1350)
Research Question 4a: How do south Cambridgeshire
sandy wares relate to coarse micaceous pottery, believed
to be from Essex? Are the Essex micaceous wares all
correctly ascribed, and can the actual sources in Essex be
better identified?
Assemblages in villages across south Cambridgeshire,
from the fen edge to the Essex border, are dominated in
this period, and also in the 12th century, by a variety of
fabrics that contain varying amounts of mica and sand
temper. The separation of individual fabrics is difficult
and the derivation of provenance has to date also proved
problematical. The fact that the known producers for
fabrics of this general type are for the most part kiln sites
around Sible Hedingham in north Essex, and around
Colchester in south Essex, itself presents a problem as it
seems illogical for rural sites north of Cambridge to have
utilitarian ceramic assemblages dominated by wares from
so far afield. It is possible that some fabrics may also
derive from north Suffolk (S. Anderson pers. comm.).
There is no doubt that Essex products are present, but it is
also possible that more local industries are represented,
although their locations are currently unknown. The study
needed to address this problem by better quantifying and
describing these types in south Cambridgeshire, by
detailed comparison with published material (particularly
Cotter 2000) and with type series from Essex and Suffolk,
and through thin-section analysis and ICPS.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 4a can be found in
Chapters 10.I, 11.VI and 12.III.

Research Question 4b: Can Colne and Bourne products
be better defined and their distribution be recognised?
Recent information (from Alan Vince and Jane Young)
has provided a better indication of the range of fabrics of
Bourne-type pottery, and that from other similar
producers in this area (e.g. Baston). The range of fabrics
produced is wider than previously thought and includes
examples that may be difficult to separate visually from,
for example, Colne fabrics. Thin-section and ICPS data
from small groups from Bourne and Baston was generated
during the Ely ware project (Spoerry 2008). Colne fabrics
have been published using macroscopic description only
(Healey et al. 1998). It is necessary to characterise Colne
fabrics from the kiln site using thin sections, alongside
ICPS, and from the position of more accurate description
and definition, the relative distribution of products from
both industries can then be investigated in northern
Fenland assemblages.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 4b can be found in
Chapters 10.IV and 11.V.
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Research Question 4c: Can Ely-type ware be defined,
described and located?
The Ely ware research project successfully characterised
fabrics from Ely, but also identified a visually quite similar
fabric that appears to have i ts focus in the
Huntingdonshire Fenland (Spoerry 2008). In addition,
recent work in Mildenhall has produced another fabric
that is very much in the Ely tradition, but may have been
produced on the Norfolk fen edge (S. Anderson, pers.
comm.). Until more of the latter fabric is located, and at
sites in Cambridgeshire, it can only be peripheral to this
study. Nonetheless it is suggested that samples from
Mildenhall, might usefully be thin-sectioned and
subjected to chemical analysis, to aid the wider
understanding of Ely ware as part of a Fenland medieval
pottery tradition. Additionally, the possible Huntingdon-
shire Fenland producer needs to be investigated further.
As it is often possible to separate this material from Ely
ware visually, this can be done in part through re-visiting
assemblages from the area between Peterborough and St
Ives, focusing on Ramsey as the likely core of the
distribution. In addition, a number of further samples will
be taken for thin-section and ICPS analysis as
characterisation is not yet complete. If this ware can be
successfully defined, then attempts will be made to
identify both its distribution and its range of forms.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 4c can be found in
Chapters 10.II, 10.III, 10.VII, 11.III, 12.IV and 12.V.

Research Question 4d: Can the date-range for incomers
like Northamptonshire shelly ware be better defined?
The dating of shelly wares that dominate the rural
assemblages of Huntingdonshire and parts of
Cambridgeshire is only very roughly understood. The
majority of this material is believed to have originated in
the Lyveden–Stanion industry in Northamptonshire but
attempts to ascribe a more definite source have not been
attempted as part of this study. Nonetheless, an attempt
has been made to generate a database of examples where
these fabrics can be assigned to contexts and sequences
with dating provided by means other than pottery style.
The consolidation of information in this way may help
develop a dating framework, beyond the current very
general notion of a range running from around AD 1150 to
around AD 1400.

Research Question 4d did not require specific
scientific analysis, although work on shelly pottery from
Peterborough (Vince and Spoerry 2015) and study of
developed St Neots-type ware (Chapter 11.II), contributed
to a growing understanding of shelly pottery types found
in the county.

Research Question 4e: Can Oolitic Sandy ware be better
defined?
Oolitic Sandy ware has been briefly described from
examples recovered in Peterborough (Spoerry 1998) and
appears to relate to unprovenanced fabrics described in
Northamptonshire (Blinkhorn 2010a). Recently observed
examples of fabrics from Baston in Lincolnshire may
offer an alternative provenance. It was anticipated that the
provision of thin-section data for the Peterborough

examples, to be compared against samples from
Lincolnshire, would undoubtedly further the definition
and sourcing of this type.

In the event, it was concluded that the elucidation of
Research Question 4e did not require specific scientific
analysis as the term Oolitic Sandy ware was identified as
being both a catch-all for differing types as well as
representing recognisable pottery from Bourne and
Baston in Lincolnshire. The latter were defined and
described better through traditional means as a result,
leaving no specific group of ‘OLSW’ to be targeted for
further investigation.

Overall results for these five questions are discussed in
Chapter 2.IV–VIII.

Late medieval (AD 1350–1500)
Research Question 5a: Can Orange/Oxidised Sandy
ware be more precisely defined and ascribed a source(s)?
Orange Sandy ware has been described in a number of
ceramic reports from Cambridgeshire, originating with
published examples provided by Coppack (1980) and
Moorhouse (1974). It is the author’s view that these
reports relate to different fabrics and that OSW in
Cambridgeshire derives from sources including
Glapthorn and surroundings in Northamptonshire
(Johnston et al. 1997), Ely and a variety of producers in
Essex, and also possibly LMT producers in north Suffolk
(Anderson et al. 1996). The transitional period kiln
recently excavated by the CAU at Ely is being worked on
by David Hall, and detail of its earlier products will be
forthcoming in due course (now published as Cessford et
al. 2006). In the meantime, to investigate all of these
possible sources in detail is beyond the scope of this study;
however, full description of Orange Sandy ware at key
sites in different parts of Cambridgeshire has been
completed, backed up with thin sections where necessary.
In this way the range of types making up this inaccurate
‘catch-all’ category was determined, their fabrics and
forms being better defined, and their provenance
determined in some cases.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section and
ICPS), in relation to Research Question 5a can be found in
Chapter 10.VI; overall results are discussed in Chapter
2.VIII.

Research Question 5b: Where was Cambridge sgraffito
ware made?
Cambridgeshire Sgraffito is believed by David Hall to
have been made in south Cambridgeshire or north Essex,
but a definite kiln site is not yet known. It is not believed by
Hall to be a product of the Ely red ware kiln, and the
smooth fabric that has been recorded for most examples is
different to that used for sgraffito decorated Colchester
ware (Cotter 2000). It was suggested that all known
Cambridgeshire Sgraffito sherds be brought together, the
fabric better described and a representative sample of
sherds thin-sectioned. An updated corpus of designs and
forms has been produced.

The results of scientific analysis (thin section), in
relation to Research Question 5b can be found in Chapter
12.IX; overall results are discussed in Chapter 2.VIII.
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Research Question 5c: When does Ely ware production
change from the medieval forms and fabrics to
post-medieval red, black and white wares?
The transitional phase of pottery manufacture in Ely will
be largely addressed through Hall’s study of the Broad
Street kiln site assemblage.

Research Question 5c did not require specific
scientific analysis and in fact publication of the
excavations of kiln waste from Ely dating to the 16th to
17th centuries has resolved this question in the meantime
(Cessford et al. 2006).
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Danes  5, 31, 33, 34
Davey, Wally  3
Denny Abbey  2, 49, 55–6, 73
Developed St Neots-type ware (DNEOT)

affinities  138
analysis (illus)  11–12, 13, 105, 138–9, 291–4
assemblages  35

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  37, 38, 45
Cambridgeshire fen edge  39, 55–6
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  41
Peterborough  43, 47, 67
West Huntingdonshire  42, 43

catalogue  139–41, 140, 141
description  137
distribution  138

fabric  137
forms and date  138
production source and raw materials  138

Developed St Neots-type ware variant (DNEOT F)
analysis  139, 291–2, 292, 293
fabric  137
forms and date  138

Developed St Neots-type ware variant (DNEOT Q)
analysis  11, 139, 291–2, 292, 293
assemblages  45, 61
catalogue  141–3, 142
distribution  138
fabric  137
forms and date  138
production source and raw materials  138

Developed Stamford ware (DEST)
assemblages  30, 43, 58, 59, 62, 66, 67
description  227

dishes
Developed St Neots-type ware  138, 139, 140
Early Everton-type ware  229
East Anglian Redware  243, 244
Peterborough Area Early Medieval Shell- and Ironstone-tempered
ware  157–8, 157, 158

South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware  127–9, 127, 128
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  120, 122
see also dripping dishes

dripping dishes  225, 257–8, 257
Dunholme (Lincs)  89
Dutch redwares  74, 76

Earith  76, 292
Early Everton-type ware (ELEVER)

affinities  11, 228
analysis  228–9
assemblages  45, 50, 52, 59, 67, 71
catalogue  229–33, 230, 231, 232, 233
description  227
distribution  228
fabric  227
forms and date  228
production source and raw materials  228
research questions  84

Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares (EMEMS)
affinities  131
analysis  10–11, 131–2, 271–2, 271, 306–7, 308, 310
assemblages

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  35, 37, 38, 45, 46, 52
Cambridgeshire fen edge  39, 40
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  41

catalogue  132–6, 133, 134, 135
description  130
distribution  130
fabric  130
forms and date  130
production source and raw materials  130

Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares (EMEMS LI)
affinities  136
analysis  10, 136–7
catalogue  136–7, 137
distribution  136
fabric  136
forms and date  136
production source and raw materials  136

Early Medieval Hand-made ware (EMHM)  43
Early Medieval Iron-rich Sandy ware (EMIS)  118
Early Medieval pottery (AD 1050–1200)

evidence
background  35, 36
Cambridge  38
Cambridgeshire fen edge  38–40
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  40–1
Huntingdon  41–2
Huntingdonshire fen edge  41
Peterborough Soke and town  43
South Cambridgeshire  35–7
West Huntingdonshire  42–3

interpretation 44
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  46–7
Huntingdonshire  47
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Peterborough Soke and town  47
South Cambridgeshire and Cambridge  45–6

period definition  5
research objectives  9–15
type series (illus)  114–58

Early Medieval Sandy wares  9–10, 39
Early Medieval Shelly ware (EMSHW)

affinities  143
analysis  13
assemblages  30, 38
catalogue  143–4, 144
description  143
distribution  143
fabric  143
forms and date  143
production source and raw materials  143

Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware (EMSSO)
affinities  145
analysis  145–6
catalogue  146, 146
description  144–5
distribution  145
fabric  145
forms and date  145
production source and raw materials  145

Early Medieval wares (EMW)
analysis (illus)  9–10, 13, 268–71, 308, 310
assemblages  35, 41, 46

Early Medieval ware with rose coloured quartz  144
East Anglia, kingdom of  5, 9, 17, 22, 24
East Anglian Redware (EAR)

analysis  15–16, 85
assemblages

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire 49, 50, 51, 52, 65, 69, 71, 81
Cambridgeshire fen edge  55, 56, 73
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  58, 73
Huntingdon  59, 77
Huntingdonshire fen edge  76, 77
Peterborough  78, 79

description  233, 243, 244
East Anglian Redware Sgraffito, coarse and fine (EARSG C, EARSG
F)  16, 261, 312

East Midlands igneous-tempered pottery  2
Elias Potter  52
Ellington

ceramic study  2
pottery assemblage  34, 42, 60, 67, 118, 159

Ely
abbey  5, 22, 24, 33, 46
ceramic studies  2
pottery assemblages

Middle Saxon  17, 19, 20, 22, 24
Hand-made wares  93, 93
Ipswich ware 94, 95, 96, 97
Maxey-type wares  9, 11, 97, 98, 99, 100
North French Blackwares  101

Late Saxon  29, 33–4, 106
early medieval  40–1, 46
high medieval  55, 56–7, 65, 66

Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware  159
Medieval Ely ware  189, 194, 195
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware  196

late medieval  73, 81–2, 258
post-medieval  265

pottery production
early medieval  39, 40–1, 46–7
high medieval  49, 56, 189, 300
late medieval  69, 72, 73, 76, 189, 258
post-medieval  265

Ely ‘Babylon’ ware (BABEL)  73, 76, 265
Ely fabric (CHEL)  41
English Heritage  1
Ermine Street  22
Essex Early Medieval Sandy Shelly ware (ESEMSSH)

affinities  147
assemblages  45
catalogue  147, 148
description  147
distribution  147
fabric  147

forms and date  147
production source and raw materials  147

Essex Early Medieval Shelly ware (ESEMSH)
affinities  147
assemblages  37, 45
catalogue  147, 147
description  147
distribution  147
fabric  147
forms and date  147
production source and raw materials  147

Essex Micaceous Redware  75
Etheldreda (Aethylthryth)  22, 24
Everton (Beds), pottery production

early medieval  10, 35, 46
high medieval  49, 50, 60, 61, 63, 67, 227, 228
late medieval  78, 81, 262–4

Exning (Suffolk)  24

face-jugs  234
Farcet  76
Felix, St  24
Fenland Sandy wares  13–15
firestands

Bourne-type Medieval wares 222, 223, 224
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware  206, 214, 215

Flitwick (Beds)  81, 82, 262
Flixborough (Lincs)  99
Fordham

pottery analysis  282, 286
pottery assemblages

Middle Saxon  8, 19, 20, 24
Hand-made wares  91, 92, 93, 93
Ipswich ware 94, 95
North French Blackwares  101

Late Saxon  28
forms see alembic; aquamaniles; bottles; bowls; chicken feeder;

chimney pots; cisterns; cooking pots; cruet; cups; curfews; dishes;
dripping dishes; face-jugs; firestands; jars; jugs; lamps; large storage
jars; mug; pipkins; pitchers; urinals; water pipes

Foxton  37, 50, 69, 118
Fulbourn  37, 50, 65, 69, 81, 118

Gamlingay
market  67, 81
pottery assemblages

Middle Saxon  19, 24
Hand-made wares  93, 93
Ipswich ware 94, 95, 96, 97
Maxey-type wares  99, 100, 101

high medieval  227
Glapthorn (Northants)  15, 76, 82, 265
Glazed Red Earthenware (GRE)  265
Glen, river  66, 68, 73
Godmanchester, pottery assemblages  19, 25, 249, 250
Gosberton (Lincs)  20, 21, 97
Great Easton (Essex), pottery assemblages  10, 11, 145, 266, 267, 268,
276
Great Gransden, St Neots-type ware 112, 113
Great Horkesley (Essex)  16, 261
Great Ouse, river

diversion  46
Ermine Street crossing  22
pottery trade

Late Saxon  29, 33–4
early medieval  39, 40, 46, 47, 148
high medieval  53, 55, 58, 59, 63, 66, 180
late medieval  82

Great Ouse valley, pottery industries  9, 25, 30, 33, 34, 81, 84
Grimston (Norfolk), pottery production

Early Medieval ware  41
Grimston Glazed ware  46, 56, 233–4
sandy wares  53, 55, 56, 66
Thetford-type ware  9, 39, 41, 47, 53, 105, 106

Grimston Glazed ware (GRIM)
assemblages

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  63, 65, 72, 81
Cambridgeshire fen edge  72, 73
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  46, 56, 57, 58, 73, 75
Huntingdon/Huntingdonshire  59, 67, 76, 77, 82
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Peterborough  62, 67, 79
description  233–4, 234

Grimston software  46
Grimston Thetford-type ware (GTHET)

affinities  107, 149
analysis  9, 107–8
assemblages  39, 41, 45–6, 47
description  105–6, 158
distribution  106
fabric  106
forms and date  106

Gyrwe 9, 17, 22, 24, 25

Haddon (Beds)  294
Hall, David  2
Halstead (Essex)  40, 46, 49, 52, 130
Harlow (Essex)

ceramic study  3
pottery analysis  10, 266
pottery manufacture

high medieval  51, 52, 65, 66, 238
late medieval  16, 69, 71, 72, 77, 81

Harrold (Beds)  12, 99, 143, 292, 294
Haslingfield  27, 49–50, 71
Hauxton, Late Medieval Reduced ware 263, 264
Healey, Hilary  14, 253
Heath (Beds)  262
Hedingham (Essex)

pottery analysis  10, 16, 266, 267, 268
pottery production

early medieval  35, 38, 40, 46, 130, 145
high medieval  49, 52
late medieval  16, 72

Hedingham Coarseware (HEDIC)
assemblages  49, 63
description  234, 235
identification  11

Hedingham Fineware (HEDI)
assemblages

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  49, 50, 51, 52, 65
Cambridgeshire fen edge  55, 56
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  58, 66

description  234, 235
Hertfordshire glazed ware  72
Hertfordshire greywares (HERTS)  63, 235
High Medieval pottery (AD 1200–1350)

analysis
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware  294–300, 297, 298, 299
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff/Medieval Ely-type
ware  300–4, 302, 303

evidence
background 48, 49
Cambridge  50–3
Cambridgeshire fen edge  53–6
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  56–8
Huntingdon  59
Huntingdonshire fen edge  58–9
Peterborough Soke and town  61–2
South Cambridgeshire  49–50
West Huntingdonshire  59–60

interpretation 64
Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  63–6
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  66
Huntingdonshire  66–7
Peterborough Soke and town  67–8

period definition  5–6
type series (illus)  158–241

Higham Ferrers (Northants)  72, 76, 81, 82, 262
Hilton  42
Hinxton

ceramic study  2
pottery analysis

medieval pottery  10, 11, 266
Middle Saxon wares  8, 282, 284, 285
West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  276–8, 276, 277

pottery assemblages
Middle Saxon  19, 20, 24, 90

Hand-made wares  93, 93
Ipswich ware 94, 95–7, 96
Maxey-type wares  97, 98, 98, 99

North French Blackwares  101, 101, 102
Late Saxon  27
Early Medieval  35–7, 45

Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares (illus)  130,
132–6, 136–7

Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware  144, 145, 146, 146
Essex Early Medieval Sandy Shelly ware  147, 148
Essex Early Medieval Shelly ware  147, 147
South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy ware 114, 115–17,
116, 117

South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware (illus) 123, 124, 125,
127–9

South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware 118, 119, 120, 120, 121,
122

Hitchin (Herts)  118
Hollesley (Suffolk)  65, 233, 243
Hollesley-type coarseware  161
Holywell  76
Horningsea, Hedingham Fineware  234, 235
Houghton  58–9
Huntingdon

ceramic study  2
Danish control  22, 33
pottery analysis

Calcareous wares  278–81, 279, 280, 281
Colne/Colne-type wares  272–4, 273
Fenland Sandy wares  13, 14, 15
Huntingdonshire early medieval wares  268–72, 270, 271
Thetford-type wares  9

pottery assemblages
Middle Saxon  25
Late Saxon  30, 34

Thetford-type wares (illus)  9, 106, 107–8, 111–13
early medieval  41–2, 46, 47

Developed St Neots-type ware  12, 138
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware (illus)  148, 149, 151,
153, 156
Oolitic Shelly ware  158
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  118

high medieval  59, 66–7
Bourne-type Medieval wares  218
Colne Medieval ware  180
Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn  183
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (illus) 159, 160, 161, 163–70,
170–3, 175, 177

Lyveden A type Shelly ware  203
Potterspury ware  240
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware  197, 201,

202
late medieval  77–8, 81, 82

Colne Late Medieval ware  254, 255, 257–8, 257
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware (illus) 243, 246–53

post-medieval  265
pottery production

Huntingdon Thetford-type ware  9, 34, 41–2, 105, 106, 107, 108
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware  41, 148
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware  63–5, 159, 160

status, Saxon  22
Huntingdon (ceramic region) 4, 315

Middle Saxon  25
Late Saxon  30
early medieval  41–2
high medieval  59
late medieval  77–8, 82

Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware (HUNCAL)
affinities  244–5
analysis (illus)  14, 245–6, 278–81, 312
assemblages  53, 59, 67, 69, 76, 78, 82
catalogue (illus)  246–53
distribution  243
fabric  243
forms and date  243–4
production source and raw materials  243

Huntingdon Thetford-type ware (HTHET)
affinities  107
analysis  13, 107–8
assemblages  34, 39, 41–2, 45, 47
catalogue (illus)  108–13
description  105, 106
distribution  106
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fabric  106
forms and date  106

Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware (HUNEMW)
affinities  149
analysis (illus)  9, 13–14, 149, 150, 268–71, 308–10
assemblages  38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 47
catalogue (illus)  149–65
description  148
distribution  148
fabric  148
forms and date  148–9
production source and raw materials  148

Huntingdonshire fen edge (ceramic region) 4, 315
Middle Saxon  24–5
Late Saxon  30, 34
early medieval  41, 47
high medieval  58–9, 66–7
late medieval  76–7

Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (HUNFSW)
affinities  160–1, 180
analysis (illus)  13–14, 161–2, 268–72, 294–300, 310–11
assemblages  69

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  50, 51, 52, 63, 72
Cambridgeshire fen edge  53, 55
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  56, 58
Huntingdon  59, 78
Huntingdonshire  58–9, 66–7, 82
Peterborough  43, 61
West Huntingdonshire  60

catalogue (illus)  163–79
description  158–9
distribution  159
fabric  159
forms and date  159–60
production source and raw materials  159

Hurst, John  2
Hurstinga 24, 25

Iberian olive jar  74, 75
Ickleton, Developed St Neots-type ware  139, 140
Icknield Way  33, 46
ICPS (inductively-coupled plasma spectroscopy) analysis

Calcareous wares  278–81, 279, 280, 281
Colne wares  272–4, 273, 304, 305–6, 305
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware 271–2, 271, 307–8, 307
Early Medieval Sandy wares  9–10
Early Medieval wares  268–71, 269, 270
Fenland Sandy wares  13–15
Hand-made Middle Saxon wares (illus)  8–9, 286–91
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware  278–81, 279, 280, 281
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval Ware  271–2, 271
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (illus)  268–71, 272–4, 296–300
Late Lyveden–Stanion ware  278–81, 279, 280, 281
Late Medieval Colne ware 304, 305–6, 305
Late Medieval wares  15–16
Late Saxon wares  9
Medieval Ely-type ware variants  302–4, 302, 303
medieval pottery  266–8, 267
Medieval Sandy Coarsewares  10–11
St Neots-type wares 292, 293–4, 293, 294
Shelly Coarsewares  11–13
South Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy ware  307, 307
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware  271–2, 271
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware 302–4, 302, 303
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  307–8, 307
Thetford-type wares  107, 274–6, 275
thin-section analysis, South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware
307–8, 307

West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  276–8, 276, 277
Ingatestone (Essex)  66, 238, 266
Ipswich (Suffolk)  27, 34, 65, 105, 233, 243
Ipswich Thetford-type ware (ITHET)

assemblage  5, 27
description  105–6, 108, 108

Ipswich ware (IPS)
assemblages  5, 20–2, 24, 25, 27, 33
catalogue 94, 95–7, 96
fabric  95
forms  95
research project  2

Isleham  39, 45, 54

jars
Baston-type wares  225, 226, 226, 227
Bourne-type Medieval wares  218, 219–21, 219, 220
Brill/Boarstall ware  227
Colne Late Medieval ware  255
Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn  183
Developed St Neots-type ware  138, 139, 140
Early Everton-type ware  228, 229, 230
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares (illus) 130, 132–5, 136–7
Early Medieval Shelly ware  143–4, 144
Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware  145, 146, 146
Essex Early Medieval Sandy Shelly ware  147, 148
Hedingham Coarseware  234, 235
Hertfordshire greywares  235
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware 243–4, 244–5, 246–7,
246, 247

Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware (illus)  148–9, 149–53
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (illus)  159–60, 163–70
Ipswich ware 94, 95, 96, 97
Late Medieval Reduced ware 263, 264
Later Ely wares  258, 258, 259
Lyveden A type Shelly ware  203, 204, 205
Lyveden/Stanion glazed ware  235
Maxey-type wares 98, 99
Medieval Ely ware  189–91, 190, 191
Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy ware  236, 237
Middle Saxon Hand-made wares  90, 91, 91, 92, 93, 93
North French Blackwares  101, 101, 102
Oolitic Shelly ware  158
Peterborough Area Shell- and Limestone-tempered ware 216, 217,
217–18, 217

Peterborough Shell-tempered ware  206, 207–11, 208, 209, 210
South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy ware  114, 115–16,
116, 117

South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware  123, 125–7, 126, 127,
129, 129

South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware  196, 197–8,
197, 198, 199

South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  118, 119, 120, 121
Thetford-type wares  106, 108, 108, 109–10, 111, 111
Unglazed Reduced Sandy wares of Blackborough End type 241, 241
West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  186, 187–8, 188
Wheel-made Middle Saxon Sandy ware  103, 103
see also large storage jars

jugs
Baston-type wares  225, 226, 227
Bourne-type Medieval wares  218, 219, 222, 223–4, 223
Brill/Boarstall ware  227
Colchester-type ware (late medieval)  242–3, 242
Colne Medieval ware  180, 181–2, 181, 182
Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn  183, 184–6, 184, 185
Developed St Neots-type ware  138, 140, 141, 142, 143
Developed Stamford ware  227
Early Everton-type ware  228, 229–31, 232, 233, 233
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy wares 135, 136
Early Medieval Shelly ware  143, 144, 144
Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware  145, 146, 146
East Anglian Redware  243, 244
East Anglian Redware Sgraffito  261, 262
East Anglian Redwares  233
Grimston Glazed ware  234
Hedingham Fineware  234, 235
Hertfordshire greywares  235
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware 244, 245, 247–51, 248,
249, 250

Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (illus) 159–60, 161, 167–70, 170–7
Late Medieval Hertfordshire Glazed ware  262
Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware 264, 265
Late Medieval Reduced ware 263, 264
Later Ely wares  258–60, 259, 260
London-type ware  235
Lyveden A type Shelly ware  204, 204, 205
Lyveden/Stanion glazed ware  235
Medieval Ely ware  189, 191–2, 192, 193
Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy ware  236, 237
Mill Green Fineware  238, 239, 240
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware  206, 215, 215
Potterspury ware  240
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Scarborough-type ware  240
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware  196, 199–203,
201, 202

South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware 122, 123
Surrey Whitewares  241
West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  186, 187, 188, 188
see also face-jugs

Kimbolton  67
King’s Lynn (Norfolk)

pottery assemblages
high medieval  65, 66, 189, 241
late medieval  81, 258
post-medieval  265

pottery production  45, 46, 47, 63, 66
Kingston-type ware (KING)  241

lamps
Grimston Glazed ware  234, 234
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware  149, 154, 156
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware  160
Medieval Ely ware  189, 194, 194
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware  214, 214, 215

Langerwehe stoneware  74, 76
Langhale (Norfolk)  9, 107, 274
large storage jars

Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware 169, 170
Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy ware  236
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware  196

Lark, river  55
Late Lyveden–Stanion ware (LLYST)  278–81, 279, 280, 281
Late Medieval Calcareous Unknown ware (LMCU)  281
Late Medieval Colne ware (CONLM)

affinities  255
analysis  14, 15, 255–7, 304–6, 304, 305
assemblages  69, 72
catalogue  257–8, 257
description  180, 253–4
distribution  254
fabric  254
forms and date  255
production source and raw materials  254

Late Medieval Ely ware (LMEL)
affinities  258
analysis  258
assemblages  69

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  51, 71, 81
Cambridgeshire fen edge  56, 72, 73
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  74, 75, 76, 81
Huntingdonshire  76, 82
Peterborough  78

catalogue  258–9, 258, 259
description  258
distribution  258
fabric  189, 258
forms and date  189, 258
production source and raw materials  258

Late Medieval Hertfordshire Glazed ware (HERTG)  262
Late Medieval Oxidised Sandy ware (OSW)

assemblages  69
Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  71, 81
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  73
Huntingdon  77
Huntingdonshire  76, 82
Peterborough  78, 79

catalogue 264, 265
description  264–5
research questions  84

Late Medieval pottery (AD 1350–1500)
evidence

background  69, 70
Cambridge  71–2
Cambridgeshire fen edge  72–3
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  73–6
Huntingdon  77–8
Huntingdonshire fen edge  76–7
Peterborough Soke and town  78–9
South Cambridgeshire  69–71
West Huntingdonshire  78

interpretation 80

Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  81–2
Huntingdonshire  82
Peterborough Soke and town  82
South Cambridgeshire and Cambridge  79–81

period definition  6
research objectives  15–16
type series (illus)  242–65

Late Medieval Reduced ware (LMR)
assemblages  69

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  69, 71, 72, 79, 81
Cambridgeshire fen edge  73
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  73, 81
Huntingdon  77–8
Huntingdonshire/West Huntingdonshire  76, 78, 82
Peterborough  78, 79

catalogue 263, 264
ceramic study  2
description  262–4
research questions  84–5

Late Medieval/Post-medieval Transitional Ely ware (LMELTR)
affinities  258
analysis  258
catalogue  259–60, 260
description  258
distribution  258
fabric  258
forms and date  258
production source and raw materials  258

Late Medieval–Post-Medieval Transitional Redwares  79
Late Medieval and Transitional ware (LMT)  15, 72, 75, 81, 82
Late Saxon pottery (AD 850/875–1050)

analysis  291–4, 292, 293
evidence

background 26, 27
Cambridge  27–8, 29
Cambridgeshire fen edge  28–30
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  29–30
Huntingdon  30
Huntingdonshire fen edge  30
Peterborough Soke and town  31
South Cambridgeshire  27
West Huntingdonshire  30–1

interpretation 32
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  33–4
Huntingdonshire  34
Peterborough Soke and town  34
South Cambridgeshire and Cambridge  31–3

period definition  5
research objectives  9
type series (illus)  103–13

Lincoln (Lincs)
Bourne-type Medieval wares  218
ceramic study  3
pottery production  59, 61, 62, 66, 67, 82

Lincoln Late Saxon/Saxo-Norman Sandy ware  30, 31
Linton, market  63
Little Ouse, river  33, 46, 47, 63
Littleport  254
London-type ware (LOND)  76, 235
Longstanton, pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  28–9, 33
early medieval  39–40, 45, 118
high medieval  53, 54, 55, 65, 197
late medieval  72

Lyveden (Northants)  12, 82, 203, 235, 265
Lyveden A type Shelly ware (LYVA)

affinities  203
analysis  12–13, 203–4
assemblages

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  53, 63, 69, 81
Cambridgeshire fen edge  55
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  58
Huntingdon  59
Huntingdonshire  58, 59, 66–7, 76
Peterborough  43, 61, 62, 78
West Huntingdonshire  59–60, 78

catalogue  204, 204, 205
description  203
distribution  203
fabric  203
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forms and date  203
production source and raw materials  203

Lyveden E ware  79
Lyveden/Stanion glazed ware (Lyveden B ware (LYST))

assemblages
Cambridge  53, 65, 72
Cambridgeshire fen edge  55
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  56, 58, 73
Huntingdon  59, 77
Huntingdonshire  47, 58, 67, 76
Peterborough  61, 62, 78, 79
West Huntingdonshire  59, 60, 78

catalogue  236, 236
description  235

March
monastery  24
pottery assemblages  57, 58, 66, 73, 81–2

Market Deeping (Lincs)  68
markets

Late Saxon 32, 34
early medieval 44, 46
high medieval  55, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67
late medieval 80, 81, 82

Maxey, pottery assemblages
Middle Saxon  19, 20–2, 25, 99, 100, 101
Late Saxon  31
early medieval  43, 156, 157–8, 157, 158
high medieval  62

Baston-type wares  225, 226, 226
Bourne-type Medieval wares (illus)  218, 219–24
Peterborough Area Shell- and Limestone-tempered ware 216, 216,

217, 217
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware (illus) 206, 207–9, 211, 212–13,

214, 215
late medieval  79

Maxey-type wares (NMAX; RMAX)
affinities  99, 104, 138
analysis  8–9, 11, 99
assemblages  5, 17–20, 22, 24, 25, 27, 33
catalogue 98, 99–101, 100
description  97
distribution  97
fabrics  97
forms and date  97–9
production source and raw materials  97
research questions  84

Medieval Colchester ware see Colchester-type ware
Medieval Ely ware (MEL)

affinities  161, 189
analysis  3, 9, 13, 14, 19
assemblages

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  50, 51–2, 63, 65
Cambridgeshire fen edge  53, 55, 56
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  46–7, 56, 58, 66
Huntingdonshire  58, 59, 67
Peterborough  61

catalogue (illus)  189–94
description  189
distribution  189
fabric  189
forms and date  189
production source and raw materials  189

Medieval Ely-type ware variants (MELT)  300–4, 302, 303
Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy wares (MEMS)

analysis  10–11
assemblages  49, 50, 51, 52, 55, 63
catalogue  236, 237
description  236

Medieval Pottery Research Group  1
Medieval Sandy Coarsewares (MSW; MSGW)

assemblages  49–50, 52, 56, 63
description  238

Mellor, M.  2
Mercia, kingdom of  5, 9, 17, 22–4, 25, 33
Micaceous East Anglian Redwares  77
Micaceous Sandy ware (MICSW)  10–11
Michael Potter  52
Middle Anglia, kingdom of  22, 24, 25
Middle Saxon Hand-made wares (MSX)

analysis (illus)  8–9, 282–91
assemblages  5, 17, 20, 24, 25
catalogue  90–5, 91, 92, 93
description  89–90
research questions  83–4

Middle Saxon pottery (AD 650–850/875)
characterisation

chemical analysis (illus)  286–91
thin-section analysis  282–6

evidence  17–20, 18
interpretation

background and context  22–4, 23
Cambridge  24
Cambridgeshire fen edge  24 
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  24 
Huntingdon  25
Huntingdonshire fen edge  24–5 
Peterborough Soke and town  25     
South Cambridgeshire  24
West Huntingdonshire  25

period definition  5
regional context  20–2
research objectives  8–9
type series (illus)  89–103

Middleborough (Essex)  35, 124, 130
Mildenhall (Suffolk)  196
Mile End (Essex)  52
Mill Green (Essex)  16, 66
Mill Green Coarseware (MGCOAR)

analysis  11, 266
assemblages  49, 56, 63, 71
description  238

Mill Green Fineware (MGF)
analysis  266
assemblages  49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 65, 77
catalogue 239, 240
description  238

Milton  37, 54, 118
Moorhouse, S.  2
mug 263, 264

Nar, river  46
Nene, river, pottery trade

Late Saxon  34
early medieval  47
high medieval  58, 66, 67
late medieval  73, 79, 82

Nene valley, pottery industries  9, 25, 33, 81, 84
Newmarket (Suffolk)  63
Norfolk Early Medieval ware  41, 47, 66
Norfolk-type Late Medieval and Transitional ware  75
North French Blackwares (NFBW)

assemblages  20, 22, 24, 27
catalogue  101, 101, 102
description  101
distribution  101
fabric  101
forms and date  101
production source and raw materials  101

North French Redware (NFRW)  102, 102
North French whitewares  65
Northampton (Northants)  21
Norwich (Norfolk)  3, 34, 72, 105, 265
Nottingham (Notts)  62

Offa  24
Old West river  34, 76
Olney Hyde (Bucks)  12, 47, 59, 143, 292
Oolitic Sandy ware (OLW)  11, 158
Oolitic Shelly ware (OSHW)  43, 60, 158
Oolitic wares (OOL)  158
Orange Sandy ware  75
Oxford Archaeology  2
Oxidised Sandy wares (OSW)

analysis  15
assemblages  73, 77, 78, 79–81, 82
ceramic study  2

Oxney Grange  31
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Paeda  22
Parson Drove  58, 66
Peakirk  8, 22, 282
Pennyland (Bucks)  21
Peterborough

abbey  22, 25, 31, 34
ceramic studies  2, 3
pottery analysis  8, 11, 13
pottery assemblages

Middle Saxon  19, 25
Late Saxon  31, 34
early medieval  43, 47, 158
high medieval  61–2, 67–8

Baston-type wares  225
Bourne-type Medieval wares  218
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware  159
Lyveden A type Shelly ware  203, 204, 205
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware (illus)  206, 209, 211, 213,

214
Potterspury ware  240
Shelly wares  240

late medieval  78–9, 82
post-medieval  265
research questions  84

pottery production  47
Peterborough (Soke and town ceramic region) 4, 315–16

Middle Saxon  19, 25
Late Saxon  31, 34
early medieval  43, 47
high medieval  61–2, 67–8
late medieval  78–9, 82

Peterborough Area Early Medieval Shell- and Ironstone-tempered
ware (PAEMSF)
affinities  157
assemblage  43
catalogue  157–8, 157, 158
description  156
distribution  157
fabric  156–7
forms and date  157
production source and raw materials  157

Peterborough Area Shell- and Limestone-tempered ware (PASL)
affinities  217
assemblage  62
catalogue 216, 217–18, 217
description  216
distribution  217
fabric  216
forms and date  217
production source and raw materials  217

Peterborough Shell-tempered ware (PSHW)
affinities  206, 294
analysis  13, 206–7
assemblages  43, 47, 61, 62, 67, 78
catalogue (illus)  207–15
description  205–6
distribution  206
fabric  206
forms and date  206
production source and raw materials  206
research questions  84

pipkins  177, 178, 263, 264
pitchers

Essex Early Medieval Sandy Shelly ware  147
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware  149, 153, 154, 155, 156
Ipswich ware  95–7, 96
Mill Green fineware 239, 240
North French Blackwares  101
South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy ware  114, 117, 117
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware  123, 129, 129
Thetford-type wares (illus)  106, 111–13

Post-Medieval pottery (post-AD 1500), type series  265
Post-Medieval Redwares (PMR)  265
Potterspury (Northants)  240
Potterspury ware (POTT)

assemblages
Cambridge  72
Cambridgeshire fen edge  53
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  73
Huntingdon  59

Huntingdonshire  67
Huntingdonshire fen edge  58
Peterborough  79
West Huntingdonshire  60

description  240
Potton (Beds)  35, 45

Raeren stoneware (RAER)  71, 73, 76, 77, 79
Ramsey

abbey  5, 53, 59, 63, 65, 67
ceramic study  2
pottery analysis  13, 14, 269, 270, 271, 272, 274
pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  30
early medieval  41, 47

Early Medieval Shelly ware  143–4, 144
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware  148, 149, 152
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware  123, 128, 129
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  118, 122, 123

high medieval  58, 67
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (illus) 159, 160, 161, 163, 167,
170, 173, 177

Peterborough Shell-tempered ware  206
late medieval  76, 258

pottery production  148, 159, 160
research questions  84

Raunds (Northants)  3, 20, 89
Reach (Beds)  262
Reduced Colchester-type wares  63
research programme

background  1
ceramic regions  3–5, 4, 315–16
context  1–2
future directions  83–5
outcomes  7
period definitions  5–6
previous ceramic studies  2–3
recording methodology  6–7
research foci and objectives  3, 316–19

Rhenish stonewares  78, 81; see also Langerwehe stoneware; Raeren
stoneware; Siegburg
stonewares

Richard le Potter  52
Riseley (Beds)  78, 82, 262
Rivenhall (Essex)  16, 147, 261
Royston (Herts)  46

St Ives
market  46, 63–5
pottery assemblages

early medieval 151, 152, 153
high medieval  14, 58, 59, 67, 159, 167, 168
late medieval  76, 81, 254

St Neots
ceramic study  2
market  46
pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  30–1
early medieval  42–3, 141, 142
high medieval  60, 67, 227, 228
late medieval  78, 263, 264

St Neots-type ware (NEOT)
affinities  104, 138
analysis  9, 11–12, 104–5, 291–4, 292, 293, 294
assemblages  5, 27

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  27–8, 33, 46
Cambridgeshire fen edge  28–9, 38–9
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  29–30, 33–4, 41, 46
Huntingdon  30, 41
Huntingdonshire  30, 34
Peterborough  31, 34, 43
West Huntingdonshire  30–1, 42, 43

description  103
distribution  104
fabric  103
forms and date  104
production source and raw materials  103–4
research questions  84
see also Developed St Neots-type ware

Saintonge wares  65, 76
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Sandy Greywares  10–11
Sandy Orange ware  144
Sandy Shelly ware (SSHW)  11, 240
Sandy ware with iron ore (SANDFE)  60
Sawston, pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  27
early medieval  37
high medieval  49, 50
late medieval  69–71, 82

Sawtry  76
Saxburgh  22
Scarborough-type ware (SCAR)  65, 74, 240
Scull, Chris  1
Shelly Coarsewares (SHW; SHW2)  11, 13, 43, 61, 84, 240
Shepreth  236, 237
Sible Hedingham (Essex) see Hedingham
Siegburg stonewares  65, 72, 76
Slowikowksi, Anna  3
Soham

monastery  22, 24
pottery analysis  15, 16
pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  28, 106
high medieval  53, 54, 55

Medieval Ely ware  189, 194, 194
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware (illus)
197–8, 199–203

late medieval  72, 73, 81, 258, 261
pottery production  69, 195

Somersham  76, 81
South Cambridgeshire (ceramic region) 4, 315

Middle Saxon  24
Late Saxon  27, 31–3
early medieval  35–7, 45–6
high medieval  49–50, 63–6
late medieval  69–71, 79–81

South Cambridgeshire Grog-Tempered Sandy ware (SCAGS)
affinities  114
analysis  9–11, 114–15, 306–7
assemblages  35–7, 38, 39, 45, 46
catalogue  115–17, 116, 117
description  114
distribution  114
fabric  114
forms and date  114
production source and raw materials  114

South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware (SCASS)
affinities  124–5
analysis  9–11, 13, 124, 125, 271–2, 271, 306–7
assemblages  35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 45, 46
catalogue  125–9, 126, 127, 128, 129
distribution and dating  123
fabric  123
forms  123–4
production source and raw materials  123

South Hertfordshire greywares  235
South Lincolnshire Baston-type wares see Baston-type Oolitic ware;
Baston-type Oxidised ware

South Lincolnshire Light Firing Oolitic with Quartz ware (SLFFO) 62
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware (SEFEN)

affinities  196
analysis  15, 196–7, 300–4, 302, 303
assemblages  52, 53, 55, 58, 63, 69, 73
catalogue (illus)  197–203
description  194–5
distribution  196
fabric  195
forms and date  196
production source and raw materials  195

South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (SCAMSW)
affinities  118
analysis  9–11, 118–19, 306–7
assemblages

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  35, 37, 38, 45, 46, 52, 63
Cambridgeshire fen edge  39, 53
West Huntingdonshire  43

catalogue  119–23, 120, 121–2
distribution  118
fabric  117
forms and date  118

production source and raw materials  117–18
research questions  84

Southoe, Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware  177, 178
Spalda 25
Spaldwick, pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  31
early medieval  42, 141, 142, 143
high medieval  59–60, 203, 204, 205
late medieval  78

Stamford (Lincs)  34, 43, 113
Stamford Area Light Firing ware (SAMLFFE, SAMLFRQ)  62
Stamford ware (STAM)

analysis  9
assemblages  5, 27

Cambridge  27, 28
Cambridgeshire fen edge  28
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  29–30, 33
Peterborough  31, 34, 43, 47

description  113
research questions  84
see also Developed Stamford ware

Stanion (Northants)  67, 203, 235
Stansted (Essex)

pottery assemblages
Middle Saxon  20, 21
early medieval  10, 45, 123, 125, 144, 145

pottery production  35, 46, 52
Stort, river  45, 46
Stow Longa pipeline  19, 25
Sudbury (Suffolk)  34
Surrey Whitewares (SURR; CBW; CHEA; KING; TUDG) 65, 72, 241
Sutton  41
Swavesey

market  63
pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  28–9, 33
early medieval  38–9, 45

Developed St Neots-type ware (illus)  12, 139, 141, 143
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware 148, 149–51, 152, 153, 154
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  118

high medieval  53, 54, 63, 65
Colne Medieval ware  180
Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn  183
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware (illus) 159, 160, 166, 170, 173,
175–7

Medieval Ely ware (illus)  189–91, 192
Unglazed Reduced Sandy wares of Blackborough End type 241,
241

late medieval  72
Colne Late Medieval ware  254, 255
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware 247, 247, 249, 250–1
Later Ely wares  258, 258, 259

Sweorda 24, 25

Takeley (Essex)  10, 35, 38, 39, 46, 130
Terrington St Clement (Norfolk)  21
Thetford (Norfolk)

Danish control  33
pottery assemblages  21, 106, 107–8, 265
pottery production  27, 33, 34, 47, 106

Thetford-type wares (THET)
affinities  107
analysis  9, 107–8, 308, 309
assemblages  5

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire  27–30, 33, 37, 45, 46
Cambridgeshire fen edge  39
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  33–4, 41
Huntingdon  41
Huntingdonshire  34, 47
West Huntingdonshire  31

catalogue (illus)  108–13
ceramic study  3
description  105–6
distribution  106
fabrics  106
forms and date  106
ICPS analysis  274–6, 275
production source and raw materials  106
see also Grimston Thetford-type ware; Huntingdon Thetford-type

ware; Ipswich Thetford-type ware
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thin-section analysis
Baston wares  225–6
Bourne-type Medieval wares  219
Cambridgeshire Sgraffito ware  312
Colchester-type ware  311–12
Colne ware  304–5
Colne-type ware from Caxton and Bourn  183–4, 304–5
Developed St Neots-type ware and variants  138–9
Early Everton-type ware  228–9
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware 131–2, 306–7, 308, 310
Early Medieval Essex Micaceous Sandy ware, low iron  136
Early Medieval Sandy wares  9–10
Early Medieval Silty Sandy Orange ware  145–6
Early Medieval ware  308, 310
Fenland Sandy wares  13–15
Hand-made Middle Saxon wares  8–9, 282–6
Huntingdon Late Medieval Calcareous ware  245–6, 312
Huntingdonshire Early Medieval ware  149, 150, 308–10
Huntingdonshire Fen Sandy ware  161–2, 294–6, 310–11
Late Medieval Colne ware  304–5
Late Medieval and Transitional Colne wares  255–7
Late Medieval wares  15–16
Late Saxon wares  9
Later Ely wares  258
Lyveden A type Shelly ware  203–4
Maxey-type wares  99
Medieval Ely ware  189
Medieval Ely-type ware variants  300–2
Medieval Sandy Coarsewares  10–11
Middle Saxon wares  282–6
Peterborough Shell-tempered ware  206–7
St Neots-type ware  104–5, 291–2
Shelly Coarsewares  11–13
South Cambridgeshire Grog-tempered Sandy ware  114–15, 306–7
South Cambridgeshire Smooth Sandy ware  124, 125, 306–7
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware  196–7, 300–2
South-west Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  118–19, 306–7
Thetford-type ware  107–8, 308, 309
West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware  187, 311

Thrapston (Northants)  67
Tondberht  22, 24
Torksey ware  27, 31
Toynton All Saints (Northants), pottery production

high medieval  58, 59, 61, 62, 66, 67
late medieval  72, 73, 77

Transitional redwares  71, 76, 78
Trumpington  20
Tudor Green ware (TUDG)  74, 79, 241

Unglazed Reduced Sandy wares of Blackborough End type (UGBB)
assemblages

Cambridge  52, 53, 63
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk fenland  56, 57, 58, 66, 75
Huntingdon  59
Huntingdonshire fen edge  58, 59

catalogue  241, 241
description  241

urinals  218, 220–1, 220, 231, 233

Vince, Alan  2, 3, 8

Wadenhoe (Northants)  67
Walker, Helen  3
Walpole St Andrew (Norfolk)  21
Warmington (Northants)  156, 157
water pipes  189, 194, 195
Well Creek  46, 47, 66
Welland, river  34, 66, 68, 73
Wendreda  24
Wereham (Norfolk)

pottery analysis
early medieval wares  268–9, 269, 270
Thetford-type wares  9, 107–8, 274, 275, 275

pottery assemblages  41, 106
Wessex, kingdom of  33
West Cambridgeshire Sandy ware (WCAMSW)

affinities  186–7
analysis (illus)  11, 15, 187, 266, 276–8, 311
assemblages  50, 58, 63, 69, 81
catalogue  187–8, 187, 188
description  186
distribution  186
fabric  186
forms and date  186
production source and raw materials  186

West Cotton (Northants)  3, 12, 143, 158
West Huntingdonshire (ceramic region) 4, 315

Middle Saxon  25
Late Saxon  30–1
early medieval  42–3
high medieval  59–61
late medieval  78

West Walton (Norfolk)  21
West Wickham  315
Wheel-made Middle Saxon Sandy ware (WMMSS)

catalogue  103, 103
description  102
distribution  103
fabric  102
forms and date  103
production source and raw materials  103

Whittlesea Mere  59
Whittlesey

pottery analysis  14, 254
pottery assemblages  29, 76–7, 79, 82, 206

Wicken
pottery assemblages

high medieval  55
Medieval Ely ware  189, 192, 193
Medieval Essex-type Micaceous Grey Sandy ware  236, 237
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware 197, 198–9,
200, 201, 202

late medieval  258
pottery production  195

Williams, David  2
Willingham

pottery analysis  8, 282, 284, 285, 286
pottery assemblages

Middle Saxon  17, 19, 20, 24, 84
Hand-made wares  90–1, 91, 92, 93
Maxey-type wares  97, 98, 98, 99
North French Blackwares  101
North French Redware  102, 102
Wheel-made Middle Saxon Sandy ware  102–3, 103

Late Saxon  28, 29, 33, 84, 106, 108, 108
late medieval  73

Wintringham
ceramic study  2
pottery assemblages

early medieval  10, 11, 42, 45
high medieval (illus)  60–1, 227, 228, 229–33

Wisbech
pottery assemblages

Late Saxon  29, 34
early medieval  41, 46–7
high medieval  55, 57–8, 66

Bourne-type Medieval wares 222, 224
South-east Fenland Medieval Calcareous Buff ware  197
Unglazed Reduced Sandy wares of Blackborough End type 241

late medieval  74–6, 74, 81
research questions  84

Wissey, river  46
Woodhurst  19, 24, 58, 76
Woodston  43
Worlington (Suffolk)  148, 196
Writtle (Essex)  147
Wyton  76

Yardley Hastings (Northants)  12, 143
Yarmouth-type ware  40, 45, 84
Yaxley  59, 73, 81, 82
Young, Jane  3
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